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Foreword
By j eri)' Borrell
Editor-in-Chief
Maaoorld magazine

Jim Heid has been writing for MacttJorldfor six years. He has also
written several books on Macintosh software. As the author of MacttJorld's
monthly column "Getting Started," Heid is already familiar to hundreds of
thousands of Macintosh users.
To those who do not !mow Jim, let me recommend this book. Like his
column in Maaoor!d, The Complete Mac Handbook seeks to provide
Macintosh users with clear, insightful, and reliable advice on how to get the
most out of whatever you need to do on your Mac. The Complete Afac
Handbook is one of those reference volumes you '11 want to have next to
your computer.
You should also consult the relevant chapter of the book the next time
you're wondering '\vhy my Mac does (or doesn't) do that" or before you
wander off to the compur.er store in search of the next great Mac product.
Jim will save you endless time and trouble.
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Introduction
I

n 1986 - back when the Mac Plus was Apple's flagship and a ye-Jr before
the first Mac ll was chtistened - the edicors of Macwodd magazine
approached me about writing a column that would focus on a different aspect
of Macintosh fundamentals each month. The Mac world was becoming more
complex, they explained, and even seasoned veterans were increasingly likely
to encounter unfamiliar terms or concepts.
The first installment of "Getting Started" appeared in the November 1986
issue. I've written several dozen columns since then, and the book you're
reading now contains the best of them, up to and including the May 1991
installment

But these aren't just reprints. I've updated evety column to reflect new or
discontinued products, evolving Ivlac technology, and Apple's growing product
line. I've also expanded every column, adding new illustrations, tables, product
listings, and sidebars comaining additional background, tips, and insights. And
you'll find an all-new chapter containing expanded coverage of Apple's new
System 7.0 software, and a pull-<>ut quick reference card that's packed with
shortcuts and tips for using the Mac. New and improved, I think they call it.
At the same time, I've retained the magazine-style format of the original
columns. You'll find sidebars, comprehensive figure captions (not just "Figure
2-1: A dialog box''), and top-notch technical illustrations - items you'd expect
from a magazine, not a book. I've aimed for the best of both worlds magazine-style layout and graphics along with the depth and scope only a
book can provide.

Whom This Book is For
From its inception, my Gen ing Staned column has been aimed at the
beginner. But by "beginner," l don't always mean someone who's just unpacked his or her Mac and isn't sure what to do next. I refer instead to anyone
unfamiliar with the subject at hand. The Mac world has so many facets,
evetyone's a beginner at something.

To be a bit more specific, this book is intended for:
•:• people who are thinking about buying a Macintosh and need introductions
to Mac terminology and operating concepts and on what you can do with a
Macinrosh
•:• experienced Mac users who want overviews of Macintosh application
categories and hardware concepts to help them choose products and brush
up on areas they're unfamiliar with
•:• regular Getting Staned readers who wam an updated and expanded
collection of columns for convenient reference.

How This Book is Organized
Most computer books begin with chapter after chapter of technical
background on bits and bytes and how computers work. 1\'ot this book. In my
experience, the first questions people ask about the Mac aren't, How does it
work and what do all those weird words mean? Instead, they ask, Which
machine should I buy and what can I do with it? That only makes sense:
whether )'ou're shopping for a car, a house, or a computer, your first priorities
are making an info rmed purchase and then applying that purchase to your
daily life. Learning the technical derails behind your plumbing, engine, or
cemral processing unit usually comes later.
For this reason, this book is organized a bit differently than the rest:
•:• rn Section I, "Using the Mac," we get right down to business, examining
issues you'll want to investigate when shopping for a Mac system, and
looking at d1e many ways you can put a Mac to work. We'll explore the
worlds of word processing, desktop publishing, spreadsheets, database
management, animation, music, computer-aided design, and more. Each
chapter in this section desCJi bes the concepts behind an application
catego1y and spodighrs the leading products in the field . You'll also find
tips for using you r programs more effectively and shopper's guidelines that
will help you choose programs that meet your needs.
•:• In Section Il, "Mastering the Mac," we'll take a closer look at what makes
the Mac tick. We'll unscramble the acronyms and demystify the jargon
you'll encounter as you use the Mac, and we'll look at more advanced
topics such as protecting you r .Mac from computer viruses, backing up,
exchanging data between programs and computers, troubleshooting, and
working with digital sound.

•:• In Section HI, "Expanding the Mac," we'll look at the kinds of add-ons you
might buy to round out your Mac system. Scanners, monitors, laser printers,
high-capacicy disks, and expansion cards are among the hardware vying for
your checkbook 's attention. You'll le-arn what each type of add-on has to
o ffer and what to look for when shopping.
The back of the book contains two appendices. Appendix A, "Where ro
Buy," lists the phone numbers o f the companies whose proclucts are mentioned in this book. Appendix B, "Prod uction Notes," spotlights the remarkable roles the Mac played in d1e production of this book. And last but not least,
d1ere's a comprehensive index that will help you locate d1e tern1s, concepts,
and products discussed here.
Because the chapters in this book began life as magazine columns, you may
find d1at some information and definitions appear in more than one place. As I
revised each column, I removed most of this duplicated information, but there
are some common tem1s or concepts that are so important d1at I've left them
in each place they appear. This will allow you to skip around from chapter to
chapter without worrying about encoumering too many unfamiliar terms.

Conventions Used in This Book
nrs,

This book also conrains BACKGROUND ,
and INSIGHTS to keep in
mind as you learn Macintosh concepts and are indicated by icons in the
margins. H ere is what to look for:

Background gives you the nuts-and-bolts technical explanations of how certain components \VOrk or the ideas behind
them.

Quick Tips are shorrcuts that have been learned over the years
to save you time and trouble.

Shopping Tips give you tips on what to look for when shopping for hardware and software and how mud1 money you can
expect to pay for them.

Insights are comments given ro better inform the reader on the
core of an issue or category of products.

Also, in the left-hand margins of this book you'll find ven.ical rules which
serve to separate your thoughts from the author's. Feel free to rake notes or jot
clown ideas in this area we have provided. \Vhether you're a student with that
fast-approaching mid-term coming, or a ca::;ual Mac user learning at your own
pace, we think you'll find this feature helpful in your leaming e.xpetience.

A Word About System 7
Whi le I was wrapping up this book, Apple programmers \Vere pu tting the
finishing touches on a major enhancement of the software that enables the
Mac to run. This enhancement, called S;tl1em 10, is scheduled to be available
by the middle of 1991. J've included detai led information on System 7.0
gleaned from interYiews with Apple engineers and other Mac expertS, from
prelimimuy versions of rhe System 7.0 manuals, and from working with
prerelease versions of the System 7.0 software itself. If you read this before
System 7.0 is available, you'll be prepared, ready to make the transition and
able to assemble the hardware necessary to run the new software effectively.

Other Titles to Enhance Your Mac Knowledge
When you're through reading rhi::; book and you've got to know all the ins
and outs of System 7.0, you'll want to look at JlfctcltiOrld Guide To 5]1stem 10
- the aud1olitative guide to Apple's new system software which reveals
undocumented tips not found in t.he manual.
For those interested in making Music with the Macintosh, there's Macuior/d
Music & Sound Bible - the only comprehensive and amhmitative guide to
using music, sound, digital audio, and multimedia on the Mac.
Both these books contain the same kind of qu;~ity information found in
d1is book and duu ughout the IDG Books book lines. They can be found in
better bookstores every where. To order by phone caU: (800) 28BOOKS or
(800) 282-6657.

Feedback, Please!
The letters and comments I've received from Getting Started readers have
helped set the column 's direction. Similarly, your feedback to this book will
help make future editions better. Please write to me, in care of IDG Books
Worldwide, with questions or comments. You can also comact me directly
using electronic mail (if you don't know what that is, don't worry - it's
covered here). On CompuServe, send messages to 76174,556. On America
Online, I'm jimHeid. On MCI Mail, they caH me ]HElD.
Let's get started!
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Chapter 1

Buying a Mac
In This Chapter:
II Details on how to determine which Macintosh will meet your present and future needs.
II An introduction to the hardware features you'll want to examine when shopping for a Mac.
II A look at the used Mac market: which models are worth considering?
II An introduction to Macintosh printers and other add-ons.
II Tips for buying a Mac and saving money when assembling a system.
II A summary of how the Macintosh family compares to the IBM PC.

T:

oday's Macintosh shopper faces more decisions than the president on a
bad day. Apple offers seven i\•lacs, ranging ln p1ice from under $1000 for a
bare-bones Macintosh Classic m over ~ 10,000 for a Mac llfx with all the trimmings.
Hundreds of independent, or thtid-pct11)~ manufacturers supply thousands of
programs and hardware add-ons. You can outfit a system using only Apple
hardware, or combine components from different firms. You can shop at a local
dealer, or through the mail. Buy the right system, and you'll wonder how you got
along without it. Buy the wrong one, and you'll feel betrayed by technology as you
watch it depreciate and collect dust.
ln this chapter, we'll make our way through the maze of issues you need to
consider when assembling a Mac system, with the goal of helping you decide what
combination of hardware is best for you.

Money Is Everything
Many consultants and experienced users will suggest that you answer the
following questions to determine what tO buy:

1. \Vhat tasks do I want to use the Mac for?
2. Which programs can perfo1m them?
3. ·what kinds of hardware do those programs require?

This is a valid approach, but !like to preface it with a more pragmatic question:
How much can you spend? The fact is, what you Ulan/ a Mac ro do and what the
system you can afford CCIII do are often two dilfcrent things. Thus, you can't
accurately answer the first question until you cletetmine your budget.
Addressing your finances is especiallr important in the Mac world, where
"bargain·· often means "less than a new car." I'm exaggerating, but it is uue that
most Macs generally cost more th~tn the other major microcomputing standard,
the IBt'vl PC and its work-alikes, or clo11es. (Actually, Macs often cost less than
similarly equipped IBM machines; it's those low-cost clones that offer the rC<ll

Mac Versus PC
If you've browsed some mail-order advertisements
in IBM·oriented magazines, you've probably noticed a
big price difference between Macs and PC-class
hardware. Apple's prices are competitive with those of
firms such as IBM and Compaq, but mail-order retailers
such as Dell Computer Corporation and PC Brands,
both of which sell IBM-compatible machines, offer
some real bargains.
So why buy a Macintosh? Several reasons:
•!• Ease of use. The Mac's graphical user interface the on-screen menus and other devices you use to
control your programs - makes the machine easier
to learn and use. PCs can run a Mac-like graphical
user interface called Microsoft Windows, but it isn't
as polished or mature as the Mac's interface. The
Mac was designed from the ground up to be a
graphical computer; PCs weren't, and it shows.
Macintosh hardware is generally easier to set up,
too.
•!• Larger software base. More programs are available
that take advantage of the Mac's graphical
personality than are available for Windows. This will
be the case for some time to come.
•!• Superior video display options. It isn't surprising
that a highly graphical computer would have

superior video talents. Mac owners can choose
from a large array of sophisticated video cards,
including ones that display images with photo·
graphic realism and ones that can connect to video
cassette recorders. Some such boards are available
for PCs, but the selection is relatively small. Whars
more, there's no guarantee that a board will work
with all PC programs. The Mac's standardized
system software eliminates such compatibility
concerns.
·:· More built-in hardware. Macs include hardware that
usually costs extra on PCs. This hardware makes it
easier and less expensive to connect multiple add·
ons and to interconnect Macs to form a network that
lets you share expensive add-ons and information.
•!• Sophisticated sound output. PCs can beep; Macs can
play digitally recorded sounds. The Mac Classic, LC,
and llsi can also record sounds (other Macs can, too,
with inexpensive third-party hardware!. This not only
means you can hear amusing beep sounds when you
make a mistake, you can also integrate sound into
presentations and other documents you create.
Products are available that even let you send
recorded voice messages to other Macs on an office
network. ~
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bargains.) But the !'viae is easier to set up and learn. lf your time is worth money,
the system's higher cost may easily be offset by the time you save learning it,
especially if you or someone else will be training employees. (For more compatisons between the Mac and PC worlds, see the sidebar "Mac versus PC.")

Hardware Decisions
You've thought about what you want to do with the Mac and you've determined which programs you want rouse. You're now ready to stan shopping for
hardware. That means addressing the seven basic areas that differentiate each Mac
model. The table "Comparing Macs" shows how the members of the Mac family
fare in each catego•y. We'll take a detailed look at most of these categories in later
chapters; for now, here's an ove1view of what ro think about before opening your
d1eckbook.

•:• Slze If portability is imponam, you'll want to consider the Mac Portable or one
of the members of Apple's compact Afac line: the Classic or SE/30. (fhe
members of the Mac ll family form the modular Mac line.) Of these, the
Portable is the only one that runs on batteries. It fitS on airline tray tables, but at

Comparing Macs
Portability

Classic

SE/30

lki

llfx

good
!weighs abou1
20 lbs., has buil1·in
screen, but requires
powtr SOUfce

good
fair
far
Ismail system
!weighs abou1
!weighs obou1
20 lbs., has built·in 8 lbs., but requ'res unit. but requires
screen, but requires monitor and
external monitor
po\\<er source
and pcwler source
PQ\'ISr source

fair
Ismail sys1em
unit, but requires
external monitor
and power source

poor
unit, re~uires
oxtorNI monitor
and po,.-er source

!weighs under
16 1bs.. has
built-in screen,
runs on batteries

poor
Ina ~ots)

good
11 sloO

good
(1 sloO

good
(1s'oO

very good
13 slots)

very good
13s1olsl

good
13 specia'~ed slots)

poor
lsup)orts single
buil1·in screen only)

very good
(supportS 1 eXIernal
monochrome or
color/grey-scale
moni1or)

very good
(con1ans buill·in
colorlgroy-seale
circuitry)

very good·excellenl
(con~ains buiil·in
color/grey-seale
circuitry; also
accepts ono video
board)

excellent
lconra:ns buih•n
color/grey-scale
circuitry; also
accepts up 10 3
video boards)

excellent
lsuppor1s up 10 5
color/grev·scalel

very good
(highly legible
built-in screen;
supports ex1ornal
color/grey-scale
monitors with
Apple adap1er)

very good

Iup 10 4MB)

excellent
(up 1o 8MB)

exceilen1
(up to l OMB)

excellent
(up 10 17 MBI

excellent
(up to 8MB I

excellent
(up 108MB)

rair
(up to 2MB)

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

LC

lis I

l~rgo

Partible

verv good
syS1em

SpH d
(1•s10'11'Ut. 6• faslast)

Internal

Expandabll~y

V"odto Rexibi1ity

Memory Capacity'

Virtual Memory
Support

•Macs with tluBus eJC:pansion slots can also accept memory boards to extend the'r memory beyond the va!ues listed here.
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16 pounds, it's no lightweight. Straddling the fence between the compact and
modular Macs is the Macintosh LC. The LC isn't batte1y powered like the
Portable, but at only eight pounds (not including the display monilot'), it's easy
to move around.

•:• Sj;eed The Mac SE/30, LC, and the 11 family are faster than the Classic and
Ponable, and therefore are bener able to handle applications that demand fast
processing speed . Even the lowly Mac Classic can handle such tasks as simple
word processing and filing, black-and-white drawing, telecommunications,
light-duty desktop publishing and spreadsheet work, and creating and using
HyperCard stacks. (HyperCard is covered in Chapter 9.) You'll probably want a
faster Mac, however, for working with large databases or spreadsheetS, large
word processor documentS with indexes and tables of contems, color
illustrations or animations, or large desktop publications comaining color.

•:• 1:..'\pandabi/;?J' The SE and l1 families and the LC contain internal expansion
slots imo which you can plug cards or botmisthat add to the machine's
capabilities. Accelerator boards boost performance, video boards control
monitors, and COII/IJIIII!ications boards let you connect to other computers
over the phone or to high-speed office networks. Expansion slors are also an
excellent defense against obsolescence. f or example, an accelerator board can
make a Mac SE roughI)' as fast as a Mac llci.

•:• Video foatures The Macintosh Ponable and Classic can display only black
screen clots and white screen clots, orpl\'els. If you want to work with color or
true shades of grey 0ike those displayed b)' televisions), you'll want a Mac
equipped with color or grey-scale video hardware. That means an LC, or an
SE/30 or member of the II fam ily equipped with color video circuitty.
just as some cameras include built-in lenses while others require separately
purchased ones, some !vlacs comain built-in '~cleo circuitry, while others
require you to buy a separate \•ideo care!. Black and white, or monochrome,
~cleo circuiuy and screens are built into the Mac Classic, Portable, and SE/30
(and into the now-discontinued Plus). The LC, Ilsi, ancl llci contain video
circuitry that can create up to 256 colors or grey shades (see the flgure "True
Grey"). For business graphics, presentations, black-and-white scanned images,
and many desktop publishing applications, 256 colors are more than enough,
but they may not be adequate for working with scanned color photographs or
illustrations. For those tasks, you may want a 24-bt~ color ~cleo card such as
Apple's Macintosh Display Card 8•24, SuperMac's Spectrum/24, or RasterOps's
ColorBoarcl264. These cards are also often called tme-colorcarcls, since they
can display color images \\~th photographic realism. You can add a true-color
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True Grey
The Mac LC and members
of the II family can display
true grey shades {lop),
while the Classic, SE/30,
Portable, and other
compact Macs simulate
grey shades (bottom). For
applications that involve
working with illustrations
or scanned images. you'll
want a Mac with color or
grey·scale video
hardware.
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otrd w any member of the Mac II family, tO d1e SV30, and eventually, to the LC
(at this writing, no true-color cards were available for the LC- that will change
in Lime).
For desktop publishing, electronic drawing and drafting, and word processing applications, consider a large-screen monitor sud1 as Apple's PonraiL
Display or Two-Page Monochrome Moniter, which show one or two letter-size
pages, respectively. Or you might consider one of the large-screen color
monitors offered by flrms such as SuperMac, Radius, and RasterOps.

•!• tl!emOIJ' capacil)1 If your applications demand speed, d1ances are they'll
devour memoty and disk space, Loo. In its least-expensive configuration, the
Mac Classic comes standard with 1 megabyte (MB) of memoty, also called li'llil1
That's barely enough. ( fhese days, it's rarely enough.) 2MB of memoty - d1e
minimum amoum you'll find in all other Macs except d1e Portable- will
provide beuer perfotmance and let ~'OU run m least two programs at the same
time and switch between them in a flash. You'll also need at least 2MB of
mem01y to run Apple's System 7.0 software- that major enhancement to the
Mac's fundamental operating software thar I mentioned in the Introduction.
If you plan LO work extensivel~r with sounds and color images - or if you
to be able to run several programs simultaneously- you'll probably want
(if nOt need) 4MB. You can add that extra memory by purd1asing memory
boards called SJA/Ms, shon for Sti~gle in/tile A!em01y Module. If you want to be
able to run several memoty-devouring applications at once, consider an SE/30,
LC, or a modular Mac. They can accommodate more than 4MB of RAM.
w;~nt

•!• Disk-storage capacity Every Mac model except the entry-level versions of the
Classic and Po11able includes one built-in, or intemal, bard disk. That's good,
because hard disks hold far more information and mmsfer it far more quickly
than do floppy disks. Today's complex progr·ams require that speed and
c:apacity. Without a hard disk, you'll endure slow performance and you'll swap
floppy disks until your hands hurt. \XIid1 one, d1e Mac statts programs and
opens documents swiftly, and you'll be able to switch between programs and
documents without shuffiing floppies.
You can supplement your intemal hard disk with an external hard disk (or
add an imemal or extemal hard disk to an enuy-level Portable or Classic).
Pti ces for external hard drives have dropped sharply in recent years. By
shopping from mail-order flrms such as MacConnection, you can buy a 20MB
or 40MB drive for just a little more t11an what Apple charges for a second floppy
drive. (By the w~1y, you don't need a second floppy drive if you're bu~ring a Mac
with a hard disk, although one will make copying floppy disks far more
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convenient- and you should always make backups of any software you
purchase. Without a hard disk, a second floppy drive is all but essential.)

•!• V!i1ua/memo1y supp011 System 7.0 provides a tJ!itualmem01y feature that
lets the Mac treat a hard disk as an extension of RAM, thus allowing you tO run
more programs than would othe1wise fit into mem01y. Although all Macs from
the Plus on can run System 7.0, the Classic, LC, and Portable don't support the
vinual memory features. (The original Mac II doesn't either, unless you add a
$200 chip.) So, to take best advanrage of System 7.0, consider an SE.t30, !lsi, llci,
or llfx. But don't base a purchase on this facwr alone. Add a few megabytes of
memOty, and any Mac can run several large programs at once.

The Used Mac Lot
In October 1990, Apple revamped the ~lad nros h line, adding three new
machines and discontinuing the Plus, SE, llcx, and llx. But you may still find these
discontinued machines on dealer shelves for a while, and they'll be showing up in
classified ads and on college dorm bulletin boards for years. Should you consider
one? That depends on the model:

•!• Avoid the ~'.·lac Plus if your budget allows ir. l r's true that the Plus runs vinually
all of today·s software, and given 2MB of memory, it can run System 7.0
(although it won't support virtual memory). But its weakling power supply and
lack of an expansion slat make obsolescence-shattering upgrades such as
accelerator boards impractical and risky. What's more, as the Mac family as a
whole gets faster, software developers are creating increasingly comple.'\
programs that often run sluggishly on the Plus. The Plus is still a workhorse for
tasks that don't demand blazing speed, but elsewhere it's showing its age.
•!• As for theSE, its single expansion slot t,rives it a b1ighter future. Indeed, its
expansion slot makes the SE less prone to obsolescence than the Mac Classic
that replaced both it and the Plus. Unlike the Plus, the SE can reliably accommodate an accelerator board and an internal hard disk. It's also about 25
percent faster than the Plus, and about as fast as a Classic.
•!• The licx was a nne machine, and many ivlac bufis were sad to see it go. Its three
expansion slots (two, after you add a required video card) provide plenty of
room to grow. 111e llcx is slower than the Mac llsi that replaced it, but it's faster
than the J'vlac LC. The llcx remains a good choice for someone who wants the
performance of the Mac II line, can't afford a llci, but needs more expandability
than the single-slot Mac Ilsi provides.
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•!• The llx was a slow seller before Apple phased it out, and for some good
reasons. It cost more than the other members of the Mac li line, yet it's slower.

Its large case also requires a significant chunk of desktop real estate. The llx's
prima1y (and enduring) strength is that it provides six expansion slots enough for the most a\~d card collector. Another llx advantage is that you can
upgrade it to the top-of-the-line Mac llfx for $2999 plus another $300-$500 for
memory. A used, reasonably priced IIx (or II, for that matter) could be an ideal
stepping stone to a Ilfx.
Finally, what about the Macs p1ior to the Plus - the 512K Enhanced, 512K, and
128K? All three can be upgraded to a Mac Plus, but their future ends there. Unless
the price is right and your budget won't budge, avoid these Macs.

Dot Matrix and Laser Printers
Chances are you'll want to commit your work to paper. lf your budget is very
tight, consider a clot matn:x primer such as Apple's ImageW1iter li or ImageWriter
LQ- both print by striking a doth ribbon with a series of fine wires. lmageWriter
output looks good, but it has that computer-primer look. However, because
ImageWriters are linpact printers and can accept continuous:feed paper stock,
they're the soibes of choice for printing on multipart business forms and mailing
labels. Borh the ImageWriter II and the LQ accept optional expansion cards that
let you share the pri nter with numerous Macs d1at are interconnected by
loca/Talk network cables.
If you plan to do desktop publishing, you'll probably want a /aserprinter.
These use photocopier-like mechanisms to produce sharp outpU[ that looks
similar to the output of a typesetting machine, with print resolution of 300 dots
per inch (dpi) versus an lmageWriter II's 140 dpi and an LQ's 216 dpi. A laser
printer's resolution is still short of a typesetter's (1270 dpi and up), but it's sharp
enough to render the subtle line strokes and serifs of most typefaces, orjonts.
One of the least expensive laser printers is Apple's Personal LaserWriter LS,
which retails for approximately $1200. The LS produces first-rate output, thanks to
its use of Apple's li-uel)!pe fonts, which I'll examine in later chapters. When you
use Adobe Systems' Adobe Type Manager utility, you can choose from thousands
of additional fonts. You can't share a Personal LaserWriter LS witl1 other Macs on a
network, however.
If you're serious about publishing- or if you want to share your printer with
other Macs in your office- you'll want a printer that uses Adobe Systems'
Post.Saipt page-description language. PostScript primers such as Apple's Personal
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LaserWriter NT and Laser\Vriter 111\'IX contain powerful computers mat can
produce remarkable graphic and type effects. They also contain software and builtin nerwork connecrors that let you share a printer with other Macs and even with

lBM PCs.
PostScript printers cost more than non-PostScript ones, but costs are coming
down. Numerous PostScript printers are available for ber\veen $2000 and $3000,
including Texas Instruments' microLaser PS17 and P$35, QMS' PS-410, GCC's
Business LaserPrinter II (BLP II), and Apple's Personal Laser\Xfriter NT.
PostScript clones- printers that act like PostScript primers but don't use
Adobe's version of me language, such as Qume's CrystalPrim Publisher Ll and
.!\baton's LaserScript - sometimes sell for less or are a bit faster at printing
documents containing a variety or fonts and sizes, but I've had mixed results with
them. If you're shopping for a PostScript printer, I recommend buying one that
contains an Adobe PostScript inteqxeter.
It's worth mentioning that you can get PostScript output without buying a
printer: simply carry a noppy disk containing completed documents to a desktop
publishing service burecm for priming. Many printing companies and college
libraries also rent lime on Macs and PostSctipr printers. 111ese alternatives aren't as
convenient as having a printer in your home or office, but saving a few thousand
dollars can make a tittle inconvenience palatable. (ln Chapter 36, I'll spotlight
another alternative: PostScript emulation software that lets you pri nt PostScript
documents on non-PostScript printers.)

Ink Jet Printers
If you're on a tight budget but crave that laser printer look, an excellent
alternative is an inkj et printer such as Apple's remarkably compact StylcWriter or
Hewlett-Packard's OeskWriter. Ink jet printers straddle me fence between lasers
and inexpensive clot matrix printers. Like a clot matrix printer, an ink jet printer
contains a relatively simple prim mechanism containing a print head that glides
from left to right, applying ink as the paper advances. But where a dot mani.x
printer uses fine wires that strike an inked ribbon (whining all the while), an ink jet
printer uses microscopic jets that silently spray fine streams of ink at the paper it's spray painting on a microscopic level. Like a laser, an ink jet printer is a nonlinpact printer, and thus, it can 't print on carbon or carbonless multi pan forms. But
more to the point, ink jets are capable of laser-like resolution- the I-IP DeskWriter
yields 300-dpi resolution, while the somewhat slower StyleWtiter prints 360 dpi.
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NEWS FLASHI
The qutck brown fox jumped over the lazy dog's bacld
Good, Better, Best

Film at eleven.

The output of a dot·
matriK printer such as
an lmageWriter II isn't
bad (top), but it can't

NEWS FLASH!

compare to the near·
typeset look of ink-jet
(middle) or laser
(bottom) output. The
higher resolution of ink

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog's back!

Film at eleven.

jet and laser printers
allows them to more
accurately render lhe
subUeties of true

NEWS FLASH!

typographic fonts. But
note the fuzzy-edged
quality of ink jet output
caused by the ink
spreading into the

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog's back!

Film at eleven.

paper's fibers as it
dries.

But an ink jet's output still isn't in the laser league. Up dose, even the naked
eye can discern sloppy character edges created by ink seeping into the paper's
fibers as it dries (see the figure "Good, Better, Best'} Scanned images and large
black areas have a mottled look. You can minimize tl1ese flaws by photocopying
primed pages, but handle them gently- ink jet output can smear in its first few
seconds of life. Indeed, until in1proved ink formulations arrived only recently, a
drop of water caused even dry ink jet output to nm like Tammy Faye's mascara.
Today's ink jet primers no longer require spedal paper as did some pioneering
models of the mid-80s, but they're still more finicky tl1an lasers. They generally
can't handle heavy card stocks, and can't automatically feed multiple envelopes.
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Output quality V"aries dramatically depending on the quality of paper you use, and
you'll also wait longer to see it - most personal laser printers can chum out
several pages in the time it rakes an ink jet to produce one.
But it's hard to argue with an ink jet printer's price. Apple's SryleWriter retails
for just over $599, while HP's DeskWriter is often discounted by dealers and mailorder retailers to below S700. GCC Technologies' WriteMove, which offers 192-dpi
resolution instead of the DeskWriter's 300 dpi, retails for $549.

Other Add-Ons
Another peripheral you might consider is a modem, which lets you connect to
other computers using phone lines. Team a modem with communications
sC?fiware, and you can send electronic mail on services such as MCI Mail, America
Online, and CompuServe. As we'll see in Chapter 13, you can also tap into a vast
network of fellow computer users to exchange ideas and obtain free or nearly free
software.
If you'll be doing desktop publishing or computer illustration, you might want a

scanner, which lets you tum artwork and photographs into digital images that you
can alter, or trace over and indude in publications. Combine a scanner with
optical character recognition (OCR) software such as Caere's OmniPage,
Olduvai's Read-It, and DEST's Recognize!, and you can scan pages of text and edit
the results using your word processor. We'll look at scanners and OCR in detail in
later chapters.

Which Route for You?
Before you buy a Mac, you need ro weigh the differences between each model
and determine which features are most important to you. 111is will help you get
the machine best suited to your present and future computer needs.
Aside from actually writing our the check, deciding which machine is right for
you is one of the hardest steps in the purchasing process. It's at this juncture that
you'll realize just how many ways exist for you to reach your hardware goals. For
example, say you've determined that you need a fast Mac with a hard disk and
4MB of memory. Should you buy an SE/30 or a member of the Il family? Or should
you get a used SE and install an accelerator board? Should you buy a su·ippeddown Mac and a mail-order memo1y upgrade and hard disk? Or should you spring
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SAMPLE SYSTEMS
Low-Cost System

Portable System
Macintosh Portable
Memory upgrade
StyteWriter printer with
battery pack
Future additions:
Internal modem, video
adapter and monitor

Economical Business/Professional System
Monochrome: Macintosh Classic with 40MB hard disk
Color: Macintosh LC with 40MB or BOMB hard disk
Apple Personal LaserWriter LS or NT
Memory upgrade to 4MB
Future additions:
Accelerator board, upgrade from Personal LaserWriter LS to NT.
24-bit color board (LC only), 2400-baud modem.

Performance-Oriented Business/Professional System
Mid-range: Macintosh !lei with BOMB hard disk
High-end: Macintosh lllx with BOMB or 160MB hard disk
Apple Keyboard or Apple Extended Keyboard II
PostScript laser printer
Memory upgrade to 5-8MB
Video card (lor llfx only; !lei contains video circuitry)
Color or monochrome monitor
Future additions:
More memory, additional monitors, 9600-baud modem,
additional disk storage, cache memory card (!lei only), 24-bit video board

listed here are several ways to assemble a Mac system, each geared to different needs and price
ranges. Suggested retail prices aren't listed here because they change frequently; also, you may find
dealers offering discounts of 20 percent or more, especially if you shop in urban areas. Remember, for
hard disks, memory, monitors, and other peripherals, you're likely to find less-expensive alternatives
from third-party manufacturers.
When you buy any Mac except the Classic, LC, or Portable, you purchase the keyboard separately.
The Apple Extended Keyboard II costs more than the Apple Keyboard but provides additional keys,
including cursor control keys, which make it easier to navigate large word processing documents,
and function keys, which many programs let you use as an alternative to choosing commands with
the mouse.
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for a system in which those components are factory installed?The figure "Sample
Systems" shows several routes you might consider. Here are a few more buying
tips to steer you in the right direction.

•!• Buy the fastest Mac you can afford, even if your present needs are simple. You'll
enjoy top-notch performance, and your harchvare will be better suited to
running System 7.0 and the programs that exploit its talents. At the very least,
your system will retain its value better should you decide to sell it.
•!• Don't be afraid to mix and match components. There may be a certain comfort
that comes with buying all your components from one company, but that
comfort will cost you. You can often save money b)' buying non-Apple hard
disks, printers, modems, network connectors, and memory upgrades. And
many third-party hard disks and laser printers are faster than Apple's. On the
other hand, many d1ird-parry products lack the "plug and play" setup convenience of Apple's add-ons, whid1 are designed to mesh tighdy with the rest of
your Mac system. Also, some companies strip away features to arrive at a lower
list price- some low-cost laser printers, for example, require you to purchase
extra memory if you want to print on legal-sized (8 V2 by 14-inch) paper. The
bottom line: You can save money and often get superior hardware by buying
third-party products, but assess your needs and compare fe-&tures carefully.
•!• To save even more, buy your third-part)• gear through the mail. Items available
through most mail-order firms include printers, hard disks, external floppy
drives, modems, scanners, video monitors, network cables, software, and
memory upgrades. (The latter require careful hands but no special tools to
install in a Mac LC or II-class machine; for compact Macs, you're better off
having a dealer install e.xtra memory.) The drawbacks: you're likely to suffer
delays if a defective component needs to be retumed, and you won't be able to
turn to one source for technical assistance. Some consumers have also been
burned when d1e manufacturer of their mail-order hard disks filed for bankruptcy after charging their credit cards for goods never delivered. Caveat
emp101: And ask fellow Mac users to recommend prompt, reliable mail-order
houses that they've dealt with.
•!• Join a user group. Asking od1er people about products and places to buy them
is a good idea no matter how much experience you have. Cal1 800/538-9696,
extension 500, to find d1e group closest to you. As your e.xperience grows, you
may evolve from a question asker to a question answerer, helping newcomers
tread the same path you did.
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Good Buy for Now
One more piece of advice: don't put off a purchase in the hopes that some
future Mac will o!Ter dramatic new fcmures at half the price. lf you really need a
machine now, buy a machine now. It will be supplanted b}' faster mad1ines
with new features, but if you bur a Mac with expansion slots, chances are you'll
be able to buy boards that boost performance o r add those new features to
rour existing machine.
More to the point, if rou wait to buy a Mac, you'll miss out on the productivityboosting benefits one can provide. It's like waiting to buy a car in the hopes
that next year's model will be cheaper or get beuer gas mileage. Maybe it will,
maybe it won't, but one thing is certain: )'ou'll do a lot of walking in the
meantime.

Summary:

v

Finding the right Macintosh requires assessing your needs in the areas of portability, speed,
expandability, video features, and memory and disk-storage capacity.

v

Of the used or discontinued Macs, ones with expansion slots are the least prone to obsolescence.

v For the hard copy, you can buy a dot matrix, ink jet, or laser printer. Each is progressively more
expensive, but provides sharper, faster output. PostScript printers are preferable for publishing and can
be shared on a network.

v

Other peripherals to consider include a modem for connecting to other computers via the phone lines,
and a scanner for digitizing images and scanning text.

v You can often save money by buying non-Apple products, but be aware that some third-party products
may not offer the same features or plug-and-play convenience as Apple's.

Chapter 2

Macintosh Basics
In This Chapter:
v' An introduction to the Mac's easy operating style.
v' Explanations of the fundamental software you'll encounter.
v' Details on how to navigate through the Mac and its programs.
v' Navigational shortcuts not found in manuals.
v' Suggestions on how to master your Mac.

T:

1e Mac is an e-asy· to-use machine, but it's also powerful and complex. And
because it's so easy to learn basic Mac tasks, many people never venture
into the nooks and crannies that help make the machine so powerful.
Before we look at ways to put the Mac to work, we're going to venture into
some of those nooks and crannies. This chapter isn't a step-by-step tutorial on
Mac basics - the Mac's manuals contain detailed tutorials, and I'd be wasring
space by repeating them here. Instead, rhis chapter is a sound overview of the
!vi ae's interface and of basic Mac opemting techniques. l f you're a Mac veteran,
you probably talk about these things in your sleep. lf you're new to the Mac or
you use it only occasionally, the information in tl1is chapter will form the
foundation that .,..,,.e'll build on in rhe rest of this book.

The Mac's Way of Doing Things
The cornerstones of the Mac's ca'iy operating style are its graphical user
interface and its mouse. Many computers require you to memorize and rype
cryptic commands or choose mem from option lists whose workings vary from
program to program - not the Mac. You control the Mac by using tJ1e mouse to
control the position of an on-screen arrow, called the po!ittel: By rolling me
mouse and pointing to the elements you see on the screen and then clickti-,g the
button on top of the mouse, you can issue commands, work with disks, and
much more.
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The figure "Face to lmerl~tce" shows the key elements of the Mac's user
interface. Your Mac manual describes them in demil, so I'll just summarize them
here.

l' Face to Interface
The Mac's user interface
relies on these standard
elements. The icon
labelled ' Stanup' is that
of an Iomega Bernoulli
Box II, which stores
44MB on a removable
canridge. Icons for hard
disks and other nonfloppy mass storage

•:• The desklop is your electronic work surface, upon which rest icons, pictorial
represenmtions of objcm such as disks, or of functions such as the Trash can.
•:• The menu barconlains me11ulilles. \Xfhen you point to a menu title and then
press and hold the mouse button, a list of commands called a me1111 appears.
To choose a command, move the mouse pointer while pressing the mouse
button until the command is btifbligblecl, then release the button. The leftmost
menu is the Apple me1111,- it's always available regardless of the progf't~m you're
using. The remaining menus change depending on the program you're using.
\X'hen you stan a program, it takes over the menu bar, replacing the menus
1hat were there wilh its own. :--Je;trly all programs provide File and Edit menus,
but the menus' com m;~ncls usually differ between programs.

drives will vary
depending on the brand
of drive.

Apple menu

The Apple menu lists your available des/.~ accessories, which are handy
programs you can select while running another program such as a word

Menu titles

Pointer

~

Menu bar

I

Application
-' - menu
~System 7.0)
Icons

Window
Desktop

Keyboard equivalent
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processor. The Mac comes with numerous desk accessories. Some, such as the
Calculator and Alarm Clock, mimic real-world desk accesso1ies. Others, such as
the Control Panel and Chooser, let you manage cenain aspects of the Mac's
operation. We'll look ar both types of desk accessories in later chapters, and I'll
spotlight some third-pany desk accessories you might want to add to your
collection.

•:• 10ildows are viewing portals that let you see the contents of a disk or clocumem. Windows themselves have scandard clements that let you move them on
the desktop, change their size, dose them (make them disappear), and scroll
through them (view information that isn't currently visible within a window's
bounda1ies). The flgure ·'Looking at Windows", on the next page, shows each of
these elements. You can have many windows open on the screen at once, but
only one is active. The active \\~nclow has thin horizontal stripes in its title bar;
an inactive window doesn't.

•:• Dialog ba1e>s contain bttlton:.~ check ba1e>.1; /e.\1 ba·r e.s; and other elements that
let. you provide more information and select various options after you've
chosen a command. For example, when you choose tl1e Plint command, you
get a dialog box that, among other things, lets you speci~' which pages you
want to print and how many copies you want.

Finder and Multifinder Basics
The first piece of software you encounter when you stan up your Mac is the

Finde;: The Finder is the link between you and the rest of the Mac's .fi'Siem
sqfitvare, the fundamental software that enables the Mac to run. You use the
Finder to sra11 or lmmcb programs, to delete files, and ro copy, eject, and erase
disks. The Finder also provides disk-management conveniences- the Get Info
command for attaching descriptive te.xt to files, for example- and it lets you
organize a disk's content:..~ by creating folders and moving documents, programs,
or other folders into them. And the Finder's Plint Directory command (in the File
menu) lets you print dti'(!CIOI.JI print-outs that show what's on a disk or in a certain
folder.
Then there's MultiFiitde1; which enhances the Finder by allowing the Mac to
run more than one program at once, eliminating tl1e need to quit one program to
start another. :'vtultiFinder also makes working with files and disks more convenient, since the Trash and the rest of the Finder's features are always available. And
if you have an Apple Pcr:o;onal LaserWriter SC, LS, or a PostScript-based laser
p1inter, MultiFinder provides a backgrozmdplinllil/J option that lers you save
time when printing.

Close box

Window title

Title bar

I

I

I

Zoom box

Floppy Di sk

~I

5 items

7K in disk

LJ

Corr espondence

779K available

~r-- Scroll arrow (click to

LJ

~

scroll in small amounts)

.r-- Scroll box (drag to scroll

Programs

to a particular location)

LJ

LJ

F----l

K;l l

Click grey shaded area
to scroll by the
windowful

Pet-sonal

Letters

I

IQ

Size box

I
Scroll bar is unshaded and lacks a scroll box when there's nothing
beyond the window's boundaries

.& Looking at

Windows
Windows provide
standard components,
shown here, that lei
you move, close, scroll

Of course, these extra capabilities will cost you - in memory. You can run
MultiFinder on a 1MB Mac, but you probably won't have enough memory left over
to run any of toclay's powetf ul programs. To get the most from tv!ultiFinder, you'll
Mtnt at least 2MB, and preferably more. The more memory your Mac has, the more
programs you'll be able 10 run simultaneously.

through, and resize
them. These
components operate
similarly in all Mac
programs, so once
you've learned how to
work with a window
such as this Finder
directory window, you
can work with windows
in any program.

Choosing Between the Finder and Multifinder
fn system versions preceding 7.0, you can choose whether to use MultiFinder or
the ·'single" Finder. To specify whether or not the Mac uses MultiFinder, select your
disk's icon, choose the Set Startup command from the Finder's Special menu,
select the MultiFinder or Finder option as desired, and then dick the OK button.
Finally, choose Resta11 from the Special menu.
\Xfhen you choose to run under the single Finder, the Finder's disk- and filemanagement features aren't available when you're using an application program.
To throw away a me or creme a lolder, you'll need to quit the program you're using.
Despite this limitation, using the single Finder is a good idea if your Mac has only
1MB of RAM; othetw ise, you'll probably wamto use Multifinder to gain its benefits.
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If ~'our Mac is running System 7.0, you're running MultiFinder all the time.
(Indeed, in System 7.0, the Finder and Multifinder are one and rhe same.) ·n1e fact
that .\1ultiFinder is always active under System 7.0 is one reason why System 7.0
requires a minimum of 2MB of mem01y.
We'll look at mem01y and MultiFinder issues again in Section II. ln the
meantime, check your Mac manual; it explains MultiFinder's benefits in detail. Pay
panicularly close attention to the section that describes how to fine-rune your
program 's memmy requirements. 115 we'll see in Section Il, by fine-tuning program
memory requiremenL~. you can get better performance or squeeze more programs
into memory at once.

Clipboard 101
The Mac's Clipboard enables you to move info rmation between programs, and
has always been one of the Mac's greate~t strengths. Thanks ro the Cut, Copy, and
Paste commands that vinually all Mac programs provide, you can include graphics
in a word processor document - or paragraphs of text in a drawing.
Apple's ads often showcase this ability by depicting a fancy business report with
a chart shoehorned into it. Combining text and graphics to a·eate what are often
called compound documents is cenainly one way ro put the Clipboard to work.
But don't ignore its more mundane uses. Recycle text or pan of a graphic by
copying it from an older version of a document. If you're always typing a fingertwisting scientific term, copy it to the Clipboard and paste it in ead1 time it's
needed. To remind yourself of what's in a word processor document, copy the first
few lines of it and paste them into the Finder's Get Lnfo window for that document
- more about Get Info shonly.
If you use the Calculator desk accessory (DA, for shon), you can copy the result
of a calculation and then paste it into a document; simply choose Copy after
performing the calculation. You can also paste numbers or math symbols from the
Clipboard to the Calculator. You'll even see the Calculator's keys flash to reOect
what you've pasted. (You'll also hear a lot of error beeps if you paste characters
that don't corTespondto keys on the Calculator.) And here·s a handy way to
"stamp" a document with the time you started working on it: selecr the Alarm
Clock DA from the Apple menu, choose Copy to put the current time and date on
the Clipboard, and then paste it at the beginning of your document.
l11e Clipboard's contents vanish when the Mac is switched off, but you can save
them using the Scrapbook DA: just open the Scrapbook and d1oose Paste. Doing
so adds a ne\v "page" conraining the Clipboard's contents to the Scrapbook (see
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Sc rapb ook
Luke:
Here ere the sales fig ures you asked f or :
J anuery ......... 3090 units
February ........ 2593 units
Mar ch ...........3299 uni t s
Apr i1 ........... 340 1 units
May ............. 2900 units
June............309 1 unit s
Jul y............ 298 1 uni t s
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• Compiling a
Scrapbook
The Clipboard's

the figure "Compiling a
Scrapbook'). To
retrieve an item from
the Scrapbook, use the
scroll bar to get to the
desired page, then
choose Copy from the
Edit menu (or Cut to
remove the item from
the Scrapbook) .

The Scrapbook's
contents are stored in a
file called Scrapbook
File, located in the
System Folder. If you
TEXT
want to move your
Scrapbook to a different
Mac, copy the Scrapbook File to a floppy
disk and then copy it to the System Folder on the second M ac. Note that you'll
replace the existing Scrapbook; you might want to stash the existing one in a
different folder first.

contents vanish when
the Mac is switched off,
but you can save them
by opening the
Scrapbook {choose its
name from the Apple
menu) and choosing

ff you use the Scrapbook extensively, consider one of the more powerful
Scrapbook alternatives such as Solutions International's SmartScrap or Olduvai
Software's JV!ultiCiip. Both support multiple Scrapbook files, allowing you to create
separate ones for, say, text and graphics. Each also provides a table of contents
feature that shows lots Of jYJges reduced tO fit within a window and allows you tO
jump to a specific page in a flash (see the figure "A Smarter Scrapbook').

Paste. To retrieve an
item from the
Scrapbook, use the
scroll bar to get to the
desired page, then
choose Copy from the
Edit menu.

What's Your Version Number?
That isn't a line from a Silicon Valley singles bar. Software evolves over timebugs are fiXed, features arc added, performance is improved - and version
numbe1s indicate just how far along the evolutional)' timeline a particular
program is.
There are a few good reasons to know how to determine version numbers.
When you call a dealer or software firm for technical help, you'll probably be asked
which version of the Mac's system software you're using. When you buy a
program, you'll want to be sure you're buying the latest version. And you'll want to
veti~r its compatibility with the version of the Mac's s~rsrem software you use.
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A Smarter Scrapbook

Scrapbook

Alternatives to Apple's bare·bones Scrapbook desk

Luke:
Here ere the sol es figures you aske d for:

accessory !top) include

MultiCiip and
provid~

a

table of contents feature that shows numerous

Jonuery ......... 3090 unl ts
Februery ........2593 units
Morch ........... 3299 units
April. ..........340 1 unit s
Mey............. 2900 units
June............3091 units
Jul y............ 29B 1 uni ts

t /2~

Oldu~ai's

Solutions' SmartScrap !bottom), which

Scrapbook pages in reduced form. You can jump to
a specific page by double·clicking it, and you can
name pages for fast searching. You can also switch
between different Scrapbook files. Apple's
Scrapbook limits you to just one Scrapbook file and
shows only one page at a time.

TEXT

One way to
determine a version
number is tO use 1he
-1-

-2-

Work Scrapbook
on llord Disk

About command,

which always appe-&rs
first in the Apple
menu. To learn the
1\Wl ooN-~oNoMNoN.,oMMoM--N•
version number of
Show
your iVIac's system
-6software, for example,
Cancel
choose the About the
Finder command. (ln
System 7.0, the
command reads
- 10 - II - 12About This Macintosh.) To learn the
version number of an application program, start d1at program and choose its
About command.

i ~l'i

n

- 5 -

-9-

Another way to determine a program's version number is to use the Finder's
Get Info command: Select the program's icon and choose Get Info from d1e File
menu. The file's version number appears in the Get Info window (see the figure
"What's Your Version?'' on the next page) .
The Get Info command also works for documents you create. A document file
doesn't have a version number to appear in the Get Info window, but you can use
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the text box at rhe bottom of the window ro type
descriptive information about the file (or ro hold a
few semences from it, as mentioned earlier) .

Info
Loc ked
•

0

Aldus FreeHand

Among manufanu rers, there is no standard for
version numbeti ng, though d1ere is a general rule.
When a product is significantly improved, the
number before the decimal point incre-JSes. When
the revision flxes bugs or has only minor improvements, the number after rhe decimal goes up. A
product label may say "requires System version
6.x." ln this case, you need any version that begins
with 6 A manufacturer may also state that its
product requires "System version 6.0 or later" in other words, a version with a higher number
will probably also work.

Kind: application
Size: 71 6,421 bytes used, 700K on disk
Yhere: Hard Disk (SCSI #1)

Created: Mon, Nov 2 1, 1988,6:13 PM
Modified: Mon, Nov 2 1, 1988,6:15 PM
Yersion: 2.0, © Altsy s Corporation, 1988

Suggested Memory Size (K) : 750
Application Memory Size (K) :

i§D

~

Quari<HPress® Info

A..
~

QuarkXPress®
QuarkXPress® 3.0

Kind : application program
Size: 1.6 MB on disk ( 1 ,724 ,901 bytes
used)

I qualified that last sentence with "probably"
because system software enhancements sometimes cause a program that worked fine under an
earlier system version ro fail. Sometimes this
happens because developers bend Apple's
programming rules. Other limes, it happens
because Apple changes the rules or spells d1em
our ambiguously to begin with. Whatever d1e
reason, the end result is the same: A program
that used to run reliabl)' no longer does. When
these software growing pains surface, the

'lr'here: Sy stem 7 .0 St artup : Quark XPress
Folder : QuarkXPress®

Created : Fri , Aug 3 , 1990 , 10 :38 AM
Modified : Mon , Dec 24 , 1990, 3 :48 PM
Yersion : 3.0 © 1986-1 9 90 Quark, Inc.

What's Your Version?
Choosing the Finder's Get Info command displays a window containing
statistics about the selected application or document, a check box for

Comments :

locking the file to prevent accidental modification or deletion, and a text
box that can contain several paragraphs of descriptive text. The Get Info
window for an application also lists the program's memory
requirements. By boosting the Application Memory Size value, you can
ohen improve a program's performance. lowering the value will

,....Me mory .......................................,

l

0

Locked

Suggest ed size : 1 ,500 K

l. . ~.~~.~ ~.~~. ~i.~~

..:......

i

I . ~. :.:.~.~!. ~ . . J

probably make the program more sluggish, but can allow you to
squeeze more programs into memory. At bottom, a Get Info window
from System 7.0. Note the slightly different land clearer) wording of the
memory size text boxes, and the new location of the locked check box.
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program's developer will release a revised version that is compatible with the new
system software.
But the new version may not be available immediately, and you don't want to
be out of operation in the meantime. For that reason, before upgrading your l'vlac's
system software to a new version, it's a good idea to veri~' its compatibility with
the programs you use. Go straight to the source: call the technical support
hotlines operated by tl1e companies that published your programs.

Basic Navigation Techniques
An old bicyclists' maxim says that the easiest way to make your bike 5
pounds lighter is to lose 5 pounds. There's a variation of that truism for the
Macintosh: the easiest way to boost your productivity with the Mac is to leam
how to control it efficiently. Today's fast Macs and high-performance acld-ons
are great, but you won't get the most out of them until you master all the
navigation options the Mac and its programs provide.

You might think that Mac na\~gation concepts could be summed up in one
word: mouse. The mouse doesn't have exclusive domain over Mac manipulation, but there's no denying the rodent's role as the primary link between you
and your Mac. That's why navigational expertise is built on three basics: the
click, the double-dick, and tl1e drag.
Clicking - pressing the mouse's button once - is your way of telling the
Mac, "Here's where I want to work." Here is where the mouse's on-screen
poimer is. In the Finder, pointing to an icon and clicking tells tl1e ivlac to select
the icon - to highlight it for a subsequenr action. In a word processor, clicking
produces a blinking insertion point where you've situated the pointer. In a
dialog box, clicking a button performs an action, such as OKing or canceling
your choices; clicking on a radio button or a check box selects an option. Most
Macintosh programs follow these basic rules. "Buttons and Bars," on the
following page, shows the differences between check boxes and rddio buttons
and spotlights some other components of the Mac interface.
Double-clicking - pressing the mouse button twice in rapid succession creates a kind of super click, a cut above a single click in the mouse-maneuvering hierarchy. Double-clicking an icon in the Finder is the same as clicking it
once, then choosing Open from the File menu. When you're editing text,
whether in a word processor, a spreadsheet, or the text-entry portions of a
dialog box, double-clicking while the pointer is on a word selects that word it's faster than manually dragging the pointer across the entire word.
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In programs that
provide pale/les - rows
Check boxes - any combination
of icons that control
can be selected
program functions double-clicking an icon
often performs an action
Choose one on ly:
Radio buttons - only one option in
® Mat eria l Possessions
that's an extended
each set can be selected
0 Spiritual Ful fillment
version of the icon's
normal purpose. In
Buttons - carry out actions;
Claris'
MacPaint and most
~ Saue J) [Ca nce l )
highlighted button can be selected
other painting programs,
by pressing Enter key
for example, doubleclicking the eraser icon
Shaded area- click to scroll by the windowful
clears the entire drawing
~ _j
Scroll box- drag to scroll large distances
window. In Clatis'
MacDmw li and MacDra\v
Scroll arrow - click to scroll one line at a time
Pro, double-dick on a
Size box- drag to resize window
tool and you can draw
one shape after another
without having to
reselect the tool each time. In Claris's FileMaker I1 and FileMaker Pro database
A Buttons and Bars
A guided tour of the
managers, double-click on a field name to modify it. ln QuarkXpress, double-click
interface elements you're
on a text block or graphic to display the Modify dialog box. The list goes on -and
likely to encounter in
you'll find it in your manuals.
Choose any combination: [g) Fame
[g) Fortune
[g) Good Lool<:s

;E
dialog boxes.

(Incidentally, if you find that the Mac isn't treating two clicks as a double-click,
you may not be clicking quickly enough. Either speed up your clicking or use the
Mouse Control Panel option to tell the Mac to give you more time to double-click.
Your Mac manual describes the latter option in detail.)
Dmgging is the process of moving the mouse while holding down its button.
You move windows by dragging their title bars. In the Finder, you move icons by
dragging them. In a gmphics program, dragging lets you draw \\~th the tool that's
selected in the program's paleue. You can also reposition items b}' selecting them,
then dragging. And in programs and dialog boxes that let you edit text, you can
select text by dragging the pointer across it.

Natural Selection
Next to the big three, the most imponant Mac technique to perfect is selecting.
A primary precept of the Macintosh says that selection is always the first step in an
action: you select something, then tell the Mac what to do with it.
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To select an object such as an icon in the Finder or a graphic element in a
drawing or publishing program, point at the object and click - once. Don't be
what my colleague Lon Poole calls a "hapless double-clickerJ': someone who
habitually clicks twice when once will suffice. You can also select multiple
objects by enclosing them in a selection rectangle, often called a marquee because
its dotted lines now like a mo,~e marquee (see the figure "In the Marquee"). To
draw a marquee, position the pointer at one corner o f the area you want to
enclose, hold down the mouse button and drag to the opposite corner; releasing
the butw n highlights all selected objects. The technique works differently in
certain applications - in some, like the Finder, you need o nly touch an object
with the marquee, while in others, the whole object must be enclosed.
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In the Marquee
In the Finder and in
most desktop
publishing and drawing
programs, you can
select multiple objects
by enclosing them
within a marquee !left).
When you release the
mouse button, the
objects are selected
!right).

:;JJ

You can combine the two main texT-selection moves - selecting a word by
double-clicking on it and selecting a range of text by dragging the pointer
across it. Just double-dick to select a single word, then without releasing the
button after th e second click, drag to select additional text, one word at a time.
And if you selected the text as a prelude to replacing it, don't press Backspace
. or Delete before typing the new text. Just start typing; the first key you press
clears d1e selected text.
\V'h en you need to alter a lengd1y passage of text, dragging d1rough it all can
be a drag in itself. A better solution is to use the Sh(/i·dick technique. Locate
the beginning of the passage you're changing and click to the left of its fu-st
character to m~ate a blinking insertion point. Next, locate the end of the
section, then hold down the Shift key and click to the right of d1e last character or,
to include a Return character, at the beginning o f the next line.
Shift-clicking also lets you extend a selection - that is, add additional items
to an existing selection. Should you realize you didn't select enough text, just
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hold down the Shift key again and click at the appropriate place. To select a
slew of icons, you might combine the marquee and Shift-clicking techniques:
select icons adjacent to each other by enclosing them in a marquee, tJ1en add
ones that are scattered throughout the window by Shift-clicking on them.
These same techniques also apply in most graphics and desktop publishing
programs, as well as in database managers that let you create customized
forms.
The Shift key takes on an additional function in drawing and publishing
programs: it lets you conslrati? a drawing action. For example, pressing Shift
while drawing with an oval tool produces a perfect circle; with the rectangle
tool, you get a perfect square; wirh a line tool, you get horizontal, vertical, or
diagonal lines.

Scrolling Along
As I mentioned earlier, scrolling is the process of moving through a
document or d isk window so that you can see things that aren't visible within
the window's size. If you imagine your document as a scroll and the window as
a frame that lets you see part of it, you can understand where the term comes
from.
Scrolling is such a pervasive activity, you should be aware of the three ways
to do it. You can scroll in small increments (usually one line at a time) by
clicking the Up or Down arrow at the ends of the scroU bar; hold down the
mouse button to scroll continuously. Click the shaded area above and below
the scro ll box to scroll by tJ1e \\~ndowful , again holding clown the mouse
button to do so continuou.sly. To scroll large distances in a single bound, drag
the scroll box itself (for instance, to reach the end of a document, drag the box
to the bottom of the scroll bar). WitJ1 the third approach, an outline of tJ1e
scroll box lollows the pointer as you drag; when the outline is where you want
it, release the mouse button and the window scrolls.
But for searching tJ1rough a lengthy word processor document, scrolling
can be cumbersome and Lime consuming. If )'Our word processor provides
one, use the Go To command to jump to a specific page. If you don't know
the general vicinity of the text you're looking for, the Find command is a better
option - if possible, select an unusual word or phrase that appears only in the
section you're looking for and the Mac will take you there swift!)' with no stops
in between.
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The Keys to Navigation
In the navigational realm, the Macintosh keyboard used to be considered a
second-class citizen. Apple's philosophy held d1at keys should be used only for
text entry, because keyboard commands were considered intimidating and far
less intuitive than mouse movements.
That \vas true to an e>..'tent, but wordsmiths and data-entry artisans soon
began moaning about how constant jumping between keyboard and mouse
slowed them clown. Fortunately, Apple listened. TI1e Mac Plus keyboard
debuted wim direction kf:!)'S, which let you move the insertion point, and from
d1en on me Mac's keyboard maneuve1ing aids have steadily improved.
One keyboard control the Mac has always prm~decl is the Command-key
sbortcu4 which involves pressing the Command key along wim a letter or number
key. (fhe Command key is the key with the freeway cloverleaf and Apple symbols
on it.) Command-key sequences let you execute commands from me keyboard so
you can bypass the mouse. l11ese shortcuts are
especially useful in text-oriented programs like word
i i The best navigation habit you can
processors, since they let you issue commands without
develop is to periodicaOy press
moving
a hand from d1e keyboard. A program's
Cmnmmul-S to save your
designers decide which commands will have Comdocument as you work. ' '
mand-key shortcuts and list mem alongside the
corresponding menu commands. The most common are Commanci-Q tO quit d1e
application, Command-O to open a document d1at you've previously saved,
Command-S tO save your work on disk, and Command-P to print. Most programs
with Font or Style menus offer Command-key shottcuts that let you access od1er
type styles, sucl1 as italic or bold. Most word processors also use Command-F to
summon the Find command. But you shouldn't assume that all applications use
the same shortcuts- it's best to explore each application's menus to find out for
sure.
The best navigation habit you can develop is to peliodically press Command-S
to save your document as you work. Do it every few minutes- every time you
pause for inspiration or get a phone call - and you won't lose much if a power
failure or system error occurs. (Inddentally, don't be alarmed if a program doesn't
have a Save command - many programs, including HyperCard and most database
managers, save automatically as you work.)
Commands like Open and Find always lead to dialog boxes, which have
keyboard-control options of their own. In an Open dialog box you can locate a
spedfic document or folder by typing the first character of its name. If more
than one document or folder starts with the same character, type a few
characters. (Unless you type them in fairly rapid succession, d1ough, the Mac
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'f Dialog Box
Shortcuts
In dialog boxes with
multiple text-entry boxes,
pressing Tab moves the
insenion point from one
text box to the next.
Pressing Return or Enter
selects the bold-outlined
buuon. To print a pa~ia l
range of pages rather
than an entire document,
you often don't need to
type values in both the
From and To boxes. For
example, to print pages 1
through 5, type 5 in the

assumes each keystroke is the first character in a different name.) Many people
exploit this trick by preceding the names of often-used folders or documents
with a number or punctuation character sud1 as a period (.). That way, they can
jump to a particular item by typing a single number or character. Any character
will work except fo r the colon (:), which is d1e one character the Mac doesn 't let
you use in a document or folder name.
I f your keyboard has direction keys, you can use them to scroll through me
list of document and folder names. To open a document or a folder, select its
name and press Rerum. To close a folder and move up one level in the folder
hierarchy, press the Command-key along with the Up arrow key. To access a
different disk, press Tab instead of clicking Drive (this doesn't work in System
7.0, where Tab lets you move between the list box and text-enuy portions of the
Open dialog box). To cancel the dialog box, press Command-period (.) . Some
people find these key sequences more cumbersome than using the mouse, but
keyboard afficionaclos swear by them. l['s another example of how the Mac lets
you choose the navigation style that suits you.

To box and leave the

Speaking of dialog boxes, you can use the Tab key to move between their
text-entry boxes (see the figure "Dialog Box Shortcuts"). For example, to
Similarly, to print S1ar1ing
perform a searcl1-and-replace in Microsoft Word, press Command-H to sumat page 3 and continuing
mon the Change dialog box, type the text you want located, press Tab to jump
to the end of the
to the Replace With box, and type the new text. When you're ready to begin th e
document, type 3 in the
search, there's still no need tO reach for the mouse. Because the Start Search
From box and leave the
To box blank.
button is highlighted with a heavily outlined border, pressing the Enter key
automatically chooses
it. In any dialog box
v.~th a heavy-bordered
button, pressing Enter
Tab I
I Return
is the same as clicking
LaserWrite "LaserWriter II NTH"
ll OK 111
that button. Pressing
Co pie s : Pa ges: ®All 0 From:
To:
Cance l J
me Return key usually
(although not always)
Co uer Page: ® No 0 First Page 0 Lost Page
[ Help J
performs
the same
Paper So urce:@ Paper Casse tt e 0 Ma nual Feed
result.
Prin t:
@Color/ Gr ayscale 0 Bl ock ll' White
From box blank.

I

I

C=:J C=:J (

When you use Tab

to jump between text
boxes, the Mac selects
any texl previously entered. ·n1at means you can type new text without having
to backspace over an existing entry. Most database managers also let you move
from one field to the next using Tab, and to the previous field using Shift-Tab.
Spreadsheets use Tab and Shift-Tab to move one cell to d1e 1ight or left , and
Return and Shift-Return to move up or clown one ceiL
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Assessing Your Options
In many programs, holding down the Option key while choosing a command
or using the mouse produces a different result than that of the original action.
Many times, these modified effects aren't discussed in the program's manual;
you 're left to discover them on your own or hear about them from other
sources.
In the Finder, you can close all open windows by holding clown Option while
clicking a window's close box (see the sidebar "Finder 6.x Shortcuts''). Pressing
Option while choosing the Finder's Eject command (or while clicking the Eject
buuon in an Open or Save dialog box) tells the Mac to eject the disk and remove
its icon from the desktop - as if you dragged the disk's icon to the Trash. For this

Finder 6.x Shortcuts
To accomplish tflis ...

Do this ...

To accomplish this...

Do tflis ...

Bypass the warning dialog
box

Press Option while
dragging when you
discard an application
or the System file to the
trash.

Copy a file from one folder
to another instead of
moving it.

Press Option while
dragging the file to the
destination folder.

Uuickly detenmine
whether a file is locked or
unlocked.

Select the file, then
move the pointer over
the file's name. If the
1-beam pointer appears,
the file is not locked.

Align all icons in a window.

Press Option while
choosing Clean Up
from the Special menu.

"Program" a directory
window to close
automatically when you
return to Finder.

Press Option while
opening the directory
window (doesn't apply
to MultiFinder).

Close all open
disk/lolder windows

Move an inactive
window without
activating it.

Press Option while
clicking any window's
close box or choosing
the Close command
-or Press Option
immediately after
quitting an application
(not in MultiFinder).
Press Command while
dragging the inactive
window's title bar (works
in applications, too).
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trick to \vork, you need to hold down the Option key until the disk has been
ejected from the chive.
In most painting programs, pressing Option while dragging a selection
duplicates that selection. Adobe Illustrator uses d1e Option key to modify the
effects of numerous commands. In all of Claris' products except MacPaint,
pressing Option while choosing me About command from the Apple menu
displays a window containing technical information about your Mac. Sometimes
the Option key even unlocks secret messages created by mischievous programmers.
While Option seems to be the favored modifier key, some programs use Shift,
Command, or bod1. In Word, for example, pressing Shift while choosing Open
tells the program to display a list of all files, instead of just word processing
documents.

Navigation Nooks and Keyboard Crannies
For Mac users who like navigation shortcuts, Microsoft's programs, especially
Word and Excel, are what musty second-hand stores are to antique hounds. In
dialog boxes, you can double-click on a radio button to select it and confirm the
dialog box. Double-click on a window's title bar, and me window shrinks to half
size; double-click again, and it returns to nom1al. (Many other lvlac developers
have adopted this one.) Press Command-period (.) to cancel a dialog box. You can
also press the Esc key on keyboards that have one. Faced wid1 a Save Changes?
dialog box, press Y, N or C to answer yes, no or cancel. (I11is works with
QuarkXpress and many od1er programs, too.)
Word even lets you choose menu commands and dialog-box options wid1 me
keyboard. Press the period key on the Mac's numeric keypad (or Command-Tab
on those lacking keypads) , then the first letter of the menu. When the menu
appears, press the first letter of the desired command (or use the direction keys to
highlight the command) then choose it by pressing Return. In dialog boxes, you
can "press" a button by holding clown the Command key while typing the button's
first letter. You can even select radio buttons from the keyboard, but doing so
requires such a finger-tangling combination of keystrokes that it's only worth
doing if your mouse goes feet up. (System 7.0, as we'll see in Chapter 25, also
provides many of these options.)
Word, Excel, and File also provide a unique dialog-box feature called the local
undo. By clicking the tide above a list of radio buttons, you can undo any selections made in that list (see the figure "Local Undo").
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A Local Undo

In several Microsoft
programs, you can
undo changes in a
dialog box by clicking
the title above the list
of options you've
changed. Shown
here: the Character
dialog box from
Microsoft Word 4.0.
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Of course, Microsoft doesn't have a
monopoly on dever sh01tcuts. Symantec's
More and some other programs let you
select dialog-box buttons by pressing the
Command key along with the button's first
letter. Claiis's HyperCard provides power
keys that let you issue commands with a
single keystroke when a drawing or other
non-text-enuy tool is active; that is, when
d1ere's no blinking insertion point on
screen. In HyperCard, for example,
pressing A chooses Select All, H chooses
Flip Hotizontal, and V chooses
Flip Vettical.

Consider a Copilot
Any pilot will tell you that navigation is easier if you have a copilot. You can
create your own keyboard shoncuts using a macm utility such as Apple's
MacroMaker (included with System 6.x), or the more powerful QuicKeys from
CE Software and Tempo II from Affinity Microsystems, both of which we'll look
at in Chapter 19.

Other Stops on the Road to Mastery
Familiarizing yourself with the concepts, shortcuts, and commands I've
presented in d1is chapter will take you a long way toward mastering your Mac.
Here are a few more suggestions:
•:• Reacl. Many advanced Mac users brag that they never crack a manual - even
when learning a new program. It's a testament to the Mac's graphical interface
and to software designers that this is possible. Noned1eless, every program has
its subtle points, and you're unlikely to find them unless you read or at least
browse the manual. If you haven't already, work through the tutorials in the
Mac's manual and in your program's manuals. More good places w uncover
the hidden treasures of your favotite applications are in Macworld s Quick
Tips columns and in user-group newsletters. Or, you might browse through a
tip anthology, such as Lon Poole's Amazing Mac Facts (Microsoft Press) and
The Jllaclntosh Btble (Goldstein and Blair) .
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•!• Register your software. By sending in the registration cards that accompany
new programs, you'll be eligible for technical supp01t and be notified when
new versions are developed. Many companies offer newsletters containing tips
and insights on their wares, and some also operate customer suppon forums
on communications services such as CompuServe and America Online.
•!• Join a user group. As I mentioned in the last chapter, they're among the best
sources of infom1ation, assistance, and free or nearly free software.
•!• Take time to play. Set aside time to experiment \\~th your programs and desk
accessOJies and with the Finder's many commands and options. T1y selecting
text by double clicking, dragging, and Shift-clicking. Conquer the scroll bars.
Use a marquee to seleC[ groups of icons in the Finder. Press Option or
Command while choosing menu commands or clicking palette icons. Keep
exploring. You'll become more adept at using the Mac's interface, you'll
develop a better understanding of how the Mac works, and you'll be able to
tailor your Mac to your tastes.
Many people use the phrase "power user" to describe someone who's
mastered the Mac. To me, a power user is something that plugs in. It isn't power
that makes a Mac expert; it's knowledge, experience, and perseverance. You're on
your way to attaining that expe1tise. More power to you.

Summary:
tl The Mac is an easy-to-use machine primarily because of its graphical user interface and mouse.

t1 The Finder and MultiFinder are the links between you and the Mac's system software.
t1 To get the most out of your Mac, master all the navigation options the Mac and its programs provide.
t1 You can choose certain commands from the keyboard by pressing the Command key along with a
letter key.
tl The best way to master the Mac is to read the manuals, experiment and register your software to get
technical support.

II Word Processing
Chapter 3

In This Chapter:
tl How word processors provide easy text entry, effortless editing, and powerful formatting features.

tl How to create indents, columnar tables, leaders, and multicolumn pages with today's most popular
word processors.
tl What to look for when shopping for a word processor.

I

f you're like most Macintosh users, you'll use a word processor more than any
other program. \XIhether you peck out OCC"JSional memos or wtite reams of
technical manuals, a word processor's benefits - convenient text entry, easy
revision, and fotmatting flexibility - are among the best reasons to use a
computer.

Regardless of which word whacker you use, chances are your word processing
life will take you through similar formatting terrain. In this chapter, we'll look at
the basics behind word processing, and then I'Ushow how to conquer common
formatting chores with today's most popular word processors. Perhaps you'll
find an insight that your manual shrouded in fog. If you're still shopping, you
can assess how each program handles each task. The sidebar "Shopping for a
Word Processor" spotlights some advanced features you may want to consider,
too.

The Basics
At its simplest level, word processing means using a computer to supplant a
typewriter by typing and editing your words on screen, and sending them to
paper only when you're satisfied with the results. l11e cornerstone of a word
processor's text-slinging skills is a function called U/OJd wrap, which btings
words that don't fit on a line down to the next line as you type. Word wrap
means not having to \~Sit the Return key at the end of every line, and it allows a
word processor to quickly adjust line breaks when you add or remove text.

(Continued on page 39)
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Shopping for a Word Processor
Here's a look at some helpful word processing
features and at some points to consider when shopping.
•> Editing shortcuts When the creative juices are
flowing, you don't want to have to move a hand
from the keyboard to choose common commands.
Better word processors provide a selection of
keyboard shortcuts for choosing commands and
moving text. Microsoft Word, WordPerfect,
Paragon's Nisus, and FuiiWrite provide keyboard
shortcuts for every command and even let you
access dialog box options. Word also has slick
shortcuts for copying and moving text without
replacing the Clipboard's contents. WordPerfect and
Nisus let you create macros to automate command
sequences. For example, if your last step in creating
a document involves selecting all of its text,
changing its font, and then choosing the Print
command, you can create a macro that performs
these tasks for you when you press a single
keystroke. Nisus offers the most sophisticated
macro features. It can be a tricky program to learn,
but it's fast and powerful, and has attracted a loyal,
if relatively small, following.
•!• Outliners Many writers develop outlines to flesh
out the structure of a piece. Word, WordPerfect, and
FuiiWrite contain built-in outliners that let you use
the mouse to rearrange your thoughts (see
»Outlining Your Ideas"). Or you might consider an
outliner desk accessory such as the one in
Symmetry Corporation's Acta Advantage. One
advantage to using a desk accessory outliner is that
it's available regardless of the program you're
using.
•> Glossaries A glossary feature lets you store and
name lengthy words or paragraphs that can then be
inserted into a document with a couple of keystrokes. You'll find glossary features in Word,

FuiiWrite, and Nisus. You can also use
WordPerfect macros to insert repetitive text.
-> Style sheets A style sheet is a collection of
typographic, line spacing, and margin formats to
which you assign a name. Style sheets allow you
to switch between formats with a few keystrokes
instead of manually choosing formatting com·
mands. Word, FuiiWrite, and MacWrite II provide
style sheet features (MacWrite ll's and FuiiWrite's
are somewhat limited), and you can get the same
results with WordPerfect or Nisus macros.
•> Spelling checkers Many word processors provide
built-in spelling checkers and thesauri. They're
useful, but do have limitations. Spelling checkers
don't guarantee accurate spelling or word usage.
For example, if you substitute the word there for
their, a spelling checker won't catch the error. But
it can still be valuable, especially if your writing
contains brand names or industry-specific words.
By adding such words to a user dictionary, you
can tailor your silicon lexicon to your work.
Because a thesaurus typically offers numerous
(and often quite different) synonyms for a given
word, it's up to you to choose the one whose
meaning fits the context in which the word will be
used. When you find a synonym you like, consult a
dictionary to make sure it's appropriate.
<!+ Table editing Word 4.0 is currently the only Mac
word processor to offer table-editing features. If
you prefer a different program, however, you
might combine a standalone table-editing program
such as Macreations' Tycho with your word
processor. FuiiWrite and Aldus' PageMaker
desktop publishing program include serviceable
table-editing programs, too. After creating a table
with one of these programs, you can use the
Clipboard to paste it into your word processor.
~
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Outlining Your Ideas
OU11iners let you sketch out the

~Word

overall structure of what you're
subtopics by dragging them with
the mouse. Some people also use
outliners to create to-do lists and
small databases. Symmetry
Corporation's Acta Advantage
outliner desk accessory is shown
here. The item "Graphic
its subtopics aren't visible.
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• run-a r ounds
• spe ll checking & thesaurus
• footnotes
• outlining
• index and T. O. C. generation
• "posted notes"
• revision tracking/change bars
~ typographic nicities
• kerni ng , auto hyphenation , "smart quotes "
Operating Styles
~ a l though they do they same things, they do them
different ly

•!• Mall merge This feature lets you combine your
word processor and a database management
program to produce "personalized" form letters it's how those publishing clearinghouses churn out
those giveaway notices. You'll find mail merge
features in Word, Microsoft Works, MacWrite II,
WordPerfect, and Nisus.
•!• Revision tracking In many organizations, documents must journey through an approval loop.
Revision tracking features such as those found in
FuiiWrite help you manage this process by placing
vertical change bars in the margin alongside
changed text. A document comparison feature,
provided by Nisus and by Word (using a separate
program included with the package) allow you to
scan two documents and highlight the differences
between them. FuiiWrite's document annotation
feature lets you attach comments to a document.
Called posted notes, they're electronic versions of
Post-It notes. In FuiiWrite versions 1.5s and later,

these notes can take the form of recordings that you
create using the microphone included with the Mac
llsi and LC, or with third-party recording hardware
such as Farallon's MacRecorder.
•!• Index and table of contents generation Word,
WordPerfect, Nisus, and FuiiWrite can automatically
generate tables of contents and indexes. Nisus'
tables of contents and indexes go into a separate
file and are fully editable but need to be regenerated
each time you change the document; the other
programs update automatically but the indexes they
generate are usually not fully editable.
•!• Equation processing Word lets you create and edit
complex mathematical equations, albeit by typing
formatting codes that are almost as complex. If you
work with equations extensively, consider an equation editor such as Expressionist from Prescience
Corporation, Formulator from lcom Simulations, or
MathWriter from Cooke Publications. ~
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Rulers of the Road
Word3.0

A ruler is the gateway to a word processor's tab, margin, line spacing, and
justification features. Shown here are components you'll find in the rulers of
today's most popular word processing programs.

First line indenl morL.er

Preset tab stops

Left indent marker

I

2

Tab icons
[

3

4

Left
Center
Right
Decimal
Vertical bar

Word 4.0

First line indent marker
Loft indent marker

Preset tab stops

2

Style
sheet
pop· UP

Tab icons
[

menu

I

5

3

Loft
Center
Right
Decimal
Vertical bar

Write Now 2.1

Right margin marker

Right
page
Hyphenation position
zone

Prnset tab stops

WordPerfect 1.x

Undo

.

Tab ICOnS

[

LoftContor/
/~/;/
/
Right
Decimal

Aoftl
Center

L~~ger
icons

II
Righ:

Column
definilion
icon

ColuLoH
Columns on

I

I I

Align Iotti
Center
Align right

Just~y
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All word processors also provide fonnalting features - the ability to specify
margin widths, line spacing, andjust(/icalion. The latter is a leap fotward from
typewriting; if you've struggled with typewriters, you'Ube delighted with the ease
with which word processors let }'OU center lines of text or align them against the
left or right margins (or both). And with most Mac word processors, you can
usually perf01m all these formatting tasks by clicking icons on an on-screen ruler.
You can display most programs' rulers by choosing a Show Ruler command. The
figure "Rulers of the Road" shows the components of the rulers used by toclay's
most popular word processors.
Word processors also let you adorn the top and botrom of every page with page
numbers and headelsand.footers, text that repeats at the top or bottom of each
page. Most Mac word processors let you create different headers and footers for

Column
Tabs

WordPerfect

Scale pop-up

Copy ru ler

2.0
0

Preset tab stops
Leh margin marker
First line indent marker

MacWrite II

Left

Tab wells
[

FuiiWrite

Center .
R1ght
Decimal

Right margin marker

Single spacing
1 '/.spacing
Double spacing
Decrease line spacing
Increase line spacing

Total columns width marker

Removeladd column icons

Columns offset marker

left margin marker
Indent marker

Tab Ruler
Right margin marker
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odd- and even-numbered pages, a useful feature if your final product will be
bound in book form.
Macintosh word processors also exploit the Mac's text talents, letting you
format a document using a variety of fonts, styles, and sizes. And they support
the Mac's Clipboard, allowing you to use the Cop}' and Paste commands to
include text and graphics created in other programs in your documents.

Know Thy Rulers
Before you tackle any word processing job, it's vital to understand your
program's approach to storing such fonnatting attributes as line spacing,
paragraph indents, margins, justification, and tabs. All t\llac word processors
have on-screen rulers for adjusting those settings, but they don't all use them
in the same way. Two schemes predominme. With the attached-to-paragmph
approach - taken by Microsoft's Word and Works, by T/J\IIaker's WriteNow,
and by Claris' MacW1ite II - ruler changes apply only to the paragraph
containing the blinking insertion point. If you've selected a range of text, the
changes apply to the selected paragraphs. To change an entire document,
select all its text. You can do this in Word by pressing Command and clicking
in the selection bar along the window's left edge. (The bar is invisible, but
you'll know you're there when the pointer changes to a right-pointing arrow.)
In Works, MacWrite II, and WriteNow, choose Select All from the Edit menu.
Ashron-Tate's FuiiWrite uses the ruler-lo-ntler method, in which the
current fonnat is govemed by the last ruler setting in the document. \X~1en
you need to change formats - margin widths, for example - you insert a new
ruler and alter it as needed.
Like Word and its ilk, WordPerfect versions l .x and 2.x have onl}' one ruler.
But instead of attaching fom1ats to paragraphs, WordPerfect applies ruler
changes to all text following the blinking insertion point. For example, if the
inse11ion point is in the third line of a paragraph and you click on the justifiedtext icon, WordPerfect inserts a carriage return at the cursor's position and
then justifies eve1ything below that, leaving preceding lines unchanged.
Variations of this scheme apply to many formatting options not on d1e ruler,
such as line spacing. It's confusing at first, but with practice you will master it.
(Unless otherwise noted, the tips and instructions in this chapter apply to
WordPe1fect versions l.x and 2.x. I'll note where things differ between the two
versions.)

The Lowly Paragraph Indent
Indents are indents, 1ight? Wrong. There's more than one way to bump a
paragraph's first line to the right. ;\·ly favorite method is to press Tab. All
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programs offer preset tab settings, usually spaced at 1/z-inch intervals. So by
pressing Tab at the beginning of a paragraph, you indent its first line ih-inch.
Another method is to use the ruler to create a.ftrsl-line indent, in which the ftrst
line of every paragraph- that is, each line following a carriage return - is
indented. To create a first-line indent in Microsoft \X'ord, WriteNow, or
.ivlacWrite n, place the insertion point in the paragraph to be changed (or
before the point where you'll begin typing), and then drag the ruler's indent
marker to the right. In Word, you can also use the Command-Shift-F keyboard
shortcut. In FuiiWrite, insert a tab ruler (if none e.xists already) and then drag its
indent marker to the right. You can also edit the default ruler by choosing Base
Styles from the Style menu. In WordPerfect 2.0, drag the ruler's ftrst-line indent
marker (the right-po inting, hollow triangle), or choose Paragraph from the
Layout menu and type the desired indent value.
There's a drawback to the frrst-line indenting approach: because any line
ending in a carriage return is considered a paragraph, single-line "paragraphs"
such as subheads will appear indented, too, unless you refor mat each one to
appear nush against the left margin. That's one reason I prefer using the Tab
key to create first-line indents.
Using Tab to indent is essential if you need ro save your document in texton(p formal for Uansmission over the phone lines or to transfer to a program
that can't read your word processor's document files. Text-only files discard
formatting information such as fonts and indents, but they do retain rudimentmy formatting codes such as tabs and carriage returns. We'll look at data
exchange issues in detail in Chapter 29.

More Ins and Outs of Indents
A variation on the indenting theme is the hanging indent, in which the first
line of a paragra ph begins co the left of subsequent lines. These often appear in
numbered or bulleted lists of items (see the figure "H anging Indents" on the next
page). Creating a hanging indent is easier if you've typed at least one of the
numbered or bulleted items, so do that first. (If you use bullets, put a space
between the bullet and the first character of th e item. I f you want more space,
press Tab.)
Next, if you are using Word, place the insertion poin t within the item, or select
all the items if you've already typed them. Now press Shift and dtag the lower
indent marker to the right about V<-inch, and all the lines e.xcept the fLrst jump ro
the right. While still pressing Shift, fine-rune the marker's position until the
margins align with the firsr character after the bullet or decimal point.
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Con seruotion Pions

With your help, the consetvancywill acquire the following lands in 1991:
• 150 acres abutting Jenson State Forest. This parcel contains several unique
wetlands and is home t o great blue herons, golden eagles, swamp sparrows, and
bank swallows
• 14 acres with 1000 feel offrontage on Route 101 in Marlboro. Because this area
has seen conside rable development in the past year, the acquisition of this tract is
a top priority
• 2000 acres in Stoddard, including 4000 fe et offrontage on Highland Lake and
Pickerel Cove. This remot e area is currently the object of a pending lawsuit,
brought by an out-of-stale developer seeking to build clustered housing units on
Pickerel Cove, a nesting area fo r loons and other birds whose numbers are
dwindling in this area

A Hanging
Indents
Hanging indents are
often used to align the
left margins in a list of
bulleted or numbered
items. WriteNow,
shown here, lets you
create a hanging
indent by positioning
the indentation marker
to the left of the left
margin marker. Most
word processors use a
similar technique.

In FuiiWrite, position
the insertion point
before the first item and
insert a tab ruler. Next,
press Shift and drag the
triangular left-margin
indent marker to rJ1e
right, and then finetune the marker 's
position. To restore the
no1maJ left margin,
move the insertion
point to the end of the
item list, insert a new
ruler, and drag its leftmargin marker to the
left.

In /vlacWtite II, drag the left indent marker to set the width of the paragraph
1 to the left. To
and then drag the first line indem marker (the upside-clown '1
specify a more precise hanging indent, use the Format menu's Paragraph
co mmand.

ln WordPerfect l.x, first position the cursor before the list of items. Next,
create a tab stop roughly Vz-inch to the right of the left margin, and then
choose Indent from the Paragraph submenu to create a hanging indent for the
first item. To indent each remaining item, move the cursor to the beginning of
each and choose Indent (or press Command-Shift-1). To adjust the indent's
size, position the cursor after the tab-set code and drag the tab stop to the left
or d1e right Working with formatting codes is easier if you choose Show
Codes from the Edit menu. In WordPerfect 2.x, use the ruler's indent marker.
Paragraphs in a legal documenL or lengthy quotes fi·om another author's
work are often indented from both margins. To indent both margins in Word,
Works, MacWrite Il, or WriteNow, first place the insertion point wid1in d1e
paragraph you're indenting (or select the paragraphs to be indented), and
then drag the left and right indent markers toward each other by 1/2-inch or so.
With FuiiWtite, insert a new ruler before and after the te.\.t to be indented, and
then adjust the margins of the ruler that precedes the text. In WordPerfect l.x,
open the Format menu's Par<tgraph submenu and choose Left-Right Indent. In
WorciPetfect 2.x, choose Left-Right Indent fi·om the Layout menu.
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Hands On the Table
Another common word processing job involves creating columnar tables,
typically used for such items as tables of contents and financial statements.
Tables often contain leader characters, usually lines of periods, which run
across the column and guide the eye along the line to the ne.xt column.
Creating tables means mastering tab features. Most programs let you center
text within tabs or align it agai nst a tab's left or right edge. And all provide
decimal tabs, which align the decimal points in columns of numbers.
Rulers are the gateways to tabs. With Word, Wo rks, or WriteNow, first be
sure the cursor is located where the table will begin before you create the tab
stops. To create a tab in Word, click on the ruler at the tab's position. Word
and most other programs are preset to create left-aligned tabs. To create a
different kind, first select the ruler icon for that kind. In WriteNow and
MacWrite, drag the desired tab out of its lab tve/1 and position it on the ruler.
In FuiiWrite, insert a tab ruler if necessaty. Then, to create left-aligned tabs,
click the ruler at each tab position. For a right aligned tab, press Command and
click the ruler. For a centered tab, press Shift; for a decimal tab, CommandShift. To change a tab's alignment setting or leader character, double-click the
tab and make adjustments in the subsequent dialog box.
In WordPerfect, begin by cleating the preset tabs, which appear at 1/2-inch
intervals: choose Tabs from the Line submenu, click the Delete button, then
click OK. Next , if you're using WordPerfect l.x, select the tab icon for the type
of tab you want, and then click the tab pointer on the ruler at each tab's
location. To switch to a di!ferent type o f tab , click that tab's mler icon. To
change an e.xisting tab's alignment, cl ick on the new alignment's icon, and then
on the existing tab. If you're using WordPerfect 2.x, you can create and clear
tabs by using the ruler's Tabs pop-up menu and clicking on the ruler. You can
also use the Tabs dialog box, which you can display by choosing Tabs from the
Line submenu or double-clicking o n any tab in the ruler. With all these
programs, you adjust a tab's position by dragging it left or tight on the mler.
Word, FuiiWrite, MacWrite II, and WordPerfect also accept measurements in
a dialog box for precise positioning. All programs except WordPerfect l .x let
you remove a tab by poiming to it and dragging away from the mler. To
expunge a WordPerfect l.x tab, first click the tab icon that matches the style of
the doomed tab, then click on the tab to remove it, then click the same tabstyle icon to reset the pointer. Remember, with attached-to-paragraph
programs, the cursor must be in the line whose tabs you're refining. If you're
refining the entire table, select all of it first. With WordPerfect you can mutilate
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a rable by carelessly dragging tabs left and light. You'll get the best results by
selecting the entire rable and tJ1en fine-tuning.
Microsoft Word 4.0 boasts a labor-saving lnsen Table command that creates
a grid of rows and columns. You can type tables within this grid without
fussing with rabs and rulers (see the figure "Editing on the Table").

Take Me to Your Leader
Word, FullWrite, WriteNow, MacWrite 11, and WordPerfect let you include leader
characters in tables (see the figure "Fearless Leaders'). In most programs, you
assign the leader character to the rab whose column the leaders will point w. For
example, to create a leader between columns two and d1ree, assign the leader to
column three's tab. To create leaders in Word, first create rabs for each column.
Next, double-dick on an existing rab to display the Tabs box, click on the rab you
wane d1e leaders to point to, and then choose the kind of leader character you
want. Click OK to apply the changes and close the dialog box.
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In Fuii\Vtite, double-click on an ex.isting tab to summon the Tabs dialog box,
and then choose the desired leader. ( fhe second button gives the best dot
leaders.) In WordPerfect, use the ruler's leader tab icons. I f you prefer the Tabs
., dialog box, you can
r
r,;
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Elements of Increase in Working Capitol
Fiduciary
Proprietary
Fund Tv.Jle
Fund TY-P-~e----=T~o~ta~ls~
Cash ............................................... $125,295
$ (60,631)
$223,187
Account receivable..................... (7,529)
768
116,1364
Investments .................... ........... ..
1.000
(1.647)
Inventory...................... ................
241
(19,340)
8,955
Accounts payable ........................ 2229
Accrued interest
1,308
payable....................................... 1,623
Current portion of
long-term debt......................... _ _.r.26"-!.7_ __ _--==----.i!l
320 ,~9=74
Increase in
$3,165
$316,545
working capital .........................$122.126

• Fearless
Leaders
Leader characters
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assign a leader to a given
tab by clicking the Dot
Leader check box (in
'version l.x) or choosing
the desired leader from

~~~:~~e~,·~:~~oloc

WriteNow lets you
create leaders, albeit in

::::0:;~~~~s

column one's information, then while holding
down the Tab key type a
period. Release Tab and type column two's information. In MacWtite II, choose
the Tab command from the Fotmat menu and type the desired leader character
(usually a period) in the Fill Character text box.

guide your eye across
a line to the next
column in a table. In
this Microsoh Word
4.0 table itopl, the
leader character has
been assigned to the
tab near the ruler s
2 'h-inch mark.

Changing Your Style
All programs offer search-and-replace features for finding and changing
text - changing, for example, all occurrences of "East Germany" to simply
"German( ' But not all programs let you search for one type of formatting
attribute (such as tabs and font information) and replace it with anotJ1er. Want
to change all 10-point Helvetica text to 12-point Times Bold? \X' ithout the ability
to search and replace attributes, it's a laborious cho re. 'l1le ability to search for
and replace formatting attributes is a useful feature that lets you quickly change
a document's appearance.
Word lets you locate tab characters and caniage returns by typing "'t or "' p
in the Find What text box. You can search for a specific format by seleCting a
character or entire paragraph (includ ing tJ1e carriage return) with the desired
format, and then press Command-Option-R. You can't use the Change command to replace one font or style with another, but you can use the command
to reformat paragraphs. First, copy the caniage return o f the paragraph whose
format you want to apply elsewhere (choose Shmv 11 from the Edit menu to see
carriage return codes) . Then select the caniage return o f the paragraph to be
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d1anged and choose
Paste. To automate the
process, type p in the
Find What box, and c
in the Replace With
box. TI1e latter tells
Word to replace the
text to be changed with
the Clipboard's
contents.
A

A

capsjille<i
uith <rabmtat and tcppe<i uitll
mdte<ich~

1350
lhl.i t PlaJt:
A selecticn <t seaso>>aljl'uits

SOup ato j OW'
1"'le ch'l{'sinspirC<!ia>
$3.00

FuiiWrite,
WordPerfect 2.0, and
MacWrite II can search
for and replace nearly
any fonnarting attribute. In FullWtite,
specify the attributes by
using the Font, Size, or
Style menus while d1e
blinking cursor is in the Find What or Change To box. For example, to change
all 12-point Times text to 10-poim Helvetica, first choose 12-point and Times
from the Size and Font menus. Next, press Shift-Option-? to get d1e wildcard
character i. (which means any characle1). Next, tab to the Change To box and
choose 10-poinL and Helvetica from the Size and Font menus, respectively.
Finally, type another i. and click Change All. (FullWrite can't undo a Change All
operation, so consider saving the document first. That way, if you change your
mind after using Change All, you can revert to the previously saved version.)
$300

• Columns on

the Mac
To mix various column
widths on the same
page with FuiiWrite,
you must create
multiple sidebars.
Here, each section of
the page is a separate
sidebar. Editing and
positioning multiple
sidebars can be
cumbersome, but it
allows formatting feats
that would be difficult
or impossible with
other word processors.

To search and replace attributes in MacWrite 11, choose Find/Change from
the Edit menu and check the Use Attributes check box in the Find/Change
dialog box that appears. The dialog box changes to include lists of fonts and
attributes that you can select. If you're just searching for text attributes (not
attributes as well as specific characters), you'll need to uncheck the Use Text
check box.
In WordPerfect 2.0, use the Match and Affect menus in the Find window to
specify which awibutes you're searching for and replacing. To display the Find
window, choose Find/Change from the Search menu.

Citizen Mac
One way in which most i\tlac word processors infiltrate the desktop publishing camp is by letting you create multiple columns of text on a page.
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lvlulticolumn pages arc common in newsletters, brochures, and menus (see
the figure 'Columns on the Mac'). In Word, WriteNow, and MacWrite II
creating multiple columns involves choosing a command and specifying the
number of columns you 1vant. In \'(ford, use the Section command. In
W1iteNow, use Page Setup. In MacW1ite ll, choose the Page command from
the Fo rmat menu o r double-click the column border at the top of MacW1ite
II's ruler or the page number indicator in the lower left corner of the document window. In FuiiWrire, choose the Columns On and Columns OfT
commands after you've specified column characteristics. In Full\Xfrire, you can
also click the little arrows at the top left of the chapter ruler to change the
number of columns. In WordPerfect 2.0, you can choose the number o f
columns desired using the ruler's Columns pop-up menu. You can also adjust
the columns' widths by dragging the shaded borders in the ruler.

The Last Word
If you're still shopping a word processor, tesr d rive some programs to find
one whose operating style you like. This is especially important if you' ll be
spend ing a great deal of time w1iting. Eve1y word processor has its own feel,
and you'll want to find o ne that feels gocxl to you.
And don't be wowed by endless lists of features. Gimmicky formatting and
drawing features wo n't help you put your thoughts into words - indeed, they
might tempt you ro play with fancy formats instead of making another round
of revisions. \Vord processors exist to make w1iting easier. That's a miraculous feat
in itself.

Summary:
v' Automatic word wrap, easy editing, and effortless formatting features are what set a word

processor apart from a typewriter.
v' The gateway to most common formatting tasks is a word processor's on-screen ruler.
v' Some word processors provide time-saving features such as glossaries, which store often-used

text; and style sheets, which store formatting information.
v' Some word processors encroach on desktop publishing territory by providing features that let you

create multicolumn pages.
v' More powerful word processors can automatically generate indexes and tables of contents.
v' When shopping for a word processor, features to consider include editing shortcuts, outlining,

glossaries and style sheets, spelling checkers, table-editing, mail merge, revision tracking, and
equation processing.
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Spreadsheets

In This Chapter:
v' The basic components and benefits of a spreadsheet.
v' An introduction to using mathematical functions.
v' nps on how to best format and design spreadsheets.
v' How to manage spreadsheets.
v' How to use spreadsheets to store data and create tables.

r r he spreadsheet h;t5 been around in one form or another for centuries. In Lhe
l }soos, spreadsheets were big, leather-bound books - the kind Cratchet
scratched his quill in. In this ccntu1y, leather gave w·ay to leatherene, and Cratchet
evolved imo a paunchy guy in baggy pants who played a mechanical adding
machine like a Stradi~uius.
For years the spreadsheet remained essentially the same: a large ledger with
pages divided into rows and columns for convenient organization of text and
numbers. Then in the late 70s, a HaJvard MBA candidate named Dan Bricklin got
the idea that a computer program could mimic a ledger and also calculate
numbers. His finance prolessor dismissed the idea as having no commercial value,
but Bricklin was undaunted, and teamed up with programmer Bob Frankston to
create a wildl}' successful program called VisiCalc. l11e electronic spreadsheet was
born, and the skeptical professor joined the ranks of histo1y's great amivisionaries.
Since then, the spreadsheet program has become as much a mainstay of
business as the expense account. And deservedly so. A spreadsheet lets you record
numbers more nearly and efficiently than a ledger does, and it lets you calculate
and analyze them. You can plug in new values and watch tile spreadsheet
recalculate accordingly. You can Clsk "what if?'' questions: \xrhat if interest rates rose
to 15 percent?What if we got a 20-year mortgage instead of a 30-year?
A spreadsheet does for you what a flight simulator does for a pilot: it lets you
explore different approaches to a problem - without tl1e risk. And because life is
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fuUof problems and 1isks, spreadsheets have 1001 uses. You can use them to
a·eate business plans and profit-and-loss statements, to forecast sales figures and
track stock market data, and to print loan-amortization tables - in shon, any
endeavor that involves playing with numbers. And their orderly approach to
sto1ing information makes them ideal for mher tasks, from managing address files
to creatjng columnar tables (see the sidebar "A Spreadsheet's Other Lives").

Everything in Its Cell
The secret to a spreadsheet's organizational vi1tues is its gridlike approad1 to
storing information. A blank spreadsheet is divided into horizontal and vertical
lines that create a grid of boxes called cells (see the figure "Spreadsheet Basics").
The horizontal lines form rows, and the vertical lines form columns. Rows are
labeled by number, columns by letter, to give every cell its own address: Al is the
cell in the upper-left corner of the spreadsheet. B4 is the cell in the second
column, four rows clown. (Some spreadsheets number both rows and columns:
Al becomes RlCl, and B4 is R4C2. Many programs let you d1oose the numbering
scheme you prefer.)
Each cell can hold a number, some text, or afommla A simple spreadsheet
contains text labels that describe the numbers in adjacent cells and a fo1mula-

A Spreadsheet's Other Lives
Spreadsheets' abilities to neatly pigeonhole text and
numbers make them good database managers. When
using a spreadsheet for data management, label
columns with your field names (such as Name,
Address, Phone) and build down from there, making
each row a record. There's no need to fuss with field
definitions and maximum character lengths: every cell
will accept any combination of text or numbers, and
most spreadsheets can hold 255 characters per cell.
And you can use the spreadsheet's library of functions
and math features to analyze data and create reports.
Many spreadsheets provide additional commands
for managing data. Excel lets you sort and search
through your data. Microsoft Works provides data·

entry forms that show one record at a time. Excel,
Wingz, and Full Impact also have data management
features. But remember, spreadsheets generally don't
offer the sophisticated form-layout features or the
extensive entry-checking features of true databases.
Finally, spreadsheets' columnar bent make them
wonderful "table processors." (Indeed, most of the
large product-features tables you see in Macworld
articles began life as spreadsheets.) You can add new
columns or rows with a mouse click and resize columns
in a flash - instead of struggling with rulers and tab
settings. If you need fancy formatting, move the com·
plated table into a word processor by copying its cells
to the Clipboard or by saving it as a text-only file. ll!Jl
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.& Spreadsheet

Basics
Horizontal and vertical
lines divide a
spreadsheet's window
into a grid of boxes
called cells, each with
its own address lA1 is
the cell in the upper-left
corner). A bold

a combination of cell addresses and math symbols d1at tell the program what
tO do with those numbers (see the figure ''Weekly Pay').
But the real power of a spreadsheet surfaces when you create formulas that
manipulate the resultS of other formulas. In the figure "Monthly and Yearly
Pay" on the next page, I've tied two new formulas to the result of"\Xfeekly Pay."
This causes any changes in the Hours Worked or Hourly Wage cells to show up
in the Weekly Pay, Monthly Pay, and Yearly Pay cells. To answer the question,
"What if I earned $15 an hour instead of $10?" simply type 15 in cell 82 and
press Return.

rectangle indicates the
active ceiL

That brings us to spreadsheet navigating. In all Mac spreadsheet programs,
you select a cell by pointing to it with the mouse and then clicking, or by using
your keyboard's direction kers to move the cellpoin1e1; a dark rectangle d1at
encloses the current cell. Once you've homed in on a cell, simply begin typing.
The characters you type appear within the cell and also within the formula bm;
a text-entry box just below the spre-ttdsheet's menu bar. You can edit text in
the formula bar just as you would in other Mac applications. Pressing the
Return key stores the text in the ceiL

Weekly Pay
This spreadsheet uses a formula to calculate weekly income based on
number of hours worlced and hourly wage. The formula itself appears
in cell 84, and tells the spreadsheet program, 'Multiply the contents of
cell by the contents of cell 82, and display the result here:
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programs follow d1is
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approach: if you
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type only numbers,
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contains any letters
or spaces, it's treated as a label. If the first character is an equal sign (=), it's
con~idered a formula. If the first character is a double quote ("),the text is
considered a label.
85
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I =84*4

Manipulate Data with Functions
Spre-ddsheet progmms also contain a number of preprogrammed formulas

cal/ed.fimcticms, which provide advanced math skills. You needn't remember any
complex math symbols co use a function; simply type its name (or choose it from
a dialog box or menu), and enclose the required values, called arguments, within
parentheses. The fu nction perfom1s its preprogrammed calculation on the
arguments and returns a result.
One statislica(jimclion that all spreadsheets provide is SUM, which adds its
arguments. In a spreadsheet function, a colon (:) between two cell addresses
indicates a range of cells, while a comma between them denotes individual cells.
For example, the E.xcel formula = S M(Bl:B3) adds the contents of cells Bl
lbrOII!Jh B3 (the shore form of= Bl+B2 + B3), while me forn1ula =
SUM(Bl ,BS,B7) adds the contents of cells Bl, B5, and 87. (Unless otherwise
noted, I use Excel in all the examples in this cl1apter, since it's the i'v1ac world 's
mo~t popular spreadsheet program. All of the concepts here apply to other
spreadsheets, too, but the exact spelling- the .5J'I11a1· - of formulas or functions
may differ.)
Other statistical functions include AVERAGE, \vhich calculates the average value
of given arguments; and .MAX and ivUN, which rerum the largest and smallest
values, respectively, wiLhin the list of arguments. SpreC~dsheets also provide
mct/bematica/fimclions such as ABS, which returns the absolute value of an
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argument; and ROUND, which rounds it off to a sped fled number of digits. TI1en
there are tlig onom etlic.fimctions like COS, which gives the cosine; and TAN,
which calculates the tangent. Te\1jimctions search and manipulate text. Finana aljimctli::mscalculate present and future vc1Iues, rates of return, and more. Date
jimclions retum the current elate and time. A spreadsheet's seemingly endless
libraty of functions is its ultimate weapon for manipulating text and numbers.
Functions become even more powerful when you nest them within od1er
functions so d1ac one function uses the value rerurned by another function as an
argument. For example, the Excel formula =tvUD(Al,l ,SEARCH(", ",A1,1)-1) uses
two text functions, MID and SEARCH, m extttlct the last name from a ceU (Al)
containing names in "last name, first name" formaL Excel fi rst executes the
SEARCH function to locate the comma. SEARCH reportS its findings to MID, which
takes over to e.xtract all the characters up to the comma.

Then Spruce It Up with Formats
Spreadsheets calculate numbers with a high degree of predsion, using droves
of decimal places (14, in Excel's case) to represent fractional values as accurately
as possible. But that kind of precision is overkill for some data. A dollars-and-cents
value doesn't look like one when 14 digits lollow the dedmal point.
Cellfonnatsenable you to specify how you want numbers and text to be
displayed. You can have dollars-and-cents figures appear with a dollar sign and
only two digits after tl1e dedmal point. You can have percent signs appear after
values that represent a percentage of other '"alues. For date values, you can speci~·
display formats such as 8/17!91 or 17-Aug-91. Approptiate display formats can
make spreadsheet values more meaningful.
Another aspect of spreadsheet formatting involves spedfying tl1e alig nmen t of
data within cells. Numbers, for example, are usually aligned against the right edge
of their cells, with their decimal points aligned. Text is usually aligned against the
left edge. You can also choose to center text within a cell - handy for a title that
appears above a column of numbers.
Mac spreadshcelS providt: utht:r formatting options as well, including the ability
to format cells in cli!Terem fonts and styles. E.xcel, Ashton-Tate's Fulllmpact,
Inform ix's Wingt., and RagTime Inc.'s RagTime 3 all support color graphs and cell
formats. So when you're in the reel, your spreadsheet figures can be, too. These
programs also let you create boxes and lines to highlight key figures or underscore totals.
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Making Things Manageable
A single spreaclsheet documem pro,~des many mousancls of blank cells, ready for
facts and formulas. Bm you'll probably run out of memory long before filling all of them.
And if you don't, you'll run out of patience as you struggle to so'OII from one area of the
spreaclsheet to another.
One solution to both problems is a program dm enables you to /till.: separate
documents, causing changes made in one to appear in the other. unking sepamte
spreadsheets lets you work around memory limitations and simplifies creating and using
a complex spreadsheet application.
While d1e specific steps vary between products, you usually link spreadsheets by
o·eating a formula in one spreadsheet that refers to one or more cells in the second
spreadsheet. For example, assume you're working ''~th two spreadsheets, named
Income and Expenses, and you want to link them so that the contents of the Income
spreadsheet's Net Income cell are copied into the Net Income cell of the Expenses
worksheet. To do so in Excel, )'Ou'd create formula in the Net Income cell of d1e
Expenses worksheet reading =Income!SE2.

Other Labor Savers
Another wa)' to tame a spreadsheet is through macro~ se1ies of formulas and
commands that cany om actions at ym rr command. A macro fadlity is an electronic
autopilot that you can program to perlonn repetitive tasks - anything from choosing
commands to entering fonnulas to performing complex calculations. You'll find basic
macro features in Microsoft \Vorks, and far more advanced ones in Excel, Full Impact,
and Wingz. You can create macros from scmtch by typing their statementS one at time,
but an easier way is to use the program's macro recorde1: Activate the macro recorder,
and me progmm \vatdles you work, translating your actions into macro statements. You
can replay the resuhing macro as-is to repeat the steps you performed, or edit it to add
additional functions.
TI1e macro languages in E.xcel, Full Impact, and Wingz go even furt her to allow )'OU to
create customized dialog boxes, menus, on-screen buaons, and other user interface
elements. You (or a consultant) can use these features to create customized spreadsheets that work like standard Mac applications. For example, a business might create an
accounting system with menu commands such as Display Outstanding Invoices or
Display Cash Flow Graph. Behind these commands would be maon statements that
perform d1e appropri ate tasks. Such a spreadsheet could be used by an administrative
assistant or temporary employee who might not otherwise know how to generate
graphs or display outstanding im•oices. These kinds of customized applications are often
callecltumk~J' <lPPiiCmions, since, metaphorically speaking, all a user ha~ ro do is wm
d1e key to be off and running. You might also hear a turnkey spreadsheet application
descri bed as a /emplale. A large libmry of Excel templates is available from Heizer
Software.
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Choosing a Spreadsheet
Besides number-analyzing prowess, most Mac spreadsheet programs also have
builr-in graphing features thar rransform numbers into spill)• bar, line, or pie charts.
Fulllrnpacr, Wingz, and RagTime 3 even let you mix spreadsheers and graphs on
the same page (sec the llgure "Tables and Charts") . Excel version 3.0, which is
scheduled to be released by the middle of 1991. will also let you mix spreadsheetS
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and graphs. In Excel 3.0, you can even resize a bar or line in a graph and change i!S
corresponding spreadsheet data. This feature is useful for goal-seeking tasksfor example, if you want sales to increase by ten percent next year, you can drag
the appropriate line in a chart, and Excel 3.0 will change the underlying spreadsheet to show what will need to take place in order for you to meet your goal.
Full Impact, WingL., and Excel 3.0 can also create graphs that have a threedimensional look to them, and even allow you to rotate the graph and change its
perspective. Graphs and spreadsheets team up well for analyzing numbers and
spotting trends; a rising or falling line tells a more compelling story than a
nondescript table of numbers.

••

Since graphs ancl tables often enclup in reports, all spreadsheet programs let
you copy graphs and spreadsheet cells to the Clipboard for subsequen t pasting
into a word processor or desktop publishing program.
Some spreadsheet programs also include built-in word
Ifyou need a spreadsheet
processors so you can consolidate your efforts. Excel
only occasimzally, an
3.0 provides a built-in outlining fe-ature that lets you
ilztegrated program may be
e1.ptmti and collapse a spreadsheet to show various
the most convenient way to
levels of detail.

include spreadsheet data in
your docume11ts. ~~

For spreadsheet tasks that can benefit from the
power of a high·end database manager, consider Ad us·
4th Dimension and 4D Calc. 4D Calc is a sophisticated spreadsheet program d1at
runs wid1in 4th Dimension. \Vith 4D Calc, you can assign a spreadsheet to a
particular record in <1 database. A real estate office could use this feature to store
information on available properties and simultaneously generate amortization
schedules for prospective buyers based on the house and decor.tting options they
choose. \Ve'lllook at database managemem again in Chapter 7.

For more basic needs, it 's hard to beat r-.-licrosoft Works, which takes a Swissarmy-knife approach by consolidating spreadsheet, word processing, graphing,
database management, and telecommunications features in one program. Another
integrated program, RagTime 3 wraps its spreadsheet within a desktop publishing
fr.tmework, making it well suited for creating financial reports d1at need to be
updated on a regular basis.
lntegmted progmms such as Works and RagTime are convenient, but remember lim the ~·lac's Clipboard and Scrapbook let you create your own integrated
workplace by cu tting and pasting information between programs. And wim
Multi Finder and S)'Stcm 7.0, you can do so wimout quitting and restarting each
application (provided your Mac has enough memory, of course) . If you need a
spreadsheet only occasionally, an integrated program may be the most convenient
wa>' to include spreadsheet data in your documents. But if you plan to spend a
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great deal of time asking "what if?" you·11 be bener served by a powerhouse
spreadsheet like E:<cel, Full Impact, or Wingz, using the Clipboard and MultiFinder
to exchange and combine data within other applications as needed.
If you create complex fom1ulas containing flocks of functions and parentheses,
look for a program that lets you ''attach'' notes to cells. Cell notes, electronic versions
of Post-It notes, are an effective way to describe how large formulas work or how the
spreadsheet is struclllred -details that are easy to forget and dinlcult to decipher.
Full Impact and Wingz let you attach roughly a page of text to ead1 cell.
A~ you shop for heavy-duty spreadsheets, look for these two techie-sounding
features: sparse mal!i\· memmy ma11agemen1 and mtillillal recalculation.
Sparse matrix memory management is an efficient method of spreadsheet storage
that doesn't waste memory on empty cells, and thus lets you squeeze more into
the machine's memory. Programs that use minimal recalculation recalculate
spreadsheets by keeping track of which cells depend on the contents of other
cells. Thus, they recalculate only those cells that are dependent on the cells you've
changed, which takes far less time than checking and recalculating evety cell in
d1e spreadsheet. (In Ashton-Tate's Full Impact 2.0, d1is feature is called tillelltifenl

recaklllation )
If you work in an office that uses IBM PCs as well as Macs, look closely at Excel
and Wingz. Both are also available for PCs; the PC versions use the Microsoft
Windows graphical environment I mentioned in Chapter 1, and operate nearly
idemically to their Mac cousins. By standardizing on the Mac and PC versions of
either of these programs, you can easily move spreadsheets between Macs and
PCs and minimize training Lime, since bath versions are so similar.
Finally, if your Mac has only 1MB of memory, consider Bravo Technologies'
MacCalc. It's fast, easy to use, and compares favorabl}' against its more corpulent
competitors. There's also Zedcor"s Desk, a collection of desk accessories, one of
which, DeskCalc, is a mini spreadsheet. In the shareware arena, there's BiPlane,
which comes in both application and desk accessory versions. (See Chapter 13 for
details about shareware.)

The Power of Numbers
As you master the workings of your spreadsheet progl".tm, don't forger the
imponance of good spreadsheet design. Creating a spreadsheet that's easy to
understand and maintain requires forethought and an understanding of the
problem you're analrLing. You'll find some rips for creating effecLive spreadsheets
in "Spreadsheet De~ign Basics.'·
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Finally, don't underestimate the potential for spreadsheet abuse. These days,
business plans and sales forecasts come with an entourage of facts and figures
depicting profits and prosperity. Often, those statistics are supplied by the
project's proponents, and therein lies the potential problem. Anyone can doctor a
spreadsheet to give the desired results by simply beginning \\~th preselected
figures, and then designing a spreadsheet to produce them. In such cases, the
spreadsheet changes from a tool for evaluating options to a tool that supports
decisions that have already been made.
The moral? Don't take a spreadsheet's numbers at face value. Question the
spreadsheet's underlying assumptions: did its creator assume that profits wiU
increase 20 percent each year, that interest rates will fall, that no competition
exists, that costs will remain the same?
George Canning, a prime minister of Britain in the nineteenth century, said it
best: "I can prove anything by statistics- e.xcept the truth."

Spreadsheet Design Basics
Creating an effective, easily understood spread·
sheet requires an organized approach and plenty of
advance planning. According to John M. Nevison's
excellent The Elements of Spreadsheet Style n9B7,
Brady), a spreadsheet "should be straightforward to
build, easy to read, receptive to change, and, above
all, free of error." Here are a few of Nevison's 22
spreadsheet rules:
•!• Make a formal introduction. Explain the spread·
sheet's purpose and design, as well as how to use it:
describe cells holding key information, and provide a
"table of contents" listing key data sections.
•!• Label every assumption. So that your readers can
better understand your spreadsheet's structure,
state- up front - all its assumptions (say, a
5 percent annual growth rate with a 7 percent

annual depreciation rate).
•!• Explain tricky formulas. If your spreadsheet offers

cell-notation features, use them. Later, when you
have to modify your formulas, you'll be glad you
did.
•!• Use cell naming. If your spreadsheet program lets
you, assign names to a cell or range of cells to
explain key formulas. The formula
=HoursWorked*HourlyWage says a great deal
more than =B7*B6.
•!' Graph to illuminate. Be sure that graphs summa·
rize their data well. Proofread them for style and
content. And put each graph's conclusion in its
title. For example, the title "Sales Up 20 Percent
This Year" says more than "Year-to-Date Sales
Results." [l!il
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Summary:
v A spreadsheet is divided into horizontal and vertical lines that create a grid of boxes called cells which
hold numbers, text, or a formula.

v Spreadsheet programs contain pre-programmed formulas called functions which perform calculations
on given values and return results.

v

You can format your spreadsheet by specifying how you want numbers and text to appear and how
you want the data aligned within the cells.

v

Ways to manage spreadsheets include linking separate spreadsheets together and using macros,
series of formulas and commands often used to perform repetitive tasks.

v If you only use a spreadsheet for basic needs, consider a package that combines spreadsheet, word
processing, graphing, database management and telecommunications in the program. For frequent
spreadsheet users, a stand alone program that suits your particular needs is the best bet.
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Desktop Publishing

In This Chapter:

v Why desktop publishing is replacing traditional layout techniques.
v Desktop Publishing Systems: the more you spend, the more you get.
v An introduction to desktop publishing software.
v Finding a program that meets your needs.

v The design and typographic responsibilities involved in desktop publishing.

I

n the last thirty years, the graphic arts indusuy has seen more revolutions
than any third-world country. In the sixties, the rum-of-the-century Linotype
and Monorype hot-metal typeseuers based on medieval printing technologies
rapidly began to be displaced by phototypesetting machines whose speed and
output improved in quantum leaps- each machine becoming obsolete within a
· few years of its introduction. The seventies saw large pubUshing houses, printers,
and newspapers begin to use on-screen page-makeup systems that allowed
graphic artists to lay out pages electronically- without T squares, X-acto knives,
and the other tools of mechanical pasteup.
Although electronics played a prominent role in the evolution of
phototypesetting and electronic page-makeup equipment, microcomputers
didn't. They lacked the processing power ro calculate precise character widths
and line endings, and the graphics to display various fonts and sizes. Then the
Macintosh appeared. Am1ed with desktop publishingprograms, the Mac has
picked off the expensive page-layout systems, sniped at typeseners, and forced
established type houses eid1er to join the revolution or to retreat.
As a computer user, I'm exdted to see that technology has advanced enough
to enable non-professionals to set type and paste up pages with a $1000 Macintosh. But as a former typographer, I cringe when that technology is misused.
Properly producing a primed piece takes time, patience, and at least a rudimentary knowledge of design and typographic concepts. In this chapter, we'U
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examine desktop publishing - and the responsibilities you assume when you
start producing your own publications.

The Desktop Difference
In the world of electronic page makeup, a video screen and a mouse (or some
other pointing device) replace the traditional layout table and its tools (see the
sidebar "layout and Pasteup the Old-Fashioned Way"). Rules, halftone \Vinclows,

Layout and Pasteup The Old-Fashioned Way
Before you can fully grasp what desktop publishing
is, you should learn how printed materials are produced
without it. Initially a graphic designer develops a
concept by drawing rough, or thumbnail, sketches.
Later, comprehensive drawings, called camps, are
produced, which show how the final piece will look.
Next the designer chooses the typefaces and type
sizes for the text, using a tedious process called
copyfitting to make sure it will fit the available space.
From there, the text is marked up with specifications for
line lengths, fonts (a typeface in a particular size), and
spacing. The typesetter may key in the text from the
marked-up copy or convert the author's disk files,
adding the necessary typesetting codes.
The layout artist then creates a dummy, a preliminary
layout that shows how and where the text and graphics
will go on each page. The artist refers to the dummy
when pasting up the finished type on cardboard sheets,
using T squares, triangles, and sharp eyes to make sure
everything's straight. If the design calls for them, the
artist will draw lines (called rules) with a drafting pen, or
add stick-on rule tape (clear adhesive tape on which
rules have been machine drawn).
If the page includes photographs, a screened

negative for a halftone must be made from each photo
to convert its various shades into dots that can be
printed. The artist cuts a matching window from
opaque film (such as Parapaque or Zipatone) and
pastes it down on the board to show the printer where
to position the halftone. Line art - graphs or line
drawings - does not require halftones.
The artist then draws crop marks to denote the
page's boundaries and may attach a protective sheet of
tissue paper on which to mark ink colors or paper
stock. Finally, when the cardboard sheet (called a
mechanical) is camera ready, the printer shoots an
actual-size negative from which the printing plate
is made. fi!J

Opposite page .,...

Elements of a Page
The pasted·up page, called a mechanical, as it should look when
it's camera readv - with headlines and bodv text aligned, line art
and halftone windows in place, and crop marks, registration
marks, and fold lines to guide the printer.
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and crop marks are added with electronic drawing tools; then the whole shebang
is sent to a phototypesetting machine that delivers a camera-ready page. Wid1
desktop publishing, these basic steps are the same, except that they're accomplished within the friendly confines of a Macintosh.
If you're willing to invest some time and effort in learning a sophisticated word
processor or a desktop publishing program and some fundan1entals of publishing
design, you can do what used to require several specialists and quite expensive
typesetting equipment. Using the Mac, you can write and proofread COPJI, design a
layout, and create camera-ready pages on a laser printer or a phototypesetter, or

usiness talk

B

Bv Stan Kelly

Caption Body type

Pull quote

-=.
-

Line art

Registration marks
Folio

How 10 publish
your newsletter

:=

______.J -

The pasted-up page, called a mechanical , as it should look when it's camera ready-with
headlines and body text aligned , li ne ar t and halftone keyline in place, and crop marks,
registration marks, and fold lines to g uide the printer.
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1i11ageselle1: If you don't own a laser printer, you can use one at any of the
growing number or copy shops and computer stores that rent time on desktop
publishing systems.

With commercial typesetring and graphic ans firms charging $20 an hour and
up (11/ay up), it doesn't take long for a desktop publishing system to pay for itself.
And there's the convenience factor. You can experiment with different designs or
make last-minute type corrections in the time it would rake to Gill a typesetting
se1vice and place an order. Best of all, the Mac can serve you in other areas when
you aren't we<uing your p1inter's apron.

Toll Road Ahead
But you have to spend before you can save. TI1e road to desktop publishing
has a number of alremare routes, and each takes a progressively higher roll on
your bank account. The least expensive involves combining the Mac's typographic
prowess \\~th conventional pasteup methods. By preparing text with a word
processor, printing it on a laser printer, and then pasting it up br hand, you can
dramatically reduce your typesetting and production costs, which are often the
most expensive part or a job. If you're willing to rent time on a laser printer, the
only vehicle needed to travel this path is a 1vl ac with a word processor; a used
128K ivlac anclthe 01iginal version of MacWrite will clo, but I'd suggest at least a
two·dii ve wlac Plus and a more powerful word processor, such as Microsoft Word
(I 'll have more to say about sof[Ware shopping shonly).
A more direct route, the one most desktop publishers take, involves using a
desktop publishing program to paste up p::tges electronically. Most desktop
publishing progr<lms mimic conventional pasteup methods. After you specify basic
information about your publication- its page size, number of pages, and
whether the final product will be p1inted on both sides- the program presents
you with a blank page into which you can lillfJ011 word processing documents and
graphics created with drawing or business graphics programs.
The toll: a Mac with at least one mcgab)rte of memory, but prderably two.
Aldus PageMakcr and Lcrrasct's DcsignStudio are billed <lS requiring only 1MB, l.JuL
they perform sluggish!)' with that amount. Xerox's Ventura Publisher and
QuarkXpress, on the other h;md, require 2MB as a minimum. You'll also need a
hard disk; e<trlier versions of these programs could run on a system with only two
floppy drives, but those clays are gone. ( Il1e truth is, they were never really here:
two floppy drives delivered slow performance and forced you to perform some
creative disk-swapping to transfer files from your word processing and graphics
disks to d1ose used for page layout.)
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The third route to desktop publishing traverses the same terrain as the second
but ind ucles some high-priced stopovers to pick up a large-screen display and a
scanne1: Large-screen displays are just that: big screens that let )'OU view an entire
8 1/2 by 11 inch page (or even two, side by side) without having to scroll.
Scanners are add-ons that use optical sensors to convert photographs or other
anwork into graphic documents where the original image is represented by a

series of clots (see Chapter 39). Scanners range in price from a few hundred
dollars for band beklscanners such as Thunderware's LightningScan to over
Sl 500 for scanners such as Apple's Apple Scanner and Hewlett-Packard's Scan] et
Plus, which can produce images that look at least as good as a high-quality
newspaper phmo.
Scanners c1n earn their keep in anmher way: when driven by the appropriate
software, they become optical character recognition (OCR) devices. able !0
"read" typed or typeset pages of text from which they create disk files you can edit
and reformat with a word processor (see Chapter 14).

The Software Side
Most Mac desktop publishing programs create on-screen versions of an artist's
layout mble. You can zoom in on the page to position something precisely, or
zoom out to get the big picLUre of a single page or a two-page spread You can
position text and graphic elements by dragging them with the mouse. In keeping
with the Mac's what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG, pronouncecl1vizzy-wig)
philosophy, the screen accurately reflects the appe-arance of the final page.
Most publishing programs oll'er similar features: on-screen rulers for me-asuring
and aligning elements; the ability to import 1vord processing documents with
formatting attributes and style sheets intact; rudimema1y text editing for making
corrections or typing short passages; ma:.1erpages for holding page numbers and
other elements that repeat on each page; and formmting commands that let you
change the appearance of text and create tables. The two most popular publishing
programs- Aldus PageMaker and QuarkXpress- arc sh01vn in the figure
"Electronic Layout Tables."
Publishing programs can also import images from graphics programs, and they
tools for drawing rules, boxes, and circles. They also let you create spot
color- a single color dropped imo certain page elements (such as a headline or
a horizomal bar) used to grab readers' anenrion. When you pri nt a publication
containing spOL color, the program prints a separate sheet of paper for each
pro1~de
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color. Each sheet contains regis/ration marks that a primer will use tO align
colors.
Aldus Pagetl•t aker, Quar kXpress, and DesignStuclio can also impon color
images, and can (with additional soft\vare) print ,tmx~ color sepan71tons that a
professional printer uses to create the four printing plates (cyan, yellow, magenta,
black) used to print color images on offset printing presses. This is the leading
edge of desktop publishing, and you'll need a sense of aclvenrure and some
pioneer spirit to attain it. Many publishing pros have learned the hard way that it's
often easier and more economical to stick with traditional color-separation
techniques, which usually involve sending color images to separation houses that
use ultra-expensive computer systems from firms such as Crossfield and Scitex.
The resulting separations are then stripped into place by hand.
Some publishers strike a middle ground, using a desktop publishing program's
color features for proofing, and then using conventional separation techniques for
the final product. Technology is improving rapidly, however, and companies like
Crossfield and Scitex are building their next-generation separation systems around
the Macintosh. The next few years will bring more affordable and less expeiimental desktop color separation products.

Workstation Publishing
A nmch or two abO\'e Page~laker, Quarlv'<press, Ventura Publisher, and
DesignStudio, you'll find so-called l{jQr/..!Station publisbing programs such as
Frame Technology's Frame\•laker and Interleaf Corporation's Interleaf (see the
figure "High-End Publishing·· on the next page). These programs provide interactive layout features, too, but they supplement them with features aimed at the
production of lengthy documents such as books and technical manuals. Both
programs let you create and manage footnOtes, tables of conrents, and indexes.
Both can automaticall)' revise page numbers in cross references (such as "see
·mouse' on page 150') as you add text to or remove it from a publication. And
both provide template fearures that automate the production of documents
where each page has a similar layout. (Ventura Publisher has many of tJ)ese
features, too; indeed, the program's prowess at handling lengthy, structured
documents has helped make it one of the IBM PC world's most popular publishing programs. The Macintosh version appeared in late 1990.)
Besides handling lengthy documents, workstation publishing programs allow
you to produce complex publications without having to use separate word
processing and graphics programs. Both FrameMaker and lnterleaf provide
powerful drawing features you can use to create technical illustrations and
schematics. And both provide built-in word processors with advanced fearures
such as revision tracking and equation editing.
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\X'ork'itation publishing programs get their name because they were originally
developed for minicomputer-based workstations such as those made by Sun
Microsystems and Digital Equipment Corporation. Indeed, both FrameMaker and
lnterleaf are still available for such workstations, and you can transfer publications
between the !viae and workstation versions of each product. On the negative side,
both Frameivlaker and lnterleaf have steep hardware requirements (4-5MB of
mern01y and a Mac 11-class machine with a big hard disk) and they can be difficult
to learn. Also, their all-in-one approach makes sense for high-end workstations,
where there isn't a huge selection of third-party software, but it's less of an
advantage in the Mac world, where you can choose fi·om -and combine dozens of powerful word processors and graphics programs.
On the ftinges of the desktop publishing world arc code-od ented (also known
as COIIII/Iallcl-dnlrm or balcb-processing) programs that require typed fotmatting
codes in the text. With code-otiented programs, typed codes such as \J1size =
155mm replace the mouse and menus for positioning and fonnaning te.\t. This
makes them more difficulr to use; indeed, you'll need mountain climbing gear to
scale the learning cutve of programs like FTL Systems' MacTeX. But there are
rewards at the summir. Not only can code-orienred programs create documents of
virLUally unlimiwd size, they can also automatically create footnotes, tables of
contents, and indexes. Most code-oriented programs for the Mac also provide
preview windows that show how the final product will appear. These programs
are best for procludng large publications that require a consistent appearance
throughout, such as books and training manuals. And because their formatting
codes arc embedded in the original text, code-oriented programs are ideal for
publications that need frequent revision. If you're producing complex technical
publications that include mathematical equations, a program based on the TeX
(pronounced lek) typesetting language may be your best bet. Another TeX
package, OzTeX, is available free through user group libt-aries and on-line services.
With the boundaries increasingly blurred between text processing and
publishing, the best desktop publishing progt-am for your application may actually
be a word processor. tv1icrosoft Word, Ashton-Tate's FullWtite, Pamgon Concepts'
Nisus, and WordPerfect Corpot-ation's WordPerfect can create footnotes, tables of
contems, and incle-.;es. Word also lets you create mathematical equations.
FullWrite, WordPerfect 2.0, and Nisus include cit-awing fe<Itures and the ability ro
wrap text around an irregularly shaped graphic. A word processor might be the
best tool for jobs that don't require sophisticated layout features, but that undergo
frequent revision.
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Shopping for Software
The best way to find a desktop publishing program is to assess your needs,
then find the program that best meets them - and whose operating style you
can live with. Here are some features and factors to consider:

•!• Document length Early publishing programs were limited to shon documents
of about 16 pages. Today's programs support much longer documents - 999
pages in PageMaker's case, and as man}' pages as will fit on disk with Xpress
and DesignStudio. Still, programs such as FrameMaker and Interleaf are better
suited to the produn ion of lengthy, structured documents such as books,
catalogs, and manuals.

•!• Positiomi1ff.features Pagei\llaker relies exclusively on the mouse for positioning items on a page, while QuarkXpress and Design Studio also let you type
values that describe an element's position. Some people prefer typing these
values to dragging \\~th the mouse. Indeed, you'll often hear Xpress zealots
praise their program for offering greater accu1~1cy than PageMaker. The truth is,
all publishing programs offer more positioning precision than a mechanical
laser printer or imagesetter can provide. Claims of superior precision look
good in advenising copy, but they won't show up in your p1inted pages.

•!• Te.\1-editli7g.featllres Unless you're using a workstation publishing program,
you 'll want to use a word processor to write your publication's text, sa~ng your
publishing program's text·editing features for simple tasks such as last-minute
corrections and revisions. PageMaker, QuarkXpress, and DesignStudio ead1
provide search-and-replace features and other rudimentary text-editing
functions, but PageMaker tops them all. Its stO~J' editor is a mini word processor that makes it easy to re~se text and even write small passages. Pagej\1\aker
also provides lti7ktng options that let you easily update your original word
processor files to reflect last-minute editing changes. Updating your original
files to match the publication's text is important if you plan to use the originals
again in other publications. (It's wonh noting that System 7.0 pro~des a variety
of additional features for mo~ng data berween programs. Today's publishing
programs will be updated to take advantage of these features.)

•!• Te;.1 spacing conlmls The spacing berween characters and between words
plays an imponant part in determining a publication's overall legibility. Most
publishing programs offer a variety of features that improve intercharacter and
interword spacing. Kerning features let you move characters closer together to
improve the spacing of certain letter combinations, such as To and AT. An
automatic kemlitg feature enables the publishing prog1~ to kern characters
based on kemtilg tables that are built into most fonts by their developers (see
the figure "Kerning Characters"). A manual kermitg function lets you fine-tune
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•:• File-impol1!itgfoalllres All publishing programs can import word processing
and graphics files created by popular Mac programs, and some also support
popular lBM PC file fatmats, such as that of WordPerfect. Ventura Publisher
supports the largest number of PC ftle formats, however, making it a good
choice for offices that use both Macs and PCs.

features rely on kerning
tables buih into a fonl by
its designer.
OuarkXpress and
Letrasel's DesignSIUdio
lei you edit kerning
tables to suit your
typographic tastes.
(OuarkXpress' kerning
table editor is shown
here.) You can also use
third-party kerning table
utilities such as The
Software Shop's Kern·
Rite and Pairs Software's
Kern Edit

•:• Third-party S!ljJpo!t Aldus PageMaker and QuarkXpress users can choose
from a large variety of software add-ons tJ1at enhance meir programs. These
add-ons range from color separation programs such as Aldus PrePrint to
database publisbktg software such as ElseWare's OataShaper (for PageMaker)
and Em Software's xdata (for QuarkXpress). These programs let you use the
data stored by a database management program to create a variety of publications. For example, a video rental store might use its videotape database to
produce catalogs for customers, inventory reports showing which tapes are
checked out, and labels for the "ideotapes themselves. Database publishing
simplifies the production of publications whose text is soned and organized
into categories. Typical database publishing applications indude catalogs,
classified advenisements, telephone direcLOries, and television listings.
If you'll be creating advertisements, large headlines, or package designs,
you might want a display (Jpe program such as Letraset's LetraStudio or
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Special Text
Effects
Display type programs
such as Adobe's
TypeAiign (shown here)
and Letrasers
LetraStudio let you
produce special text
effects. By allowing you
to click and drag
individual characters,
LetraStudio also makes
it easy to create
precisely kerned
headlines.

Adobe's TypeAiign. These programs let you sLretch, condense, squeeze, and
otherwise alter the appearance of text (see the 11gure "Special Text Erfecrs').
Finally, if you plan to include gtttphics in your publications, see Chapter 8 for
an introduction to graphics and drawing progmms.

Putting the Issue to Bed
Before you take the desktop publishing plunge, prepare yourself: it's hard
work. The Mac makes producing an attractive, readable page easier than it used
to be, but that doesn't mean it'll be a breeze. To get results that do justice to your
message, you will need to develop an awareness of design and typography.
One way to get oil' to a good statt is to hire a graphic designer to create a
conceptual fmmework - a foundation on which you can build eacl1 issue. Many
desktop publishing software companies also sell canned template documents for
common publishing jobs like newsletters and repons. i\•tost programs also come
with a libr~uy of templates that you can use as-is or modify to suit your tastes.
Even with one of these approacl1es, however, Lhe quality of your publication's
typography is still up to you. We'll examine typographic considerations in derail
in the next chapter.
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You· ll also need a standard dictionary (such as 111eb.ster:> Ntitlh Ne111 Collegiale DicliOIIC/1)( Merriam-\Vebster, 1986) and a St)'le manual (fl.Je Chicago
,1/cm!lal ofS(rle, University of Chicago Press, 1982, or lfto1ds ti?lo l)pe, Premice·
Hall, 1974) to get spelling, 1vord breaks, grammar, and punctuation right.
\XIhen you start up that page-layout program you assume a responsibility for
conveying ide-dS in an aesthetically pleasing way, both visually and verbally.
Ignore that responsibility and you ignore centuries of printing tradition. And it
isn't just the designers and typographers of the world who'll notice. They may
not be aware of it, bu t your readers are excellent judges of good design and
typography. Don't let them find you guilty of a·imes against legibility. The
sentences they'll impose will be to ignore yours.

Summary:
V' Investing some time and effort in learning a sophisticated desktop publishing program can allow you to
do what used to require several specialists and expensive equipment.
V' The two most popular publishing programs are Aldus PageMaker and OuarkXPress, but for lengthy
documents and technical manuals workstation programs like FrameMaker and lnterleaf can be more
appropriate.

V' When shopping for desktop publishing software, features and factors to consider include document
length, positioning features, text-editing features, text spacing controls, and third-party support.
V' Although desktop publishing on the Mac makes producing attractive, readable pages easier, to get
the best results you'll need to develop an awareness of design and typography.
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Chapter 6

m Typography
In This Chapter:
t1 An introduction to the basics of typography.
t1 Choosing the right font to complement the message.
t1 A detailed look at line length and type face considerations.
t1 Guidelines for appropriate line spacing and text alignment.
t1 Tips on how to typeset forms.
t1 Tips on how to create type that looks professionally typeset.

'VThen you use the Mac, you're setti ng type. When you choose different
W

fonts, sizes, o r styles - be it in a publishing program, word processor,
spreadsheet, or database - you're making the same decisions rypogr&phers
have made for centlllies. You're specifying the cype characteristics that will
convey your message clearly and attractively.
Or are you? Do you choose fonts that are appropriate to your message, or
do you nit from font to font because the Mac makes it easy to do so? Do you
choose type size, line spacing, and line length with readability in mind, or do
you use whatever combination su·ikes your fancy?
The fact is, fine typography requires training and experience. Because type
and fonts play such a large role in the Macintosh world , it's important to
understand the basics of typography. In this chapter, I'll present some
techniques for making your documents more readable. T he sidebar "Type
Tenns" detlnes much of the cypographic jargon used here.

Choosing a Font
The most basic typographic choice is usually that of a lyprjace. Each typeface has a personality; some are sophisticated, some are casual, and others are
forceful and bold. Your goal is to choose t>'pefaces whose personality complements your message.
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Alr.hough some studies show little clifierence in legibitity between ser(f and
sans ser(f fonts, it's generally believed that serif typefaces are more legible and
therefore bener suited co lengthy text passages. l recommend that typographic
newcomers follow this rule of thumb: Better serif than sorry (see the figure
"Font Personalities").
Anor.her issue concerns whether w use the same font for all the elements of a
document, or to use a different font for headings and subheadings. One way co
get good results is to use diflerent fonts within the samejcmu(J!. For example, you
might use Garamond for boc() 1 ()ljJe (or boc(),lert), Garamoncl Bold for headlines,

Type Terms
Ascender The part of characters such as for d that
rises above the body of the letter.
Base line The imaginary line on which the body of a
character sits. Leading is measured from base line to
base line.
Body type, or body text The typeface used for the
main text of a job.
Descender The portion of characters such as j or g
that drops below the base line.
Dingbat A decorative graphic element.
Downloadable font A font stored on a floppy or hard
disk and downloaded into a laser printer's memory
before use.
Em space A fixed amount of space equal to the point
size of the typeface you're using. In 12-point type, an
em space is 12 points wide.
En space Also called a nut space, a fixed amount of
space equal to half an em space.
Family A group of related typefaces. For example,
Times Roman, Times Italic, Times Bold, and Times
Bold Italic are all members of the Times family.
Font All the characters for one typeface, and
historically, in one size. Today, font and typeface are
often used interchangeably.
Leading The amount of space between two base lines
(pronounced led-ing).

Ligature Two or more connected characters, such as fi
or fl.
Pica A unit of measurement that is equal to 12 points.
Point A unit of measurement equal to .01384, or
approximately 1/n, inch. The point size of a given
typeface is the distance between the top of the
highest ascender and the bottom of the lowest
descender.
Pull quote A phrase extracted from the body text and
set in large type to attract the reader's attention.
Sans serif A typeface without serifs. Sans-serif
typefaces include Helvetica, Futura, and the Mac's
Geneva screen font.
Serif A line crossing the main strokes of a character.
Serifs lead the eye across a line of type. Serif
typefaces include Times, Palatine, Century
Schoolbook, and the Mac's New York screen font.
Small caps Capital letters with the same height as the
lowercase characters.
Subhead A heading within the text thars used to split
up lengthy passages and draw the reader's attention.
Thin space A fixed amount of space equal to half an en
space.
x-Height The height of a typeface's lowercase letters,
excluding ascenders and descenders.
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lTC Franklin Gothic is legible and honest.

lTC Franklin Gothic Heavy carries weight.

Futuro is geometric and "moderne;' no?
ITC New Baske rville is delicate and graceful.

Helvetica Condensed is space-efficient, yet legible.

and Garamond Italic
for captions. Or you
could mix typefaces by
using, for example,
New Baskerville for
body text and
Helvetica Black for
headlines. Just be
consistent throughout
a document, and don't
mix with abandon.

ITC New Century Schoolbook is easy to r ead.

The amoum of
copy you have may
Helvetica Condensed Bold Oblique is progressive.
also influence your
choice of typeface. To
lTC Lubalin Graph is sturdy and distinctive.
squeeze a lot of text
into a small space,
consider a spaceFont Personalities
efficient condensed typefuce. The dozvnloadab!e font libraries from Adobe
A sampling of eight
Systems, Bitstream, Compugraphic, and other font vendors include attractive
Adobe Systems
condensed versions of typefaces such as Helvetica, Univers, and Futura. A large
PostScript typefaces.
selection of free or inexpensive, high-quality downloadable fonts is also available
The shape and
through user group libraries and on-line senrices and from software d earingthickness, or weigh~ of
houses
sud1 as Educorp.
each character
contributes to a
typeface's overail
appearance. So do
special flourishes such
as Futura's flashy
question mark and the
square serifs in lTC
Lubalin Graph.

Line Length and Type Size
After choosing a font, you need to settle on the width of text columns and the
type size. Both decisions are related and have one goal: putting a manageable
number of words on each line.
Two rules of thumb exist for determining line length. One states that each line
should have roughly from 8 to 11 words. Anotl1er says that a column should be
just wide enough to accommodate 2 1h lowercase alphabets in the t)'peface and
size you plan to use (see the figure "How Long a Line?" on the next page).
Experimentation with botl1 rules reveals that they often provide the same results.
The bottom line: strive for lines containing between 50 and 70 characters.
Most people read groups of three or four words· at a time rather than individual
words. If there are too many words on each line, t11e eyes tire as tl1ey joumey from
left to right. Too few words on ead1 line, and the flow of the text becomes
disrupted by line breaks and excessive hyphenation.
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Your choice of type
size
will be influenced
abcdefgh ij kl m nopq rstuvwxyza bcdefgh ij k Imnopq rstuvwxyzabcdefgh i jkl m
by the amount of text
One rule of thumb for determining line length states that a line
you have and the
should be w ide enough to accommodate 2.5 lowercase alphab ets in the
space into which it
typeface and size you plan to use. This works out to roughly 8 to 11
must fit. For docuwords per line-no t so many that the eye gets lost, but enough to retain
ments duplicated on a
the smooth flow of the text.
laser printer or
photocopier, you
probably won't have a
preconceived number of pages, or a page count, in mind. If that's the case,
.& How Long
a Line?
simply choose a rype size that works with your column width w provide from
One way to determine
8 to 11 words per line.
the ideal line length for
a given font and size is
to type 2'h lowercase
alphabets, as
demonstrated here in
10-point Optima.

For a document that \\~II be commercially ptinted, however, you must determine the page count in advance - and make sure your text fits within it. Before
WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get) screen displays, designers and typographers endured a complex copyjllling routine that involved crunching through
formulas to calculate character widths. Today's WYSf\WG programs and displays
let you adjust the rype size as you work.
Of course, on-the-fly tweaking is effective only to a point. In a newsletter, for
instance, you wouldn't adjust each anicle's type size to accommodate its text.
That would desu·oy the publication's uniformity, and uniformity is a cornerswne of good typography and design. \'Vhen an article is a tad long, tty hyphenating more lines (this works best with text that's set ragged right). If it's still too
long, consider cutting some text.
When an artide is too shan , uy removing hyphenations, breaking long
paragraphs into shorter ones, or narrowing the width of the columns. l f these
techniques fail, consider filling the leftover space with a graphic element such
as a straight line (or ntle) or an ornamental dingbat. Other possibilities
include lengthening the atticle by using subheads or pull quotes. Or you can
leave the space blank. Just as silence is an integral part of music, white space is
an integral part of graphic design.

Leading Guidelines
Another way to do your readers a favor is through appropriate use of line
spacing, or lectding For body text, the general rule is to lead at 20 percent of
the type size. For 10-point type, for example, use 2 points of lead for a total of
12 points from one base line to the next. The i\'iac's fonts contain built-in
auroleading specifications that use this 20 percent rule. When you specify
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"auto" in your word processor or desktop publishing program, the program uses
the font's autoleading value.
The 20 percent rule is a good starting place, but many other f-actors should
influence your choice of leading. Line length is one. With long lines, too little
leading causes readers to occasionally read the same line twice, a phenomenon known as doubling. Longer lines benefit from more leading.
Type size should also influence how much leading you use. Headline type
(14-poim or larger) generally needs more leading than body type (8- to 12-point).
Type that's smaller than 8-point sometimes needs more than 20 percent leading
to make the tiny type appear less dense.
The rule, "U!rge type requires more le-ading," doesn't always apply to headlines.
Headlines of1en look bener when set solid - with no extra space. (For example,
a 24-point heacUine set solid has 24 points of space between base lines.) With
some fonts, you might even consider minus line spacing, such as 22-point leading
with 24-point type. j ust watch that one line's descendel:rclon't touch the next
line's ascenders.
When specifying type size and leading, designers wlite a kind of fraction in
which the type size is the numerator and the leading is the denominator. For
example, 10-point type and 12 poin ts of leading from base line to base line is
specified as 10! 12, and pronounced ten on ltoe!w or ten over ltoe!tJe.

Alignment Issues
Another major aspeCL of type fotmatting concerns the alignment of the left
and right margins. You're probably familiar with the three most common
fom1s of alignment:./htsh /¢, ragged rigbt,·;itstifled; andjlusb ;ygbl, ragged
lt!fi. But which to use, and when?
Traditionally, large passages of text have been set justified. Many designers
believe that neady aligned left and tight margins are best suited to sustained
reading because they give pages a quiet look that lets readers concentrate on
contem .
To justify text, word processors add space between each word . Some
desktop publishing programs, including Aldus PageMaker and QuarkXpress,
can also add space between each character, a process C'alled !etterspacing
Letterspacing helps eliminate the large word spaces and the livers of white
space that can occur (see d1e figure 'justifying Your Actions" on the next page).
Hyphenation also helps, although you should never hyphenate more than two or
three consecutive lines.
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These days, raggedright margins have
become more popular,
even in such bastions of
justification as textbooks
and magazines. Raggedright text requires fewer
hyphenations, and its
consistent word and
letter-spacing give it a
clean, even texture (see
the figure "Running
Ragged''). And because
the eyes stop at a different point in each line, it can actually be less fatiguing to read
than justified text.

Justified
text,
long
preferred for its smooth
appearance,
is
less
readable when there's too
much
space
between
words. Distracting "rivers"
of white space can appear.
This problem is especially
common
with
narrow
measures.
column
Letterspacing
and
hyphenation
can
help
eliminate tl1e problem.

.A Justifying Your
Actions
Appropriate use of
letterspacing and
hyphenation can
dramatically improve
the appearance of

justified text, long preferred
for its smooth appearance,
is less readable when there's
too much space between
words. Distracting "rivers"
of white space can appear.
This problem is especially
common with narrow column measures. Letterspacing and hyphenation can
help eli minate tho problem.

As for the other alignment options - centered and Hush-right, ragged left - both
can be effective in small doses. Centering, for example, is ideal for sh01t passages sucl1
as headlines. But because centered and ragged-left te.~1. force you to hunt for the stmt
of each line, they can be hard to read in large doses.

justilied type. Also
note that because
more text can fit on
each line, the same
amount of copy takes
up less space.
Adobe's Melior

Type on Display
Headlines and other large, attention-getting blocks of type are called display
type. Showing attention to detail in display type is an important step in making
documents look professionally typeset.

typeface is used here.

With display type intended to grab the reader's interest, you might be
tempted to use all capital letters for added oomph. Resist the urge. A mix of
upper- and lowercase characters gives words an overall shape that aids in
recognition; text set in all caps lacks these patterns. It's generally better to
capitalize only the ftrst letter of important words, leaving conjunctions and
mticles such as and, in, and the lowercase. That way you won't put undue
emphasis on less imponant words.
Once you've settled on case, concentrate on the space between characters
and words. As I mentioned in the last chapter, most fonts produce too much
space between certain character pairs, espedally in large type sizes. You can
improve the look by tightening t11ose spaced-out pairs, a process called
kerning
In smaller type sizes, kerning usually involves Lightening only certain letter pairs,
such as To or Av. But in large sizes, almost every combination of characters is a
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~\~tether a ragged-right margin is more
readable depends in pan on the contour, or rtlf<.
of the right margin. i\ good rag has a rhythm, with

text alternating between longer lines and shon cr

ones. The best typographers ensure that each line
ending contributes to the margin's profile, even if
they have to break ccnain lines by hanrl.

A Running
Ragged
In the paragraph on the
left, notice how most
lines hover around the
same width, making the
right margin look poorly
justified, not ragged.
When the word with is
brought down to the
next line (rightl, the
right margin assumes a
more ragged contour.
This example uses lTC
New Baskerville.

Whe t her a ragged-right margin is more
readable depends in pan o n the con tour, or mg.
of the right margin. A good rag has a rhythm,
with tex t alte rnating between longer lines and
shorte r ones. The best typogra phers ensure that
each line e nding contributes to the margin's
profile, even if' they have to break certain ljnes
by hmld.

candidate (see the figure " Kerned versus Unkerned'). Use the manual-kerning
featu res in your cleskrop publishing program or word processor to remove space
between characters umilthey are tight, but not touching. Also decrease the spaces
between \VOrds. Just be sure to apply the same degree of kerning and word
spacing throughout a document. Inconsistent spacing is worse than none at all.
A va riation on the leuer spacing theme in headlines involves adding space
between each character to obtain an ai1y, elegant effect. This letterspacing
technique can be effective when used sparingly. Be sure to also add more
space between words ~o they don't ru n together, and avoid letterspacing
heavy, condensed rypef;tces such as Adobe's LTC Machine. Type set in Machine
actually looks better when cenain characters touch slightly, or kiss (see the
figure ''I-Ieacllinc Spacing").
\Vith body text, you usually let your word processor or publishing program
end each line for you. With displa}' type, however, you sho uld take a more
active role in determining line breaks. Good typographers end lines at logical
stopping poim s, such as after a comma or a key phrase (see the figure
·'Breaking for Sense'' on the next page) . The best advenising typographers will
also apply this technique to body text.
In headlines containing trademark or copyright symbols, the symbols are
usually much roo large and obtrusive. Use a smaller type size for the symbol
itself, and then move the symbol so that its top aligns with the top of the text
(again sec "Breaking for Sense').

Kerned versus Unkerned
In display type, nearly every character is a candidate for kerning. Here, space
was removed between the Y and the o, around the apostrophe, between the y
and the comma, between each w. and between the period and the closing
quotes. A little less space was removed between the a and the y. Notice how the
kerned headline uses less space. This headline was created with Letrase(s
LetraStudio display-type program, wl1ich simplifies manual kerning tasks by
allowing you to position individual characters by dragging them.

You'll say, "wow."
You'll say, "wow."
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Headline Spacing
Top: Lellerspaced headlines can create an airy,
dignified effect, especially if you use a typeface

ELEGANT

AND

SPACIO U S

with such elegant capitals as Jtalia's. Extra space
between words keeps them from running
together. Bonom: Heavy, condensed faces such

TOUGH

AS

STEEL

as lTC Machine don't tetterspace well and are
best set tight. Note the kissing T and 0, A and S,
and S and T. In the bottom headline, the word
spaces were tightened slightly, too. A period

mUGH AS STEEL.

gives the slogan added authority.

The Form Factor
One document that imposes unique typographic requirements is the fotm.
Forms range in size and style fro m reply cards, with their blank lines for name
and address, to tax forms, with their dozens of cubbyholes and instructions. lf
you use a database manager, you probably use on-screen forms to enter and
view data.
A fotm 's primaty purpose is to obtain and present information in a structured fotmat. The first step in creating that sense of order is to select clean,
readable typefaces. Sans setif fonts such as Helvetica and News Gothic are
panicularly well suited to fotms Oust ask the IRS). Univers is another sans serif
font that works well in forms.
When designing fotms, group related information together. If the form will
be filled out by hand, leave enough space for people to write comtortably. Put
18 to 24 points of space between each line, and make lines long enough to
accommodate long
Breaking for Sense
names and addresses.
Readability of display type
!here 18·point Futura Extra
Bold) is improved by breaking
each line at a logical stopping
point. Extra leading before the

Toclayand tomOI'I'Ow, the
Southcom 300® will be

there. Weguaranteeit.

considerations, with

final sentence adds emphasis.
This example also shows how
to deal with a large, distracting
register mark: select it, and
then choose a smaller type
size lin this case, 8-point).
Then move it until its top
aligns with the top of the text.

Creating on-screen
forms for data entry
requires similar

Toclayancltomonrow,

theSoutheom300®
will be there.
Wesu-••leeit.

an added twist: most
laser printer fonts
don't have particularly
readable screen fonts.
The Mac's screen
resolution is roughly
one-fourth that of a
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laser primer's, and that's insufficiem to render the subtleties of most fonts
accurately.
One solution is to use fonts designed for the Mac's screen, such as Ne\v York
and Geneva. On laser printers, however, these fonts print poorly. The best
method is to use separate forms for data enuy and report priming. Use readable
screen fonts such as New York and Geneva for on-screen data-enuy forms, and
laser-printer fonts for report -printing forms.

Character Cautions
One of the easiest ways to make documents look typeset is to replace the Mac's
typewriter-like punctuation characters with ones typesetters use (see the sidebar
"Type Tips" on the next page).
A few more cautions: Avoid gimmicky font styles such as shadow and outline.
Also think twice about using the small-caps option that many programs provide.
To create small caps, typesetting systems provide special fonts in which the small
capitals are drawn to match the texture and line thickness of the large capitals. On
the Mac, programs with small-caps options simply use a smaller type size for the
small capimls. The resulting small caps have lighter stem 1veights than the large
ones, giving the text an uneven appearance. If you want to use small caps,
consider using a font that provides u·ue small caps, such as those in Adobe's
Adobe Originals series. These fonts also provide a variety of fractions, ligatures,
and other characters that are mainstays of professional, high-quality typography.
Finally, avoid superimposing type over a gray-shaded background. Type is most
legible when it's easily distinguished from the background; black-on-grey isn't
exactly a high-contrast combination.

Recommended Reading
To le-arn more about typography, read the following book5: Designing u;ilh
J)pe, by james Craig (\X1atson-Guptill Publications, 1971); Graphic De.17'g11 for
the Electronic Jlqe, by jan White (\Vatson-Guptill Publications, 1988); Bask:
7)1jXJgrap~JI, by john R. Biggs (\Xlatson-Guptill Publications, 1968); De.s1'gn
Pni7ciples.for Desktop Publishers, by Tom Lichty (Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1989); and Tbe Mac is Not a 7Jpeumle1; by Robin Williams
(Peachpit. Press, 1990).
Two more excellent sources of type tips are Adobe's Font & Function catalog
($6 from Adobe Systems, 1585 Charleston Road, P.O. Box 7900, Mountain View,
CA 94039), and the International Typeface Corporation's free qua1t erly, U&lc
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(write to U&lc Subscription Depattment, International Typeface Corporation, 2
Hammarskjold Plaza, New York, NY 10017).
As you create and format documents, remember that the best typography is
always appropriate to the message it conveys. Every formatting command you
issue should be aimed at improving your document's readability. Aaron Burns,
chairman of the International Typeface Corporation, sums it up best : "In
typography, function is of major importance; form is secondary; and fashion,
almost meaningless."

Type Tips
I acquired an appreciation for fine typography while
working for Davis & Warde, a 100-year old printing
company in Pittsburgh, where I learned the trade from
old-school masters who wore visors and referred to
text as "matter." Headline matter, body matter, it didn't
matter - no job was too complex. There an
apprentice typographer started out melting down old
type into lead bars, and loading and unloading 75pound font "magazines" into Linotype machines. After
six years, he (rarely she, in those days) became a
journeyman.
"You learned your trade through association with
experienced people," said Bill Darney, who started as
an apprentice in 1959, then graduated to shop foreman
and later, vice president. "There were shop standards
for aesthetics and consistency you had to learn and live
by - or die. Those standards are exactly what's
lacking today. When you have so many people creating
type in so many ways, [standards and consistency] fall
by the wayside."
The death of hot-metal type forced Davis & Warde to
make the painful transition to "cold" type - big
phototypesetting machines, later to be supplemented
by Macs. They succeeded, partly because they knew
the basics of quality typography that transcend
technology.. Here are some ways to follow that tradition
on the Mac:

•:• Use em and en dashes. Use these instead of double
hyphens. To get an em dash (-) on the Mac, press
Option-Shift-hyphen; for an en dash(-), press Option·
hyphen. An en dash is used to express a range,
standing for to between numbers or words.
•:• Use true quotes. Press Option-! and Shift-Option-! for
open and close single quotes; for double quotes, press
Option-[ and Shift-Option-[. (Also, put commas and
periods inside quotation marks; colons and semicolons
go outside quotes.) Most word processors offer a smart
quotes option that inserts the proper quotes as you
type. Desktop publishing programs also offer a "convert
quotes" option that causes the program to automatically
convert quotes when you import word processing files.
•:• Don't put two spaces after punctuation. Put only one
space after periods, colons, and semicolons.
•:• Don't use a lowercase I for the numera/1. Though
similar on a typewriter, they look different in typo·
graphic fonts. And because the I is narrower than the 1
in most fonts, using the I will misalign number columns
in tables.
•!< Hyphenate judiciously. Make sure words break correctly
-between syllables. Try not to end more than two or
three consecutive lines with hyphens, and avoid two·
letter divisions (on-ly, un-til). ll!a

Chapter Six: Typography

Summary:
rl Fonts and type play large roles in the Macintosh world, making an awareness of typographic basics
especially important.
rl The first step in choosing the appropriate typeface involves choosing between san-serif and serif
designs.
rl To arrive at the ideal line length, strive for an average of about 8--11 words per line.
rl Body text generally looks best when you choose a program's autoleading option. Consider setting
headlines with no extra leading.
rl Justified body text can be prone to distracting rivers of white space, which you can eliminate with
judicious hyphenation and letterspacing.
rl In display type, almost every character combination can benefit from some kerning.
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Chapter 7

II Database

Management

In This Chapter:
tl The basics of database management.
tl A look at the types of fields data managers provide.
tl Details on how to locate data in a database.
tl An introduction to creating "personalized" form letters.
tl Single-file versus relational databases: which will meet your needs?
tl A look at some specialized database programs.

T

ife is filled with facts to file. In any office, near the "You don't have to be
LCI-azy to work here, but it helps" sign, file cabinets entomb paper that has run
the course from in-box to out-box. Rolodex files swell with cards and Post-it notes
spread like moss on the surface of an overcrowded folder holder. And "while you
were our" messages stack up in a corner, each one a clear reminder of u;f.!pyou
were out.
If this describes your workplace, the notion that a computer can get you
organized and keep your head above paper can be enticing enough to inspire a
purchase. But this inspiration is often built on the vague idea that computers have
miraculous powers of organization, that putting one on your desk will somehow
give you one-key access to those tedious tidbits you have to root for now.
Speed, disk storage, and eraserless revisions do give a computer powerful filing
capabilities- when they're tapped by a database manage1: These electronic file
clerks let you store, sort, retrieve, revise, and print information. You can store an
entire file drawer of facts and figures on a Aoppy disk, and locate any one of them
in the time it would take you to open the drawer.
But a database manager isn't a panacea tor organizational ills. For one thing, a
computer database can't create itself. You have to decide how to organize your
information and then set up the database manager accordingly. And information
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A Matter
of Record
In a database, a field
is a single pil!i:e of
information for an
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entry; together, the
fields for an entry ma\e
up a record. Here, the
top window shows a
single record from a
Microsoft Works
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Firs t Name

Address

Trixio

window shows fi·1e
records displayed in a
spreadsheet·like, row·
and·column format.

doesn't file itself in a database; you (or someone else, if you're lucky) have to set
aside time for the tedious wsk c-c~llcd data entry. A database may allow effortless
retrieval, but it requires endless maintenance.

Data Basics
Unlike a 11le folder, database managers clon't let }'OU stuff information anywhere
just to get it out of sight. They hold data within a rigid structure, and planning that
structure is the most important step in setting up your database. You can
reorganize an electronic dawbase after you've entered data, but it's not much
easier than reorganizing a paper filing system.
A database structure is formed by two building blocks:.fle/ds anclrecords. A
field is a single piece of informaLion lor an en tty; together the fields for an entry
make up the record (see the figure "A Matter of Record'). In a database version of
a Roloclex, for example, all of the inlormation on a single c-c~rcl is a record and each
element- first name, last name, companr, zip code- is a field . W'hen you define
a database's structure, you create llelcls and give each one a name that reflects its
contents, such as First Name or Street Address.
In addition ro defining the structure, ueating a dawbase involves specifying
how information will be presemecl on screen. The ~creen layour of llelds and
their names is called a.fomz. Most programs provide a preset, quick-and-dirry
form layout to use when you just can't wait to start enteting data, and also let
you design your own forms that mimic the paper forms you're rrying to avoid (see
the figure ''In Fine Form'). Macintosh database managers tend to offer more
design options than a decorator supply house, allowing you ro choose fonts and
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styles, draw lines and boxes, and add graphics, such as company logos. Many
database managers also let ~~ou view and enter data in a spreadsheet-like, rowancl-column format.

Different Fields for Different Yields
Database managers provide different types of fields for different kinds of
information. All clam managers offer two basic types. Tert.fields holclleners,
numbers, and any other keyboard character. Numbe1; or Jlztllleric,fields hold
numeric values- an employee's hourly wage in a personnel database, or a balanceclue value in an accounting database.
Most data managers provide additional field types. Date.flelds hold only elate
values. Picturefields hold graphics that you paste in from the Clipboard. Logical
fields hold only one of two values: yes or no. For instance, you might create a logical
field called Past Due, which would indicate whether a client's account was paid up.
Fonnulajlelrls obtain their values not fi·om the keyboard, but by processing values
in other fields according to a formula you specify. One typical formula field is a
Gross Pay field that multiplies the value in an Hours Worked field by that of an
Hourly Wage field.
One way ro improve your accuracy in data entry is to use a program that lets you
assign range checkktg values to fields. You might speci fy, for example, that an error
message be displayed if someone enters only five digits in a Social Security Number
field. If your company opened in 1990, you could tell the data manager to reject
employee hire elates earlier than j anuaty 1, 1990.
If text fields can hold any character, why are there special fields for numbers,
elates, and yes or no values? One reason is to guard against inaccuracy. Most
database managers won't let you store a text value in a number field, and would,
therefore, thwan someone typing a lowercase /for the number 1, or an uppercase 0
for a zero. Similarly, a program that provides date fields rejects entries that aren't
valid dates. And having numeric fields simplifies generating totals and subtotals
in reports.
Better database managers offer data-enuy shortcuts that cut down the amount of
typing you need to do for some fields, thereby reducing the chance for error. Some
programs can automatically copy a given field's value from the last record you
entered. Others let you specify a preset value for a field when you're creating it.

A Sorted Tale
Using approptiate fields is also important when it comes to sorting data. Say you
want to sort an employee database according to each employee's elate of birth. I f
you stored the birth elate values in a text field, your clacabase manager would place
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A database
manager's ability to
sort information in
alphabetic or numeJic order makes your data more useful by letting you look
at it from different perspectives. In a personnel database, you can view a list of
employees soned according to sala1ies, date of hire, or number of sick days
taken. You can view a database of videotapes according to title, star, running
time, or genre.
tl!~!tf~ un!w~
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first by state, then by
zip, then by last name.
The rising bars next to
each field name denote
an ascending
(A-Z) sort.

But what if you want to view an employee list organized by salary within
each depanment, or an alphabetized list of horror mo\~es presented in the
order they were made? That's where sorting levels come in. Most database
managers let you sort data accorcting to mul tiple levels: last name, then first
name; last name, then first name, according to hire dates, according to
department; last name, then first name, according to age group and income,
soned by city. Multiple sotting levels multiply the angles from wh ich you can
view your data (see the figure "New Levels of Sorting').

Golden Retrievers
Unlike the file cabinets I have known, a database manager doesn't teleport
information it receives into the Twilight Zone. When you want to find something,
you can do so in a few ways. The simplest is browsing: moving from one record to
the next, either to \~ew the records you just sorted, or to admire how much better
they look on a screen than in a box of index cards. When you locate the record
you want, you can alter it or just move on to the nexr.
\XIhen you 're looking for something specific instead of just browsing, you
use what are called search spec(/lcations or search critetia, phrases that tell
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your database manager
what to look for. A
search can be simple
("find Dave Byrd's
record"), complex ("find
all male employees in
accounting earning
more than $35,000"), or
downright impossible
("find all Reds fans in
Oakland") .

When you perform a complex search, you use search opera/or:,~ characters like
the greater-than and less-than signs (> and <), to find enuies above or below a
certain value. You also use the logical operato1:s AND, OR, and NOT to combine
search criteria. In the complex search example above, the logical AND appears
twice: "find all employees whose Sex field is male AND whose Department field is
accouming AND whose Salary field is greater than 35,000." \'<'ith the logical AND,
all the c1ite1ia must be true for a given record to be considered "found." With a
logical OR, only one need be true: "find all clients in Minneapolis OR St. Paul."
Fortunately, complex searches aren't complex to conduct. Most Mac database
managers provide dialog boxes that make perfonning complex searches a matter
of clicking the desired options, typing the data you're looking for, and then
clicking OK (see the figure "Search for Data'').
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·n,e results of all this searching is usual!)' a report, a printed copy of the
records meeting your search ctitelia, sorted in a specific order. \Xfhile a repott
can be a form that shows just one record, it's more typically a columnar repo11
showing many records, with each field in its own column and each record in
its own row, like baseball team standings or stock exchange tables.

A Merger of the Mails
Between hosting Stai· Search and haunting the Tonight Sholf}, how does Eel
McMahon find time to personally address those publisher's giveaway mailings?
He's discovered mailme1ge, a variation on the reponing theme that involves
merging a stock form letter with a database to produce "personal" form letters.
Mail merge is often performed with powerful word processors like Microsoft
Word, but a database manager that lets you create lengthy text items on a fotm
can also do the job.
\~'ith mail merge, you first type the stock portion of a letter, insetting field
names where the custom text will appear. Using conditional statements such as
IF.. .THEN, you can create different letters based on information in the database,
congratulating clients \Vith paid-up accounts, or telling clients whose accounts are
overdue ro reach for d1eir checkbooks.

Lefs Get Relational
When searching for a database manager, you'll run head-on into the btick wall
known as relational database management. Though the tenn causes great
confusion, the difference between the two types of databases is actually simple.
TI1e type I've discussed so far is the singlejile, orjlat jlle, database, where one file
contains all the fields and records in the database. A relational database, however,
comprises two or more tiles linked by the database manager to allow one file to
access data in the others. Relational databases also provide the most headaches
for newcomers to computer databases.
Unlike a single-file database, a relational database isn't easily compared to a
real object like an index-card file. If )'OU squim and pretend, however, you can
compare it lOa cross-referenced filing system. In such a system, an employee's
personnel entry might say "see the payroll file for this employee's salaty histOI)'.''
ln d1e payroll file, each employee salary history could be accompanied by a note
saying "see the personnel files for d1is employee's address and Social Securiry
number." By cross-referencing the t\VO files, you eliminate the need to srore
each employee's address and Social Security number in the payroll file and the
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But these strengt.hs don't mean that evety data-management task demands
a relational program. Unfortunately, there is no shaqJ boundary separating
single-file applications from multifile applications, so deciding when to make
that leap can be difficult. As a ru le, consider a relational clara manager such as
Acius' 4th Dimension or Fox Soft ware's FoxBASE+/Mac when the data you're
storing could be used in more than one way, or when you find that you're
entering the same infonnat.ion in separate files. If those programs are too
daunting (and rhey can be) , consider Claris' FileMaker Pro. Technically
speaking, it's a nat-file database manager; however, it provides a lookup
feature that allows one file to access clara in another. And it's far easier to learn
and use than a full-blown relational program.
At the head of the relational data management class are applications
generator:>; programs that enable you to create data-management applications
tailored for specific tasks such as inventoty management or client billing. Such
applications, often custom designed for a single company, allow people who
don't need to understand the technicalities of clara management or file
structures to use Lhc information on the clarabase.
With an application generator, someone sets up the needed file structures,
relationships, range-checking routines, and search-and-so11 specifications, and
then ties them all together with (ideally) self-explanat01y pull-clown menus and
dialog boxes. The advantage: anyone can use the application immediately, without
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having to master the data manager. The drawback: a change in reporting
needs or business practices requires that the application be modified, and that
could bring work to a halt while the changes are made.

Variations on the Theme
Every database manager handles the details of field formatting and range
checking in its own way, but most work within the standard framework of fields
and records. There are some interesting exceptions. Foremost among them is
HyperCard, Claris' "soft\vare consu-uction set" that Apple includes with the Mac.
As we'll see in Chapter 9, HyperCard much more than just a database manager,
but it certainly can sort, search, and smre, and many Mac users have embr<tced its
ability to be cusromized.
Another filer with a t\vist is Symmetry Corporation's PictureBase, an "art
managerJ' that can keep track of a library of graphics. You assign ke}•worcls to
pictures- Outdoor Scenes, Company Symbols, and so on - to use for searching.
PictureBase includes a desk accessory named Retriever that lets you search for
and retrieve graphics from the library while using another program.
If you're determined to replace your Roloclex with something a bit more
electronic, check out Power Up Sofrware's Address Book Plus or Portfolio
Systems' DynoDex. Both are simple clara managers that can also dial the phone for
you (provided you have a modem). The Dynoclex package even includes 100
sheets of Oynodex paper, alphabetized divider tabs, and a six-ring binder with a
see-through slipcover for custom cover designs and labels. A binder is optional for
Address Book Plus. Several free or shareware address book programs are ;~so
available.
And as we saw in Chapter 4, spreadsheet programs make serviceable database
managers, thanks to rJ1eir sorting and searching features and their libraries of
functions for manipulating data. But where most true database managers allow
you to store as much data as will fit on disk, most spreadsheets allow you to store
only as much as will fit in memory. Try to maintain a huge database using a
spreadsheet program, and you risk running our of memory or at the vety least,
slowing rJ1e spreadsheet program to a crawl. Most spreadsheets also lack the builtin en·or checking features that data managers provide. You can construct errorchecking rou tines yourself b}' creating formulas, but if }'OU must resort to doing
rJ1at, chances are you 'd be better olf using a database manager to begin with.
Before shopping for a database manager, first assess the way you work \vim
information now, then try to find the program that will make the transition to
electronic filing as smoom as possible. If you need to create clara entry forms that
resemble their paper counterp;u1s, you'll need a program with complete form-
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layout features, such as FileMaker Pro. For complex accounting or inventory
applications, a relational program such as 4th Dimension is in order. For maintaining a mailing list, a simple filer such as Software Discoveries· RecordHolcler Plus
may be all you need. For simple mail merge tasks, consider an integmred program
such as Microsoft Works.
A darabase manager can streamline your filing, provided you realize it isn't a
surefire cure for disorganization. If you learned filing from Oscar Madison, that
slob's slob of a sponswrirer from the Odd Couple, your records will be as
disorganized electronic-ally as they were on paper.

And some tasks are better handled on paper. Flipping through Roloclex cards is
still often faster rhan typing search criteria. And until the Mac has a sauce-proof
keyboard, redpes belong in card files and cookbooks. Don'tuy to shoehorn the
computer into areas of your filing life Lhat work efficiently now.

Summary:
v' A database may allow effortless storing, sorting, retrieving, revising, and printing of information,
but it requires endless maintenance.
v' The most common type of fields used in a database are text fields for holding letters and numbers,
and number fields for holding numeric values. Other fields hold data values and graphics.
v' You can locate data in a database by browsing, or moving from one record to the next; or by
using search criteria, which tells your database manager what to look for.
v' Mail merge is the process of merging a form letter with a database to produce "personal"
form letters.
v' In a flat-file database, one fi le contains all the fields and records in the database; relational
databases use two or more files linked by the database manager to allow one file to access data
in others.

In This Chapter:

v

A look at the two basic types of graphics programs: bitmapped and object oriented.

v
v
v
v
v

An introduction to image processing programs.
A comparison of drawing and painting programs: pixels versus objects.
Deciding between a paint or draw program.
Creating three-dimensional images.
The pros and cons of various graphics file formats.

'Vford processors might be the Macinto:;h world's most popular applicaW

~ions, but graph ics programs ;u·e the most appealing. Stan up a \vorcl
processor for a few f1iencls and they'll probably show lukewarm interest. But fire
up a graphics program and watch them line up for their turn at the mouse. People
who would never dream of standing in front of an easel and canvas suddenly
become anists-in-tmining, spilling paint all over the screen.

Perhaps graphics programs are enticing because people view a computer as a
tool lor calculating, nm an anistic medium. Or ma)•IJC it 's the sense of expeli mentation that draws you in. ~·love the mouse, get a circle. Oops, erase that mistake.
He)', the little sprar can works jusr like a real one.
Ever since ,\1acPaim blazed the trail in 1984, graphics programs have been
instrumental to the Mac's success. Indeed, there arc more ways to create images
\\~th the Mac than there are to process words- proof of d1e machine's graphical
bent. In this chapter, I'll e.xplore some of the technicalities behind :VIacintosh
graphics and spotlight the femures you'll find in the current crop of graphics
programs. And because not everyone has artistic aspirations, I've indudecl some
tips on other ways to put graphics software to work (see the sidebar 'T en Ways to
Use a Graphics Program'' on the next page) .

(Continued on page 100)
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Ten Ways to Use a Graphics Program
You don't have to be a modern-day Monet to
benefit from a graphics program. Here are some
project ideas for using paint or draw programs (or
both) for something other than painting or drawing.
1. Spruce up a business graphic. The graphs and
charts created by programs like Microsoft Excel,
Intermix's Wingz, and Ashton-Tate's Full Impact are
actually object-oriented drawings. You can use the
Clipboard to move them into a draw program for
further polishing, such as replacing the bars in a bar
chart with icons representing the data (for example,
using automobile icons in a car-sales chart).
2. Make quick-reference cards. Can't remember
which dialog box contains that certain option or which
menu holds the command you need? Use the Mac's
snapshot feature (press Command-Shift-3) to create a
MacPaint image of the screen, then annotate the image
with text. Print the result and you have a custom quickreference card. The Mac names snapshot files ScreenO,
Screen1, Screen2, and so on, through Screen9. (After
that, you must rename or delete snapshot files to take
more.) To capture color screens or pulled-down menus,
you'll need a special utility, such as Mainstay's Capture.
(Snapshots work a bit differently in System 7.0: the
snapshot files are in PICT, not MacPaint, format, and
they're named Picture 1, Picture 2, and so on. Also, the
snapshot feature can capture color screens, although it
still can't capture pulled-down menus.)
3. Make a start-up screen. You can replace the
"Welcome to Macintosh" message with any image you
like. Many paint programs, including MacPaint 2.0 and
SuperPaint 2.0, can create start-up screens. The

image must reside in the System Folder and be named
StartupScreen.
4. Create a logo for a database form. Most database
managers let you create custom forms and paste
images from the Clipboard into your form designs.
Use this technique to add your logo to a form; create
the logo in a program, then copy and paste it into
the form.
5. Retouch scanned images. You can use any paint
program to retouch a scanned image saved in MacPaint
format. To retouch a grey-scale image saved in TIFF
format, you'll need a program that can handle TIFF files.
All color paint programs can, but for serious electronic
retouching, you'll want an image processing program.
6. Create special text effects. It's easy to stretch or
condense text by using a draw program in conjunction
with a desktop publishing program or word processor.
First, type the text using the draw program. Next, select
the entire block of text (not its individual characters)
using your draw program's arrow-shaped selection tool
and then copy the selection to the Clipboard. Switch to
a word processor or publishing program and choose
Paste, and you have a picture of the text that can be
resized (see the figure "Transforming Text"). If you
don't have Adobe Type Manager, the resized text will
probably look ragged on screen, but it will print with
sharp edges on a PostScript printer, GCC Personal
LaserPrinter, or Apple Personal LaserWriter LS or
StyleWriter. Note that this technique may not work with
every combination of word processor and drawing
program. For example, when you paste MacDraw II text
into Microsoft Word or MacWrite II, it appears as
~

Transforming Text Ill>
At top is the text (18-point New Baskerville) as it appears in the

~ ·~-::~~r

·;:. ~~·~~&· ~"fott,iii!!!!iii!!!!~~=~

draw layer of SuperPaint 2.0: at bottom. the stretched text in a

~

PageMaker document. Note that you can't edit a picture of text: to
correct a typo or change the text. you'll need to return to the drawing
program.

: Ft:eling tt!Csquee-ze?:
~

conventional text, not as a graphic. This problem
doesn't occur if the original text is created in SuperPaint
2.0 or Drawing Table.
7. Make a poster. Most draw programs can print
poster-size drawings by tiling - printing sections of
the drawing on individual pages that you attach to
each other. You can use this feature to create large
posters - up to 81 square feet in Canvas. However,
some programs limit maximum type size to 127 points.
If you need larger text, use the previous tip to stretch a
picture of text to the size you need.
B. Create a publication. With their rulers, line-drawing
tools, and alignment features, draw programs make
serviceable DTP programs, especially for small jobs
such as brochures or one-page fact sheets. Canvas and
MacDraw II 1.1 even have spelling checkers.
9. Create a presentation. MacDraw II 1.1 provides
several features for creating overhead transparencies
and slides. Electronic Arts' Studio/ 1 (for monochrome
Macs) provides impressive yet easy-to-use monochrome animation features. Studio/1 and Studio/8 also
include a slide-show application that lets you move from
one image to the next by clicking the mouse. You can
also specify special transition effects, such as
dissolves and wipes, between images. With a dissolve
effect, one image fades out while the next fades in;
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with a wipe, one image appears to push the previous
one off the screen.
10. Modify clip art. Many companies sell libraries
of canned illustrations that you can use in desktop
publications. Instead of just using a clip art drawing
as is, copy it to a graphics program and personalize it
- add some shading or flip it horizontally. Or
autotrace a bitmapped clip art image to improve its
appearance. [i!iJ
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Different Brush Strokes
Graphics programs come in two basic flavors: bt~mapped and object oriented.
Because of their differem approaches to storing and printing images, each is
suited to specific purposes. Some programs combine both approaches. In any
case, unclersmnding the differences between bitmappecl and object-oriented
graphics is an imponam first step in d1oosing graphics software and using it
efTectively.
Bitmapped graphics, or paint, programs store images as a seties of bits- ones
and zeros- in the Mac's memo1y. With monochrome (black-and-white) paint
programs sud1 as MacPainr, each screen clot, orplrel, in an image corresponds to
one bit in the Mac's memo1y. If a clot is black, its bit is a one; if a clot is white, it's a
zero. Think of a sheet of graph paper. Each square is a bit, and you create images
by darkening some squares ancllea\'ing others white. To change pa1t of the
drawing, you change its black squares to white ones, and vice versa.
Color paint programs such as SuperMac's Pixel Paint work similarly, except they
assign more than one bit to each pixel. It's as if you laid several sheets of graph
paper on top or each orher, and selectively blackened squares on ead1 layer. The
on-off combinat ions of a pixel's bits tell the Mac what color d1at pixel is (sec rhe
figure "Bitmaps versus Objects').

Darkrooms on a Disk
Close cousins to paint programs are tinctge pmcessing programs such as
Letraset's ImageStudio or ColorSruclio, Adobe Photoshop, Silicon Beach's Digital
Darkroom, or MicroFronrier's Enhance. Like color paint programs, they work wid1
bitmappecl images containing multiple bits per pixel. But image processing
programs are designed for retouching and modifying scanned images (see
Chapter 39 for an introduction to scanners). Digital Darkroom, Enhance, and
lmageStuclio \vork with grey-scale images, allowing you ro adjust brightness and
contrast, retouch flaws, create special effects, and choose from a variety of
halftoning options to get the best possible output.
On Macs with color or grey-scale \~deo hardware, these programs display true
shades of grey. On monochrome Macs, they simulate grey by combining black
pixels and white pixels into patterns, a process called dt~beling (see the figure
"True Grey" in Chapter 1).
Photoshop and ColorStudio can also work with grey-scale images, but color is
their forte. They provide all the image processing features I just mentioned, plus

BITMAPS VfRSUS OBJfCTS
D"'"'"''
Bit-mapped graphic

FrameRect(0,0,30,301
line(30,201

Screen image

D/
/

A bitmapped graphics program such as MacPaint maps screen pixels to bits
in the Mac's memory (1 bit per pixel for monochrome programs, 8 bits for
grey-scale and most color paint programs, 24 bits for high-end color
programs). The on-off combinations of those bits specify each pixel's color.
A drawing program such as MacDraw stores QuickDraw instructions that
describe the image. Regardless of the type of program it was created in, a
graphic, like all Mac screen images, is displayed on the screen as a
bitmapped image.

options for adjusting an image's color balance and priming a color separation four pieces of film that break an image into cyan, magenta, yellow, and black layers.
Professional primers use these separations to produce the plates used to print
color images on ptinting presses. Until recently, features like these were available
onl}' on ulrraexpensive graphic arts workstations. 1\ow they're av~ ilable on
ultraexpensive Macs. To use these features efi'ectively, >'ou'll need a fast Mac, such
as an SE/30, LC, or a member of the II family, with se\'eral megabytes of memory
and a 24-bil vtdeo bocml like SuperMac's Specuum;24 or Apple's Video Carel
8• 24. And to be able to store the colossal flies that such products create, you'll
want a high-capacity hard disk and perhaps some compression hardware such as
SuperMac's SuperSqueeze board. which Super~·lac says can compress images by
ratios of up to 65 to 1, resulting in storage space sm·i ngs of up to 98 percent.
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8 Bits, 24 Bits, 32 Bits, Hike!
The first color paint and image processing programs allowed you to work with
up to 256 colors or grey shades at a Lime. That was adequate for grey-scale images,
but not enough to display color images with photographic realism. The Mac II's
01iginal color video board couldn't work with more than 8 bits per pixel, nor could
the original version of Color QuickDraw, the fundamental graphics routines built
into color Macs. Eight bits can be on or off in 256 differem combinations- hence
the 256-color limit.
In 1989, Apple released its 32-bit Quick Draw system software, which allows up
to 32 bits to be assigned to each pixel. 32-bit QuickDraw paved the way for 24-bit
''ideo boards and for paint programs that give you direct access to over 16 million
hues. A Mac equipped with 32-bit QuickDraw, a 24-bit video board, and a 24-bit
paim program such as SuperMac's PixelPaint ProfessionaJ can display images with
stanling realism.
You may have noticecl an 8-bit discrepancy between 24-bit color and 32-bit
QuickDraw. Those extra 8 bits are resc1vcd for an optional \VOrk area, the alpha
channel Some programs don't use the alpha d1annel at all. Others, including
Photos hop and ColorStudio, let you usc the alpha channel to create a mask that
protects pa11 of an image from modification. For example, before working on the
background in a photograph of a car, you might first create a mask for the car to
avoid accidentally alt.ering it.
The new QuickDraw is built in tO the ROM chips of the Mac LC, Ilsi, llci, and
ILI'x. To use it with other Mac II models and the SE/30, you need Apple's 32-bit
QuickDraw file and System 6.0.3 or later. You can get both from an Apple dealer
or a user group. There were some significant bugs in the initial release of the 32bit Quick Draw file; for reliable results, usc version 1.1 of 32-bit QuickDraw aJong
with System 6.0.5 or a later version. System 7.0 contains 32-bit QuickDraw.

Drawing Distinctions
When you create an image - such as a circle- with a paim or image processing program, as soon as you release the mouse button d1e circle loses its identity
as a circle and becomes simply a series of pixels. You can't change the circle's size,
line thickness, or any other charactedstics; instead, you must erase its pixels and
create a new circle.
Not so \\~th images created by an object-oriented, or draw, program. Programs
such as Claris's MacDmw II and MacDraw Pm treat images not as a series of bits,
but as a series of drawing instructions for QuickDraw. When you draw a circle, the
program Stores a set of Quick0r"t!W instructions desCii bing me circle's charactelistics. To change the circle's size, you simply select and resize it. The program then
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updates the circle's QuickDraw insm.tCtions. In essence, you creme images not by
blackening squares on graph paper, but by creating instructions that tell your pen
- the electron beam in a monitor, d1e print wires in an lmageWriter, or the laser
in a UlserWriter or rypeserter - ho\v and where to move.
The same pixels-versus-objects issue also applies to text. With paint programs,
editing or refo1matting text means retyping it. Draw programs let you use the
same editing and formatting techniques as a word processor.

Hard Copy Differences
Another big difference between paint and draw programs becomes evident
when you prinr images, espedaUy on a laser p1inter or typesetter. With paint
programs, images are lied to a specific resolution, or number of dots per inch
(dpi). A paint image's resolmion generally matches dm of the Mac's screen - 72
dpi. Print a 72-dpi image on a 300-dpi UlserW1iter, and you'll notice jagged-edged
text and shapes. (You can even out the jaggies somewhat by using the Page Setup
dialog box's Smoothing option, but the results still aren't great.)
Some paint programs let you create bitmaps with up to 300 dpi, but that isn't a
perfect solution either. For one thing, a 300-dpi image is still locked into a specific
resolution. For another, 300-dpi bitmaps devour memo1y and disk space- an
8 Yz-by-11-inch monochrome image uses about a megabyte. The storage toll
increases for color and grey-scale images.
lmageWriters are prone to a subtler problem when priming bitmapped images.
When you choose the ImageWriter's Faster or Best prim-quality options, lhe
lmageWriter p1inrs roughly 80 horizontal dots per inch. When you p1int a 72-clpi
bitmapped image on an ImageWriter, dle slight difference in resolution can cause
bitmapped images to appear distoned, compressed by about 13 percent - not a
lot, but enough to tum a circle into an oval. The solution: select the Tall Adjusted
option in the Page Sentp dialog box. Tall Adjusted compensates for the difference
in resolution, but at a price: text is widened along with the adjusted picture. A fiveinch column of text ex rands to over 5 1/2 inches.
Images created with draw programs, on the Olher hand, rend to use far less
disk space and memo1y, and they're not tied to a specific resolution. You can print
the same image on an lmageWriter, UlserWriter, or 2540-dpi Linotronic typesetter
and get progressively better results. You're playing back the same drawing
instructions each time you print, but with a progressively sharper electronic pen.
Object-oriented graphics can also be resized without lhe distonion and
undesirable panems bitmapped graphics are prone to. And because draw
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programs know that text is text, they can take advantage of the tack-sharp outline
fonts used by PostScript primers, Adobe T)rpe Manager, and Apple's System 7.0.
(See Chapters 25 and 35 for details on primer fonr outlines.)

Paint or Pen?
So how do you decide whether you need a paint or a draw program?A paint
program is the tool of choice when you need to create images with photographic
details, fine shading, or brushlike effects. Paint and image processing programs are
also required for working with scanned images, since these are always bitmapped.
All paint programs also provide tools for drm,~ng simple shapes, for selecting a
portion of an image to move or cop)' to the Mac's Clipboard, and for zooming in
on an image to work with individual pixels. Simple monochrome paint programs
offer a variety of brush shapes, a pencil tool, and a spray can for creating on-screen
graffiti. Advanced color paint programs provide these tools as well as tools for
obtaining charcoal and watercolor effects.
Draw programs are better suited to cre-<~ting line drawings such as architectural
floor plans, newspaper graphics, and technical drawings. Programs like Deneba
Software's Canvas and Claris' MacDraw II and MacDraw Pro provide features that
help you create drawings to scale. ln most draw programs you'll also find dimensioning features that automatically display an object's dimensions in your choice
of measuring systems. Layering features let you divide a drawing into layers you
can selectively show or hide, and symbol libraries let you store and retrieve oftenused shapes. MacDraw 11, MacDraw Pro, and Canvas approach the power of
compu ter-aided design, or CAD, programs- sophisticated drawing programs
used by engineers and architects. CW is covered in detail in Chapter 16.
Adobe Illustrator, Aldus FreeHand, and MacDraw Pro approach drawing from
the standpoint of a graphic designer or technical illustrator, not a draftsperson.
The ted1nical illustrations you see in ;J!!actuoddand in this book (such as d1e
figure "Bitmap versus Objects") are produced using FreeHand or Ulustrator. You
won't find automatic dimensioning or symbol libraries in d1ese programs, but you
will find extensive text-manipulation features that let you take full advantage of
PostScript's printi ng prowess. For example, all three programs can create
graduatedjllls - patterns in which one shade smoothly blends in to anod1er.
(The shading tim appears behind many of the illustrations in this book is a
graduated fill.) These programs can also bind text to an arbitrarily shaped pathhandy for printing text in a circle on the label of a phonograph album. The figure
"Crazy Characters" shows other text effects both programs can create.

Crazy Characters
Aldus FreeHand and Adobe Illustrator
88 let you create interesting text
effects. At top is a zoom effect; below
that, text bound to a curved path; at
bouom, a stroke·and·fill effect, in
which characters are outlined with one
type of pen (here, a l·poinl·wide black
pen) and then filled in Vlilh a color or
pauem. The reflection effect was
created by duplicating the words
Stroke&Fill and then using FreeHand's
reflect tool to create a mirror image
below the original text. Finally, the
skewing tool was used to angle the
text's reflection.

lllusu<nor 3.0 also lets you "dissect'' Type 1 printer font outlines to reshape
characters- perhaps to create a company logo or package design. Version 3.0 of
FreeHand and of Deneba Software's Canvas, both due for release in the spring of
1991, can also dissect Type 1 fonts. (See chapters 35 and 36 for details on Type 1
fonts.)

All three programs also let you choose colors based on the Pantone Marching
System, the priming inclus!ly's most popular color-specification system. Several
painr programs support Pan tone colors, too. But working with Pantone colors on
the screen introduces a potential problem: your color monitor may not render the
colors accurately. ll1e answer?More hardware- specifically, color calibra tion
hardware such as Radius' PrecisionColor Calibrator, RasterOps' Tn.1e Color
Calibmtor, or SuperMac's SuperMatch Professional Color Matching System. A
calibration device uses a small sensor cup that attaches to the screen surface of
your monitor and provides feedback to the video board, which adjusts its signals
to provide accurate on-screen colors.
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Mixed Media
Fortunately, choosing between paint and draw graphics isn't an either/or
proposition. A number of programs, including Deneba's Canvas and UltraPaint
and Silicon Beach's SuperPaint 2.0, combine painting and drawing features. You
can also move images between separate paint and draw programs using the
Clipboard. You might paste a bitmapped image into a dra\\~ng program to
annotate it with text or to trace it to cre-ate an object-oriented version. You can
also paste an object-oriented drawing into a bitmapped program, but it will
become just another bitmap floating in a sea of pixels.
Several drawing programs also provide autotrace features that enable you to
create an object-oiiented version of a bitmapped image. For example, you might
scan your corporate logo, and then autotrace the resulting bitmapped image.
And remember, you can combine paint or draw programs \\~th other types of
software. You can use the Clipboard to paste images into word processors, pagelayout programs, data managers, and any other program that supports graphics.
You can also use disk files instead of the Clipboard ro shuttle images. If you take
this route, familiarize yourself witl1 Macintosh graphics-file formats to choose the
one that will represent your image accurately and take up the least amount of
storage space (see the table "Storing Pictures').

Picto Graphs
Future archaeologists may be unable ro decipher our written languages, but at
least they'll have pie cha1ts to learn where our tax dollars went. Charts and graphs
from spreadsheet-and-graphics programs like Microsoft Excel, lnformix's Wingz,
and Ashton-Tate's Fulllmpact have become the hieroglyphics of our time. Printed
as-is or spruced up witl1 a drawing program, they provide at-a-glance insights into
tables of ya\\Tfl-worthy numbers.
Charting programs require data in tabular form, which is one reason why
they're often paired with spreadsheets. The combo works well: you can select a
row of data, perhaps final sales figures for the past four quaners, choose a
command or two, and the program creates a chart. Each value is a data poin~·
together, a set of values is a data sen'es. The column headings act as calego!J'
names, which, in a bar chart , appear below their corresponding bars.
You can create additional data series - perhaps to contrast this year's sales
figures with last year's- by using more than one row of values. ln such cases,
you'll probably add a legend- a box adjacent to the chart tim shows category
names alongside tl1e patterns in which their data points appear.

As the sidebar ·-ren Ways to Use a Graphics Program·· explains. the graphs that
spreadsheet and charting rrograms crc-<~te are actual!}' object-oriented images.
You can use the Clipboard or disk f11cs to move these images into drawing
programs to add dramatic shading eO'ccts or other embellishments.

The Third Dimension
Perhaps the most fascinating graphics programs to tinker with arc ones that
produce three-dimensional images- or, more accuratel}', simulate them on the
screen through accurate perspective and shading.

Storing Pictures
Format

Best For

Comments

EPS

Text and Bitmapped or
object-oriented graphics
to be printed on Postscript
printer.

Widely supported in both Mac and PC worlds.
Generally used to export images from Postscript
drawing programs or scanning applications to
desktop publications.

GIF

Bitmapped images.

Developed by CompuServe for exchanging graphics
between different systems. Allows up to 8 bits per
pixel. GIF translators are available for most microcomputers.

MacPaint

72-dpi bitmapped images.

Widely supported, even by some IBM PC graphics
and publishing programs.

PICT

Bitmapped or objectoriented graphics.

Usually used to transfer object-oriented graphics
between programs.

RIFF

Bitmapped images,
especially scanned.

Developed by Letraset and used by lmageStudio and
ColorStudio. Supported by QuarkXpress and
DesignStudio, but not by PageMaker or many other
graphics programs. Files are usually smaller than TIFF
counterparts.

TIFF

Bitmapped images,
especially scanned.

Widely supported in both Mac and PC worlds. Able to
represent color and grey scale images at virtually any
resolution. Files can be large.
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For someone used w the click-the-tool-and-go ease of most Mac drawing
programs, a 3-D program is a foreign land with its own language. Creating a 3-D
image usually involves combiningpnimi'liler- basic shapes such as cubes, cones,
and spheres- with shapes you draw (see d1e figure "Another Drawing Dimension'). Creating a complete 3-D scene usually means drawing separate shapes wid1
these tools, d1en me1ging or ltilkktg them. The final step in the process might
involve creating and adjusting the position of the light sources that illuminate the
scene.
After building a scene, you can rotate it, look clown on it or up at it, and alter
the position and darkness of shadows. Your vantage point is sometimes called the
camera viettJ; many programs let you see the scene from several views at once.
You can print drawings on an ImageWriter or a LaserWtiter, wid1 d1e latter
producing dramatic shading effects.
Beyond that, the operating styles of 3-D programs vaty enough to make
generalizing impossible. Paracomp's ModelShop is designed to allow architects,
landscape architects, and urban designers to draw d1ree-dimensional sketches
buildings, sites, or other structures. Silicon Beach Software's Super3D and
Paracomp's Swivel 3D are designed for graphic artists, engineers, and designers
who need to create complex models for use in presentations, desktop publications, and schematic designs.
To create 3-D images with that high-tech, computer graphics look, combine a
3-D modeUing program with a renden'ng program such as Pixar's RenderMan,
Strata's StraraVision 3d, MacroMind Three-D, Byte for Byte Corporation's Sculpt
3D, or Visual Information Development's Dimensions Presenter. Rendering
programs let you create photorealistic 3-D scenes and add light sources of vat)~ng
type, color, intensity and direction (see the figure "3-D for Real" on page 110).
Most also ler you apply texture maps to surfaces to add, say, marble and wood
grain textures to walls and floors. Some also can do ray traang, a complex
technique for rendering shadows, reflections, and highlights.
MacroMind Three-D and Visual Information 's Dimensions Presenter also have
animation features that let you put your scenes into motion. And all rendering
programs can exp011 image files that you can use along with animation programs
such as MacroMincl Director (see Chapter 12).

As you might expect, rendering and animation are jobs thac make microprocessors sweat. A Mac ll-class machine is all but necessaty, and a Mac Ufx with 8MB of
memory wouldn't be overkill. Throw in a high-capacity hard disk for storing the
large color files you'll be creating, too. l11e software isn't cheap, either.
MacroMind l11ree-D, for example, retails for $1495. Still, a Mac-based rendering
and animation setup goes for a fraction of d1e cost of the kinds of animation
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Another Drawing
Dimension
Paracomp's Swivel 3D
(top) and Silicon
Beach's Super30
(bottom) are two
graphics programs that
let you create images
with a threedimensional
appearance. Swivel 30's
Render menu shows the
various ways the
program lets you view a
3-0 image. Each
method requires more
time to draw the image
than the method
preceding it; the
wireframe view (used in
the leftmost window) is
the fastest. Both
programs also provide
animation features !hat
let you put 3·0
drawings
into motion.

File
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3-D for Real
Ray-tracing features,

workstations used in the film and television industries. It won't have aU their
speed and capabilities, but it will come remarkably close.

provided by many
rendering programs,
can create photorealistic images. This
ray-traced image
illustrates numerous
rendering concepts.
including multiple light
sources lthe brighl
dots) with shading and
shadows, textuoing (tloe
brick pattem). mirrored
reflections !the bricks
reflected in the clear
spheres).

Picasso Hated Mice
Finally, if you're serious about electronic art, you might consider supplementing your mouse with a graphics tablet, such as Personal Wtiter's PWl O SL
or Wacom's SD-420L. Graphics rablets have a Oat surface (usually 12 by 12
inches or d1ereabouts) upon which you draw using a pencil-like stylus (see
Chapter 37). The Wacom tablet is especially appealing: its wireless stylus responds
to pressure. When used with Adobe's Photoshop or Deneba's UltraPaint, you can
press harder and get darker or wider lines. \1any artists find graphics tablets more
nawral than the mouse for drawing and tracing.
But beware- ir you think graphics programs are appealing when used with a
mouse, wait until your friends start scribbling with a stylus. 111ey may never
go home.
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Summary:
rl Bitmapped graphics programs store images as a series of bits, one (or more) for each pixel on the
screen. Bitmapped, or paint, programs are best for working with subtle shading and scanned
images.
rl Object-oriented, or draw, programs store images as a series of instructions for OuickDraw. An
object-oriented image can take full advantage of your printer's resolution.
rl Novel uses for graphics programs include sprucing up a business graph, making a quick-reference
card or start-up screen, creating logos for database forms, retouching scanned images, creating
special text effects, making posters, creating a simple publication, and creating a presentation.
rl Image processing programs are bitmapped graphics programs that specialize in working with color
or grey-scale scanned images.
rl Some graphics programs let you create images that simulate three dimensions through use of
perspective and shading.
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HyperCard

In This Chapter:

v A look at HyperCard's great versatility and the components that make it possible.
v Nine basic guidelines for good stack design.
v A hands-on introduction to customizing HyperCard.
v

A summary of the biggest improvements in HyperCard 2.0.

H

yperCard defies simple definitions. Call it a database manager, and you
short-shlift its MacPaint-like painting features. Call it a paint program, and
you ignore its ability to store and retrieve information. HyperCard isn't edut<ui onal
software or a game, but it can educate and entertain. It isn't part of the Mac's
System Folder, but like the Finder, it can start applications and open documents. It
isn't a programming language, but it has introduced thousands of people to the
fun and frustration of programming.
Appreciating HyperCard's versatility is easier if you consider the code name it
bore during its gestation: WildCard. In poker, a wildcard represents any card and
can make a winning hand. Similarly, HyperCard can be sculpted inro nearly any
kind of application, t11us rounding out your computing toolbox.
In d1is chapter, I examine d1is software wildcard and spotlight some of the
stellar ways in which HyperCard has been used. For those who haven't gone
beyond browsing around in HyperCard, I've included a short exercise d1at
introduces customizing basics. And if you've used version l.x of HyperCard but
haven't upgraded to version 2.0, which was released in late 1990, see the sidebar
"HyperCard 2.0: What 's the Difference?'' for some incentive.

The Three Keys to HyperCard
TI1ree facwrs combine to give HyperCard its wildcard versatility: its card-andstack metaphor, its painting features, and its built-in programming language,
HyperTalk.
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HyperCard presents and stores information on cards. In an electronic address
book, for example, each person's name and address is stored on its own card.
Cards that accept information from you contain jleldJ; each of which stores a
piece of information, such as a name or a phone number. A card can also contain
buttons- hot spars you click on to perform an action, such as moving to a
different c:ard for more information. Acollection of related cards - such as all
the cards in the address book- form a stack (see the figure "Fields, Cards,
and Stacks'') .
HyperCard's painting tools do everything MacPaint's tools do, and more. You
use them to create text and graphics on individual cards, and to draw backgmundJ~ which appear beneath cards in a stack (see the figure "In the Back-

HyperCard 2.0: What's the Difference?
HyperCard 2.0 addresses most of the requests made
by HyperCard users since the program's first release.
Here's a summary of the biggest improvements in
version 2.0.
•!• Variable card sizes. In HyperCard 1.x, card sizes were
fixed to match the size of a 9-inch Macintosh screen.
Version 2.0 lets you create cards of any size up to 18
inches tall or wide.
•!• Mixed text styles. HyperCard 1.x let you format field
text in just one font, size, and style. Version 2.0 lets
you mix fonts, sizes, and styles within a single field.
•!• Multiple open stacks. HyperCard 1.x could open just
one stack at a time; 2.0 can have numerous stacks
open simultaneously, each in its own window.
•!· Hypertext links. In HyperCard 2.0, you can define a
word or other text as "hot" so that something
happens -a definition appears, a different card is
displayed, and so on -when a user clicks on that
text. In HyperCard 1.x, script authors had to fudge
this feature, usually by using transparent buttons.
•!• Improved programming features. HyperCard 2.0
provides an improved script editor window, many of
which can be open at once, unlike the script editor in
1.x. HyperTalk scripts in 2.0 are compiled rather than

interpreted, allowing them to run faster. There's also
a debugger that makes it easier to track down
problems in scripts. And the way in which XCMDs
and XFCNs work with HyperCard has been improved
in ways that will make more powerful XCMDs and
XFCNs possible.
•!• Color support -sort of. HyperCard 2.0 doesn't
provide the degree of color support some users
would have liked, but it does allow you to display
color PICT images in separate windows.
•!• Free technical support. Apple has turned HyperCard
2.0 over to Claris, its software subsidiary, and Claris
offers free technical support for registered users.
Users were on their own with HyperCard 1.x.
HyperCard 2.0 also includes expanded documentation and a larger variety of more powerful example
stacks. Version 2.0 is also compatible with stacks
created in earlier versions. In all, it's a worthwhile
upgrade, and a must-have for anyone who uses
HyperCard 1.x even occasionally. For upgrade
pricing and availability information, contact Claris at
800/3CLARIS. li!J
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ground'). You can also paste graphics from the Clipboard to
create a scrapbook of drawings- or to store a scanned
photo of each person listed in }'Our address book.

Fields, Cards, and
Stacks
HyperCard presents and

HyperTalk lies HyperCard's features together. By
creating HypetTalk scripts - short command sequences
that cotmol HyperCard's actions- you determine how a
stack responds to its users. A script for a button named Next
might tell HyperCard to advance to the next card when the
button is clicked. A script for a field named Date might tell
HyperCard to display an error message if someone enters an
im~tl id elate, such as February 31. You can also design
HyperCard scripts to control videodisc players and music
symhesizers, or to play digitally recorded sound (see the figure "Hearing HyperCard" on the next page). I'll spot.light some of these advanced applications of
HyperCard when I examine multimedia in Chapter 17.

stores information on
cards. Cards that accept
information from you
contain fields. A
collection of related
cards forms a stack.

A complete HyperCard stack- be it a business-management application, a
children's story, or an introduction to bird anatomy- makes extensive use of the
three elements I've just described. The stack's cards use text and graphics to
convey information. The cards may also contain fields for accepting new information, and buttons for moving to other cards or othetw ise controlling the stack.
Behind the scenes, HyperTalk scripts define each button's action, calculate
numbers, display messages, produce sound, and do whatever else the stack
requires.

In the Background
A stack's background
holds fi elds, graphics,
and buuons that appear
on every card lin this
case, HyperCard's

······-····-··-····-·····-··-···················"''''"'''''"''''-··············.. -··-·····-··············

Address stackl. To view
a stack's background,
choose Background
from the Edit menu.
HyperCard displays
stripes in the menu bar

Sheet

Find ...

City&State

Show Notes

Zip Code

N ew Card

to indicate that you're
working with the
background.

Delete Card
Telephane

a ......................................................................................
a
a ·····- ··-···-····-····-······-············....-...·-..·-···--···-..···
a
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Hearing HyperCard
The easiest way to record sounds for playback in HyperCard is to use a Mac llsi or LC. both of which provide sound·recording circuitry and a
microphone. These Macs include a Sound Recorder desk accessory that lets you easily add sounds to HyperCard stacks. For other Macs. you can
use Farallon Computing's MacRecorder. MacRecorde(s SoundEdit application (top) lets you record sounds and modify them using numerous
digital effects. It graphically displays a sound's waveform; you can cut, paste, and combine pieces of sounds using the mouse and the Edit menu.
MacRecorde(s HyperSound stack lbottom)lets you record sounds and add them to stacks without quitting HyperCard. SoundEdit versions 2.0.3
and later are also compatible with the Mac LC's and llsi's recording circuitry and are available separately from the MacRecorder hardware. Finally,
for more ambhious applications of digital audio, there's The Voyager Company's Voyager COAudioStack, which allows HyperCard to play audio
from a compact disc in a CO-ROM drive. With the tools in the AudioStack, you can create HyperCard stacks that incorporate the audio from a CD.
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From the Obvious to the Subtle
If all HyperCard did was provide fields, store graphics, and contain a programming language, it would be no different than many Mac database managers. What
makes HyperCard clilferenr is the mytiad ways its components can work LOgether.
Everything in HyperCard seems to have obvious applications and subtle ones.

:o

HyperToll< Reference

print

Cud I of 3

print card I from
print all cards

e£i.!l! f

to e2La.!~' )

print ..arked cards
print e?Sinlli!fl&' ccrds
print ~[from e£i.!l!f to ~2 )

prints an image of the
! current card. The option f r oa l2!l1!!.!. r
! to ~2 specifies a redan gular area
! of the card to print.
; Prin t card

J Print all cards

1 pr i n t

prints the image

j of every card in the stack.

£i.!!!Jt.

print ri l - ulth $?fl.lb:q!lpa

j Print

marked cards

prints a subset

i of the cards in the stack based on each
The print command allows you to
j card's marked property (in its Card Info
print card images, the contents of fields, ! dialog box). You can m ark cards with
documents from other programs, or the I the lllOrk command.
value of any HyperTalk expression.
i
·
···More-··
£1"Qmples

II

.& Navigation

Buttons
With the HyperTalk
Reference stack that
accompanies

Oem(l Sc.rlpl

II

Tips

II~ .Related T(lpics

Take butwns, for
example. Their obvious
use is to provide icons for
moving to d1e next or the
previous card, or for
returning to the Home
stack. (The Home stack
serves as your base of
operations in HyperCard
- just as the Finder does
for the Mac.) Navigation
buttons often appear as
icons, and always have
HyperTalk scripts that run
when the buttons are
clicked (see the figure
"Navigation Buttons").

You can specify thaL a bmton not have an icon or text, but be tra11sparen1.
By placing transparent buttons over key portions of a graphic, you can define a
relationship between each area of the graphic and other cards, fields, or stacks.
Thereafter, when you click on a portion of the graphic, HyperCard will take you to
a dilferem card or stack.

HyperCard 2.0, you use
navigation buttons to
access information
about the HyperTalk
language. The buttons
at the bottom of the
window let you display
examples and related
topics. search for
topics, and move to the
next and previous
cards. The script for the
"Examples" button is
shown at bottom.

Many education~tl stacks use d1is technique. One superb example is a stack
called Bird Anaromy, crea ted by Yale University's Patrick Lynch and published by
The Voyager Company (an earlier version of Bird Anatomy is available through
BMCG, Yale MUG, and Boston Computer Society). This stack combines beautifully
drawn images with transparent buttons that, when clicked, display additional
details on avian anatomy (see the figure ·•see-Through Buttons" on the next page).
On the lighter side, Amanda Statics, a delightful series of children's stacks by
Amanda Goodenough, uses buttons to allow kids to travel through the worlds of
Inigo the Cat and Your Faithful Camel. Amanda Stoties are also published by The
Voyager Company. The freeware version of Inigo Gets Out is available through
user groups.
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on mouseUp

set cursor lo 4
v i sua l zoom open
go to card "Eye and B I I ! -Sparrow"
end mouseUp

GrassHopper ~rrow

Amm(tt/r8mcu:s..rr.-.gnn8rum

See-Through Buttons
In Patrick Lynch's Bird Anatomy II stack, transparent buttons are placed over key anatomical areas and
become temporarily visible when you press Command-Option. Here, the Browse tool is pointing at the button
whose HyperTalk script appears above the screen. Clicking this button tells HyperCard to go to the card
shown at bottom, which also contains transparent buttons that, when clicked, reveal additional details.

Fields have their obvious and subtle uses. As in any database manager, they
accept and store information. But they can also serve a read-o nly role displaying text you can't edit - and the}' can be displayed or hidden using
HyperTalk scripts. Combine bmh traits with buttons, and you have another way
to convey information: pop-up jlelcls that appear when you click a bunon (see
the figure "Pop-Up Fields" on the next page).
Buttons and fields can appear on individual cards or on the background.
Stack-navigation buttons are usually on the background, so they appear on each
card and provide a consistem way for you to navigate. Transparent buttons that
lead to other cards or display pop-up fields generally appear on individual cards
and correspond to a graphic.

Designing Stacks
Knowing your wa}' around HyperCard and HyperTalk doesn't guarantee you
stunning stacks. ·n,e best guide to stack design I've seen is Apple's Stack Design
Gwdelines (Addison-Wesley, 1990). Its nine basic guidelines provide sound
advice for budding srackware authors.
•:• Determine your audience. Do they have experience with computers and
HyperCard? Imagine designing stacks about dinosaurs for kids and for
paleontologists. 1-low would the stacks differ?
•:• Focus the subject matter. Decide how detailed the stack will be. From this,
you'll get ideas about how to presem it. Your decisions may be influenced by
disk space and scheduling considerations.
•:• Dedcle how to presen t the subject. Doodle on paper and on screen. Solid t
opinions. Consider a metaphor. A book metaphor m ight use a table of
contents as a gateway to various cards. A videotape metaphor might use o nscreen rewind, stop, play, ru1d fast-forw ard bunons.

•!• Teach people how your stack works. Provide help screens that explain
the srack's workings, but make them unobtrusive so e..xperts won't be
slowed clown.
na,~gate. Consider how users will access other cards.
Put key navigation buttons o n backgrounds so they appear in the same place
on each card. Use visual effects such as dissolves and \vipes to convey a sense
of movement within a stack.

•!• Make the stack easy to

•!• Imegrate text, graphics, ru1d audio design. Avoid amateutish graphics and
sound effects. Use te..xt sparing!}'· Put navigation buttons neru· the screen edge.
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on mouseOown

play "screech"
shoiiJ cot""d fi el d "screech owl "
e nd mous eOown

The Screech Owl is the mosl common
small owl in temperate North
America. l lis nocturnal (nol all owls
are) and eats small birds, rodents,
insects and even fi sh. Even r egular
birder s are surprised a l how common
Screech Owls are. They survive quite
well in suburban areas close loman.
There's probably a screech owl
hunting regularly in your back yard
or local park.

Pop-up Fields
Pop·up fields are an ideal way to convey small tidbits of information. Shown here is another card from Bird
Anatomy II. Clicking the Screech Owl button executes the HyperTalk script shown above the card (top), which
plays back a digitized recording of a Screech Owl and then displays the card field shown at bottom. That card
field contains another HyperTalk script (not shown) that causes HyperCard to hide the field when you click
within it.
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•!• Change the stack as you think of new presentation sryles and navigation
methods. As Apple says, "Your goal should be to produce the best possible
stack, not to defend your first beloved idea."

T HyperCard User
levels
HyperCard offers five
user levels, each

•!• Test early and often. Don't \vail until d1e stack is done before soliciting
feedback from users to find out where they - and you - are stumbling.
•:• \X11en you've finished, check the stack again. Make sure there are no
typographical or grammalical errors, and that all your buttons, dialog boxes,
and scripts work.

providing more access
to HyperCard's
programming and
customizing features
than the level beneath
it. The Blind Typing
option lets you type
messages without
having to open the
message box. Checking
the Power Keys option
enables HyperCard's

power keys, a number
of keys on the keyboard
you can press to choose
a command when a
paint tool is active.

So You Want to Be an Author
Because the best way to learn about J·IyperCard is to play with it, I've put
together an exercise thm will expose you to HyperCard customizing. For a handson introduction to aut/.?orti!ff- Apple's term for HyperCard customizing- see
the sidebar "A HyperCard ·r utorial" ar the end of this chapter.
You might think this exercise is too simple, that HyperTalk soipts are usually
longer. Not so. HyperTalk is an eftkiem language; scripts rarely exceecllO or 20
lines, and often have just a few. To see for yourself; explore the scripts in
HyperCard's stacks (see the figure '·HyperCard User Levels'). To quickly open
any button's sctipt, press Command and Option while clicking on the button.
(Note that your user level must be set to 5, the Scripting level, for this to
work.)

Home

Preferences
Your Nome:

Tnxw . . .

..

.

. _.

Click the user level_~-~-~~~!:..________, _________________ ,__~!~==-~=t·~~~~.!f.: ............................. ,

... 5

Scripting

0

Blind Typing

0

Pwer Key$

I2S] Ar roy Key$ in Text

Hype( falk contains
a large vocabulary, but
no programming
language meets every
need. Knowing that,
J-IyperTalk's designers
devised a way for
HyperTalk to access
routines wtitten in
conventional programming languages. These
e11ernal command\'
(XCMDs) and e.11emal
jimctions (XFCNs) can
perform specialized
jobs that exceed
HypetTalk's capabilities,
such as controlling a

videodisc player or adding custom menus to HyperCard's menu bar. Hundreds
of free or inexpensive XCi\-tDs and XFCNs are available from user groups and
online infom1ation setvices such as Ameti C'd Online and CompuServe. Ubraries
of XCMDs and XFCNs are also m·11ilable from a vati ety of sources, including
Heizer Software (415!943-7667), Trcndware (203!926-1116), Clear Lake
Research (713/523-7842), TechAIIiance (206/251-5222), and APDA (800/2822732; 408/562-3959 international). And to augment HyperCard 's reportpriming features - which, especially in HyperCard l.x, are too Spartan for
serious data-managemem stacks - consider Nine tO Five Software's Reports, a
set of XCMDs and XFCNs for creating everything from mailing labels to
inventory reports.
A vatiety of excellenr books is available to help teach you HyperTalk. The
best place to stan is with the extensive documentation that accompanies Clati s'
HyperCard Developmem IGt.

As you become proficient with HyperCard and HyperTalk, you might wam to
sample one of the HyperCard-like progmms av1tilable for the Mac: Spinnaker
Software's Plus and Silicon Be-t~ch Software's SuperCard. Both products can open
and use HyperCard 1.x stacks, and provide some features that even HyperCard 2.0
lacks. SuperCard boasts impressive animation features and the ability to create
standalone applications (ones that users can run directly from the Finder, without
having to open them using SuperCard). SuperCard and Plus provide more
suppon for color and object-orienred graphics than does HyperCard 2.0. And Plus
is also available for the IBM PC, allowing you to develop stacks that can be used by
Mac and PC users alike. Finally, there's Symmeuy's HyperDA 2.0, a desk access01y
that lets you work with stacks from within any program. HyperDA lacks all of
HyperCard's power and customizing features, but it's a handy way to access stacks
wid1out using HyperCard - and all the memory HyperCard requires.

Go Home
Is HyperCard a revolution?Or has it succeeded simply because it's included
with the Mac? I'm less impressed by HyperCard's data-management applications
than I am by its education and entertainment possibilities. HyperCard is a useful
data manager if you have enough memoty to keep it open all the time. Otherwise,
shuttling between HyperCard and other programs takes too much time.
But for preseming information - as a medium for electronic publishingHyperCard excels. And it's a boon to people who want to tinker with buttons
and other aspects of the Mac interface without grappling wim conventional
programming.
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Another way to assess HyperCard's significance might be to ask someone
who has learned to read thanks to a stack called Alphabet for Adults by Michael
Giamo. Developed for Drexel University's adult literacy program, this stack
combines graphics and digitized sound to familia1izc users wilh leners and
words.
A software wildcard that reaches adults 10 read: who can say !hat isn't
r evolutionary?

A HyperCard Tutorial
In this exercise, we'll exploit HyperCard's ability to
start other programs by adding a button to
HyperCard's Home card that, when clicked, uses a
HyperTalk script to open MacWrite or the word
processor of your choice. To ensure you have enough
memory for this task, don't use MultiFinder if your Mac
has only 1MB of memory. Also, you must know the
exact name of your word processor as it's stored on
your hard disk. If you aren't sure, return to the Finder
and find out. And finally, for insurance, use the Save a
Copy command in HyperCard's File menu to make a
backup copy of your Home stack.
One more thing: The following instructions assume
you're using HyperCard 2.0 or a later version. Some
instructions differ for versions prior to 2.0 and are
preceded by the text "version l.x:".

Changing Your Level
You can use HyperCard on any of five levels, each of
which provides more access to HyperCard's customizing features than the one before it. To work with
HyperTalk, go straight to the most powerful level: to
the scripting level (see the figure "HyperCard User
Levels"}. Here's how:
1. With the Home stack open, choose Preferences
from the Home menu to display the User Preferences
card (Version l.x: choose Last from the Go menu}. If
you're using the version of HyperCard 2.0 that

accompanies the Mac, you'll need to perform some
extra steps to get to the scripting level. Specifically,
open HyperCard's message box (type Command-M or
choose Show Message from the Go menu}, and then
type set userlevel to 5 and press Return. To be able to
see the Scripting button, activate the button tool and
delete the opaque button that covers it
2. Click the Scripting button in the User Preferences
card; two new menus, Tools and Objects, appear.
3. Return to the first card of the Home stack by
choosing Home Cards from the Home menu (version
l .x: Choose First from the Go menu}.
HyperCard remembers which user level you chose,
so you need only perform these steps once.
HyperCard's Tools menu contains its painting,
button, and field tools (see the figure "HyperCard's
Tools"}. The Objects menu lets you create, examine,
and change information and scripts for buttons, fields,
cards, backgrounds, and stacks.

Create a New Button
Now that you have the authority to author, you can
create the new button on the first card of the Home
stack.
1. Choose New Button from the Objects menu. A
button named New Button appears in the center of the
screen.
2. Drag the button to a free area of the Home card. I&
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Browse [3€-tab] -F!~=::;=~
Button [3€-tab-tab] -~"'~-+'~;:;..J
Selection (entire card or background)
Eraser (entire card or background) --l=:=:t----=+'----1Brush (change shapes)
Spray (no change)
Bucket (display or hide patterns palette)
Regular Polygon {change no. of sides) --brl--::--+---1
Paint text (display styles)

Don't worry about its exact position; you'll fine-tune
it shortly.

Refine the Button
Your next step is to make the button look like the
other buttons in HyperCard's Home stack: icons with
text below them.
1. Choose Button Info from the Objects menu, or
simply double-click the new button and HyperCard's
Button Info dialog box appears.
2. In the Button Name text box, type MacWrite (or
your word processor's name). Because the dialog
box's Show Name option is checked, the button
name will appear on the card.
3. Click the Auto hilite check box. This tells
HyperCard to invert the button (turn white areas
black and vice versa) when you click on it. This way,
the button provides visual feedback and operates like
a standard Macintosh button.
4. In the Style area of the dialog box, choose the
Transparent option. Don't click OK yet. When using
this option to create an invisible button over a
graphic, uncheck the Show Name option.

Add an Icon
Next, you'll add an icon to the button from one of
the dozens built into HyperCard.

Field (3€ -tab-tab-tab]
Lasso (entire card or background)
Pencil {enter or leave FatBits)
Line (change width)

1. In the Button Info dialog box, click the Icon
button. A dialog box showing HyperCard's built-in
icons appears. For your word processor, use the icon
located in the upper-right corner of the dialog box.
2. Select the word processor icon by clicking on it
and then click the OK button.
The button changes to reflect its new icon. But
because the button is rectangular, it obscures part of
the icon.
In the next steps, you'll resize the button to see the
entire icon, and you'll fine-tune the button's position.
1. To resize the button, point to any of its four
corners, then click and drag until the entire icon and
the text below it appears.
2. Drag the button as needed to align it with any
adjacent buttons.

Create the Script
If you click on the new button now, HyperCard
highlights it, but nothing else happens. In this final
phase, you'll create the HyperTalk script that tells
HyperCard what to do when the button is clicked.
1. Choose the button tool from the Tools menu.
2. Double-click on your new button to reopen the
Button Info dialog box.
3. Click the Script button to access HyperCard's

script editor.

~
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A script consists of one or more handlers. A
handler is a collection of HyperTalk statements that
are executed when HyperCard receives a message
that an event has occurred - in this case, when the
new button has been pressed.
A message handler for a button always begins with
on mouseUp and ends with end mouse Up. The
commands between these two lines tell HyperCard
what to do when the mouse button is pressed and
released while the browsing pointer is within the
button's boundaries.
Note that a blinking insertion point exists between
the two lines. You type the script there.
1. Type (include the quotes) open "MacWrite" (or
the name of the word processor of your choice).
Be sure to type the name exactly as it appears in
the Finder.
2. Check your work, then click the script window's
close box and click Yes when asked to save changes
(version l.x: to close the script editor, click OK or

press Enter).
3. Choose the browse tool - the pointing finger from the Tools menu, or from the keyboard by
pressing Command-Tab.
Test the button now. Depending on how you've
organized your disk folders, one of two things will
happen: HyperCard will dutifully start the word
processor, or a dialog box will appear asking where
the application is stored. If the latter happens, use the
dialog box to aim HyperCard in the right direction.
From now on, HyperCard will look for applications in
that folder. (By editing the Search Paths cards in the
Home stack, you can also add folder names to the list
of folders that HyperCard automatically searches.)
When you quit the word processor, you return to
HyperCard instead of the Finder. (This doesn't apply to
MukiFinder, nor does the following tip.) To return to
the Finder, press and hold the Option key immediately
after quitting. [i!j]

Summary:

v Three

key factors combine to give HyperCard its versatility: its card-and-stack metaphor, its
painting features, and its built-in programming language.

v A collection of related cards in HyperCard

is called a stack. Stacks should be designed with a
particular audience in mind and should be easy to navigate. Integrating text, graphics, and audio
design into your stacks and testing them early and often during their creation will produce the best
results.

v

HyperTalk is HyperCard's built-in programming language used to customize HyperCard. Specialized jobs that exceed HyperTalk's capabilities are performed by external commands and functions
accessed from conventional programming languages.

v The

improvements made in HyperCard 2.0 include variable card sizes, mixed text styles, multiple
open stacks, Hypertext links, improved programming features, color support, and free technical
support.
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Presentations
In This Chapter:

v Presentation graphics versus desktop publishing: what's the difference?
v A description of the three basic elements of a visual.

v

Sorting, arranging, and presenting visuals.

v A look at the hardware used to present visuals.
v Specialized presentation programs.

N

ow and then, everyone dons a Willie Loman outfit and becomes a salesperson. Some sell products, others sell ideas and concepts. \\r'hatever the wares,
the steps are the same: you gather your facrs, shine your shoes, and present your
argument.
The Mac won't shine your shoes, but it can help with the rest of the process.

Desktop presentation software can help you refine your ideas and create presentation aids such as slides, overhead transparencies, and audience handours. The
whole process smacks of desktop publishing, and indeed, there are many parallels
between publishing and presenting, but there are also significant differences. In
this chapter, we'll tour the world of presentation graphics software and hardware.

Present or Perish
Desktop publishing implies a permanence w your work: you're prepating
documents that will be plinted and kept -at least for a while. With presentation
graphics, however, your eiTorrs are often more transitory: each visual is seen just
briefly, then it's gone. Because of their fleeting nature, it's important to create
visuals with impact and to pl<m your presentation so that your message sinks in.
Another key difference between desktop publishing and presentation graphics
lies in the output media. With desktop publishing, your efforts rest on paper. With
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Project Deve lopm ent
Primary Phase

• +

- 1. Determine Criteria
- 2. Schedu l e Resources
•+

Secondary Phase
• + Bal ance Budget

• - Pho se One Budget
• - Phase Two Budget
• - Cumulate Costs
• +

Tertiary Phase
• + Deli ver Pions

-1-

presentation graphics, your
results are usually projected
onto a screen, rhe most
common types of output
media being 35mm slides
and overhead transparencies.
The Mac itself is another
medium: using hardware I'll
discuss later, you can project
Mac screen images omo a
large sa·een .

- Reorganize Department
- Consider Cost Cutting
- Consider Future Plans
- Vls1t All Sites
Schedu l e

A. Outlining Ideas
More (shown here)
and Aldus Persuasion
offer built-in outlining
features that let you
organize your

Combining text and
graphics is something most
Mac programs do with ease.
So do you really need a
I
presentation program? The
truth is, if you make only one
or two presentations a year,
you can probably get by with a drawing program such as MacDraw II, a spreadsheet program such as Ashton-Tate's Fulllmpact or Informix's Wingz, or a word
processor or desktop publishing program. But if presentations are a regular part
of your job, you 'II come to rely on the specialized features of a presentation
program.

thoughts before
creating visuals. Both
can turn outlines into
bullet charts with one
command or mouse
click.

Software to Present By
Word processors and publishing programs are generalists; presentation
programs are specialists: their text-editing and graphics-manipulation features are
geared specifically toward producing presentation materials. Toward that end,
most presentation programs play three primary roles: they help you develop and
refine your ideas, create visuals, and structure and deliver your pitch.
When you're first developing a presentation, you need to organize and
reorganize your ideas on the fly. Built-in outlining features, found in Aldus
Persuasion and Symantec's More, help you do just that (see rhe figure "Outlining
Ideas') If you use a presentation program that lacks built-in outlining, team it with
Symmetry's Acta Advamage outliner desk accessory, or do your brainstorming
witl1 a word processor that has outlining features.
Presentation programs encroach on word processing territory in other ways.
Many provide search-and-replace commands for making wholesale changes to
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Bullet Charts
Bullet charts present their information in short phrases,
organized in bulleted list fonm. Many presentation programs let
you specify that the bulleted items in a list appear one at a
time on consecutive visuals, as shown here. This technique is
called a build.

your texL And because rypos can rurn a
presenration into an embarrdSsment, you'll
find spelling checkers in !vlicrosoft
PowerPoint, Aldus Persuasion, More, and
Claris' MacDraw II version 1.1. But
remember, spelling checkers aren't usage
checkers. They don't know "capital" from
"capitol" or "its" from "i t's," so keep your
dictionary handy.

Visual Components
After you've refined your ideas, you're
ready ro produce visuals, which can conrain
three basic elements:

•:• Te.11 Usually short passages, often
organized as bNIIel chm1s for fast
reading (see the figure "Bullet Chans').
More and Persuasion let you turn
outlines into bullet charts with one
command or mouse click. Many
programs also let you specify that the
bulleted items in a list should appear
one at a time on consecutive visuals, a
technique called a but/d. By using
builds, you can make your case and
discuss it point by point.

•:• Graphic.r A picture is often worth a
thousand bullets. Graphs can visually
depict trends or market shares,
organization charts can spell out the
corporate pecking order, and diagrams
and drawings can illustrate complex
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Edit

concepts. Persuasion
and More prO\~de
built-in graphing
features that let you
create graphs from
numerical dam that
you type in or impon
from a spreadsheet
(see the figure "BuiltIn Graphing'). Other
programs let you
impon graphs created
in other programs
such as Excel, but that
isn't as convenient. As
for other types of
graphics, More and
Persuasion can
automatically generate
organizational charts
based on the indem
levels in an outline. All presentation programs have drawing tools for making
diagrams, and most can also impon images created with a scanner or a drawing
program.

Ulew TeHI Chort

• Built-in Graphing
Persuasion provides bult·
in graphing features that
let you create graphs
from numeric data that
you type or import from a
spreadsheet. A threedimensional bar chart is
shown here.

•:• Backgrounds On printed documents, text and graphics generally appear
against the white background of paper. But presentation visuals are usually
projected on a white screen in a darkened room, and in that setting clark text
against a white background is hard on the eyes. It's better to use white or
b1ightly colored text against a clark background. AUpresentation programs let
you specify such schemes. Many also provide special background effects that
give visuals an elegant, professional look (see the figure "The Right Background").
For assembling these components, presentation programs provide dra'\\~ng
and layout features that let you position text, create boxes and borders, paste
graphics created in other programs, and draw various shapes. Most also provide
on-screen rulers and alignment guides for precise positioning.
True, these features are all found in pubUshing and drawing programs. But
presencation programs put a different spin on many of them. For example,
publishing programs don't know overheads from slides, but presentation
programs provide page-setup options for both. Thus, instead of ha\~ng to
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calculate the proper
dimensions for a slide
or overhead and then
type them into a Page
Setup dialog box, you
simply choose your
output medium from a
dialog box.
A presentation is
more effective if its
\~Suals are designed
with care. Welldesigned visuals use a
consistent background
and color scheme, and
have a uniform layout
to give the viewer's eye
familiar points of
reference. One way w
A The Right
Background
Most presentation

achieve this continuity is to repeat a company logo o r g raphic on each visual. !\-lost

presentation programs let you store such repetitive elements on a maslerpage
(see the figure "Master Slides").

programs provide
canned templates that

For typographic consistency, many programs also provide word processor-like

you can use to create

style fe ttures that let you store and recall text formats. Persuasion, More,
PowerPoint, /vlacDraw Pro, and MacDraw ll version l .l ler you create templates w

your visuals. These
templates ohen include
a selection of attractive

store your formatting preferences for future use. These programs also include an
assortment of attractive predesigned templates.

backgrounds. such as
this one from Microsoft
PowerPoint.

Most presentation programs let you assign descriptive titles to each visual in a
presentation, so you can tell at a glance \vhat the slide or transparency contains.
You can also use these names to son and organize the visuals using your
program's sorting features.

Master Slides
Presentation programs use master
slides to hold elements that repeat
on each slide, such as a company
logo, a set of lines, or a background.
The contents of a master slide are
combined with each individual slide
to create a composite containing the
text and graphics on both.
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Sorting and Showing
What ultimately separates presentation programs from most of their publishing
and drawing kinfolk are features that let you sort and arrange \~Suals and present
them using the Mac's screen.
People who work with slides often use an illuminated stand called a slide sorter
co view and organize their images. On-screen slide sorters- provided by
PowerPoim and Persuasion - perform the same role by displaying numerous
slides reduced to fit \\~thin a window (see the figure "Sorting Slides') .
Within the slide sorter ~ndow, you can change che sequence of slides in your
presentation simply by dragging them to different positions. The slide sorter
window in PowerPoim also lets you cue or copy slides to the Clipboard for pasting
elsewhere in the same presentation or into a different one altogether. Most
programs also pro~de title sorters that display only tl1e slides' titles.
Finally, presentation programs pro~de slid e sbotu features to help you exhibit
your ~su als. Choose your program's Slide Show command, and the Mac becomes
a projeccor, displaying each visual on the screen without the menu bar and tool
palettes. In slide-show mode, che mouse becomes a remote control: click it co
advance to the next visual. More and Persuasion also let you use ~sua! effects such
as a 111ipe, which causes one visual co "push" the previous one off the screen.

Sorting Slides
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Output Alternatives
Now we come to the output: once you've created your visuals, how do you
screen them for your audience? I've just mentioned the Mac-as-slide-projector
technique. With this route, however, you'll probably need some additional
hardware - unless you can convince a roomful of people to crowd around your
Macintosh.
One option for Mac II, LC, and SE/30 owners is a 19-inch color monitor like
those offered by Apple, SuperMac, RasterOps, Radius, and many others. If you can
spare about $8000, you might consider Mitsubishi's gargantuan XC-3715C, whose
37-inch color video screen is guaranteed to get noticed.
But giant monitors weigh - and cost- a great deal. And in a large room even
a 37-inch screen can seem small. A more practical solution may be an LCD
prqiection panel sud1 as those offered by nView Corp. (Newpon News, VA),
Sayett Tedmology (Rochester, NY), and In Focus Systems (Tualatin, OR),
and others.
LCD projection panels work with an overhead projector. You attach the panel
to your Mac and then lay the panel on the projector as though it were a transparency. The Mac creates a video image on the panel's liquid crystal display (LCD)
screen, and the projector shows the image on the room screen. Some LCD panels
create monochrome (black and white) images only; others suppoit color. Some
panels even contain memory imo which you can load your visuals, eliminating the
need to cany your Mac along.
A better way to project color images is to use a video projector such as PDS
Video Technology's Project-A-Mac. Video projects can create wall-sized images
with d1e same vivid color and fast screen updating you see on the screen. As you'd
expect, they're costly- the Project-A-Mac series, for example, starts at over
$14,000. Many LCD projection pads, by comrast, stan at just over $1000.
The biggest drawback to most video-oriented presentation hardware is that you
need to lug your Mac along. \XIhen portability, color, and economy are impo1t ant,
overhead transparencies and slides are better alternatives.

Overheads and Slides
If you're like me, you probably slept through a few overheads in high
school. Ah, but old Mr. Cmsty didn't have the output options we enjoy today.
By printing your visuals on transparencyfilm, you can produce overheads that
would impress even Mr. Cmsty. For laser printers, use 3M Type 154 Transparency Film; for ink jet printers such as Apple's StyleWriter or Hewlett-Packard's
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DeskW1iter, usc 3M CG3480 Transparency Film. Need color? Use one of the
new breed of affordable color p1inters, such as Hewleu-Packard's Paintjet or
Tektronix's ColorQuick. Bigger budgets might spring for a printer such as
QMS' PostScript-based ColorScript 100 or Tekt ronix' QuickDraw-based Phaser
II SX or PostScript-based Phaser ll PX. (Chapters 35 and 36 detail the differences between PostScript and QuickDmw plintcrs.)
Overhead transparencies are eminently ponable - dozens of them will fit
in a binder - and overhead projectors are almost as ubiquitous as photocopiers. But overheads have drawbacks, too. You must manually flip from one
transparenC)' 10 the next, and that can make an otherwise sophisticated
presentation seem amateurish - especially if the projector's fan blows half
your visuals ofT the table. (Don't laugh, it happens.) What's more, overheads
can scratch and smudge, and the colors produced by inexpensive color
primers can't approach the vividness of the ultimate presentation output
medium - the color slide.
Slides are portable, too, and you can omy them in a tray, where they're
always properly sequenced and read)' to show. Slides are also inexpensive to
duplicate, so it's easy to prepare extra sets as backups or for colleagues. And
slides give you the vivid colors that only 111m can provide. Slides also have the
greatest dazzle pOtential. By combining two or more slide projectors under the
conu·ol of a dis.ro/t;e 1t111/, you can create impressive presentations containing
fancy visual eiTcCLS (see the sidebar "Professional Presentations'').
To create slides with a presentation program, you need ajllm l1?COJdersuch as
GCC Ted1nologies' Colorfast. A film recorder is a special kind of p1inter that
creates images nor on paper, but on film. Most 111m recorders contain a camera

Professional Presentations
Two slide projectors and a dissolve unit (available
from photographic and audio-visual suppliers) give you
the ability to create professional-looking presentations
with special visual effects. When used with a dissolve
unit, one projector's tray holds all even-numbered
slides; the other holds odd-numbered ones. By
alternating between projectors and fading the lamps in
and out, a dissolve unit creates smooth transitions
between slides, eliminating the jarring on-and-off flash
between slide changes. By varying the speed of the

lamps' fade-ins and fade-outs, the dissolve unit can
create slow, graceful dissolves, or instant cuts.
The most sophisticated multimedia audio-visual
applications combine a dissolve unit, multiple slide
projects, one or more motion picture projectors, and a
multitrack audio tape recorder. One track of the audio
recording holds inaudible pulses that control the
dissolve unit and projectors, while the remaining tracks
hold narration, sound effects, and music. ll!LI
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Not only do film recorders provide spectacular
color, the}' offer tack-sharp
resolution - usually in the
ballpark of 4000 hotizontal
lines per slide. By compatison, a Mac II's screen display
contains 480 horizontal lines;
commercial television has
525-line resolution.

Hardware this sharp isn't cheap - film recorder prices generally start at about
$6000. A less expensive alternative is to use a slide-service bureau. Most cities have
service bureaus and large copy shops that can create slides for you from documents you supply on a floppy disk. As an alternative, you can send a disk ro the
bureau or transmit your visuals via modem. Your slides arrive from one to several
days later, depending on the turnaround time you are willing to pay for. Service
bureaus also provide other types of output, such as high-resolution overhead
transparencies and color p1ints.
Most publishers of presentation software have cooperative arrangements with
nationwide slide-se1vice bureaus. Included wiLh the software is a driver for the
type of film recorder the bureau uses. You copy the .driver into your System
Folder, and use the Chooser desk accessory ro select it p1ior to creating your
visuals. Mosl publishers also include a special communications program that uses
straightfol\vard dialog boxes to automate communications with the service bureau
(see the figure "Dialing for Dazzle').
For some tips on choosing berween and designing slides and overheads, see
the table "Presenration Pointers" on the next page.
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Presentation Pointers
Overhead Transparencies

Slides

Best Applications

Informal presentations to small
groups.

Formal presentations to large groups;
repeating presentations at trade shows
or public places.

Advantages

Inexpensive; can be shown in lit
room, allowing interaction; can be
written on.

Vivid colors; impressive looking; special
effects possible with multiple projectors;
easy to duplicate; remain sorted in trays.

Disadvantages

Can scratch and smudge; bland
colors; can become disordered.

Relatively expensive; turnaround time
required for service bureaus; less
personal - requires darkened room,
which discourages interaction.

Design guidelines

One concept per transparency;
use about 7 words per line, and
no more than 7 lines per
overhead.

One idea per slide; use bulleted lists and
"builds" for complex topics; avoid more
than four lines of type per slide. Use the
same orientation for all slides - don't
switch between horizontal and vertical
slides.

Typographic guidelines

Avoid type sizes smaller than
18-point Text should be readable
from 10 feet away before
projection.

Set type tight but not touching; use
reversed type (light type on dark
background); avoid centering; avoid
varying type size from one slide to the
next.

Presentation guidelines

Be sure visuals are in order before
beginning.

Be sure slides are properly sequenced
and oriented in their trays; use a large
number of slides -don't force the
audience to stare at one image.

Graphic guidelines

Use bar graphs to show relationships between data; use line graphs to show
trends; use pie charts to show percentage relationships.

Typeface guidelines

Use bold, san-serif fonts such as Helvetica Bold and Franklin Gothic Heavy.
Also consider the square serifed Lubalin Graph. Don't use more than two
typefaces per visual, and use the same typefaces throughout the presentation.
For slides, use reverse type (light type on a dark background).
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Presentation Variations
Most presentation programs are ge-ared toward brainstorming and producing
visuals, but some specialized ones also deserve mention. Programs such as Visual
lnfom1ation's Dimensions Presenter allow you to create three-dimensional
animated presentations. For example, architects can use these programs to take
clients on simulated walk-throughs of their designs, and industrial designers or
interior decorators can allow clients to view their proposals from literally any
angle. MacroMind Director can produce animated presentations that incorporate
sound effects and music (see chapters 12 andl7).
Then there's HyperCard. As a presentation program, Cla1is' software toolkit has
serious limitations, most notably, limited color suppon. But it does provide a
selection of visual effects and it can play back recorded sounds. And by combining
its built-in programming language with on-screen buttons, you can create dynamic
presentations that people can use and navigate through on their own. Silicon
Beach Software's SuperCard and Maa·oMind Director 2.0 provide superior
animation and color features, making them potentially better choices for interactive presentations.
Before I began researching the world of presentation software, I was skeptical.
The entire catego1y su-uck me as being one created by software companies
looking for another way to sell programs that provide drawing and layout features.
But once I had worked with the programs a little and had seen what they're
capable of, I thought of all the meetings I've snoozed through - where
monmonal voices droned on and on in conference rooms, CUiing insomnia. Some
interesting visuals and better planning cet1ainly would have enlivened those
proceedings.
lt's tme that a presentation program can spawn uninteresting visuals when
used by a graphics philistine. And it's true that a presentation program's brainstorming features won't help someone in a mental drought. But it's also tme that
every day thousands of people stand up and uy to sell their ideas and products to
others. That's hard work, and when I'm in that spot, I'm glad to have all the help I
C"dll get.
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Summary:
t1 There are many parallels between desktop publishing and desktop presenting. The major differences
between the two are that desktop publishing implies a permanence to your work while desktop
presenting is more transitory. Also, the output in publishing is on paper - in presenting, it's
usually projected on a screen.
tl Visuals contain three elements: text, often organized into bullet charts; graphics, including graphs,

organizational charts, diagrams, and drawings; and backgrounds, used to make text more readable on a
screen.

t1 The ability of the presentation program to sort, arrange, and present visuals sets it apart from a desktop
publisher. Slide sorters let you arrange the order of slides which can then be output using the slide
show feature built into a presentation program.
tl There are several hardware output devices you can use to present your visuals depending on your

budget. For the occasional presenter, using the Mac as a slide projector might suffice. Other
alternatives include using a large color monitor for larger crowds, or an LCD projection panel,
which attaches to a Mac and is used with an overhead projector. One of the best ways to project
color images is with a video projector, which can create wall-sized images with the same vivid
color and fast screen updating you see on the screen.

Chapter 11

Music and MIDI
In This Chapter:

v A summary of the many musical roles a Mac performs.
v

Music programs for any level of Mac musician.

v Details on the MIDI specification that makes advanced Mac music possible.
v An introduction to the most popular kinds of MIDI software.
v Miscellaneous MIDI programs and programming tools.
v How to connect your Mac to MIDI equipment.
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or Mac owners with a musical bent, this is a wonderful time robe alive.
The i\·lac may be best known for changing the way people publish, but it's
becoming a prominent force in the way people make music, too. Whether you're a
beginner who has trouble pecking out ChopJticks, a film score composer, or lead
guitarist for the Bleeding Eardrums, there's a place for the Mac in your musical life.
And you don't have to break the bank to find it. You can sample the world of
computer music applications for nothing more than the price of a program and a
cable to hook your Macintosh into a stereo system. When you're ready to move up
to a synthesizer you'll be pleasantly surpri sed. The same electronics advances that
have spawned $9.95 digital watches have made possible synthesizers that cost less
than a color television. In this chapter, \ve'lllook at the ways in whid1 you and a
Mac can make beautif·ul music together.

Music to the Macs
The Macintosh is a multitalented performer. In fact, a Mac can play so many
musit.<tl roles that it might help to briefly audition each role before taking a closer
look.

•:• Seque11cing Several programs turn the l\•lac into an electronic multitrack
recorder that records, edits, and plays back performances using one or more

synthesizers attached to the Mac. The alchemy that makes this possible goes by
the name Musical Instrument Digital lnte1face (MIDI), a synthesizer-communications standard built into virtually every synd1esizer and electronic instrument
made today.

•:• Seating The process of putting nares on paper is u-aditionally a grueling task
for composers, who must wresde with staff paper and white-out, and for music
publishing houses, which often use a mutated typewriter called a Musicwriter.
Sco1ing programs do for composers what word processors have clone for
writers.

•!• Composition A fascinating new genre of programs lets the Nlac collaborate
with you, storing groups of phrases you have entered, analyzing their structure,
and rearranging the notes into new rhythms and pattems based on the
originals.

•:• Sound editti1f! With many electronic instruments, adjusting the many knobs
and buttons required to produce a desired sound is so difficult that many
players stick with the instruments' built-in sounds, often called patches (named
in honor of the pionee1ing synthesizers of the sixties, whose many soundgenerating modules were linked by patch cables like those for a telephone
switchboard). Patch editor programs let >'OU draw and manipulate the
waveforms that describe a sound's qualitjes, then transfer them to a
synthesizer's memory.

•:• Patch management Most synthesizers can store dozens of patches, but that
isn't enough for real sound hounds. Patch libran'cmsare database managers
for patches; d1ese programs transfer the settings making up each patch to or
from a Macintosh disk. Patch librarians also let you cut and paste patches from
one file to another, so you G ill organize sounds according to your performance
needs. Most patd1 editors also provide libra1ian features.

•:• Sound track production For years, film and recording studios have used a
timing standard called the Sk!PT£ edillime code. (SMPTE, pronounced simp!];,
stands for Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.) The SMPTE
code aUows engineers to synchronize a sound m1ck with an action. Many
sequencers, as well as a \·-aliety of cue programs, work with the SMfYrE code to
simplify the chore of calculating how long a musical passage must be in order
to fit a given scene.

Songs for Beginners
You say you're neither a symhesizer owner nor a sound track composer?
You can still choose from a combination of programs designed to let you sound
off with a minimal musical background and no additional equipment.
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Foremost among
such packages is Great
Wave Soft ware's
Concert
Ware + . With
D 11 11 1.... 1.... , .. .. ,
5
10
15
20
Concen\Xiare +, you
Harmoni cs
enter music on
convemional staves by
using the mouse and
on-screen palettes,
which provide oneclick access to note
and rest values.
ConcenWare+ also
lets you cut, copy, ancl
paste passages and
print your compositions. The program
isn't intended to be a full-fledged scoring tool, however, so don't expect to find
• Designing
Instruments
more esoteric clements of music notation like u·emolo slashes or glissando
ConcertWare+ MIDI's
symbols. Such elements are the province of music seating programs, which I'll
ins1rumcnt maker
examine later.
program lets you
design instruments by
specifying the
characteristics of their
waveform, harmonics,
and envelope. You can
hear your efforts by
clicking on the onscreen piano keyboard,

ConcenWare+ is also an ideal tool for leaming about sound. Using the
package's lnsu·ument l\•l aker program, you draw and edit waveforms and define a
sound e11ve!ope, which go\•erns a sound's percussiveness (see the figure "Designing Instruments"). For example, a piano has a shaqJ a/lack (as the hammers hit
the strings) and a gradual decay (as the su·ings stop vibrating and the sound fades
ou t). Wind insu·uments have a gradual attack and little decay - until the musician
runs out of breath.

and you can save
instruments for use
with
ConcertWare +MIDI's
Music Player program.

Aural Gratification
Considering the Mac's limited sound-synthesizing capabilities, the end product
of Instrument Maker is surprisingly good. But if it's not good enough for you,
ConcertWare +MIDI can send songs to a synthesizer - or let you enter songs
from a synthesizer. If the notion of playing a song and then ptinting out its score
sounds too good to be true, it is. Any performer's rendition of a piece varies from
the precise timing specified by music notation. ConcertWare+ MIDI - and
professional sequencer and scoting packages as well - must attempt to round off
vatiances in timing through a process called qumtlization Generally the process
works well, bur you srill must fine-tune the final score.
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If you don't have a synthesizer and you aren't happy with the Mac's attempt to
imitate one, consider Bogas Productions' Studio Session or Br0elurbund
Software's jam Session, borh of which use Stlmpled sound. Sampled sound is a
digitized version of the real thing, produced by feeding an audio signal into a
hardware device callccl an analog-to-digital c:onvette1; which turns a continuously
varying (analog) sound wave- the kind our ears recognize - into a series of
numbers stored by sampling software. l f you've ever ma1velecl at a compact elise's
startling clarity, you've experienced the most common appliGllion of sampled
sound.
The instrumem sounds included with Studio Session and jam Session can't
approach a compact elise's realism. Still, both are remarkable programs. j am
Session includes numerous songs in a variety of styles, from reggae to rock to
classical ro counuy. Each key on the Mac's keyboard is assigned to a "canned" 1iff
(a se1ies of notes) or a sound effect such as a chee1ing or applauding crowd; you
can improvise solos (and cheer yourself on) by pressing keys as a song plays, and
jam Session works to ensure that cve1ything you play is in the right key and
tempo. And on the screen, an animated band boogies to your beat.
Studio Session includes additional features, including a music editor that lets
you create new songs. CompuSe1vc, America Online, and user group libraries are
brimming with songs and aclclirional instrument sounds. You can also create your
own sounds using a Mac with sound-recording leatures such as an LC or Ilsi, or
any ather Mac equipped with a sound digitizer such as Farallon's MacRecorder.

More on MIDI
ln 1982 the largest companies in the electronic music indusuy overcame their
normally secretive and competitive urges and agreed to cooperate. The result of
their collaboration was not a hot new musical instrument, but a 13-page document
that has literally changed the way the world makes music.
That document described the MIDI specincation. MIDI was developed to
enable musicians to connect electronic instruments to each other and to computers. The MIDI specification spells out the types of wires and connectors that unite
musical instruments, as well as the commands and codes that MIDI-equipped
instrumems transmit and respond to. Generall)', any piece of equipment with
MIDI - \vherher a musical instrumcm or a computer - can talk with any other
piece of MIDI gear.
On a basic level, MJDI lets you create a network of two or more instruments
that you can play from just one instrument. Musicians often use this technique,
called k(J'eling, to pht)' multiple instrumenrs simultaneously to obtain a richer
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sound. On a somewhat more ad1•anced level, MlDI lets you connect one or more
instruments to a computer to record and play back music and add accompaniments. This aspect of MIDI has helped create a new phenomenon - the home
recording studio. And at its most advanced level, MlDIIets you combine a
computer-conu·ollecl network of instruments with audio equipment and even
stage lighting to automate an entire perfom1ance environment.

MIDI Basics
MIDI clara can travel in t1vo directions at the same time - from an instrument
to a computer and from a computer to an instrument, for example. To accommodate this two-way traffic, eve1y MIDI device has two connectors: JI!JJDJ In and JIIIJDJ
Out. Some de1~ces have another connec10r as well, Af!Df Thm , which can be used
for chaining MIDI de1~ces together.
Peer behind the Mac and you'll norice there are no such connectors. Unlike
some personal computers (specifically a few Atati models), Macs don't come
equipped for MlDI bur need a sepanne piece of hardware - a A!f!DI inte~foce,
which connects to the Mac's modem or printer port and provides MIDI In and
MIDI Out connectors. Several are available for the Mac, mnging from Apple's S99
Apple MIDI Interface to Mark ofrhe Unicorn's ~495 MIDI Time Piece andj.L.
Cooper Electronics' $349 SyncMaster. The high-end MIDI ime1faces pr01~de more
lVUDI In and MIDI Out connectors and allow the Mac to be synchronized with an
external device such as an audio rape recorder (see the table "Mac MlDI Interfaces").

Mac MIDI Interfaces
Model

Company

A~ech

Altech Systems
Altech Systems
Apple Computer
J. L. Cooper Elec.
J. L. Cooper Elec.
Mark of the Unicorn
Opcode Systems
Opcode Systems
Opcode Systems
Passport Designs
Passport Designs

1x 3
Altech 2x 6
Apple MIDI lntertace
MacNEXUS
SyncMaster
MIDI Time Piece
Professional Plus
Studio 3
Studio Plus Two
MH-0 1M
MIDI Transport

MIDI In
Connectors

MIDI Out
Connectors

Sync
Support

1
2
1
2
2

3

8

8

no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes

2
2
1
2

6
1
6
6
3
6

6
1
4

Retail Price

s 99.95
149.95
99.00
69.95
349.00
495.00
125.00
495.00
225.00
130.00
495.00
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THE INS AND OUTS OF

MIDI CONNECTIONS
Here are three ways to connect MIDI
instruments to a Macintosh MIDI
interface. The simplest technique (A)
involves connecting one instrument's
MIDI Out to the MIDI interface's MIDI
In, and vice versa.
To connect multiple instruments to a MIDI interface
that provides just one MIDI In and one MIDI Out
connector, you might use one instrument's MIDI Thru
connector, as shown in ( B ) . However, this chaining
technique can cause delays in the transmission of
MIDI data if used to connect several Instruments.

For advanced MIDI setups such as the one shown in (C),
it's better to use a MIDI interface that provides numerous
MIDI In and MIDI Out connectors, such as Mark of the
Unicorn's MIDI Time Piece. With this technique, each
instrument's MIDI In and MIDI Out connect ors attach to
independent MIDI In and MIDI Out connectors on the
interface.

The MIDI interface shown in (C ) also provides an audiotape
synchronization feature for use with a MIDI sequencer. To
synchrooize a sequencer to an audiotape, you first record a
sync tone on one track of the tape. When you play back the
tape, the interface reads the sync tones and controls the
sequencer's playback speed to keep the taped and sequenced
music synchronized.

The figure ''The Ins and Outs of MLDI Connecrions" shows three different wa}'S
to connect MIDI instruments with an interface to relay .'v!IDI data (also called

messa,c;esor events) between instruments and a t'vlac.
But what kind of data? First and foremost, note data. When you play a MIDI
instrument's keyboard, it tells the Mac which keys were pressed and for how long.
Velocity-..,"Bnsili!;e keyboards also note how hard each key was pressed, letting the
Mac capture the l'ati ecl dynamics of your performance.
Incidentally, MIDI instruments don't necessaril}' have to have piano-like
keyboards. The)' can take ather forms, ranging from the self-explanatory MIDI
guitar and dm m pad to the not-so-self-explanatoty, saxophone-like ltlir!d colllrof.
let: MIDI-equipped accordions arc available, as arc retrofits that add !VUDI to organs
and acoustic pianos. Instruments that generate NUDI data are often c-JIIed control/eJ3: Many musicians combine one controller with several so1md modllles - boxes
containing sound-genemting circuitry and MIDI connectors, but no keyboards.

E-mu Systems' remarkable Prmeus is one popular sound module; Roland
CoqJot<:tlion's MT-32 is another. A visit to a loc&l music store will turn up many
more.
MIDI instruments can receive or transmit data on any of 16 independent
chmme/.1" - elect ronic mailing addresses thar accompany MIDI clara and specify
irs dcslinm.ion. Nm only can you specify rhe channel MIDI instruments use to
transmit data, you can abo configure them LO respond ro data sent on all MIDI
channels (0111111 mode) or only to certain ones (po(J' mode).
This ability to channel MIDI clara is imponant because many \IUDI setups
comprise more than one instrumem, some of which may be multilli71bralcapable of simult.aneously producing clifferem types of sounds, sud1 as those of a
drum set and a horn section. If you couldn't assign cenain tvllDI data to certain
channels, there'd be nothing to stop one instrumenr from playing another's pan.
Note data is by no means the onlr kind of information that can travel on lvUDI
cables. II ere arc some MIDI messages that instead of playing notes play mher
roles in the performance.

•!• Pro,t[I"C/111 c/.Jcmges instruct an instrument to switch sounds- from piano to
strings, for cx:1mple.
•!• Conl!imotr.\' data generally moclifie~ the way a sound is played. For example,
many instruments have p1~ch bend wheels or levers that let you slide between
pitches the w~ty guitar players do when they bend a string. Another kind of
continuous data is qjie11oucb. which describes how h;u·cl a note key is being
held clown. By pressing harder on a key after you've pressed it, you might add
vibrato or cause a string sound to get progressively louder. Nm all keyboards
send aftenouch, but those that do allo"· for a greater range of expression.
•!• Clod.' or -~I'IIC data carries information about the timing of a MIDI perforn1ancc.:. It's often used to synchronize a nerwork of MIDI instruments to an audio
t.ape recording.

•!•

~~stem-e ldnst{!e data

is information pertinent to a specific model of MIDI
instrument , such as the contents of its internal memory, or the MIDI-channel
assignmen ts of its sounds. By transfening system-exclusive data to the Mac, you
c;m store and alter an instrument's sounds, and then transfer the data back to
the MIDI instrument.

Software to Make Music By
Without a computer, !I liD! data plays a valuable but limited role- it lets you
pia)' numerous instruments using just one controller. MIDI data becomes much
more useful \\'hen it's combined with a computer and software that can store and
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Passport Designs' Pro 4,
shown here) let you
r!l(;ord and play back
MIDI data. The dark bars
on the right indicate the
presence of MIDI data in
those measures. At the
top of the window is a
marker (here named
Verse 2), which you can
create to quickly access

a specific point. Most
sequencers provide
these basic features.

On the surface, a sequencer seems similar to a multitrack tape recorder or to a
digital audio-recording system such as Digiclesign's Audiomeclia or Sound Tools.
But a sequencer doesn't store sound; instead, iL stores the sequence of MIDI clara
that describes what you played.
That storage technique has a few significant pluses. Fi1'S t, MIDI data requires far
less disk space than digital audio data does. A ten-minute stereo recording made
with Sound Tools requires 100MB of disk space; a ten-minute MJOI sequence
might use 30K or so. Also, because the MIDI data in a sequence isn't tied to a
particular sound, you can change an instrument's settings before or during
playback to hear how that elecnic guitar pan sounds when played by an acoustic
guitar- or maybe an oboe. Or, you can work up an armngemem using an
economical home system and then take your disk into a recording studio and play
the sequence using state-of-the-art gear.
And because you're working wirh MIDI data, you can continue adding u-acks
without compromising the sound quality. With an audio recording, each time you
boltl/(:e two or more u-acks to a single track to free up a track for recording, r.he
sound quality of the older tracks suffers. With a sequencer, the a-acks exist in the
Mac's mem01y, not on audio tape. So }'OU can add as many tmcks as y-ou have
memory for, and eve1y playback is an original performance.
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Perhaps best of all (at least for those of us who can't practice eight hours a
clay), you can usc a sequencer"s e.xtensi\'e editing features to correct misplayed
notes or to add more dynamic expression. You can cut and pasre sections of a
recording - for example, to remove cxtm verses or repeat a patt. And with a
sequencer's step recording mode, you C'Jn manually cmer difficult pa1ts one
note at a time, or slow down the tempo and record them at a more leisurely
pace. Is it cheating? Some might say so, bu t it lets you make better music, and
the results go a long way tmvard soothing your guilt.

Sequencer Features
Here's a closer look at the kinds of features you'll And in Macintosh sequencers.
For correcting or insening notes in existing tracks, two basic schemes exist.

Graphic editing displays a track's contents on a music sraff:like grid, e.xcept that
notes arc shown as horizontal bars, with longer bars representing longer notes.
Graphic editing lets you select and drag notes from one position to anod1er using
d1e mouse. Because a graphic editing display resembles a player piano roll, it·s
often called a pietllo roll display. (.\·lark of the Unicorn's Performer suppons a third
scheme that displays a sequence in standard music notation.)

Eve11tlisl editing displays a track's contents as a table of MIDI data. It doesn't
give you the click-~mcl·clrag convenience of graphic editing, but it allows for greater
precision, since you can type and edit me exact values that describe individual
notes or other MIDI data. Better sequencers pro\~cle both types of editing windows
(see the figure ·'Editing Track'\.. on the next page).
For tweaking the timing of notes, sequencers provide qlletlllizillg features,
which cause the program to move notes to the nearest nme value you specify. If
used excessively, however, quantizing can give sequenced music an overly mechanized feel; after all, no one plays eve1y note emct(J' on time. To eliminate this
undesirable side effect, most sequencers let you specify a margin within which
notes aren't quantized, and thus )'OU can neaten up your playing without making it
sound robotic. Some sequencers also provide a bllmtlllize option, which
doe::; the opposite of quantizing: it nudges notes off their exact beat values to
improve the feel or a passage that was overly quantized or entered using a ::;reprecording mode.
:O.·Iany pieces of music don't have the same tempo throughout. To accommodate such pieces, sequencers provide a special track, often called a cond11ctor
track that stores tempo information. Using the conducwr track, you can create
a tempo map that clesoibes the tempo changes in the piece. \X'ith some
sequencers - including Mark of the Unicorn's Performer, Opcode Systems'
Vision, Stcin berg~)ones's Cubase, and Electronic Arts' Deluxe Hecorder - you
can specify the tempo b)' tapping a key on a MII)I keyboard.
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Editing Tracks
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lf you combine a sequencer with external
equipmcm , such as a multiu<~ck audio rape
recorder, you'll need a sequencer that can be
locked to synchronization codes sent by that
e.xternal source. By recording a ~JIIlC lradf on a
rape recorder and feeding that track into a syncsupponing MIDI intetface such as MIDI Time
Piece, you keep the sequencer and recorder in
exact synchronization. You can use sync to add
sequenced electronic music to an acoustic
recording, or to create a multitrack audio recording using a single MIDI instrument to record one
track at a time, synchronizing the sequencer's
playback with the tracks you've already recorded
on tape. Sync features are common!)• used in 'IV
and movie soundtrack production, in which MIDI
sequences o f music or even sound effects are
synchronized to visual action. In these cases, a
sequencer is synchronized to a film editor or
videotape recorder using the indust~' standard
SMPTE time code.
At the leading edge of the sequencer world,
you'll find Opcocle's Studio Vision and Mark of the
Unicorn's Digital Performer, which can combine
MIDI data ancl digitally recorded audio in the same
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file, enabling you to add vocals or acoustic insu"Umem recordings to a sequence.
To record audio, you need approprime digiml audio hardware such as
Digidesign's Sound Tools and Audiomedia (both discussed in Chapter 32).
If you're a pro, you might end up using more than one sequencer. Fortunately, vinually all suppon the smndard ,lf/D/ji/e format, which enables
sequencers - even ones mnning on different computers - to exchange
recordings (see the sidebar "Choosing a Sequencer''). Often MIDI files are also
used along \·vith sconitg programs- the next stop on our MLDI tour.

Music Processors
Scoring programs let you print music using conventio nal notation. They do
for composers what word processors do for w1iters - they let you easily correct
and revise a piece without a lor of erasing (see the figure "Scoring Software" on
the next page).
Even more exciting, scoring programs can transcribe music as you play it on
a MIDI keyboard. Real-time music transcriptjon has been a fantasy of musicians
for years, and the dream still hasn't been complete!}' fulfilled. The pri ma1y
problem is one I mentioned before - nobody plays eve1y note exactly on time.
A real-Lime transcription is likely to have a large number of awkward rests and

Choosing a Sequencer
Sequencer software firms keep a close eye on the
competition, releasing updates so often that you'll
rarely find any one program well ahead of the others.
Given that, here are some issues that are likely to
influence your buying decision.
•!• Program design As with any kind of program, some
sequencers are easier to use than others. I'm partial
to Performer and Pro 4. Vision provides a few more
features, but it's harder to learn. Try a few programs
and pick the one you feel comfortable with.
•!• Memory requirements Memory efficiency is critical
with sequencers, since the length and complexity of
your songs is limited by the amount of free memory
available. Performer, with its flashy user interface,
requires 2MB of RAM for serious work; most other
programs can run comfortably with 1MB.

•!• Copy protection Most software makers stopped
this practice years ago, but this inconvenience
persists in the sequencer world. Before a protected
sequencer will run, you have to insert a master
floppy disk or perform a convoluted installation
process on your hard disk. It's annoying, and
potentially devastating if you use a sequencer at
live jobs ("Sorry, folks - no music tonight. The
band's master disk went bad."). Of the sequencers
shipping at this writing, only Pro 4, Deluxe
Recorder, and Dr. T's Music Software's Beyond are
not copy protected.
•!• Cost For most musicians, money is an object. The
best buy in sequencers is Passport Design's $99.95
Trax. ml

,
unusual note values
you'll need to clean
up using the scoring
program's editing
feawres. Scoring
programs help you
get better results b}'
quantizing data as
you play it (or load it
from a MIDI file), but
don't expect perfect
notation the first
time around. These
real-t ime entry
features are most
effective when used
as a stat1ing point.
~

Scoring
Software

Notation programs sud1
as Finale, shown here, let
you commit music to
paper by entering notes
individually from a tool
palette, playing a MIDI
instrumen~

Numerous scoring programs arc available for the Mac, including Mark of the
Unicorn's Professional Composer, Passpon Designs' NoreWriter and Encore,
Coda's Finale and MusicProse, Electronic Ans' Deluxe Music Construction Set,
and Great Wave Software's ConcenWare+MIOI. Deluxe Music Construction
Se1 and Concet1W;~re+MIDI provide beginner- to intermediate-level scoring
features. The rest are geared coward professionals and offer more control over
the elements of a score.

or importin~

All of these programs take advantage of Adobe Systems' Sonata music font

a MIDI file created by a

10 produce sharp COP}' on l.aser\Xfriters and other PostScript printers. (Coda's

sequencer. The latter two
approaches sound
especially appealing, but
music entered directly
from a perlom1ance chen
requires extensive
quantizing to compensate
for minor timing
inaccuracies.

programs include additional PostScript fonrs for producing specialized
notation symbols such as guitar chord patterns.) Beyond that, each program
provides its own notation strengths; if you 're a serious composer, you'll want
to evaluate them all to find the one that best hand les the notation requirements of the style of music and the instruments you're \\~·iting for. \Xfhile
you're m it, you may want to investigate free or shareware scoring programs
such as Lime, from rhe CERL tl•1usic Group m the University of Illinois and the
Oepanment of Computer and Lnformation Science at Queen's University. Ume
and a large selection of music nouHion fonts are available through most user
groups and on-line seJv ices.

Sounds Good
As mentioned ar the beginning of this chapter, editorllibratians let you
manage, alter, and save a J'viTDI insU"LJment's sounds by manipulating systemexclusive MLDI data. You might use an cditortlibrarian to tweak an existing
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Apple's PatchBay
application graphically
depicts the connections
between the MIDI

sound to your liking or
to create a new sound
from scratch. You can
alter a MIDI
instrument's sounds
using its front-panel
knobs and switches,
but an editor;librarian
makes it easier by
taking advantage of the Mac's graphical operating style. For example, giving a
sound a sharper, more percussive quality might require 15 minutes o f twiddling
with an instrument's knobs while squinting at its small, calculatOr-like display.
With an editor/librarian, you can edit an on-screen version of the sound, dicking
and dragging its components until you get the sound you want.

)J

~ \it

Manager (upper left icon)
and your MIDI hardware
and software. Here,
connections have been
established between the
MIDI Manager and
Digidesign's MecProteus
(far right), and the
MacProteus' Front Panel
application, which lets
you adjust instrument
settings and MIDI
parameters. MacProteus
is a version of E-mu's
Proteus that plugs into a
Mac It's NuBus slot.

EditorJlibrarians are available for all popular MIDI instruments. Some, such as
Opcocle's Galaxy, can work \\~th numerous instruments, and are often called
umi;ersal editorJlibrarians.
Similar to editor11ibrarians are stlllljJie-editing programs such as Digidesign's
Sound Designer II or Passpon Designs' Alchemy or entry-level Sound Apprentice.
Sample editors let you manipulate the digital sound samples that sampling insuuments such as Ensoniq's EPS and E-mu Systems' EmulatOr ill play. (For details on
digital sound and samplers, see Chapter 32.)
If you have a sampler, you might also want to investigate Digidesign's
Turbo-synth software, which lets you design synthesized sounds on the Mac
and then transfer them to a sampler for playback. Turbosynth gives a
sampler - whose normal purpose is to play back digiral recordings of real
instruments - the sound-generating versatility of a synthesizer.

Every Combo Needs a Manager
If you uy to run several MIDI programs simultaneously under MultiFinder (or
System 7.0), you may experience compatibility problems. That's because some
NUDI programs monopolize the Mac's communications chips, preventing other
programs from using them.
But chances are all your MIDI programs will peacefully coe.xist if you use Apple's
MIDI Manager, an enhancement to the Mac's system software that lets multiple
MIDI programs tun under Multifinder and even share the same l\1101 data. Instead
of accessing the hardware directly, programs access the MiDI Manager, which in
turn de-<~ls with the hardware. You C'd n establish "connections" between the various
MlDI programs and hardware you use by using Apple's PatchBay application (see
the figure "MIDI Patching').

For users of the Mac Portable, MIDI Manager isn't an option, it's a necessicy.
The Portable's bauery-conservation features make it incompatible with MIDI
software that directl)' accesses the machine's communications chips. If you
have a Portable, use MIDI Manager version 1.2 or later. Apple also recommends using System 6.0.5 or a later version to eliminate other possible
compatibility problems with d1e Ponable's modem and printer pons.
Jvlost MIDI software vendors have updated their products to be compatible
with wUDI Manager. Noned1eless, if your setup requires tJ1at you use MIDI
Manager, it's a good ide-a to verify that a given piece of MIDI software is compatible with it before you buy.

Smart Songsters
One of the most fascinating categories of MIDI software almost defies categorization. I'm referring to pe1forma11ce sqji11Ja1-e, programs dm you interact with to
improvise compositions, and in some c-JSes, d1at store and analyze phrases and
then improvise music with some characteristics of the originals.
Musical Luddite..~ who aim d1eir noses skyward at the notion of computercomposed music haven'L played with j am Factory, one of d1ree intelligent
instrument programs from Dr. T's ~vlusic Software. In j am Factory, four "players"
store notes you play at a MIDI keyboard, and then the program anal)rzes the
music. From there, the program generates new passages that contain the
notes you played, but in a more random order. 111e order isn't completely
random, however, because the probabilicy of a
given note occurTing depends on how often it
• i ... eveu Mozart 011ce experime11ted
occurred in d1e original phrase. That's what
with random compositio11, usi11g
allows j am Factor)"s improvisations to
dice to choose 1zotes, then building
resemble the original phrases.

a melody and supporting harm01ty
based o1z those selectio1ls. !J!J

The basic concepts behind jam Factory
aren't new. ln 1961, computer music scientists
developed what they called an analog composing machine. In one experiment, they used it to analyze Stephen Foster songs
and compose new songs that had that Dixie flavor. And even MoZ<u1 once
experimented with random composition, using dice to choose notes, then
building a melody and supporting harmony based on those selections.
Jam Factory would make the flamboy;mt Amadeus squeal with glee. 1n e
screen is jam-packed with pe~1i:mnance contmls, buttons, and graphs for
altering d1e phrases .Jam FaciOI.J' plays - tJ1eir tempo, rhythm, randomness,
key signature, and more. Jam Factory turns the Mac into a musical instrument,
letting you change the program's rencliLions of your phrases by "playing" the
on-screen controls. You can store the results of a performance to commit d1at
flash of brilliance to disk, and replay it later.

If it sounds to you like there's more to Jam Facro1y than I've desoibed,
you're 1ight. Dr. T's Music Software wisely offers a $5 demonstration disk that
lets you experience the program for yourself. \XIhile you're at it, get rhe demo
disks ($5 each) for j am Facto1y's cousins - M, a composition and performance program, and UpBeat, an intelligent rhythm program designed for use
\virh drum machines. UpBeat rakes basic rhythms that you enter and clevises
accents and fills rhar take the mechanized "boom-chaka-boom" teet out of
drum synthesizers.
My favorite program in this catego1y of performance software is Scorpion
Systems Group's Sybil. Sybil works like a musical instrument, allowing you ro
produce complex, multi-part compositions on the Oy, in real time. Ln shon, you
don't use Sybil, you play it.
On one level, Sybil lets you play back series of notes and d1ords that )'Ou assign
ro rhe pads on a ~UDI drum conu·oller, the keys on a MIDI music keyboard, the
frets on a lvUDI guitar, or even the ke)'S on the Mac's keyboard. For example, once
you've assigned a chord to a panicular pad, you can play that chord by sui king the
pad. You can also set up Sybil to respond to how hard you suike a pad- strike it
gently, and one set of notes plays; su·ike it hard, and another set plays.
On another level, you can tell Sybil to play your stored notes differently when
you strike a panicular pad twice in succession. The first hit might play a chord,
while rhe second hit might transpose the chord ro a different key. By combining
stored nores wirh these toggles, as the)"re called, you can create remarkably ri ch
compositions with surprisingly little efiorr.
Sybil is being used b)' all types of musicians, but drummers in particular have
embraced it because it gives them the ability tO make wnal music. Indeed, one of
the things that makes Sybil special is that, in the words of Steve u pson, one of
Sybil's creators, "it breaks down the distinctions between instll.lmentalists.''

Music Miscellany
Sequencers, ediror;libr<uians, and scoring programs are the primary players in
the MJDI software world. On the fringes, you find programs such as Ars Nova
Software's Practica MusiGr, Coda's Perceive, and Hip Software's Harmony Gri d,
which are all designed to help you train your musical ear and learn music theory.
And for creating slick drum and rhythm pattern, check out Coda's MacDrums,
Primcra Software's Differem Drummer, and Dr. T's Music Software's UpBeat.
There are also MIDI programming LOots such as Altech System's MIDI Basic
and liHOI Pascal, and I-Iip Software's fasd nating HookUp, a graphical programming language that lets )'OU ere-arc :VIIDI-accompaniecl animations not h}'
typing arcane programming commands, bur by attaching icons to each other.
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You can even find prerecorded MIDI sequences, such as Passport Design's
Music Data series, which includes elaborately produced sequences of hundreds of Top-40, rhythm-and-blues, counuy, and classical music pieces. You
might use a canned sequence to fine-rune your arranging or improvisation
skills, or as an accompaniment to a live performance. And you can also find
MIDI support in multimedia programs such as MacroMind's Director.
Director's MIDI support lets you trigger a sequenced piece of music or a
sound effect at a particular time during an animation. HyperCard users can
also choose from a variety of XCMDs and XFCNs to add MIDI-control features
to stacks.

Fade Out
If you want to learn more about computer music applications and synthesizers,
consider a subscription to K~yboard magazine (Cupert ino, CA) or Elecii'Onic
Musician (Emeryville, CA). Both magazines review the latest in synthesizers and
computer software, but not at the expense of the creative aspects of music
making. For a complete guide to making music on the Mac, read MactiJOrld's
Music andSound Bible (lOG Books Worldwide, due to be published in 1991).
The Mac has quickly become the computer of choice for music applications,
and the future sounds even better. The Mac ll, with its faster processing and
expandability, plays a large role in sampling and professional audio applications.
Synthesizer makers will continue to cram more and better sounds into lessexpensive packages, and increasingly intelligent music packages will enable music
lovers with less-d1an-\~rtuoso keyboard skills to experience the joy of listening to
their own music.
And in the end, joy is what making music is all about.

Summary:
II The Mac is fast becoming a prominent force in the way people make music. A Mac can perform
many musical roles, including sequencing (recording, editing, and playing back performances),
scoring (putting notes on paper), composition (storing and analyzing groups of phrases), sound
editing (manipulating sound quality), patch management (patch librarians), and sound track
production.
II You don't have to be a professional musician to benefit from various programs designed to let you
make your own kind of music with a minimal music background and no additional equipment.
II The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) was developed to let musicians connect electronic
instruments to each other and to computers. MIDI allows you to create a network of two or more
instruments that you can play from just one instrument (layering). Or a more advanced level, MIDI
lets you combine a computer-controlled network of instruments with audio equipment and even
stage lighting to automate an entire performance environment.
II The most popular MIDI software is the sequencer, a kind of tapeless tape deck that lets you build
your own arrangements by recording parts one track at a time. Scoring programs let you print
music using conventional notation; some can transcribe music as you play it on a MIDI keyboard.
Editor/librarians let you manage, alter, and save a MIDI instrument's sounds by manipulating
system-exclusive MIDI data.
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Chapter 12

Animation
In This Chapter:
v' A look at the different uses of animation.
v' How Mac animation programs simplify the animation process.

v' Details on how to add sound to your animations.
v' Additional hardware requirements for creating sophisticated animation.
v' A hands-on look at animating with HyperCard.

'7cu will see some animation today. It might be a Bugs Bunny car1oon or a
NASA simulation of a space station. It might be a three-second lV station
identification or a fifteen-minute batde scene from a science-fiction flick. Or it
might be an elaborate Disney classic, a satellite's view of an approaching storm
system, or a simple list of credits crawling up a movie screen.

1

Animation is everywhere - and it has been since newspaper canoonist Winsor
McCay thrilled turn-of-the-century theatergoers with his Genie the Dinosaur
canoon. So novel were McCay's efl'orts that audiences "suspected some trick with
wires," he later wrote.
Toclay's public is less naive but remains end1amecl by watching inanimate
objects take on lives of their own. Animation is hot, and computer animation is
helping to fuel the fire. Enter the Mac, stage left. The Mac's sharp graphics and fast
processor make it a natural platform for creating moving pictures. In this chapter,
I'll explore the concepts and challenges behind animating on the Mac and
spotlight some animation products.

Why Animate?
You might think the only people who could benefit from t\•lac animation are in
the emenainment business. There's no denying that Mac animation is making
show biz inroads. Advenising agencies and production houses use Mac animation
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programs to mock up animations char \\~II be created on broadcast animation
equipmem such as the Quante! Paimbox, a broadcast titling and animation
workstation commonly used in che video indusuy. Film and video artists use the
Mac to make animated an. Television stations usc Mac animations for on-screen
graphics.
But the truth is, you don't have to have delusions of Disne)' to use an animation program. Consider the following scenarios.
•:• To explain the bcnellrs of solar wmer heaters for a trade show, a marketing
manager for a solar hearing firm uses an animation program to create a moving
diagram in which blue (cold) water enters a solar collector, is heated (it rums
red), then flows into a storage rank. This is followed b)' animated graphs that
show how much money and energy customers will save. The complete
presentmion runs continuously at the show booth.
•:• A developer of educational software wants to show how events combined to
create the Cuban missile crisis. The firm creates an animation that uses maps of
Cubil and the United States to depict the key evems: the missiles arriving on
Cuban soil, the spy photos, the naval blockade. The final animation is recorded
on a videodisc that students G ill control using HyperCard. The result is far
more engaging than a lecture and reinforces the geography and timing behind
t.he crisis.
•:• An architect bidding on a project creat.es an animated walk-through that lets
d iems look at the building from various angles and tim simulates entering the
lobby from t.he central courtyard. The diems can better visualize the final
product than they could by examining blueprillls.
Visualization is the key to each of these scenarios. It 's silid that more than half
the brain's neurons are involved in processing visual input; animation speaks
directly to the brain's \~sion cemer, allowing - in theory, at least - faster, more
complete comprehension of complex concepts and events.

Frame by Frame
Animation relies on a mental phenomenon called persislence qfvision, which
l'ituses an image tO remain visible for a fleeting moment after it's disappeared. By
prcseming the eyes wit h a rapid sequence of changing images, you creme the
illusion of motion.
Smooth animation requires that the view·er see ar least 16 images, orjimnes,
per second. Thm's easy for any \-lac, bur creating the frames themseh·es is, for the
most pi111, your job. Some programs can automatically create certain types of
animation, but creating a re-Jlistic moving picture still takes time and effort.
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Animation programs such as
Electronic Arts' Studio/
1 and MacroMind
Director electronically
recreate the techniques behind eel
animation, the
conventional film
animation technique
Tri xie Goes to tile Beach
patented in 1914 (by
another newspaper
cartoonist, Earl Hurd)
and still used today.
With eel animation, a
background is drawn
or painted on paper,
over which are laid
transparent sheers of
celluloid containing
only those components of the frame that have moved since the previous frame.
A Make it Move
Studio/1's animove
The resulting composite is photographed, a new eel is laid in place, and the
feature lets you quickly
process is repeated. Cel animation saves animators time and effort by eliminating
animate an object. First,
the need for them to redraw the background for every frame (as Winsor McCay
specify the number of
did for all 10,000 frames of Gertie the Dinosaur).
frames desired 132, in

this example). Next,
move the selection to its
starting position and
click Start Key, then
move the selection to its
ending position and
click End Key. Finally,
click OK, and Studio/1
generates the
intermediate frames.

Studio/1 is an inexpensive monochrome (black and white) paint program with
several easy-to-use but powerful animation features. Studio/1 's animpaintfng
feature works in two \\'ays. You can define any selection -for example, a car- as
a brush and then draw the path that you want the selection to follow. Studio/1
then creates the frames needed to move the selection (see the figure "Make it
Move'). You can also define a short animated sequence as a brush. For example, if
you had a bird that took 20 frames to fully flap itS wings, you can define those 20
frames as a brush and then drag it across the sky, thereby eliminating the need to
laboriously animate the entire sequence.
Studio/1 provides another animation technique, called an/moving, that lets
you create simple three-dimensional (3-D) animations, such as a company logo
that appears in the distance and spins toward you. Creating an animation with the
animoving technique involves selecting an image or some text, choosing the Anim
3D command, and then typing values that describe the object's path (see the
figure "From Here to There" on the next page).
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Anim 30

From Here to There
3·D animations by specilying the direction of a
selected object. The Distance boxes let you
specify the total distance that a selected object
is to move along the X, Y. and Z axes. The
Rotation boxes let you specify the total angle (in
degrees) that a selection is to be rotated about
the three axes.

y

H

Studio/ l's Anim 3D command lets you create
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MacroMind Director
The most popular - and one of the most powerful - Mac animation programs is MacroMind Director. In Director (as well as in its predecessor, Video
Works II), the components in an animarion - backgrounds, animated objects,
sound effects, and so on - are stored in the Cast window. The Cast window is a
cinematic data base, an electronic casting office thm holds the audio and visual
cast of characters in an animation. You add a cast member to an animation by
dragging it from the Cast windO\v to the slctge, or by using the Score window,
which graphically depicts the events in the animation (see the figure "In the
Director's Chair").

If all this sounds complex, it can be. Fortunately, Dirccwr provides a host of laborsaving features for creating animated titles, bar charts, bullet charts, and other special

In the
Director's Chair
MacroMind Director
stores the components
of an animated
sequence - objects,
sounds, backgrounds,
and so on - in the Cast
window (bottom right).
Behind the Cast
window is the Score
window, which
graphically depicts the
events in the sequence.
Behind the Score
window is the Stage,
where the animation
takes place.
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Automatic Animation

! ~~@ Bullet Cha r t

MacroMind Director provides labor-saving features that

Iilii o Bar chart

create animated titles, bar charts, and various text effects.
After selecting the desired effect in the Auto Animate
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dialog box (top), you specify the text style, animation
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efiects (see the figure "Auromaric Animation"). Director's Overview application
lets you stre-.:tmlinc the process of crealing animated presentalions by allowing you
to easily combine still graphics, animations, and sounds (see the figure '·An
Overview of Animmion" on the next page).
Director also offers the computer animator's best friend, an in beltveell!ii!J, or
lttJeelllii!J, feature. Tweening lets you animate without crafting evety frame by
hand. You create the first and last frames (the keyji-ames) of a sequence,
specifying the beginning and ending appearance of an object, as well as the rota I
number of frames desired for the sequence. Direcror does the rest, creating the
specified number of frames and moving the object from one frame to the next.
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Director (and
Studio/1) can also
prim the frames in an
animation. You could
film an animation b)'
printing one frame on
each page, and then
punching the pages
with a three-hole
paper punch. Next,
moum a movie camera
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& An Overview of

Animation
Director's Overview
window lets you quickly
create and reorganize
productions by
dragging icons and
choosing files. This
example production
begins with a title that
zooms to fill lhe screen.
After a three-second
pause, a visual
transition leads to a
Director animation,
which is followed by a
bar chart created in
Director. Finally, a
sparkling title appears
followed by a list of
credits.

on a uipod and point
it at a copy stand
containing pins that
will hold the pages 1i1 regis1e1: Insert each page into the stand, snap a frame, and
repeat the process.

There's far more to Director than I've described here. For creating your silicon
cast, the program provides color painting features that rival those of a high-end,
32-bit paint program. It has impressive sound features, which I'll describe later. It
provides a built-in progr~rmming language, called Lingo, that lets you create
imeractive animations containing HyperCard-like buttons and Q[her on-screen hm
spots on which users can click. And it can exchange images and even entire
animation sequences with other programs. That latter talem lets you combine
Director with three-dimensional drawing programs to create 3-D animations.

No Special Glasses Needed
Much of tocla)''S computer-generated animation creates the illusion of three
dimensions. A network logo spins toward you, its letters thick and glittering as
though cast in platinum. A telephone company commercial rakes you on a
fantastic voyage through the circuits of a fiber optic network. Seen on a big screen,
3-D animation can almost give you motion sickness.
3-D animation is also complex enough to give a computer headaches. Simulat·
ing depth, lighting, and shading requires time-consuming calculations that tax
even the fastest Macs. A Mac n-dass machine can easily take ten seconds or more
to display a complex 3-D image. rvlultiply thaL figure by the number of frames
needed for smooth animation (at least 16 per second), and the time factor behind
3-D animation becomes all too real. Consequently, no Mac 3-D graphics progmm
provides real-time animation features. You can't draw a car, for example, and
watch ir move as you move the mouse.
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But if you're patient, you can still create stunning 3-D animations. Many 3-D
programs let you create animation sequences that you can save and play back or,
better still, import into VideoWorks or Director for further embellishment. You'll
find animation-oriented features in numerous 3-D programs, including Abvenr's
Zoom; DynaWare's D}rnaPerspective; Strata's StrataVision 3d; Visuallnfom1ation's
Dimensions Presenter; Paracomp's MocleiShop, Swivel 3D, and Swivel 3D
Professional; Silicon Beach Sofnvare's Super 3D; and MacroMind Three-D and
RenderWorks. And as I mentioned earlier, Electronic Arts' Studio/1 provides
reasonably po\\:erful monochrome 3-D animation features.
The most basic way to create frames for 3-D animation is to alternate between
moving the objects (or the camera, the 3-D world's term for your vanrage point)
and issuing a command that saves the screen in a graphics format such as
MacPainr or PICT. You can then move the resulting frames into Director,
VideoWorks, or HyperCard.
An easier alternative to this move-and-save process is to use a program's
tweening feature to create frames. Some programs provide a variation on the
tweening theme by allowing you to specify not just the beginning and ending key
frames, but also inlermediatejimlles. Intermediate frames let you use a program's
tweening talents to create more complex animation sequences, such as entering a
building, turning left, then climbing stairs.
You can save the frames generated by a tweening session in a number of ways.
Some programs, including Super 3D and Dimensions Presenter, let you save
frames in a document that you can play back using an accompanying projectjon
program. Swivel 3D lets you save fi<tmes in the Scrapbook file. Super 3D also
supports a special file fonnat for exchanging animation sequences called PICS.
MacroMind Director C'dn import (and export) animations in numerous formats,
including Scrapbook and PICS. Studio/1 can also save animations in PTCS format.
Some screen saver utilities, including Berkeley Systems' After Dark, can play PICS
files. Using this feature, you could create an animated version of your company
logo that the screen saver would play. (Screen savers and other utilities are
discussed in Chapter 19.)

Animating with HyperCard
You can get a feel for Mac animation techniques using HyperCard. By following
the tutorial in the sidebar "Creating a HyperCard Animation" on the next page,
you'll be using a method that closely mimics the process of traditional eel
animation; it's also similar to the frame-by-frame animation techniques you can
use in MacroMind's VideoWorks and Director.
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Another way to animaLe using H)1)erCarcl is to create HyperTalk SCiipts that
select objects and move them on the sn een. One such script is shown in the
figure "Remote-Control Painting: · This second technique usually provides faster
animation than the frame-by-frame approach. Yet another animation technique
involves assigning an icon ro a button and then moving the button and changing
irs icon. You can see this tedmique in anion by playing wid1 the Train Set stack
that accompanies the version of HyperCard 2.0 that Clads ships. The puffs of

Creating a HyperCard Animation
To try this tutorial, your HyperCard user level must
be set to the Painting level. If it isn't, use the Home
stack's arrows to get to the User Preferences card, click
the Painting button, then return to the Home stack's
first card.

Phase 1: Casting Call
First, you need a character. For this exercise, use the
pickup truck in HyperCard 2.0's Art Bits stack.
1. In HyperCard's Home stack, click the Art Bits icon.
When the Art Bits index appears, click the entry that
reads Transportation.
2. Open the Tools menu and activate the selection
tool.
3. Find the pickup truck {it's near the upper left
corner of the card), and select it by enclosing it within
the marquee. Don't select any extra space below the
truck's tires.
4. Choose Copy Picture from the Edit menu.

Remote-Control Painting
Another way to animate in
HyperCard is to use HyperTalk
scripts to control HyperCard's
painting tools. The script shown
here selects an object located
near the left edge of the card
and roughly 1'lo inches from the
bottom, drags it to the right,
reverses its direction, and drags it
to the left.

Phase 2: Create a New Stack
Now you're ready to create the stack that will contain
the animation.
1. Choose New Stack from the File menu.
2. Uncheck the Copy Current Background box by
clicking within it, then type a name such as Animation
Test, and press Return.
Before pasting the truck into place, you must create
a background.
3. Choose Background from the Edit menu.
(Stripes appear in the menu bar to indicate you're
working on the background.)
4. Open the Tools menu and select the line tool.
5. Hold down the Shift key and draw a horizontal line
from one end of the card to the other. This line will be
the street upon which your silicon truck will roll.
6. You're finished with the background, so choose
Background from the Edit menu again.
~

on mouseUp
choose lasso too l
click at 25,270 with commandKey -- lasso
set dragSpeed to 200 -- adjust for desired speed
drag from 25,270 to 4g0,270 - - move
doMenu "F I ip Horizon ta l" - - turn around
dt•ag from 4go , 270 to 25, 270 - - move i t back
dol1enu "F I i p Hor i zon to I " -- turn i t around ago i n
click at 0,0 -- deselect
choose browse tool -- restore the browse tool
end mouseUp

smoke that spew from the engine are diflerent icons, while the engine iL<;elf is a
button that moves around the screen.
The besr way to add animation to stacks is to create it using an animation
program, and then use the HyperCard driver that accompanies ~l acroMind
Director to play the animation from within a stack. The chiver uses an XCMD
nam ed playi\1ovie that adds to HyperTalk a command of the same name.

7. Add the truck to the scene by choosing Paste
Picture.
8. Drag the truck (don't scratch the paintl until it's at
the left edge of the card. Do not deselect the truck;

keep it within the marquee.
9. As it stands, the truck is headed in the wrong
direction, so flip it by choosing Flip Horizontal from the
Paint menu.

Phase 3: Create the Frames
Now you're ready to create each frame. To do so,
you will repeatedly move the truck, copy it to the
Clipboard, create a new card, and paste the truck into
the new card.
1. Choose Copy Picture from the Edit menu to put
the truck and its new position on the Clipboard.
2. Choose New Card from the Edit menu or press
Command-N.
3. Paste the truck into the new frame using
Command-V.

4. Hold down the Shift key and drag the truck slightly
to the right.
5. Copy the truck's position by pressing Command-C.
6. Repeat Steps 2 through 5 at least 20 times. The
more frames you create, and the smaller the movements
in each frame, the slower the truck will appear to move.

Phase 4: Action!
1. Return to the first card in the movie by choosing
First from the Go menu.
2. Display HyperCard's message box by choosing
Message from the Go menu.
3. In the message box, type show all cards and press
Return.
Disney it isn't, but it's a start. From here, you might
spruce up the background and add more characters.
You might also create a background button whose script
shows the movie for you (see the figure "Roll 'Em"). l:i!il

on mouseUp
s how a I I cards
end mollseUp
Roll 'Em
The lop script, when attached to a
background button, will show all the cards
in a HyperCard stack when clicked. For
faster animation, add the bottom script to
your animation stack. h causes HyperCard
to load the images into memory without
showing them.

on openStac:k
lock screen
-- turn screen updat ing off
show alI cards --load images i nto memory
unlock screen --restore screen updating
end openStack
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Read My Lips
With Bright Star Technology's interFace, you can create animated talking
heads, called actors, whose mouth movements are synchronized with digitized
or Macintalk·generated speech. One aspect of creating an actor involves
assigning a different facial expression to a variety of sounds (top). Expressions
can be scanned images or ones drawn using interFace's painting tools. After
creating an actor, you can use interFace's Speech Sync mode (bottom) to
convert text into phonetic codes and create the HyperTalk commands needed
to play back digitized sound. The numbers in the HyperTalk command
represent timing values tltat control how many sixtieths of a second each
mouth and facial expression appears. As shown here, you can use Farallon
Computing's MacRecorder to sample sounds without quilting interFace.
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lf you're serious about incorporating animation into stacks, you may wam ro
use Silicon Beach's SuperCard instead of HyperCard. Besides offering superior
color support and object-oriented drawing features, SuperCard has numerous
animation-oriented features, including the ability to compile an animarion so it
runs faster and more smoothly, and the ability to import and export PICS files.

What About Talkies?
The extent to which you can add sound to an animation depends on your
animation program, on the nature of the sound, and on your Mac's memory and
storage capacities. MacroMind Director has the most impressive audio capabilities
of any Mac animation program. Director can use Apple's Macintalk speech driver
to produce synthesized sreech, and it includes a library of synthesized sound
effects. Some are convincing, but most have a decidedly electronic sound to them.
A better \vay to sound off is to exploit Direcwr"s ability to play back sounds that
you digitally record, or sample, using Farallon Computing·s MacRecorder, the
microphone provided with the Mac I.C and Usi, or Digidesign's professionally
oriented Audiomedia or Sound Tools systems (described in Chapter 32). Director
can also control music synthesizers b)' transmitting commands using the Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI). If you have a MIDI-equipped sampling
keybCYard, you can use the keyboard to record high-fidelity sound effects and brief
snippets of narration, and then nigger the audio by having Director transmit MIDI
commands to the keyboard. As for Studio/1, it can't control external MIDI devices,
but it does let you add sampled sound ro animations.
Animators using HyperCard or Silicon Beach's SuperCard can include synthesized and sampled sound in animations, too. And with Bright Star Technology's
inrerFace, you can create animated "talking heads" whose mouth movements are
synchronized with sampled or Macimalk-generatecl speech (see the figure ·'Read
My Lips"). Animations created with interFace are generally used with HyperCard,
but they can be used with most any program that supports HyperCard XCMDs.
interFace also provides "hooks" that P~rscal and C programmers can use to include
incerFace-created animations in their programs. Disney Studios recemly used
interFace (and its predecessor, HyperAn immor) to create the character of Alben
in Disne{s remake of The Absen1-AI/i11ded Pmji?sso1: Bri ght Star Technology says
interFace is a preview of an era when computers will use talking heads, sometimes
called age111s, to assist and inform users. We shall see. In the meantime, incerFace
is a unique product that may appeal to anyone developing educational software.
Farallon Compu ting's MediaTrt~cko; is a specialized animation package designed
for creating Macimosh u-aining materials. MediaTrt~cks includes a desk accessory
called Screen Recorder that captures Mac screen activity. You can then use the
MediaTracks application to sequence the screens you've captured and add sound
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recorded with Farallon's MacRecorder or with the microphone that accompanies
the Mac llsi and LC. The MediaTracks ~·luhimcclia Pack includes the MacRecorder
harchvare and its accompanying software.

No Bargain Matinees Here
With its digiwl audio, color, and 3-D capabilities, the Mac makes a mighty
impressive screening room. Unfonunmcly, the price of admission is high.
Sophisticated animation and 3-D drawing programs are costly, and they have
nearly insatiable hardware appetites. .\<lacroMind Director, for example, retails for
~695 and needs a minimum of 2.MB of memory for color \vork; 4 or 5 MB is a more
reasonable amount, especially if you usc sampled sound.
To transfer your work to vicleorape, add a specialized video board that outputs
video signals in the ;V7JC format used by consumer and professional video gear
(see Chapter 18). If you wam to videotape an anirnal.ion on a fmme-by-frame basis
- the technique that yields the best quality- you'll need a comroller board such
as Diaquest's DQ-Animaq. 11mJw in a high-capacity hard disk for storing your
movies, and you may not be able to afford popcom.
Of course, cost is relative. A maxed-out Mac llfx costs less than the clown
payment on a Quamel Paintbox. For animation professionals, a Mac animation
system is a bargain.
And I don't want to discourage would-be animarors on a budget. If you're
contem to create black-and-white animations and view them on-screen (or even
film them fret me-by-frame from the screen), you am get by with a smaller system.
Some of the programs I've discussed run - or at least trot - on a l.MB Mac Plus.
And if you have HyperCard. you aIread)' have a setviceable animation program.
Some traditionalistS in the animation world clecty computer animation, just as
some musicians deride synthesizers and MIDI. I'd hate to see traditional eel
animation clisappe:tr (and it shows no signs of doing so), bw I also enjoy the
distinctive, ethereal look that 3-D computer animation prO\~des. Computer
animation combines the magic of moving piciUrcs with rhe an and science of
mathematics and technology. Winsor McCar would have loved it.

Chapter Twelve: Animation

Summary:
t1 While it's true that the entertainment and advertising industries use animation extensively, you don't

have to be a film or video artist to use an animation program. Animation can be used to visualize
something in 3-0, or simply to illustrate a concept.
t1 An image created in an animation program is called a frame. Smooth animation requires that the viewer

see at least 16 frames per second. Many animation programs electronically recreate the techniques of
eel animation, the conventional film animation technique patented in 1914.
II The extent to which you can add sound to an animation depends on your animation program, the
nature of the sound, and your Mac's memory and storage capacities. One way to add sound is to use
Apple's Macintalk speech driver to produce synthesized speech. Another way is to use a program like
MacroMind Director to play back sounds that you digitally record.
tl Sophisticated animation and 3-D drawing programs are costly and have nearly insatiable hardware

appetites. Additional hardware to consider includes a video board that lets you transfer your work to
videotape, a controller board to videotape an animation frame-by-frame, and a high-capacity hard disk
for storing your movies.

Chapter 13

Telecommunications
In This Chapter:
v' Two different approaches of telecommunicating.
v' Details on what you'll find on most information services.
v' How to choose an information service that meets your needs.
v' The modem: a computer's link to the online world.
v' A look at the two basic categories of communications software.

'Vl:'th some inexpensive hardware and software, your Mac can use a phone
W

line to reach out and touch other computers. You can exchange fLies with a
colleague at the office or a friend in another city. You can dial up bullelti7board.~
electronic meeting places for hobb~~sts and user group members. You can send
electronic mail to friends and coworkers, even if they don't have computers. You
can transmit documents to deskrop publishing service bure-aus for output on their
typesetting equipment. And you can subsoibe to any number of ir(/on nation
services from which you can access current news and vast libraties of free and
nearly free software.
Computer bulletin boards and infotmation sef\~ces have been around for years,
but until recently they didn't take advantage of the Mac's appealing graphics and
e-dSy operating style. Infom1ation sef\·i ces were designed to communicate with any
brand of computer, and that meant forgoing the mouse and returning to the dark
ages of typed commands such as cat/des/ age:90/ key:Mac.
That's changing. The Mac has inspired a new generation of communications
setvices tl1ar you cona-olusing icons and all the other trappings of the Mac's
graphical intetface. Some clever programmers have also managed to graft ftiendly
interfaces to older, text-orienred sef\rices. In this chapter, I'll explore the new look
of Mac communications and what you need to go online.
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Private Lines and Party Lines
You can telecommunicate on two basic levels: directly with another compurer (which may be anything from another personal computer to a Cray
supercomputer), or through an intermediaty such as an information setv ice or
bulletin board (see the figure "Two Ways LO Connect'). With the direct route,
you arrange the communications session ahead of time by determining who
will call whom, and then setting up your communications gear accordingly. A
business traveler might use this technique tO transfer a file to a colleague at the
home office.
Communicating directly costs onl)' the phone call, but it forces you to
contend with several communications technicalities, such as the choice of ajilelrall.gi!r fJIVIocol, which causes data to be "proofread" ro eliminate garbled files
as it's received. Plan on making a troubleshooting call to iron out the wrinkles.
Also plan for some scheduling predicaments: you and your fellow communicator should be at your
machines to ensure
that tl1ings go
smoothly, and that's
inconvenient if you're
in different time
zones.

Two WAYS TO CONNECT

One way to communicate is to call another modem-equipped computer directly
(top). Most people, however, use information services as intermediaries. To
connect to a service, you dial the access number closest to you to connect to a
switching network, which, in turn, communicates with the service's computers.
Some services operate their own switching networks, while others use
commercial networks such as Telenet, Tymnet, and in Canada, Datapac.

An information
setvice is a more
convenient and more
flexible way to
communicate. When
connected to one,
your !'viae is talking to a
room full of refrigerator-size main)imne
computers. Those
mainframes may, in
turn, be talking to
thousands of your
fellow subsoibers
simultaneously,
divvying up their time
between each one. It's
called limesharing,
and it's one of the
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oldest ways of getting computer power to individuals and small companies.
(lndeed, some information services, including the largest, CompuServe, began life
years ago by selling mainframe computer time to businesses for payroll management and similar tasks.)
Information services, especially ones with graphicaljivn/ ends- Mac software
programs that help you access and navigate through the sc1vice - provide some
insulation from the cold world of communications technicalities. And information?
It's there, too - in quantities that may overwhelm you at first and cost you a fair
sum in connect chmges after that.

Information, Please
An information service is a post office, library , stock broker, travel agent,
meeting hall, computer club, and software flea market all rolled into one phone
call. Here's what you'll find on most services.

•!• E!ectmnic mall You can exchange messages and disk files with other subscribers in a flash, and cut your express courier bills in the process. Simply upload
files and messages to the service; recipients can download them at their
convenience. With many services, you can exchange E-mail with other
subsoi bers only. Some services, however, providegatewqps'to other serv ices.
CompuServe and Connect users, for example, can exchange mail with MCI Mail
subscribers. Other serv ices, including MCI Mail and GEnie, can combine E-mail
with paper mail: transmit your message to the service, and it's laser printed and
then mailed or delivered by cowi er. MCI Mail can also send your E-mail to any
fax machine.

•!• News Most services offer up-to-the-minute news from wire services such as
Associated Press, United Press International, and Reuters; and from newspapers such as the Wall Street journal and the ff'/ashington Posl. The
NewsNet information sen~ce specializes in government and industry news,
offering the full text of hundreds of specialized newsletters. Most services
let you locate items of interest by typing sets of k~ywo1ds For example, the
keyword phrase "offshore and regulation" would snag stories on offshore
drilling laws. Some services also let you set up elecrronic clipping folders:
specify your keywords, and the service constantly scans the v.~res for you
and saves stories containing them. \X'hen you go back online, you'll find the
relevant stories waiting.

•!• Research CompuServe has the largest electronic research room of all the
major consumer inforn1ation senrices. You can summon detailed information
on nearly 10,000 publicly traded companies and demographic reports on
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thousands of towns and cities. Also available are data from the Bureau of the
Census, transcripts of television news programs, thousands of articles from
Consumer Rep011s and numerous computer publications (including
Maavor/d), and online versions of Books Iii Pr/171 and Who:• 117/.Jo. And on
several services, you'll find all ten million words of Gmlier's Academic
American £1/(.)'c/opedia. There arc also specialized research-olienred se1v ices
such as Knight-Ridcler Company's Dialog.

•!• 7Jave/ t"r(formation Most se1vices have online travel agents that can help you
plan trips. On CompuSe1ve, you can search for fellow subscribers willing to
swap houses for vacations. Frequent flyers can access the Official Airline Guide
(OAG) database, the.: same Oight-inlonmtion se1vice travel agents use.

•!• Shopping Yes, you can say "charge it" online. CompuSe1ve and GEnie bOLh
have online malls containing music and video stores, flolists, pharmacies, and
cookie shops. On CompuSe1ve you'll find the Boston Computer Exchange, a
network that matches used computer equipment with potential buyers. GEnie
and America Online oHer gateway access to Comp-U-Store, which offers
member discounts on 250,000 products.

•!• Specia/-inleresljomms Here you can communicate with orher subscribers on
a \Viele range of issues, including technical questions on using Mac hardware
and software. You can also download megabytes of software, including fonts,
scanned images, digitized sounds, utilities, desk accessories, and the latest
version of the Mac's system software. Most programs are free, but some are
shareu;are. You're expected to pay a modest fee (usually under $25) if you
decide to keep a shareware program. Most major software and hardware firms
also operate forums, offering technical tips and program updates. All the major
se1v ices have lively Mac forums, but CompuSe1ve's is the largest.

Choosing a Service
Choosing an informmion service involves assessing your budget as well a'i your
information needs and then deciding how impoltlll1t a Mac-like inrerface is to you.
Initial membership costs and connect charges v<uy depending on the sen•ice and
when you use it. With most se1v ices, evening and weekend rates are lower than
daytime weekday mtcs. One exception is the Prodigy service, a joint ellort
between lBM and Sears (you've heard of them), whid1 charges a fiXed rate of
$9.95 per month instead of an hourly rate. But Prodigy lacks a Mac-like front end,
so you pay for its potemially lower cost by lorgoing much of the Mac's friendliness. (See the table "At Your Sc1vicc" for information on each se1vice's sign-up
and connect charges.)
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Your online intenlions should be a major factor in your choice.
Businesspeople might lean toward MCI Mail, Dow j ones/News Rettieval, and
NewsNet, while Mac hobbyists who want access to shareware may find
CompuServe or GEnie more appealing. People who work in the .\>lac field as
consultants, dealers, writers, and developers might use AppleLink, Apple's
worldwide communicalions network. Businesses and organizations might
consider Connect; although it's sold ro indil•iduals, it's primarily geared tmvard

At Your Service
America Online

CompuServe

Connect

GEnie

Sign-up fee*

none

S39.95 (includes $25
connect time)

$99.95 !includes one
free hour)

$29.95

Includes communi·
cations software

yes

no

yes

no

Prime hours

6am-6pm

7am · 7pm weekdays

8am- 6pm

Prime connect charge

$10 per hr. (all speeds)

Discount hours

6pm-6amplus
weekends and major
holidays

7pm · 7am ~us weekdays 6pm •8am ~us weekends
and major holidays
and major holidays

Discount connect
charge+

$5 per hour

9600 bps, S7per hour;
other speeds, $5 per hour
plus2~ per 1000
characters sent

300 bps, $5per hour
1200bps, $6 per hour
2400bps, $10 per hour

Monthly fee

$5.95 (includes onefree
discount-time hour)

none

none

$12.50 per hour (all speeds 9600bps, $1 4 per hour;
and times)
other speeds $10 per hour
plus Je per 1000
characters sent

$1.50
$10 for Executive Service
(provides additional
options)

• Many modems and communications-software packages include coupons offering reduced or no sign-up fee. Also,
Connect offers volume discounts.
'Charges listed do not include switching network fees or local phone charges, if any. Prices are current as of early 1991.

$18per hour (all speeds)
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organizations wanting to set up forums for their members. Connect can
even create customized windows and icons for your group. A sales staff, for
example, might usc a forum whose icons lee them flle sales repotts and read
news and product information from the home office.

Mac·like America
Online; (top right)
Connect Business
Information Network:
(bottom left)
CompuServe, as seen
through CompuServe's
Navigator front·end
program; and
(bottom right) GEnie, a
text·onlv service, seen
here through Hayes's
Smartcom II.

Then there's the interface issue. Some services take better advantage of the
Mac's operming style than others (see the figures "The Face of Communications''). America Online takes the prize, with an attractive and easy interface dm
makes excellent use of the Mac's personality u-aits. The Connect se1vice sports an
attractive interface, too, with anorher bonus: ir's also available for IBM PCs and
compatibles. The setvice looks and works the same on both systems, making it a
good choice for businesses that mix Macs and PCs. (A PC version of America
Online is also in the works.)

As for CompuScrve, MCI Mail, Dow j ones, and GEnie, their interfaces are, well,
not so prett}'· All are text-oriented sef\~ces that require ryped commands in
response to text menus. However, Mac from-end software is available for each

one. CompuServe's
Navigator provides
point-and-click access
Get
n
to some (but not all)
Gel Rll
of the se1v ice's nooks
and crannies.
Nt..., Ti e~e r :
N~L\'i gata r can 't
compare to America
Online or Connect,
but it is an alternative
to ty ping commands.
A Mac from-end
I"W::Into'h Per!ona l PrOOoctlvt l y
1"16ct nlo$h Developers for um
program called
M&ctnto'h Hyperca rd forum
Arts & Entertai nment Forum
CompuServe
Macmto'h Communication' forum
llpple Vendor foru mA
Information Manager
Apple VeOO:Jr for um B
Art Gallery forum
is more powerfu l (see
Grap hiC Support forum
Quick P1cture foru m
the flgure
"CompuSe1ve
Makeover") . For MCI
Mail and Dow j ones,
consider D ow jones
.&. CompuServe
Software's Desktop Express and E-Z Online packages. GEnie users can
Makeover
dmvnload a free (although somewhat crude) program called iV!acGEnie from
The CompuServe
the service's .Mac forum.
Information Manager is
a friendly facade for
CompuServe. You
choose menu
commands and double·
click on forum names,
and CompuServe
lnfonmation Manager
sends the commands
that CompuServe
expects to see. The
program also offers a
terminal mode that lets
experienced users
control CompuServe
conventionally.

!vly personal picks? If you want to subscribe to just one se1vice, make it
CompuSe1ve. Its interfuce isn't the prettiest, but its range of se1vices is
unmatched . It also boasts the largest number of subscribers, with over a halfmillion compared to less than 100,000 for most of the other sen~ces. lf an easy,
Mac-like inrerfuce is important to you, choose America Online. Ame1ica Online
is a good choice for A1aaoodd readers, too: Mctcu;odd has a forum on
America Online called Macworld Online, where you can search through and
read reviews and news stories from past issues of Maat;odd and exd1ange
ideas with tlktcuxNid editors, contributors, and fellow readers.
But limiting yourself to just o ne se1v ice is like reading only one newspaper
or \Yatching only one television station. Because you use the same hardware
(and in some cases the same software) to communicate with each se1v ice, and
you're generally only billed for the time you spend online, subscribing to
additional services probably won't greatly increase your communications
expenses.
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Required Hardware
A computer's link ro the online world is a modem (pronounced mou...clem).
A modem converts, or modulates, the data coming from the Mac into audio
tones that phone lines can cal1)', and demodulates the incoming tones into
clara the Mac can comprehend. Indeed, the word modem is a short form of the
words modulate and demodulate.

Direct connect modems attach between a phone jack and the Mac's modem
or printer port, and have a jack into which you can plug a telephone. Acoustic
modems contain cups into which you snug a telephone handset. They're nearly
extinct due to their susceptibility to background noise, but they are handy in such
places as hotels, where phones are often wired directly instead of plugged into
jacks.
Most direct-connect modems are small external boxes that you attach to the
Mac's rear-panel modem connector and a telephone jack. The Mac Portable and
the SE and IT families can also accommodate internal modems, which live inside
the case, prO\~ding more ponability and a less-cluttered desk, but no status ligbls,
which help you monitor the flow of clara between machines. If you're shopping
for an external modem, look for one that provides status lights. They aren't
essential, but they can help you troubleshoot a sticky file-transfer session by
showing when a connection exists and when data is being sent and received. Like
a car without gauges, a modem witl1out status lights doesn't tell you much when
problems arise.
Place of residence aside, the primaty difference between modems is the speed
at which they transfer data. Most modems transmit data at 1200 bits per second
(bps) or 2400 bps. 9600-bps modems are available, but most information semces
don't support this transmission rare. And because their standards are still evolving,
not all 9600-bps modems can talk with each other. For general-purpose communications, a 2400-bps modem is your best bet. (For some background on how
modems transfer data and how their speed is measured, see the sidebar "Bits and
Bauds').
Although the indus[!)' standards are the ruggedly built (and pricey) Hayes
Smanmodems by Hayes Microcomputer Products, you'll probably do just
as well with a less expensive modem. But make sure that it's fully Hayescompatible - that it understands tl1e Ha)'eS command set of dialing and
connection commands.
A modem's ptice depends on its speed and brand. The 1200-bps, Hayescompatible Apple Personal Modem retails for $279; the faster Apple Modem 2400
lists for $499. Hayes-compatible 2400-bps modems from firms such as

Prometheus, Anchor Auwmation, and Practical Peripherals often sell through
mail-order firms for under $200. Some modems also include communications
sojituare, which tells the modem when to dial and hang up and helps you
manage everything in between.
Several modems are available that do more than just modulate and demodulate.
If you have several Macs interconnected on a network, consider Shiva 's
Net.Modem, which can be shared by all the machines on your network (see
Chapter 40). And if you'd like to exchange faxes as well as files, you'll want a.fat·
modem such as Dove's DoveFax, Orchid Technology's OrchidFAX, or Abaton's
InterFax 12/48 or 24!96. A f<IX modem letS you send documents you create to a
standard fux machine without having to print the documents and run them
through a scanning device. If you do have a scanner, you can scan hard copy and
transmit the results using the fax modem, too.

Software for Communicating
Communications software falls into two basic categories: customized front-end
programs such as those used by Connect and America Online (as well as Navigator
and Desktop Express); and tenmi?ct! emulation programs such as Hayes's
Smartcom II, Software Venture's MicroPhone II, and The FreeSoft Company's
White Knight.

Bits and Bauds
The speed at which modems exchange data is
measured in terms of baud rate, also called bit rate. Any
character on the Mac's keyboard can be represented by
a combination of eight bits, or a byte. Internally, the Mac
shuttles these bits between memory and microproces·
sor and disk drives in parallel: The eight bits travel
alongside each other, each in its own wire, like
marchers in a parade striding eight abreast. When
conversing with a modem or printer, however, the
Mac sends bits in serial form - one bit after another,
in single file, like commuters threading through a

subway turnstyle.
To show the computer at the other end of the line
where one byte ends and the next begins, a communi·
cations program adds extra bits, a statt bft and a stop
bit, to the eight bits in the byte itself. This means that it
takes roughly ten bits to send one character. One
"baud" equals one bit per second, so you can calculate
how many characters a modem sends per second by
dividing the bit rate by ten. Many people prefer the
acronym bps because baud is old-fashioned and less
precise. G!J
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Front-end programs are tailored to a specific service; you can't use America
Online's software to access Connect any more than you can use your front door to
enter your neighbor's house. Te1minal-emulation progrmns, however, are generalpurpose communicators: they can talk to just about any computer that answers.
You can use terminal-emulation programs to access CompuSen,e, MCI Mail,
Dow j ones, and GEnie in their native text modes and to tap into hobbyist
bulletin boards. You can't use a tenninal-emulation program to access a strictly
graphical se1vice such as Amelica Online, Connect, or AppleLink.
Botl1 types of communications software ru·e intermedia1ies between the Mac
and the modem. When you start a communications session, the program
transmits dialing commands to me moclem, then waits for the modem to repo11
when a connection is made and at what speed.
After the connection is made, however, ead1 type of program works
differently. A front-end program pe1forms much of its work behind the scenes,
receiving instructions from the se1vice telling it what icons and \Vindows to
display and sending commands to tl1e sen~ce as you click icons and d1oose
menu commands. A terminal-emulation progran1, in contraSt, simply displays
incoming text on the screen and transmits your typing to me omer computer.
Most tem1inal-emulation programs also provide feaLures that streamline
your online sessions. Script languages let you automate communications
sessions by transmitting commands for you (see tl1e sidebar "Automating
Communications"). A soi pt might dial a service in me middle of the night
(when rates ru·e low), sign on, reuieve \v-aiting mail, and then sign off. Less
ambitious scripts might simply take you to a specific forum when you choose a
menu command or type a Command-key sho1tcur. With careful scripting, you
can create your own front end for text-oriented services. (Indeed, Dow Jones's
E-Z Online software was created using the powerful scripting language in
Prometheus Products' MacKnowledge.)
Hayes's Smancom II is my favorite terminal-emulation program. It's
elegantly designed and easy to use, although it lacks some of the features
found in MicroPhone 11 and White Knight. (fhe latter v,ras formerl}' called Reel
Ryder and is the Mac world's shareware success story. Its fen,ent followers
have inspired programmer Scott Warson to release updates at frequent
inte1vals. Some joke that you don't buy \XIhite Knight, you subscribe to ir.) If
you plan to explore rexr-only se1vices and bulletin boru-ds extensively, you
might be better se1ved by MicroPhone 11 or White Knight.
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Toward the Online Age
When the first information sen~ce appeared, industry gurus began forecasting a day when people would do all their banking, learning, and shopping online. That day hasn't arrived -partly because the refinement and widespread
acceptance of a technology always takes longer than irs initial birth, but mostly
because you can't endorse a check, go on a field nip, or uy on clothes over the
phone.

Automating Communications
Script languages let you automate communications
sessions by transmitting commands to the service that
you would otherwise have to type. Here are portions of
two scripts that sign on to CompuServe - the script as
it appears in MicroPhone II (top), and in Smartcom II
(bottom). Both scripts wait for certain incoming text
(such as "Password:") and then transmit text you
specify as if you typed it.
Smartcom ll's script language is easier to use but less
powerful than those of MicroPhone II, White Knight,
and Prometheus Products' Acknowledge. The latter
three programs also offer learn modes: they can watch
over your shoulder and record scripts based on your
actions. You can use the resulting script as is or modify
it by adding a delay or additional features. MicroPhone
II and MacKnowledge also provide features that let you
execute scripts one step at a time - useful when a
script isn't behaving as you expected.
The script languages in MicroPhone II, White
Knight, and MacKnowledge also let you create
custom pull-down menu commands and icons that,
when chosen, execute scripts. You could use these
features to create your own customized front end for
a text-oriented service such as CompuServe.
Prometheus's MacKnowledge software does just that
for not only CompuServe, but also for Dow Jones/
News Retrieval, MCI Mail, GEnie, and other services.
Creating graphical front-end software isn't a trivial
task. For one thing, you need familiarity with basic Mac
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programming concepts such as creating and
responding to choices in pull-down menus and
dialog boxes (see Chapter 33). What's more, you
need to anticipate every event that might occur
during a session - from data-garbling static to busy
signals. If you don't, your scripts will operate
unreliably. [i!j]
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Still, communications is slowly becoming a consumer commodity. Many
banks offer bank-by-modem sen~ces, and the Internal Revenue Sentice is
expanding a test program wherein taxpayers can Ale their returns by modem
and get their refunds faster. But to some people, the real consumer communications age won't arrive until telecommunications meets television. Imagine
looking up the latest online news and seeing a television news report instead
of a window full of text, or browsing an online encyclopedia and not only
reading about Martin Luther King Jr. but also seeing and hea1ing him give his
most famous speeches. This kind of interactive news and \tideo exists today,
thanks to vide<XIiscs and HyperCard, but it's unlikely to meet the online world
for some time.
This doesn't mean roday's world of communications doesn't have a great
dc-JI to offer. It does, and I encourage you to sample it. lf you do, drop me an
E-mail note and let me know how you use it. On CompuServe, I'm 76174,556;
on America Online, I'm jimHeid; and on MCf Mail, JHElD.

Summary:
tl You can telecommunicate on two basic levels: directly with another computer, or through an intermediary such as an information service or bulletin board. Using the direct route, you manage the communications session ahead of time by determining who will call whom and then setting up the communications gear accordingly. A less direct but more convenient way to telecommmunicate is to use an
information service.
tl Most information services provide electronic mail (exchanging messages and disk files with other
subscribers); news (from popular newspapers and wire services); research (consumer articles and
demographic reports, for example); travel (online travel agents); shopping (online malls); and specialinterest forums (communicating with other subscribers on a wide range of issues).
t1 Choosing an information service involves assessing your budget as well as your information needs and

then deciding how important a Mac-like interface is to you.
tl A modem is the computer's link to the online world. It converts, or modulates, the data coming from
the Mac into audio tones that phone lines can carry, and demodulates the incoming tones into data the
Mac can comprehend.
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Chapter 14

Optical Character
Recognition
In This Chapter:

v An explanation of how OCR bridges the gap between the Mac and the printed page.
v

A sampling of the various OCR applications.

v Trainable, nontrainable, and automatic OCR software: which will meet your needs?
v Scanners: the hardware half of the OCR equation.
tl What to look for when shopping for OCRsoftware.

E

veiy so often, you're reminded that the Mac is incompatible with the most
widely used dam-storage medium in the world: paper. This revelation might
dawn when you have to laboriously retype a financial table from last year's annual
report, or when you spend hours pawing d1rough magazines to locate something
you read a few mond1s ago. Wouldn't it be wonderful if you could apply the Mac's
sorting, searching, and storing skills to tile printed material d1at rouches your life
every day?
I have some good news and some bad news. The good ne\vs is that you can
b1idge the gap between the Mac and the printed page, thanks tO optical chamcler
recogmlion, or OCR, sof1ware. \XIhen teamed with a hardware add-on called a
scanne1; OCRsoftware lets a Mac read, or recog11ize, printed pages and create
files containing their text. You can edit the resulting text, refonnat it, run it
through spelling checkers, save it, or paste it into databases or HyperCard stacks
for quick searching. Pop a page into your scanner, d ick a button, and voilainstant text, ready to be sliced and diced as you see fit.
The bad news is that it isn't as rosy as aUthat. Some OCR programs read certain
kinds of text better than others, and to get the fastest, most accurate results, you
need to match the program to me OCR task at hand. \\{hat's more, OCR software
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craves memory and processing power. \1any OCR programs will run (albeit
slowly) on Mac Pluses and SEs, but extensive OCR work almost demands one
of the fastest Macs, the !lei or the lllx.
Finally, OCR isn't a magic potion d1at automatically saves time and keystrokes. The best results come from practice and experi ence, and still require
careful proofreading. If you're compiling a digital librmy of text scanned from
publications, you must develop an electronic filing system that lets you find
what you've scanned. You also need a hard disk that can hold it all, and a
backup regimen to keep it safe. In this chapter, I'll describe how OCR programs work, and spotlight some of the features you'll find in them.

Who Needs to Read?
OCR isn't a panacea, bm Lhat doesn't mean it isn't useful. Here's a sampling of
OCR applications.
•:• A printing service bureau or typesetting company uses OCR for clients who
submit copy on paper rather than on disk. Of course, proofreading is still
essential - no matter how you use OCR- but not having ro retype all that
text can save a lot of Lime, d1ereby cutting typesetting costs.
•:• A law firm scans legal briefings and contracts that were produced before me
office became computerized. Having those old documents on disk allows the
firm to reuse sections of them as needed, and it allows for fast se-t~rching of
client histories.
•:• A stock brokerage scans company prospectuses and pastes the numeric data
into Microsoft Excel to generate graphs that show companies' financial status.
The text from the prospectuses and from annual reports is pasted into a
HyperCard stack that brokers can use w advise their clients.

•:• An office that used to distribute weekly photocopies of newspaper and trademagazine clippings now scans them and stores the resulting text flies on a
network file server, where they are available w everyone. Employees can
quickly search the electronic dippings and copy key sections for inclusion in
reports or distribution to others. The information is more accessible, and d1e
office saves filing space as well as paper and photocopying costs. And cutting
paper use benefits the environment as much as it does the bottom line.
•:• A corporation's human resources department receives hundreds of resumes
each day. They're scanned, and the resulting text is imponed into a database
manager, which sorts them into job categories and then creates a text file for
each category. The resulting flies are forwarded via eleClronic mail to appropriate personnel managers in offices across the country. No photocopying, no
express courier charges, just increased efficiency.
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These scenarios share a common thread: OCR used department-wide or
company-wide, not at individual desks. That isn't to say indi\~duals can't benefit
from OCR; they can, if they have enough text to scan or their typing is bad
enough. But given its cost and the time required to use it, OCR makes the most
sense when a group of people can share its benefits- as they do with the office
photocopier.

How OCR Programs Work
The aforementioned scenarios involve a variety of hard-copy originals, from
manuscripts and contracts to resumes and magazine pages. Manuscripts and
contracts aren't too tricky; they are often produced in a simple typewriter font
such as Courier. Magazine and newspaper pages are another matter. They can use
just about any font and any format, from justified left and right margins to
irTegularly shaped columns that wrap around a photograph or illusa-ation. And
resumes might be the ultimate formatting wild carcl. You never know what fonts
you'll find, and you might receive a photocopy rather than an original.
It's this variety of hard copy that makes it important to match the OCR program
to the scanning task at hand. The figure "OCR Approaches Compared'' on the
next page illustrates the differences between the three basic categories of OCR
software: nontrainable, trainable, and automatic, also known as omn(/Onl.
(The sidebar, "Choosing OCR Software" on page 187 describes some additional
issues to consider when shopping for OCR software.)

Mix 'n' Match
Nontrainable progmms gener-ally use the simplest recognition technique,
mald:r matching, in which the program compares each char-acter to a library of
temp/ales, type tables, or matrices for specific foms and type sizes. Think of
those tests where children insert dilferem-shaped pegs into matching holes in
a pegboard. Now imagine the OCR program trying to insert each chamcter it
has scanned into a hole shaped like a letter, number, or other symbol. When a
char-acter seems to fit a particular hole, the OCR progmm calls it a match.
Matrix matching is relatively fast and doesn't require a great deal of memory or
processing power- matrix-matching progmms run comfortably on a 1MB Mac
Classic, Plus, or SE. (Comparing each character co hundreds of shapes seems
arduous, but it's a breeze comparee! to the recognition techniques used by
automatic progr-ams.) Mau'Lx matching is also quite accumte - provided you
try to read only those fonts and type sizes your program knows about. lf you
tl)' to scan a differem font or size, performance slows and errors soar as the
progmm attempts to hammer char-acters into holes they don't quite fit in.
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OCR APPAOACH[S
COMPAR[O

Sllllnnlld text
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is the time for
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:! to the aid of
·country.

Now is the time

Matrix-matching and automatic, or
omnifont, programs use different
techniques for recognizing text.
Matrix-matching compares a given
character IA)-here, a capital N- to a
library of matrices IBI. each for a
different font and type size. When a
match is found, the character is added
to the new document (C ).

Feature extraction, one of the
text-recognition techniques used by
automatic programs, compares the
components of the character (AI for the
N, two vertical lines and a diagonal
line, to a library of shapes (D). The
program then determines the character
based on its features and their relative
positions.

One of t.he better nontrainable packages for the Mac is DEST Corporation's
Publish Pac. It recognizes common typewriter fonrs - Colllier, Elite, Letter
Gothic, Pica, and so on - as well a~ 10-poim Times Roman and the output of
several popular dot matrix plimer , including Apple's ImageWiiters. DEST also
olfers an automatic program called Recognize, which is unique among OCR
programs in that it works \Vith Clmis Corporation's XTND flle-translation technology. This allows you to save scanned text in a vast va1iery of formats that can be
read by Mac and LBM PC programs. Other OCR progmms support only a few
popular Mac word processing and spreadsheet formats. (For more infonnation on
XTND, see Chapter 29.)
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Reading Lessons
Trainable programs are matrix matching programs that can learn. With
programs such as Olduvai Corporation's Read-It and lnovatic's ReadStar U Plus.
you can create your own digital pegboards for new fonts as you encounter them.
Trainable programs combine the less-demanding hard\v'l!re requiremenL~ of
marrix-marching programs with at least some o f the Ae:xibility of automatic
programs.
But tn:!/11able means you train it, and that means work. It might take only a
few minutes to train a program to read a document with one or two fonts, hut
it could take an hour or two to reach it to read a typical magazine page. The
program will be able to apply its newfound knowledge to future documents,
but that's no consolation if you never need to scan those fonts and sizes again.

Choosing OCR Software
Here's a checklist of useful features to look for when
you go shopping for OCR software:
•!• Direct support for your scanner lets you scan pages
and recognize text using just one program. If an OCR
program can not directly control your scanner, you
need to scan pages using the software that
accompanies the scanner, and then save them in a
format the OCR program can read -a timeconsuming approach.
·:• A bwlt-in editor lets you review and alter the
resulting text without switching to a word processor.
Search-and-replace commands are useful for
correcting problems that occur throughout, such as
when a w is read as w.
•!• Format recognition retains formatting attributes such
as boldface, underlining, italics, centering, and
justification. Some programs can also distinguish
between multiple columns, allowing you to read
them as a single table or as snaking (magazine-style)
columns.
•!• Support for multiple file formats increases the odds
that you'll be able to move recognized text into

another application while retaining its formatting.
Some programs can save documents in text-only
format; others support popular word processing and
spreadsheet formats.
·:· A spelling checker helps with (but doesn't eliminate)
proofreading. Some OCR programs provide spelling
checkers that are tuned to look for substitution and
other typical OCR-oriented errors.
•!• Graphics recognition lets you save the graphics that
appear in an original document. This can be useful if,
for example, you're producing a new version of a
printed manual containing illustrations.
·!· Background operation under MultiFinder or System
7.0 lets the OCR program decipher a page while you
work in another application. Some programs also
offer a batch mode that lets you scan a stack of
pages, but defer the actual recognition process until
a later time.
•!• Landscape tiupport lets you scan documents printed
in landscape orientation (for example, 11 by 8V2
instead of 8 '/z by 11). flj]
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Still, there are applications for which a trainable program is best. Consider a
manuscript produced on a typewriter that types a defective character - for
example, an e whose crossbar always prints too lightly. An automatic program will
probably always misidentify the character as a c; but a trainable program can be
raughc co recognize it. Trainable programs are also well suited to large projects
that involve a lot of scanning, such as books or catalogs. The program will be finely
tuned to the fonts at hand, and that can boost performance and accumcy. Finally,
if you don't have a multimegabyte Mac II, a trainable program might be your best
bet; most \\~II run on 1MB Mac Pluses, Classics, and SEs.

Pick a Font, Any Font
The most versatile OCR programs are automatic packages, such a~ Caere
Corporation's OmniPage, Xerox Imaging Systems' AccuText, and CTA's ScanReader. Instead of simply searching through those electronic pegboards to find a
hole that seems to be a match, automatic programs use a whole bag of recognition tricks to read just about any font and type size.
With one such technique,.foatwvo e:\traction, the program studies the shape of
a character's components - its stems, loops, bowls, and so forth -and compares them to the program's internal knowledge of letterforms. For example, if an
automatic program sees a char'<tcter with a vertical stem that descends below the
baseline and has a loop attached to its upper-right side, the progr'<tm knows it's
found a p. There are significant variations between fonts - some have ornamental
serifs, some have heavier stems than ochers - but genemlized descriptions like
this one apply to all chamcters.
But there are typefaces that bend these rules, and poor-quality documents dm
make them difficult to enforce. In such cases, an automatic program may resort to
additional techniques such as: topographical ana()'sis, which examines the
character's shape for recognizable d1ar'<tcteristics, and contett recognition (also
called conteJ.t intelligence), which uses built-in rules and dictionalies that know,
for example, that if the program recognizes a q, the next character is likely to be a
u. Many nontr'<linable and trainable OCR programs also use this Iauer tedmique.
Automatic programs employ other u·icks in their quest for text, but just the
techniques I've described require a considemble amount of memory and processing punch. Caere's OmniPage and Xerox's AccuTexc, for exan1ple, demand a
68020· or 68030-based Mac and 4MB of memory.
And even setu ps like these don't deliver top OCR performance. For that, there
are products like Calera Recognition Systems' TopScan for the Macintosh software
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and Compound Document Processor (COP) hardware, which contains four 68020
microprocessors and a bauery of other specialized chips designed for OCR.
According ro Calera, a COP with TopScan can recognize about 2700 words per
minute.
Another high-end package, Caere's Parallel Reader, uses nor a f\.1acimosh , but
an IB~I- compalible computer comaining four pruce:ssur buard~ . each uf which
packs the computing power of a Mac llcx. The four processors work together ro
provide, according to Cacrc, a scanning speed of 2500 words per minute.
COPs cost between $17,000 and S30,000, while rhe Parallel Reader goes for

$10,995. They're steep, to be sure, but if shared in a large office where someone
would otherwise do a great deal of retyping or photocopying, they can, over time,
pay for themselves in labor savings.

Scanning the Field
I've said little about the hardware half of d1e OCR equation- the scanner.
which uses a mechanism not too dilferent from a photocopier or fax machine to
examine a page and create a digital image of its con tenrs. I'll examine scanner
technology in derail in Chapter 39, but from an image-scanning, not OCR,
perspective. Until then, here·s a quick look at the field.

Shee(/ed or edge.foed sc(lnners such as OEST Corporation's PC Scan 2000 and
the 2020 accept a page Lhrough a front-panel slot and move it d1rough the scanner
using a set of rubber rollers. Flatbed scanners such as Hewlett-Packard's Scanjet
Plus and the Apple Scanner look like small copiers, with a lid covering a piece of
glass upon which rou lay the original document. f-latbed scanners can accommodate books and od1er originals roo thick to fit through a sheet fed scanner's rollers.
ror accuracy, it's important to keep the glass spotless. Many sheetfecl and narbed
scanners accept automntic: document foeders, which hold a stack of pages and
feed them to the scanner as needed -useful for high-volume OCR '\VOrk.
Hand-hekl, or hand, scanners such as Logited1s Scan~·l an Model 32 and
Thunclen-..-are's LightningScan 400 are small boxes that you roll across an original
page. Costing onlr a few hundred dollars, hand scanners are inexpensive compared to the other types (whose prices starr at 51000), but hand scanners have
limitations. You need to move the scanner at a slow and steady pace- about an
inch per second - to get good result<;, and you can scan only a few inches of a
document at a time.
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When you're bu}~ng a scanner for image-scanning tasks, it's imponant ro
assess how many levels of grey it recognizes - Apple's, for e.xample, recognizes only 16 compared to 256 for Hewlett-Packard's ScanJet Plus. For OCR
work, grey levels aren't important, since you always use the scanner's high·
contrast, or lli1e-a11, mode. Still, you'll probably want to do some image
scanning, too, so keep that grey-level figure in mind.

Meeting and Adjusting Your Expectations
When shopping for an OCR syswm, rake along several test documents,
preferably ones similar to the documents you plan to scan. Don't just rake warcorn, barely legible documents in an attempt to sLUmp the OCR software- you'll
succeed. If you have trouble reading a page, an OCR program will, too. That's
especially uue if the document contJtins any fine ptint- OCR programs have
more a·ouble with it than I do.
After you scan a test page, proofread it carefully. Some ennrs are easy to spot
-a capital D, for example, can be misread as a verlical bar followed by a parenthesis- 1). And the OCR program itself flags characters it doesn't recognize,
usually by substituting a bullet ( •) or tilde (-).

Substttution envrs are d1e hardest to find. A tu can become uu, an m can
become m, Scan become 5. and an italic b can become a b- to name only
several ways OCR programs can suffer from mistaken identity. In a document I
once scanned, OmniPage turned PS/2 (a model of IBM personal computer) into
P512. Catdling that kind of blunder requires nor only a watchful e}'e, but an
experienced one. A secretary unfamiliar with IBM computers might not know that
P512 isn't a valid model number. And every field - from law to medicine to
plumbing - has these kinds of speci~lized terms and ciphers.
The moral? No OCRprogram is 100 percent accurate, regardless of its
developer's claims. But no t}'pist is 100 percent accurate, eid1er. If you approad1
OCR with the knowledge d1at the results ~ill not be petfect and will require
careful proofreading, you won't be disappointed.

As for me, I'm sold on d1e keystmke-saving benefits of OCR, but I haven't
made it a pan of my day-to-day business life. I once fantasized about scanning
all the press releases that litter my office, but I soon realized that it would rake
far too long to be practical. A hand-held scanner might stream line the process
by allowing me to scan just the portions of a press release that interest me, but
as I mentioned before, hand scanners are second-best OCR devices.
With one exception. Caere Corporation's T)1)ist is the first hand scanner
designed for OCR. Typist isn't as finicky about speed as Other hand scanners.
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Better still, Typist insens the text it reads directly into wharever application
you're using - no grappling with a separate OCR program, no cutting and
pa~ting or fussing with file formats tO move text into the program where it will
ultimately be used.
It sounds appealing, but don't believe it until you see it in action with the
rypes of documents you plan to scan. Indeed, that's a good way to approach
OCR in general - believe it when you see it. And when you proofread it.

Summary:
II Optical character recognition software teamed with a scanner lets a Mac read, or recognize, printed
pages and create files containing their text.
II The simplist recognition technique an OCR program can use is called matrix matching, in which the
program compares each character to a library of templates, one for each font and type size.
Nontrainable OCR programs contain a fixed number of templates, while trainable OCR programs can be
taught to recognize additional fonts and sizes. The third type of OCR software, automatic, recognizes
text using feature extraction, topographical analysis, and other sophisticated techniques that demand a
fast processor and plenty of memory.
II The scanner is the hardware half of the OCR equation; it uses a mechanism not too different from a
photocopier or fax machine to examine a page and create a digital image of its contents. Types of
scanners include sheet fed (accepts a page through a front panel slot and advances the paper using
rubber rollers); flatbed (looks like a small copier and can scan pages from books, magazines, and other
bulky originals); and hand-held (rolls across the page, scanning in narrow swaths).
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Project Management
In This Chapter:

v

An introduction to how project-management programs work.

v

How and where project-management software can be used.

v' Past and present project-management planning techniques.

v Tips for using project-management software to calculate schedules and workloads.
v' A summary of project-management programs and their features.

B

usiness life is full of goals, and each one breaks down into milestones that
must be performed in sequence. Wam to build a building? First you need to
buy land, get permitS, and draw plans. Introducing a new product?You need to
build a manufacturing line, design packaging, and develop a marketing plan.

Each milestone in a project often breaks clown into steps of its own. You can't
buy land until you've met with real estate agents. You can't design packaging until
you've hired a designer. Fleshing out all the steps involved in meeting a goal is like
opening one box and finding anotJ1er- and another, and another.

Prqject-mcmagemenl programs - orprqjecl managers - are designed to
help you keep track of all those boxes, called tasks. Project managers can also help
you allocate a project's resources, such as the people who \\~II perform the tasks.
And most important, project managers let you superimpose mis cast of characters
on a calendar to help you make sure things happen when they're supposed to.
The promise of project-management software is appealing: type in lists of tasks,
resources, and dates, and out come fancy charts d1at graphically depict a project's
steps and schedule. Consequently, you can't help but meet a goal on time and
wid1in budget.
And if you believe that, there's a big bridge in Brooklyn I'm taking offers on.
Project management is one area where the old computer maxim, "garbage in,
garbage our" applies in spades. Charts and graphs won't help you meet a goal if

the dates and data you supply are incomplete or unrealistic. What's more, projectmanagement programs impose a kind of rigid order on projects that you might
find too restlictive or just too much ti'Ouble. All in all, they're specialized programs: not for everyone, but pliceless for some - and required by most government agencies and subcontractors.

How They Work
A project-management program is part database manager, part spreadsheet,
and part graphics program. Like a data manager, a project-management program
lets you store and retrieve data - the tasks that make up a project, the time they'll
take, the names of the people or companies who will perform them, the costs of
materials and labor.
Like a spreadsheet program, even the most basic project-management software
lets you perform ·~vhetl·(/" tllletQ 1Sis by plugging in different numbers to see their
impact on d1e bottom line. After speci~'ing relationships between the data you
enter, you can then ask ·'what-if'' questions by entering new values and examining
Lheir effect on the project's schedule. What if it takes t\vo weeks instead of one to
get permits?What if we hire only five carpenters instead of eight? What lf costs
incre-dSe by 10 percent?These are questions many planners ask themselves
frantically in the middle of the night; unlike a ceiling, a project manager can
provide some answers. And if none of the scenarios you've set up seem to work,
you can always revert to your saved project document to restore the original
numbers.
Like a graphics program, a project manager can take all the numbers you
supply and generate charts that depict a project's schedule, cash flow, and
resource allocation. You can see at a glance whether you're on budget or whether
you've assigned too much work or too little to a part icular person or gmup.
Using a project manager involves specifying d1ree kinds of information: a
project's tasks, the amount of time each task will take, and the resources required
to perform them. You can then create, disuibute, and stud}' the resulting d1arrs
and graphs to make sure your assumptions are realistic and to make adjustments
where needed. After the project is under way, you revise the clara to accommodate
unexpected delays or d1anges in the project or your resources.

A Juggler's Assistant
A project-management program's real strength isn't generating pretty graphs
and schedules; iL's showing the options for meeting your goals and helping you
juggle the trade-offs that must often be made between a project's tasks, your
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resources, and the Lime allotted to the project. To meet a goal, do you add
resources (more employees, more money, longer work hours)? Do you delay the
completion elate or starr earlier?Or do you simplify the project by scaling clown
your plans?

As the following scemuios show, the project itself often dictates which trade-off
is the most viable.
•:• A business planning an exhibit ar a trade show is dealing with a time-constrained project, since the show's statting elate can't be d1angecl. The manager
in charge of the exhibit plugs in the starting date of the show, and then
specifies the tasks behind the goal -designing, building, and shipping the
booth; making travel and lodging arrangements; printing brochures; and
setting up the booth. Resources in such a project include the company
building the booth, the printing company, the brochure's designers and
copywriters, and the budget. After meeting with representatives of each group
to determine how long its job will take, d1e manager uses the project-management program to work backward and determine the best date for staning the
project, adjusting resources and/or the scope of the project (perhaps choosing
a simpler booth design) as needed to ensure d1at evet)1.hing is ready for
opening day. In project-management parlance, this type of project presents a
backtvard-scheduling challenge.
•:• A contractor is building a house and facing strict budget constraints - the
buyers can afford only so much, and they're approaching that figure fast. The
comracror meets with them to deten11ine which amenities they're willing to
forgo; he then removes d1e associated tasks from the project's model until its
cash-flow figures agree with the buyers' budget. This is a coJ1-t:onstrmi7ed
project.
•:• An electronics manufacturer is planning to unveil a new gizmo at the next
major trade show, but the dare is looming and the product isn't ready. The
development team managers can't scale clown the project or delay the launch
date, so they meet with the product's engineers to find our which tasks are
causing the delay. ·n,cn they use a project-management program to determine
how many additional engineers will be required to complete the cnr!Caltasks
on time.
There's a common clenominaLOr in each of these scenarios: before turning to
the project-managemem program, the project leader must first priotitize the
project's budget, timeline, and scope- by heading into the trenches to meet
wid1 the people who will be performing or paying for d1e work. A good project
leader performs this vital step before the project is under way and then uses the
project-management software to spot problems before they arise.
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Managing the Jargon
The project-management world has its own jargon, most of which sounds like
the rantings of' a business school gt~tcluate who's had a bit too much caffeine.
Project managemem has indeed been embraced by many MBA types, but much of
its terminology was
created decades ago
by that gre-atest of
jargon generators, the
government. Indeed,
government, construction, and highly
technical manufacturing industries are
t<Xlay's largest users of
project-management
software.

& Tasks and

Timelines
Gantt charts, such as
this one created by
Symmetry's KeyPian,
display a project's
schedule as a bar chart.
The shaded portion of
each bar represents
that task's slack time,

Many projectmanagement techniques were developed to manage
shipbuilding efforts
during World War I,
\vhen Henty Laurence
Gantt devised a kind
of bar chan that illustrates a project's tasks andtimelines. All popular projectmanagement programs can create these Gem// chc111s (see the figure "Tasks and
Timclines").
In the 1950s, Du Pont and Remington Rand developed the cnticalpa!h
melbod, or CPA project-management technique, which isolates the tasks that
1/,

directly affect other tasks and ullimatcly Lhe finish elate of the entire project. In a
consullction job, for e."ample, a delay in obtaining permits will delay the start of
consu1Jction. The Ciitical path is project managemem's game of dominoesdelay one task on the path, and those that rollow are delayed, too.

within which the task's
start date could slip
without delaying
the projec(s
completion date.

The U.S. Navy incorporated CP:O.•I into its program evalualion cmd revie!IJ
1ech11ique, or PERT, created to manage the development of the Polaris nuclear
submarine. PJ.:7?T cha11s graphically display a project's steps by placing each task
within a box and using lines to interconnect related tasks. The critical path is
usual!)' highlighted using bold lines (sec Lhe figure ''Treading the Critic-al Path').
Another common planning technique involves creating a tt'Ork breakdOLtlll
A work breakdown structure, orten abbreviated \XIBS, looks much like

S/11/C//11'{!.
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New Site Plan - Schedule Chnrl

TrlxTech, Inc. Site Plan Project

an organizational chan
and shows the phases,
milestones, and tasks
needed to complete a
project.

Some related tasks
are known as dependent tasks, which
means their completion is dependent on
that of ocher tasks. For
example, the task "eat
4/21/89
dinnet~' is a dependent
I Prtpve offer J
task of "cook dinner."
IS
In most projectmanagement programs, you indicate
these dependenq
n?lationships by
drawing lines between the task boxes. The entire arrangement of tasks and their
interconnecting lines forms a dependenq n eltuork. Since only a PERT du n can
visibly display dependency relationships, that's the format preferred by project
managers.
t-~

L~•IShff

.A. Treading the

Critical Path
In a PERT chart. the
critical path is denoted
by bold lines.
Rectangles represent
tasks; each round·
cornered rectangle
represents a milestone,
a goal or significant
point in the project.
Claris's MacProject II is
shown here.

Clock Watching
\XIhen specifying a task in project-management software, you supply several
time-oriented pieces of information that the program uses co calculate schedules
and workloads. One such tidbit is a dura /ion value, which tells the program how
long that task will take. It's important to supply accurate duration values, since the
program uses d1em to calculate many aspects of the project's schedule. You might
also specify lag limes, which are delays between tasks. A contractOr might specify a
two-day lag time between the tasks "pour foundation" and "erect walls" in order to
allow the concrete to set.
And you might specify an earliest stmt date, the earliest date on which work on
that task can begin. Generally, you specify an earliest start elate for the first task in
a project and let the program calculate the earliest stan dates for remaining tasks
based on the duration and lag-time values you supply. You can, however, specify
explicit earliest start dates for tasks that are midw-ay through the project - if, for
example, a given resource won't be available until a specific date.
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For these time calculations. you can specify durations, lag times, and the tike in
any time interval that's approptiate for your project, from hours to clays ro weeks
to months. To leLyou be even more specific, project-management programs also
allow you to define resource cale11dars that describe when a particular resource is
available (see the figure "Making Dates'). f or example, cenain engineers may be
available only on ~l o ncl ays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Or your overseas team may
work six clays a week while rhe local team works only five. Creating separate
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calendars for such resources makes the dates calculated by rhe project-management program more accurate.
To help you keep track of the demands made of a patticular resource at a
particular Lime, most project-management programs let you create resource
histograms. These ch<uts are useful when you've assigned a group of people many
difl'erent tasks because they make it possible to see at a glance whether or not
you've given them too much work to complete in a given amount of time. For
example, if you've assigned a variety of tasks to a group of engineers, you could
create a resource histogram rhat would show whether ;r number of engineers
could perfom1 those tasks within the timeframe allotted to them (see the figure
"Are We Overworked Yet?" on the next page).
When the histogram indicates that you've overloaded a particular resource, you
might invoke the J~ottrce level!l{qo ptions that you'll find in Clads's MacProject
II, Seiter's Project Scheduler 4, Welcom Software Technology's Open Plan/Mac,
and Micro Planning International's Micro Planner seti es. A resource leveler first
scans a project chronologically and locates over-allocated resources. An automatic
resource leveler then reschedules tasks and juggles resources to resolve the overallocation. An !11/eractive resource leveler queries you along the way, allowing you
ro pick and choose which tasks and resources to juggle. Many project planners
prefer interactive leveling because it leaves the decision making up to them, rather
than the program. The aforementioned programs provide both le1•eling options.

A Project-Manager Sampler
Before personal computers became powerful enough to handle all the data and
calculations involved in project management, project planners often calculated
dates and costs by hand or with mainframe computers, and then hand-drewand endlessly revised - blueprim-size charts. (Some masochists still work this
way.) 'lne Mac family has not only enough processing pund1 to handle the
complex calculations required b}' project management, but rhe text and gmphics
skills needed to create all those charts and graphs as well as the detailed repons
rhat more sophisticated programs can produce.
At the low end of the project-managemem spectrum, you find Gamechartgenerating programs such as ~1ainstay's MacSchedule and MacScheclule Plus, AEC
Software's (formerly AEC .Managemem Systems) FastTrack Schedule, and Varcon
Systems' Great Gantt. These aren't project-management programs as such; they
lack the ability to track dependencies and analyze relationships between tasks and
resources. (MacSchedule Plus does provide several cash-Oow analysis features.)
They're most effective for someone who wants help in developing schedules and
wants to create Gantt chatts for presentations and repotts, without getting mired
in project-management jargon and concepts.
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Are We Overworked Yet?
Project Scheduler 4's resource-leveling features in action. In lhe first screen, the resource histogram shows that Sue Johnson is over-allocated on
March 11 and underallocated on March 13 - by 50 percent. In the Gantt chart, tho shading represents one day of free-float time- a period within
which the task could be delayed without affecting other tasks. The light shading represents total-float time, which would delay subsequent tasks but
not the projec(s completion. In the second screen, the triangle shows a one·day delay for starting Review Product Literature, using up the free·float
time. The baseline represents the original schedule. The re~ised histogram shows that Sue Johnson is no longer o~er· or underallocated. The light
rectangle indicates that 50 percent of Sue Johnson's time is allocated to Review Product Literature.
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At the next level a big step up from
these programs you'll find (in order of
sophistication)
Symmetry Software
Corporation's
KeyPian, Clati s's
-. • Resource l nformo
ems
,vlacProject
II, and
- C) Completing PREPLAN end ERMS database - vll nbumdel e
- :J Complete 1st s t age PREPLAN so ftware update
\·licro Planning's
- C Purchase maps end Aenal Photographs
J\-ticroPlanner. KeyPlan
- C Ma•nteln Resour ce detobases
- C Central Rog•on·s dataoose work for 1969/90
provides such project- ~ Wes t em Region det abeses wor k for 1969/90
management
• Upgrading resource syst ems proceduros
- l:i Improve resource ftl ing systems
essentials as PERT
- D Complete review of reseanch priorities In Dist ri ct
charts and multiple
- 1:' Update rere plant records
resource-calendars,
and wraps them
around an easy-to-use
imerface that features
a text-oriented
outliner
similar
to
Symmetry's
Acta
Advantage
(see
the
figure
"Outlining
• Outlining
Projects
Projects"). It can also read outlines created with Acta and Symantec's More.
Symmelry's KeyPian
lets you view a project's
tasks as a text outline.
To sketch out the steps
in a project without
resorting to a project
management program,

,v[acProject II, the most popular tvlac project manager, has all these features
plus resource le\•eling, a larger variety of reporting options, and support for
subprqjects. A subproject is a project within a project, stored as a separate
documem and opened when you double-click on the subproject's box. A complex
project - the design of a new airplane, for example- is more easily managed
when broken into a number of smaller subprojects.

you might consider
using an ouUining
program such as
Symmetry's Acta
Advantage or
Symantec's More. or

MacProjecr II also has an excellent manual d1at teaches project-management
basics as well as the program itself. Claris offers a S25 trial package, which includes
a demonstration version of the software, a videotape tutorial, and a workbook. It's
a great way for a beginner to sample the murky warers of project management.
Claris also offers corporate training courses for MacProject II.

the outlining features
provided by many
word processors.

Micro Planner oOcrs more features than MacProject II, including a larger variety
of reporting and searching options that let you focus on specific resources and
tasks. But Micro Planner's interface is a bit tricky to learn, and the program uses a
somewhat confusing project-diagramming format, the activity on arrotv method,
in which task desCJiplions appear alongside d1e arrows that interconnect tasks.
(Most other programs use the precedence diagrammtitg med1od, in which task
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descriptions appear within boxes.) Micro Planning International is working on
a new version of the program that is expected to smooth out some of these
rough edges.
At the high end are programs such as Sci tor's Project Scheduler 4, Micro
Planning Lntemational's Micro Planner X-Pen, and Welcom Software Technology's
Open Plan/Mac. These programs range in price from about $700 for Project
Scheduler 4 to over MOOO for Open Plan/Mac. Their ptimary strengths? The ability
to manage projects comprising thousands of taSks and to have multiple projects in
memory simultaneously, more anal~rtical features for fleshing out schedules and
allocating resources, and the abilit)' to apply those features across multiple
projects. They can also produce more types of reports, allowing you to examine a
project from more angles (see the figure "Xpert Reports"). The developers of
these programs also otTer training services.
BU[ buying one project-management package doesn't preclude using anod1er.
Many programs can read flies created by competing products, and all high·end
project-management vendors offer customizing setvices that may include
developing translation utili Lies. ror example, Boeing recently commissioned Micro
Planning [nternational lo create a utility for S\vapping data between Micro Planner
X·Pert (which Boeing uses to manage development of its 777 jetliner) and Open
Plan/Mac (which some of Boeing's subcontractors use). With these built·in or
exu-a-cost data·transfer features, a company can use a variety of project-manage-
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ment programs, choosing midrange products such as MacProject 11 for managers
who aren't project-management veterans, and kitchen-sink products such as
Micro Planner X-Pert or Open Plan/Mac for the gurus in the corporation's projectmanagement department.
In the end, you'll need to weigh a program's sophistication against your level of
experience. lf you're new to project management, you'll probably get better
results from MacProject IT or KeyPian than from Micro Planner X-Pen or Project
Scheduler 4. After all, a high-end project manager's extra features won't help you if
you find the program too daunting to use in your day-to-clay work.

Worth the Trouble?
I've spotlighted the key concepts behind project management, but the
discipline is too complex to be covered in detail in one chapter. If you are
interested in learning more, I suggest a book called Gelting 01ganized with
A1acProject U (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1990). Written by Peggy ]. Day, a projectmanagement consultanr and educator in Portland, Oregon, it describes projectmanagement concepts in detail and provides good advice for what to do before
you start up your project-management program. I've included some of her
insights in the sidebar "Project-Management Tips" on the next page.
Can project-management software help you?That depends. Some projects
don't break clown into tidy tasks as neatly as others. In many organizations, goals
are redefined and resources are reassigned on the fly in order to meet urgent
needs or respond to the competition. Project-management software doesn't
handle this on-the-fly managing style well; it thrives on order and structure. On
the flip side, a project model that's kept current can project the results- in time
and costs - of an on-the-fly decision, which is often a sobering experience for its
proponents. As Peggy ]. Day says, "Nothing grounds a knee-jerk decision faster
than a project-management program.'' Alas, many managers are so bogged down
by their daily duties that they don't have time to keep the project model up-todate as the project progresses.
In the project-management world, as in business, the object of the game is to
meet your goals. Whether a computer program can help you do that is something
only you can decide. One project management expert who read this chapter role!
me, "The statement 'garbage in, garbage out' doesn't even begin to cover the
situation, since you can put in completely valid but incomplete data. (I've seen]
managers fudge, manipulate, and obfuscate using [project management sofuvare.]
The thing that most users do not understand about proper utilitization of a
project management system is that it is eve1y bit as much a programming or
engineering exercise as designing the interface.. .for HyperCard or for putting
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together the design specifications and bill of materials for a major construction
project. Your information must be organized and complete, otherwise you will be
lying to yourself." Amen.

Project-Management Tips
Effective project-management doesn't come from
Gantt and PERT charts, but from careful planning and
experience. Here are some insights gleaned from
Peggy J. Day's book, Getting Organized with
MacProject II, and from the excellent manual that
accompanies MacProject II.
•!• Specify a goal Write a charter describing the
projecrs exact purpose. Don't be ambiguous. For
example, the goal "build a better mousetrap" might
mean "build a trap that kills mice more effectively"
or "build a trap that costs less to manufacture."
Distribute the resulting charter to team members so
that everyone knows your objective. Revise the
charter as needed when plans or goals change.
•!• Determine phases and tasks Break the project into
phases - planning, design, implementation, testing,
and so on -and then break each phase into its
tasks. Make each task as small and specific as
possible; this enables you to provide more precise
resource and duration information. Jot down the
phases and tasks in outline form; to do this you
could use KeyPian's outline view, Symmetry's Acta
desk accessory, or the outlining feature within a
word processor.
•!• Use history when planning You know the old saw:
Those who ignore history are doomed to repeat it.
Consult company records from previous similar
projects; problems that surfaced then may well
surface again. Remember to adjust for inflation and
any changes in company procedures.

•!- Allow time for the unexpected Build extra time into

the schedule, and add slack time following tasks you
don't have direct control over, such as the delivery
of a key part by an outside vendor. Irs easier to
figure in slack time before a project begins than to
make up for lost time later. Have contingency plans
that you can invoke if the worst happens. Start with
the critical path, since that's where you're most
vulnerable.
+!• Update project records often When schedules,
resources, or costs change, update the project
model so irs up-to-date. Too often, a project begins
with a sharply defined schedule that dissolves into
chaos as the project progresses and the real world
intrudes. Keep the project model current, and you'll
increase your chances of staying on track and within
budget. Be sure to distribute current versions to
everyone involved.
0:• Meet early and often Before plugging in duration
dates for tasks, meet with the people who will be
performing the tasks and solicit their input. When the
project is under way, schedule regular meetings to
make sure that things are on track- and be sure to
include the time required for those meetings in the
schedule. Document unanswered or unresolved
issues to create a list of action items that describes
who's responsible for resolving each item. If a task
slips, inform the appropriate higher-ups before
someone else beats you to it. Peggy J. Day says it
best: communicate, communicate, communicate. ~
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Summary:
II A project-management program is part database manager, part spreadsheet, and part graphics
program. It lets you store and retrieve data, perform "what if" analysis, and take all the numbers you
supply and generate charts depicting schedules and workloads.
II Using a project manager involves specifying three kinds of information: a project's tasks, the amount of
time each task takes, and the resources required to perform the tasks.
II The real strength of a project manager is its ability to show you options for meeting your goals.
II When specifying a task in project-management software, you supply several time-oriented pieces of
information that the program uses to calculate schedules and workloads. These include duration value,
which tells the program how long that task will take, and earliest start date, which tells the program the
earliest date on which work on that task can begin.
II Some projects (such as house remodeling job) are cost-constrained -the timeline and ending goals
may be flexible, but the budget isn't. Other projects, such as designing a booth for a trade show, are
time-constrained - the project's ending date can't be changed.
II A project-management program's charts, graphs, and reports are worthless if the original data you
supply is inaccurate or unrealistic. Effective use of project-management software requires constant
updating of the project model and regular meetings with the people performing the work.
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Chapter 16

Computer-Aided
Design

In This Chapter:
v' The three categories of CAD - mechanical, architectural, and electrical engineering - and what
they do.
v' A survey of the special labor-saving features that CAD programs provide.

v' Some popular file formats used to exchange files between CAD systems.
v' Printing to plotters, the LaserWriter, and the lmageWriter.
v' The cost of CAD: what it takes to get started and go professional.
v' Where the Mac fits in to the world of CAD.
v' CAD variations: three-dimensional modeling, finite-element analysis, vertical-market systems.

i""J1his is not a good time to be in the T-square manufacturing business.
Computers are replacing traditional drafting tools in d1e same way that word
processors are supplanting type\VTiters. Computer-aided des!iJll (CAD) programs
can turn computers into electronic drafting tables that make it easier than ever to
creare and revise complex drawings.

1

CAD was born in the sLxties, when some automobile and aircraft manufacturers
began augmenting their pencil-and-paper drafting methods with floor-sagging
mainframe computers tied to large graphics terminals. These systems - which
had a fraction of the Mac's speed, memory, and graphics resolution - cost
millions of dollars to buy, and hundreds of dollars an hour to run. Because of their
cost, CAD systems' benefits were reserved for the designers of such complex
beasts as cars, planes, and missiles. Eve1yone else used T-squares, triangles,
mechanical pencils, compasses, and prmractors.

As the cost of computers shrank and their capabilities grew, CW becan1e
feasible for smaller firms. Shortly after microcomputers debuted, CAD appeared
on desktops, thanks largely to two IBM PC programs - Autodesk's AutoCAD and
VersaCAD Corporation's VersaCAD. The Mac, despite its superior graphics, wasn't
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part of the picLUre. Using t11e original Mac's 9-inch screen to view blueprint-sized
CAD drawings would be like viewing the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel through a
keyhole.
Today, thanks to the anival of large-screen monitors and faster machines,
the Macintosh is becoming a major force in microcomputer CAD. In this
chapter, I'll explore the basic concepts and terminology behind CAD. I'll also
spotlight a few programs, but because CAD programs are usually quite
complex, l won't provide an in-depth look at specific programs. Use this
d1apter as a guide ro the jargon and a start ing point for your own investigation.

Categories of CAD
At its foundation, CAD is o!yect-onimteddrawing- a term you may recall from
Chapter 8. To recap briefly, object-oriemed drawings are srored as a series of
individual objects- circles, boxes, arcs, lines, and so on- that can be easily
resized and otherwise altered. Object-oriemed gmphics contrast with bilmapped
graphics, in which images are stored as a series of on and off bitS corTesponding to
the black and white pixels on tl1e screen.
CAD programs provide tools for drawing shapes, and they provide commands
for altering those shapes and calculating and displaying their dimensions. When
it's time to revise, leave your eraser in its drawer and make your changes on
screen using the mouse. You can also create boilerplate designs and adapt them
as needed. Fast-food d1ains, for example, use CAD programs to adapt their basic
building designs to specific sites, allm,~ng their buildings to maintain that
"Anytown, USA" look while still adapting to the characteristics of a specific site.
Three basics categories of CAD exist: mechanical, architectural, and electrical
engineering (see the figure "Three Faces of CAD"). Mechanical CAD is t11e
broadest category. It involves the design of objects: cars, planes, trains, machine
pans, lamp shades, thumbta<.:ks - you name it. Most mechanical CAD programs
create two-dimensional drawings that, like soap opera characters, have height and
\\~dth , but no depth. On!)' a few programs can create three-dimensional drt~\\~ngs
(see the sidebar "CAD Variations" on page 210).
Architectuml CAD, as you'd guess, involves the design of buildings.
ArchitectS create many kinds of drawings: elevations depicting a building's
profile; floorplans showing room dimensions, door locations, and rurnishings;
and maps or the building's plumbing, healing, and electrical systems. Many
CAD programs provide drawing tools for creating parallel lines, making it easy
ro draw walls. Some architectural CAD progmms let you create a 3-0 view tl1at
you can rotate and examine rrom different angles.
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Three Faces of CAD
Three primary categories of CAD exist: architectural, mechanical,
and schematic capture. At top left, an example of an architectural
CAD drawing created with PEGASYS. At top right, a mechanical
CAD created in VersaCAD. At right, a schematic diagram created
in PEGASYS.

Electrical engineers use CAD programs to design circuits and scbemalics those symbols and lines that show how electronic components are interconnected. CAD prog1~1ms designed specifically for circuit design are often called
scbemalic capture programs. In addition LO letting you easily draw a schematic
diagmm, these programs work behind the scenes to keep track of what's connected to what. \X~1en you're finished, you have not only a schematic drawing, but
a parts list and a list of connections. That Ust of connections can go to a circuit
board layoll[ program such as Douglas CAD/CAM Professional System, which can
map our the copper highways and byways that traverse a multilayer printed-circuit
board.
At this advanced level, CAD programs play a direct role in executing a design.
programs can shuttle their daw directly into COIIIjJIIIeJcafded mam(/Ctcturti'tg (CAM) equipment, which uses the measurements and specifications in the
CAD drawing to conu-ol industrial robots or machining tools to creme the parts in
~·lany
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the drawing. Such Buck Rodgers CAD/CAM is prima1ily lhe province of six-figure
workstations, but lhe Mac is making inroads. At a recent CAD/CAM trade show,
Apple conducted an impressive demonstration in which a Roland machining mill
-connected to a Mac II running MG1v!Station CAD/CAM- ground, drilled, and
ca1ved an automobile piston rod out or a block of wax, based on a drawing created
with the Macintosh version of VersaCAD.

CAD Variations
CAD doesn't always mean blueprints and schema!·
ics. The Mac can aid the design process in other ways.
•!· Three-dimensional modeling 3-D programs such as
Silicon Beach Software's Super 3D, Paracomp's
ModeiShop and Swivel 3D, and Visual Information's
Dimensions series let you create drawings that
simulate 3-D objects on the Mac's 2-D screen (see
Chapter 8). A 3-D program lets architects stroll
through their latest creations - before they're built.
As we saw in Chapter 12, some 3-D programs also
provide animation features for putting designs in
motion. Several 2-D CAD programs include 3-D
features. 3-D CAD programs are often used by
package designers. The Scitex Cornerstone Design
System is a high-end 3-D package-design system
comprising a maxed-out Mac llfx and software for
drawing package designs and managing other
aspects of their production.
•!• Finite-element analysis You've designed a bridge
and want to know how it will endure rush-hour
stress. If you know the steel's basic properties, you
can use this CAD technique to divide the bridge's
surface into a finite number of tiny sections called
elements, then electronically apply stress to the
elements and see how they fare. It's a CAD
technique developed for NASA in the sixties by

engineers who later formed MacNeai-Schwender
Corporation, which has developed finite-element
analysis software for micros, minis, and mainframes.
Cosmos/M, from Structural Research and Analysis
Corporation, is a finite-analysis package that shows
stress levels in color. Cosmos/M works with any CAD
program that can export IGES or DXF files.
•!• Specialized CAD In the IBM PCworld, over 400
independent developers have created AutoCAD
templates for designing everything from kitchens to
piping systems to oil wells. Those kind of verticalmarket applications - ones tailored to specific
professions -are becoming more and more
popular on the Mac. Some are template collections
for general-purpose programs like AutoCAD. One
example is LandCADD's Irrigation Design, an
AutoCAD-based system for designing irrigation
systems. Other specialized CAD programs are
designed from the disk up for specific trades.
Graphic Magic's MacSurf, the leading CAD package
for boat design, was used to design two America's
Cup winning yachts. Another specialized CAD
program, Compuneering's Landesign, is designed
for creating suiVey maps and road construction
blueprints. li!il

Life With a CAD Program
If you suspect software with this kind of power is complex, you're right. Forger
diving into a CAD program without opening t.he manual. You'll need clays or
weeks of practice to master the hundreds of drawing, measuring, and annotating
featu res that. a powerhouse CAD program provides.
Lf you've used any ver~ion of Claris' i'vlacDraw, you have a head swrt. From d1e
features standpoint, ~1acDraw is to a CAD program what a tricycle is to a Harley
Davidson. But there arc ~imilarities in their basic approt~che..~ to electronic
drafting. You begin with a blank, Lrntitlccl donrmem window, and create a drawing
by choosing tools from on-screen palettes, using the mouse to drdw shapes.
(Many CAD devotees shun the mouse in fitvor of agrapbics Iable!- a flat surface
on which you scrmvl wit.h a S(J'IIfs. A stylus and tablet feel more like a pen on
paper, and they provide greater precision than a mouse. Graphics tablets and
other altemarive input devices are discussed in Chapter 37.)
To help you draw straight lines and position objects accurately, MacDra\v and
CAD programs provide a .map·IO feature that causes the mouse pointer to be
drawn to an invisible grid as it moves. But CAD progr~ms offer more ways to snap.
For example, most programs let you specify that an object snap to a particular
point on another object, or to the point where two objects intersect.
MacDraw provides tools for drawing several different shapes, but a CAD
program's palettes bristle with specialized tools that make creating complex
drawings easier. A CAD program's[.;eomelric.faci/ilies replace compasses and
protractors and allow you to quickly draw objects requiring calculations or
measurements. Need to measure an angle or calculate the midpoint of a line?
Want to draw a line perpendicular to a slanted line? Or parallel to it? Or tangent to
an arc (such as a belt connecting two pulleys)? Such chores are a common part of
an engineer's or architect's life. A CAD program reduces them to a mouse click.
CAD programs also simpli~' alre1ing the objects you draw. As with MacDr~w.
you can move or resize an object b)' :selecting it and dragging t.he mouse. ~1any
CAD programs also let you enter measurement or position values from the
keyboard for greater precision. You can rotate objects in single-degree increments
and you can create mirror images of objects. An archite([ could use a mirror-image
feature to turn a left-hinged door into a right-hinged one. Most programs also
provide on-screen rulers and coOJdtitctle u·tiidottJS that display the mouse
pointer's position as it moves within the d r~wing window.
A more advanced level of object altering involves cre1ting cba!JrfeJ:s andj7/lel.r.
A cham fer is a beveled corner fom1ecl by a diagonal line that connects two lines. If
you chamfer all four corners of a box, you get an octagonal shape similar to that of
a stop sign. A fillet (pronounced.ft//-ti') is similar, except the object connecting the
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two lines is an arc, not a diagonal line. If you fillet all four comers of a box, you get
a box \vith round comers or, if the arcs are large enough, a circle. Geometrically
speaking, a fillet is an arc tangem to two objects.

Other Labor-Saving Features
CAD programs also give you more ways to tame complex drawing jobs. One
such life simplifier that nearly all CAD programs provide is a layen'ng.feature.
Engineers and architects often build drawings using layers of transparent acetate,
each showing a particular component or system. An architect might show a
plumbing system on one layer, \Valls on another, electrical systems on a third, and
room dimensions on a fourth. CAD layering features work similarly. You can move
objects between layers and selectively show and hide layers, depending on how
much detail you want to see. On a color Mac, you can usually assign a color to
each layer to color code the systems in a drawing. Many CAD programs also let
you open bitmapped graphics and place them on one layer, then trace over them
using the CAD progr't~m's tools. You could use this technique to transfer old
blueprints or schematics into a CAD program: first digitize the images using a
scanner, then import them and D(lce over their bitmaps.
Mechanical drawings and architectur(ll bluepri nts always show the dimensions
of their components. CAD programs provide dtinensioning features that create
those dimension values for you. Simply choose a command or click a palette icon,
select the item you're measwi ng, and the CAD program adds the dimension co
the drawing, complete with arrows and extension lines (see the figure "CAD
Dimensions'). All progmms that provide dimensioning features let you choose the
measwing system in which dimensions appear, and many also let you choose
from several styles of arrows and extension lines. Most programs that prO\~de
dimensioning also provide au/o-dtiuensiomi~g. When an auto-dimensioning
feature is active, the progmm changes dimension values for you when you change
an object's size.
The kinds of objects you can measure vary between programs. Some programs
provide only linear dimensioning- measuring the distance between rwo points.
Others also support tlllgUia rdimcnsioning- measuring the size of angles. Still
others go a step fun her, offering radial dimensioning- the ability to measure
the radii of circles.
Drawings and schematics often contain multiple copies of the same object, be
it a bolt, a sink, or a transistor. Most CAD programs offer symbol libralies that
make it easy to create, store, and reuse often-used symbols of your tr(lcle. Some
programs come with libraries of common architectural or electronic symbols; with
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And because even a large-screen monitor can't show an emire blucprim-sized
drawing at actual size, all CAD programs offer zoom commands that let you move
in for a dose-up look or zoom out to ger rhe big picture. But red~tlwing an image
containing thousands of objects takes time, even on a Mac ll-class machine. To
eliminate rhe wait, most programs offer a redralf} baltti?g feature that lets you stop
rhe redrawing process. You might use redraw halting to stop further redrawing
after the object you've zoomed in to see appears.

measuring the size of
angles. The dialog box
shows the variations of
extension lines and
arrows VcrsaCAD

provides.

One potential solution LO the problem of slow screen updates is a t/ector
accelerator board such as Radius· QuickCAD, which greatly speeds up the
process of drawing rhe objects that comprise a CAD image. Vector accelerators
differ from graphics accelerators such as Apple's Macintosh Display Card 8 • 24GC.
A~ we'll sec in Chapter 38, graphics accelerators boost the Mac's overall performance at drawing bitmapped screen images. The>' take a lot of the wait out of
working with 24-bir color bitmappcd graphics, but they do liule to speed up
object-oriented drawing. Vector acceler~llors, on the other hand, don't improve
bitmappecl drawing performance, but are fine-tuned to speed up object-oriented
drawing. But there's a catch: You need to verity that the CAD program you choose
is compatible with the QuickCAD board, which, at this writing, is the only vector
accelerator available for the Mac.
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Exchanging and Printing
If you work in an organization that ah·eacl)' uses a CAD system - whether a
large workstation or an IBM PC- you'll wam co investigate the daca-e.xchange
options that Mac CAD programs provide. 111ere is no single standard for moving
CAD drawings between systems, but there are some established fonnats. Perhaps
the most popular is IGES, sho1t for Initial Graphics Exchange Standard, developed
by the American National Standards Institute (ANSf). You'll find suppon for IGES
files in CAD systems running on micros, minis, and mainframes. Another popular
format is the DXF file, popularized by Autodesk's AucoCAD package for IBM PCs.
Some i\•l ac CAD programs can import and export lGES and DXF files. With
others, file-translation modules are extra-cost options. Most advanced CAD users
have come to rely on translation programs such as Clatis' Claris Graphics Translator and Kandu Software's CAD~·Iover, both of which translates between IGES,
MacDraw, PICT, DXF, and many Other formats.
A CAD dr-Jwing's final destination is a piece of paper, and some CAD programs
can get it there in more ways than others. In the CAD world, the dominant output
device isn't a l.aserWtiter or an lmageWriter, but apen p/otlel; which prints by
zipping special felt-tipped pens ao·oss a sheet of paper or mylar film. Most plotters
can hold between 4 and 12 different colored pens in a turret mechanism,
switching between them as instructed by the CAD program. Plotters are often
described according to their maximum paper size, with each size labeled by a
letter: an A-siz·e plotter can create 8 1/l by 11-inch drawings. B-size drawings
measure 11 by 17; C-size, 17 by 22; D-size, 22 by 34; and E-stze, 34 by 44. Nearly all
Mac CAD programs can print to a plotter and support plotters from such industry
leaders as CaiComp, Hewlett-Packard, Houswn Instruments, and Roland.
Plotters take too long co accurately render the subtle serifs and fme details of
Mac fonts, so most CAD programs with plotter suppon include strokefonts for
their output. Su·oke fonts allow the plotter to quickly drdw text using- you
guessed it - single strokes of its pens. Stroke foms, sometimes called vector
jonts, resemble the letters created wim a Leroy lettering set, a stencil lettering kit
popular in the drafting world.
Mac CAD programs also support ImageWriters and laserWriters, but to varying
degrees. Some can print in only low-resolution draft modes, but most offer both
low· and high-resolution lmageWriter and utserWriter output. Low-resolution
output is useful for producing quick proofs of a drawing. High resolution takes
longer, but takes advantage of your printer's maximum resolution.
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The Cost of CAD
If you're drooling at the prospects of working CAD into your life, dty up at least until you check your bank balance. Software with the capabilities I've
described doesn't come che-ap, and it does come with a voracious appetite
for hardware.
Some CAD programs run on a Mac Plus, SE, or Classic, but slowly. For serious,
day-in, day-out CAD, you need a Mac 11-class machine with several megabytes of
memory. If you'd prefer to spend your time drawing rather than scrolling, you'll
want a large-screen monitor. Throw in a vector accelerator if you'll be working
with extremely complex images.
·n1en there's the cost of the programs themselves. Their complexity and a
relatively small market combine to place CAD programs among the Mac's most
expensive software. High-end CAD progmms such as Gimeor's Archiuion II,
Autodesk's AutoCAD, anci imerGraph Corporation's MicroStation Mac each cost
over $3000. Between $1000 and $3000, you'll find programs such as
Schlumberger's MacBravo, Versacad's VersaCADJMacimosh Edition, and IGC
Technology's PEGASYS ll, to name only a few.
You can also get capable programs for less than $1000. Examples include Clatis'
Claris CAD (one of the most popular !VIae CAD packages), Engineered Software's
PowerDraw, VersaCAD's VersaCAD Drafter, Fonhought 's Snap, and Graphsoft's
MiniCad+ . But be aware that some progmms in this under-$1000 ballpark don't
include the plotter support and file-exchange features included with their higherpriced brethren. If you need those features, be sure to tall}' up the total cost
before buying.
The most reasonable CAD programs are Generic Software's CADD Level 1,
Graphsoft's Blueprint, and Abracadata's Design Your Own Home Architecture, all
of which retail for less than $300. These programs can't match d1e capabilities of
an AutoCAD or Archittion ll, but they're ideal tools for exploring the CAD world.
And if you outgrow them, chances are you'll be able to impon their drawings inro
a more powerful program.
Besides the features I've desoi bcd here, other factors may innucnce your
choice in a CAD progmm. For example, if you need to exchange dmwings with
IBM PCs, you'll get more consistent results with a program that has a PC counterpan, such as AutoCAD. If you've used Schlumberger's Bravo on a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX minicomputer, you'll feel comlortable with MacBravo. If
you're an architect, you'll wanr to lean toward Arcl1itrion II, Blueptinr, or Design
Your Own Home Architecture. If you're buying CW soft\v-are that will be used by
people with varying levels of CAD experience, a mid-range product such as Snap,
Claris CAD, or PowerDraw may be in order. And don't forget to match the

program's appetite for hardware to the systems you have. Try to run a highend CAD program on a mid-range Mac, and you'll be disappointed with the
results.

Where Mac CAD Fits In
Despite the amazing talents of toclay's CAD programs, the Mac isn't about to
send expensive CAD workstations to the scraphcap. CAD systems exist that can
show animated, three·dimensional views of a jetliner in one window, while you
zoom in on single 1ivets in another. Toclay's Macs -even the llfx - lack the
processing speed required for such tasks.
Most Mac CAD programs are beucr suited to designing things that are easily
visualized in top-view, side-view fashion, rather than in three-dimensional views.
Clearl>•, that covers quite a few jobs. And in large cnginee1ing depanmcms, Mac
CAD programs can lighten the load on those expensive workstations by handing
the simpler jobs d1at can monopolize a workstation's time - freeing it up to do
what it does best. As one CAD expen once told me, "I see a lot of Ferraris on the
road, but many of them arc only doing 55 miles per hour." The Mac may not be a
CAD Ferrali, but even a Chevy beats a horse and huggy.

Summary:
1/ The three primary categories of computer-aided design (CAD) are mechanical (designing objects for
manufacturing); architectural (designing buildings); and schematic capture (designing circuits and
schematics).
1/ CAD drawings are object-oriented - their components are stored as individual objects, such as
circles and boxes, rather than as bitmaps.
1/ CAD programs make creating complex drawings easier by providing powerful geometric drawing

tools, precise measuring and positioning features, and libraries that store often-used symbols for
quick recall.
1/ To speed up the process of redrawing complex images, some CAD programs can use a vector
accelerator board such as the Radius OuickCAD board.
1/ CAD output is most commonly pen plotters. Most Mac CAD packages support stroke fonts for quicker

labeling on plotters. Laser and dot-matrix output is used mainly for quick proofs.
1/ The Mac won't replace dedi.cated CAD workstations for all tasks, but they can lighten the load by taking
over the simpler jobs.

Chapter 17

Multimedia
In This Chapter:
rl The different levels of sophistication of multimedia.

r1 A look at interactive versus passive multimedia.
rl Details on multimedia's potential as an educational tool.
rl The hardware and software components involved in multimedia.

r1 An analysis of the possible roles multimedia will play in the future.

M

ultimedia is many things - literally and figuratively. Literal!}', multimedia
is the integration of more than one communications medium. It's the use
of words, sounds, and still and moving pictures to convey ideas, sell products,
educate, and entertain. It's built around the premise that anything words can do,
words, sounds, and pictures can do better. The more, the media.
Figuratively, what multimedia is depends on who you talk to. Some say it's the
future of computing, a harbinger of an era ·1.vhen computers will convey information using sound and motion as well as text and static images, and when television
will become more interactive and less passive. Some say multimedia is the future
of communication itself, the ideal way of conveying the complex ideas and
concepts of the twenty-first centu1y.
But others say multimedia represenL~ the victory of television over literature,
the triumph of sound bites and flashy visuals over the slow-moving but more
thought-provoking printed word. Multimedia, they say, is just one more technological diversion for a sodety addicted to entenainment and distracted by tli\~a.
Multimedia is many things - it can be all these things. Multimedia brims with
potentjaJ and the potential for misuse. Multimedia can also be technically complex
and, in its most advanced forms, quite expensi\'e. In this chapter, I'll explore the
\Vorlcl of multimedia, sporlighting some ways in which it's used as well as the
components that form a complete system.

The Multi Levels of Multimedia
At irs most basic level, multimedia might involve jazzing up a slide presentation
with background music or nanation. This kind of multimedia doesn't require a
great deal of equipment or technic-til e.xpertise. You can create title slides and
other visuals using a presentation program such as Aldus Persuasion or Microsoft
PowerPoint, and then use a stereo cassette deck to record and play the
soundtrack. Not long ago, the combination of soundtrack and visuals was about all
there was to multimedia.
Today, multimedia generally means using an aulhoting program such as
HyperCard or MacroMind Director ro create a production and play it back. Using
such a program allows a production to have animation, such as bullet chart items
that slide onto the screen, and nashy lrcmsilions, such as dissolves and fade-outs
between visuals. Creating a presentation that uses these basic visual tricks isn't
difficult, but the results can be livelier and more engaging than a simple slide
show.
A more advanced level of multimedia might involve using animation sequences
that illustrate complex concepts, such as how a steam engine works or how heart
valves operate. At this level, your role as producer becomes more demanding.
Designing and executing a complex animated sequence requires artistic skills and
some knowledge of animation techniques. It also requires software with more
advanced animation features than HyperCard's- more about that later.
A sophisticated multimedia production might also incorporate d~li'tzedstill
images captured from a \~cleo camera or videocassette recorder. A corporate
presentation might include shots of the new facto1y; a medical tutOrial might
show images captured lium a videOtape of a surgical operation. For this, you'll
need additional harchvare as well as some knowledge of video and lighting
techniques.
Then there's sound, which authoring programs support in a few ways. They
can play back shon sound passages you record directly into the 1\·l ac using an addon such as Farallon Computing's tvlacRecorcler or using tl1e recording circuitry
built into t11e Mac LC and llsi. So, your animated hean can beat to the sound of a
recorded heart, and the animated steam engine L<m chug as a locomotive sound
plays. Authoring programs can also control electronic synthesizers and CD-ROM
players, which can store hundreds of megabytes of data as well as CO-quality
audio. Thus, a corporate presentation can play to the sound of CO-quality
background music, or a music tutOJial can display text on the screen while a
piece plays.
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Passive versus Active
Multimedia productions can be linear affairs - watched from start to finish,
like a slide show or a 1V program. But the most significant aspect of !'viae multimedia - and the thing that gets its evangelists and doomsayers so excited - is
inleractivity. The most advanced multimedia productions are non-linear and
interactive. Instead of passively sitting through them from beginning to end, you
use the Mac to imeract with them, setting your own pace and branching to
different copies and areas as they interest you. With interactive multimedia, the
Mac and programs like HyperCard become more than devices that present various
media - they become tools for navigating through the media themselves.
The prima1y tools of multimedia navigation are on-screen buttons and
other hoi areas that, when clicked, take you to other screens, display •;vindmvs
containing additional information, or play sounds - or even video sequences.
Yes, interactive multimedia often makes use of yet another piece of hardware,
a videodisc p!ayet; whose discs look like a cross between a phonograph album
and a compact elise.
Videodiscs and interactive multimedia complement each other beautifully,
p1imarily because, unlike a videocassene, a videodisc is a random-access medium.
One side of a videodisc contains 54,000 numbered.frames, and a player under the
Mac's control can skip to any one of them almost instantly. The player can play
frames continuously to show up tO 30 minutes of moving footage, or freeze on any
one frame to show a still. Thus, a multimedia production can include mm~ng and
still pictures stored on the same videoclisc- along witl1 up to 30 minutes of twochannel audio per side. l11ose two audio channels can be used for stereo, or they
can be used separately to hold, for example, narration in two languages.

Multimedia in Education
Clearly, interactive multimedia has tremendous potential as an educational
tool. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in a series of videodisc packages
produced by ABC News Interactive and Optical Data Corporation. In the Martin
Luther King jr. package, you use HyperCard to explore a '~deodisc brimming with
footage of civil rights protests, vintage news reports, and King's speeches, as well
as still phorographs, maps, and charts (see the figure "Interactive Histo1y"). You
can \Vatch the entire "I Have a Dream" speech while reading King's prepared text
on the Mac's screen - and you can see where, half-way through, he diverged
from the prepared text to capture the attention of millions. Other ABC News
Interactive presentations include The '88 Vote, In the Holy Land, The Great
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In early March 1968, Jamos Lawson , chairman of the Community
on the Move for Equ:~Hty , Invited King to come to Memphis.
Tennessee. to support the black sanltatlon workers' strike. J<lng
arrived March 2B. to lead a protest march to city hall Shortly
after the march began, turmoil erupted at the back of the column
and the situation deteriorated Into a riot. Stores were looted and
more than 200 people were arrested. One black youth was killed
by pollee. King was strongly criticized In the newspapers. The
Memphis Commercial App011i accused King of fleeing the melee
instead of trying to stop it. that "King's pose as leader of a nonviolent movement has been shattered."
Still: Newspaper - " Guardsman Back Riot Curfew''
File video: King marching with strikers

Quake of '89, and AIDS. The state of Florida recently dedded to dist1ibute the
latter package along with videodisc players to all its schools.
Each package in tl1e ABC News Interactive series also includes a "documentary maker" with which students can assemble their own documentaries based
on the videodisc's images and news footage. It's th.is feature that also mises red
flags among interactive multimedia ctitics, who wonder, Are students learning
about Martin Luther King Jr. or are tl1ey learning how to produce TV documentaries and splice sound bites? Are they teaming about AIDS? Or are tl1ey
learning that "learning can take the form of an entertainment, and ought to," in
the words of professor and media critic Neil Postman, aud1or of Amusing
Ourselves lo Death: Public Discourse in the rtqe qfShow Business (Penguin,

1985).
Another example of interactive instructional media is Warner New Media's
Audio Notes series, which use CD-ROM discs and HyperCard to allow you to listen
to and learn about music. One three-disc package presents Mozart's opera ll:Je
ilfagic Flute; a one-disc package called The String Quartet presents a Beethoven
string quartet. As the latter plays, you can use an accompan}~ng HyperCard stack
to view any of several measure-by-measure commentaries on the music, each
assuming different levels of musical knO\vledge (see the figure "Listen and Learn"
on the next page). Other parts of the stack contain biographical information
on Beethoven and additional tutorials on music theory. In The Voyager
Company's Igor Stravinsk.JI.' The Rile qfSpring a UClA music professor
provides real-time analysis and commentary as the ballet plays. Whether you're a
music student or a casual listener, a few minutes with any of these products will
give you a new appreciation for the music - and for the potential of interactive
multimedia.
Optical Data Corporation produces packages that teachers can use out-of-thebox or as toolkits for creating their own instructional materials. TI1e Planetscapes
package, for example, contains a videodisc laden with images of planets taken by
the Voyager spacecraft, of North America taken by Landsat satellites, and of space
shuttle missions and components. Accompanying stacks let you browse the
Voyager images, view Landsat images by clicking on a map, and learn about the
space shuttle. You can also create your own stacks that use the videodisc images.
To give educators a hands-on ove1view of interactive multimedia's potential
- and to allow them to create their own multimedia mateiials - researchers
at Apple's Multimedia Lab spent two years developing a package called TI1e
VISual Almanac. It comp1ises a CD-ROM containing 25MB of HyperCard stacks
and digital audio; a workbook; and a videodisc laden with 7500 sounds and
moving and still images - what the workbook not-so-humbly calls "the basic
audiovisual vernacular of our culture." The HyperCard stacks include 14

Listen and Learn
Warner New Media's

The String Quartet lets
you listen to a digitally
recorded Beethoven
string quartet playing
on a

CD-ROM drive

while reading onscreen text in any of
several levels, each
assuming more
musical knowledge
than the last. Level 1
(top) is for listeners
with little musical

Here are some ideas to think about as you
listen:
• How do the instruments sound? Are
they mellow? Screechy? Song-like?
• Is the music slow or fast?
• Is it loud or soft?
• Are there breaks in the music, or does it flow
continuously?
•Does the music imply a mood? Is it joyful
music? Angry? Impatient?¥listful?

knowledge; level 4
(bottom) analysis the
structure of the
currently playing
segment. In the upperright corner, a counter
displays elapsed time
as the music plays.

student activities in science, the an s, social studies, and mathematics. 111ere's
also a "composition workspace'' that lets you search for images and sounds
based on keywords you type, and then assemble them into stacks. The Visual
Almanac was previously avttilablc to educators on ttn award basis only, bu t now
it's available to anyone for only S100 from the Optical Data Corporation (800/
524-2481 or 908/668-0022). It"s the best introduction you'll find to the educational applications - and implications - of interactive multimedia.
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MUlTIMfOIA TO THf MACS

A complete Macintosh multimedia system might make use of the components shown here: a scanner, video
digitizer, and frame grabber for importing images; a CD-ROM drive, MIDI instrument(sl. and amplification
system for high-quality audio; a videodisc player for showing still and moving images on a television monitor;
and a Macintosh running authoring sof1ware such as HyperCard.

Of course, interactive multimedia has applications beyond the classroom.
Lnteractive information kiosks in airports, shopping malls, or trade sho w floors
can provide directories and profiles of cities, stores, or exhibitors. Interactive
presentations can spotlight a concept, company, or product in a more
engaging way. Interactive museum exhibits can enliven potential!>' d1y
subjects. ln San Francisco's Exploratorium, you can fly over d1e Bay Area,
viewing aer ial footage and setting your own course using a trackball.

A Closer Look at the Pieces
I've memioned in passing many of the software and hardware components
involved in multimedia. The figure "Multimedia to the Macs" illustrates how
they interrelate. Here's a closer look at the pieces and a partial list of products
from each category.

•!• Authoni1g The key player in multimedia, authoring softw ar e is the stage that
lets you direct your production's cast o f audio and visual characters. HyperCard
is the most popular authoring program; its relatively easy-to-learn programming language, 1-IyperTalk , lets you create simple animations and establish
links be[\veen on-screen hot spots and other cards. Silicon Beach 's SuperCard
is more sophisticated , with better color support and me ability to create standalone applications, which you can distribute to people who don't have
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SuperCard. Spinnaker Software's Plus offers similar features and is also available
for IBM PCs. You can move Plus productions between Macs and PCs.
.More specialized authoring programs include Farallon Computing's
MediaTracks, MacroMind Director, and Authorware's Auth01ware Professional.
MediaTracks lets you produce Macintosh training materials by recording screen
activity and then adding graphics and digitized sounds and on-screen navigation buttons. MacroMind Director began life as an animation program, but
version 2.0 adds a Hyper-Talk-like language, Lingo, that lets you create interactive animations containing navigation buttons. Director includes a ''player"
application that lets others use your productions without having to own
Director. Authorware Professional is a high-end ($8050) authoring package that
provides sophisticated animation features and lets }'OU create interactjve
productions without programming by dra\Ving links between the production's
components. Authorware also provides training, customizing, and production
services for its clients.

•:• Animation programs In addition to Director and Authorware, there's
Bright Star Technology's interface, which, as we saw in Chapter 12, lets you
create "talking heads" whose mouths move and facial expressions change as
digitized speech comes from the Mac's speaker. Electronic Arts' Studio/1 is a
monochrome paint program that lets you create simple black-and-white
animations that you can play back \\~thin HyperCard and other authoring
programs. 3-D drawing packages such as Silicon Beach's Super3D and
Paracomp's Swivel 3D can creme 3-D animations that you can play back
within authoring programs. A high-end animation program, Linker Systems'
Animation Stand, includes 3-D dr~twing features, a progr<~mming language,
and compatibility with high-end animation hardware sud1 as Diaquesr's
DQ-Animaq, a Mac II board that can control professional video recorders on
a frame-by-frame basis.

•:• 1-'ldeo bardtuare Multimedia can make use of every category of video hardware. For recording a presentation on video tape, you might use a board that
outputs .N?SCvideo, such as those from RasterDps, Mass Microsystems, and
Radius, to name just a few of the fim1s that offer such hardware. For capturing
video images from camcorders, videodiscs or VCRs, you might use digitizer
such as Koala's MacVision. For faster digitizing (MacVision takes several
seconds to capture an image), use a board withjh'tmegt;qbberfeawres such as
RasterOps' FrameGrabber 324NC, Orange Micro's Personal Vision, Workstation
Technologies' Moonraker, or Mass Microsystems' ColorSpace lii (see the figure
"Digitizing Video'').
With boards such as Aapps' DigiVideo and Radius' RadiusTV, you can display
video from VCRs, videodiscs, or TV stations in a Mac window. To combine
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Digitizing Video
Some desktop video
hardware allows you to
display television
images in a Mac
window. Shown here:
the Video Digitizer desk
accessory that
accompanies Mass
Microsystems'
ColorSpace IIi and FX
boards. Frame grabber
boards are usually
expensive; a more·
affordable (but slower)
alternative is Koala's
MacVision.
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Macintosh-generated graphics and text with a video source, you'll need video
oveday hardware such as Mass Microsystems' ColorSpace lli, Truevision's
NuVista +. or Computer Friends' TV Producer Pro.
Then there are VCRs and videodisc players. NEC Technologies' PC-VCR is an
S-VHS videocassette recorder that you can attach to the Mac and control much
like a videodisc player. VHS videocassettes cost far less to produce in small
quantities than videodiscs, so a PC-VCR could be an economical alternative for
an organization that produces its own video materials. The drawback: The
videocassette isn't a random-access medium; it can take as long as 2 Vz minutes
to locate a given point on the tape. As for videodisc players, Pioneer and Sony
make Lhe largest assortment of players that provide RS-232C serial intetf aces
that you can connect to the Mac.

•:• Audio I've discussed CD-ROM players and entry-level recording hardware such
as Ftu(lllon's MacRecorder. To record and play back CO-quality audio, you'll
need Digidesign's Aucliomedia board. Throw in a big, fast hard disk, too,
because CO-quality stereo requ ires 20MB of disk space per minute. As an
alternative, use a MIDI interface to connect your !VIae to one or more MIDI
S}'l1thesizers and play back lvUDI sequence files, which use a small fraction of
the space. You might also consider Digidesign's MacProteus board, a version of
E-mu Systems' remarkable Proteus MIDI insu·ument that you can plug into a
Mac II. And if you don't want to write original music, Passport Design's Music
Data Company sells hundreds of prerecorded MIDI sequences. See Chapter 11
for more details on MIDI and MLDI gear.
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The Pieces are Here Can You Afford Them?
It's obvious that going for broke in interactive multimedia can mean going
broke. Indeed, until the prices of its various pieces come clown - or until a new
generation of televisions is introduced that incorporate some of the pieces full-blown interactive multimedia will remain confined to corporations and
educational institutions for some time to come.
But the larger issue is the impact that interactive multimedia will have on
schools and students. The workbook that accompanies Apple's The Visual
Almanac waxes about how "histoiy comes alive when you can hear the voices of
the past and see the world's leaders at significant moments." Will seeing a clip of
rock-throwing Palestinians really help sUidents understand the roots of the ArabIsraeli conflict? What about the history that took place before the inventions of
sound recording and photography?And what about disciplines that don't benefit
from computer graphics and old news clips, such as literature? How can students
concentrate in an expository writing class when they know they'll be fl}~ng around
the solar system or watching Ted Koppel in their next period?After a few years of
non-linear, TV-based education, will they be able to concentrate at all?
Sma1t educators and cun·iculum planners should definitely be in on the ground
floor of interactive multimedia - not only to prepare for what appear to be
tomorrow's teaching techniques, but to shape those techniques into being more
than technological diversions. To paraphrase Neil Postman, instead of asking, How
can we use television and the computer to control education? they should ask,
How can we use education to control television and the computer?
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Summary:
v' Multimedia is the use of words, sounds, and still and moving pictures to convey ideas, sell
products, educate and entertain.
v' At its most basic level, multimedia might involve adding background narration or music to a slide
presentation. More advanced levels of multimedia might involve using animation sequences to
illustrate complex concepts.
v' The most advanced multimedia productions are interactive- you use the Mac to interact with them,
setting your own pace and branching to different topics and areas as they interest you.
v' Listening to your favorite classical composer's music on the Mac while viewing measure-bymeasure commentaries on it is but one way in which multimedia's tremendous educational
potential can be exploited.
v' The key player in multimedia is authoring software, the stage that lets you direct your production's
cast of audio and visual characters.
v' Multimedia can make use of every category of video hardware. For recording a presentation on
video tape, you might use a board that outputs NTSC video; for capturing video images from
camcorders, videodiscs, or VCRs, you might use a digitizer; and to combine Macintosh-generated
graphics and text with a video source, you'll need video overlay hardware.
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Desktop Video
In This Chapter:
v' A look at why you might want to record Mac screens.
v' The difference between Mac video and TV signals.
v' An introduction to the Macintosh II Video Card utility.
v' How the Macintosh II Video Card can be used for economical desktop video.
v' Getting rid of the horizontal line: Apple's VideoSync utility.

'VThat looks like a television, but isn't?A computer screen. On the surface,

~he Mac's screen seems similar tO a television set's- it uses a video tube
that you definitely do not want to break, and it creates images by drawing
hundreds of narrow horizontal lines. But beyond that, the Mac and a TV set take
vety different approaches to creating images. Normally, you don't need to wony
about these differences. Your Mac and your TV lead separate lives, with little in
common between them.

W

But then the clay comes when, for reasons I'll describe shortly, you would like
to '~deotape what you see on the Mac's screen. It's then that the differences
between Macintosh video and broadcast v;deo become critical.
In the last chapter, we looked at some of the desktop video hardware that's
often used in multimedia applications: frame grabbers and video cards that can
output NTSC video, superimpose Mac graphics over live or taped video, and show
television images in a Macintosh window. In this chapter, I'll explain some of the
technical differences between Mac video and broadcast video, and I'll let you in on
two of the best-kept secrets in the Macintosh world: two Apple utilities - one
free, one that costs onl y ~35 - that let you videotape the Mac's screen.
The free utility lets you attach a standard Macintosh II Video Card directly to a
\~cleo recorder using a simple cable, which you can make yourself or have a TV

technician make for you. The results aren't 100 percent broadcast qualt(J!, as they
say in TV, but they're quite close. The second utility modifies the output of a Mac's
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video circuitry to enable you to videotape the screen by pointing a video
camera at ir. Both are wonderful ways to tl)' your hand at videotaping Mac
images and to learn a bit about how television works.

Why Mac TV?
Before we look at the hows and whars of recording Mac screens, it might be
useful to spotlight the whys. Here are some project ideas to stimulate the 1V
producer within you.

•!• Record a presentation. Perhaps you'd like your employees in the field ro see
that presentation you gave to the home office. Create your visuals using a
presentation program such as Microsoft PowerPoint or Aldus Persuasion, and
then use the program's slide-show feature to advance through the visuals while
videotaping them. Because you're recording directly from the Mac, you'll get
better quality than if you just aimed a video camera at the screen and podium.
You can also record your speed1 by attaching a microphone or public address
system to the '~cleo recorder. This technique can also help you fine-tune your
presentation - and your presentation skills.

•!• Record animation. As we saw in Chapter 12, products like MacroMincl Director
and Apple's HyperCard allow anists to create impressive computer animations.
If you're one of these digital Disneys, you can videotape your effons and not
have to fire up a Mac to show them off. Other pluses: you can see your work on
a larger screen and add a sound track. And you can create a longer animation
than would orhenvise fit in memoJ)' or on disk by creating it in several sections
and then videotaping each section in rum, pausing me video recorder while
loading each one.

•!• Create a training video. Perhaps your company uses custom-developed
Macintosh software, or maybe you'd like to educate new employees on the fine
points of your electronic-mail system or network file server. By videotaping
your own software or system in action, you can create a custom tr'dining '~cleo
tJ1at reflects exactly how your company or departJnent uses the Macintosh.

•!• Record Macintosh demonstrations. A school in Los Angeles videotapes the
HyperCard stacks that students create so they can show meir efforts ro parents.
Indeed, videotaping tJ1e Mac is an ideal way to show someone else what it can
do. j ust ask Apple, Microsoft, Adobe Systems, and l..etraser. They're among the
firms that have produced '~cleo demonstrations of their products in action.

•!• Create a promotional video. By mixing videotaped footage of live action with
static or animated visuals created on the Mac, you can create a promotional
'~cleo mat can ru n in stores or be sent to prospective customers. Some
advice: if you don't have any 1V production experience, you might want
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to consult with someone who does. An amateurish promotional video may
do more harm than good.
•:• Create titles for home videos. Let's be honest - this is really want we want
to do with our Macs and video recorders, isn't it? And why not? Titles can
lend a finishing touch co a home video, and they can be fun. Some video
cameras have built-in titling features, but they're often hard to usc and their
typefaces aren't nearly as attractive as the Mac's. One catd1: you can't
superimpose a Mac-generated title over a videotaped image wimout
specialized hardware, whid1 I'll describe shortly.
•:• Set up an emergency monitor. If you anach a Mac to a video recorder that's
attached to a 1V set, you can use the 1V as a Mac monitor. The results aren't
great- you wouldn't want to use a 1V as a monitor for very long- but they
might be good enough to get you through an emergency if your main monitor
breaks.

TV Technicalities
So there are several good reasons to put the Mac on 1V. But why can't you
just aim a video camera at tl1e Mac's screen?
Actually, you can, but you may be disappointed by the results. For one
thing, you're likely to pick up glare or reflections from the screen. For another,
your videotape v.~ll have a fuzzy, our-of-focus appearance, even if you're
extremely careful about positioning the camera. Worst of all, because of
technical differences between Mac video and 1V, your \~deotape will have a
horizontal line running through it every few seconds. The bottom line: you'll
get the cleanest recording of tl1e Mac's screen when you attach tl1e Mac
directly to a video recorder.
To unite a Mac and video recorder, you need to attach tl1e Mac video
board's video-output connector to the video recorder's video-input connector.
You also need to be sure that the Mac is sending a signal that the video
recorder can receive. And that's when you encounter tl1e differences between
Mac video and TV.
The fi rst of these d ifferences concerns those horizontal scan lines that form
video images. On all video rubes, these lines are formed by an electmn gun (or,
wim most color monitors, three electron guns) wimin the video tube. The gun
fires a stream of electrons at the rube's inner surface, causing its phosphor coating
to glow briefly.
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On a Mac ll "~th Apple's standard Macintosh ll Video Card, there are 480
hori zontal scan lines, and they're painted one at a time, from left to right, from
the top of the screen to the bonom. One complete set of scan lines is aji"ctme.
The Macintosh U Video Card repaints the entire frame 66.67 times per second
(which translates into aji-ame 1-ale of 66.671-!z).
By contrast, American television uses 512 horizontal scan lines, painted in a
very different manner. Instead of painting one frame's worth of scan lines from
top to bottom, a TV set paints them in two separate passes, orjie/ds. First, all the
odd-numbered lines are scanned, and then all the even-numbered lines are
scanned. Each field is painted 30 times per second, giving broadcast video a frame
rate of 30Hz. Thanks to pe1sislellce qfvision- the same phenomenon that
makes movies appear to move- we see the two fields as one image. This twofields-per-frame approach is called tiller/aced video. The Mac's approach of
painting all the scan lines in one pass is calledlloll!illerlaced"ideo.
Mac video and "fV also handle color differemly. In the Mac, the signals for red,
green, and blue- the primary additive colors from which all colors are created each travel on a separate wire. Other wires carry synchronization, or sync, signals.
This approach is called RGB video.
In the lV world, the red, green, and blue signals are merged with the sync
signals into a composde signal that's technically simpler but lacks the sharpness
and clarity of RGB video. The rules that describe the format of a composite
broadcast video signal were developed about 30 years ago by the National
Television System Committee, or NTSC. Broadcast video is often referTed to as
K/SC video, or by the name of rhe standard itself, RS/70

Lowering Your Video Standards
So in many ways, an 1\TSC signal is technically inferior to a color Mac's \~cleo
signal. That's to be expected, given the less-demanding nature of tele,~sion - a
TV image doesn't have to be sharv enough to display small text that's legible at
arm's lengd1. To record a \~cleo signal directly from the Mac, we need, in essence,
to tell the Mac to lower its standards.
Hardware aclcl-ons such as Mass Microsysrems· ColorSpace Ui (for the Mac II
family) and Color"Space Plus;SE (for the Plus and SE) do this by outputting a true
NTSC video signal. Often such products also include agenlocl.?ing feature that lets
you superimpose a Mac video image over an existing video image. When you see
an announcer's name appear at the bottom of the screen as he or she speaks,
you're seeing genlocl<ing in aclion.
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But specialized video hardware starts at about a thousand dollars and goes
way up from there. It's h;~rd to justify such an expenditure if you do desktop
video only occasionally.
That's where the Macintosh 11 Video Card Utility comes in. If you have the
original Macintosh U Video Card - the Orst color video card Apple released for
the Mac - you can get reasonably good results with no additional hardware,
except the cable. Alas, the utility doesn't work with the built-in video circuitry of
the llci, LC, or Ilsi, nor does it work with the three new video boards Apple
unveiled in 1990: the Macintosh Display Card 4• 8, 8•24, and 8•24GC.

How the Video Card Utility Works
TI1e Apple video utility relies on d1e Macintosh II Video Card's ability m be
reprogrammed to pur out a different kind of video signaL The utility is a system
extension (an !Nil) that reprograms the video board to output a signal that's very
dose to the t·rrsc standard. The signal isn't completely ~TSC-compatible, says
j ack Pab~ch, the utility's creator, because "the video card isn't infinitely programmable." Because he couldn't completely reprogram d1e board, Palevich was forced
co "round olf' certain aspects of the modified video signal and, as a result, some
video equipment may not be able to receive the signal perfectly. I had no problems tuning in the Mac's signal on a Sony VCR. If you have problems, you may
be able to resolve them by adjusting the video recorder's fine-tuning controls.
The utility suppotts each of me Mac II Video Card's modes (2, 4, 16, or 256
grey shades or colors), but in black and white only. So, you can record greyscale images or use the fade-in and -out effects of programs like MacroMind
Director, but you can't record in color.
Whether you use Apple's video utilities or a sophisticated desktop video
board, one of the most selious problems wid1 recording Mac screens is that
any ho1izontal lines tim are 1 pLxel wide - like the lines in the title bar of a
Mac window - flicker like a 1930s canoon. This distracting flicker occurs
because of the NTSC standard 's interlaced approach - a holizontal line that's
one scan line wide will appear in only one of the two Oelds that make up each
fr:iune. Thus, the line fiashes on and off 30 times per second.
The Apple video utility fiXes this by pro,~di ng a./llckerft/teJ; a software
routine in which each scan line is evaluated and averaged with lines adjacent to
it. This is similar to the Apple Convolution feature built into Apple's latest
video boards (desclibed in Chapter 38). The Apple Convolution routine was
based on the fiicker filter in this free and humble utility.
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But filtering flicker isn't fi·ee - it uses 48K of memory and slows the Mac by 20
to 40 percent. Pull-down menus become ooze-clown menus. Animations run in
slow motion, although you can often adjust for that by playing the animation back
faster. ( rhis performance penalty doesn 't apply to Apple's new video boards.)

Using the Video Card Utility
The Apple video utility includes several pages of clearly wtitten documentation, so I won't describe how to get it up and running here. I will, however,
desoibe what you need to use it and provide some tips gleaned from my own
experiments. The utility itself is available for downloading from CompuSetve and
America Online. It should also be available through user groups. Keep in mind
that the utility is unsupported, though. Apple, your local dealer, Jlllaavodd, and
lOG Books are not responsible for, or obligated to help you with, any problems
you have.

MIAKING THf CONNfCIION

Male OB-15

To attach the Macintosh II Video Card to a video recorder, construct a cable as
shown here. The Macintosh end of the cable requires a male DB-15 connector.
Many video recorders use a female RCA phono plug for their video inputs; in
such cases, the recorder end of the cable should use a male RCA phono plug.
You can use a shielded audio cable as a starting point for your cable, cutting
the plug from one end and attaching the wires to the DB- 15. The center wire of
the cable attaches to pin 5, while the outer shield wire attaches to pin 6.
Caution: You can damage your Macintosh and your video equipment by
constructing the cable improperly. Consider having a video technician
construct the cable for you.

Besides the Mac 11
Video Card, you need
System 6.0.3 or a later
version, along with the
32-Bit QuickDraw and
Monitors files that
accompany those
versions. You' ll also
need to make a
simple cable (see
the figure "Making
the Connection") .
You may need to flick
a switch on your video
recorder ro tell it that
video is coming from the
video-input connector,
nOL the video recorder's
built-in TV tuner. On my
Sony VCR, for example,
I move a S\\~tch labeled
Input Select from the
Tuner to the Line
position. Check your
recorder's manual
for details.
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Because of overscan, not
all of the Mac's screen
will fit on a television
screen. Of the Mac's

Trixie
Goes to
the Beach

standard 480 horizontal
lines, only about 360
appear on a TV screen.
For this reason, avoid
using the outer 15 percent
or so of the screen,
positioning your titles and
• graphics within the rough
boundaries shown here.
Note that when you
activate the Apple video
utility's flicker filter, the
utility shrinks the Mac If's
screen so it has the same

-LIR-=

dimensions as a compact
Mac's - 512 by 342
pixels. This allows you to
videotape a full Mac
screen - handy if you're
taping a Mac training
video or HyperCard stack.

To record .sound coming from the Mac, <ltlach its audio-output jack ro the
video recorder's audio-input jack. (For details on connecting the Mac's sound
jack to other audio devices, see Chapter 32.) You can also record sound from a
different source - such as a public-address system or stereo - by connecting
the sound source's line-output jack to your video recorder's line-input jack.
To create titles for a video, consider using a paint program (I used PixeiPaint
2.0) that lets you hide the menu bar and its tool palettes. Another good choice
would be Adobe Photoshop or another program that creates C/1/ll:afiased
screen fonts - ones whose jaggies are smoOLhed through the use of subtle
shading. Create the title using the program's text-editing tools, and then hide its
menu bar and tool palettes before recording the title.
Because of a television indusuy practice called Ot'el sCall, in which the image
projected onto a television's video tube is larger than will fit, the o uter edges of
the Mac's screen won't appear on tl1e television or videOtape (see the figure
'V ideo Boundaries"). So it's best to design the title to occupy the center of the
Mac's display - although you still may need ro adjust the posiLion of the text
after you've connected the Mac to the VCR and TV.
Most commercial desktop video products compensate lo r overscan. Also,
when you activate the llicker filter in the free Apple video utility, the utility
shrinks the 1\·fac Irs screen so it has the same dimensions as a compact Mac's 512 horizomal pixels by 342 venical pixels. This allows you to videorape a full
Mac screen, which is especially useful if you're taping a training video or
Hype rCard stack.
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Overscan was born in television's early days, when the image on a picture
tube would gradually shrink as the tube aged. Today's picture tubes don't
suffer from this flaw, but overscan remains, partly to accommodate the elderly
televisions still among us and partly because television manufacturers would
rather fill an entire screen than have a black border around its image. On the
other hand, computer monitors underscan - they project an image smaller
than the tube's surface in order to show eve1y precious pixel.

Designing for Television
To learn about the unique requirements of television
graphic design, I talked with Anne Healy, graphic artist
for NBC's "Late Night with David Letterman." Her
advice: Keep it simple. "On television, everything looks
soft," she says. "There's no real accuracy because of
the [limited] resolution."
Some specific tips:
<!• Avoid thin lines. Lines that are one scan line wide
will flicker badly, and even lines that are two scan
lines wide tend to break up. Use horizontal lines that
are an even number of pixels (2, 4, 6, 8) high.
•!• Avoid tightly spaced parallel lines, small boxes, and
tight concentric circles. All three are prone to flicker
because they conflict with the 1V's scan lines. Make
them heavier and space them farther apart than you
might for a printed graphic. Think of stock market
graphs you see on the news: they're often superimposed over a grid, but the grid boxes are large. Healy
recommends a minimum box size of 1 square inch,
as seen on a 19-inch television.
•!• Avoid lightweight fonts such as Helvetica Light or
Univers 45. Serif typefaces are also risky in small
sizes because the serifs tend to become blurred and
hard to see. Bodoni, for example, doesn't work well
in small sizes because the serifs and thin portions of
characters are too thin. Times and Caslon don't
always work well, either. Century Schoolbook is
better, because its thins aren't very thin.

•!• Don't space characters too tightly. Avoid excessively
close kerning. The edges of characters "bloom"
when televised, so the characters appear closer
together than they really are. To compensate, space
characters so that they look a bit too loose on the
Mac's monitor.
<!• Choose colors carefully. As a general rule, combine
colors that are very different, like a light blue and a
dark red, not a medium red and a medium blue.
"Once I used a full range of pastel colors," Healy
says, "and they all ended up looking the same." Also,
avoid colors that are too hot, like hot pink or lemon
yellow. If you want yellow, use a more golden
yellow. If a color is too hot, it can bleed past its
borders or appear to vibrate.
•!• For Wes that will not be superimposed over an
image, use a black background and white or colored
text. Black or colored text on a white background is
rarely used in television - for the same reason that
it's rarely used in presentation graphics: an all-white
background tends to be too glaring and harsh.
•!• For titles that will be superimposed over an image,
keep the text simple. Use a font such as Univers 65
or Helvetica Medium - and choose a color that will
allow the text to be visible over the background.
Don't use white text, for example, if the background
is a snow-covered ski slope. fig
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And that bri ngs up the issue of designing titles for television, whose
technical limitations impose some restrictions on graphic designers. You'll find
some tips from a professional in the sidebar "Designing for Tele\~Sion."

Apple's VideoSync Utility
Apple's VideoSync utility is designed to let you videotape directly fi·om the
Mac's screen without having a distracting horizontal line appear every second or
two. The utility adds an icon tO the !\·lac's Conu-ol Panel that lets you adjust the
timing of an Apple video card. ·n1e resulting Macintosh monitor image appears
stable when photographed by an NTSC video camera.
VideoSync requires System 6.0.4 or later (or A;UX 2.0) or later; an AppleColor
High-Resolution RGB Monitor; and a Macintosh Display Card 4•8, 8 •24, 8 • 24 GC,
Apple High Resolution Video Card, or Macintosh U Video Carel. The utiliry is also
compatible with some third-party displays that support Apple video cards. At this
writing, the utili{)' doesn't work with the built-in video circuitry in tl1e Mac ilsi, LC,
or Uci.
The VideoSync utility is available for $35 from the Apple Progr'Jmmers and
Developers Association (APDA). If you're interested in obtaining a copy of
VicleoSync and irs documentation, contact APDA in the United States at

800/282-2732.

Signing Off
If you try either of Apple's utilities, drop me a line and let me know how tl1ey
worked for you. Write to me in care of lOG Books Worldwide, or send electronic
mail to 76174,556 on CompuSe1ve, or to JimHeid on America Online.
Thanks to specialized video hardware, the Mac is playing a role in professional video production. Thanks to Apple's two video utilities, the Mac can play
a role in the amateur video world, too.
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Summary:
v' You might want to videotape your Mac's screen to record a presentation; to record animation; to
create a training video; to create a promotional video; to create titles for home videos; or to set up an
emergency monitor.
v' The rules that describe the format of a composite broadcast video signal were developed about 30
years ago by the National Television System Committee (NTSC). In many ways, the Mac's video signal
is superior to an NTSC signal.
v' To get reasonably good desktop video results without buying additional hardware, you can use the
Macintosh II Video Card Utility, which can reprogram Apple's original Macintosh II Video Card to output
a signal that imitates the NTSC standard.
v' To use the Macintosh II Video Card utility, you need System 6.0.3 or a later version, along with the
32-bit QuickDraw and Monitors files that accompany those versions.
v' To record sound coming from the Mac, attach its output jack to the video recorder's audio-input jack.
To record sound from a different source, connect the sound source's line-output jack to your video
recorder's line-input jack.
v' Apple's VideoSync utility adds an icon to the Mac's Control Panel that lets you adjust the timing of an
Apple video card. This allows you to videotape directly from the Mac's screen without having a
distracting horizontal line appear every second or two.
v' To design titles and other graphics to look their best within the limited resolution and 30Hz frame rate
of NTSC video, avoid thin parallel lines and choose fonts and colors carefully.
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Utilities
In This Chapter:
V' An introduction to the various categories of utilities for the Mac.
V' Using navigation utilities to customize your Mac's operation.

V' Managing your resources in System 6.0.x with resource-management utilities.
V' Text-retrieval utilities: locating files on your hard disk.
V' A look at hard drive partitioning utilities.

V' A summary of other specialized utilities available.

U

tilities are the spice of computing life. I refer not to the local telephone or
gas company, but to utility sqjitvare - programs that make using the Mac
easier and more convenient. Utilities form the supporting cast of a computer
setup; they work together with the Mac's system software and with your application programs w improve the Mac's performance and enhance itS operation.

Want to customize your favorite programs' keyboard shortcutS? Need help
managing the files on your hard disk? Longing for a way to resu1Tect that file you
accidentally threw away? Want to customize the colors your Mac displays? Need an
easy way to move files between programs or between a Mac and an m;•vt PC?
Utilities can pe1form these fears and many more. ln this chapter, I examine the
most popular categories of utili[}' software and spotlight several products from
each group. Because there's such an abundance of utilities for the Mac, l don't
have room ro mention each one; so if I've left our a pa11icular program, don't
assume it's under par. Computer dealers, user groups, and mail-order software
advertisements are good places tO learn about the gamut of utilities available in
each class. For a look at some first-nne free and shareware utilities, see the sidebar
"Utilities for Less."
Many of the utilities I'll desoibe in this chapter are designed to work with
System 6.x. Because utilities work closely with the Mac's system software, there's a
good chance that some won't run under System 7.0, or that they'll be supplanted
by new features included in 7.0. If you use System 7.0 and you encounter a mility
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that sounds appealing, be sure to verify that it's compatible with System 7.0 and, of course, that its features aren't already present in the system software.

Utilitarian Approaches
Utilities can provide Mac-enhancing benefits in several ways. Utilities that
work together with your application programs may operate as iNns or as desk
accessories (sometimes called DAs, these small programs are accessed from
the Apple menu). Utilities may also take the form ofF-keys, those small

Utilities for Less
Although a large selection of commercial utilities is
available, the best place to shop for utilities, !NITs, and
desk accessories might be a user group or online
information service. While most large software
publishers have concentrated on full-blown applications, Mac programming hobbyists and small software
firms have churned out more utilities than Dick Clark
has TV shows. Here's a small sampling of the most
popular free or shareware utilities that I haven't
mentioned elsewhere in this chapter.
•!• Boomerang by Hiroaki Yamamoto- enhances the
Mac's Open and Save dialog boxes with options that
let you navigate files and folders quickly. An
improved version of Boomerang, SuperBoomerang,
is included with Now Software's Now Utilities 2.0 along with such goodies as an INIT manager, a popup menu utility, an Open and Save dialog box
enhancer, a menu bar clock, and much more.
>!• Compactor by Bill Goodman -a compression utility
similar to the Stufflt series.
•!• Floppy Fixer by Frank Beatrous - recovers files from
damaged disks.
•!• GooPanel by Steve Bollinger - a System 7.0-like
substitute for the System 6.0.x Control Panel that

•!+

•!•

•!•

•!•

·:·

enables you to open cdevs one at a time in their own
window, either by directly double-clicking on the
cdev icon in the Finder or by launching the GooPanel
application and opening as many cdevs as you like.
MaxAppleZoom by Naoti Horii - enlarges the Mac II
display area from the standard 640 by 480 pixels to
704 by 512 pixels.
miniWriter by David Dunham - a simple text editor
desk accessory. Another popular DA word processor
is the shareware McSink by John Carpenter.
Preferred Publisher's Vantage is a commercial
version of McSink with more features.
SuperCiock by Steve Christensen- adds a digital
clock, calendar, and stopwatch to the Mac's menu
bar.
Switch-A-Roo by Bill Steinberg - lets you switch
between any two video modes (such as color and
black and white) without having to use the Monitors
Control Panel option.
Tidy It Up by Guy Fiems -an application that
organizes all the icons packed inside your System
Folder into categories, making it easier to keep track
of a fully stocked System Folder. li!LI
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Slow

software routines you run by pressing
Command-Shi ft along with a number
key. Or, they may work as RDEVs,
which are accessed using the Mac's
Chooser desk accessoty, or as Contml
Panel devices (cdev.s), which show
up in the Control Panel (see the
figure ''Accessing a Utility").

stc111up doC/1extensions, reside in

INITs, also called

----

Color<>Space

(Options ...
Rains torm
Randomizer

(;) (]~

ments or

1

the S>•stem Folder of a hard or Ooppy
d isk and load into mem01y each time
the Mac starts up. A desk accessory or
LNIT might also add its own menu to
the Mac's menu bar. In Chapter 30,
I'll provi de some background on how
INITs load and operate and I'll pass
along some advice on troubleshooring INIT-relatecl problems.

[ Demo ]

Fish ! by Ed Fr ies & Tom Saxton.
© 199 0 Tom & Ed 's Bogus Software.

Accessing a
Utility
Some utilities are
Control Panel devices,
or cdevs. In System
G.O.x, Control Panel
devices line the left
edge or the Control
Panel desk accessory
!top). When you click a
cdev, the right side or
the Control Panel
window changes to
reflect the cdev's
options. In System
7.0, Control Panel
devices live in the
Control Panel's folder,
which is located in the
System Folder. With
System 7.0, you open

a cdev by double·
clicking it. When you
do, the Mac displays
the cdev in its own
window !bottom).

~!Stem

Utilities in this class have one
com mon characteristic: their benefits
can surface in any application, from a
Lissajous
Logo
Slow
\VOrd processor to a CAD program.
Messages
One
example of an appliC"JtionMultiModule
Nightlines
spanning INIT is Apple's
PICS Player
Macro~·l aker, w hich lets you create
Picture Frame
[ Options ...
Puzzle
your own keyboard shortcuts
Rainstorm
(although it's incompatible with
[ Demo]
Randomizer
many applications) . Another example
Fish! by Ed Fr ies & Tom Saxton.
is Apple's Find File desk accessoty,
© 1990 Tom & Ed's Bogus Software .
which lets you locate a misplaced file
by SC'Jrching for text that appears in
its nam e. And an example fro m the F-key camp is the snapshot F-key, which
creates a file containing the Mac's screen image when you press CommandShift-3.
3

1

The way in which you install d1ese application cohons depends on the type
of util ity. Jn System 6.x, desk accessories are usually installed using Apple's
Font/DA Mover utility, whid1 is included with the J\llac. (l've included brief
instructio ns for using the Font/DA Mover in the sidebar "A Moving Experience"
on the next page). You install an INlT by copying it ro the System Folder of
your startup d isk, and then restaning >'Our Mac. (If you're using System 7.0,
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copy the JNIT LO the Extensions folder, which is located within the System
Folder. To save time, just copy the file to the System Folder: System 7.0's
improved Finder will stash it in the Extensions folder after asking you for
confirmation.)
Instead of working together with your applications, some utilities perform
their work alone. Separate applic:alions you start from the Finder, these selfcontained job specialists pe1form specific tasks, such as backing up hard disks,
resurrecting lost files, or mmsferring files between Macs and other computers.

A Moving Experience
The Font/DA Mover's workings are clearly explained
in the manual that accompanies your Mac. But because
many used or borrowed Macs lose their manuals along
the trail, I've summarized its use here.
To start the Font/DA Mover, double click its icon. A
list of fonts installed on the current startup disk will
appear in the left-hand list box. To see a list of desk
accessories instead, press and hold an Option key as
the Font/DA Mover loads.

•!• To copy a desk accessory to an existing desk
accessory file:
1. Open the desk accessory file by clicking the Open
button, then double-clicking the file's name. The
names of the desk acces-sories in that file appear
in the list box.
2. Select the desk accessory to be copied and click
OK. That desk accessory is added to the others.
•!t To install a desk accessory in a System file:

•!• To remove a desk accessory:

1. Select its name (the Font/DA Mover tells you how
much space it uses).
2. Click Remove.
3. Click OK when asked if you're sure you want to
remove the selected item.
•!· To copy a desk accessory to a new desk
accessory file:
1. Click the Open button under the right list box.
2. Click the New button that appears in the file list
box.
3. Type a name for the new desk accessory file and
click Create.
4. Select the desk accessory to be copied, then click
the Copy button.

1. Open the desk accessory file by clicking the Open
button, then double-clicking the file's name.
2. Make sure the System file is open. If it isn't, use
the other Open button to open it.
3. Select the desk accessory to be installed, then
click Copy.
•!• To install a desk accessory in an application:
1. Press and hold an Option key while clicking the
Open button.
2. Locate the application that will hold the desk
accessory and double-click its name.
3. Select the desk accessory to be copied and click
Copy.

You can remove, copy, or install more than one desk
accessory at once by Shift-clicking on each. li!J
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A well-stocked utility toolkit will combine programs from both camps. (For
a summary of utilities desctibed in this chapter, see the table "Utility
Toolbox.") Not listed are those that perform obvious tasks, such as hard disk
backup and file recovety. We'll look at these disk-related utilities in Chapter 27.

Navigation Copilots
As you become expetienced with the Mac, you'll start wishing for easier ways to
control your programs. You might long for more keyboard shottcuts to eliminate
reaching for the mouse. Or you might want to automate frequently performed
tasks, such as quitting one program, starting another, choosing a command, and
then typing some texr.
Navigation utilities let you streamline the Mac's operation to suit your work
habits and preferences. For creating keyboard shottcuts and automating repetitive
tasks, use a macro or kf?rbomd enbancemenl utility such as Affinity
Microsystems' Tempo II or CE Software's QuicKeys 2. Bmh let you record and play
back ke}'Strokes and mouse movements, and QuicKeys 2 also lets you choose
from a roster of built-in shortcuts, such as scrolling to the beginning or the end of
a document.
To test the macro waters, uy Apple's MacroMaker, which comes with version
6.x of the Mac's system software. MacroMaker pales next to Tempo II and
QuicKeys 2, but it can create simple macros that choose menu commands, enter
often-used text passages, or dick on icons in a tool palette. And its price is right.
(Keep in mind that MacroMaker doesn't work with all programs, however.) For
those who prefer mouse clicking ro key stroking, there's Tactic Software's Icon-lt,
which adds to any program a bar of cusromizable icons to which you can assign
key sequences.
If you use MultiFinder or frequently quit one program and statt another,
consider ICOM Simulations' On Cue. On Cue adds a menu to the right edge of the
menu bar, where MultiFinder's small program icons normally appear. Add the
names of frequently used applications and documents to On Cue's menu, and you
e<1n open them by simpl}' choosing their names. You can even configure On Cue
to display its menu at the mouse pointer's location when }'Ou click the mouse
while pressing Command and Option - a boon lor large-screen users \Vho get
tired of making the long !tip to the menu bar. CE Software's Tiles oiTers similar
features, but wraps them around an attractive, icon-otiented imerface.
Speaking of saving u·ips to the menu bar, large-screen users might also want
Magic Software's Powermenus, which turns the 1'vlac's menu bar imo a pop-up

Utility Toolbox
Utility

Company

Best Uses

Gofer

Microlytics

File locating, text retrieval, occasional research

On Location

On Technology

Text retrieval

Sonar

Virginia Systems

Research

Sonar Professional

Virginia Systems

Advanced research, index compiling, text retrieval

Tempo II
switching

Affinity Microsystems

Keyboard customizing, task automation, program

QuicKeys 2

CE Software

Keyboard customizing, program switching

Macro Maker

Apple Computer

Simple keyboard customizing, task automation

Powermenus

Magic Software

Convenient menu access for large-screen users

TOM INIT

Advanced Interface

Convenient menu access for large-screen users

Icon-It

Tactic Software

Navigation for users who prefer mouse

On Cue

ICOM Simulations

Fast program and document opening

Text-Retrieval

Navigation

Disk and File Management
Shortcut

Aladdin Systems

File locating, Stufflt archive manipulation, disk
navigation

Findswell

Working Software

File locating

DiskTop

CE Software

Convenient file-and-disk management, program
switching

DiskTools

Fifth Generation Software

Convenient file-and-disk management, program
switching
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Utility

Company

Best Uses

System Resource Management
Suitcase II

Fifth Generation Systems

System resource management

MasterJuggler

ALSoft

System resource management

SuperlaserSpool

Fifth Generation Systems

Print spooling

Inix

Natural Intelligence

INIT management

Aask

CE Software

INIT management

INITPicker

Microseeds Publishing

INIT management

SuperGiue II

Solutions International

Text and graphics exchange between Mac
applications

Laplink Mac

Traveling Software

File transfer between Macs and IBM PCs

MacUnk Plus/PC

DataViz

File transfer between Macs and IBM PCs

DOS Mounter

Dayna Communications

Direct Finder access of 3 Vz-inch IBM disks and
Bernoulli Box cartridges

DOS Access

Insignia Solutions

Direct Finder access of 3 Vz-inch IBM disks

Data Exchange

Network/Workgroup
MarkUp

Mainstay

Document annotation for approval and comment

Timbuktu

Farallon Computing

Training, remote control of Macs on network

IIVOut

CE Software

Employee tracking and messaging

DiskPaper

Farallon Computing

Document annotation and exchange
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menu (see the figure ·'Moving Menus'). Another navigation aid is Ach-anced
Interface Progr~t mming's TOM !NIT, which lets you tum any menu into a lem~qlf
menu, which you can detach from the menu bar and drag anywhere on the
screen - like the Tools and Pauems menus in HyperCard.

Managing Resources in System 6.x

r

Fond of fonts? Daft about desk accessories? If so, you've probablr been
frustrated by the Mac's inability to accommcxlate more than 500 font sizes and15
desk accessories. The answer?A resource manctger such as Fifth Generation
Systems· Suitcase II or AL.Soft's Mastet:Juggler. Also calleclfont/DA ettenders, these
godsends let you laden
a File Edit Goodies Font Sty le Pa tterns Tools
.,
your f ont and Apple
menus with a nearly
unlimited number of
fonts and desk
accessories. l n ey work
with other types of
system
resources, roo,
Goodi es
such as F-keys and
Font
Style
•
digitized sounds.
Patterns

/folic
Un der li ne

Resource-management utilities also make
ffim(JOO!il@
it easier to add and
~lilfllC!J(l)I!!J
remove system
resources. Instead of
using Apple's Foni/DA
Mover (included with
the System) or ResEdit
(available from user groups and online services) to install or delete resources in
A Moving Menus
Magic Software's
the System file, you simply access them via the resource ulilit{s Open and Close
Powermenus turns the
commands. The utility tricks the !'viae into thinking the resources are in the
Mac's menu bar into a
System file. The results: )'Ou can access more resources than d1e Mac normally
pop-up menu that
petm its, and the System file remains lean and therefore easier to back up and
appears when you
copr to other disks.
Command·click,

eliminating the need to
move the mouse pointer
up to the menu bar.

Both Mastet:fuggler and Suitm~e 11 offer other goodies. SuitC'tlSe II can display
the acLUal typefaces in a program's Font menu, instead of simply showing font
names in the Mac's Chic.:~tgo font. (Dubi-Ciick Software's McnuFoms 2 docs this,
too, as does ~ow Software' :--.low Clilities.) Maste1juggler lets you assign a sound

to any of nine events, such as inserting or ejecting a disk. (A shareware !NIT called
SoundMaster, by Bruce Tomlin, also does this. It's described along with some
other sound-related utilities in Chapter 32.) And both Suitcase U and
Master:Juggler can compress fonts and sounds so they take up less disk space.
When a compressed font or sound is needed, the utility automatically decompresses it while loading ir into memory, leaving d1e compressed version intact on
your disk.
If you use System 7.0, you don't need a font/DA extender. As we'll see in
Chapter 25, System 7.0 makes installing and removing system resources easier and
adds new versatility to the Apple menu.

Lost in Disk Space
Hard disks can be hard work. It's great having megabytes of fast storage on tap,
but as a hard disk fills up, managing its coments becomes increasingly difficult.
Fort unate!}', an entire class of utilities is devoted to simplifying life for hard-disk
owners. The Mac's Find File desk accessory is one example. Find File is handy, but
its file-locating features are minimal compared to those of disk managers such as
CE Sofrware's DiskTop, Fifth Generation Systems' DiskTools (part of the File
Director package), Aladdin Systems· Shortcut, and Working Software's Findswell.
DiskTop and DiskTools are desk accessories that mimic many functions of the
Finder (see the figure "Surrogate Finders" on next page). Bod1 let you copy,
rename, and delete files, as well as stan programs and open documents. But
unlike the Finder, both also let you search for files according to a variety of
c1iteria. Wid1 DiskTop, tor example, you can search for all text-only files larger than
lOK created by a program other than Microsoft Word between j anuary 1 and
january 15. Both programs provide some navigation benefits, too, allowing you to
quit one program and start another without returning to the Finder. Tactic
Software's MasterFinder provides similar features and includes both application
and desk accessory versions.
Shoncut and Finclswell offer an even more convenient way to locme files. Bod1
utilities are INITs that modify the standard Open dialog box all i'vlac programs use
- a logical place to put file-searching features (unless you need to locate a file
when using the Finder, whose Open command doesn't display the standard
dialog box). Findswell adds a small button; click ir, and a dialog box for searching
appears. Shortcut turns the disk name that appears above the Eject and Drive
buttons into a menu whose commands let you search for files, create new folders,
and more (see the figure ·•one-Stop Searching" on page 249).
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Phrase Finders
The aforememioned file ferrets are usefi.1l only when you know pan or all of
the file name you're looking for. When you don't, consider a le\1-tJ?Ineva/utility
such as Microlytics' Gofer, On Technology's On Location, or Virginia Systems'
Sonar or Sonar Professional. These utilities can search for text containecltvilhin
files. Besides offe1ing another wa}' 10 locate lost files, a text-retrieval utility can turn
the Mac into a powerful research tool. An attorney, for example, might use one to
search case-history files for references to a specific case or litigant.
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Because Gofer and On Location work as desk accessories, they're more
convenient d1an d1e Sonar seti es for day-ro-day use. The Sonar programs,
however, offer more sophisticated seard1ing features. Sonar Professional, in
panicular, is the program of choice for serious researchers. It can assemble an
index of words and phrases; search for synonyms; and even search for words that
are within a cettain distance of mher words, such as each occurrence of lrade that
appears within five words of dt!fkil.

More Hard-Disk Tamers
Another way to tame a hard disk's frontiers is to use a pmtitioning utility
such as ALSoft's MultiDisk or Symantec's SUM Pattition, included with SU~·I 11.
Pattidoning utilities let you dh~de a hard disk's capacity into two or more
logical volumes, each of which is treated as a separate disk that you can
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electronically insert and eject. Some people prefer to divide a a large·C"Jpacity
hard disk into several volumes, believing that doing so makes it easier to
manage and back up files.

As you use a hard disk, its contents become ji'a gmenled- scattered across
separate areas of the disk. Dejragmenlalionutilities, also called disk opl!inizel:>,
keep a hard disk running at top efficiency by reammging its contents so that all
files are stored contiguously. Symantec's SUM IT, l'\onon Utilities for the Macintosh, and Central Point's ,'vlacTools Deluxe offer this feature; ALsoft's DiskExpress
II is another popular disk optimizer.
Organizing a hard disk is one thing; keeping its files safely backed up is
another. Backing up a hard disk involves copying its contents to another
storage medium - usually to a dozen or so floppy disks. It's drudgery, to be
sure, but you can make the process tolerable by using a backup utility such as
Da ne~ Development's Retrospect, SuperMac's DiskFit, Microseeds Publishing's
Reclux, or Fifth Generation Systems' Fastback ll. With a backup utility, you stan
by backing up the entire hard disk, inserting fresh floppies when necessary.
After that, run the utility at regular intervals (every
day or so) to back up new or modified files.

i i Even ifyou back up religiously,

Chances are your backup routine will be as
simple as the one I just described. You might,
however, want to take advantage of the remarkable array of backup options that some programs
- particularly Retrospect and Fastback [I provide. With RetrospeC[, for example, you can
click on an on-screen calendar to specify backup intervals - once a week,
every clay, every other day, and so on. Subsequently, Retrospect automatically
backs up your work at the specified intervals.

you'n probably lose a file 1zow
atzd thet1. You might t·r ash one
by mistake or e1lCOU1lter a
damaged disk between backups. !t!t

Even if you back up religiously, you'll probably lose a ftle now and then. You
might u-a.sh one b}' mistake or encounter a damaged disk between backups. At
such times, you'll want ajile-recove~1' utility such as Symantec's SUM II, Nonon
Utilities for the Macintosh, or Central Point Software's MacTools Deluxe. By
working intimately wit11 the technical information that the !vi ae relies on to keep
trllck of files, these wonder workers can often (though not always) recover deleted
files or files stored on damaged disks.
Disk backup and recovery programs are complex enough to warrant a separate
chapter. I'll take a closer look at t11ese utilities and the concepts behind disk
backup and disk maintenance in Chapter 27.
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Utility Potpourri
\Y/e've toured the most popular utility categoJies, but I can't wrap up
without giving a few more programs their clue.

•:• Cosmetic utilities let you customize the appearance of the !'viae's interface.
Palomar Software's ColoJizer adds color to scroll bars, menus, and every
other element of the Mac's user interface. Microseeds' Screen Gems lets
you replace the Mac's grey desktop pattern with a color image. Dubi-Ciick's
ClickChange and Preferred Publisher's Personality let you create 3-D
windows and buttons as well as animated mouse pointers.
•:• Screen savers blank the 1vlac's screen after a specified period of inactivity,
preventing an image of the menu bar from being burned into the monitor's
phosphorous coating. Popular screen savers include Berkeley Systems' After
Dark, Fifth Generation Systems' P}'l"O, and Microseeds' Dimmer (pa1t of the
Screen Gems package).
•:• Clipboard enhancement utilities add features or conveniences to the Mac's
Clipboard data-exchange mechanism. Solutions' SmartScrap (illustrated in
Chapter 2) provides more features than Apple's Scrapbook desk accessory, as
does Mainstay's ClickPaste.
•:• Font utilities streamline the way the Mac works with type fonts. Foremost
among them is Adobe's Adobe Type Manager (ATM), which uses PostScript
outline font files to provide tack-sharp screen fonts at any size- no more
jagged-edged type if you choose a size that doesn't exist in your System file.
ATM also lets you use PostScJipt plinter fonts with non-PostSc1ipt printers
such as GCC's PersonallaserPrinter and Apple's Personal laserW1iter LS,
ImageWriter II, and StyleWriter. Adobe's Adobe Type Reunion sorts and
organizes fonts by family names, eliminating Font menus that sag to the
bottom of the screen. Tactic Software's FontShare lets the Macs on a network
share downloadable printer fonts stored on a file server. Jim Lewis' free
theTypeBook program is one of several utilities that let you quickly create fontspecimen books that graphic designers and desktop publishers rely on to help
them choose typefaces.
•:• Screen capture utilities replace the Mac's feeble Command-Shift-3 F-key by
providing a slew of options for sa\~ng a screen image on disk. Mainstay's
Capture lets you copy part or aUof the screen - including pulled-down menus
- or save it as a disk file, and Capture supports color displays and large
screens. Prefe1Tecl Publishers' Exposure provides similar options.
•:• IIVorkgnmp utilities let you tum Loca!Talk network cabling into a medium
for coworker communication and brainstorming. If you're using LocalTalk
cables only to connect Macs to laser printers, you're wasting your wires.
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FaraUon Computing's remarkable Timbuktu lets you control one Mac from
another Mac on the network, or simply observe how others are using their
Macs. It's also ideal for transferring files between machines. (Clmis' Public
Folder is another excellent network file-transfer utility; it's free to registered
users of Claris software.) CE Software's In/Out lets rou keep track of who's
in the office - it's an electronic version of the message boards many offices
use. Mainstay's MarkUp allows group editing of documents as they journey
through the approval loop - it's an electronic red pencil that works on
networks. Solutions' Super-Glue ll provides document-annotation features,
too. Far-allon's DiskPaper lets you "print" an electronic copy of any document to your hard disk. After o·eating the document, you can include a
recorded sound cover note cont.aining instructions, comments, or additional information.

•:• Spoolet'S make the long wait for a slow printer less annoying by intercepting
and storing documents on disk and then sending them to the printer as it
becomes available. Although you won't get your output any faster, at least your
Madntosh won't be tied up, lea\~ng you v.raiting while mes print MultiFinder
and System 7.0 provide backgroundprinting, too, but only to PostScript laser
printers and Apple's Personal LaserWriter LS, not to ImageWriters, StyleWriters,
or Hewlett-Packard DeskWriters. Fifth Generation Systems' Superl.aserSpool
supports these printers, and it doesn't require MultiFinder - good news if
your Mac has only 1MB of memory.

•:• .Ffle-tran{for utilities- such as DataViz's MacLink Plus/PC and Traveling
Software's LapLink Mac- bridge the gap between the Mac and the IBM PC
and many popular laptops. Both include a cable and software for your Mac and
PC. (I'll look at these file-translation utilities again in Chapter 29.) If your Mac
has Apple's 1.4MB SuperDrive floppy drive, consider Dayna Communications'
DOS Mounter or Insignia Solutions' DOS Access. Both are INITs tim let you
insert 3 Y1-inch PC disks in a SuperDrive and work with them using the Finder.

•:• File-compression utilities sucl1 as Aladdin Systems' Sruffit Deluxe and the
shareware Stuffit Classic let you compress files so the>•'ll use less disk space.
They're priceless for archiving lesser-used files and for sending and receh~ng
files via modem. Salient Software's Disk Doubler is another popular filecompression utility. A variety of disk labelling utilities is also available to help
you keep track of what's on your disks. Several labelling programs are available
that read disks you insert and then generate labels that you can print on Avery
peel-and-stick label stock.

•:• Security utilities let you keep sensitive files away from curious eyes. Fileencryption programs scramble documents according to a password you
supply. Some popular security utilities include SuperMac's Sentinel; KentMarsh's MacSafe ll, FolderBolt, and NightWatch; FWB's Hard Disk DeadBoh;
and Fifth Generation's Disklock. Stufflt Deluxe and Disk Doubler also allow
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you to assign passwords to archives. To keep wandering hands off your
Mac, consider a utility such as Kent-Mat-sh's Quickl.ock or Casady and
Greene's Access Managed Environment (AME), both of which let you
electronically lock the keyboard, screen, and mouse.

•!• It/i us detection utilities such as Symamec's SA.M, Microcom 's Vire.'C, and
john Norstad's Disinfectant help g uard agains t a virus attack. Viruses and
virus detection utilities are covered in Chapter 28.

•!• JNn· managers let you selectively disable I.J' fiTs without having to drag
them out of the System Folder. Popular INIT managers include CE
Sofrware's Aask (pan o f the MockUtilities package), Microseeds' INITPicker,
and Natural Intelligence's lnix. I use a free INIT manager called Init, by j ohn
Rmenstein . You can get a copy through online services such as
CompuServe or from a local user group or sharewar e clearinghouse.
Utilities that let you manage utilities- now that's the sign of a thti ving
marketplace. l11ere's no shortage o f utilities for the Macintosh, and that's proof of
a few things: the gaps still present in the Mac's system software, th e vitality of the
Mac itself, and most of all, the desire o f Mac users to personalize and customize
their machines.

Summary:
v' Utilities form the supporting cast of a computer setup; they work together with the Mac's system
software and with your application programs to improve the Mac's performance and enhance its
operation.
v' Utilities that work together with your application programs may operate as INITs (system extensions),
desk accessories, F-keys (function keys), RDEVS (accessed from the Mac's Chooser desk accessory), or
cdevs, which show up in the Control Panel.
v' Navigation utilities, like Apple's MacroMaker and CE Software's OuicKeys 2, let you streamline the
Mac's operation to suit your work habits and preferences by creating keyboard shortcuts and automating repetitive tasks.
v' Resource management utilities allow you to store a nearly unlimited number of fonts and desk
accessories and make it easier to add and remove system resources.
v' File-searching utilities like the Mac's Find File desk accessory let you find a particular file among the
many you may have on your hard disk.
v' Defragmentation utilities, or disk optimizers, help speed up a hard disk by rearranging its contents so
that all files are stored contiguously.
v' The fact that there are so many utilities available for the Mac indicates that there are still gaps in the
Mac's system software and that Mac users enjoy personalizing and customizing their machines.
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Chapter 20

Basic Maintenance

In This Chapter:

v Tips on how to keep your keyboard and mouse free of dust and liquids.
v Floppy drives: to clean or not to clean?
v
v
v

How to avoid damaging your screen when cleaning it.

v

Power-related maintenance tips.

Maintaining the electronic parts of your Mac.
Mac ergonomics: setting up your system for maximum comfort.

I

n computing's primeval period (30 years ago), computers used vacuum
tubes- those glowing glass bulbs. One IBM SAGE computer, several dozen of
which formed the backbone of the United States' air defense system from 1958 ro
1983, used 25,000 rubes. Maintenance was hellish. A staff of technicians worked
fu ll-rime keeping the four-sroty behemoth running, and even with a battety of
built-in diagnostics, finding a faulty tube often meanr ruming the room lights off
and looking for its weakened glow.

Today you can service a computer with the lights on. But despite the reliability
of solid-state electronics, computers like the Mac still have some mechanical palls
that requ ire routine attention. Still, you'd be surprised at how many people ignore
the basics of setup and maintenance vital for a healthy Mac. Or maybe you
wouldn 't. If you're part of the group thar believes prevcmalive maintenance
should be prevented, this chapter is for you.
You'll be glad ro know that keeping your Mac and its peri pherals in tune
doesn't require any fancy equipment or technical background. There isn't a single
acronym in this chapter. ln fact, Mac maintenance can be summarized in one
phrase: keep it clean and cool.
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Clean Up Your Mac
Although a layer of dust can do damage by acting as a blanket that keeps heat
in, electronic chips don't have to sparkle to \Vork. The only items on a Mac that
need regular cle-aning are the screen and the mechanical pans - the keyboard,
mouse, and possibly, the disk drives.
Keeping the keyboard clean involves keeping it free of dust and liquids. Each
key is a switch with two contacts that close; the key generates a signal when you
press ir. Dust or spilled maple syrup will either prevent that signal from being
generated, or will cause a kind of keyboard stunering: you 'II press c and get six of
them as the contacts intermittently make and break their connection through
the g1ime.
To dust a keyboard, first tum off the Mac, and then unplug the keyboard. Take
the keyboard into a different room (one without computers), tum it upside down,
and blow into the keys with shon, powerful breaths. Keep those breaths dry by
swallowing a couple of times beforehand, and don't think about Grandma's
cookies as you work. Bener still, rest your lungs and buy a can of compressed air
such as Falcon's Dust-Off at a camera store. Re-ad the directions on the can first:
with some products, holding the can upside-down or at other odd angles causes
icy wet liquid to escape. Don't substitute a bicycle pump, air compressor, or ocher
unfiltered air source. lt could make matters worse by blowing dust into the
keyboard.
Compared to liquids, though, dust is a minor enemy to keyboards. C1ying over
spilt milk may serve no purpose, but orange juice or soda spattered on a keyboard
is definitely weep-wonhy. \Vhen a sugary liquid dries, it leaves behind a sticky
residue that \\~II seal or even corrode the key's contacts. lf you commit this
cardinal sin, take your keyboard to a dealer for a complete cleaning.
lf you're in the middle of a big project and can't do without the keyboard,
however, there is one small hope. It's a desperate mea5ure that won't replace
professional service, but it may get you through a crunch. Buy a bortle of spray
contact cleaner (not tuner cleaner) at an electronics store, then unplug the
keyboard (with the Mac's power oft), hold it over a sink, and spra)' a generous
amount of cleaner into the keyboard while repeatedly pressing its keys. Quickly
tum the keyboard upside down to let it drain. Wail half an hour or so, then
reconnect the keyboard and try typing. If the keyboard works, Sa}' a prayer of
thanks and vow to take it in for service as soon as possible. Lf it doesn't , or if one
or two keys still act up, try again. lf you can't locaLe comact cleaner, ny a bottle of
tape-recorder head cleaner. But remember that this technique is a last-ditch elfort.
lf you can live without your keyboard for a while, having it properly cleaned is the
best solution.
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The mouse is another spill-prone component. Liquid spilled on it will seep in
around the butron and gum up its switch. Again, professional cleaning is the best
remedy, but you can probably make due by disassembling the mouse and spraying
contact cleaner imo its switch. A mouse can also take in liquid from the bottom. If
you roll it through a puddle, its rubber ball will pick up liquid and transfer it w the
contact points, causing sluggish poimer movement or none ar all. If that happens,
turn the mouse upside clown, remove the retaining plate that surrounds the ball,
then invert the mouse and catch the ball as it falls out. Clean Lhe ball with a lintfree doth and clean Lhe rollers inside the mouse with a couon swab moistened
with tape head cleaner or alcohol. In any case, cleaning the mouse regularly is a
good habit to get into, since the mouse picks up dust and lim as it's used.

Dusty Drives and the Screen
The debate over whether or nor to clean floppy disk drives frequently has been
known to spark brawls at user-group meetings. Some say regular cleaning helps
prevem disk errors by removing dust and panicles that occasionally flake off a
disk's surface. Clean-drive aclvomtes swe-tll' by disk drive cleaning kits, which
contain a disklike item that houses a circular pad of fiber-based cleaning material.
You moisten the pad with cleaning fluid, then insert it in the holder, and put the
holder in the drive, w·here it spins like a disk and deans the heads.
Others say, leave the drives alone unless they're acting up. 111ey claim that
cleaning can do more harm Lhan good bec:ause of too much or too liule fluid, or
because din and grime in the cleaning pad can act like sand paper on the drives'
heads. I'm from that school. Some of my 1VIacs are approad1ing their seventh
birthdays, and their drives have never been cleaned and have never misbehaved
-after near-constant use in houses plagued with woodstove dust in the winter
and pollen in the summer. I'm nor saying that cleaning is bad for chives, mind you:
I'm just presenting both sides of the srory. I believe cleaning is unnecessary if you
use high-quality disks and prevent an accumulation of dust in your work area.
The screen is another area where improper cleaning can do damage. Most
screens have a non-glare coating that common glass cleaners will promptly
dissolve, turning the screen's finish from maue to glossy. You can keep the screen
dean witl1 lint-free tissues (such as Kimwipcs) or photographic lens-cleaning
tissue. If you must use a liquidlo remove sticky fingerptints, use a dcaning fluid
made for computer screens. It won't harm the finish, and some of those products
repel dust - at least according to the companies that sell them. Although you mn
use window cleaner w clean the Mac's case, be sure to spray it on a doth (not a
limy paper towel) rather than directly on the case.
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Beat the Heat
Cleaning is imponant for the Mac's mechanical parts; cooling is vital for its
electronic ones. Electronic components have self-desti1JCtive lifestyles. Heat is
their worst enem)•, yet they generate heat as they work. To keep its parts cool, a
computer's case must be ventilated so that cool air can replace hot. The designers
of the first Macs (ones preceding theSE and U) placed cooling vents at strategic
locations in the machine's case to provide what's called convection cooling: the
heat created inside the machine 1ises and exits through the vents in the top of the
case, drawing in cooler air through the vents at the bottom.
This clever arrangement allows air to circulate through the case without
requiring a noisy fan. But you can e-<~sily thwart the process by blocking a set of
vents. If you cram a Mac between books or magazines (or use it on a bearskin
11Jg), you'll block the lower vents, preventing the intake of cool air. If you put it
under a shelf or set books or papers on top of it, you'll block the top vents,
uapping t11e hot air inside. Either way, the result is the same: you'll choke off the
flow of air, allowing heat to build to potentially damaging levels. And damaging
doesn't have to mean chip meltdown. Even if it doesn't damage the hardware,
too high a temperature can cause a system CI<tsh.
To beat the heat, then, give any Mac- but especially the fanless Mac Plusroom to breathe: an inch or two on the sides and seve1al more on the top. Keep it
away from a racliaror or od1er heat source. Also, keep it out of sunlight. Direct
sunlight will bake a Mac and cause screen glare to boor. If you have a Plus or
earlier model, be especially careful to keep the left side of the machine cool that's the side where the heat-generating power supply lives.

Fans for the Mac Plus
An especially effective way to chill the chips in a Mac Plus is to add an external
fan such as Kensington Microware's System Saver. External fans usually fit in the
gap that forms the Mac's carrying handle, which may be a drawback if your Mac
moves around \\~th you.
A fan increases the flow of air through the machine, although keeping d1e vents
clear is no less importanr. Some people think fans are for ballparks and hate t11e
idea of losing the Mac Plus's auf"<il unobtrusiveness, but if you work in a large office
or use a hard disk or other fan-equipped gear, you won't notice a fan 's exaa
decibels.
But don't feel like you must have one. The Mac Plus's fan-free cooling scheme
will keep it temperate prm~ded you follow the ventilation rules. You should
consider a fan, however, if your Mac Plus contains several megabytes of memory
or an acceleiator board, or if you live in a tropical climate.
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The Complete Mac Wardrobe
Cleaning and cooling will keep your Mac healthy, but what about you? Your
equipment should be set up to allow you to use it without having to hire a live-in
ophthalmologist and chiropractor. Fortunately, several companies have come to
the rescue with gadgets and gizmos that all the well-dressed Macs are wearing.
The figure "A Workstation Lhat Works" illustrates ergonomic issues.

•!• T!ll and stvivel.s1alld For me and many others, the screen in a Mac Plus, SE, or
Classic is too low to look at for hours on end without developing a pain in the
neck. Swivel stands made by firms such as Cunis Manufacturing and
Kensington raise the Mac and let you tilt it to a more comfonable viewing
angle. You can also try propping up the front of d1e machine by placing
something under it, such a~ d1e lid of a disk box or two 1 1/l-inch-high plastic
fumiture leg-tips (my personal choice). Incidentally, you'll be glad to know that
tilting a Mac does not affen the operation of pinball or billiard games.

•!• Alae U J1ands The o1iginal Mac 11, the llx, and the llfx are big Macs that rake up
a lot of desk space. You can set up these Macs on their sides alongside your
desk by using metal stands such as Kensington's Madntosh II Stand, which is
also available with extension cables for the keyboard and monitor. Set up the
Mac so that the power light is closest to the !loor. This puts the floppy drive
and programmer's switch within reach. (It also gets the floppy drive away from
the dusty floor.) Don't sera big Mac on its side without a stand; you'll block the
cooling vents. This doesn't apply to the Mac llcx and Ilci, by the way. They're
designed to work in either vertical or horizontal 01ientations.

•!• lr/ouse pads These are squares of rubber that protect furniture and, according
to their proponents, smooth mouse movement. They're just the thing if you're
forced to set up shop on an antique desk. You t:an also make a mouse pad
yourself from wet-suit neoprene or even a piece of clean cardboard, such as the
backing on a pad of paper.

•!• Anh'-glare screen If you work near a bright window or under a bank of
flourescent lights, screen glare may take its toll on your eyes. Several firms
make filters that altach to a monitor's screen. Some filters distort or blur the
screen image, however, so be sure to evaluate several before buying one. It
might be smaner to rearrange your work area or change its lighting to
eliminate the glare. As you shop for screen filters, you'll encounter some that
are advertised as reducing the low-frequency radiation that video rubes give orr.
There's little evidence that screen filters are effeclive at blocking monitor
radiation. A safer practice is to be sure you sit at arms' length from the front of
the Mac's screen, and at le-ast four feet away from the sides or back of any other
monitor. Keep that latter recommenclalion in mind if you work in an office:
panitions and even walls won't stop low-frequency monitor radiation.
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A WORKSTATION THAT WORKS
Today's ergonomists recognize that there is no
perfect position that workers can maintain all
day. For most people, n comfortable work·
station is ono that can accommodate two
or more positions, enabling you to adjust
your chair, monitor, and keyboard to fit
your current task or inclination. Most people
lind the upright and slightly reclined positions
portrayed here best for computer use. If you do
a fair amount of traditional desk work, you'll prob·
ably want a chair that supports a forward-leaning
position as well.

Keyboard Your amns should be relaxed at your
side, with elbows a few inches from your body
(D). Position your choir and keyboard to
minimize reaches. When you change position,
from upright to rocllnod for example, be stre to
reposition your keyboard land screen!. An
adjustable keyboard stand, which enables you to
use the mouse without e stretch, is useful for
this purpose, but you can also place the
keyboard in your lap.
Desk A comfortable desk height is particularly
Recommended important if you keep tho keyboard on your desk.
Angie
If you don't have a keyboard stand and you work
at a nonadjustable surface tha(s too high, try
raising your chair and putting a platloom or box
Screen Posture always follows the eyes;
beneath your feet. If your desk is too low. try
screens placed too low or angled improperly are
fastening blocks to the ends of the legs.
a major source of slouching (A). The distance
Copy Stand If you often look at paper
from the screen to your eyes should be only
documents when you work, use a copy stand,
slightly greater than the distance you noomally
mounted so that it puts your work in the same
maintain between reading material and your
plane and at tho sarno height as tho screen. If
eyes (B). (Bifocal wearers may requiro o
you look at tho hard copy more than the screen,
steeper screen anglo than the ones portroyad.t
orient your chair or screen such tltat the copy
Chair Seat contours should follow the contours
stand, rather than the Macintosh, is direcdy in
of your back. Adjust chair height so that you
front of you.
don't fool pressure on your tailbone !seat too
You Keep moving- motion makes the blood
low) or lower thighs !seat too high). Ergononow. And romomber to take a break from
mists used to recommend 90 degrees as e good
computer work ovary hour.
angle between thighs and spine, but recent
Prepared with the assistance of Eileen Vollowitz.
research shows that more people favor a more
PT. of Bock Designs, in Oakland, California.
open posture (C).
-Joe Matozzoni
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•!• ljljJti?g desk Many desks are too high for comfortable typing. To avoid back
and neck strain, a typing desk should be roughly 27 ind1es high. Get a desk
intended for typing, and avoid those so-called computer tables with shelves
that place the screen at forehead level. To protect your neck and your ego, you
should look clown slightly on a computer.

•!• Surge suppressor To guard against lighU1ing bolts and power surges (very brief
but potentially very damaging increases in the power company's voltage), you
might want to consider a surge suppressor. Some surge supressors also contain
pmver fllters, which smooth out the incoming voltage and help remove "noise"
that power equipment or nearby thunderstorms can cause.
Some engineers I've talked to say a more common power problem is a voltage
sag, also called a brown-out, which can occur when a power-hungry device like a
clothes dryer or air conditioner comes on. Surviving voltage sags requires more
complex and more expensive circuitty. The best power secu1ity is a device called
an uninterruptible power supply or standby power supply, which contains
battelies that provide a minimum of five minutes of juice after a power failurenot a lor, but enough to save your work and shut down safely. Chapter 31
discusses power problems and power-protection devices in detail.

Odds and Ends
While we're talking electrons, there are some other electricity-related maintenance tips to pass on. One concerns the battery that goes in the slot above the
power switch on pre-SE Macs and powers the built-in clock and saves your Control
Panel settings when d1c machine is olf. It looks like a 1.5-volt M fiashlight battery,
but it isn't. I t's a 4.5-volt battery, an Eveready 523 or equivalent. If your Mac Plus's
clock starts losing track of time, the battety is probably exhausted. You can buy a
replacement, which should last about two years, at a camera store. Post-Plus Macs
have lithium battelies that last for many years.
Then there's static electricity, which can be more disasU'Ous to an integrated
drcuit than heat. If you've just shuffled across a wool carpet on a dry winter day,
touch a metallightswitch plate, a radiator, or a eat's nose before tuud1ing the Mac.
That's especially vital if you 're about to install or remove a mem01y upgrade or an
expansion board. The closer you get to integrated circuit chips, the more
important it is ro be static-free. If you live in a static prone area (one where the
humidity is ve1y low), consider using an anti-static wlist strap, available through
most computer dealers and mail-order houses, when working with your Mac's
innards.
Static electricity can also zap disks, scrambling just enough information to make
the disk unreadable. Speaking of fioppy disks, they warrant their own special care,
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whid1, as we'll see in Chapter 27, boils down to no heat, no dust, no bencUng, and
no magnetic fields. And if you have an external floppy disk drive, don't set it to the
left of a Mac Plus or SE (near its power supply) or undernead1 a high-intensity
desk lamp (d1e kind with a transformer in its base) . Born items generate magnetic
fields that can cause disk errors.
All in all, Mac maintenance isn't a f1.1ll-time job. It ce1tainly beats the hoops l had
jump mrough to keep my first computer, a 1977 Radio Shack Model l, afloat. Irs
copper connectors corroded faster than an old Chevy in an acid bath, causing
frequent system crashes. The solution: a weekly "Pink Pearl u·eatment," which
involved polishing three sets of connectors with a pencil eraser. Happily, the only
erasers I see these clays are in painling programs.
to

SummafY:

v Despite the reliability of solid-state electronics, computers like the Mac still have some mechanical
parts that require routine maintenance.

v Exposing a keyboard or mouse to dust or liquids can result in unreliable operation - or worse.
v Some people believe regular cleaning of floppy disk drives helps prevent disk errors while others
believe you should leave them alone unless they act up - the decision is yours.

v Improper cleaning of your screen can damage the non-glare coating, turning the screen's finish from
matte to glossy. Lint-free tissues and cleaning fluid made for computer screens can be used to avoid
this problem.

v Proper ventilation must be provided for the electronic components of your Mac. Earlier Macs achieve
this using convection cooling (heat escapes from the top while cool air is drawn through vents at the
bottom). If you have a Mac Plus, another way to achieve this is to add a fan to your system.

v Anti-glare screens and tilt and swivel stands are examples of accessories you can buy to maximize
your comfort in your working environment.

v To avoid ruining your Mac's integrated circuitry, touch a grounded metal object before working inside
the Mac, or consider using an anti-static wrist strap.
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Memory
In This Chapter:
V An explanation of the difference between read-only memory (ROM) and random access memory (RAM).

V A look at the vital roles RAM plays.
V How to use RAM to boost your Mac's performance.
V When to use a RAM disk and when to use a RAM cache.
V Virtual memory: a RAM disk in reverse.

I

n 1946 at a lecture at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, a mathematician
named John von Neumann presented his vision of future computers: they
would contain internal storage space for holding the results of calculations until
the data could be permanently smred on punched cards. This tempor<uy work
space, which he called inlema/ memoiJ', would also allow a computer to hold
sequences of instructions, eliminating the need to rewire the machine to perform
a different type of calculation. Yes, in that computer Stone Age, to run a differem
program, you got out your wire cutters.
Since those early days memory has evolved from room-size circuits that could
store a sentence to fingernail-size chips that can store a book. And someone
reading this 20 years from now will probably dlllckle at my quaint clesclipLions of
today's memory. But it's likely that memo!)• will still serve the same basic role:
storing the programs we use and the data we create. In this chapter, I'll look at this
role as it applies to the Mac, and I'll desclibe ways to use memory to improve the
Mac's performance. The sidebar "Coming to Terms with Memory" defines the
most common memory-related terms. For details on choosing specific upgrades,
see Chapter 34.
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Memory Minutiae
There are many types of memory, but most fall into either of rwo broad
categories: ROJ/ancl RAJlf You can't venture into the Mac world without encountering these two acronyms, so it helps to understand the concepts behind them.
R0.\'1 stands for read-on(vmemo~J(· the Mac can read the coments of a ROM
chip, but it can't change them. A ROM chip's software is in there for good,
prerecorded at the factory like the music on a phonograph album or compact
disc. The only real threat to ROM is an electrical mishap such as a power surge or
a spark of static electricity.

Ln most computers, ROM holds only a small amount of SJIS!em sqjitt'tlt'e, that
program code that enables d1e machine to nm. The Mac's ROM plays a much
more significant role. It contains sofrware that programmers call on to create pullclown menus, windows, dialog boxes- all the trappings of the Mac's user
interface. (These routines are often collectively described as the Too/bat·.) This

Coming to Terms with Memory
Access Time The time required, in nanoseconds
(billionths of a second; abbreviated ns) to
successfully read to or write from a RAM chip.
Some Macs require faster RAM chips than others;
the llci needs SOns RAM chips, while the Plus and
SE can use slower chips. (Some static RAM chips
provide access times as fast as 25ns.) You can use
chips with a faster access time than your Mac
needs, but they won't speed up processing; the
computer's circuitry is designed for chips with a
specific access time.
Bit Short for binary digit, the smallest unit of
computer storage. Another of John von
Nuemann's contributions to computing, a bit can
represent one of two states: 1 (on) or 0 (off).
Byte The workhorse of information storage, equal to
8 bits. One byte can represent any of 256 values,
since its 8 bits can be on or off in 256 different
combinations. A byte can represent a single

character; for example, storing the alphabet
requires 26 bytes.
Density The capacity, in bits (not bytes). of an
individual RAM or ROM chip. The most common
densities are 256 kilobits and 1 megabit. By tying
RAM chips together in groups of eight, a SIMM
board can store 256 kilobytes or 1 megabyte. A
1MB Mac contains four 256K SIMMs; a 4MB Mac
has four 1MB SIMMs. SIMMs that hold 4MB are
becoming increasingly popular, especially among
Mac llsi owners.
Gigabyte 1024 megabytes; abbreviated as GB.
Kilobit 1024 bits; abbreviated as Kbit. The capacities
of individual RAM chips are measured in Kbits.
Kilobyte 1024 bytes; abbreviated as K.
Megabit 1,048,576 bits; abbreviated as Mbit.
Megabyte 1024 kilobytes; abbreviated as MB.
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built-in personality is what makes almost all Macintosh programs look and operate
in d1e same basic way. ROM also stores diagnostic routines that swing into action
when you switch the Mac on, resting its hardware for problems and then displaying the familiar where's-the-clisk?icon.

RAM: Memory that Forgets
lf a ROM chip is like a phonograph album, a RAM chip is like a cassette tape or
floppy disk - it's initiall)' blank, and its contents can be changed over and over
again. RAM stands for random-access mem01y. Because it can be written to as
well as read from, it's sometimes calledread-wdte memory.
RAM performs the vital job of storing the documents you create and the
software you use to create them. RAM is the Mac's temporary workspace - when
you start a program, one of the Mac's first jobs is to copy the program from disk
into RAM. Similarly, the Finder- the disk-management software that gives you
the Mac's desktop, folder filing system, and trash can - loads into RAM when you
start up d1e Mac.
When you're creating a document using a word processor or other program,
RAM also holds some or all of your document. Most graphics and spreadsheet
programs store an entire document in RAM. Most word processing, desktop
publishing, and clara-management programs swap information between RAM and
a disk. The program keeps in memory only the portion of the document you're
working on at the moment. 1l1is approach lets the program create documents
larger man the available memory. On floppy disk systems, the disk-and-RAM
shuffle slows performance, since the program must frequently access the disk to
save or read part of a document. Because disks are mechanical beasts, they can't
transfer information as quickly as RAM chips.

RAM is versatile but vulnerable. Cassettes and floppy disks store information
using magnetic particles oriented in pattems that remain intact until another
magnetic field comes along to change them. A RAM chip, on the other hand, uses
millions of microscopic electronic switches that stay in place only as long as the
chips have a steady, reliable supply of power. That's why programs have Save
commands- and why it's a good idea to use them often.
Incidentally, RAM chips are often referred to as DRAM (pronounced dee-RA.11)
chips. D is for c{)'namic and reflects the chip's need for a periodic electronic
nudging, or rf!!i-esh st;qnal, that allows it to retain its contents. The od1er major
type of RANI chip, sialic RA.f!, doesn't require a refresh signal and therefore uses
less power. 1l1at's one re-JSon Apple used static RAM in the Mac Portable. But
sratic RAM chips are more expensive than their dynamic counterparts; as a result,
most cleskbound computers use DRAM chips.
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Actually, a special pan of the Mac's memo1y does retain irs information
when the power goes. The Mac's battery-powered parameter /&U! remembers
Conu'Ol Panel settings such as how quickly key characters repeat when you
hold a key clown, or how much time can elapse between two mouse clicks
before they're considered separate clicks rather than a double click. The
baue1y also powers the .\-lac's built-in clock.
The RAM chips used in deskbouncl Macs are connected in groups of eight
on small plug-in circuit boards called Single Jnline Mem01y Modllles, or SJMMJ:
( fhe Mac Portable uses its own specialized memory boards, and in the
discontinued 128K and 512K Macs, RAM ch ips are connected directly to the
computer's main circuit board.) As mentioned earlier, in their least-expensive
configuration, some Macs include 1 megabyte (MB) of HAM. One megab)•te
was a limitless expanse in John von Neumann's computing world, but as we'll
see short!)', today it's barely enough.

Cramped RAM
The Mac's RAM and ROM chips work together - ROM supplies the carvedin-stone software that helps the Mac run, and HAM provides the storage space
to hold, well, eve1ything else. You might think the Mac's RAM holds only
applications and their documents. Not so. RAM is like a shared closet - it's
crammed with odds and ends that reduce the amount of space left over for
your stun·. These odds and ends include the following.

•:• I?AA1-based ~I'Siem sqjitvare Some of the Mac's system software isn't frozen
in HOM but is inste-ttd loaded fi·om disk dllling stan -up. Apple omitted some
of this HAM-based software from ROM in the imerest of flexibility. (For
example, if the Finder was in HOM, Apple couldn't release updated versions
of it without requiring eve1yone to buy new HOM chips.)
Other RAM-based system routines bypass older ROM-based ones. Many
ROM routines are designed to be replaced by newer ones, called p alches,
that load into RAM during start-up. A patch might fix a bug discovered in a
ROM rouLine, or it might add new ROM-ba~ed features to an older Mac for example, Apple's 32-bit QuickDraw software, which lets older i\•lac Ils
use the latest color video hardware. The LC, Ilci, flsi, and llfx have 32-bit
QuickDraw so ftware in ROM. Other Mac Us that don't have 32-bit
QuickDraw in ROM need the patch in order to use certain programs and
video boards. The price for this interface lift? About SDK of RAM.

•:• ~J'Siem e.11ensions These ubiquitous programs load during stanup and let
you customize keyboard shoncuts, exchange electronic mail, and more (see

Chapter 19). They're an effective way 10 customize and enhance the ~v1ac,
but they take their toll on free R.!\tvl.

•!• A1ultiFinder System software that lets you run multiple programs simultaneously. In System 6.x, it requires 160K of RA.Ivl - enough to accommodate
an array of INITs or to help feed a memory-hungty program.

•!• The RAJI1 cache This Control Panel option can boost performance, but it
uses RAM 10 do so.
The upshot of all this is that a Hv!B Mac doesn't have Uv!B offee memory;
instead, it has only 600K to 700K - less if you use Multifinder or memotyconsuming lJ\liTs such as network or electro nic-mail software. If yours is a 1MB
Mac, you'll need to do some careful t\veaking w get acceptable petformance,
and you should choose programs that use memoty sparingly.

Boosting Performance with RAM
By adding to the Mac's memory, you can run several programs at the same
time and switch among them with a mouse click. You can also use extra
memoty to speed up the Mac's operation.
Extra memory can boost performance by reducing the need for the Mac to
access both hard and floppy disks. When a program's code or data is stashed in
memoty inste-Jd of on disk, data transfers occur much faster than the leisurely
pace of a spinning disk and its mechanical read-wlite heads.
There are three techniques you can use to improve performance by
reducing disk accesses:

•!• Give an application more memo~v The Finder's Get Info window lets you
fine-tune how large a chunk of memoty MultiFinder gives a program. If you
increase this am oum, more of the application's program code will be able
to reside in memoty at once. Otherwise, the Mac will have to swap portions
of the program into and out of memory as you work. Large, complex
programs such as Microsoft Word, Excel, QuarkXpress, and Aldus PageMaker are especially appreciative of more memory. Use this rule of thumb:
if the Mac frequently accesses the disk when you choose commands or click
on icons, chances are the program you're running can benefit from extra
memoty. (lncidemally, a very handy shareware INIT called AppSizer lets you
change memory size values when you start a program without having to use
the Get Info command.)

•!• ActitJa/e the RAA1 cache 'n1e RAM cache stores the most recently accessed
portion of the disk in memory in case its program code or data is needed
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By activating the Control Panel's
RAM cache option (topt, you set
aside memory (up to 25 percent
of the total RAM) that the Mac
uses to hold recently loaded program code and data. If that code or data is needed again, the cache supplies it,
eliminating a disk access. The chart (bottomt shows how a 256K cache improves
performance on a 1MB Mac SE without a hard disk. It takes less time to start
Word 4.0 and quit to the Finder a second time because part of each is stored in the
cache. In System 7.0, use the Memory Control Panel to•set the cache. With any
system version, restart the Mac after activating the cache or changing its size.
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again. If it is, the Mac
retrieves it from d1e
came instead of
accessing d1e disk. In
System 6.x, the Control
Panel's General option
lets you activate the
RAM cache and specify
its size. In System 7.0,
use the Memo1y
Concrol Panel.
Generally, the larger
d1e cache, the bener
d1e performance
boost, until the cache
equals about 25
percent of the Mac's
RAM (see the figure
"Fast Cache').
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•:• Use a JG4!11 di.rk A RAM
disk is a pseudo disk
19 1
that you create in the
jll
Mac's memo1y using a
RAM-cliskutility (see
I
the figure "Electronic
Seconds taken to complete task
Disks'). Such a utility is
often included with a
memo!)' upgrade. You
can copy an application
ro a RAM disk and run it ar lightning speed. If the RAM disk is large enough, you
can stash t.he System Folder there too, and improve performance even more.
Unless you have more than 2MB of RA.ivl, however, chances are you won't be
able to create a RAI\1 disk large enough to hold the S}'Stem Folder and a couple
of applications. Incidentally, you should never store documents on a RAM disk;
if the power goes off (or even Auctuates briefly) or if the Mac crashes, you'll
learn the hard way just how pseudo a RAM disk is.

Is

RAM Disk or RAM Cache?
RAM caches and RAM disks sound similar; after all, both improve petformance
by replacing disk accesses with memo1y accesses. But beyond that d1e similarities
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effectiveness of each
depends on how you
speed. (Another popular. shareware RAM-disk utility is George Nelson's
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generally
run only one
for the, Mac it's!~~nning o~ilfin this 'c~$e~ ' an BMB Mac II) and also,/~lls you how
or two programs and
much memory is being used by the RAM cache and any programmer's debugging
aids such as MacsBug. The chart (bottom) compares a RAM disk's effect on
you want maximum
performance when it holds just an application (in this case, WriteNow), just the
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Some Macs can get me performance-boosting benefits of a RAM cache without
donating some of the RAM that holds the programs. The Ilci has a slot designed to
accept an optional cache mematy board, which holds a small amount of static
RAM that can supply data several times faster than the machine's conventional
clynamk RAM d1ips. Apple's cache memory board provides 32K of cache memory
and makes the !Ici about 20 percent faster. The Mac Ilfx contains built-in cache
memory that's fine-tuned to work together with the machine's 68030 processor.
Those of us who don't drive a Ilci or IIIX can still benefit from c.:tche memory.
Orchid Technology's MacSprint II is a 32K cache memoty board for the original
Mac II that boosts performance by about 30 percent - not bad for a $299 add-on.
You'll also fmd cache mem01y on some accelerator boards - those brain
transplants that replace the Mac's central processor chip with a faster one (see
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Chapter 34). For example, the Radius Accelerator 16 and Accelerator 25 boards for
the SE both contain 32K of static cad1e memory.

The Virtues of Virtual Memory
One of the most exciting recent developments in Macintosh memory has
almost nothing to do with RAM. l'm referring to virtual memo~y, a software
sleight of hand that can make a Mac act as though it had far more memory than it
actually does.
Virtual memory is essentially a RAM disk in reverse: instead of treating part of
RAM as a disk, it treats part of a hard disk as RAM. Virtual-memory system software
and the Mac's memmy management hardware work behind the scenes to swap
program code and data between the Mac's RAl'•l and the hard disk. Because hard
disk space costs less per megabyte than RAM, vinual memory is an economical
way to banish those our-of-memory messages.
System 7.0 adds vinual-memory features to the SE/30, llx, lliX, llcx, IIsi, and lid.
The 68030 processor in these Macs contains built-in memory-management
hardware. To use virtual memoty on a Macintosh ll or LC, you need to add
an additional chip, the Motorola 68851 Paged A!femoty Management Um%
or PMMU.
tf you have a Mac Plus or SE containing a 68030 accelerator board, consider
Connectix Corporation's Vil1ttal software, a system extension (INH) that adds
virtual-memoty features to any Mac with memoty-managemem hardware. (The
Mac n version of Virtual includes the 68851 PMMU chip, which anyone with
steady, static-free hands Gm install.) Virtual performs some fancy technical
tricks that can give you the equivalent of 14MB of memoty - even though
version 6.x of the Macintosh's system software supports only 8MB. And Vinual
runs on 1MB Macs; System 7.0 requires 2MB. Connectix also offers other
notewotthy memory-related utilities, such as Maxima, which lets Macs use up
to 14MB of memoty as application memoty and includes a RAM disk utility that
suppotts RANI disks of up to 120MB.
But virtual memory isn't complete nourishment for a memoty-starved Mac.
For one thing, it's not as fast as real memoty - remember, hard disks are
mechanical beasts. A Mac with 8MB of real RAM will be faster than the same
machine with 2MB of RMI and 6MB of vittual memoty . (The exact difference
in performance depends on the programs you run and on the speed of your
hard disk.)
What's more, vitt ual memoty works best when your Macintosh contains
enough RAM to accommodate your largest programs. For example, if one of
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your programs needs 4MB, your Mac should have 4MB of RAM, even if all your
other programs use less than 1MB. If you try to use viltual memory to shoehorn a huge program into a 1MB Macintosh, you'll be forced to endure
frequent slowdowns clue to thrashing, the nearly constant swapping of data
between the Mac's memory and its hard disk.
And finally, virtual memory uses hard disk space that could otherwise hold
documents or application files. If you have a 20MB hard disk, you may not be
willing to donate a third of its capaciry to virtual memory.
But then again, you may. If you use only one or rwo programs - but
they're memory-hungry ones - trading disk space for fewer memory problems may be worthwhile. And the low cost of virtual memory can make its
slower performance tolerable.
That's the thing about memory - deciding how much you need and how
to use it effectively is a game of trade-offs. You must set aside enough memory
to accommodate system software and system extensions such as lNITs, yet
retain enough to run your applications - while your budget stares over your
shoulder. The game isn't easy, especially if you're just getting started with
the Mac.
But look at it this way: at least you don't have to use '<vire cutters to change
programs.
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Summary:
tl The two basic categories of memory are ROM (read-only memory) and RAM (random-access
memory).
t1 In a Mac, ROM contains the software that programmers use to create pull-down menus, windows,
dialog boxes - all the trappings of the Mac's user interface. ROM also stores the diagnostic
routines that are performed when you switch the Mac on.

t1 RAM performs the vital job of storing the documents you create and the software you use to
create them. It is the Mac's temporary workspace - when you start a program, one of the Mac's
first jobs is to copy the program from disk into RAM.
tl RAM is like a shared closet - it's crammed with odds and ends that reduce the amount of space
left over for your stuff. These odds and ends include RAM-based system software, system
extensions, multitasking system software, and the RAM cache.
tl Adding to the Mac's memory enables you to run several programs at the same time and switch
among them with a mouse click. You can also use memory to speed up the Mac's operation.

tl A RAM cache stores the most recently accessed portion of the disk in memory in case its program
code or data is needed again. The cache should be used if you are using Multif inder or System
7.0, or if you regularly repeat certain tasks.
tl A RAM disk is a pseudo disk that you create in the Mac's memory using a RAM-disk utility. If you store
a program on a RAM disk, it will run at top speed.
tl Virtual memory is a new memory development that can make a Mac act as though it has far more
memory than it actually does. Virtual memory is essentially a RAM disk in reverse: instead of
treating part of RAM as a disk, it treats part of a hard disk as RAM.
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Acronyms and
Other Jargon
In This Chapter:
tl ADB: The Apple Desktop Bus.
tl SCSI: Small Computer Systems Interface.

tl CPU: Central Processing Unit.
tl Math, graphics, and other specialized coprocessors.
tl A list of some of the most common acronyms used in the Macintosh world.

T:

he computer field abounds with arcane terms, d1e worst of which arc
acronyms. Acronyms are those leftovers in language's bowl of alphabet
soup - cryptic letter combinations often thrown together without rhe counesy
of a vowel to make them pronounceable. And pronouncing them is only part of
the problem; understanding them is the other. The phrase "d1e new ROMs
contain HFS and the SCSI drivers, which used co be loaded into RAJ\1'' is enough
to baffle anyone attempting to grasp a computer's modus operandi.
But behind every acronym are real, sometimes comprehensible words.
Understanding those words and their meanings is an imponant first step in
mastering the Macintosh. In the last chapter, we looked at two common acronyms: RAM and ROM, which refer to the two basic kinds of memory the Mac uses.
tn this chapter, I'll descramble some more acronyms and look at some of the other
jargon you're likely co encounter in the Macintosh world.

ADB: The Apple Desktop Bus
As we dig into our bowl of alphabet soup, the first acronyms we encounter refer
to some of the !viae's rear-panel ports, also called con11ector:.~ to which you auach
)'OUr keyboard and mouse, as well as other acld-ons.
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The Mac's input devices- its keyboard and mouse- attach to its ADB
connector. ADB stands for Apple Desktop Bus, an expansion system designed for
input devices. (ln the computer world, a bus is a set of wires that form a common
pathway for data.) The Mac Classic, LC, and !lsi each provide one ADB connector;
all other Macs made after the Plus provide two. (111e Plus and earlier Macs used a
different, less versatile method to communicate with their rruce and keyboards.)
Mac keyboards provide two ADB connectors. That's how Macs with only one
ADB connector can accommodate both a keyboard and a mouse - you plug your
mouse into one of the keyboard's ADB connectors, and then use a cable to
connect the keyboard's second ADB connector to your Mac. This technique is
called daisy chaining.
You can use the daisy chaining redmique to attach up to three ADB input
devices to a single ADB connector. In Chapter 37, I'll take a closer look at
alremative input devices andt\DB.

SCSI: Small Computer Systems Interface
The ADB is a relatively slow bus; it transfers only about 4,500 bits- or 90
words - per second. That's certainly faster than anyone can type, but it's pretty
slow as buses go. It's far too slow for performance-oriented add-ons like hard
disks. At about 90 words per second, loading a 10-page document into memory
would take over 27 seconds. You'd grow old waiting for large progran1s to start
up.
One way the Mac accommodates high-performance add-ons is with the SCSI
bus. Short for Small Computer Syrtems lnteiface and inelegantly pronounced
scuzzy, the SCSI bus can transfer millions of bits per second. SCSI is most
commonly used for hard disks, but it's also used by in1age scanners, CD-ROM
drives, some printers, and rape-backup d1ives- all add-ons that benefit from fast
data transfer.
Like ADB, tl1e SCSI bus lets you daisy-chain pelipherals to connect numerous
add-ons to a single, rear-panel connector. While the ADB is limited to three
devices, SCSI supports up to seven. Nearly all external SCSI devices have two 50pin connectors, although some use 25-pin connectors like the one on the back of
the Mac's case. In either case, you connect the first peripheral to the Mac's SCSI
port. Then, if the pe1ipheral has a 50-pin connector, use Apple's Petipheral
lnte~face Cable to attach a second peripheral to it. If the device has a 25-pin
connector, use anot11er SCSI system cable.
When connecting multiple SCSI devices ro the Mac, yo.u'll need ro contend
with the black art of SCSl tenmi?atlon, which involves using small connectors
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called terminators to tell the Mac where the SCSI bus begins and ends. The sidebar
"A SCSI Primer" provides more details on SCSI addressing and termination.

The CPU and its Sidekicks
RAM, ROM, and the rest would be nothing without the centralprocessing 11m!,
or CPU. The CPU is the microprocessor chip that executes the individual instructions

ASCSI Primer
Every Mac from the Plus on has a SCSI connector,
a 25-pin female receptacle called a DB-25. Every Mac
from the SE on also has a 50-pin SCSI connector
inside its case for use with an internal hard disk.
In the SCSI world, every device has an ID number
that ranges from 0 to 6. A device's ID number acts as
its address - when the Mac sends data to a device,
it transmits the device's ID along with the data. All
the devices on the SCSI bus constantly "listen" for
data, but only the device to which the data is
addressed responds.
Besides being an electronic house number, an ID
number also specifies a SCSI device's priority. The
higher the ID number, the higher the device's
priority. When two devices vie for the Mac's attention
at the same time - as might occur when a scanning
program saves an incoming image on disk during a
scan - the Mac turns its attention to the device
with the higher ID number. The Mac, which is the
first device in the SCSI chain, has a priority of 7.
Address number 0 is reserved for an internal
hard disk.
Usually, you specify a device's ID number by
setting a switch on the device, although with some
devices you change the ID by running a program.
(Some users recommend avoiding the latter type of
device; if address conflicts prevent the Mac from

starting up, you may not be able to run the program
to change the address.)

Terminating the Chain
For the SCSI bus to work properly, the Mac must
know where the SCSI chain begins and ends. These
vital boundaries are formed by terminators, special
connectors that absorb the SCSI signals when they
reach the end of the line.
The number of terminators you need in a SCSI
chain depends on the number of devices you're
using - one terminator for one device; two
terminators for two or more devices. Some devices
(such as internal hard disks) include built-in terminators; others don't.
The only specific termination guidelines I can offer
are these: never use more than two terminators,
whether internal or external; and never change a
connection while any device (including the Mac) is on.
Doing either may damage the Mac.
Chapter 30 contains an illustration showing how to
connect terminators; you can find numerous examples
of how to use them in the Macintosh's manual. Check
your peripherals' manuals to find out if they contain
internal terminators so you'll know whether you need
to add an external one. Chapter 30 contains more tips
for setting up SCSI devices. l:i!il
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that form a program, and that shepherds data between disk and memory and
between memory and other components. ln short, the CPU has a hand in ahnost
evety task perfonned by the computer.
A microprocessor's activity follows the beat of an extremely stable electronic
metronome. Many factors govern a computet~s speed, but the number of times
per second the machine's metronome ticks is foremost among them. TI1e clock
governing the Mac Classic's microprocessor ticks roughly 8 million limes per
second, giving the Mac a clock mte of 8 million hertz (cycles per second), or
8111Hz (pronounced megabe11z). By comrast, the clock for the Mac Ufx's processor ticks at a splightJy 40 million times per second, or 40i\•!Hz.
Macs have grown f;tster and more sophisticated over the years; one key to their
evolution has been Apple's use of increasingly powerful CPU chips. The Mac
family uses Motorola's 68000 series of microprocessors. The Mac Classic and the
Mac Portable use the Motorola MC68000, usually just called 68000 for short. This
chip also dlives the Mac SE and Plus and the plimordial Nlacs that preceded them.
The Macintosh LC uses the 68020, often pronounced sb:ty-eJgbl-ob-twen/)1, or
simplr ob-ltb'en/)1, for short The original Macintosh ll, introduced in 1987 and
discontinued in 1988, also used the 68020. This chip is superior to the 68000 for a
few reasons. It's a ti1Je 32-bi/ microprocessor, which means it works \\~th infonnation in 32-bit d1unks. The less-sophisticated 68000 is a hyblid16- and 32-bit
processor: it handles informalion in 32-bit chunks internally, but transfers it to
external components such as RAM chips in 16·bit chunks. The 68020, by working
with 32 bits of information internally and externally, can shuttle twice the data in
the same amount of time. (ln the Mac LC, however, this feature isn't fully taken
advantage of. The LC uses 16·bit external data pams.)
Another 68020 advantage is its built-in, 256-byte instruction cache, high-speed
memoty that holds the instructions that tJ1e CPU used most recently. lf those
instnJCtions are needed again, they're supplied by the cache, eliminating the need
for the CPU to access RAM, which takes more time. Motorola says the instruction
cache boosts the chip's performance by about 40 percent.
The 68030 is used by the remaining members of the Mac family: the SE/30
and the llsi, !lei, and llfX. The 68030 also drives the now-discontinued Hex and
ILx. The 68030 has the same advantages of the 68020, and adds some pluses of
its own. One is a built-in paged mem01y management um~ or PMMU. The
PMMU is used by System 7.0's \~rtual memoty feature, whid1 we encountered
in previous chapters. Apple's AU/X, a version of the Um~t· operating system
popular in many universities and engineeting and research settings, also uses
the PMMU. As mentioned earlier, Macs that use the 68020 do not support
vittual memory unless you buy an optional PMMU chip, the Motorola 68851.
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Chapters 25 and 34 contain more details on which Macs do and do not
support System 7.0's \~rtual memory feature.
The 68030 also provides a built-in 256-byte data cache, which holds the
most recently used data just in case it's needed again. The instruction cache
present in the 68020 is here, too. (Note the difference between instructions
and data: instructions tell the CPU what to do next, while data is what the
instructions affect.)
The 68030 also contains t\\~ce d1e number of internal data patl1ways than
the 68020, and they work in parallel, allowing the CPU to do several things at
once - such as access its instruction cache, data cache, and your RAM chips.
Adding more data pathways to a chip is like adding lanes to a freeway - it lets
more U<tffic move in the same amount of time.
Finally, the 68030 is capable of faster clock rates than the 68020. l11e 68020
can run at up to 33MHz, while the 68030 can run at up to 50MHz - the clock
rate used by some Mac II accelerator boards. (Apple's top-of-the-tine Mac llfx
uses a 40MHz 68030). Future high-performance Macs are likely to use the
Motorola 68040, which is faster and more sophisticated still.

Coprocessors: CPU Sidekicks
Any good business manager knows that being able to delegate work to
specialists makes a manager more productive and efficient. Ditto for a computer's
CPU. l11e 68020 and 68030 are able to delegate certain tasks to specialized
microprocessors called coprocessors. Coprocessors lighten the load on the CPU,
freeing it to do what it does best: supemse the overall operation of the
computer's components.
l11e most common coprocessor is a math coprocessor, a chip with a head for
figures. A math coprocessor can perform complex calculations far more quickly
tl1an a general-purpose processor like the 68020 or 68030. Specifically, math
coprocessors excel at.floatingpoint calculations -calculations involving numbers
witl1 decimal portions, such as 3.1415926. The Mac SE/30, llci, llcx, and IlfX
contain the Motorola 68882 math coprocessor. 'This chip is also available as an
option for the Mac Ilsi and LC. The original Mac II used the 68882's predecessor,
the 68881.
The Mac llfx uses several specialized coprocessors that assist in transfening
data to and from the computer's modem, printer, and SCSI ports. In other Macs,
the CPU has to be intimately involved in d1e u-ansfer of clara to or fi·om these
ports. In the Ufx, specialized input/outputprocesso1s (lOP:;") handle data transfers
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to and from the modem and printer pot1S, while a chip called the 5CS'I!DA1A

Controller shuttles information between RAM and the SCSI port. By lightening
the load on the llfx's CPU, these specialized chips help conuibute to the Ufx's
blazing speed.

If you plan to do high-end color graphics work on your Mac, you'll probably
encounter graphics copJVcessors like American Micro Devices' AillD29000 chip.
Graphics coprocessors specialize in performing the r~rpes of calculations and data
transfers involved in drawing complex color graphics on the screen. Apple's
Macintosh Display Card 8• 24GC uses the AMD29000. We'll look at graphics
acceleration in Chapter 38.

Alphabits
ANSI American National Standards Institute. This is
the standards organization that, through subgroups,
defines such standards as SCSI.
ASCII American Standard Code for Information
Interchange. A standard that defines the way letters,
numbers, special characters, and certain control
characters (such as tabs and carriage returns) are
stored in the computer. ASCII often represents the
only common ground between different models of
computers. It enables various personal computers to
communicate via modems and exchange ASCII files,
which do not contain any codes or characters
specific to a particular brand of computer. In the
Mac world, ASCII files are usually called text-only
files.
cdev Control Panel device, a file that appears in
System 6.x's Control Panel or in System 7.0's
Control Panels folder (located within the System
Folder).
08·9 A nine-pin connector used for the modem and
printer ports on Macs preceding the Plus. Some
third-party hardware and network cables still use
08-9 connectors; to use them with the Mac, you

need a DIN-8-to-DB-9 adaptor. Apple calls this cable
a Macintosh Peripheral Adapter; its part number is
M0199.
DIN·B Also called mini-8 or circu/ar-8, the type of
connector used for the Mac's modem and printer
ports.
HFS Hierarchical File System, the disk-management
software used by the Macintosh. HFS is what allows
you to create folders and organize files within them.
INIT Short for initialization resource, software that
loads into memory when the Mac starts up. An IN IT
can be a standalone file or it can be a resource within
a cdev or RDEV file. In System 6.x, INITs (and files
containing INIT resources) are stored in the System
Folder. In System 7.0, they're stored in the
Extensions folder within the System Folder.
MFS Macintosh File System, the disk-management
software used by the original Mac and by the
Macintosh 512K. MFS could keep track of only
approximately 128 files on a disk. (I say "approxi·
mately" because the number varied according to the
length of the file names.) That was sufficient for the
limited capacity of a 400K floppy disk, but woefully l@f'
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Yet another type of coprocessor is a digital signalprocessor (DSP) chip, such
as Motorola's 56001 chip. In the Mac world, DSP chips are most commonly
used by digital audio expansion boards such as Digidesign's Audiomedia card,
which lets Mac lis record and play back sound with the fidelity of a compact
disc. We'll look at digital audio again in Chapter 32.

Letter Rip
I've covered the most common Mac acronyms and terms in this chapter,
but there are many others, as well as a world of abbreviations, that you may
encounter. I've induded some of them in the sidebar "Alphabits." When you

inadequate for hard disks, which can hold
thousands of files. When the Mac Plus and 512K
Enhanced appeared, MFS was replaced by HFS,
which remains in use today.
PICT A format in which many Macintosh programs can
save graphic documents (see Chapter 8 for details
on PICT and other graphics file formats, including
TIFF and RIFF).
PRAM Short for parameter RAM, the battery-powered
memory that stores key Control Panel settings.
RDEV Also called Chooser device or Chooser
resource, an RDEV is a file whose icon appears in
the Chooser window. The Mac's lmageWriter,
LaserWriter, and StyleWriter printer drivers are
RDEVs. RDEVs may also contain INIT resources that
load into memory during startup; an example of
such an RDEV is the AppleS hare file that lets you
connect to AppleShare file servers (described in
Chapter 40).
RIP Rest in peace. Also raster image processor, the
portion of a laser printer or typesetter that interprets

printing instructions (in PostScript or another
language) and controls the printing mechanism to
produce a page.
RS-422A The type of serial communications interface
used for the Mac's modem and printer ports. RS422A is a faster version of the RS-232C standard, the
type of communications port found on IBM PCs and
many other computers.
SIMM Single In-line Memory Module, the small circuit
board that holds individual RAM chips (usually
eight). You expand a Mac's memory by adding
SIMMs.
VRAM Video RAM - the memory that stores the.bits
that form a Macintosh screen image. NuBus video
boards contain their own VRAM. In a Mac containing
built-in video circuitry, part of the machine's main
RAM is used as VRAM.
XMODEM A file transfer protocol - a method of
transferring files over a modem that ensures that no
data is lost or garbled. li!il
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run into one that isn't covered in this chapter, consult the index to find where
it's discussed.
In the end, most acronyms are just someone's nasty way of turning a few
understandable words into a mysterious jumble of letters. You simply have ro find
out what the letters stand for.
Of course, pronunciation can also be a problem. SCSI may be pronounced
as a \Vord, but you'll get strange looks if you ask someone what kind of cippu
his or her Mac contains.

Summary:
II Behind every acronym are real words; understanding those words and their meanings is an important
first step in mastering the Macintosh.
II ADB stands for Apple Desktop Bus. You attach your keyboard and mouse, as well as other add-ons, to
the Mac's rear-panel ADB connector.
II SCSI is an acronym for Small Computer Systems Interface. The SCSI bus is used for high-performance
add-ons, such as hard disks, image scanners, CD-ROM drives, some printers, and tape-backup drives.
II The CPU, or central processing unit, is the microprocessor chip that executes the individual
instructions that form a program, and that shepherds data between disk and memory and between
memory and other components.
II Increasingly powerful CPU chips have helped the Mac family to grow faster and more sophisticated.
II Coprocessors are specialized microprocessors that lighten the load on the CPU, freeing it to do what it
does best: supervise the overall operation of the computer's operation.

In This Chapter:
II An introduction to the basics of the System Folder- and why you should know them.
II The Mac's approach to controlling specific printers.
II A look at the System file and other files in the System Folder.
II Extending your Mac's capabilities with system extensions.
II Tips for using MacroMaker, Map, CloseView, and Easy Access.

I

n the last chapter, I mentioned that the Mac's operation is a joint effo1t
between the system software that's frozen into its R0 .\1 chips and the system
software that loads from disk imo the Mac's memory during sLartup. That diskbased system sofnvare lives in a variety of flies located with in the folder named
System Folder.

One of the Mac's strengths is that you don't have to understand the contems of
the System Folder in order to use the machine. Still, knowing what's inside the
System Folder can be a big help when you want to u·oubleshom a problem,
customize the Mac, or just understand how it \Vorks. In this chapter, we'll oren
the System Folder and explore what's inside. The table "Inside System 6.x'' shows
the name, and purpose of all the files that comprise the System 6.x release of the
Mac's system software. We'll also look at the four System Folder files that often
confound inexpeliencecl users - MacroMaker, Map, CloseVicw, and Easy Access.
Unless noted otherwise, the information in this chapter applies to system
versions 6.x and 7.0. We'll explore the unique features of System 7.0 in Chapter 25.

Inside System 6.x
File Name

Purpose

Finder

Disk and program management

MultiFinder

Runs multiple programs simultaneously

System

Holds fonts, desk accessories, system software and resources

Scrapbook File

Holds contents of Scrapbook desk accessory

Note Pad File

Holds contents of Note Pad desk accessory

Clipboard File

Provides auxiliary storage for Clipboard

Backgrounder

Looks for spool files created by MultiFinder

DA Handler

Runs desk accessories under MultiFinder

Printer Resources
lmageWriter

Allows printing to lmageWriter

AppleTalk lmageWriter

Allows printing to AppleTalk-equipped lmageWriter lis

lmageWriter LQ

Allows printing to lmageWriter LOs

AppleTalk lmageWriter LQ

Allows printing to AppleTalk-equipped lmageWriter LOs

StyleWriter

Allows printing to StyleWriters

Personal LaserWriter LS

Allows printing to Personal LaserWriter LSs

LaserWriter IISC

Allows printing to LaserWriter IISCs

Personal LaserWriter SCs

Allows printing to Personal LaserWriter SCs

LaserPrep

Prepares Postscript printers for printing by LaserWriter driver

LaserWriter

Allows printing to PostScript printers

Print Monitor

Print spooler for Postscript printers, Personal LaserWriter SCs, Personal
LaserWriter LSs, and LaserWriter IISCs

Control Panel Devices (cdevs)
Startup Device

Selects startup hard disk (not for Plus)

Monitors

Selects number of colors/greys, change configuration of multiple
monitors

Mouse

Adjusts mouse tracking and double-click speed

Keyboard

Adjusts key repeat rate and delay until repeat

General

Provides basic Control Panel settings

File Name

Purpose

Sound

Allows selection of system alert sounds. In System 6.0.7, allows
recording and cutting and pasting of alert sounds.

Color

Allows selected text to appear in color

Map

Displays world map and allows resetting of built-in clock/calendar

Closeview

Enlarges screen image

Other Files
Key Layout

Provides keyboard layout for Key Caps desk accessory

Easy Access

Allows issuing of multi-key sequences without holding down modifier keys

MacroMaker

Allows recording and play back of mouse and key sequences

Macros

Stores macros created by MacroMaker

MacroMaker Help

Contains MacroMaker help screens

Finder Startup

Stores your Set Startup command choices

Startup Screen

When present, its image replaces "Welcome to Macintosh" startup screen

Utilities
Font/DA Mover

Installs and removes fonts and desk accessories

TeachText

Lets you create text-only files and read files containing last-minute update
information

Installer

Updates System Folder to latest version or adds new system software

Apple HD 20 Setup

Tests and initializes Apple SCSI hard disks

Disk First Aid

Tests disks and performs minor repairs

HO Backup

Backs up and restores hard disks

Apple File Exchange

Allows access to non-Macintosh disks and translates between various file formats

TrueType Files*
TrueType

Enables use of TrueType fonts

(various font files)

Contain mathematic descriptions of typefaces

'TrueType files can be used with System 6.0.7 only.
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System Folder Basics
System software, whether that of a Macintosh, an IBM PC, or a room-sized
mainframe computer, transforms a collenion of chips and circuiLS into a working
computer. System software conu·ols the computer's parts and responds to
external input from a keyboard and, in the Mac's case, the mouse.
The System Folder is the folder with a small Mac icon on it. Disks that contain
System Folders are called .fJ!Siem disks,· a disk whose System files are currently in
use is called the slarltljJ disk. The stan up disk's icon always appears in the upperright comer of the Finder's desktop. You can move it else\vhere, but it will reve1t
to its original location the next time you stan up your Mac.
The most visible member of the Mac's system sofHvare is the Finder, the
software for which is stored in a file by the same name. As mentioned in previous
chapters, you use the Finder to srart, or launch, applications; to copy, rename,
and delete files; and to cop}', eject, and erase disks. The Finder also prm~des diskmanagement conveniences- the Get Info command for attaching descriptive
text to files, for example. TI1e Finder also lets you organize a disk's contenLS by
creating folders and dragging documents or programs into them. And the Finder's
Prim Directory command (in the File menu) leLS you prim dti"'ecto~v prim-outs
that show what's on a disk or in a cenain folder.
In System 6.x, a close cousin to the Finder file is the file named MultiFinder,
which contains the program code that enables the Mac to run numerous programs simultaneously. MultiFincler works together with two other System Folder
files, Backgrounder and PrintMonitor, to provide the background printing
capability that lets you cominue to work while the Mac converses with a laser
printer. We'll look more closely at how MuhiFinder performs these juggling acts in
the next chapter.

Printer Resources
Speaking of printing, obtaining hard copy would be considerably harder
without printer resources like the files called ImageW1iter and LaserWriter. Also
called pni?ler dlive1:r, printer resources contain the commands that control a
specific br-,md or model of primer. When your System Folder contains drivers for
more than one printer, you use the Chooser desk accessory to select which
printer you want to use. After choosing a printer, you'll see options pe11aining to
that printer in the Page Setup and Prim dialog boxes that all programs use (see
"Choosing a P1inter").
The Mac comes with a disk called Printer Tools, which contains pli nter drivers
for Apple's printers: the PostSCiipt-basecllaserWiiter liNT, IINTX, and Personal
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Choosing a Printer
The Chooser desk accessory (left) displays a list of all the RDEV files in
your System Folder. When you choose a particular printer, the Mac
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l ascrWriter, Personal l aserWritcr LS. and StyleWriter.

l.aser\Xiriter NT; the non-PostScript Personal LaserWriter LS and SC; the clot-manix
ImageWriter II and Imagc\X'riter LQ; and the ink-jct StylcWritcr. Printer drivers
for non-Apple laser printers such as HewletL-Packard's Lasetjet seties and for
numerous dot-matrix printers are available from companies sud1 as GOT
Softworks (see Chapter 36). And third-patTy, non-PostSCJipt ptinters such as
GCC Technologies' Personal LaserPtinter II series indude their own chivers.
Generally, you use a third-party printer driver in the same way that you use an
Apple printer driver: Copy the dtiver imo the System Folder of your stanup disk,
and then use the Chooser to select the chi ver you want. (In System 7.0, printer
cl1i vers are kept in the Extensions folder, located within the System Folder.)
As we'll see in Chapter 36, printing to a PostScript-based printer requi res two
printer files, named LaserPrep and LaserWriter. l.aserPrep prepares the printer for
accepting d1e PostSuipt printer commands sent by LaserWriter, the dti ver itself.

The System File
The lead player in the System Folder is the System file, which contains much of
the Mac's system software. The System file also holds resource information that
lets Mac programs display currency, time, and dare values in the format required
for various COUJmies. And the System file holds your fonts and desk accessories. In
System 6.x and earlier versions, you install or remove fonts and desk accessories
using Apple's Font/DA Mover utility (instruCtions for using d1e Font;DA Mover
appear in Chapter 19). In System 7.0, you install or remove fonts by simply
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dragging them to and from the System file, and you install desk accessories by
moving them into the Apple Menu Items Folder.
Awaiting installation into your System file is a massive selection of fon ts, from
Hebrew typefaces to special-purpose fonts containing math symbols to headline
fonts for desktop publishing. Many fonts are available free through user groups;
others are sold by such companies such as Adobe Systems and Bitstream. The
same applies to desk accessories: As we saw in Chapter 19, turbocharged calculators, scaled-down word processors, and disk- and file-management tools are just a
few of the desktop adornments available.

System Extensions
We've encountered system extensions in previous chapters: they're files that
extend the Mac's capabilities or enhance its operation. System extensions fall into
three general categories:
•!• Control Panel devices, or cclevs (pronounecl see-dev). These work along with

the Control Panel in System 6.x. When you open the Control Panel, it looks for
cdevs, then displays the icon for each one it finds. Click on an icon, and the
cdev swings into action, adding whatever buttons and options to the Control
Panel's window that are necessaty for the device you chose. When you buy a
new piece of hardware -such as a high-end video board or a CD-ROM player
- it might come with a cdev that you copy to your System Folder. In System
7.0, cdevs reside in the Control Panels folder.
•!• Chooser (!).tensions, or RDEVs (pronounced Clll?-dev). These are files that

appear in the Chooser window. The most common RDEVs are ptinter drivers.
RDEVs are also often used to provide access to the devices on a network, such
as laser ptinters and file setvers (hard disks that are available to all the mad1ines on a network).
•!• lnilializ:aticm resource..~ or !Nffs. !NITs contain software thm loads inro

memoty when the Mac starts up. INlTs may be separate files (such as Apple's
MacroMaker and &Lsy Access), or they may be part of a cdev or RDEVfile. One
example of an RDEV that also contains an fNIT resource is the AppleShare
RDEV, which lets you access AppleShare file servers on a network (see Chapter
40). In System 7.0, INlTs live in the Extensions folder (within the System
Folder).
What's with the four-letter abbreviations- RDEV, cdev, and INIT? These are
the technical terms for system extensions and the way they're identified by the
Mac's operating system. Apple would probably prefer that evetyone call these files
Chooser extensions, Conu'Ol Panels, and iniralization resources, but most
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advanced Mac users prefer the rechie abbreviations. Maybe it's because they take
less time to say.

The Supporting Cast
·n,e remaining players in the System Folder have bit pans or do an occasional
cameo, but they can enhance the performance. You may see a file called
StanupScreen, which contains a picture that appears instead of the 'Welcome to
Macintosh" sta1t up message. You c:<m make your own startup screen by creating
an image using any of several painting programs (see Chapter 8).
Another member of the system team, the Clipboard file, occasionall)• stores the
contents of the Clipboard, the Ylac's mechanism for exchanging inf01mation
between applications. I say "occasionally" because the contents of the Clipboard
are often held in the Mac's memo1y and nor stored on disk. An application can
instruct the l'vlac to save the Clipboard on disk if it contains more information than
will fit in memo1y. Lf you use Microsoft Word, for example, you may occasionally
see the message "Save large Clipboard?" when you quit tbe program. Lf you
choose Yes, Word saves the Clipboard's contents in the Clipboard file.
Lastly, you might encounter specialized system files such as Macintalk, a speecb
dniJer that let~ specially written applications produce somewhat convincing

speech. You can access Macintalk from within HyperCard and with Bright Star
Technology's interFace, which we looked at in Chapter 12.
The System Folder also holds a variety of other files that your programs may
use as they run. For example, some programs with spelling checkers require that
their dictionruy files be stored in the System Folder. Many programs also create
pr£!forencesj11es, which store your current application settings mel which often
have the text "prefs" or "settings" in their names. Ln System 7.0, preferences files
are stored in the Preferences folder.
You may also see specialized font files used by a particular p1inter.
Downloadable PostScript printer font files have odd-sounding names such as
FrankGocBoo for Adobe's Franklin Gothic Book. You might be tempted to
rename these files to make their names a bit more comprehensible. Don't do it the Mac's Laser\\friter printer driver won't be able to find the files during a print
job.
And you're likely to see /empormy files that application programs create as
they operate. Microsoft Word's tcmpor-;uy files, for example, have names like
Word Temp 1, Word Temp 2. Never delete a temporary file if the progr'am that
created it is still running- you 'll be pulling the 11lg out from under the program
and you'll probably lose work or cause a system crash. If you suspect that a
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program has left a few temporaty flies in your System Folder, be sure to quit the
progt: tm before deleting them.

Making Macros
Now let's look at some of thosc confounding system files, smtting with
Macro.Maker, which I introduced in Chapter 19. Macro~·la ker lets you record
keystrokes and mouse actions, then play them back later by choosing a single
command or using a key sequence. Csing macros, you can add your own Command-key shottcuts to
commands or store
frequently typed text
for quick retrieval.
Although MacroMaker
has been o·iticized <L'i
having compatibility
problems with some
progmms, many
people find it a handy
way to automate
simple repetitive tasks.
For that reason, I've
Info
v t.O
included an inu·ocluction to it here.
A Macro Making
MacroMaker's cassette
recorder window lets
you name, store, and
retrieve macros. Here. a
global macro (one
available in any
application) named
Chooser has been
loaded. The Info area
contains a brief
description of the
macro. und the
Keystroke area shows
the macro's key
assignment. Tip: to
display MacroMaker's
help screens, chck on
the version number in
the bottom·right corner.

M:tcrol'..Jaker lets you creue,qlobctl mttCI'O.I, available in all programs; Fti7der

macm.1·. on rap when the Finder is active; and applicalion-spec(/lc macJ'OS, which
work only when the application you used to create them is active. Macro.Maker
loads imo memo1y during startup and adds a menu (a C'JSSette rape icon) to the
menu bar. To record a macro, choose Start Recording from MacroMaker's menu,
then perform the tasks )'OU want to record. The cassette icon Oashes while you're
recording. When you've 11nished, choose Swp Recording from MacroMaker's
menu. and i\lacro~·laker's window appears (see tl1e figure ·'Macro Making').
The MacroMaker window lets you save :mel name macros. Macro names appenr
in ~·lncroMaker's menu. You'll probably also want to assign the macro to a key
sequence to he able to play it without re tching for the mouse. You can use
Command-key sequences to summon macros, but in doing so, )'OLI ti sk disabling a
program's built-in Command-key shortcut. For example, if you use your word
processor to record the text S1itcere(v, and you assign
macro to the Command-S ke)' sequence. you'll disable the keyboard shortcut for your word
procc.~sor's Save commnnd.

me
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For a good surrogate Command key, tty the Control key present on all Mac
keyboards (except those of the Plus and earlier machines). If you use the Apple
Extended !I keyboard - the big, 105-key beast - you can also assign macros to
its fifteen function keys. For the Mac Plus, whose keyboard lacks a Control key and
function keys, use Command along with the Shift or Option keys. Or just examine
your program's menus before assigning the key sequence to be sure your
sequence won't override an existing one.
MacroMaker does have limitations. You can't stop recording when a modal
dialog box (one you can't click outside of) is open. Thus, you can't record a macro
whose last act is to issue an Open command - you can't tell MacroMaker to stop
recording without pulling down its menu, and you can't get to its menu without
cancelling the dialog box. Also, MacroMaker can't record a pause, so you can't use
it to automate a telecommunications session or other activity that involves waiting
between two tasks. Two commercial macro packages- CE Software's QuicKeys 2
and Affinity's Tempo II - don't have these shottcomings. If you become addicted
to macros, you'll probably graduate to one of these. But MacroMaker is ideal for
automating simple tasks and putting the extended keyboard's function keys to
work. And it's free.

Map: Are They Awake in Ankara?
I recently read of a Gallup poll in which three out of four Americans couldn't
locate the Persian Gulf on a map. Perhaps the Map cdev will help to change that.
Map adds to the Control Panel a world map and options for finding cities and
determining the distance and time clifTerence between them and your location
(see the figure 'The i\•lac's Map" on the next page).
Besides being useful and educational, the Map cdev iUustrates Apple's
commitment to making the Mac a truly international computer. When you use
the Set button to specify your location, ~lap stores the location in the Mac's
parameter RAM - that battery-powered area of memo1y that holds the time,
elate, and other Control Panel settings. Take your Mac to a different time zone,
and you c:an use the Set button to adjust the Mac's built-in clock accordingly.
Apple's goals for dealing with time go far be}'Oncl making it easier to reset
the Ala1m Clock. More businesses are using modems and long-distance links to
connect their offices tO remote Macs, and as the)' say on Srar Trek, that disrupts
the space-time continuum. For example, if you create a file at 9:00am in Boston,
then transmit it to San Fr.tnsisco, it arrives three hours before it was created - at
least according to the Mac's current file-dating mechanism. Future versions of the
Mac system \\~II be better able to deal with multiple time zones.
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The Mac's Map
The Map cdev
displays a world map
and lets you
determine tne
distance and time

CloseVi E>vt

difference between
cities. To determine
the shonest distance
bel\Veen two points,

KE>yboard

Map performs a great

circle calculation,
which involves
placing an imagina'Y
plane through the
center of a sphere so
that it touches both

"').

points, then drawing

~

and measuring an arc
between the points.

Mouse

3.3

Longitude
Time Zone
mi

o

B~· the way, you can open an enlarged version of the map by pressing the
Option key while clicking on the Map icon.

Up Close with CloseView
Another cdev that sometimes mystifies new users is CloseView, which lets you
enlarge the screen image up to 16 times its normal size. CloseView is one of those
cclevs that contains an INIT resource; when you start your Mac, CloseView loads
into memoty, ready to be summoned from the Control Panel. CloseView is
intended to make the Mac's screen easier for \~sually impaired users to read, but
it's also handy for precise drawing or positioning.
CloseView's mystelious side surfaces if you aren'r a"-are of what it does. If
you've ever started up your Mac and found a large black rectangle on the screen
chances are you or someone else inadvertently aclivated CloseView. Similarly, if
you're working away and a black rectangle suddenly appears, you probably typed
CloseView's keyboard-activation sequence, which is Command-Option-X.
In either case, you can deacliv,ne CloseView by opening the Control Panel,
locating and selecting the CloseView cdev, and then clicking its OIT butron. But
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Key Icons

[ill]. Keypad

Six icons that represent th e

1:::1

L:::..

Mac's numeric keypad and

Caps Lock

~ Command

its keyboard modifier keys.

{r Shift
~ Control
~ Option

Example:

because CloseView activates automatically
each time you start up, you'll wam to drag it
out of your System Folder or disable it using
an TNIT manager.
By d1e way, if your Mac has color or
greyscale \~deo hardware, avoid using
CloseView in the 16- or 256-color or grey
modes. CloseView doesn't perfom1 well
with more than 8 colors or greys.

Incidentall}', in CloseView and in
MacroMaker, you'll notice icons representmeans Command + Option + Shift + A
ing the Option and Control keys (see "Key
Icons'). It's a good idea to become familiar
with these icons, because some programs (including Microsoft Word) use
them to indicate keyboard shoncuts.

Not-So-Easy Access
If there's one lNIT that causes more head scratching than any other, it's
probabl)' Easy Access. Easy Access provides two keyboard-modification
features. The sticky kr,:JJS feature makes the ke}iloard more accessible for
physically challenged users. To invoke d1e sticky keys option, press the Shift
key five times. When sticky keys is active, you can type combination keystrokes
(such as Command-S, or Shift-A) without having to press two keys simultaneously. Instead, first press d1e appropriate modifier key (Command, Option,
Shift, or Control), then the appropriate letter key.

The Keys to the Pointer .,.
The Easy Access file's ' mouse keys• feature lets
you move the mouse pointer using the keyboard's
numeric keypad. To activate mouse keys, press
Command-Shift-Clear. Subsequently, the keypad's
keys move the pointer as shown here. The longer
you hold a key, the faster the pointer moves;
tapping a key moves the pointer one pixel at a
time. Pressing the 5 key is equivalent to clicking
the mouse button; pressing 0 is like holding down
the button, while pressing the period key is like
releasing it To deactivate mouse keys, press the
keypad's Clear key.

Easy Access' other
feature, obtained by
pressing CommandShift-Clear, is called
mouse keJIS. Mouse
keys lets you move
the mouse pointer
using the keyboard's
numeric keypad (see
the figure 'T he Keys
to me Pointer'). The
mouse keys feature
nat only makes it
easier to precisely
position items in a
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Easy Access in Use .,..
When Easy Access's sticky keys feature is active, a small icon
appears at the right edge of the menu bar (left). When you press
a modifier key (such as Shift or Command), an arrow appears in
the icon (right). You can then type a character and Easy Access
will combine it with the modifier key you pressed.

publishing or painting
program, it could be a
godsend if your mouse
dies when you're on a
deadline.

It's fairly easy to
accidentally type the
key sequences tim invoke Easy Access's mouse keys or sticky keys features. If you
aren't aware that Easy Access is in memory, you might think your keyboard has
gone haywire. You'll always know if the sticky keys feature is active by examining
the right edge of the Mac's menu bar: when sticky keys is active, Easy Access
displays small icons there (see the figure "Easy Access in Use').
If you don't need or want Easy Access' features, yank Easy Access out of your
System Folder or disable it using an !NIT manager. Remember to restart the Mac
after disabling Easy Access.
It's worth mentioning that the version of Easy Access that accompanies Sysrem
7.0 has new fc;1tures. You can disable mouse keys or sticky keys using the Easy
Access Control Panel, and audio feedback lets you know when Easy Access
is active.

Matching the System to the Mac
Apple has released numerous versions of the Mac's system software, and it's
imponant to use the version that 's recommended for your Mac. The table
"Recommended System Versions·· lists the versions Apple suggests for each model
of Macintosh. Not listed in the table is System 7.0, which works on any Macintosh
from rhe Plus on, provided you have at least 2:v!B of memory and a hard disk.
If your Mac is running a system version prior tO 6.0, updating to System 6.0 (or
7.0, if your Mac supports it) should be at the top of your to-do lis!. You can get the
System 6.0 update from user's groups; by downloading its files from CompuServe,
America Online, or other information services; or from an Apple dealer. The
System Update 6.0 package sells for 49 and includes excellent manuals. Most
de-alers will also let you copy their System 6.0 disks if you supply your own disks.
The System 6.0 package includes a program called Installer that updates the
System Folder on your hard disk or on startup noppies. 'I11e Installer uses special
documents called scripts, each tailored to a particular model of Mac. You cl1oose
the script for your Mac, and the Installer reads it to determine which modifications
to make to your System Folder. To ensure your system is updated properly, star1
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Recommended System Versions*
Macintosh Model

Recommended Versions

128K
512K
512K
512KEnhanced

System 2.0/ Finder 4.1
System 3.2/Finder 5.3
System 3.2/Finder 5.3
System 3.2/Finder 5.3
System 3.3/Finder 5.4
System 3.4/Finder 6.1
(for use with AppleShare)
System 6.0.2/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.3/ Finder 6.1
System 6.0.4/Finder 6.1

Plus

Classic
SE

St/30

LC
II

llx

llsi
llcx

llci
llfx
Portable

System 6.0. 7/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.2/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.3/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.4/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.5/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.3/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.4/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.5/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.7/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.2/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.3/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.4/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.5/ Finder 6.1
System 6.0.3/ Finder 6.1
System 6.0.4/ Finder 6.1
System 6.0.5/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.7/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.3/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.4/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.5/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.4/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.5/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.7/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.4/Finder 6.1
System 6.0.5/Finder 6.1

Acceptable Versions

System 4.0/ Finder 5.4
System 4.0/Finder 5.4
System 4.1/ Finder 5.5

System 3.2/Finder 5.3
System 3.3/Finder 5.4
System 4.1/Finder 5.5
System 4.2/Finder 6.0
System 4.0/Finder 5.4
System 4.1 /Finder 5.5
System 4.2/Finder 6.0

System 4.1/Finder 5.5
System 4.2/Finder 6.0

*You must use System 6.0.7 or a later version in order to use the enhanced sound features in HyperCard 2.0
or Apple's Personal LaserWriter LS or StyleWriter printers.
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up with the System 6.0 disk. In Chapter 30, I'll provide more tips for installing
system software for reliable results.
'll1e System 6.0 package also includes several miminum scripts that create
scaled-down System Folders. The minimum Mac SE script, for example, creates a
system containing only the Control Panel and Chooser desk accessories, just a few
fonrs, and no printer drivers. You'll want to use the minimum scriptS if you have a
Mac with no hard disk or to create an emergency startup floppy disk that you can
use if something happens to your hard disk. I'll elaborate on the virtues of an
emergency startup floppy in Chapter 27.

Summary:
V' You don't have to understand the contents of the System Folder in order to use the Mac, but
knowing what's inside can be a big help when you want to troubleshoot a problem, customize the Mac,
or just understand how it works.
V' System software controls the computer's parts and responds to external input from a keyboard
and, in the Mac's case, the mouse.
V' Printer resources contain the software that control a specific brand or model of printer.
V' The System file, which contains fonts and much of the Mac's system software, also holds
resource information that lets Mac programs display currency, time, and date values in the format
required for various countries.
V' System extensions (files that extend the Mac's capabilities or enhance its operation) fall into three
general categories: control panel devices, or cdevs, found in the Control Panel; Chooser extensions, or RDEVS, found in the Chooser window; and initialization resources, or INITS, which
contain software that loads into memory when the Mac starts up.
V' Apple's MacroMaker lets you record keystrokes and mouse actions, then play them back later by
choosing a single command or using a key sequence.
V' Map is a cdev that adds to the Control Panel a world map and options for finding cities and determining
the distance and time difference between them and your location.
V' CloseView is a cdev that enlarges the screen image up to 16 times its normal size. Originally created for
visually impaired users, it can be handy for precise drawing or positioning.

V' Easy Access is an INIT whose sticky keys feature allows you to type combination keystrokes without
having to press two keys simultaneously.
V' Apple has released numerous versions of the Mac's system software, and i~s important to use the
version that's recommended for your Mac.
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Multitasking
In This Chapter:
II Multitasking using MultiFinder.
II A background discussion on the multitasking operating systems.
II How time and money figure into multitasking equation.
II Memory conservation: choosing your programs wisely.
II How to adjust memory requirements to fit more programs into memory.
II Survival tips to get the most out of the Mac's multitasking features.

F

uture computer historians will note the late 1980s as the peti od when

multtktsking began to make its way from mainframes and minicomputers to

microcomputers like the Mac. Multitasking - a computer's ability to run numerous programs simultaneously- has been around on big computers for years, but
microcomputers lacked the processing speed and the memory capacity needed to
load and switch between numerous programs.
But that has changed. Multitasking has burst onto the microcomputer scene,
throwing it inro an era of transition. In the IBM PC world, new system software
called Operating Systern/2 (OS/2) adds multitasking capabilities to cenain IBM
machines, but can't efficiently run many of the programs available for PCs. As a
result, PC users and developers are grimacing from growing pains that began in
1987 and haven't let up yet.
Apple has made d1e transition to multitasking less painful by introducing
multitasking features to the Mac in gende steps. The first step was taken in 1987,
when Apple released MultiFinder, which provided the most impor1ant features of
a multitasking operating system- the ability to run several programs at once and
to print documents and perform other time-consuming jobs while you continue ro
work. Multifinder hasn't changed much from its initial rele-dSe to the version that
runs under System 6.x. As proof of Apple's desire to gendy introduce the ?viae
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world to multitasking, the Finder's Set Startup command gives you the option
of not even running MultiFinder.
The next major step was the development of System 7.0. As we'll see in the
next chapter, System 7.0 adds enhancements that many people expect of a
powerful multitasking operating system, including features that allow pr~
grams to communicate with ead1 other ro exchange data and commands. As
proof of Apple's commitment to Mac multitasking, System 7.0 doesn't give you
the option of running under the "single Finder." In System 7.0, MultiFinder is
always active; indeed, MultiFinder and d1e Finder are one and the same.
Even \\~th System 7.0, the Mac's system software doesn't yet have all the
capabilities of OS/2. But it doesn't have all its compatibility and performance
headaches, either. In this chapter, I'll examine some of the technicalities
behind the Mac's ability to run several programs at once. I'll also present
some memory-conservation tips that \\~ll help you squeeze more out of and into - Multi Finder. Unless noted otherwise, this memory information also
applies to System 7.0.

The Multifinder Difference
Even before MultiFinder, d1e Mac provided a scaled-down form of
multitasking: desk accessories, those small programs you can summon from
the Apple menu. But the Mac's system software places a limit on how large a
desk accessory can be, and while some skilled programmers have managed to
cram a lot into some desk accessories, no desk accessory can match the
capabilities of a standalone program. Desk accessories are just that: accessories, complements to a full-scale application.
MultiFinder lets you have more than one program on the screen simultaneous!}' and switch between them with a mouse click. When you start an
application on a Mac running MultiFinder, the Finder doesn't disappear as it
does without MultiFinder. Instead, it remains in memory and is \~Sible behind
the application's window. If you want to switch back to the Finder - perhaps
to start another program or organize some disk files - you need not quit the
program you're running. Instead, simply click on a disk icon or on the small
icon at the right end of the menu bar, or choose Finder from the Apple menu.
Once you've returned to the Finder, you can statt another program. You can
continue this process until you run out of memory - which, on a Mac with
1MB of memory, often happens after starting only one application.
ln d1e computer world, the process of putting one application on hold and
activating a different one is called context SIIJitcbing. It's important to under-
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stand that context switching isn't multitasking. Programs dut are put on hold
don't perform any work; they simply hang around on the sidelines, waiting to
be called back into action.
MultiFinder's multitasking features surface when you use programs
designed for them. When a progmm is w1itten to recognize and use
MultiFinder's capabilities, it can work in lbe bad.gronnd- that is, when it isn't
the active application. A communications program can transfer a file over the
phone lines while you type away in a word processor. A database manager can
son a database. A spreadsheet program can crunch through a complex
calculation. And almost any program can p1int to a Personal l..aserWriter LS or
to any PostScript laser printer, thanks ro PrintMonitor, a background printing
program included with the Mac (sec the sidebar ''Background on Printing").
Any program that performs time-consuming casks that don't require your
attention is a candidate for background operation. You aren't likely to see

Background on Printing
Printing to a laser printer is like standing in line to
buy vodka in Russia: the result is great, but you hate
the wait. The PrintMonitor application that accompanies MultiFinder lets the Mac print to a Personal
LaserWriter LS or any PostScript printer in the
background. PrintMonitor won't make your pages
appear more quickly - indeed, they'll probably take
longer, since PrintMonitor must share processor time
with other applications. But PrintMonitor, like any
spooler (computerese for software that handles
background printing), lets you resume work sooner by
intercepting data en route to the printer, saving it on
disk, then returning control of the Mac to you while it
talks to the printer in the background.
To activate background printing, use the Chooser
desk accessory to select the LaserWriter or Personal
laserWriter LS print driver, and then select the
Background Printing On button. (If the Background
Printing buttons are disabled, you aren't running under

MultiFinder.) Subsequently, when you issue a Print
command, the Mac creates a spool file containing the
document's contents. A small and always-active
application called Backgrounder (located in the System
Folder) constantly scans for the creation of a spool file.
When it detects one, it starts PrintMonitor, which sends
the spool file's contents to the printer in the background. As we'll see in Chapter 40, PrintMonitor's
window lists the documents waiting to be printed and
lets you postpone printing, schedule printing for a
specific time, and rearrange the order of the waiting
documents.
For now, background printing from Apple isn't in the
cards for Apple's lmageWriter dot-matrix or StyleWriter
ink-jet printers. However, Fifth Generation Systems'
SuperlaserSpool does print to lmageWriters and
StyleWriters in the background, and is fully compatible
with MultiFinder. ~
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support for background operation in highly interactive applications such as
paiming programs. The only time-consuming, hands-off task such programs
perform is printing, and Prinuvlonicor cakes care of that.

What Multitasking Is -And Isn't
How can the Mac run foreground and background programs simulta·
neously? It can't. The Mac's system software is a master of deception it switd1es its attention from one program to another so quickly that all the
programs appearto be running at once.
To understand how multitasking operating systems create this iUusion, let's
step back and look at how computers run programs. Nearly all computers,
from Macs to mainframes, execute one instruction at a time, in sequence. The
exceptions are today's ultra-powerful supercomputers, which use a new
computing technique called pan:lllel processing, wherein multiple processors
execute instructions simulcaneously.
In a multitasking operating system, each program you run is called a task, or
a process. When a multitasking operating system is running several programs,
the computer is still executing one instruction at a time, in sequence. How·
ever, the operating system S\\~td1es its attention from one program to the
next, executing a certain number of one program's instructions before putting
that program on hold and turning to the next one (see the figure "Multitasking
on the Line'). This task Stvilcbing occurs so quickly that all d1e programs
appear to run simulcaneousl}'·

Time to Run
You don't have to underscand how the Mac divides its time between
progmms in order to use it, but a bit of background will help you appreciate
the complex juggling that goes on inside a multitasking opemting system.
The portion of an operating system responsible for dividing the computer's
resources among tasks is called a task scheduler. Two basic approaches to
scheduling tasks exist: preempt1i;e scheduling and cooperatiue, also caUed
non-preemptive, scheduling.
With preemptive scheduling, the task scheduler is tied to d1e internal
"heartbeat" that all microcomputers use to govern their operation. The task
scheduler gives each task conrrol of the computer's resources for a specific
number of heartbeats. When they've elapsed, the computer's operating system
puts the current application on hold, turning its attention to the next one.
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MUlTITASKING ON THf liNf
Cooperative Scheduling

One way to understand computer operating
systems is to comporu them to factory ossem·
bly linus. A singlu-tasking operating systom
sequentially executes one applicatlon's instruc·
tions at a time; it's similar to a conventional
assombly line, in which work passes from one
operator to the nuxt.

MultiFinder dividas the microprocesso(s time
among applications, which is comparable to one
worker switching butween two assembly linus,
ouch dedicated to a different operation.

Parallel Processing

Truu multitasking operates like o factory with
separatu assembly linus, uach functioning
independently.

With cooperative scheduling, the task scheduler plays a more passive role in
allocating processor time. The responsibility for dividing the processor's time
is shared among all the applications that are running. An application must be
"well behaved" - it must return control of the processor to the operating
system at frequent intervals so that other applications get their turn to run. If
one program hogs too much of the processor's time, others slow to a crawl.
Worse, if a program crashes, the whole system is likely to crash, since the
haywire application may never return control to the operating system. An
operating system that uses cooperative multitasking is a chain that's only as
strong as its weakest link.
The differences between preemptive and cooperative multitasking are Like
the differences between traffic lights and >~eld signs. Traffic lights govern the
flow of cars in a rigid way: traffic from each side of the street gets a chance to
flow only as long as the traffic lights allow it. (Assuming some yo-yo doesn't
run a reel light.) Yield signs, however, tum driving into a cooperative effort.
Traffic flows smoothly only when all the drivers cooperate and take turns using
the intersection.
IBM's OS/2 and Apple's NUX- a Macintosh version of UNIX, an operating
system popular in academic, scientific, and engineering environments - use
preemptive multitasking schedulers. But MultiFinder and System 7.0 use the
cooperative scheduling approad1 because it jibes well with the way Madntosh
programs operate. A Mac program spends much of its time waiting for an
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event such as a keystroke or a mouse movement to occur. MultiFinder and System
7.0 sense when a foreground application isn' t receiving any events, and say, in
essence, "Attention, background task # 1! The foreground application isn't
receiving any events at the moment, so now's your chance to do some work." It's
then up to the background task to say, "OK, I accomplished something. I'm
turning things back over to you, Mac."
Some multitasking gurus criticize cooperative multitasking as not being "true"
multitasking. A true multitasking operating system, they contend, must maimain
more control over the allocation of processor time among tasks. Let them whine.
The bonom line is tim tl1e Mac's cooperative multitasker )~elds excellent results
as long as program developers follow Apple's programming guidelines, whid1
stipulate how applications t11at perform background tasks should operate.

The Price of Multitasking
The more projects you take on, the more Lime you need to finish each one.
The same applies to the Mac, whose performance slows when applications run
in the background. An application usually runs slower in the background than
in the foreground, and a foreground application runs somewhat slower tl1an it
would if no background application were running. I say "usually" and "somewhat" because the specific performance penalties depend on what the
background and foreground applicaUons are doing. As a general rule, the
Mac's overall performance slows with each background task you add.
An example: If you're running PageMaker and also printing a document in
the background using PrintMonitor, PageMaker will feel less responsiveyou may notice a slight delay between the time you press a key and when its
character appears, or the mouse pointer's movement may seem sluggish and
enatic. You'll also wait longer to sec )'Our hard copy, because PrintMonitor
slows down each time the Mac returns its attemion to PageMaker in order to
respond to those keyboard and mouse events. Of course, on faster Macs, the
slowdown will be less noticeable. A Mac witl1 a 68020 or '030 processor is better at
multitasking than a Plus, Classic, or SE.
On the other hand, when an inactive application isn't performing a background
task, it doesn't impose a performance penalty on the currently active application.
For example, if Microsofl Word and PageMaker are both running, neither imposes
a direct performance penalty on the other, since neither is wtitten ro petform
work in the background.
\'Vhile one drawback of multitasking affects your stopwatch, the other hits your
bank account. Keeping multiple programs close ar hand requires a hard disk, and
keeping them in memoty at the same time requires lots of memory. After loading
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Multifinder, a 1MB Mac becomes, for aU practical purposes, a 512K With 2MB of
memory, you'll have enough room to combine two applications, provided the}'
aren't too complex. With multitasking and memory, the phrase "the more, the
merriet'' applies in spades. And with System 7.0, 2MB is the bare minimum.

Shopping for Slender Software
One way you can cram more imo your Mac's memory is to d1oose the
applications you combine carefully. lf you have only a megabyte or two of
RAM, you'Ll need w d1oose programs that use memory sparingly if you want to
run more than one program at once. Some recommendations:

•!• For word processing, T/Maker's WriteNow is the unchallenged champion of
memory consetvation. lt's the only currently shipping word processor I
know of that runs on every Mac ever made- even the primordial128K
(if you want to use WriteNow's spelling checker, you'll need at least a 512K
Mac). By comparison, Microsoft Word 4.0 requires a minimum of 512K
and Ashton-Tate's portly FullWrite Professional, with its designer interface and
kitchen-sink mix of features, barely fits witl1in 1MB and all but demands 2MB.
•!• For spreadsheet analysis, check out Bravo Technologies' MacCalc. It tuns on all
Macs from the 512K (enhanced or noc) on up, and needs just 272K It's also
fast, well designed, and packed witl1 features. And it's inexpensive.

•!• For database management, a good choice is Software Discovery's
RecordHolder Plus, whid1 requires just 300K Microsoft File is a capable filer
that mns in as linle as 200K. It offers excellent color suppon and works well
with Microsoft Word's pti nr merge features.

•!• For personal finance managemem, consider Quicken's Intuit. It packs
check writing, checkbook balancing, budgeting, and tax record keeping into
a compact application that uses only 375K and runs on unenhanced 512K
Macs.
•!• For graphics work, well, good luck. Graphics programs are inherently
memory hungty. For example, Silicon Beach Software's SuperPaint 2.0
needs 700K, and Claris' MacDraw IT and MacPaint 2.0 need 537K and 384K,
respectively. And for MacDraw and MacPaint, those figures are bare
minimums that limit your document size and the number of documents
you can open simultaneously. One noteworthy altemative: Zedcor's Desk, a
collection of desk accessories that pack impressive paiming, writing, filing,
and drawing features imo your Apple menu.
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QuarkXPress® 3.0

Kind: appl ication program
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Folder : QuarkXPress®
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Suggested Memory Size (K) :
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•Memory
Suggestions
By using the Get Info
window, you can adjust a
program's current memory
size value. If the current
memory size is greater
than the suggested size,

Squeezing More into Memory
Anorher way co fit more programs into memory is to adjust their memory
requirements using the Finder's Get Info command, which, among other things,
lets you tell the Mac how mud1 memory to give an application. Gi,~ng an application less memoty d1an d1e recommended amount will probably
slow its performance, but it will free memory for od1er programs. Giving an
application more than the recommended amount can improve its perfonnance.

you can safely reduce the
current size to match the
suggested size. If both
memory size values are
identical, you can try

How can you tell how much memoty a program needs? It isn't easy. Software
firms rarely lis1minimum memory requirements on d1eir boxes. They 1ell you if a
program runs on a 1MB machine, but they don't say how much of that 1MB the
software actually uses. Detennining that requires some detective work on your part.

reducing the currem size
value, but the program
may not run reliably. A Get
Info window from System
6.x Is sho1•m atleh;
System 7.0's Get Info
window appears at right.

The easiesl technique involves selecting the application's icon and then
choosing the Finder's Get lnfo command. Two values appear at the bottom of me
Get Info window: !he program's s11ggested mem01y size, the minimum amount its
developer recommends, and ils ctpplication mem01y size, the ideal amount its
developer recommends (see the figure "Memoty Suggestions'). ln System 7.0, the
suggested memory size is called the suggested size, and the application memory
size is called me cunrmt size. I'll use these tetms here because they're clearer.
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With many
programs, the
suggested memoty
size is usually less than
the current memory
size.
Sometimes,
( Ca ncel )
however, the two
values are the same, as
is the case with
SuperPaint 2.0, Quark.Xpress 3.0, and FileMaker ll, to name a few. In any <.-ase, the
suggested size is the value to watch, since it reflects the minimum amoum of
memory the developer recommends for the program.

There is ~ot enough memory to open
"Micro soft EH cel" (1 ,024K needed,
1,023K auailable). Do you wa nt to open
it using t he auailable me mory?

n

OK

D

A Take What You
Can Get
When you stan a
program, the Mac
consults its SIZE
resource to determine
how much memory the
program would like to
have. Hless than the
ideal amount is
available, the Mac
determines if at least
the minimum amount is
available. II it is, this
dialog box appears
asking if you want to
run the program within
that amount

When you start a progt-am, the Mac consults these values to detennine how
much memory the progmm would like w have, and how much it will sellle for
if that ideal amount isn't available. If less than the ideal amount is available, the
Mac determines if at least the minimum amount is available. If it is, a dialog box
appears asking if you want to run the progl"dd11 within that amount (see the
figure "Take What You Can Get'). If even the minimum amount isn't available,
the Mac informs you that the program couldn't be opened and suggests
quitting another application to free up rnemoty.
By lowering a progmm's currem memory size value, you force the program
to accept less memoty. Doing so increases your chances of being able to run
your favotite programs simultaneously within the amount of memory available.
But how much of a change should you make? That depends:

•!• If the current memoty size is greater than the suggested size, you can safely
reduce the current size to match the suggested size.

•!• If both memory size values are identical, you can try reducing the current
size value, but the progmm may not run reliably. Because the pmential for
problems exists, the Finder asks for vetification when you supply an
application memory size value that's below the suggested memoty size.
Whm are the effects of reduced memory sizes? The progt-am will probably
run slower, and it will access the disk more frequently as it loads and discards
ponions of its program code in order to fit its cramped confines. If the
program keeps open documents entirely in memory (Microsoft Works and
dmwing and painting programs do), you'll be restricted to smaller documents
and you won't be able to have as many documents open simultaneously.
(Incidentally, you can also increase a progl"dd11's application mem01y size. If you
can spare the memoty, you can boost a progl"dd11's perf01mance by giving it more
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memoty. For programs that keep open documents in memory, this lets you a·eate
larger documents and have more documents open simultaneously.)
Of course, the best \vay to get more programs into memory at once is to buy a
memo1y upgrade. Memmy ptices have fallen dramatically since their peak in the
late eighties, and today you can buy a 4MB upgrade for less than what you'd pay
for a major software package. And as we saw in Chapter 21, more memory opens
the doors to a variety of performance-boosting techniques.

Multitasking Survival Tips
Here are some more tips to help you get more out of the Mac's multitasking
features.

•!• Sat;e l!Jben stuilcbing These days, all major Mac programs are wtinen to coexist
with MultiFinclcr and other programs. Nonetheless, it's always a
good idea to usc the active application's Save command before
switching back ro the Finder or ro another open application.
If switching programs causes a system crash, at least your
latest work will be saved. For that matter, saving often is a
good idea regardless of what you're doing.
•!• Alaster Allt!liFtitdernavtjption Multifinder makes it easy
to creme a messy electronic desktop; when several programs
are open, switching to a specific window can be difficult.
Remember that you have three ways to switch: clicking \\~thin
• QuarkHPre ss®
an application's window, repeatedly clicking the icon at the
TeachTeHt
right end of the menu bar, or choosing the application's
name from the Apple menu. Under System 7.0, the icon at
Applications on
the tight end of the menu bar is actual!)' a menu - the applicalion menu. You
the Menu
can use it to switch between open applications and better still, to hide the
System 7.0's
windows of other applications and the Finder. Hiding other windows is a good
application menu
way ro avoid screen clutter (see the figure ''Applications on the Menu"). Alas, it
(located at the right
requires a bit more memoty, since the Mac must save the state of each
edge of the menu bar)
program 's windows before hiding them.

~Finder
v"~ Microsoft Word

lots you quickly switch

between programs and
avoid screen cluner by
hiding windows of
applications you
aren't using.

•!• Open desk acca>ories tit 011 application kt.)'er tvben memot)l is ltgbl \XIhen
you use a desk accessory under .MultiFinder, the Mac runs a system
program called DA Handler, which creates a "layer" in which aU desk
accessories run. But because DA Handler requires about 18K of its own
memory to run, you may not be able to run it when liule free memory remains.
The solution: Open a desk accessory in an open application's layer by pressing
Option while choosing the desk accessoty's name from the Apple menu. With
this "pproach, the desk accessory opens in the same layer as the active
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application, and therefore, uses the memory that Multifinder has alreadr
allocated for that program.
•!• Don 'l use A!fulliFin der (/Jou don '/ need II If you use Srstem 6.x and your Mac
has onl}' 1MB or 2MB of memory, consider not using MultiFinder. You'll forgo
one-click program switching, but your system will have more free memory,
allo\ving large programs like 4th Dimension and PageMaker to run. To speci~·
that your Mac swnup under the single Finder, be sure your srar1up disk's icon is
selected, then choose Set Startup from the Finder's Special menu. Click the
Finder button, click OK, and then restart . Also remember that you can bypass
MultiFinder during stan up by holding down the Command key umil the menu
bar appears. If rou need background printing but nm fast application switching.
usc a print spooler such as Fifth Generation's Superl...aserSpool. And use a
surrogate Finder desk access01y such as CE Software's DiskTop or Fifth
Generation's DiskTools to move between programs without ha\~ng to quit and
return to the Finder. (Both DiskTop and DiskTools are iUustrated in Chapter 19.)

Summary:
v' Multitasking is a computer's ability to run numerous programs simultaneously.
v' MultiFinder represented Apple's first step into the multitasking world with the ability to run several
programs at once and perform time-consuming jobs while you continue to work.
v' The two basic approaches to scheduling tasks are preemptive and cooperative scheduling. With
preemptive scheduling, the computer gives each task control of the computer's resources for a specific
amount of time. With cooperative scheduling, the responsibility for dividing the processor's time is
shared among all the applications that are running.
v' A Mac's performance slows when several applications are run in the background.
v' Multitasking with a Mac requires at least 2MB of memory, preferably 4MB or more.
v' Choosing software that uses memory sparingly and adjusting a program's memory requirements using
the Finder's Get Info command are two ways to get the most from your Mac's available memory.
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Chapter 25

System 7
In This Chapter:
V' An introduction to the enhanced features of System 7.
V' A look at the new True Type outline font technology.

v

System 7 Finder: streamlining the Mac's operation.

v
v

Peer-to-peer file serving with the Mac's new system software.
lnterapplication communications: new ways of exchanging information and creating documents on
the Mac.

V' Tips on how to adjust to System 7's features if you've used earlier system versions.

T:

1e Mac's system software has seen numerous revisions since 1984,
but System 7.0 tops them all. ·n1e latest version of the ~·lac's system is the
ultimme Mac makeover and has something for eve1yone. Beginners will find it easy
to learn and use. Experts will find a world of powerful new features to e.xplore.
For that matter, System 7.0 may excite Mac veterans even more than newcomers
who didn't have ro cut their teeth on c:1rlier versions of the system.
System 7.0 is such an imponant milestone that it won't be long before it makes
its Wil}' to the hard disk of eve!)' Mac user, sending System 6.x to that great Trash
icon in the sky- just as System 6.x meant curtains for its predecessors. But until
then, the Mac world will be in transition. Fonunately, the transition shouldn't be
too painful. The Mac's basic operating style hasn't changed and Apple did a fine
job of adding new features while reraining compatibility with most existing
programs that ran under System 6.x.
In this chapter, I'll spotlight the new features in System 7.0 and I'll pass along
some tips and ideas for using them. If you've used previous versions of the Mac's
system, you'll have to bre<~k some old habits and learn some new ones. '111e
sideb<Jr "Transition Tips" summarizes the differences you'll need co adjust co. If
you 're new to the \tlac, you may want to read Chapter 2 and Chapter 23 before
reading this chapter for some background on basic Mac operations.
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I won't go into detail on the process of installing the System 7.0 software; that
information is desctibed in detail in the excellent manuals that accompany System
7.0. For information on obtaining the System 7.0 upgrade, contact your local
Apple dealer. For more details and insights on the feantres of System 7.0, check
out my colleague Lon Poole's book, Jlfctctvodd Guide lo Syrlem 7 (IDG Books
Worldwide, june, 1991).

Transition Tips
Although the Mac's basic operating style is unchanged
in System 7.0, there are several changes you'll need to
adjust to if you've used earlier system versions:
•!• Open and Save dialog boxes. In System 6.x, Open and
Save dialog boxes contain a button called Drive that
lets you switch between the different disks on your
desktop. In System 7.0, the Drive button is replaced by
the Desktop button. When you click Desktop, the list
box shows an icon for everything on your desktop disks, folders, even the Trash (see the figure "The
Desktop Level"!. One benefit of this scheme is that it
lets you quickly jump to a particular disk- no more
clicking Drive time after time. Expect to see more and
more programs adopting the new Open and Save
dialog box design shown in the figure "The Desktop
Level." Among other things, the dialog box contains a
button for creating a new folder.
•!• The application menu. In System 7.0, you don't use
the Apple menu to switch to a different open

application; you use the application menu at the right
edge of the menu bar instead. Also, because the
application menu is no longer a simple icon, you can't
rotate between each running program by clicking it.
Don't forget you can hide the current application by
pressing Option while choosing a different
application's name (see the Quick Reference card at
the back of this book).
•!> Renaming icons. In System 6.x, you could click on an
icon once and then begin typing to rename it That
was handy, but it also made it easy to accidentally
rename an icon. System 7JYs Finder makes it more
difficult to accidentally rename an icon. To enter the
renaming mode, you must click on the icon's name
(not the icon itseiO. As an alternative, you can click on
the icon and then press the Return key. To do
everything from the keyboard, select the icon by
typing the first few characters of its name, and then
press Return to enter renaming mode. Finally, type the ~

The Desktop Level
In System 7.0, Open and Save dialog boxes no longer have a Drive
button. In its place is the Desktop bunon, which lets you view the
items thai are on the Mac's desktop, including disks, folders,
documeniS, and the Trash. To access a dillerenl disk, click Desktop
and then double-cl'ck the disk's name. In this Save dialog box, also
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What's New?
System 7.0's new lcatures fall into two broad categories: enhancements ymdl
enjoy as soon as you've installed the software, and ones that arc dependent on tlx:
development of new versions of application program.'>.
Let's start out with an overview of the OUL-of-the-box cnhanccmcms:

•:• liuelype ou!l;i;e_jOIII..f System 7.0 boasts a signlkanL new l()nt technology that
allows the Mac to display sharp text regardless of the point size you choose.
and ro print that text on virtually any printer. This new fonr tcchnolom'- called
TrueType, works with all existing Mac progr:m1s.

new name. Regardless of how you select an icon,
you'll always know you can rename it when a box
appears around its name.
•!• Accessing Control Panels and extensions. In System
6.x, the Control Panel desk accessory was your
gateway to all Control Panel options, including ones
with INIT components. In System 7.0, these items can
be scattered throughout a few different folders within
the System Folder. You can access them all from one
place by creating aliases, however, as described in this
chapter.
•!• System extension loading order. In System 6.x, all
INITs live in the System Folder and load alphabetically. In System 7.0, they still load alphabetically, but
from a few different places. First, System 7.0
alphabetically loads the extensions in the Extensions
folder, followed by those in the Control Panels
folder, and then those in the top level of the System
Folder. You'll need to keep this loading order in mind
when troubleshooting IN IT conflicts. Also, if you use
an INIT management utility such as INIT Picker, you
must put it in the Extensions folder so that it loads
before other INITs.
•!· Working with system resources. As described in this
chapter, you install and remove fonts and sounds by
dragging them into and out of the System file. No
more fussing with Font/DA Mover, ResEdit, or
Suitcase utilities.

•!• Solving the Puzzle. Finally! You can cheat to solve the
Puzzle desk accessory. Open the Puzzle, choose Copy
from the Edit menu, and then choose Show Clipboard to
see the Puzzle's picture intact. You can also customize
the Puzzle by pasting a picture into it.

Existing Disks and System 7
Floppy and hard disks that you've used with earlier
system versions work with System 7.0, but when you
insert a disk, you'll see a message saying "Updating disk
for new system software." When you see this message, the
Finder is creating a desktop database file that will enable it
to locate the disk's contents. For high-capacity disks, the
desktop database file replaces the DeskTop file, which
we've looked at in other chapters. The DeskTop file is still
used for disks whose capacity is less than 2MB - in other
words, for floppies.
If you use a hard disk or removable high-capacity
cartridge with System 7.0 and then move it to a Mac
running System 6.x, you'll notice two new folders: Desktop
and Trash. These are folders that Finder 7.0 creates to store
any icons you had moved to the desktop and to store the
contents of the Trash. (Yes, under System 7.0, the Trash is
actually a folder- which is why it isn't emptied until you
explicitly choose Empty Trash.) You can delete these
folders, but Finder 7.0 will create them again the next time
you use that hard disk or cartridge on a Mac running
System 7.0. ~
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•:• An all-nell/ Finder System 7.O's Finder provides the same basic electronic
desktop as earlier versions, but is faster, easier to use, more cuswmiz.able, and
far more powerful. And for the first time, the Finder can find- a new Find
command lets you locate files using a variety of criteria.

•:•

Better~!Siem Folder 01ganization

The System Folder in System 7.0 organizes
related files into folders of their own, eliminating much of the confusing clutter
that previous System Folders suffered from (sec the table "Inside System 7.0').

•:• File sharing If you have more than one Mac, you can use inexpensive cabling
kits to unite them in a neltvork. That isn't new- Macs have always had
networking hardware built into them. Whatt:r new, however, is built-in file
sharing software- System 7.0 lets you make the folders on your hard disk
available to other members of your network, and they can make their folders
available to you.

•:• Improved mullt~asking System 7.0 still doesn't provide the preemptive
multirasking I described in the last chapter, but it does go beyond MultiFinder.
System 7.0 makes it easier to manage and switch between multiple programs,
and it can copy files and perform other time-consuming file-management tasks
in the background.

•:• Acclm' to more memo~J' With System 6.x, the Mac family is limited to accessing a
maximum of 8MB of memory. With System 7.x, 32-bit Macs - the Mac Ilsi, Ild,
and llfx -can access hundreds of megabytes of memo1y. Virtual memo1y the System 7.0 feature that enables the Mac to treat part of a hard disk (not an
ejectable, removable media d1i ve)as an extension of RAM- is limited to a
maximum of 15MB on the llx, SE/30, and Ilcx. (See Chapter 34 for more details
on virnml memory and specific Macs.)
Let's take a closer look at some of these innovations.

Truth in Type
One of the biggest shortcomings of System 6.x and earlier versions is their
reliance on bitmapped screen fonts. Bitmapped fonts require a separate, disk-

Inside System 7
Folder Name

Purpose

Apple Menu Items

Holds items that appear in Apple menu

Control Panels

Holds Control Panels (cdevs)

Extensions

Holds system extensions (!NITs, RDEVs)

Preferences

Holds system and application preferences files

Startup Items

Holds items you want the Mac to open automatically during startup
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Not So Smooth
With bitmapped fonts, you need a separate, disk·
consuming font description for each size. Available
sizes appear in outlined type. When you use a size for
which no bitmap description exists lin this example,
any size but 12-pointl. the Mac scales an existing size,
which results in jagged·edged text.

9 Point
I 0 Point
u~

!Pmnmn

14 Point
18 Point
./24 Point

Rough around the edges

Courier
Heluetica
Times

'f Outlines
on Tap
With TrueType outline
fonts, the Mac can use
one mathematical
description to create
text in any size - for
the screen and for
PostScript and non·
PostScript printers.
Note that all sizes
appear outlined.

ID !Pmnmn
U!il [i'mOmt:l
u~ [i'mnmn
11~ !Pmnmn
um [pmnmn
.,..~~ !Pmnml.l
Courier
Helueticil
./Times

consuming description for each size - if you want to see smooth 24-point Times
on the screen, you need a 24-point Times font in your System file. If you don't
have one, the Mac approximates the required size by enlarging or shrinking an
existing size (see the figure "Nor So Smooth").
TrueType outline fonts change all that. Instead of describing a font in terms of
how many pixels make up a given character in a given size, TrueType describes
fonts mathematically. For example, in a bitmapped font, an uppercase T might be
described as an object ten dots high with a crossbar eight dots \vide. In a
TrueType outline font, however, the T might be described as an object whose
a-ossbar is 20 percent shorter than its vertical stem. This is a bit of an oversimplification, but it illustrates that an outline font is like a recipe that lists ingredients in
proportions instead of measurements: the cook can use math to scale the final
product to any size.
When fonts are desCii bed as outlines, the same font desoiption can be used to
create character bitmaps in any size. Indeed, when you choose a TrueType font
and then examine a program's Size
menu, you'll notice that all sizes- not
just some- appear outlined, as shown
lriec aM s mooth.
in the figure "Outlines on Tap." (By the
Ni<t -..d sm.ooth.
way, don't confuse the outline text style
Nice and smooth.
with an outline font - they're differem
Nice and smooth.
beasts.
It just so happens that the i'"1ac
Nice and smooth.
has always used the outline style to
Nice and smooth .
indicate which sizes you've installed.)
Just as a cook can change tl1e flavor of
a dish by changing the proportions of its
ingredients, a device that uses outline
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Expanding or condensing text can give a
typeface a new personality. This is
ITC Garamond, condensed 20 percent.
Expanding o r conde n sing text can g ive a
typeface a n ew personality. This is ITC
Garamond, expande d 20 p e rcent.

A Changing
Proportions
Since TrueType outline
fonts are described
mathematically, the
Mac can apply
calculations to a fonfs
description to expand
or condense it, gil•ing

fonts can change the
look of a font by
altering its proportions.
A5 the figure "Changing
Proportions" shows,
fonts can assume
different personalities
when expanded
(widened) or condensed (narrowed).

Another benefit of outline fonts surfaces when you use the zoom-in and zoomout viewing st<tle options tim many programs provide. For example, in System
6.x, if you zoom in on a PageMaker document for a closer look, the Mac must scale
its bitmapped fonts to creme the large sizes required. The results are usually
unattractive and contradict the Mac's what-you-see-is-what-you-get operating style.
With TrueType, the Mac is able to create characters in exactly the size required by
the magnification scale you chose. You can zoom in and out to your heart's
content, and you'll always see sharp text on the screen.

the font a new
personality. Many
desklop publishing
programs, including
PageMaker,
OuarkXpress, and
Design Studio, can
exploit this capabiity.

How TrueType Works
How does TrueType pe1fom1 mese feats? When you choose a given size,
TrueType reads the outline font recipe and then stirs up characters in the size
required, a process called raslen'zing. Part of rastetizing involves tweaking the
appearance of each char&cter to look as good as possible given the size you chose
and the resolution of the screen. That's a tall order: the Mac's screen isn't sharp
enough to accur~nely render every little detail of a typeface, so TrueType must
compromise by adjusting the position of tl1e pixels that form each character so
mat tl1e end result is legible and as faithful as possible to the original type design.
This process is often calledgndjiltti~ since TrueType must create text whose
pixels fit witl1in the grid of horizontal and vettical pixels that will ultimately form
the character.
To enable this text tweaking, evety TrueType font contains intemal instructions, sometimes called hints, that tell TrueType how to make tl1at font look as
good as possible at each size. It all sounds complex, and indeed, it is. Bur fortunately, you don't need to concern yourself with it - just choose the type size you
want, and TrueType does tl1e rest.
If you've collected a foundry full of bitmappecl fonts over the years, rake heart:
they still work under System 7.0. The only difference is that they're much C'dSier to
install and remove- more about that shortly.
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TrueType and PostScript Fonts
It's important to note that the concepts behind outline fonts aren't new.
Ptinters that use the PostSoipt page-description language have PostScript outline
fonts built into their ROM chips, and they automatically substitute those fonts
instead of using the bitmapped fonts in the Mac's System file. \Xihat's more, using
Adobe's Adobe Type Manager (ATM) utility, System 6.x users can c-an get the
benefits of outline fonts on the Mac's screen. TrueType is also available with
System 6.0.7 and tl1e Apple StyleWtiter and PersonallaserWtiter LS printers. This
version ofTrueType exists as a system extension (!NIT) -like ATM, it loads into
memory when the Mac starts up and modifies the way the Mac creates fonts.
ATM uses downloadable PostScript ptinter font files to create sharp character
bitmaps for the Mac's screen. When you choose a font for which a downloadable
font file exists, ATM performs many of the same tasks as TrueType - it reads the
font file and creates the bitmapped characters in the sizes required, using the
font's internal hints for best results. ATM works beautifully, but there's a catch: it
works only for those fonts that have corresponding PostScript printer font files in
your System Folder. Choose a font for which you don't have the printer font file,
and it's back to tl1e bitmap world, with all its ugly artifacts.
If you use downloadable PostScript fonts and ATM, you'll be glad to know that
TrueType coexists peacefully with them. Indeed, as we'll see in Chapter 35,
TrueType and its fonts work well with PostScript printers. You may, however,
want to avoid putting the same TrueType and downloadable PostScript typeface
- for example, e-Jch format's version of Times- in the same System Folder.

TrueType and Printers
TrueType fonts bring even bigger benefits to ptinters that don't use PostScript,
such as the lmageWtiter and Personal l.aserWtiter SC. When used with System 6.x,
these ptinters use tl1e Mac's bitmappecl screen fonts to produce text. To print in
best-quality mode in System 6.x, an ImageWtiter II requires your System file to
contain a font that's twice the size you actually used - to print sharp 12-point
Times, you need 24-point Times, too. At printing time, the ImageWriter driver
reduces the larger size by 50 percent to obtain sharper texr. The laserWti ter IISC
and Personall.aserWtiter SC work similarly, but require fonts tl1at are four times
the size you actually used: to print sharp 18-point text, you need a 72-point font.
You could almost fill a hard disk by outfitting a System file with a wide range of
font sizes.
TrueType fonts eliminate those burgeoning bitmaps. Like ATM, TrueType is as
skillful at creating sharp characters for printers as it is for the screen. And yes,
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those internal hintS play a role in the process by allowing TrueType to optimize
the appearance of the text to best match the pti nter's resolution. The bottom line:
non-PostScript printers can produce text whose quality matches that of a
PostScript printer. The "SC" in Personal LaserWriter SC no longer stands for
"second class." And the new fonts are used by Apple's newest affordable printers,
the Personal LaserWtiter I.S and the little StyleWriter inkjet primer.

No More Font/ DA Mover
TrueType font outlines reside in the System file, along with any bitmappecl
fonts you might also have. But the good news is that System 7.0 makes adding
fonts to or removing them from your System tlle a breeze. There's no need to
grapple with the old Font!DA Mover utility.

Sy st em 7.0
35.4 MB in disk

Fonts need t o be st ored In t he System file
In ord er to b e oualloble to the Mocl ntosll.
Pu t the se fo nt s i nt o t he Sys t em fl le7

Made Easy
No more Font/DA Moverto install a font in System
7.0, drag its icon to the
System Folder ltop). When
the Mac asks if you want to
put the fonts in the System
file lbottom), click OK. One
catch: You must quit any
open programs and close
any desk accessoriesin
order to install or
remove a font.

CEJ}

You can also see what fonts and sounds
are in your System file by double clicking
on the System file icon. In System 6.x, an
error message appears when you doubleclick on the System file. In System 7.0, a
window appears listing the contents of the System file, with different icons
representing TrueType and bitmapped fonts (and sounds) .
[ Con cel ]

... Font Moving

To install a font, first quit any programs
and close any desk accessories that are
running. (You can't modify the System file
when programs or desk accessories are
running.) Next, drag the font to the System
Folder icon, and the Finder asks whether
you want it put into your System file. Click
OK or press Return, and the fom is
installed (see the figure "Font Moving
Made Easy").

The System file window looks and works mucl1 like a disk or folder
window - icons represent each font, and you can use the Finder's View menu to
look at the window's comems sorted according to icon, name, date, size, and so
on. To remove a font, simply drag it out of the System file window. You can even
double click on a sound to hear it and on a font to see a sample (see the figure
"Free Type Samples'). You can also install a font by dragging it to the System file's
window or to the icon of the System file.

As you can see, installing and removing toms is similar to copying a file to a
different folder or disk, although it takes a bit longer. That's because, behind the
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scenes, d1e Finder is working to modify the
S}'Stem file- it's another example of how
System 7.0 puts a friendly veneer on a complex
process.
Incidentally, the new Finder may not need
the Font/DA Mover, but it does know about iL
You can double-click a Fonl!DA Mover document (often called a sui/caseflle because of its
icon), and a window appears showing the desk
accessories or fonts within.
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& Free Type

Samples
When you double-click
on a font in the System
file's window, a window

This Finder's a Keeper
Making fonts easy to install and remove is just
one of the many ways System 7.0's new Finder
streamlines the Mac's operation. The System 7.0
Finder also makes it easier to find and select files,
to view the contents of disks and folders, and to
customize the Mac's operation to suit your tastes
and work habits.

One of the most visible differences in the new
Finder is that there's no more Set StarLUp
command for choosing between MultiFinder and
the one-program-at-a-time Finder. The Mac always runs in the multitasking mode
I described in the previous chapter. The small icon that Multi Finder displayed at
the right edge of the menu bar has evolved into a menu - the application
menu, which lists the name of each program you're running and lets you switch
between them (see the figure "Programs on the Menu" on the ne'(t page) .

appears containing a
sample. Only one size
appears with a
bitmapped font !top!; a
few sizes appear for a
TrueType outline font
!bottom). Also note the
different font icons.

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, you can also use the application menu
to avoid screen clutter by hiding the windows of other applications and the
Finder. It's important to know that hiding a program doesn't suspend its operation. You Gtn, for example, start a lengthy file-transfer session with a communications program, and then hide the program without imerrupting the file transfer.
To the left of the application menu is the Help menu, the gateway to another
of System 7.0's innovations: balloon /Jelp. When balloon help is turned on, rhe
Mac displays small, ca1toon-like balloons containing deso·iptivc te.\.1 as you point
to different items or menu commands (see the figure "Help isJust a Balloon
Away''). The Finder contains some 1300 different help balloons for eve1ything
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from the Trash can to the One Sided and Two Sided buttons in the
Erase Disk dialog box.

~ Finder
./~ Microsoft Word
• Quari<HPress®

~ TeachTeHt

.t. Programs on
the Menu

More and more application programs will provide their own balloon
help- a painting program, for example, might display balloons
explaining irs palene tools when you point to them. That's an important point: balloon help genet~lily desCiibes objects or commands, not
tasks. lt answers Lhe question, What is this?, not the question, How do l
do that?

In most cases, the text for balloon help is stored in a separate disk
file, so you can free up disk space by removing the help file if you like.
The Finder's help balloons are stored in a file called Finder Help, located within
the System Folder's Extensions folder.

System 7.0's
application menu
(located at the right
edge of the menu bar)
lets you quickly switch
between programs
and avoid screen
clutter by hiding
windows of
applications you aren't
using. Tip: to hide the
current application
when you switch,
press the Option key

Browsing the other menus in Finder 7.0 reveals more enhancementS. The
Color menu (which System 6.x provided on Macs with color or grey-scale
''ideo harchvare) has been replaced by the label menu. TI1e label menu lers
you assign text labels m accompanying colors. Using the labels Control Panel,
you can create your own labels to describe the types of items you work with
(see the Ogurc "Read the Label'). The Finder's View menu lets you son a disk
or folder window according to the label. If your \1ac lacks color or grey-scale
hardware, the label menu shows the label text only.
The Finder's Edit menu looks the same as the Edi t menu in earlier Finders,
but in System 7.0, it's available even when a dialog box is open. (In System 6.x,
the Mac beeps if you tty w pull clown a menu when a dialog box is open.)
Thus, you can cut, copy, and paste text within a dialog box.

while choosing the
Finder or an
application name.

Strolling over to the left edge of the menu bar, we find the new and
improved Apple menu. Ln Sysrem 6.x, the Apple menu allows you to open
desk accessories. In System 7.0, 1.he Apple menu lers you open anything programs, desk accessories, documents, folders, and more. You can add
vinually any item m Lhe Apple menu b)' putting the item in the Apple Menu
Ltems folder, which is located within the System Folder. Choosing an item's
name from the Apple menu tells the J\·1ac to open that item. Thus, the Apple
menu provides one-click access to whatever you use most.

Help is Just a Balloon Away
System 7.0's balloon help feature,
activated by choosing Show Balloons
from the Help menu, allows the Mac to
identify the components of its programs.
Shown here: a help balloon for the
LaserWriter Print dialog box.
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labels

01
I

The Amazing Alias

n;u14

II Biz Letters

I

II Persona 1Letters

I

IIMacworld

I

I ~~T=oD=o===~

I

II Archive

I

II Application

.6. Read the label
The Labels Control
Panel lets you
associate text with
colors and assign those
labels to icons to
organize and identify
programs, documents,
and fol ders. Using the
Views Control Panel,
you can specify that
labels be shown in list
views (by name, by
size, and so on).

The Apple menu becomes especially useful when you combine it
with one of the most powerful - and potentially confusing- features
of System 7.0: a liases. An alias is a small flle that points to a document,
an application, a disk, or a folder. When you open an alias, the Mac
opens whatever the alias points to, regardless of where that item is
located - in a different folder, on another disk, or on a network a
thousand miles away.

Think of an alias as an electronic remote control for the items
you work with. For example, say you always work with a cenain
program dm you've stashed within several folders. Notmally, tO access that
program, you have to make your way through all the folders d1at contain it. In
System 7.0, you can create an alias of the program and then move the alias to
the Apple Menu Items folder. From then on, when you want to run the
program, instead of "getting up from your chair" to locate the file, simply
choose its alias fi"Om the Apple menu. Doing so tells the Mac to open the
program, since that's what the alias points to.
To create an alias, select the original item and then choose Make Alias fi·om
the Finder's File menu. After a moment or two, a new icon appears adjacent tO
the original, with its name in italics to indicate that d1e icon is an alias (see the
figure "Making an Alias" on the next page). An alias file has the icon of whatever it points w. Initially, an alias file's name is the same as the original item
with the word alias added, but you can change the name to anything you like.
An alias file itself is vety small (about lK), so feel free to create aliases by the
bushel and not worry about wasting too much hard disk space.
In the example I just used, you might wonder why you couldn't simply
move the program file itself to the Apple Menu Items folder. You could, but
that would defeat the purpose of your filing system. That's one benefit of
aliases: they give you one-click access to frequently used items while allowing
you to store those items wherever you want to.
It's worth noting that an alias is a smart little critter - you can move and
even rename the item an alias points to, and the Mac is still able to find it. You
can even create an alias of an item that's on a floppy disk and then copy the
alias to your hard disk. I f you double-click the alias, the Mac asks you to insert
the floppy disk containing d1e original. For more tips on how to tap the power
and flexibility of aliases, see the sidebar "Alias Ideas" on page 32 1.
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Edit Uiew Label
New Folder
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Open
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Making an Alias
To make an alias,
select an icon (at top,
the Sound Control
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original, with its name
in italics. You can
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The Finder Can Find - Finally
The Finder in System 7.0 provides a powerful Find command that lets you
locate files. When you choose Find or use the Command-F keyboard shoncut, a
dialog box appears. Type pan of the file or folder name you're looking for, and
then dick Find or press Rerum. The Mac locates the first item whose name
contains the text you typed, and t.hen selects the item for you while opening the
folder or disk window that contains the item, if necessaty. At that point, you
can open the item by choosing Open or pressing Command-O, or you can
continue searching by choosing Find Again or pressing Command-G.
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Alias Ideas
There are almost as many ways to use aliases as
there are ways to use the Mac. Here's a collection of
ideas to get you started.
·!• Put items in your Apple menu Don't move an
original program, document, or folder to the Apple
Menu Items folder. Create an alias of it, and put the
alias in the Apple Menu Items folder. Remember you
can rename the alias if you like.
•!• Access a frequently used folder Perhaps you
always use a certain folder that you keep buried
within other folders. For fast access to that folder,
make an alias of it and move the alias to your
desktop. You can then open or modify the contents
of the folder by opening its alias- not by opening
folder after folder to get to the one you want. You
can even copy items to the folder by dragging them
to its alias.
•!• Access a file server volume An alias provides an
easy way to mount an AppleShare file server volume
or a disk or folder made available through System
7.0's file-sharing features. (See Chapter 40 for an
introduction to AppleShare and file servers; System
7.0's file-sharing features are discussed elsewhere in
this chapter.) First, mount the volume as you
normally would, then select it and choose Make
Alias. Rename or move the alias as desired.
Thereafter, to connect to the server, simply open its
alias, and you'll receive the standard AppleShare
log-on dialog box. (You won't even see the log-on
dialog box if you access the server as a guest when
making the alias.) You can even use this technique
to copy a file to a server volume that you haven't yet
mounted: Just drag the file to the alias icon and
respond to the log-on dialog box as necessary.
The Finder connects to the server and then copies
the file.

•!• Access your hard disk from any Mac on your
network First, use the Finder's Sharing command to
make your hard disk available. Next, make an alias of
your hard disk, and then copy that alias to a floppy
disk. To connect to your hard disk from a different
Mac in your network, simply insert the floppy and
double-click the alias.
•!• Access an extension or a Control Panel from
somewhere else Normally, system extensions (INITs)
reside in the Extensions folder, which is in the System
Folder. If you want to access an extension from the
Control Panels window, make an alias of the extension
and move the alias to the Control Panels folder (also
within the System Folder). Similarly, if you want to
access a certain Control Panel directly from the Apple
menu, make an alias of it and move the alias to the
Apple Menu Items folder.
•!• Start programs and open documents If you make an
alias of a program, you ca n start the program and
open a document by dragging the document icon to
the alias icon. When you do, you'll see the alias icon
become highlighted - just as a folder or disk icon is
highlighted when you copy an item to it. Release the
mouse button, and the Mac starts the program and
opens the document.
•!• Quickly access all the programs on your hard disk
First, use the Finder's Find command to search for all
applications at once. (See the section on the Find
command in this chapter.) After the Mac has found
and selected all the applications, choose Make Alias.
The Mac makes an alias of for every application it
found. You can then move those aliases into a single
folder to have quick access to every program on your
hard disk.
•!• Automate access to archived files Many people use
file compression utilities such as Stufflt to compress ~
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Detailed Searching
When you click More Choices in the Finder's
Find dialog box, a new dialog box appears
whose pop-up menus give you more ways to

Find
Find and select items whose

I'-_l_ab_e_l_ _ _ _..._.l l

is

..-11

Biz Letters

search. Here, a search is being conducted for
all items with the label Biz Letters. Clicking the
All at Once button tells the Finder to find and

Search

I

on all disks

0

all at once

select all the files rather than stopping after the
first one it finds.

(Few er Choices ]

( Cancel ] ((

Fi nd

]J

The Find dialog box contains a button called More Choices. When you click
More Choices, the Find dialog box is replaced by a larger dialog box containing
pop-up menus that allow you to search using a vatiety of different criteria (see d1e
figure "Detailed Searching''). The table ''Find Options" describes each search
option and its criteria. To specify that the Finder locate and select all the items
that meet the a·iteria, click the All at Once check box. When this option is
unchecked, the Finder stops each time it locates and selects an item.
You can combine search criteria by conducting a second search as soon as me
Finder locates the items that meet the first search. For example, say you want to
find all documents modified after April 21, 1991. First, search for all documents
(the Find pop-ups read "kind contains documents'') with the All at Once
option cl1ecked. After d1e Finder selects all the documents, change the pop-ups
to read "date modified is after 4!21;91."

Alias Ideas (cant'd)
and archive older files that they copy to floppy
disks and then delete from their hard disks to free
up space. If you're in this group, you can use
aliases to easily locate your archives - no more
rooting through floppies trying to locate the disk
that contains a certain archive. First, make your
archive file as you normally would and then copy

it to a floppy disk. Next, make an alias of the
archive on the floppy and then copy the alias from
the floppy to your hard disk - perhaps to a folder
called Archive Aliases. Finally, delete the archive
from your hard disk. When you need to access the
archive, just double click on its alias. The Mac will
ask you to insert the appropriate floppy. fi!rl
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More Info in Get Info
The Get Info command in Finder 7.0 prm~cles more information and lets
you customize certain aspects of the Mac's operation. Some examples:

•!• When you select an alias and choose the Finder's Get Info command, the Get
Info window displays the location of the item that the alias poims to. You can
tell the Finder to locate and select the original item by cl icking the rind
Original button. You might do this if you wanted to rename the original,
throw it away, or move it.

•!• The Get Info window for the

Tt~lSh icon contains a new check box called

Warn Before Emptying. Normally, this box is checked, c·ausing the Finder to
ask if you really want to delete the contents of the trash when you choose
Empty Trash. If you uncheck the box, you won't receive this query.

Find Options
When searching by ...

your options are...

and you specify...

Name

contains, starts with, ends
with, is, is not, doesn't contain

part or all of a name

Size

is less than, is greater than

a size value (in K)

Kind

contains, doesn't contain

alias, application, document, folder, or
stationery

Label

is, is not

a label name or None

Date Created

is, is before, is after, is not

the current date or use arrows to change
to the desired date

Date Modified

is, is before, is after, is not

the current date or use arrows to change
to the desired date

Version

is, is before, is after, is not

a version number

Comments

contain, do not contain

some text that appears in the Get Info
comment

Lock

is

locked or unlocked
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![0=== Memo Boilerplate

Q

Info ~

Memo Boiltrplato

Kind: Microsoft Word s tationery pad
Size: 1K on disk ( 15 bytes used)
'I' here: System 7 .0 :

Cr.,at.,d:Thu,Feb 14, 1991,9:11 AM
Modified : Thu, feb 14 , 1991,9:11 AM
Version : not .avai1ab11!'
Comme-nts:

0

locked

I8J Sbti onerv

p~d

You hov e opened o station ery pod, so
o new document will be created.

A Personal

•:• The Get Info window for a document contains a
new check box called Stationery Pad. If you check
this box, you turn the document into a stationery
pad The stationeJy feature lets you create
masters for the types of documents you create letterheads, business letters, fax cover sheets,
newsletter designs, and so on. By creating a
document and then turning it into a stationery
pad, you can reuse its contents without worrying
about accidentally saving over them. When you
open a stationery pad, the Finder makes a copy
of the documem and asks you to name the new
copy (see the figure "Personal Stationery').
•:• You can customize the icons of most files and
folders by using the Get Info window. To replace
an icon with a different design, fu·st create the
design in a painting or drawing program, and
then copy it to the Clipboard. Next, open d1e
item's Get Info window and click on the icon. If
the icon can be modified, a box appears around
it. Choose Paste, and the Mac replaces the icon
with the graphic on the Clipboard, scaling it
down to fit if needed. You can even use a
scanned or digitized image as an icon, as shown
in the figure "Picture an Icon."

Stationery
To turn a document
into a stationery pad,
click the Stationery Pad
check box in the
document's Get Info
window (top). When
you open a stationery
pad, tho Finder asks
you to provide a name
for !he new documem
(bottom), which will be
a copy of !he original.
To save the documenl
in a different folder or
on a different disk, click
!he Save In button.

Finder Tweaks and Enhancements
Many of the Finder's improvements fall into the "litde things that mean a lot"
categ01y - they're tweaks and enhancements that make d1e Mac operate more
smoothly. If you're a new or occasional Mac user, many of these improvements
won't sound d1at significant. If you've used the Mac for a while, however, some
of them will give you goosebumps. Some of the top tweaks include:
•:• "Dropping" a document into an application. You can open a document by
dragging the document icon to an application icon. When you do, the
application icon becomes highlighted - just as a folder icon is highlighted
when you move an icon imo it. When you release the mouse button, the
Finder opens rhe document (and starts the application, if it isn't already
running). This is a great way to start a word processor and import a text-only
file. For example, to start Microsoft: Word and open a text-only document,
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Dialog Boxes Compared

Copy

Finder 7.0 can copy files, conduct
searches, and perform other tasks in
the background while you work in other
programs. When background option is

Items remaining to be copied:
Reading:

system

possible, the Finder displays a movable

Stop

modal dialog boK ltop). which lets you
switch to another program, but not
perform any other Finder tasks. In
previous system versions, the filecopying dialog box lacked the movable
modal's title bar (bottom).

Files/Folders remaining to be copied:
Writing:

System
(Cancel )

•!• An improved Trash can. In System 6.x, the Trash emptied now and then, even
if you didn't explicitly choose Empty Trash. In System 7.0, the Mac doesn't
empty the Trash until you tell it to. This gives you a better chance of being able
to recover something you threw away by mistake. (If you have a huge number
of files in the Trash, the Finder will suggest that you empty it.) You can also
move the Trash icon elsewhere on the desktop, and it will appear there the
next time you start up the Mac.

•!• Background file copying. Finder 7.0 can copy files in d1e background while you
work in other programs - great if you're copying a large number of files to a
backup disk. To indicate tl1at you can switch to anotl1er program while
something takes place in the background, System 7.0 introduces a new type of
dialog box - the movable modal dialog box. As the first part of itS name
suggestS, a movable modal dialog box can be moved around on the screen.
Modal refers to the fact that you can't click outside of the dialog box. In the
past, virtually all Mac dialog boxes were modal - you couldn't do anything
until you confitmed or cancelledtl1e dialog box. A movable modal dialog box
works a bit differently: it won't let you do anything else in the current program,
but you can switch to a different program and continue working. The new Find
command also uses movable modal dialog boxes, as do a few od1er Finder
operations. You can recognize a movable modal dialog box by the stripes that
appear in its tide bar (see the figure "Dialog Boxes Compared'').

•!• Easier copying between windows. ln System 6.x, copying an item from an
inactive window to another window was often cumbersome. As soon as you
clicked on the item, the inactive v.~ndow would become active, often obscuring
the destination window or icon. In System 7.0, the Finder doesn't activate the
inactive window unless you release the mouse burton while the pointer is still
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More Choices

Chooser
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System 7.0's larger
Chooser window has
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devices. Also note the
subtle 3·0 appearance
that System 7.0 gives
to windows and icons
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in the inactive window. If that sounds confusing, try it. Or just remember this:
Finder 7.0 makes it easier to move and copy items between windows.

•!• Cleaner clean·ups. The Clean Up command in the Finder's Special menu works
better and has new options that make it easier to organize the icons in a folder
or disk window. By combining the Clean Up command with commands in the
View menu, you can organize your icons according to two criteria. For
example, say you want to organize the icons so that they're sorted according to
their names. First, choose the By Nan1e command from the View menu, and
then switch to the desired icon view. Next, press the Option key while
choosing Clean Up by Name from the Special menu. \Xthen you press the
Option ke)' while d10osing Clean Up, the command organizes icons according
to the last list view you chose.

•!• A better Chooser. The Chooser desk accessory in System 7.0 provides a bigger
window that's better able to show the many devices and components that may
be part of a large network (see the figure "More Choices'). The Chooser also
lets you tab between its various list boxes and select devices using the keyboard
armw keys or b)' t)'ping the first few characters of a device's name.

•!• More keyboard navigation options. The keyboard navigation enhancements
found in the Chooser extend to other areas. You can select an item in a
Finder directol)' window by using the arrow keys, the Tab key, or by typing
one or more characters of the item's name. You can expand and contract
outline views and open and close folders by using the arrow keys along with
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A Pop-up Path
When you press
Command while clicking
on a Finder window's
title bar (top), a pop.up
menu appears showing
the path to the window
(bottom). In this
example, lhe folder
Chapter 39 Art Folder is
within the Chapter 39
folder, which is within
Section Ill, on the disk
System 7.0. Choose a
folder or disk name to
quickly display its
contents.

d1e Option and Command ke}rs. For details on these
and other Finder 7.0 shortcuts, see the Quick
Reference card at the back of this book.
•:• Easier folder navigation. In the Finder, if you press the
Command ke}' while clicking on the title of a directof}'
window, a pop·up menu appears listing the folders
and disk that contain the current directory (see the
figure "Pop-up Path"). This pop-up lets you quickly
navigate the folders you use.

Personal File Sharing
As we'll see in Chapter 40, file server software lets you
share a hard disk with other Macs on a network to
provide a central repository for shared documents and
application programs. Before System 7.0 appeared, the
only official, Apple-developed server software available
was AppleShare, which requires you to set aside, or
dedicate, a Macintosh to file setver duties. For less
expensive,peer-to-peer file serving- which doesn't require a dedicated server
-you had to buy third-party software that didn't always adhere to Apple's
networking guidelines.

System 7.0 changes that by integrating peer-to-peer file sharing inro the Mac's
system software. To tum file sha1ing on, use the Network Setup Control Panel. To
share a hard disk or a folder, select its icon and choose Sharing from the Finder's
File menu, and then click the check box labeled "Share this item and its contents."
You can then use the Chooser desk accessory on a different Mac to connect to
that shared folder or disk. Because System 7.0's file shaJing software uses t11e
same basic networking protocols as d1e AppleShare software, you can use a Mac
running System 6.x to access a shared folder. Simply install the AppleShare
workstation software on t11e 6.x Mac. You can even access a shared folder or disk
using an lBM PC that's running AppleShare-compatible networking software.
The Finder uses different icons to indicate when a folder is available for shaJing
and when someone has connected to it (see the figure "Share and Share Alike").
For all but the smallest networks, you'll probably want to have some control over
who can access which folders. Two additional Control Panels, User Setup and
Users and Groups, allow you to specify the names of people who will be sharing
your fdes and the access privileges they'll have. Another Control Panel, File
Shating Monitor, lets you see which disks and folders you've made available and
who's connected to them.
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Share and Share
Alike
When file sharing is on,
you can make disks
and folders available 10

§lO
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'Documents
Startup:

Yhere:

.~.

~ Share this item and its cont ents

other Macs on a
See
Folders

network by using the
Sharing dialog box
(lop). The Finder uses
numerous icons 10

I
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indicate sharing and

are three such icons

<None>
Everyone

folder access
privileges. A1 bonom

Jim Heid

0
0

See
Files

Make
Changes

·I~
·I~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Make all enclosed folders like this one
Can't be moved, renamed or deleted

and their meanings.

LJ

Sharing isn't enabled for this folder.

LJ

Sharing isn enabled for this folder,
but no users are connected to it.

Miscellaneous

.~.

Miscellaneous

@]

.~.
Miscellaneous

Sharing is enabled for this folder,
and the folder is being accessed by
someone on the network.

System 7.0's file-shating features are generally easy co use. But with any
network software, it's a good idea to plan your file sharing scheme in advance
and educate evetyone who will be using it. Chapter 40 contains details on
networking and provides tips for creating a reliable network.

One Program to Another: Can We Talk?
At the beginning of this chapter I mentioned that some of System 7.0's new
features will require new versions of application programs. The most significant feature in this group is interapplication communications, or UIC Like
the Mac's Clipboard, lAC enables a program to exchange data with another
program. But unlike the Clipboard, lAC enables the exchange to take place
automatically, without you having to copy and paste information from one
program to another.
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lAC makes possible new ways o f working with information and creating
documents. Some examples:

•!• A financial report created in a word processor migh t include a chan
generated by a spreadsheet program. Using lAC, you can automatically
update the chart in the report when its underlying spreadsheet data
changes.

•!• A desktop published catalog might include price info rmatio n obtained from a
database program. You could use lAC to automatically update d1e price lists in
t:he catalog when the database is changed.

•!• A weekly executive status repon might include summaries from several
different managers. Csing lAC, a secretary could assemble the report
automatically by linking the repon documem to each manager"s status
repott files.
The last example illustrates an important poim: l AC can work together with
System 7.0's file shating features to enable different programs rtlllll!itg 011
d(/ferelll iJ!ktcs to exchange data. Thus, a w·ork group can collaborate on a
document that can be easily updated whenever one of its contributors makes
a change in his or her section. Indeed, with 1\C, you can create a document in
which evety single component - text as well as graph ics - comes from
progr<tms running on other users' computers.

Publish and
Subscribe
Commands
If a program supports
System 7.0's publish
and subscribe data·
exchange features, its
Edit menu has

lAC is built around two key concepts: pub/ilhti"tg, which involves m<tking
part or all o f a document available to other programs; and sub:;r.:ribtilg, wh ich
involves including in a document information that has been published. If a
program suppo11s lAC, its Edit menu contains
commands that allow )'OU to publish and
subsetil:>e to information (see the figure ··Publish
and Subscribe Commands"). If a program's Edit
menu doesn't contain these commands, the
Undo Typing
program doesn't suppor t this aspect of lAC
(although as we·ll see later, it mar suppo rt other
Cut
3€H
aspects
or it).
Copy
3€C

Pns1e
Clear
S<11<H t Hll

:•:ll
:•:H

commands similar
to these.
Sut1 ~ eriher Option ~ , ..

Show Bord er s
Show Clipboard

As a general rule, anything )'Ou can select text, graphics, spreadsheet cells - you can make
available to other programs. You publish
something by selecting it, choosing Create
Publisher from the Edit menu (see the llgure
"Becoming a Publisher" on the next page) .
When you publish some information, you
create an edtlio11, a separate me conwining the
information itself as well as data that allows the
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Mac to know where the information came from. The edition file acrs as a conduit
between the publisher and subscriber: Data always flows from publisher to edition
to subscriber. Documents that conrain publishers and subsoi bers don't have to be
open at the same Lime to share data. When you save a document containing a
publisher, the edition d1anges to reflect the current data from the publisher. Any
number of subsoi bers can subscribe to a single edition.
To subscribe to an edition that you or others have created, choose Subscribe
To from the Edit menu. Locate and choose the desired edition from the dialog box
that appe-Ms and click OK, and the previously published infom1ation appears in
your document, with a grey border around it to indicate that it comes from an
edition (see the figure "Subscribing to Dara"). Information that you've subscribed
to is called a subscdbe1:
Using the Edit menu's Subscribe Options and Publisher Options commands,
you can speci~' how the t\•lac handles the process of updating infonmtion that
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has been published and subscribed to. You might choose to automaricall)' receive
new editions as soon as the)' become available. TI1is urx late mode is useful if
you've subscribed to infotmation in a spreadsheet consisting of dail)' sales figures,
where you would wall! each version of the sales information as soon as it becomes
availaulc.
On the other hand, )'OU might choose ro receive a new edition only upon
request - perhaps if you·ve subsetibed to an edition consisting of an illustration that an artist in your office is working on. You probably don't need to have
the illustration updated constantly, so you'd specify manual updating in the
Subscriber Options dialog box. With manual updating, the Mac u1x lates the
subsCiiber with a new edition only when you specifically request it.
You can select, cut, and paste a subsctiber. You can't edit a subscriber,
although you can modify it as a whole. For example, you can underline or italicize
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subsCiiber text, but not delete or edit a word. ·n,is restriction protects you from
losing changes to a subscriber when a new edition anives.
The concepts behind publishers and subscribers sound complex, and indeed,
they are quite a bit more complicated than cutting and pasting. For many casks,
you'll probably continue to rely on the Clipboard to move information between
programs. Moving data using the Clipboard requires less memory, disk space, and
processing time. But for those times when you need automatic updating, the
publish-and-subscribe aspects of l AC are the answer.

AppleEvents
Another equally powerful aspect of lAC is Aj;pleEvents, the ability of
programs to send messages and data to each other. AppleEvent'i is built on the
premise that multiple programs working together can be more powerful than
multiple programs working in isolation. A word processor might use
AppleEvents to "communicate with" a spelling checker. Instead of the word
processor's developer having to write (and debug) spelling checker code, it
could rely on a third-party spelling checker that supports AppleEvents. And if
all you r programs supported AppleEvents, they could access the spelling
checker, too. Thus, one spelling checker would work with every program you
have. Similarly, a spreadsheet could work together with a project management
program to exchange data and create graphs, or a MIDI sequencer could
collaborate with a scoring program.
AppleEvents are messages sent from one program to another. AppleEvents
might request a service from another program ("Please check the spelling of
the selected text"), respond to a request ("I've finished checking"), or send
news and data ("The word 'occassionally' is misspelled - change it to 'occasionally"'). 111at last point is significant: Because AppleEvents can contain data,
it can also be used to move information between programs.
AppleEvents' ability to shuttle data as well as instructions will make possible
a kind of distlibutedprocessing, in which a task is divided among more than
one Macintosh. For example, a complex statistical analysis program running on
a Mac Classic could delegate number-crunching tasks to a Mac
elsewhere
on the net'>vork. Once the IIfX finished the calculations, it could pass the results
back to the Classic. And AppleEvents will make possible a new gener".ttion of
macro recorders that will enable you to create HyperTalk-like script'> to
automate repetitive tasks.

lllx

AppleEvent~ and the publish-and-subscribe aspects of lAC will allow
programs and networked Macs (and eventually, other computers) to work
together in ways that are likely to amaze. With lAC, Apple has created the
foundation for a powerfu l new generation of programs. It's up to the architects
and carpenters of the software development world to build on that foundation.

Chapter Twenty-Five: System 7

A Bright-Sounding Future
Another of System 7.0's remarkable talenrs is the ability to play back multiple
channels of sound from disk files in real time. Put another way, as I write this, a
jazz ditty is playing through my Mac's speaker from a 17MB file located on a CDROM disc. System 7.0's enhanced sound features will make possible more
powerful multimedia and sound-editing software and allow sou nd~ to be
compressed to use less memory and disk space. (We'll look at rhe latter in
Chapter 32.)
But as I've shown in this chapter, lAC and improved sound features are only
two of the many significant improvements in the Mac's latest interface lifr. A
better Finder, file sharing, more custOmizing options, aliases, TrueType fonrs,
keyboard navigation, and a tidier System Folder are pleasures you can enjoy as
soon as you install Srstem 7.0 - after verifying that your favorite programs are
compatible with it.

Summary:
V' System 7 enhancements you will enjoy immediately include: a better Finder, file sharing, more
customizing options, aliases, TrueType fonts, enhanced keyboard navigation, and a tidier System
Folder.
V' True Type is a new font technology that describes fonts mathematically, allowing the Mac to create
sharp text at any size.
V' Adding fonts to or removing them from your System file is much easier under System 7. The Font/DA
Mover utility is no longer needed - you can simply drag the font to the System file.
V' The System 7 Finder makes it easier to find and select files, to view the contents of disks and folders,
and to customize the Mac's operation to suit your tastes and work habits.
V' An alias is a small file that points to a document, an application, a disk, or a folder. When you open an
alias, the Mac opens whatever the alias points to.
V' System 7 allows for peer-to-peer file serving, -you can make your disks and folders available to other
users on your network, and they can make theirs available to you.
V' lnterapplication communications (lAC) is a System 7 feature that enables a program to automatically
exchange data with another progrom without having to copy and paste information from one program
to another.
V' Although the Mac's basic operating style is unchanged in System 7, there are several changes you'll
need to adjust to if you've used earlier system versions.
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Chapter 26

Mass Storage
In This Chapter:
II An introduction to how floppy disks and hard drives store data.
II A look at the different disk capacities of floppy disk drives -and their compatibility problems.
II The disk capacity and performance of a hard disk.
II Removable-media drives: combining security and portability.
II Technical specifications you'll encounter when shopping for a hard drive.
II Organizing files to maximize hard disk performance.

T:

he Mac is a remarkable machine, but how quickly it forgets. The momem
the juice is turned off, the Mac becomes a dark and silent box, and your
efforts leave irs memo1y chips like air from a bursting balloon.
Because memory forgets, computers have always been paired \\~th massstorage devices - originally punched cards, then paper or magnetic tape, and
now the currem standard, magnetic disks. Storage devices hold the documents
you create and the applications you use. In this chapter, we'll tour the massstorage world, with a focus on hard disks and other high-capacity media.
I'Ll also provide some tips for organizing a hard disk to maximize irs speed
and efficiency.

A Magnetic Voyage
In the late seventies, personal computer users wept for joy as floppy disks
replaced slow, unreliable cassette tapes as the standard storage device. Floppy
disks transfom1ed the microcomputer stor<~ge world by allowing random aa:es,o,·
to data. To appreciate that, locate a song in the middle of an album, then ny
locating a song in the middle of a cassette tape. You have to access a cassette
sequenlia/(J' by fast-f01warding and rewinding, but you can plop a turntable's tone
ann in place at any poinL Similarly, a computer can access any spot on a disk
almost immediately by moving the drive's heads to that point.
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Inside a floppy's plastic case is a disk of flexible- that is, floppy - plastic
coated with iron oxide particles (see the figure "Inside a Disk"). This disk spins at
390 to 600 revolutions per minute as it is being accessed. \XIhen the Mac saves a
document or copies a file, a read/wlite head in the disk drive generates a magnetic
field that positions the disk's iron particles in pattems corresponding to the zeros and ones that comprise the information
being written. When the Mac reads from the disk, the particles
recreate the magnetic field in the head.

INSIOf ADISK

A disk is divided into 80 concentric circles called tracks, and
each track is divided into wedges called sectors. The number of
sectors in a track depends on the U<1ck's location; tmcks
located near the disk's outer edge have room for more sectors
than the smaller tracks closer w the disk's center. The disk's
rotation speed varies depending on which tntcks the reacl/write
head is accessing.
You can look at a phonogmph album and see grooves, but
you can't look at a disk and see U<lcks and sectors. A disk's
divisions aren't physical ones; they're magnetic boundaries
recorded on the disk when it's im~ia/ized, orjonnalled This
software approach to disk formatting allows many other
computers to use the same 3- 1/2-inch disks that the Mac uses.
Fresh out of the box, the disks are identical lumps of swmge
clay. Eacl1 computer's system software sculpts the disk to its
own needs by initializing it.
Part of the sculpting process involves creating the tt<lcks and
sectors; the other part involves reserving pans of the disk to
hold special information. Some tmcks hold start -up softwarethe insu·uctions that either t1<1nsfer control to the Finder when
you stan the Mac or eject the disk and display the blinking X
icon to indicate that the disk can't start up the Mac. Other
U<1cks hold information about the disk's contents, so the Mac
can locate documenrs and applica tions and determine where a
disk's available space is.
Opening a disk's case reveals the
floppy disk it protects. What you
can't see is how the disk is divided
into concentric rings, or tracks,
containing sectors that store your
data and programs.

Disk Capacities
The original Mac floppy drive stored 400K. The Mac Plus
premiered with BOOK disk drives, which doubled stomge
lllpaciry by using both sides of a floppy disk. 800K chives have
two read/write heads, one for each side of the disk. If you have
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a 128K or 512K Mac or if you choose the Single Sided burton in the disk-initialization dialog box, only one side of the disk is used. One reason you might choose
the Single Sided option is to create a disk that a Mac with a 400K floppy drive can
access.
(Incidentally, it's wonh mentioning that some of Apple's original 800K drives
had an annoying habit of occasionally refusing to eject a disk completely. They
sucked it back in, forcing you tO pull out the Universal Disk Oisgorger- an
unbent paper clip - ro rescue the disk, a job that always gets a chuckle out of
onlooking IBM PC users. To use the Universal Disk Disgorger, insert it intO the
small hole next ro the floppy drive and push. Don't pull on the disk- you'll risk
damaging the drive mechanism.)
ln 1989, Apple introduced the SuperDdt/e, also called the FDHD (shan for
floppy disk high-density) drive. SuperDrives, now standard equipment in all Macs
and available as upgrades for older SEs and lis, store 1.4MB on bigb-densi?J' disks,
which have a thinner magnetic coating and smaller magnetic particles. A highdensity disk has a small hole in its upper-left corner, opposite the write-protect
hole. A SuperOrive looks for this hole when you insert a disk. If the hole is
present, you can initialize the disk to store its full 1.4MB. If the hole isn't present,
the SuperDrive will only allow you to create a 400K or BOOK disk. And if you're
curious, high-density disks spin at 300 rpm regardless of which track the Mac is
accessing.

A high-density disk's differences can cause problems if you move disks between
SuperDrives and BOOK drives. If you use an 800K drive to initialize a high-density
disk, the drive will creare an BOOK disk. That disk will work properly in 800K
drives, but when you insen it in a SuperDrive, you 'II get a message asking if you
want to initialize the disk. The message appears because the SuperDrive notices
that extra hole in the case, and tries to read the disk as a 1.4MB disk. What's more,
once the disk has been initialized as an 800K disk, the chances of being able to
successfully reformat it as a high-density disk are slim. The moral?If you'll be
swapping files between 800K drives and SuperDrives, don't use high-density
tloppies as your transfer medium. Instead, fom1ar an BOOK disk and use it ro
transfer the files.

Driving in the Fast Lane
These days, the barddisk has mmsformed floppies into a medium for backups
and software distribution. A 20MB hard disk puts the contents of dozens of
floppies on tap. 20MB uniL<; used to be the power user's choice. Todar, as 80MB
and 105MB drives become more popular and afl'orclable, 20MB chives are at the
bottom of the totem pole.
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INSIOf AHARD DISK
High-capacity hard disk drives owe their speed to
technology. These drives position the read-write heads with
voice coil actuators, which are faster and more precise than
the stepper motors used in smaller drives. Heads travel less
on high-end disks, yielding faster access times, because data
is packed more densely than on low-end disks.
The biggest speed boost. however, comes
from the method used to position the

heads over the duta tracks. This method, called dedicated
servo surface, uses one disk platter solely for aligning the
heads over data tracks on other platters. In contrast.
lower-capacity disks may use part of the data platters for
positioning information (embedded servo method) or they
may use no positioning information (open-loop method).
With a dedicated servo surface, the drive positions its
heads over the right track with fewer retries.

How the Servo System Works
A read-write head reads alignment information
from a dedicated servo disk (A). The information is sent to
a dedicated microprocessor (BI where it is analyzed to
determine the current position of the read-write heads on the
drive·s other platters. The processor instructs an amplifier to
vary the voltage in the servo coil (C ). The strength ol the
magnetic field produced by the servo coil changes and

causes the coil to
adjust its position relative to a permanent magnet (D).
The read-write heads change their position
in relation to the coil. With every change ol position, the
read-write heads send new signals to the servo disk, starting
the loop over again.

A hard disk may have the capacity of a truck, but it oiTers the petformance of a
Por-sche. Hard disks transfer data many times faster than floppy disks, and that
means less waiting when starting progmms ~tnd saving files.
A hard disk ov. ·es its stellar speed and capacity to several factors. First, its
magnetic surface isn't a sheet of of ne."ible plastic, but a polished, precisionmachined metal plaller whose magnetic panicles (and therefore, your data) are
packed closer 10gether. Most hard disks contain several platters, stacked like
records in a jukebox and sealed in a dust-free enclosure (see the figure "Inside a
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Hard Disk'). In most drives, the platters spin at 3600 rpm -six ro nine times
faster than a flopp}' disk. And finally, hard disk platters spin continuously; a floppy
stops when it isn't being accessed and takes about a half-second to get up ro
speed when the next access begins.
Unlike the heads in a floppy drive, a hard disk's read-write heads don't touch
the disk's surfaces, but ride a hair's width above them. If a hard disk's head does
touch the sutfc~cc, you've got trouble. That's a bead crash, and it can occur when
the drive is jostled during use, or even when a speck of dust gets between the
platter's surface and the head. A head crash used to damage the platter as the
head dug a ditch in the planer's coating. Improved platter surfaces make today's
drives more durable (although }'OU still should never move or bump a dti ve that's
in use). Thin.film coating, in which the platter is coated with a minutely d1in film
of metal, is one technology found in many of today's drives. Another safety fe-.uure
is automatic bead-parking, which retracts the drive's heads to a safe area when
you shLtt down.
A hard disk can live inside or outside a Mac. Internal dtives don't use any desk
space, and tl1ey make moving your Mac more convenient. But an internal chive
adds extra heat to the Mac's case, it usually requires dealer installation (assuming
it wasn't installed at the facLOty), and if it breaks, your entire Mac must go to the
shop. I'm partial to external drives. They don't change the climate inside the Mac,
they move from one l\.1ac to another in a flash, and with long cables, you can bury
them out of earshot under your desk or in a neatby closet. And you don't have to
part with your Mac if the worst happens.

Megabytes to Go
But d1e big drawback of hard disks isn't their vulnerability to head crashes, it's
that they lack d1e portability and security of floppies. You can't pop an internal
drive into your bti efcase or lock it in a safe at night. External drives are a bit more
portable and protectable, but moving one still means fussing with cables and
transporting a delicate mechanism. And once you fill a hard disk, you face an
electronic Spring cleaning, throwing away or copying musty old files and applications to floppies to make room for new ones.
Happily, there is a way to combine the secutity and portability of floppies with
the capaci[)' of a hard disk. Several manufacturers offer removable-media dtives
whose disks are encased in lightweight plastic canridgcs.
The veteran of tl1e removable-media world is Iomega Corporation, whose
Bernoulli Box drives have been around since the mid-eighties. A Bernoulli Box
uses principles of fl uid dynamics discovered by an 18th-century mathematician
and physicist named Daniel Bemoulli (pronounced bum-ooly). His Bernoulli
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INSIDE A BERNOULLI BOX
BemooUocartridges closely resemble standard
lloppy disks. Bernoulli technology usos dual,
single-sided platters. Tha drive heads- which
move laterally, read from above and below. The
Bernoulli does not filler dust partocles. but
circulates oir to move dust away front the media.
Unlike SyOuost end Aicoh removable-medi a
drives, tho read-write hoad do not actually
contact tho media, so hoad crashes connot be
caused by dust particles, and disk croshos also
are rare. As seen in the delllil, the planer Hexes
toward the head. An air cushion betwoon the
two floppy planors allowthom to flox Inward
should a dust particle approach tho head. The
cartridge also locks in place while in use. This is
necessary becausa unhke other removablemedia, the Bernoulli cartridge protrudes from tho
drive during operation.

TI1eorem states that the pressure of Auid or air decreases when it's moving. In
aircraft, the decreased air pressure around moving wings gives them their lift. In
bathrooms, the decreased air pressure caused by the showerhead's stream pulls
the shower cunain in.
In a Bernoulli e<ut riclge, a rush of air atuses a flexible disk to be drawn to within
a few thousandths of an inch of a rigid metal plate located in the drive (see the
figure "Inside a Bernoulli Box'). The disk floars firm ly within this air flow, flexing
no more than one-thousandths of an inch.
Until an intruder comes along. Because the disk is flexible, a foreign intruder
isn't as threatening as it is ro a hard disk. When something comes between a
Bernoulli disk and irs head, the disk flexes and the air flow blows the intruder
away. The result is a temporary disk error that the Mac can detect and often
correct.
Iomega produces several Bernoulli Box models, with the latest stOring 44MB
on a caru·idge. Older Bernoulli Boxes used an 8-inch disk that heldlO or 20MB;
newer models use )til inch disks housed in more compact cartridges.

Other Removable Options
Iomega was the first company to produce removable-media drives, but
Bernoulli cartridges aren't the only way to cache and carry. Indeed, the most
popular removable-media drive is made by SyQuesr and used in drives from Mass

Micro, Microrech, Peripheral Land, Ehman, and others. The Syquest drive borrows
from the hard disk camp, using a single 51/4-inch rigid planer (spinning at 3280
rpm) that holds 45 megabytes. Bernoulli and SyQuest drives that store 80MB are
on the horizon. Putting a platter in a removable cartridge sounds as safe as playing
with matches in a fireworks factory, but the Syquest mechanism has proven to be
reliable. It has become especially popular in the desktop publishing \vorld, where
huge files are common and where users often need to carry them somewhere else
(such as to a publishing service bureau).
Another removable-media device is the tape dnile, which uses can ridges
containing magnetic tape. Tape drives are designed to back up hard disks, but
most are slow and expensive and can't be used as primary storage devices.
Bernoulli and Syquest drives are far more versatile.

Speed Thrills
The speed at which its disk spins and the density of the data in its tracks aren't
the only factors that contribute to performance. Here's a look at some other tech
specs you'll encounter when shopping for a drive.
The average access lime specifies how long it takes for tl1e drive's heads to
locate a given spot on the disk - the mass-storage equivalent to mo,~ng a
phonograph's tone arm to a given spot on an album. The average access time is
measured in milliseconds; tl1e lower the value, the better.
The data lransftr rate measures how quickly d1e drive can shuttle bytes to tl1e
Mac. The higher the value, the better, but only to a point. Mac Classics, SEs, ancl
Pluses, for example, can't handle as high a transfer rate as a Mac Il-dass machine.
The ti7terleave ratio describes the organization of sectors in each track (see
the figure "Understanding Interleaving'). Generally, the lower the interleave ratio,
the better. A 1:1 ratio is best - if your Mac can scalf up sectors at such a warp

UNDfRSTANDING
INHRlfAVING

1:1

2:1

On a disk with a 1: 1 interleave, the sectors are numbered and accessed in sequence. With a 2:1 ratio, the heads read from, or
write to, every other sector. With a 3:1 ratio, every third sector is accessed.
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speed. Drives that use Apple's standard SCSI dtiver can use a 1:1 ratio only with a
Mac U-dass machine. TheSE needs a 2:1 mio; a Mac Plus, a 3:1 ratio. But some
drives include modified SCSI d1ivers that allow a 1:1 interleave with all Macs.
Other units provide built-in data caching- the drive reads an entire track and
stores it in a small reserve of memory. \'\!hen the Mac requests subsequent sectors
from that track, the drive sends the data from the cache.
Performance specs make for fun party talk, but they reallr aren't that imponant
for most applications. In day-to·day use, the differences between most chives are
minor. And if you started with floppies, you'll be pleased with the performance of
any hard drive.

Managing Your Megabytes
What's more, you can make any drive operate faster by taking advantage of the
Mac's ability to organize files and programs within folders. A file cabinet lets you
create a storage hierard1y; so does the Mac. In this hierarchy, the file cabinet
corresponds to the hard disk- ic's at the top level of the hierarchy, with folders
nested within it.
Beneath the Mac's friendly folder metaphor lie some technicalities thm
influence perfotmance. When you open a disk's icon by double·dicking on it in
the Finder, the Mac scans the disk in order to displa}' its contents. The more files
you store at the top level of the disk's hierarchy - thaL is, not within foldersthe longer it takes for the Finder to display the disk's window. This also applies
when you choose an application's Open command: to display a list of available
files, the Mac must scan all d1e files in the current level of the clisk's hiemrchy. The
more ftles presenr there, the longer the scanning process takes.
The Mac all but ignores files stored in a folder until you actually open the
folder. So, by grouping documents and applications into folders, you'll boost the
Mac's performance by reducing the number of files it has to scan at once. And
there's the convenience factor: instead of having to electronically paw through
dozens of word processor files, for example, you can go direcdy to d1e Proposals
folder, the Memos folder, or the Seedy Novel folder, and quick!}' locate the file you
need.
Another ·way to streamline stomge involves usingpmtilioning software, which
electronically divides a drive into a number of smaller logicallJOiumes. You can
mount and unmounl these volumes as though you were inserting and ejecting
separate disks. Many hard disks include partitioning software, and most that do let
you assign passwords to panitions, giving you a secure place to hide sensitive files.
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Extensive use of folders improves the
Finder's performance and keeps better
track of files. In this filing scheme, each
application category (word processor,
graphics, and so on) resides in its own
folder. Another folder holds all documents,
separated into related category folders. Not
shown is the System Folder, which contains files tho Macintosh needs to start up
and run.

To create a folder, use the Finder's New Folder command
(in the File menu) . l11e Finder gives new folders the name
Empcy Folder (untitled folder, in System 7.0); you'll want to
change that to something a bit more appropriate - Documents, Proposals, Graphics Programs, whatever best desctibes
the folder's contents. At this point, you can open the new
folder and follow the same process to create ~mother folder
inside it - just as you can nest one manila folder within
another. This lets you develop a storage hierarchy that keeps
your files orderly. You can nest folders more than a dozen
levels deep, but navigating through more than five levels or so
becomes cumbersome and time-consuming.
The number of folders you create and the names you give
them is up to you. Some people create date-oriented folders
- j anuaty Work, February Work, March Work, and so onand then create folders \vithin them for specific cypes of
documents -Memos, Publications, Artwork. Some people
create 26 folders, one for each letter of the alphabet, and file
documents within them. You'll find a sample filing scheme in
the figure "Organizing a Hard Disk." It's just a starting point,
though - the best filing system is one you've personalized for
your work style.
Even with an efficient filing system, you may occasionally
misplace a file. When you do, use the Mac's Find File desk
accessory to locate it. l f you're using System 7.0, use the Find
command in the Finder's file menu. You'll find powerful fileand text-searching fe-atures in a variety of utilities, too (see
Chapter 19).

To keep a drive running at top performance, keepji'Clgmentation in check. In irs zeal to reuse space freed by deleted files,
the Mac may scatter newly saved or copied files across physically discontiguous
tracks. The longer you use a disk, the more likely it is that it contains fragmented
files. When many files are fragmented, the dtive's heads spend too much time in
transit, and performance suffers. Two solutions exist: backup the entire disk,
reformat it, and then recopy the files, starting with the System Folder and the
applications you use most often. Or, run a defragmenting utilicy, which moves files
around to make them contiguous (see Chapter 19). With the latter route, backup
the drive first; d1e disk's contents can be damaged if something happens
during defragmentation.
Speaking of backing up, do it. Electrocution aside, the loss of data is the most
painful experience a computer petipheral can cause. It's an agony you can avoid by
backing up faithfully. I'll present some guidelines in the next chapter.
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Now Available on Compact Disc
Magnets' force in computer storage may be weakening. Compact discs, rhose
silver planers rhat have made my stereo obsolete, are infiltrating the mass storage
world. And we are talking mass storage: a 51/4-inch compact disc holds as much as
550 megabytes of data.
In rhe computer world, a compact disc that stores data is called a CD-ROA1. A
CD-ROM's clara, like rhat of a ROM chip, is fact01y-frozen, unable to be erased. For
rhis reason, CO-ROMs are used primarily as a distribution medium for software or
data. Firms such as the Bureau of Electronic Publishing and Wayzata offer COROM-based reference materials ranging from CIA factbooks ro encyclopedias. COROMs containing megabytes of fonts and free or shareware programs are also
available.
CO-ROMs also play a part in the multimedia world, where their ability to hold
digital audio as well as clara makes them idea for interactive audio instruction (see
Chapter 17). In addition to providing a SCSI connector for attaching to rhe Mac,
CD-ROM drives provide standard RCA-type audio output jacks that you can
connect to a stereo. Apple's AppleCD SC drive even includes a desk accessory
rhar lets you play audio COs and a system extension that lets audio-only COs
appear on the Mac's desktop (see the figure "Now Taking Requests'). And Apple's
HyperCard CD Audio Toolkit provides HyperCard XCMDs and XFCNs rhat let you
access an audio CD from withi n HyperCard stacks.
One problem with CO-ROMs is their slow access time. A typical hard disk has
an access time of 20-40 milliseconds (ms), but most CD-ROM drives have 300650-ms access times. (Apple's drive has a 650-ms seek time.) The sluggishness is
due largely to rhe fact that a CO-ROM's laser head is heavier and takes more time
to stop than a hard disk's magnetic reacl!write heads. CD-ROM drives are also
costly, with most drives selling lor berween $700 and $1000.
These are just rwo reasons that optical-based storage isn't likely to replace
magnetic srorage any time soon. A more serious hurdle involves developing disks
that can be erased and reused - data is written on a CD-ROM by a laser that
burns pits into the disk's surface. One alternative is offered by tvn'te once, read
man;1times (W'O/Gii) drives. With a WORM drive, once you save a file, it's there
for good. Given that WORM drives hold 400-BOOMB, that may not be such a big
drawback.
But the storage technology that best dears the read/write hurdle uses - you
guessed it - magnets embedded in the disk's surface. I'm referring to magnetooptical drives such as those offered by Microtech, Mass Micro, Peripheral umd,
and others. Also called erasable optical (EO) dlives, these devices use mechanisms made by Sony, Ricoh, or Maxtor to store 500-600MB on )1/.1-inch removable
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Now Taking Requests
Apple's CO Remote desk accessory ltop) lets you play audio COs inserted in a CO-ROM drive. You can also
store and recall the names of the tracks on the CO and selectively enable or disable playback. With Apple's
Foreign File Access INIT, you can view an audio CO's contents on the desktop {bottom). Note the Get Info
window showing a track's playback time.
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cartridges. To write tO a ca111idge, the drives use a high-powered laser and
electromagnet to orient the media's magnetic particles. To read from the
cartridge, the drive uses a low-powered laser. As with CD-ROM drives, however,
access time is relatively slow, making EO chives better for long-term storage and
retrieval than as substitutes for a conventional hard disk. And they're costly, with
prices in the $3000-$5000 ballpark.
A new generation of 31/z-inch EO drives is appearing that offers 60-ms access
times on cart ridges that hold roughly 125MB. Camiclges will cost about $60 and
drives will retail for under $2000.
So the lowly magnet continues to serve us weUand it looks like it will even
have a place in tomorrow's disk drives. In the next chapter, we'll look at how to
take care of your magnets.

Summary:

v

Floppy and hard disks allow fast, random access to data.

v A floppy disk that spins at 390 to 600 revolutions per minute and is accessed by a read/write head in
the disk drive.

v A floppy disk is divided into 80 concentric circles called tracks, which are further divided into wedges
called sectors.

v Disk capacities of Mac disks have steadily increased from the original drive, which stored 400K, to the
BOOK drive, and then to the SuperDrive, which allows you to store 1.4MB on a high-density disk.

v Unlike a floppy disk, a hard disk contains several metal platters, which are stacked like records in a
jukebox and whose magnetic particles are packed closer together than those of a floppy disk.

v Hard disks transfer data many times faster than floppy disks.
v A hard disk can be internal or external to your computer. An internal disk saves desktop room, but
adds extra heat to your Mac's case; an external one won't change the climate inside the Mac but will
take up space.

v

Removable-media drives such as Iomega's Bernoulli Box and SyOuest's drives combine the security
and portability of floppies with the capacity of a hard disk.
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Disk Maintenance
In This Chapter:

v
v

Backup basics: backing up floppy and hard disks.
Performing full and incremental backups with backup utilities.

v A look at how different backup programs perform incremental backups.

v Shopping tips on what to look for in a backup utility.
v Restoring files from backup disks to a hard disk.
v

A summary of file-recovery utilities.

A

floppy or hard disk is like a friend you can't quite trust. Most of the time,
disks are faithful computing caddies that hold our software and documents. Over time, it's easy to become smug about this give-and-take relationship. Then one of them develops a case of amnesia, and all of a sudden it's
"Files? What fLies? I don't have any files." Just like that, you're forced to retype
your documents from printouts (if you're lucky enough to have some) or
worse, recreate rhem from scratch. Either way, it's deja vu in its ugliest fom1.

Disks can betray your trust in a variety of ways. Their microscopic magnetic
particles can be led astray by magnetic fields produced by loudspeakers,
telephones, electric motors, and the Mac's own power supply. They're
susceptible to system errors and program bugs, both of which can cause
inaccurate information to be written to the disk. They face physical threats
from spilled soda to dust to extremes of heat and cold. And hard disks can fall
victim to bead crashes, in whid1 the read-write he-<1ds strike and damage the
media surface.
How do you maintain a relationship with such Fair-weather friends? Use an
umbrella - a backup uh'/i/}1, which stores copies of your fLies on floppy disks
or other storage devices. Backups are to computers what vice presidents are to
governments: they don't do much when the sailing is smooth, but when the
worst happens, they're indispensable.
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And since a goocl vice president isn't always around when you need one, every
software Iibm!)' also needs aji/e-recovel)' lllilit)l. One of these rescue squads can
save the clay if disk problems occur or if you accidentally throw away a file in
between backups.
In Chapter 19, we [QUred the world of utilities- programs that make the Mac
easier and more convenient to use. ln this chapter, I'll take a closer look at backup
and file-recovery utilities, and show how to use both to make your disks more
trustwort hy companions.

Backup Basics
A file tucked mvay on a disk seems sate and sound; after all, the command
reads ''Save," not "Save until some unforeseen event." But the worst does
happen. Disks arc damaged or lost. Prognuns turn kamikaze, cmshing and
taking files with them. Power surges give hard disks amnesia. Fires stan, and
sprinkler systems sprinkle. Equipment is stolen. It 's enough [Q make you want
police protection, but only a faithfully followed backup strategy can help.
Backing up floppies is easy, especially if your tvlac has two floppy drives. First,
lock the original disk by sliding its plastic ttJiile-protecl tab so you can see through
the square hole. 'lnen insert the original disk in one drive and the backup in the
other and drag the original disk's icon to the backup's icon. W11en the Finder
asks if you want to replace one disk's contents with those of the other, click OK.
When the copy is complete, eject both disks; unlock the original if you plan to
write to it again.
If your Mac has just one drive, the floppy copy routine is a bit trickier. To avoid
excessive disk swapping, follow these steps. First, insert the backup disk and then
choose Eject from the File menu or, in System 7.0, the Special menu. (fhe Finder
dims the disk's icon to indicate it still "knows" about the disk.) Next, lock the
original disk, insert it, and then drag its icon to the backup disk's dimmed icon.
When the Finder asks if you \Vant to replace the backup disk's contents, click OK.
(You will need to swap disks a few times during the copying process.)
The techniques I've just described copy every file from your original floppy to
the backup disk. As you work with the ori ginal (don't forget to unlock it first),
you'll prob-ably add to it or modify its files. You have two alternatives for keeping
your backups up LO elate. You can drag only the new or modified files to the
backup (clicking OK when asked if you want to replace the existing files), or you
can simply recopy the entire disk. The latter takes the ivlac longer, but is easier for
you, since you don't have to keep track of which fLies you moclified or added.
If you take the former route, use the Finder's By Date command (it's in the
View menu) to look at the original disk's contents sorted according to their
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creation and modification dares, then copy only those files with dares past the
backup dare. You can also determine when a file was created and modified by
selecting the file and choosing Get Info from the File menu or pressing
Command- I.
How often should you back up a floppy disk that you use to store documents?
As often as necessary for your work habits and your peace of mind. If you're using
it constantly, you may want to back it up every day. The best rule may be to back
up anything you aren't willing to recreate.

Hard Disks are Harder
Backing up a hard disk is, well, harder. Ahard disk may streamline your day-toda>' computing, but it turns imo a ball and chain at backup time. A hard disk can
hold hundreds of files, making the job of backing up modified files a logistical
nightmare. Yet backing up a hard disk couldn't be more imponant. If you use a
computer extensively, a hard disk tends to become a magnetic representation of
your life. It's all there - your business plans, personal letters, drawings, programs,
and more- and losing it in one fell swoop is about as traumatic an experience as
you can have sitting in from of a computer.
To back up a full 40MB drive, you'll need about 50 BOOK disks- and about an
hour. Most people can think of better ways to spend tl1eir time and disk money.
Until t11eir hard disks crash, that is. But thanks to the Mac's ability to keep track of
t11e date and time files are created and modified, you need nor back up an entire
hard disk during each backup session. Backup utilities can read the Mac's digital
datebook and back up only tl10se files you've added or changed since the last
foil backup. This task, called an incremental backup, takes far less time than a
full backup.

Backup Helpers
Every Mac comes with a barebones backup utility, HD Backup, that lets you
perform full and incremental backups to floppy disks. Virtually all non-Apple
hard disks include backup software, too. And several software firms offer
backup programs that work with any SCSI hard disk. Each program handles
the chore differently.
The most basic difference concerns how the backup program copies files to
your backup media. Some programs, including SuperMac Technology's DiskFit
and Magic Software's Backmatic, copy each file separately and then create on each
backup disk a catalogjlle that tl1e program can use to restore the files to the hard
disk. On the backup disk you'll see each file just as it existed on your hard disk.
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Need to restore a few files? Simply use the Finder to copy them from the backups
to your hard disk. (If a given file won't fit on a single disk at backup time, the
utility splits it across multiple disks; you must use the utility to resrore such a file.)
Other programs, including Fifth Generation Systems' Fastback ll, Dantz
Development's Retrospect, and Microseeds Publishing's Redux, copy your flies
into one large fLie that spans all your backup disks. Instead of using the Finder,
you n.tn the backup utility and tell it to locate and restore tJ1e flies you need.
With the separate-ftles approach used by Diskfit and Backmatic, you can
restore any file that fits on a single backup disk without ha\~ng to run the
backup utility. You'll appreciate that if the utility's master disk becomes
damaged, or if you take your backup disks to another machine but forget w
Lake along a copy of the utility.
With the one-file-holds-ail approach, if you don't have the backup utility, you
don't have any backups - but it does make possible faster back-up sessions
and some fancy backup gymnastics. Retrospect and Fastback II, for example,
can compress files as they back them up, reducing the number of backup disks
required. Fastback IJ can also record special error-correction codes that enable
the program to recover data from damaged backups. Fifth Gener.ttion Systems
claims Fastback II can recover all the data from a backup disk even if up w 10
percent of its contents are damaged.

Incremental Differences
Another factor to consider is whether the program saves or deletes older
versions of files you back up. For example, sa~' you begin wtiting a proposal on
Monday morning and then do a full backup on Monday evening. You work on
the proposal again on Tuesday and then do an incremental backup. What
happens to tJ1e backup of Monday's version?
It depends on the program you use. OiskFit and Redux replace older versions
of files witJ1 their newer versions. That keeps your mountain of backup disks from
growing too high, but it also eliminates the option of going back a few clays to an
earlier version of a file. If you decide Tuesday's version of your proposal stinks or worse, if your word processing progran1somehow scrambles the file, and you
unknowingly back up the scrambled version - you don't have Monday's version
to fall back on. (I'll present a workaround for this potential nightmare shorrly.)
By contrast, Retrospect and Backmatic don't replace earlier versions of files.
Fastback n lets you choose whether older versions should be deleted or saved.
That gives you an extra-strong safety net, but it also means you need more disks w
hold your backups. That could be significant if you're backing up large files such
as scanned images.
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Choosing Your Backup Weapon
Here are some other points to address before buying a backup utility.

•:• Neltuork support lf you use network software like TOPS or AppleShare,
you'll want a backup utility thar suppons it. For example, to back up an
AppleShare file setver, look for a utility that backs up each folder's access
privilege information. Retrospect and Super/VIae's Network OiskFit do.
•:• BackNjJ seleclivily If you're \\~!ling tO rely on your original application disks
as b-ctckups, you can back up documents onl}' and cut your backup time. But
some programs give you more flexibility than others in choosing files to
back up.
•:• J)Jecialized media suppmt If you plan to use a backup medium other than
floppy disks, be sure to buy a program that suppons your chosen medium.
(fo find out what other media are available, see the sidebar "Media
Circus.') Retrospect can back up tO vinually anything. Fastback 11, OiskFit, and
Redux support tape drives, as long as they display tapes as icons on the
Finder's desktop.

Media Circus
If your hard disk holds more than 40MB - or if you
lack the patience for shuffling floppies - consider an
alternative backup medium. One possibility is a second
hard disk. Today you can buy two 40MB drives for less
than what one 20MB drive cost a few years ago. And
you'll have a spare drive if the first one acts up.
Another alternative is a tape drive such as GCC
Technologies' HyperTape or Archive Corporation's
MaxStream. Their primary strength: capacity. Most
tape drives store between 40MB and 300MB on
cassette-like tape cartridges. Some drives, such as
Personal Computer Peripherals Corporation's PCPC
Tape Backup, use Bmm video cassettes that hold over
2000MB. Their primary weakness: performance.
Locating a specific file on a tape cartridge can be slow

since the drive can't randomly access any point on
the tape.
The most versatile backup device is a removablemedia drive such as Iomega's Bernoulli Box or Mass
Microsystem's DataPak. (The DataPak uses a popular
removable hard disk technology developed by
SyOuest; many other drives use the same mechanism.)
As we saw in the last chapter, removable-media drives
combine a hard disk's speed and capacity with the
insert-and-eject convenience of floppies. And unlike a
tape drive, a removable-media drive can be used as a
primary storage device. Bernoulli Boxes and SyOuest
drives are also available in dual-drive units that allow
convenient, cartridge-to-cartridge backup. £i!j)
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•!• Unattended operation If you use a
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file server in a busy office, you might
want to back it up at night, when it's
idle. If so, you'll need Fastback n,
DiskFit 2.0, or Retrospect. All three
let you specify imervals for unattended backups (see the figure
"Scheduled Maintenance"). But since
no one will be around to shuffie
floppies, you'll need to use a highcapacity backup medium such as a
second hard disk or a tape chive.
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specific backup needs - perhaps
you want to back up all PageMaker
and Excel documents at 8 p.m.
every Tuesday - consider a
program that lets you automate the
types of backups you do. Retro·
speer and Fastback II offer the
strongest automation features. Redux
finishes second.

•!• i.Jase ofuse Backing up is boling;

a program that's difficult to learn
won't encourage the practice. Alas,
ease of use and power are at
opposite ends of the seesaw. The two most powerful backup programsFastback II and Retrospect - have steep leaming curves. If your backup needs
don't demand automation and sophisticated file-selection features, consider a
simpler program. Redux, DiskFit, and Network DiskFit suike a balance
between power and simplicity.
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Backmatic is an elegant little utility. It's a system extension (an IN11) that
intercepts the Mac's shut-down process. Choose Shut Down, and a dialog box
asks if you "~>vant to back up the fLies you worked on that day. Click Yes, insert
noppies as needed, and Backmatic does the rest. It also monitors battery
power on the Macintosh Portable, suggesting you back up when power drops
below a specified point.
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Backup Plans
How will you use your backup program?You'll probably start by doing a full
backup, following up with incremental backups at regular intervals. Here are some
guidelines and tips.

•!• 1J!Iake llt/0 backups Your backup disks are prone to the same ailments as your
originals. For extra safety, make two backups, and alternate them (see the
figure "Backup Strategies"). And don't store your backups along with your
computer. Fire or \Vater won't discriminate between the originals and the back
ups, and chances are a thief won't either. Practice what the clara processing
indusuy calls ··off-site storage." Keep your backups separate- in a different
room, at home, at the office, in a fireproof box, or, if you want re-al secwity, in a
safe deposit box.
•!• Use Ibe A1ac's disk cacbe Most backup programs run faster when the Mac's disk
cache is on. If your program's manual doesn't provide cache-size guidelines, uy
64K. In System 6.x, use the Control Panel's General option to set the cache. In
System 7.0, use the Memory control panel. With all system versions, you must
restart your Mac after adjusting cache settings to pU[ them into effect.
•!• C!-ectle an emei[JMCJI·l -estorej!opp)l disk Put copies of the Finder, the System
fi le, and your backup utility on a floppy disk. If your hard disk crashes, you can
stan up with this floppy and use it to restore your files. (Depending on how
your hard disk crashed, you may first need to reinitialize it using the software
that accompanied it.)
•!• Don'lfo'lfel Cltslomizedji/es To save time, you may want to tell your backup
progr;1m to ignore files in the System Folder. That's generally a safe approach,
provided you don't forget to back up the custom files that may also live in the
System Folder. Such files
include word processor
spelling-checker dictionaries
that contain your own
entries, preferences files that
store your application
preferences, the Scrapbook
file, and the System file itself,
which contains your fonts
and
in system versions prior
One technique lor backing up a hard disk is to
to 7.0, you desk accessories.
rotate among three well-marked sets of back-
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up disks or other media. With this technique,
if one set of backups goes bad, you have two
other sets to fall back on.

•!• Ver!/Y.J!Olll' backups
Most backup utilities have a
ver(/j1 option, which, when
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active, causes the program to proofread its work as it backs up Ales. If a disk
error causes a file to be written inaccurately, the verification process catches it,
and the utility tries again. Verification lengthens the backup process, but that's
a small price to pay for more reliable backups.

When to Restore
When will you need to restore the files from the backup disks to the hard disk?
The obvious answers are after losing an imponam file or reformatting the hard
disk, which might be necessary after a power failure or kamikaze program crash;
after having a hard disk repaired, during which time it was probably replaced or
reformatted; or if you're switching to a different hard disk or want a colleague to
have a large number of your files.
Another incentive to restore is to improve the hard disk's performance. When
you delete files from a disk (hard or floppy), the Mac frees their space for new
Illes. \Vhen you save a large file or copy an application to the disk, the Mac, in its
zeal to reuse the freed space, may save the file in pieces - scattered across
physically separate tracks on the hard disk instead of in contiguous tracks. It takes
longer for d1e drive's magnetic heads to leap bet\veen sepamte tracks than to
stroll from one track to the next. As you continue deleting and adding files,
performance begins to suffer as the drive's heads waste time lbrctshing around the
disk saving or reading fragmented files.
To restore a hard disk so that irs files are stored contiguously, fi rst make a full
backup (or two, for safety), then reformat the entire hard disk. Next, restore the
system files, then the applications, then the folders and documents. Performing
the restoration process in this order ensures that the frequently accessed system
and application files \\~ll be srorecl contiguously.

Disk Doctors
What happens if you lose a file in between backups? If you're sman, you'll
reach for a file-recovery utility such as Symamec's Symamec Utilities for
Macintosh (SUM 11) or Nonon Utilities for the Macintosh, Central Point
Software's PC Tools Deluxe for the Macincosh, or Microcom's 911. These
products can often repair and resurrect damaged disks and files. 'l11ey do so by
working intimately with the resemed areas of a disk - areas that don't store
documents or applications but instead hold information the Mac uses to keep
track of files.
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Reserved areas have technical names like 1/0/ume a/localion bilmap and
e t1ellts b-tree. The Mac takes these magnetic tables of contents at face value; it
assumes they're intact and contain valid data. \'V'hen they don't - when a system
crash, program bug, or stray magnetic field scrambles their contents - the Mac
ma}' be unable to retlieve pan or all of the disk's contents. File-recovery utilities
can analyze these areas and often correct inaccurate entries and thus retrieve files
that the Mac thinks are gone (see the figure "Recovery Tools").
The aforementioned products can also save the clay when you accidentally
throw away a file. All three include !NITs that spy on you as you use a disk. When
you delete a file, the !NIT makes nmations on disk thar indicate where that file is
physically located on the disk. ·n,e file is still there; the Mac has simply removed
its entry from the disk's electronic table of
contents.
Should you need to resurrect the file,
THE MORTOH DI~K DOCTOR
DI~Qnosin ~ "Stertup"'
you run the file-recovery utility, \Vhich reads
those notations and recr·eates the flle's table of
contents entry. (Prosecutors for the Iran-Contra
rrial used similar techniques to resurrect memos
Oliver Nonh thought he'd deleted from his word
processor.)

Lock~

But there is a cmch: if you worked extensively
with the disk after deleting the file, some of its
contents may have been replaced by newer files.
So when you realize you've accidentally deleted a
file, stop using that disk until you can run the
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Disk Editing
When a file-recover( program's automatic
recovery features fail you, turn to its disk
editor (SUM If's is shown here). By
searching for text present in the lost file,
you may be able to locate some or all of its
data and copy it to a new file - or at least
retype it. The four-character columns in the
left portion of the display show each
character's hexadecimal value, while the
rightmost column shows the characters
themselves. The hexadecimal value
selected here (61 is part of the two-digit
value that represents the letter c.

00003C IO
00003C20
00003C30
00003C40
00003C:50
00003COO
00003C70
00003C80
OOOOOCQO
OOOOOCAO

oooooceo

00003CCO
00003COO
00003CEO
00003CFO
00003000
000030 10
00003020
00003030
00003040

6675
686 1
6E05
6465
6F2C
6865
0520
7Q20
OQ63
OC04
0003
207Q
056E
2040
6865
7465
7263

7468
6420
2C20
6C20
7665
2053
7669
2079
2053
0364
7708
0520
2002
2074
6F75
207Q
6163
2064
6420
6820

2074
6C6 1
6 16E
6F6E
2060
4353
6365
6F75
740 1
0576
OQ03
7468
7374
6805
2072
6F7S
2C20
726Q
746F
6F66

6865
7465
6420
6C?9
6F72
4920
2E20
2063
7274
2074
6820
6520
6172
200E
6573
2072
6974
7665
2069
206 1

2040
7220
6974
206Q
6520
7374
4Q66
6 16E
7570
OF20
5343
406 1
7420
0578
7461
6573
2073
7320

6163
0061
0573
6620
7~68

6F72
20?9
2075
2044
73?0
534Q
6320
75?0
7420
7274
7461
636 1
036F
7~20 6Q6E
2064 6Q73

2053
6368
2075
?96F
616E
6 167
6F75
7365
0570
0563
2064
7368
2060
740Q
2E20
7274
6E73
OEOE
2073
6920

4520
6Q6E
7365
7520
206F
6520
2064
2074
OQ63
OQ66
0570
6F7S
726F
0005
5768
2061
2074
0563
6561
636F
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recovery utility. Even if a recove1y utility can't automatically resurrect a file, there's
still hope. All three products include disk editor~; which let you directly view and
alter the disk's contents (see the figure "Disk Editing').
The previous paragraphs contain several qjiens and maybes. The fact is, filerecovery utilities don't always succeed. A visir to a doctor isn't a substitute for
good health habits, nor can a file-recovery utility replace a good backup routine.

An Ounce of Prevention
Here are some tips for taking care of floppy disks.
Keep disks away from nems that produce magnetic
fields That includes audio speakers, electric motors,
telephones, high-intensity desk lamps, and of
course, magnets.
•:• Keep disks comfortable Don't leave them in a sunbaked car or near a radiator or other heat source.
<!• Don't place an external floppy disk drive to the left of
a Mac Plus or SE Don't store floppies there, either.
The power supply in these Macs generates magnetic
fields that can cause disk errors.
•:• Be gentle Don't slide a disk's shutter open and
touch the inside. Don't trust a disk's plastic case to

•>

protect the disk in the mail; cardboard disk mailers
are available at office-supply stores.
<• Buy quality disks You've made an investment in
your Mac and in the documents you create and the
programs you buy; don't skimp on something as
relatively inexpensive as a disk. With BOOK drives,
use disks certified for double-sided operation.
•:• Use the write-protect tab to guard against accidental
erasure Slide the tab toward the disk's shutter to
lock the disk. You can see straight through the write·
protect hole of a locked disk. The Finder indicates a
locked disk by displaying a padlock icon in the
upper-left corner of the disk's window. lliJ
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And speaking of good health habits, keep disks - noppy or hard - mvay from
excessive moisrure, stray magnetic fields, extremes of heat or cold, and dusty
environments (see the sidebar "An Ounce of Prevemion"). Pack them securely for
shipping. (Save your hard disk's original box or your Mac's box, if }'Ou have an
internal cllive.) If you move them from one remperature extreme to another, give
them Lime to acclimate before using them. And never move or jostle a hard disk
wh ile it's on.
following rhese common-sense precautions can lessen the chances that you'll
need to rescore cl;1ta from backups or use a recove1y program. In shoit, disks may
be fair-weather f1iends, but you can control the weather.

Summary:
t1 Because of the large volume of files often found on hard disks, they are more difficult to back up than

floppy disks.
tl A full backup is a backup of all the files you have on floppy disks or a hard drive.
t1 An incremental backup is a backup of only those files you've added or changed since the last full

backup.
tl Every Mac comes with a backup utility, HD Backup, which lets you perform full and incremental
backups.
tl Some backup programs save older versions of files you back up while others delete them. A program
that deletes older versions can help reduce the number of backup disks needed, but it eliminates the
option of going back a few days to an earlier version of a file.
tl Points to addre~s before shopping for a backup utility include: network support (if you use network
software); backup selectivity (backing up only documents and using application disks as backups, for
example); and specialized media support (choosing a program that supports your backup medium).
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Chapter 28

Virus Protection
In This Chapter:

v An introduction to viruses and how they spread.
v Names and symptoms of identified viruses.
v How to protect your Mac against viruses.

v Details on the virus-detection utilities available.
tl Tips on what to do if you suspect your Mac is infected.

H

ave you had any viruses lately? I refer not to the cold-and-flu variety, but
to compu!er vtiuse.1; programs that invade the Mac and slow its performance, cause system errors, or - at tl1eir most evil - destroy applications
and documents.
The term VJius implies a natural entity that you can't help but pick up now and
then, like a cold. The truth is, computer viruses are tools of vandalism - they're
bricks heaved through your l'v1ac's windows by people with apparently nothing
better to do with their time and programming skill. No cures e.x:ist for the viruses
that cause colds, but computer viruses couJ.j be stopped dead if their creators
turned their energies toward being productive, not destructive.
But then, so could war, crime, and pollution. And like them, viruses will be
around for some time. \XIhat can you do? First, don't lose an)' sleep over viruses.
They e.xist, but your chances of being victimized by one are small, especially if your
Mac isn't on a network and you don't swap soft\vare with other users. Second, be
prepared- just in case. Arm yourself with knowledge of how viruses spread, of
their symptoms and remedies, and of the measures you can take to avoid d1em.

It Came from Ohio
Some of the technical concepts behind \~ruses have been around for decades,
but the fi rst microcomputer viruses appear to have been o·eated in 1983 by Frank
Cohen, a University of Cincinnati professor who was researching his doctoral
thesis on computer seclllit~'· Cohen's viruses were created under controlled
conditions; none reached the outside world. Interviewed in 1988, when viruses
enjoyed a burst of media attention, he admitted to being reluctant to publish his
fi ndings, but did so to warn the world of the virus threat. "I had planned to devote
my thesis to ways ro defend against viruses," he said. "Instead, I used it to prove
that you can't defend against them."
Viruses are difficult to fight because they're designed to spread. A virus
contains software instructions tim enable it to copy itself into legitimate files,
l"allecl hosts. Some viruses infect only application files, while others invade
documents or the Mac's system files. Still others begin by infecting a system file
and then copy themselves to uninfected applications.
Most viruses spread when you copy an infected file from one Mac to another,
although some spread simply when you insert an infected floppy disk. Now
imagine millions of Mac users exchanging flies through user groups, olllce and
university networks, and online bulletin boards and information services- the
propagation possibilities are endless. In 1989, a new virus was discovered in
Belgium in early December; by Christmas of that year, it had spread throughout
the United States.
A virus doesn't just replicate itself, it also inflicts its own unique symptoms on
the mad1ines it infects. Vit11ses can be malicious or mischievous. A malicious
virus might deliberately damage applications, cause system errors, or emse files
on a hard disk. A mischievous virus might simply display a message or joke at a
predetem1inecl time; its creator is out to soap your windows, nor smash them.
To date, most Macintosh ~ruses have fallen into this second categoty.
But e\'en a mischie\'OUSvi111s can be trouble. It might cause a system error by
trying ro use memory or resources Lhat a legitimate program is ah·ead~r using. Its
programmer may nor have Lested it thoroughly, or it might connict wid1 your
Mac's combination of hardware and system extensions (espedally !NITs). The
bottom line: There's no such thing as a benign \~1115.

Names and Strains
Most Mac viruses have odd-sounding names- nVlR, Hpat, INIT29- that
renect the technical makeup of the vil11s's software. Others are named after their

discoverers- Don Ernesto Zucchini was reportedly the first victim of the ZUC
virus. Some viruses earn more pronounceable monikers, like the "Peace" virus, set
loose by an attention-hung1y editor of a Canadian Mac magazine. It was designed
to display a "universal me~sage of peace" on March 2, 1988, and then erase itself.
Its victims - including Aldus Corporation, which inadvenently shipped a few
thousand infected copies of FreeHand - didn't find the medium appropriate to
the message.
Now and then a new strain of an existing virus appears. That's been the case
with the nVIR virus, who~e original progrc1m code was once posted on a computer
bulletin board in an auempt to aiel creators of antivirus software. It may have
helped them, but it also gave budding virus creators a head start in creating ne\v
strains.
The table "Field Guide to Viruses" lists the names and symptoms of the viruses
that have been identified as of early 1991.

Is Your Mac at Risk?
Generally, the more Macs your machine comes in contact with, the greater the 1isk
of a virus infection. Consider yourself at risk if any of the following describe you.
•:• You swap programs, HyperCard stacks, or disks with orher Mac users. Even an
erased disk can carry the WDEF virus if you erase the disk by dragging its
contents to the Trash. If a friend hands you a blank disk to fill with your latest
shareware finds, be sure the disk was erased using the Finder's Erase Disk
command before you inse1t it into your Mac.
•:• You download programs and HyperCard stacks from bulletin boards or
information sen'ices. Most bulletin boards and information services check
incoming files for viruses before making them available to subscribers, but a
new virus can slip through undetected if the service's virus-detection software
can't recognize it.
•:• You're connected to other Macs on a network. A network is an ideal transmission medium for viruses, especially if several users access applications stored
on a file server.
•:• You use a desktop publishing se1vicc bureau or university laser-printer center.
Some service bureaus have been criticized for taking a cavalier attitude toward
virus checking and prevention. If you use a bureau or cemral printing station
regular!}', look into its virus-prevention measures.
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Field Guide to Viruses
Virus Name

Nature of Infection

Symptoms

Comments

ANTI, ANTI-B,
ANTI-ange

Infects applications only
(including the Finder), not
other system files or
documents.

Nondestructive but may
cause crashes due to its poor
programming.

Disinfected applications aren't
identical to original, but
generally still run. Best
approach is to replace infected
application with an uninfected
copy from its master disk.

COEF

Infects DeskTop file only,
not system files,
programs, or documents.

Slows performance.
AppleShare server performanee slows significantly.

You can remove this virus
from an infected disk by
rebuilding its DeskTop file:
Press Command and Option
while inserting the disk. For
hard disks, restart and hold
down Command and Option
until rebuild dialog box
appears. To avoid infecting an
AppleShare server, do not
grant "make changes"
privilege to the server's root
directory (desktop level).

Frankie

Infects applications, not
documents or system
files. Infects only Atari
computers containing
certain Mac emulator
hardware.

Draws bomb icon, displays,
"Frankie says: No more
piracy," then crashes.

Very rare. Doesn't infect
genuine Macs. Doesn't spread
under MultiFinder.

INIT29

Infects any file (document
or application) containing
resources. Spreads only
via applications and
System files.

Its poor coding may cause
printing problems, INIT
connicts, and MultiFinder
crashes. If you insert a locked
floppy disk, a dialog box
appears saying the disk needs
repairs. Normally, this dialog
box doesn't appear with
locked disks.

INIT 29 can spread very rapidly
because it infects unlocked
floppies as soon as they are
inserted.

MOEF
(strains A, B, and
C; also called
Garfield)

Infects applications,
various system files, and
documents.

System crashes. On Macs
using CE Software's
Vaccine, MDEF-A causes
menus to work only in
infected applications.

Often infects DeskTop, DA
Handler, and Finder files.
Strains B and Cattempt to
bypass watchdog IN ITs.
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Virus Name

Nature of Infection

Symptoms

Comments

nVIR
(strains A and
B)

Infects System file first,
adding code that
subsequently infects each
application you run. Finder
and DA Handler files
usually become infected.

System crashes. Files may
disappear. Mac may beep
when applications are
started. "8" strain causes
Mac to say "Don't panic" if
System Folder contains the
Macintalk file. Otherwise,
you may hear random
system beeps.

The original program code for
nVIR was posted on some
bulletin boards and information
services. As a result, several
"clones" have appeared: Hpad,
nFLU, AIDS, MEV#, and F***,
whose actual name can't be
printed here. Their symptoms
are generally the same.

"Message of peace"
appeared on March 2, 1988;
virus then destroyed itself.

Rare these days, but still could
be encountered on old disks.

Peace (also called Infects System file.
MacMag, Drew,
and Brandow)
Scores

Infects System file first,
lies dormant for two days,
then searches for and
infects a new application
at 3 1/2 minute intervals.
Adds invisible files called
Scores and Desktop_
L character represents a
space) to System Folder.

System crashes; printing
problems. Miscellaneous
problems with MacDraw
and Microsoft Excel. May
cause insufficient memory
messages. Increases size of
files it infects by 7K.
Notepad and Scrapbook files
may have generic document
icons (dog·eared page).

System 6.0.4's System file is
irrepairably damaged and must
be replaced with an uninfected
copy from its master disk.

WDEF
(strains A
and B)

Infects only the invisible
DeskTop file contained on
all floppy and hard disks.
Spreads rapidly through
the sharing of floppy disks.

Crashes Mac llci and
Portable. "8" strain causes
Mac to beep each time a
DeskTop file is infected.

See CDEF comments.

zuc

Infects applications only,
not other system files or
documents.

Strange pointer movement
when mouse button is
pushed down- pointer
moves and bounces off the
screen edges like a billiard
ball. Can cause desktop
pattern to change.

Applications don't have to be
run to become infected.
Spreads over networks.

(strains A and B)
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How to Protect Yourself
If you don't f::~ ll into the preceding categories, you aren't immune from viruses,
but the threat is minimal. Whether or not you're in the high-1isk group, here's
how to protect yourself.
•:• Lock.flofJP.J' disks whenever possible A '~rus can't infect a locked disk. Atll/t?)!f
lock the original master disks of an application before inserting them; you'll
need virus-free masters in case one of your programs gets infected. To lock a
disk, slide its plastic wri te-prOtect tab so you can see through the square hole.
If you don't have a hard disk, it won't be possible to work with locked noppies.
Your best defense is to do the following.

•:• Back up re!igiouslj; If the worst happens, you'll have something to fall back
on - unless the backups are infected, too. To avoid that, keep at least two set~
of altemate backups made at different limes. Don't neglect to back up the files
in rour System Folder, too; most viruses attack them first, and by ha~ng a
backup, you won't have to laboriously reinstall your favorite fonts and desk
accessories. (See Chapter 27 lor tips on backing up.)
•:• Be lt!CIIJ' qla 11e11Jji'(!elt/are or sba! '(!tt!CII'(! program instead of trustingly

copying it to your hard disk, run the program from a noppy first and watd1 for
abno1mal behavior, such as system crashes or significantly slowed performance. Use the Conu·ol Panel or Alarm Clock desk accessory to change the
Mac's date setting, then run the program again; some viruses lie dormant until
a certain amount of time passes. (The Scores virus, for example, waits four days
before doing some of its dirt)' work.) Bypassing your hard disk protects you
from livja11 bo1~-e programs, which appear to be legitimate applications, but
which damage or erase files when you run them (see the sidebar "Auack of the
Trojan Horses") .

Attack of the Trojan Horses
A Trojan horse differs from a virus in that it isn't
designed to spread by replicating itself; if a Trojan
horse strikes, you can prevent future problems by
deleting it. Trojan horses have been relatively rare in
the Mac world, but there are several out there:
•!• Mosaic and FontFinder surfaced in early 1990 on a
bulletin board system in Edmonton, Alberta. They
appear to be utility programs, but when run, they
erase the directory of the Mac's hard disk and

display a message saying "Gotcha."
•!• Steriod appeared later in 1990. Irs an INIT that
promises faster screen displays on Macs with 9·inch,
built-in screens. It wipes out disks.
•!• Sexy Ladies may have been the first well-known Mac
Trojan horse. Irs a HyperCard stack that displays
cheesy images while erasing data from the disk irs
stored on. l:i!ll
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•:• Protect your networks. Only applications known to be uninfected should be
copied to a network file setver. If you're in charge of running a setver, establish
guidelines to prevent anyone else from copying programs to the setver. Also
consider using the file setver for document storage only, and running applications from local hard or floppy disks (not a bad approach in any case, given the
less-than-blazing speed of LocalTalk cabling).
•:• Consider using one or more tJirus-delectionutilities. These are programs you
can use to scan suspect disks for viruses, remove viruses from infected
programs, and guard against future infection. They're often desctibed as the
vaccines of the computer world, but the trud1 is, they're more like chicken
soup - not guaranteed cures, but certainly worth !lying if you're at risk.
If you suspect a virus infection, see the sidebar "When Infection Suikes.. for
some tips on what to do.

When Infection Strikes
Your Mac is acting up. Should you suspect a virus?
Not at first, unless the problem is a dialog box
containing a universal message of peace. Most system
errors or other problems can be traced to non-viral
causes: conflicting !NITs, a damaged disk, loose or
damaged printer cables, or application bugs (see
Chapter 30 for more troubleshooting advice). I learned
this the hard way a while back: I spent two days trying
to eradicate an WDEF infection after my system slowed
to glacial pace, but the problem turned out to be
conflicting INITs. It goes to show that even the threat of
a virus infection can impair your productivity.
After you've eliminated non-viral possibilities,
compare your list of symptoms to those in the table "A
Field Guide to Viruses." Run Apple's Virus RX utility,
Disinfectant, and any other virus detectors you might
have. If the detection utility identifies an infection :
•!• Isolate the patient If you're on a network, disconnect
your LocaiTalk connector where it attaches to the
Mac's printer port. Inform other members of the
network before disconnecting your Mac, and be sure

they know your machine is infected - theirs probably
are, too.
•!• Replace the infected files wHh healthy backups if you
have them You did back up yesterday, didn't you? If
you don't have healthy backups, use a virus utility to try
to repair the damaged files. First, because the
disinfecting process itself could damage the files,
backup the files the utility says are infected: Copy them
to floppy disks and be sure to clearly label those disks
as infected. If one utility fails to repair the files, try
another. If you can't fix a file, delete it. Once you've
successfully repaired or deleted all infected files, run
the detection utility again.
•!> After you repair the files, erase the infected backup
disks Don't use the Finder to erase the disks; you
might reintroduce the virus when you insert an
infected disk. Instead, use a magnetic bulk eraser
such as Radio Shack's catalog number 44-232. A bulk
eraser uses a strong magnetic field to scramble the
disk's microscopic magnets, so don't use it near your
good disks. [i!lJ
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Mac Medicine

After the Big Mac Viral Epidemic of 1988 (which snared
more media attention than victims), programmers on the
side of law and order began developing ways to detect,
disable, and prevent viruses. Today, you can choose from several commercial
virus-detection utilities and nearly a dozen shareware or free ones.

(gJ Cht~ngo startup res ource [S3 Mo dif y applica ti on
[B'J Mo dify SnM Intercept
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The commercial packages- Microcom's Virex, Symantec's SAM, Mainstay's
AntiToxin, and Microseed's Rival - include an application for scanning suspect
disks and repairing infected ones, and a u;atcbdog IN1T, which can help prevent
infections (see d1e figure "Virus Hunt").
It's a good idea to use a virus-detection application's scan mode to check for
viruses before backing up. Virex also has a Record/Scan command that saves
informacion about the size and contents of one or more files. If you suspect
infection, run d1e Record/Scan procedure again, comparing the results with the
first scan. This is a useful way to spot a new virus that the utility might not
otherwise detect.
Watchdog !NITs provide several lines of defense against future infections. They
automatically scan a newly inserted floppy disk for viruses; if one is found, you can
eject the diseased disk and throw it away or you can try to repair it. The INlTs also
display a warning dialog box if you try tO stan an infected application. Vi rex's INJT
also watcl1es ror the Mosaic and Fontfincler Trojan horses.
SAM's watchdog INIT can also help prevent "unauthmized" modifications tO
applications and d1e System Folder. \XIhen a program (vitus or otherwise) tties tO
modify an application or system ftle or attemptS to add a new IN1T to the System
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Folder, a waming appears that lets you prohibit or permit the operation. (You can
also tell SAM to automatically allow a specific type of modifkation, to eliminate
unnecessary warnings.)
As for the free and shareware virus·detection utilities, the most popular are
j ohn Norsrad's Disinfectant (a detection and repair application with watchdog
INIT), Don Brown's Vaccine (a watchdog LNil), j efi'eJy S. Shulman's
VirusDetective (a detection and repair DA), and Apple's Virus RX (a detection
application). The rable "Virus Fighters" (on the following page) summa1i zes the
features of these and other virus·detection utilities.
At least one '~rus-detection utility belongs in eve1y Macintosh user's software
library. Stan with Virus RX, Disinfectant, and Vaccine - they're free, and they ma}'
be all you'll need. For extra prorection, consider one of the commercial packages.
If secudty is extremely imponam, you might also consider Casady & Greene's
AME. Shon for Access Managed Environment, AME provides more secudty than
you'll find at a Secret Service company picnic. You can create a list of people
permitted to use your Mac, and then define prh~leges- such as the ability to
create or delete flies, use printers, or insen floppy disks- for each user. For virus
protection, you can register your healthy applications as "trustecl," and then
instruct AME to compare an application to its registration to verify that it hasn't
been altered. If it has, AME won't allow it to run.

No Sure Cures
As I mentioned earlier, a virus-detection utilit}' can't guarantee immunity. It's
possible for a new virus to bypass a utility's detection and prevention fe-atures.
When a new virus appears, a detection utility must be revised to recognize it. Man}'
of the toclay·s packages allow you to update the program yourself by typing cryptic
character sequences that d1e utility \Viii look for as it scans for viruses. But d1e
virus has to be discovered before me utility's de,·eloper can tell its customers
which d1aracters to type.
Your orher alternative is w buy individual program updates (often $15 to $25)
or subsoibe to a se1ies of updates (around $75). If a few new viruses appear each
year, you'll spend a small sum keeping your medicine cabinet up to elate- and
you'll be partially unprotected until the latest versions arrive.
Ir's also word1 noting that watchdog I NITs can c.tuse problems if you're nor
careful. SAiVI's Intercept INIT, in particular, lets you intercept certain acLivities that
some programs perfo1m as part of their normal operation. SAM includes a list of
over a dozen software and hardware products that Intercept may not work
properly with - one of them is Microcom's Virex I NIT. With virus utilities, two
watchdogs do not necessalily ofi'er twice the protection of one.
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Virus Fighters
Product

Developer

Distribution Description

AntiPan

Michael Hamel

free

Removes nVIR infections and prevents future nVIR infections.
Detects nVIR clones.

Antitoxin

Mainstay

commercial

Includes watchdog INIT and scan/repair application.

Disinfectant

John Norstad

free

Scan/repair application with superb on-line help. Highly
recommended.

Eradicat'Em

Dave Platt

free

IN IT that repairs and protects against WDEF infections.

GateKeeper

Chris Johnson

free

INIT/cdev that protects system files and applications against
infection. An alternative to Vaccine - more thorough checks,
but requires some set-up time. Recommended for use with
GateKeeper Aid.

GateKeeper Aid Chris Johnson

free

INIT that repairs and protects against WDEF infections. Highly
recommended.

Rival

commercial

INIT/cdev watchdog that repairs infected files you try to open.
Bulk-erases disks.

Symantec
Symantec
AntiVirus for
Macintosh (SAM)

commercial

Includes watchdog INIT and scan/repair application.
Configurable for new viruses.

Vaccine

Don Brown
(CE Software)

free

INIT/cdev watchdog that warns you when a program
attempts to modify system or application resources.

Vi rex

Microcom

commercial

Includes watchdog INIT and scan/repair application.
Configurable for new viruses. Recommended.

Virus RX

Apple Computer

free

Detects Scores, nVIR, INIT29, ANTI, and WDEF. Doesn't repair
infected applications.

VirusBiockade II Jeff Shulman

$35
(shareware)

Control Panel device (cdev) for virus detection. Works with
VirusDetective to scan inserted floppies for viruses.

VirusDetective

$35
(shareware)

A powerful desk accessory you can configure to detect new
viruses as they appear. Doesn't repair infected applications,
but does cure WDEF infections.

Microseeds
Publishing

Jeff Shulman

Chapter Twenty-Eight: Virus Protection
Some people believe virus-detection utilities challenge virus writers to create
new strains that can bypass their protection measures. They may be right; the
WDEF virus contains a stealth mechanism that enabled it to evade most detection
utilities when it first appeared.

What Are My Chances, Doc?
How likely are you to get a virus? In a Jl!lacllJodd reader survey that ran in the
October 1988 issue, only about 8 percent of the readers who responded had been
infected. I've never had a virus, and I hang out on a half-dozen information
services and run untested shareware with abandon. OK, I'm a hypocrite- a
doctor who tells you to watch your diet while his own cheeks bulge with M&M's.
Or maybe 1 simply give viruses the attention they deserve. ·n,e virus threat is
minimal; you'll probably never see one. But they are out there, and new ones
could appear at any time.

Summary:
rl Viruses are tools of vandalism created by unlawful programmers and can cause damage to your
computer's system software and applications, a mischievous message displayed on your screen,
or both.
rl Although viruses exist, your chances of being victimized by one are small, especially if your Mac isn't
on a network and you don't swap software with other users.
rl Generally, the more Macs your machine comes into contact with, the greater the risk of infection.
rl A few tips to help protect your Mac from infection include: locking floppy disks whenever possible (a
virus can't infect a locked disk), backing up religiously, running new freeware or shareware from a
floppy disk first, protecting your networks, and using one or more virus-detection utilities.
rl A virus-detection utility can help protect your Mac against infection by scanning suspect disks as well
as repairing disks that have become infected. Choose a utility carefully, however, and don't combine
virus utilities indiscriminately.
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Data
In This Chapter:

v Data exchange background: why some programs can't read other programs' files.
v Exchanging files between programs and between computers.
v Exchanging files between Macs and IBM PCs.
v An overview of the file exchange software and tips on which one you should use.

I

used to live in rural New England, where a too-often-told joke tells of a lost
tourist who asks a taciturn Yankee for directions. Never looking up from his
checker board, the Yankee retorts, "You can't get theyah from heeah."

If you've ever struggled to get data from one program or computer to another,
you might wonder if that old Yankee's reply applies ro computers, too. Perhaps
you want to include a financial table created using a spreadsheet in a report
created wid1 a publishing program. Or you want to transfer some in-flight notes
from a laptop computer to your Mac for editing. Or maybe you need to move data
between similar Mac programs - perhaps to transfer a Microsoft Works database
into FileMaker Pro.
Well, your data can get there from here. Moving files between programs and
computers isn't as easy as using d1e Clipboard - the Mac's small-scale dataexchange medium - but it isn't as hard as finding a hidden New Hampshire
hamlet, either. In this chapter, I'll examine data exchange basics and look at ways
to transfer files between programs and computers.

Just Between Programs
In an ideal world, exchanging files between progf"t~ms would be easy
because all applications would create and save the same kind of documents.
Alas, that world doesn't exist, and may never. Every application category - an
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word processor, spreadsheet, graphics program - has its own documem-sLOrage
requirements. To understand why, let's look at how programs store documents.
When you choose a program's Save command, the program creates a file on
disk and then copies data from the Mac's memoty to the disk file. If you're saving
a memo, the data includes the characters you typed, as well as codes that indicate
character atlrii.JIItes such as font, style, and type size. If you're m~ating a spreadsheer, the program saves the values and the formulas you entered, as well as
information thtlt lets the spreadsheet recreate your column widths and cell
formats. A MacPaint file's data includes a seties of bits corresponding to the black
and white areas of the image. A MacDraw file contains the QuickDraw graphics
commands that represent the drawing.
Collectively, the organization of clara in a disk flle - the chart~cters, their
formatting ccxles, and the file signature - is called ajllejonnat. You might, for
example, describe a document created with Microsoft Word as being "saved in
Word format."
No standard exists that cliCLates how a program stores its clara. Developers
design file formats when creating their programs, and d1ey usually keep the
formats guarded secrets. (Indeed, programming journals have canied aclvenisements promising c:ash and confidemialicy for information on a given program's
flle format.) If a competitor deciphers the format and creates a program dm
understands it, the otiginal developer may lose business to a newcomer. TI1is lack
or glasnost in the software business results in the data-exchange headaches that
occur when one program can't interpret another's file format.

Transfer Headache Remedies
Fortunately, there are some solutions. Some programs become so popular
dm their f01mats are dedphered and made public by independent programmers,
or they're simply published by the program's developers. For example, most
word processors can open and save MacWrite and Word files, most painting
programs can open and save MacPaint flies, and many spreadsheet programs can
open and save Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets.
You can exchange files between two programs that can read a common
format. Simply choose Program B's Open command, locate the document created
by Program A, and then click Open. Why not. simply double-dick the document at
the Finder? Because doing so would cause the Finder to attempt to open the
on[f!ilal application. If the original application isn't on your disk and you do
mistakenly double-click the document, you'll get an etTOr message telling you mat
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application can't be found for the document. Don't believe it: simply stan the
second application and use its Open command. (Incidentally, you can change
this with file-launching utilities such as Software Innovations' HandOff, which
allow you to assign documents to applications other than the ones that created
them.)
Another way to move a file between programs is to save it in a dataexchange format - a file format designed for exporting and importing data.
Such formats are usually designed by sofnvare developers, who publish the
formats' specifications for other developers to use. Microsoft's Symbolic Link
(SYLK) format is a popular exchange format for spreadsheet and database files.
Microsoft's Rich-Text Format (RTF) for word processing documents allows you
to swap text without losing its character formatting attributes. The table
"Common Ground" lists several popular data-exchange formats.
These two approaches shO\v that the secret to exchanging data between
programs is to find a file fonnat that both programs can understand. And the most
desirable parcel of common ground is the one that retains the original file's
formacting information - its font attributes, row and column widths, graphics,
and so on.
Even if no such parcel exists, there's slill hope. You can use a file-translation
utility such as DataVrz's MacLink Plus/PC or Apple's Apple File Exchange provided the utility supports the file formats you use. If it doesn't, it's time to visit
The last Reson. Standards are rare in computing, but there is one that allows you
to exchange data between any two computers. It's the American Standard Code
for Information Interchange - ASCIJ, for short - and it's the least common
denominator in the world of data exchange.

Nothing But the Text
ASCII (pronounced ask-ee) is a set of 256 codes, each representing a letter,
number, special character, or a control code (a rudimentary formatting function
such as a tab or carriage return). All computers use the ASCII character set, and
thus, can exchange text and rudimentary formatling (tabs and caniage returns).
Among the wonders that ASCII makes possible are text-oriented online services
such as CompuServe, which can be accessed using any computer equipped with a
modem.
Most programs that deal \\~th text can save and open files containing only
ASCII codes. ln the Mac world, such ASCII files are called text-on(y files. By saving
a document as a text-only file, you lose its fom1atling information, but at least you
can U<msfer its text to another program.
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To save a document as a text-only file, first be sure you've saved the
documem in irs "native" file format. Next, choose the application's Save As
command and select the text-onlr option (see the figure ''How to Make Text
Only'} Give the text-only file a different file name to avoid replacing the
original. Avoid editing at this point, since any changes you make won't be
saved in the original, formatted document. Fo r this reason, it's best to create a

Common Ground
Format

Application

Pros

Cons

Document Content
Architecture (DCAI

Word processing

Supported by many
IBM PC programs and
IBM word processors,
and by Maclink Plus
and Apple File Exchange

Font, style, and size
information is lost

Data Interchange Format
(DIF)

Spreadsheets and
database management

Supported by many
programs and by
Maclink Plus

Cell formatting and
widths are lost

Encapsulated PostScript
(EPSI

PostScript graphics and
special effects

Supported by IBM PC
version of PageMaker

Applies to PostScript
printers only

PICT

Object-oriented graphics

Supported by IBM PC
version of PageMaker;
translators available for
converting to Microsoft
Windows graphics

Minimal IBM PC
support

Symbolic link (SVLK)

Spreadsheets and
database management

Retains some formatting
information, including
commas, column widths,
and cell alignment

Font, style, and size
information is lost

Tagged-Image File Format
(TIFFI

Bitmapped graphics

Supported by many IBM
PC and Macintosh scanners;
not tied to specific computer
or graphics resolution

Files can be large
and time consuming
to load

Rich-Text Format (RTFI

Word processing

Retains most formatting
information, including font,
styles, and sizes; supported by
Mac and PC versions of
PageMaker

Not supported by
most Mac word
processors
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text-only file only when you're re-.1dy to open the file wid1 the importing
application.
Oncidentally, some word processors make you perfo1m an extra step
when saving text-only files. After you conl11m the Save As dialog box, they ask if
a caniage return should be put at the end of each line or only between
paragraphs. If you plan to open the documenc with a word processor or
publishing progmm, choose Paragraphs. Choosing Line Breaks tells the
program to place a carriage return at each line ending. All those extra returns
''~II defeat the importing program's word wrap feature, making refo1matting
difficult.)
The steps required to open a text-only file in the importing application
depend on the program. With most word processors and spreadsheets, you can
simply use d1e Open command. If you haven'l ~·et staned d1e program, you can
start it and open the documem by selecting both at the Finder (click on one icon,
then Shift-dick on the other), and choosing Open from the file menu. This
second technique doesn't work with all applications, however. Microsoft Works,
for example, displays an error message and tells you to use its Open command's
Import File option.
With publishing programs, you usually imparL text-only files using a Place or
Get Text command. Most programs assign preset fonc, style, and size values to
unformatted ASCII text, so you rna}' want to adjust those presets before opening
the file. Check the formatting and file-importing sections of your program's
manual for details on such features.

Delimiters: Boundaries for Bytes
If you need to exchange a spreadsheet or a database file, use the exporting
program's Save As or Export command co create a file in a format the importing
program can interpret. Lfbom progmms support an exchange format such as
SYLK, use it. Advanced data managers such as 4th Dimension, Double Helix, and
FoxBASE+/Mac o!Ter many ways to exchange data. You can, for example, often
impo1t data from and expo1t it to ASCII files direcdy, or you can use a Print to Disk
option to creme an ASCI1 file containing those records that appe-.1r in a given
repon .
If you must resort to the lowly ASCII file, you'll encouncer an additional dataexchange w1inkle. In order to separate the rows and columns of me spreadsheet
or the fields and records of the database, the program must inse11 codes called
delimilers. Delimiters are boundaries; they tell the importing program where one
field or cell ends and the next begins.
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The most common field or cell delimiter is a tab character (ASCII code 9);
the most common row or record delimiter is a carriage return (ASCll code 13).
A ta!J.delimiled te11jlle is an ASCII ftle whose data items (cells or fields) are
delimited by tabs. Some programs and programming languages cre-.ue text
fi les that use commas as delimiters. Commas cause problems, however, since
they can appear within values themselves ("10,000", "Raynak, Margaret").
Programs that delimit with commas will do what I did in the previous sentence: enclose each data item within quotes, and then separate each quoted
item with a comma.
If you're working with two programs that don't suppott the same delimited
fonnat, don't give up. ~·l assage the exponed file using a word processor, changing
the exported file's delimiters into ones the impotting application understands.
For example, if you bring a comma-delimited text file into Microsoft Works'
database (which can import tab-delimited text files), open the text file in your
word processor and use its search-and-replace feature tO replace the quotes and
comma delimiters with tab characters. You can use most any word processor tO
perforn1 the alterations. Chapter 4 shows how to specify tab codes in the searchand-replace dialog boxes of several popular progmms.

Between Macs and PCs
So far, I've covered exchanging files between Mac programs. Swapping Illes
between !'vlacs and IBM PCs involves tmversing similar minefields, but to get to
them you first have to move the files from one machine to the other. There are
four basic ways to move documents between Macs and PCs.
•:• With a disk dri ve. Csing special software, several floppy disk drives 0nclucling
the 1.4MB SuperDrives built into mday's Macs) can directly access 31/2-inch MSDOS floppy disks. There's also Dayna Communications' DaynaFile, which
attaches to a \-lac's SCSI port and can house one or two 51/.i- or 31/2-inch floppy
drives, or one of each. You simply pop a PC floppy into the Daynafile, and its
contents appear on the Mac's cleskmp. The disk drive approach is easy and
convenient, but it can be slow. Also, a flopp)' disk's limited capacity makes this
option unsuitable for moving large numbers of files or large document<; such
as scanned images.
•:• With a file-transfer package. Products such as Traveling Software's LapLink Mac
and DmaViz' MacLink Plus/PC include a cable that connects to each machine as
well as specialized communications software for each machine (see the figure
'T ransfer Tools" on the next page). With this technique, you can swap files that
wouldn't fit on a floppy disk. Most packages can also use modems to transfer
files over phone lines- handy when the machines aren't close enough for a
direct cable connection. You'll often find niceties, too, such as a logging feature
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Transfer Tools
Top: The Mac and PC transfer software from Traveling Software's Laplink Mac uses a similar ilterface
design and commands, making ir easy to move between the two and allowing you to initiate transfers
from either machine. The PC software also supports a mouse and can run under the Microsoft Windows
environment. Bottom: With Oataviz's Maclink Plus/PC, you can't transfer files unless you first specify how
(or whether) to translate them. When you click on a file format in one scroll box, the other scroll box
changes to list only those formats Maclink Plus can translate to. Here, Maclink Plus!PC is set l4> to
translate a Microsoft Word document into XyWrite Ill format. After choosing translators, you click the
Select Files button to select the files to be moved.
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that records who's accessed your machine, and password protection lor
guarding against unauthorized access. The cons: You need to learn the transfer
software and juggle cables if you normally have dilferem devices connected to
your serial ports.
•:• With a network. Equip a PC with a LocaiTalk expansion board, and you can
connect it to your ivlac using file-server software such as TOPS or
AppleShare, or electronic m<til software such as Microsoft Mail, Sitka's
InBox, Lotus' cc:Mail, 3Com's 3+Mail, or CE Software's QuickMail. The
pros: It's relatively fast and ve1y convenient, especially if you transfer files
frequently. You can access the other camp's hard disks as if they were
connected to your machine, opening flies directly or transfening them
using the Finder. And a l.ocaiTalk-equipped PC can share a PostScript laser
primer with Macs. The cons: It's rel::!tively expensive; PC LocaiTalk boards
cost a few hundred dollars, plus $50 to $75 for each network connector kit.
Networks require setup and maimenance time, and their software reduces
the memory available for programs.
•:• With communications software and a cable or modems. Lf you already have
communications programs for your Mac and PC, you can swap files using
modems or a null modem cable (the ImageWriter I cable works well). If you
usc modems, you can upload files to a communications service, and then
download tli,::m to the mher platfonn. Or you can call the other computer
directly (see be sidebar "Computer to Computer" on the next page). ·n1e
pros: It's genei~lly inexpensive, since you may not need to buy an)' additional software. ·:'\nd communications services make convenient "drop
boxes" that elimimte the need for two people to be at their machines at the
same time to exchc:nge files. The cons: It's slow and filled with technical
hurdles. Communia.tions services can be costly for large mmsfers, since
you're charged for the time you spend online.

What's Your Signature?
Another aspect of Mac· PC file exchange involves associating transferred
documents wim the applic:ations t.hat can open them. On the Mac side, this lets
you double-click on a transf<:ITcd document's icon and automatically start the
approp1iate program. It also ensures that a Ulinsferred document will appear in a
particular progi'llm 's Open dialog box. Without this association process, transfen·ecl documents appe-c~r with the generic document icon (a blank page with one
corner turned down). Double-click on a genelic document and you'll get an error
message sa~'ing the file couldn't be opened because its application is missing. The
trurh is, the Mac just doesn't know whid1 program to start.
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To associate documents with the progmms that created them, the Mac uses
invisible.fie s«'natwt!l. A document has two four-character signatures; one
specifies the document's creator, and the other specifies the document's type. For
example, the creator code for an Aldus PageMaker 4.0 document is ALD4, while itS
type code is ALB4. When )'OU double-click on a document, the Mac consults its
creator signature to determine which application to stan . When you choose an
application's Open command, rhe application displays onl)' the documentS whose
type code matches those the application can open.
The PC works similarly, albeit more crudely. With MS·DOS, file names are
limited to eight characters plus a three-character ertension, which appears
after a petiod, as in FILENAME.l XI'. The extension usually associates documentS with their applic:aLions. For example, an Aldus PageMaker documem has
the extension PM4; its full name might be BROCHURE.PM4 or
~E\XfSLETRPM4 . In the Mac-like ivlicrosoft Windows operating environment,
double-clicking on a file with the PM4 extension srans PageMaker and opens
the me.
Most file U<Jnsfer programs automate the document-association process
with a technique called e.rtension mapptitg, in which each PC file extension
corresponds to a set of Macimosh signatures, and vice versa. When the Mac

Computer to Computer
Using a communications program to transfer files
between computers can be a trying experience. Here
are some tips that will help you try.
•!• Get the right cable For direct cable connections, be
sure your cable is wired properly. Standard RS-232C
cables don't work; your cable must be wired as a
null modem, which tricks each machine into thinking
it's talking to a modem. A competent computer
dealer can supply the cable you need.
-!• Check your settings Both the receiving and
transmitting programs must speak the same
language at the same speed. Typical settings for
cable connections are 9600 bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop
bit, and no parity. For 1200-bps modems, use 1200
bps instead of 9600. And to see what you're typing,
turn both programs' focal echo options on.

•!+ Use transfer protocols File-transfer protocols

eliminate garbled data by "proofreading" data as it's
sent. The most popular transfer protocol is called
XMODEM. For Mac-to-Mac transfers, use MacBinary
XMODEM; it transfers the special information in Mac
files, such as their signatures and icons.
•!• Plan ahead For modem transfers, talk to the other
person and settle on communications settings and
transfer protocols, and on who should call whom.
Next, the person at the receiving end puts his or her
program in answer mode and the sender invokes his
or her program's dial command. When a connection
is made, type a few characters to verify settings,
then invoke the transfer commands. ~
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transfer program receives a PC file with a given extension, it automatically assigns
the corresponding type and creator codes to the Mac version of that file. Similarly,
when you move a file to the PC, it receives the appropriate extension. Most file
transfer products include extension maps for common dual-platform applications
such as Excel, Word, WordPerfect, and PageMaker, and also let you modify their
extension maps to better suit your software libra•y. For example, if you use Full
Impact, you might want to modifY tl1e extension map so that transferred Lotus 12-3 files acquire Full Impact's signature instead of Excel's.
Extension mapping is a great convenience, but it isn't essential. You can
change a file's type and creator codes yourself using Apple's ResEdit utility or a
disk-management desk accessory such as CE Software's DiskTop or Fifth Generation Systems' DiskTools. And you can usually force an application to open a
document with a different type C(XIe, provided the application supports that file
formM using a technique I mentioned earlier: select the icons of both the
application and the document, and then choose the Finder's Open command. On
the PC, you can simp! ~· rename the file to change its extension.

Which Route to Take?
If you already have a SuperDrive-equipped Mac, use Apple File Exchange
for occasional transfers (see the figure "Swapping Files, Apple Style"). For
more convenient access to DOS disks, combine a SuperOrive with Dayna's
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Desktop
With Dayna
Communications' DOS
Mounter, you can
work with MS-DOS
floppies using the
Finder. MS-DOS
subdirectories even
appear as folders.
Shown hero: The
Templates disk from
the PC version
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of PageMaker.

DOS Mounter (see the figure '"DOS on the Desktop'). If you don't have a
SuperDrive, Kennen Technology's Drive 2.4 cxtemal floppy drive and Rapport
adaptor combination is a better bU)'·
To read 5 1/t-inch DOS disks, Daynarile is the best choice. (Apple sells a
5 V.t-inch drive, but it's expensive, requires an expansion board to tu n, and doesn't
show disks on the desktop.) If you use Bernoulli Box II drives on your Macs and
PCs, use Dayna's DOS Mounter 2.0, which lets you work with PC Bernoulli
carui dges insened in a Mac Bemoulli drive.
It's also wonh noting dm )'Ou can equip a PC to read and wtite Macintosh
disks using Central Poilll Soflware's Deluxe Option Board, which works with a
PC's existing 31h-inch drive, or Micro Solutions' MatchMaker, which lets you auach
an extemal ~vi ae drive to a PC.

As for cable transfer products, you can't beat l.apUnk Mac for versatility and
case of use - provided you don't need extensive file-translation features. If you
do, Maclink Plus/PC is a better choice. MacLin!< Plus/PC also includes MacUnk Plus
Translators, the most extensive set of u~mslators available for Apple File Exchange.
Claris' Mac\XIrite II version L.l can usc these translators ro direcdy read and wri te a
raft of PC word processor formats, including WordPerfect, MultiMate, WordStar,
XyWrite, OfficeWriter, and Microsoft Word. Thanks to a new file-translation
technology developed by Claris called XIND, installing the translators is as easy as
copying them and a driver file called MacLin!< Plus/Bridge to your MacWrite ll
folder. If you usc MacWtite II, this feaLUre alone makes MacUnk Plus;PC worth
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acquiti ng. XTND is supporred by a growing number of progl"ams, including
WordPerfect Corporation's \VordPetfect 2.0, Leonard Development Group's
SmartWorks integrated package, and DEST's Recognize OCR program. MacLink
Plus Tl"anslators is also available separately - consider it if you alt·ead}' have a way
to access the other camp's files.
Versions of Macl.ink Plus are also available with translators for w·ang and NB!
word processors as well as Sun workstations anciLhc NeXT computer. The
Daynafile dtive and TOPS network software also include versions of ~1acLink Plus.
What's ahead for Mac-PC file swappers? Less work. The DOS-on-the-desktop
approach offered b)' network software and the DOS MounteriApple SuperDrive
combination is already making it easier to access PC files. The next step is
transparent translation - the kind MacWrite II 1.1 provides when reamed with
Dataviz's translators. As more developers adopt the Claris XTND file-translation
technology, we can look fotward to a day when translation occurs behind t.he
scenes regardless of which program you use.
In the meantime, if you anticipate frequent Mac-PC swapping, you can
minimize migraines by using programs that share formats, such as Microsoft
Word, Excel, Worc1Pe1fect, and PageMaker.
When you transfer files, remember: the format's the thing. If the t\VO swapping pro~rams don't share a common fom1at, use a file-translation program. If you
strike out there, use an 1\SCll file. You'll have to do some reformatti ng, but you'll
be spared retyping. And in the end, never typing the same tC.\.1 twice is what dataexchange is all about.
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Summary:

v Every application category has its own document-storage requirements. The organization of data in a
disk file - the characters, their formatting codes, and the file signature - is called a file format.

v

Some programs become so popular that their formats are deciphered and made public by independent
programmers, or they're simply published by the program's developers.

v The secret to exchanging data between programs is to find a file format that both programs can
understand. This can be achieved by saving a file in a data-exchange format- a file format designed
for exporting and importing data.

v

ASCII (the American Standard Code for Information Interchange) is a set of 256 codes, each representing a letter, number, special character, or a control code. Most programs that deal with text can save
and open files containing only ASCII codes.

v There are four basic ways to move documents between Macs and PCs: with a disk drive, a file-transfer
package, a network, or communications software.

v If you already have a SuperDrive-equipped Mac, use Apple File Exchange for occasional tranfers; for
more convenient access to DOS disks, combine a SuperDrive with Dayna's DOS Mounter.
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Chapter 30

Troubleshooting

In This Chapter:

v Symptoms and solutions for common Mac problems.
v

Tips on setting up your system.

v

Solving start-up and system problems.

v

A look at disk and Finder problems and their symptoms.

v What to do if you experience printing and network problems.

T:

1e Mac is reliable, but not infallible. And when problems do occur, the Mac's
friendly facade can even work against you by hiding technical difficulties
behind error messages that pro\•ide few clues to the problem. Ar such times the
Mac seems to say, "Sony, something is wrong, but l won't bore you with the
details."
This chapter is a guide to troubleshooting common hardware and software
problems. I've organized symptoms imo three general categories: start-up and
system problems, disk and Finder problems, and pliming and network problems;
and I've provided at least one suggestion for each. (The sections that involve
Font!DA Mover don't apply to System 7.0.) For some tips on how to set up a new
Mac, see the sidebar "Setup Tips."

Start-Up Problems and System Crashes
You connected a hard disk, scanner, or some other SCSI device, but
the Mac doesn't recognize it.
•:• Check all the SCSI devices to make sure they are connected properly, with the
light number of terminators in the right positions. (See the sidebar "A SCSI
Primer· in Chapter 22 for details.) TI1en with the power off, disconnect and firmly
reconnect all SCSI cables. Use the metal cable snaps to lock them intO place.
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•!• ;\•lake sure each device has a unique SCSI lD number. If rwo or more SCSI
devices have the same number, one or more of them may not work.

•!• Be sure you 've installed any S)'Stem extension soft\vare that accompanies
the device. Some scanners, for c.:.xample, won't work unless their system
extensions are in the System Folder.

•!• Be sure the total length of the cabling in your SCSI chain is less than 30 feet
(the shorter the better - some users say no longer than 20 feet) and that no
single link between peripherals is more than 6 feet long (again, the shorter the
beuer).

Setup Tips
Five years ago, setting up a Mac meant plugging it
in, pouring some Perrier, and listening to the New Age
music on the guided tour cassette. These days, you
have to wrestle with SCSI cables, expansion boards,
and a slew of system files. And when you're done, you
may feel like sipping something a little stronger.
This section presents a road map to follow when
setting up a system. These tips aren't intended to
replace the setup instructions in your hardware and
software manuals. Always consult your manuals first
for information specific to your hardware and software.

Step 1: Install Expansion Boards
If you bought any expansion boards for your Mac,
you'll want to install them first. The components on
expansion boards and on the Mac's main logic board
are extremely sensitive to static electricity, so be sure
you're static-free before removing the Mac's case.
(Don't shuffle across any carpets, and touch a metal
light switch plate or other grounded object before
starting. Consider using a wrist grounding strap if
you're working in a very dry environment.)
Don't remove an expansion board from its static-free
bag until you're ready to install it. You can install most
NuBus boards in any slot, but check your boards'
manuals to see if they have any special restrictions.

And be sure your Mac is unplugged before installing or
removing any board.

Step 2: Tame the SCSI Bus
The next step in setting up a Mac is to properly
connect it to its peripherals - the keyboard, mouse,
printer, external hard disk, and any other add-ons. The
most difficult aspect of Mac cabling involves interconnecting peripherals such as hard disks, scanners, and
tape backup drives. These devices connect to the Mac's
high-speed SCSI bus, which I introduced in "A SCSI
Primer" in Chapter 22.
Keep two rules in mind when setting up SCSI
peripherals:
•!• Be sure each device has a unique 10 number Use
the highest number (6) for an external hard disk. Use
lower numbers for lower-priority hardware such as a
scanner or tape-backup drive. You don't have to
number devices sequentially; for example, you can
use ID number 6 for a hard disk and ID number 3 for
another device, skipping over numbers 4 and 5.
•!• Be sure to terminate the SCSI chain properly
Determine whether your hardware contains internal
terminators, and never place more than two
terminators on the bus (see the figure "SCSI
Wiring").
I@?

The Mac won't start from a hard disk that was previously working.
•:• The disk's stait-up information - i[S boo! b/oci.'S- may be damaged. If the
.Mac's screen flashes the "where's the disk?" icon, or if the Mac crashes during
start-up, displaying the frowning Mac icon instead of the 'Welcome to
Macintosh" message, bad boot blocks may be to blame (but also see the next
section on misbehaving !nits) . You can make repairs using a disk-repair utility
such as Norton Utilities for the Macintosh, l'vlicrocom's 911, or Symanrec's
SUM ll.

Step 3: Finish Wiring
Once you've tamed SCSI, your remaining wiring
chores are child's play. They involve attaching the
mouse and keyboard, and perhaps also connecting to
an lmageWriter, StyleWriter, or LaserWriter printer.
On every Mac from the SE on, the mouse and
keyboard use the Apple Desktop Bus (ADB). Like SCSI,
the ADB lets you daisy chain numerous peripherals to a
single connector. But unlike SCSI, ADB devices
automatically configure themselves when you switch
on the Mac; you don't have to fret with 10 numbers and
termination.
Your biggest decision when wiring the keyboard and
mouse is whether to attach the mouse to the
keyboard's ADB port or directly to the Mac's second
ADB port. (If you have a Mac LC, Classic, or llsi, you're
spared even this decision - these Macs have just one
ADB port) I connected my Mac ll's mouse to the
keyboard. This allowed me to put my II on the floor (on
a Kensington Macintosh II stand, which allows for
adequate ventilation) without having to buy a set of
extension cables. It also simplifies switching between
left- and right-hand mouse operation, since it eliminates
having to thread the cable over the top of the monitor
and its cables.
As for printers, connecting to an lmageWriter,

StyleWriter, or Personal LaserWriter LS is straightforward - each of these printers connects via a serial cable
to the Mac's modem or printer port. But PostScriptbased LaserWriters and other PostScript printers can be
tricky. These printers use Apple's Loca/Talk networking
system to enable you to share their printing prowess
with an office full of Macs and PCs.
The tricky part of LocaiTalk wiring involves structuring
the network properly. In a LocaiTalk network, the
network signals must run in a line, not a circle (see the
figure "A Network Diagram"). And be sure to position
cables and connectors so that people won't trip over
them or inadvertently disconnect them by moving
their Macs.

Step 4: Install System Software
After setting up your hardware, turn your attention to
software. This step is especially vital if you have a hard
disk or other large-capacity storage device. Time spent
planning your software installation will be rewarded with
faster, more efficient operation later on.
For the Mac to be able to access and start up from a
hard disk, the disk must be formatted and it must contain
a System Folder. The formatting process creates
magnetic divisions on the disk that allow the Mac to keep
track of files; the System Folder, as we saw in Chapter
23, contains files that allow the Mac to start up and run. ~
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•:• If a dialog box appears saying "Can't load !.he Finder!", a system crash may
have damaged the Finder or the System file (or both). Stan up with a floppy
disk containing the latest System Folder, and copy its Finder or S}rstem file
(or both) to the hard disk's System Folder. Note: After replacing the System
nte, you must reinstall any fonts and desk accessories you added (a chore
you won't have to endure if you have a backup copy of your current System
fi le).
•:• The hard disk's driver sQ/itt'C/1'8, which allows the Mac to recognize and
access the hard disk, may be damaged. If your hard disk came with a

SCSI WIRING

:~
Terminators

Mac without internal hard disk

Some hard disk manufacturers format drives and
install system software at the factory. You can use a
preformatted drive immediately after connecting it.
Switch on the drive first, then the Mac. If the smiling
Mac icon appears and is followed by the Finder, you
can proceed to the next step. If, instead, you see a disk

icon and a flashing question mark, turn everything off
and double check your SCSI cabling and ID numbering.
With unformatted drives and some removable-media
drives, you use a special utility program included with
the drive to format and test the drive or cartridge. Turn
everything on (starting with the drivel, then start your l@i"
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diagnostic program, run ir. Many hard disks allO\v you to reinstall d1e driver
software wid1out reinitializing (which would erase the contents of the disk).

•!• The crash may have corrupted the contents of the Mac's parameler RAJI1, the
baue1y-powerecl memory that holds Control Panel settings, such as the time,
date, current starr-up device. T1y resetting the parameter RAM. To reset the
parameter RAM under System 6.x, stan the :vtac with a different disk, then hold
clown the Command, Shift, and Opr.ion keys while opening the Control Panel.
A dialog box asks if you want to "zap" the parameter RAJ'vl. Click Yes, then
restart. To reset the parameter RAM under System 7.0, you'll need Apple's
PRAM zapper utility, available through user's groups and on-line seiVices.

Mac using the floppy disk that came with the drive.
Locate and start the utility program, and follow the
manufacturer's directions to test and format the drive
or cartridge.
To install the System Folder and its contents on your
hard disk, use Apple's Installer program, included on
your System Tools disk. Although you can install
system software by using the Finder to drag the files to
your hard disk, it's better to use the Installer, which
tailors your System Folder to match your model of
Macintosh. If your hard disk was preformatted and
already contains a System Folder that you want to
replace, restart your Mac using the System Tools
floppy disk. Then run the Installer.
If you connected a new printer in the previous step,
you'll want to copy its driver file to your hard disk's
System Folder. Printer drivers for Apple printers are
generally located on a disk named Printer Tools. If
you're using a non-Apple PostScript laser printer, use
the driver named LaserWriter.
If you have any hardware that included INITs or
other driver software, install the software now. Usually
that means simply copying one or more system

extensions to the System Folder, although some
hardware products include their own installer program.

Step 5: Install Applications
After installing your system software, you're ready to
install your application programs. Installation routines
vary between applications. You can install some
programs by simply dragging their icons to your hard
disk. Other programs come with their own installation
programs. Be sure to follow the instructions in your
program manuals. And watch that you don't copy a
second System Folder to your hard disk. Having more
than one System Folder (or more than one Finder or
System file) on a hard disk is a common source of
problems. Sometimes a superfluous System Folder can
be buried within another folder, so to be sure you don't
have more than one, use the Find File desk accessory
(or System 7.0's Find command) to search for the files
Finder and System.
See Chapter 26 for tips on creating a filing scheme
that helps you find what you've stored. li!a
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To zap the parameter RAM on a Mac Plus or earlier machine, you must remove
the computer's battery- regardless of which system you're running. Leave the
banery out for 20-30 minutes before reinstalling it.

You added a new system extension (INIT, cdev, or RDEV), desk
accessory, or font, and now the Mac crashes during startup, when
you try to use the system extension, or when you try to start a
program that was previously working properly.
•!• System extensions that load during start-up can conflict with each other or with
applications. First, remove the suspect extension from the System Folder (start
the Mac with a different system disk if necessa1y), then restart. If the Mac
doesn't crash, blame the extension. You can often cure system extension
conflicts b)' renaming the offending extension so that it loads in a different
order (the Mac loads system extensions in alphabetical order). If that fails,
contact the extension's developer.
•!• If the Mac acts up after you add a desk accessory or a font, the System file
(which holds both) may be damaged. Restart using a different system disk,
and copy its System file to the damaged disk. Make sure you're using the
latest version of Font/DA Mover (at this writing, version 3.8 for system
versions prior to 6.0.7). If the problem persists, the desk accesSOr)' or font
may be damaged. It's also possible that the desk accesso1y is incompatible
with your version of the system software; check with the desk accessory's
developer.
•!• When you run Multifinder under System 6.x, newly installed fonts and desk
accessories don't always appear in the Font or the Apple menu (if this happens,
tl)' restarting the Mac). It's best to install fonts and desk accessories from the
Finder.

•!• If the 1\1ac crashes only when you If)' to use the new desk accessory, the desk
accessory itself may be damaged or improperly installed. Remove the desk
accessory, then reinstall it. lf the problem persists, it may be thm the desk
accessory's disk is defective, or the desk accesso1y may not be compatible with
your system configumtion; contact the desk accesso1y's developer.
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You added a new INIT, but it isn't loading during startup.
•:• Make sure that the new INIT is stored in the System Folder, then restart. Lf
you're using System 7.0, be sure the !NIT is in the Extensio ns folder, located
within the System Folder.
•:• Don't press any keys during start-up, and be sure the Caps Lock key isn't
depressed; often you can bypass loading a particular I NLT by pressing
ce1tain keys.

The Mac crashes when you start a program or open a desk
accessory, and the ID number in the bomb dialog box is 12, 15, 25,
26, or 28.
•:• An IO= 15, 10=25, or LD=28 system crash often indicates insufficient
memory (especially ID=l5; 10=25 and ID=28 errors could be caused by
other problems, too). Restart, then uy one or more of the following:
remove system extensions (especiall)' LN!Ts); use the Control Panel to
disable or reduce the size of the RAM cache; or use the Finder's Set Startup
command to speci~· that the Mac not use 1v1ultiFinder. Resta1t again to allow
the changes to take effect.
•:• An I0=26 crash indicates that the Mac's attempt to start the program was
unsuccessful, perhaps due to corrupted data in memory or a damaged
application file. Restart and uy again. If the Mac still crashes, reinstall the
application from its master disk.

•!• An LD= 12 crash indicates that the software you're attempting to run is
making a toolbox call that isn't supp011ed by your current hardware and/or
system soft ware combination. For example, you might be t1ying to run a
color program on a Mac Classic, or you might be trying to run a program
that requires System 7.0 under System 6.0.5. Check the program 's system
requirements and verify that your Mac meers them .

You tried to install a new version of the system software (or other
software that uses the Apple Installer utility), and an error
message appeared saying you "can't switch launch under
Multifinder."
•!• Versions 3.0 and earlier of Apple's Installer utili ty can't update system files
that are curremly in usc. for this reason, the floppy disk containing these
versions of the Installer must be the startup disk - the one whose System
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D

Work File

n

OK

n

.A Generic Errors
When you see this error

Folder is currently active. You'll see the aforementioned error message if you
start up .MultiFinder from a hard disk and then tty to run Installer 3.0 or earlier
from a floppy disk that you've inserted. (Stui~Ch launching is the process of
starting a program that's on a different disk and also switching to that disk's
System Folder.) The
solution: click Cancel
to get rid of the error
The file "Work File" could not be
message, then start up
opened / print ed (the application is busy
your Mac using the
or missing).
floppy disk the
Installer is on. TI1is
approach also results
in a more reliable
installation process,
since any !NITs or
other extensions your hard disk might contain won't load into your Mac's
memory, where they could intetfere with the installation process.

message, it means the
Rnder was unable to
locate the application
that created the
document. Oftentimes,

Installer versions 3.1 and later support what's called a liw ins/all and don't
attempt to switch-launch. These latest versions of the Installer are also to modify
the acrive startup disk. It's still a good idea to start your Mac with the Installer disk,
however, to avoid potential !NIT-related problems.

this occurs when you try
to open or print a
document that isn't
intended to opened
from the Finder.
Examples of such a
document include an

Disk and Finder Problems
When you copy files using the Finder, an error message says that
some files couldn't be written or read and were skipped.

application's temporary
work file or settings file,
which stores your
working preferences.
Such documents often
have generic document
icons (lop).

•!• If the Mac couldn't write some files, the destination disk could be at fault. If
you're copying multiple flies, uy copying one at a time. If d1at doesn't work, the
destination disk may be magnetically or physically damaged. Atemporary fix
that usually works for me is to use the Finder's Duplicate command to
duplicate a small file on the destination disk. lhis will cause subsequently
copied m
d to be stored on a different area of the disk. But make sure you back
up the disk as soon as possible and then erase it. If problems sutface after
erasing, the disk may be physically damaged. Throw out a dan1aged floppy; a
damaged hard disk can be repaired.
•!• If d1e Mac couldn't read some files, the source disk may be the culprit. If it's a
floppy or removable hard disk, try ejecting and reinserting the disk; it may not
have been seated properly. If you have two floppy dtives, insert the source disk
in the other drive. If these techniques fail, d1e source disk may be damaged.
Use a disk-repair utility to scan the disk for errors, a process called wr(/Fng.
See Chapter 27 for more details on disk-repair and file-recovery utilities.
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When you double-click on a document, the Finder says it can't be
opened because "the application is busy or missing."

D

•!• If you don't have the application that created the document, you can't open

DeskTop

n

OK

l

4 DeskTop
Details
Every disk that you use
with System version
6.x or earlier contains
an invisible fil e named
DeskTop, which stores

the Ale from the Finder, but you may be able to open it from within another
application. For
example, you can open
Rre you sure you want the desktop
MacWrite documents
rebuilt on the disl< "UJorl< #9"? (This
from within most word
may tal<e a few minutes.)
processors by using the
word processor 's Open
( Cancel )
command. You can also
use utilities such as
Software Innovations'
Hand Off to assign documents to a different program.

•!• The document may not be intended to be opened fro m the Finder (for
example, a document that stores your working preferences or a spelling
checker dictionary). l f the document has a generic document icon, it
probably c:an't be opened from the Finder (see the figure "Generic Errors").
But again, you may be able to open it from within an application.

important information
about the disk's
contents and the way
you view them. One
solution to certain disk
ailments involves
rebuilding the DeskTop
file by pressing the
Command and Option
keys while inserting the
disk. Doing so causes

•!• The document, irs application, or the disk's DeskTop Ole, which contains
information about the disk's contentS, may be damaged (see the figure
"DeskTop Details''). This is less likely than the previous situations, but it's
possible. Every document file contains a 4-character signature that identifies
the application that created iL. If this signature is damaged, either in the
document or in the DeskTop file, the Finder won't know which application
w open. Tty rebuilding the DeskTop file (as shown in the figure " DeskTop
Details") or using a disk utility to examine the document's file signature.
The DeskTop file is used in System 6.0.x and earlier versions only.

the Finder to display

•!• A special file amibULe called the bundle bit may be set (that is, turned on)

the message shown

for a file mher than the application itSelf (such as a spelling checker
dictiona1y). A~ a result, the DeskTop !lie has become confused. Most disk
utilities can repair this problem.

here. Note. however,
that rebuilding the
DeskTop file causes the
Finder to lose any Get
Info comments you
may have added to
that disk.

When you insert a disk, the Mac tells you that it needs minor
repairs and asks if it should perform them.
•!• This usually indicates a damaged DeskTop file. If you click OK, the Finder
rebuilds the DeskTop file.
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When you insert a disk, the Mac tells you that it's damaged or
unreadable and asks if you want to initialize it.
•:• just say no- unless you want to erase the disk. If the disk has important data
on it, click Cancel to eject it. Then try insetting the disk again and/or restarting
the Mac; if the san1e message appears, the disk is sick. Use a disk utility to
diagnose its ailments and, if possible, recover its contents. (Use the utility to
copy those contents to another disk and then try making repairs on the copy,
in case the recovery process backfires.)
•:• If you elect to initialize the disk and the Mac displays a message saying
"Initialization Failed! " you'll know the disk is defective. Throw it out Even if
the initialization succeeds, think twice about using the disk for important
work. It could be about to fail permanemly.

When you choose Empty Trash, the Finder says that "the Trash
couldn't be emptied." Or, when you throw away a document or
application, the Finder says that the "item is locked or in use and
can't be removed."
•:• Verify that the file isn't really locked: using the Finder, select it and choose
Get lnfo. If the Locked box is checked, click it to unlock the file. Then try
th rowing it away.
•:• These problems can occur when you d1 row away a file that the Mac is
currently using - or thinks it is. When you open a file, the Mac alters the disk's
directory to indicate that the file is in use. These notations may remain
unchanged until you quit the application -even if you use the application's
Close command. Tty quitting the application, then d1rowing the document
away. lf d1at fails, hold clown the Option key while dragging the document into
the Trash. Then hold down Option again while choosing Empty Trash. If this
fails, restart and then throw the file away. The restarting process should close
the file properly. Uyou frequently encounter this problem with a spedfic disk,
Dy rebuilding d1e disk's DeskTop file.

The Mac asks you to insert a disk that you ejected long ago.
•:• When you use the Eject command, the Mac remembers that the disk still
exists, and may ask to see it again. Dragging an icon to the Trash causes the
Mac to forget the disk, thereby guaranteeing that you won't be asked for it
again. In System 7.0, you can also use the Put Away command.
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When you insert a disk, a message appears saying "there isn't
enough Finder memory to work with the disk."
•!• If you have a large number of windows open on the desktop, the Finder
must keep track of evetything that's in them. When you insert the clisk, the
Finder doesn't have enough memmy to read and keep track of its contentS.
One solution is to close some windows (and perhaps desk accessories and
applications) and try again. Lf you can spare the memory, you may also want
to allocate more memory to the Finder. Open the System Folder, select the
Finder file, use the Get Info window to increase the an1ount of memO!)'
allocated to the Finder, and then restart you r Mac. Increasing d1e an1ount of
memory available to the Finder speeds up disk- and file-copying, too.

When you eject a disk, a Finder error message appears saying that
"the disk is so full that the folder changes couldn't be recorded."
•!• If a disk is full or nearly full, there may not be enough free space for d1e

Finder to record the changes you've made to the clisk's icon arrangement,
Get Info comments, or folders. Click OK to close the error dialog box, then
reinsett the disk, delete at least one file, and tty again.

Printing and Network Problems
The Mac reports that it can't locate or access the printer.
•!• Verify that the st<Ul-up disk you're using is unlocked and d1at it contains at

least 50K of free space. Many applications cre-ate temporary files during
printing and can't print if the statt-up disk is locked or nearly full.
•!• For ImageWriters and StyleWriters: Check to make sure that d1e ptinter is
connected and online (press the Select button), and that itS paper supply
hasn't run out. Use the Chooser to make sure that the printer dtiver and
the proper connection pott are selected. Then choose the Page Setup
command, verify your ptint settings, click OK, and tl)' again.
•!• For laser ptinters: Be sure d1e ptinter is on and that itS paper tray contains

paper and is properly seated. Use the Chooser to select the printer's driver.
If you're using a PostSoipt primer and the printer's nan1e doesn't appear in
the Chooser window, d1e printer may not be warmed up, or you may have
a LocaiTalk witing problem (see d1e figure "A Network Diagram''). Once d1e
printer's name appears in the Chooser, select it, then use Page Setup to
verify print settings, and try again.
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When you print to a laser printer, an error message appears saying
that the printer was initialized with an earlier version and needs to
be reinitialized.
•:• The Macs on your network have different versions of the LaserPrep and
LaserWriter files. Each Mac on a network should have the same version. At this
wliting, version 6.0.1 is the
latest for System 6.x. You'll
find it on the Plinter Tools
disk in the 32-bit
QuickDraw folder.

ANHWORK DIAGRAM

You use TOPS, and
some Macs
occasionally lose
contact with a server,
causing TOPS to
display the message,
"Trying to connect to
[server name]."

locaiTalk connectors attach cables to all the networked
devices- Macs, printers, or IBM PC's equipped with locaiTalk
expansion boards. Avoid a common wiring trap by never connecting
the first and last device on a network and creating a closed loop (A).
Other problems include loose connections and dangling unconnected
cables (B). If you need to remove a devi ce, either unplug its
connector box (C) or insert a cable extender between the two
dangling cables (D).

•:• Check your network
wiring.

•:• Check to see if someone
is using the se1ver.
Pe1forming timeconsuming tasks on a
server - erasing a flopp}',
copying files, or installing
a font or desk accesso1y
- can cause tlme-ouls.
TOPS can usually
reestablish the connection after the operation is completed. Avoid perf01ming
such tasks on a TOPS se1ver that has published volumes (volumes that have
been made available ro other users on the network) .
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For More Help
I've presented the most common Mac ailments here, but I haven't explored
problems specific w a given product. Your best sources for that kind of help
are user groups, manuals, and ftrms' technical support hotlines.
But before you call the latter, be sure w compile the information the support
technician will need to diagnose the problem. Take time before trouble strikes w
Wlite down your system configuration: the amount of memory, the System version
(choose About the Finder or About this Macintosh from the Apple menu), the
names of any INITs and desk accessories you've installed, and a list of your
peripherals. When a problem occurs, note the steps that caused it.
And before you call, take a few deep breaths. Asupport technician can't help
when all you can say are cartoonist's punctuation characters. When you're at
that level of despair, you need a different kind of hotline.

Summary:
II If the Mac doesn't recognize a hard disk, scanner , or other SCSI device, check all the SCSI devices to
make sure they are properly connected (the right number of terminators in the right position).
II If your Mac won't start from a hard disk that was previously working, the hard disk's start-up information may be damaged.
II When you copy files using the Finder and an error message says that some files couldn't be written
and were skipped, the destination disk could be at fault.
II If you don't have the application that created a document you are trying to open, the Finder will say it
can't be opened because "the application is busy or missing." You may, however, be able to open it
from within another application.
II Should the Mac report that it can't locate or access the printer, check your cabling and verify that the
start-up disk you're using is unlocked and contains at least 50K of free space.
II When setting up your system, perform the following steps in this order:
1.1nstall expansion boards.
2. Connect the Mac to any SCSI peripherals you may have.
3. Complete remaining wiring for mouse and keyboard.
4. Install the system software.
5. Install the applications.
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Chapter 31

Power Protection
In This Chapter:

v An introduction to power problems and their solutions.
v A look at the Mac's built-in power protection features.
rl Reducing incoming surges with surge suppressors.
rl Details on how standby and uninterruptible power supplies work.
rl What to look for when shopping for surge suppressors and standby power supplies.

A

nyone who has watched an hour's \VOrth of unsaved work vanish into d1e
black hole of a darkened screen knows how traumatic a power failure can
be. One minute you're hard at work, and the next you're staring stupefied at a
blank piece of glass. Mac Lesson Number One: The power to be your best only
exists when there's power.

But of all the power problems that can occur, power failures const.itute a
relatively small percentage. A variety of gremlins lurk on d1e od1er side of a wall
outlet, and some of them can turn a Mac's lights out for good. In this chapter, we'll
look at the kinds of mishaps you might encounter, and we'll see just how susceptible your system is to them. Finally, I'll describe some adcl-ons d1at ensure the
Mac a healthy flow of juice.

Current Events
The electridty that powers the Mac's chips, video tube, and other components is quite different from the current you get from a wall outlet. Most of the
Mac's electronic components require small amounts of voltage - between 5
and 12 volts - but a wall oudet supplies roughly 120 volts (in d1e United States
and Canada, that is; in Europe, 220 or 240 volts is standard, and elsewhere you
may find either 120- or 220-volt systems).
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What's more, the Mac's components require direct current (DC) , while a wall
outlet supplies altemating atnrml (AC). DC travels continuously, while AC
reverses its direction at regular intervals- generally, 60 times per second with
120-volt systems and 50 times per second \\>ith 220-volt systems.
All Macs contain apotver supplj' that turns AC volmge from the wall outlet into
direct current at the voltage levels needed by the Mac's components. The power
suppl)' also contains filtering circuits that smooth variations in the original cLm·enr.
It's those variations that can cause problems. The electricity a power company
supplies may seem like pretty consistent stuff, but it isn't. Its voltage llucruates sometimes dramatically- and it's prone to various types of noise, or interference.
The figure "Power Problems" illustrates the most common types of power llaws:

PowerProblems

Surge

145

.,.
130
Operating range
Normal

of most Mac
power supplies

115
.'!l

~

when configured
for 120-volt

100

operation
85

Sag

0

"'---- 1 cycle ____,.
Incoming voltage averages 11 5 to 120 volts, but it drops during sags or brownouts, and momentarily soars during surges. The inset shows one cycle of alternating current (AC), 60 of which
occur each second. Note that the sine wave's peak and trough reach values of + 170 and - 170
volts. The root-mean-square, or RMS, voltage value, which can be thought of as an average value,
is 120 volts. Macintosh power supplies draw their power at the peak of each sine wave.

•!• Outages, or bk1ckou1s, occur 'Nhen the power goes our completely. An
overloaded circuit can cause a localized blackout in pan of a house or building,
while storms and clmvned power lines usually cause prolonged, area-wide
outages. Momenrmy blackouts can also occur when a utility company switches
between various power-distribution circuits while isolaling a problem in the
lines. Although such blackouts usually last only a fraction of a second, they can
go on for several seconds (on the rural northern California coast where I live,
longer ones are more common).
•!• Sags occur \vhen the voltage available at the wall outlet drops below roughly
105 volts. Also called br01vnoztiJ; sags can occur when a sudden load is placed
on a circuit - such as when an air conditioner or some other power glutton is
turned on. Sags can also occur when an electric utility company lowers the
voltage in order to reduce demands on its generating equipment during
pe1i ods of peak usage, such as sweltering summer clays and frigid winter
nights. Sags generally won't damage the Mac, although a ve1y large one could
cause a system error.

•!• 5'wges occur when incoming voltage increases by astronomical amounts for a
vety brief period (on the order of a few milliseconds, or thousandths of a
second). Surges, also callcdtrallsienls or spikes, can occur when lightning
strikes in your vicinity or when the power comes back on after a blackout.
Small surges (under 1000 volts) can be caused by the electric motor in a
refrigerator or other appliance turning off and are more common than large
surges (1000 volts or more). A large surge can damage anything that's connected to the circuit; a small one generally won 't cause permanent damage but
could produce a system error and some lost work. Surges as a whole are less
common than sags.

•!• Noise covers a range of flaws that affect the quality, not the quanrity, of power
present. A large electric motor can transmit noise into wiring that can interfere
with radio or television equipment on the same circuit. This kind of noise,
called electmmctgllelic inle~forel/ce (EMI), generally doesn't affect computer
equipment.

The First Line of Defense
Hmv vulnerable is the ivl.ac to blackouts, sags, and surges? judging from the
number of jJotver conditioning products available- and by the alarmist advenising some manufacturers use - you might think it's a sitting cluck, ready to be
humbled by tl1e first surge or sag thm comes clown the wire.
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Nor so. The power supplies in the Mac family are designed \\~th sags and surges
in mind. Apple's power supplies are designed to work with as little as 85 volts, so
the !\<lac shouldn't blink during brownoutS.
Mac power supplies can even prO\'ide enough juice to keep d1e machine
running during a very brief blackout, the kind caused when utilities S\\~tch
distribution networks. Apple's power supplies are designed to provide 20
milliseconds of currem to a Mac running at fit!! load- all floppy and hard drive
motors on, keyboard and mouse in use, all expansion slots ~lied, d1e processor
hard at work, and all rear-panel connectors in use at the same time. Because a Mac
rarely operates at full load, the power supply can carry you through an outage of a
second or two - depending on what's connected to your Mac and how it's being
used when the outage occurs.
All Macs arc designed to withstand surges of up to 5000 volrs. Indeed, the
power supplies in most computer equipment have at le-ast some surge protection
built in.
So the Mac's power supply tolerates low-voltage conditions and stands up to
surges. Why, then, does an entire indusuy revolve around power protection? For
one thing, no power supply provides enough juice to span an outage lasting more
than a couple of seconds. Also, surge resistance varies from one piece of equipment to d1e next; your Mac may withstand a surge, but will your modem, external
hard drive, monitor, and scanner?And many power-protection devices offer
convenient features, such as a single switch d1at turns everything on and off, or
separate front-panel switches for each item plugged in to the de\~Ce. Finally,
there's the chicken-soup factor - a second stage of power ~ltering and surge
protection can't hurt, and it may well help.

Suppressing the Urge to Surge
The most popular power·protection device is the surge SLtj.JjJirJssoJ; which you
install between the wall Oll[let and your computer gear. It reduces incoming
surges to innocuous voltage levels. Surge suppressors don't help when the power
sags, but they are rhe least. expensive power protectors.
When shopping for a surge suppressor, you'll face a barrc~ge of jargon and a
variety of features, some convenient, some essential. In the jargon department, the
two most imponam speci ~ catio ns are clamping voltage and response lime. The
clamping voltage is the poim at which d1e surge suppressor kicks in and starts
suppressing; voltages below the clilmping voltage are sent along to the equipment.
Thus, the lower the clamping voltage, the betteri a 340- to 400-volt clamping
voltage is best.
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Response lime is the time required for the surge suppressor to close its
electronic gate and prevent the surge from getting through. The litster the
response time, the better, since it means less of the surge sneaks through to the
computer. Look for a response time of aboutlO nanoseconds or less.
You may also see an ene;gr dissipation specification. This refers to how much
juice the surge suppressor's circuiuy can absorb before it fails and simply passes
the surge on to ground, an event that won't harm your equipment bur will blow
om the surge suppressor. Energy dissipation is measured in joules; the higher the
value, the more durable the surge suppressor. Inexpensive surge suppressors
generally absorb about 50 joules, while heavy-duty suppressors can absorb 300 or
more joules.
The easiest v:ay to choose a good surge suppressor is to make sure it meets
Underwriters Laboratory (UL) specification 1449. (UL 1449 refers to a battery or
torture tests, themselves described in another cleverly named document, IEEE
587.) A suppressor that complies with IEEE 587 is desirable, bu t the UL 1449
designation is preferable, since it means an independent labor.:tro1y, not the
suppressor rnanulitcturer, tested the device. It isn't enough for a suppressor to
simply be UL listed; look specifically for the UL 1449 designation.
Beyond tech specs, here are other factors you'll want to consider:

•!• Connections bettveen hoi, neulm/, cmdground Inexpensive surge suppres-

no

sors (in the
to );20 J'(tnge) protect only between the hot (current-carrying)
and the neutral wires of a wall outlet. For complete protection, you also need
protection between the neutral wire and the ground wire (the round hole
below the two rectangular ones on a wall ourlet) and between hot and ground
wires. This scheme is often described as providing "three-way" protection.

•!• Modem pmteclioll. A lightning-induced surge can enter the phone lines and fry
a modem. Some suppressors provide jacks for a modem or fax machine, a
desirable feature for lightning-prone areas. Another UL designation, UL 497A,
indicates that a suppressor can successfully protect such communications
equipment.
•!• Number qfout/e/.1~ Most surge suppressors provide several outlets, and must
also provide a master power ~witch. Some also provide individual switches for
each outlet. Some suppressors, such as Cunis ,\:Janufacturing Company's CUJtis
Command Center, are designed to sit beneath a monitor, providing a swivel
base for it, and they have a power switch for each outlet.
•!• Fail11re alarm. A surge suppressor can fail after absorbing too large a surge;
better unit:s provide an alarm that indicates when the suppressor circuit has
failed. An alarm might consist of an indicator light (handy if the suppressor is
close to your system), an audible buzzer (good if the suppressor is under your
desk, out of eycshor), or both (best).
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Complete Power Protectors
For protection against sags and brief blackouts as well as surges, you'll want a
.rlcmdbyjJOttJer SlfjJp(J!, which installs between your equipment and the wall outlet
and contains baneries that provide from 5 to 30 minutes of power. That's more
than enough power to span a bri ef outage or give you time to save and shut clown
dwing longer ones.
A standby power supply is often called an umitlenuplfblefJOll/ersupply (UPS) ,
but in fact there's a difference between the rwo. With a UPS, com puler equipment
runs continuously fi·om the power supply's battelies, which are constantly being
red1arged. By con[l-ast, a standby power supply's batteries don't kick in until me
power goes off (see the figure "How Standby and Uninterruptible Power Supplies
Work"). A standby power supply gener-ally costs less than a true UPS and is just as
reliable. A standby supply kicks in within milliseconds of an outage or sag, and as I
mentioned earlier, the power supplies in your hardware will continue to provide
power during that period.
The amount of power a standby supply can provide depends on what's
connected to it. The greater the load on the supply, the faster ils batteri es will

Ho~ Standby a,nd Uninterru,pti~le PowerSupplies Work
STANDBY POWERSUPPLY

Power from
utility

Power to
computer

Pow or from
utility

Power to
computer

In a standby power supply (top), the computer normally runs oil incoming
AC power (A). When the power level drops below a cc~a i n vo ltaou
(usually 100 to 105 volts), e relay (B ) swHches power to the standby
supply's circuitry, which comprises a bank or batteries and on invener that
co nve~s the baueries' DC voltage to AC. With a true unintcrnoptiblo power

supply (bottom(. the computer always runs off the balleries, which arc knpt
recharged. Such supplies havo no roal advontage over standby supplies,
since the Mac's power supply can provide more than enough current to
span the several milliseconds that elapse before tho standby supply
switches to baucry power.

discharge. What's more, if I'OU exceed a standby supply's current r-ating, you'll
eventuallr blow a fuse in the supplr. (Better-quality supplies have overload
indicators that light when you're clmwing too much current.) Thus, it's
important to match the supply to your hardware.
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Standby and uninterruptible power supplies are usually rated in volt-amps.
A unit rated at approximately 100 volt-amps will power a typical Mac Plus or SE
with a hard drive for at least 15 minutes (see the table "Current Requirements"). Such supplies generally cost between $200 and $400. For a lvlac IIclass machine with a 13-inch color monitor, you need a supply that provides
300 to 400 volt-amps, at a cost of $400 to $500. For a 19-inch monitor, make
dm at least 400 to 500 voir-amps and $500 to $700. Add another 100 volt-amps
to include an external hard drive or tape backup device.
Don'r bother providing standby power to your laser printer - you'd need a
supply rated at 1000 volt-amps or more, and they cost between $1000 and
S2000. And given d1e fact that you won't lose any work if the laser ptinter loses
power anyway, it makes more sense to simply protect the ptinter from surges.

Shopping for Standby Power
Many o f the shopping considerations behind surge suppressors apply to
standby power supplies too. Some supplies provide only one rear-panel outlet;
others provide several. Some (such as American Power Conversion 's UPS llOSE
and UPS 370ci) can sit beneath a Mac or a monitor, while others (such as
Emerson Elecuic Company's Accupower Micro UPS series and Kensington
Microware's Power Backer seties) are designed to sit
on the floor. The better ones have several indicator
lights that warn you when you're overloading the
supply, when your elecuical wiring is f,llllty, and
when you're running on battery power.
Power Consumption

Current Requirements
Computer/peripheral

(volt-amps)

Macintosh Plus

75

Macintosh SE (no internal hard drive)

65

Macintosh SE (with internal hard drive)

80

Macintosh llcx

120

Macintosh llci

130

Macintosh llx

150

Macintosh llfx

180

13-inch color monitor

80

Full-page monochrome

80-90

Two-page monochrome monitor
Typical external hard drive
Typical laser printer

130-170
30-70
950

lvlore-sophisticated supplies provide an interface
connector that lets you attach the supply to the Mac's
modem or printer porr so that the sup pi)' can convey
status information to the Mac. Such a feature is most
useful when you wanr standby power for a networ k ftle
setver.
If you want standby power fo r an AppleShare
network file server, consider pairing American Power
Conversion's UPS llOSE or UPS 370ci with the
company's PowerChute software. l11ese well-designed
supplies provide interface connectors that can attach to
the server Mac's modem po11. "I11e PowerChute
software monitors the status information; when the
power fails and the power supply kicks in,
PowerChute sends a warning to all Macs connected to
the setver telling them how long the setver will
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remain available. If the power doesn't return before the standby power is
exhausted, all users are safely logged off the server, which is then shut clown
normally. Of course, only users who weren't victimized by the outage - or
who have their own sranclb}' power supplies - will see the on-screen war ning
message, but the warning is only half the value of PowerChute anyway. \\~'hat's
equally important is that the se1ver is safely shut clown for you.
Before buying any standb}' power supply, make sure it provides either sine
tvave or stepped-square Uiave output. Inexpensive standby supplies often provide
square tl!at/e output, which causes considerable elecuical stress to monitors and
hard drives that could make them wear out faster. Sine-wave output is the most
desirable, since that's what wall outlets norm ally supply.

Power Protectors
Company

Phone

Comments

Computer Accessories
Corporation

619/457-5500

Numerous models; Proline is UL 1449 rated; Proxima Power
Director series has multiple power switches; Proxima Power
Director Plus protects modem. $49.95- $159.95.

Curtis Manufacturing

603/532-41 23

Numerous models, all UL 1449 rated. $6.95- $149.95.

lntermatic

312/282-7300,
815/ 675-232 1

Electra-Guard series UL 1449 rated. Numerous models, some
with modem protection and front-panel switches.
$89.95- $159.95.

Kensington Microware

212/475-5200,
800/535-4242

Numerous models; MasterPiece Mac II also protects modem
and has monitor swivel and multiple front-panel power
switches. $29.95- $159.95.

Practical Solutions

602/322-6100

Strip Switch enables SEs to be turned on using keyboard
power-on key. $89.95.

Surge Suppressors

Standby and Uninterruptible Power Supplies
American Power Conversion

401 /789-5735,
800/541-8896

UPS 11 OSEand UPS 370ci provide 110 and 370 volt-amps,
UPS 11 OSE $299, UPS 370ci $499; several less sophisticated
models available. PowerChute software for AppleShare
servers, $99.
~
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Finally, be aware tim after several years, you'll need to replace your standby
power supply's baue1ies, which can cost up to 30 percent of the supply's original
p1ice. You may \vant to investigate replacement costs before picking a unit.
Standby power supplies provide more complete protection than surge
suppressors but are far less popular. One reason is their cost; another is that they
provide only a brief rep1ieve from darkness. Still, if your power is as unreliable as
mine, that rep1ieve can be priceless. The glow of a Mac screen in an othe1wise
darkened room is a heartening sight- especially if you haven't saved recendy.

More Power Tips
The table "Power Protectors" lists some vendors of surge suppressors and
standby power supplies. But neither device will help if your electrical wiring is
faulty. Be sure your wall outlets' third-wire ground holes are connected to a good
earth ground. (Check the point where the electrical service enters your house;
you should find a copper rod driven into the ground wid1 a heavy wire connect-

Company

Phone

Comments

CMS Enhancements

714/222-6000

UltraPower series provides 450-1500 volt-amps. UltraPower
800 and 1000 produce square wave output; others produce sine
wave. $699- $2199.

Computer Accessories
Corporation

619/ 457-5500,
800/582-2580

Proxima IPS 500 + fits under Mac II monitor and provides 400
volt-amps. $649.95.

Cuesta Systems Corporation

805/ 541-4160,
800/332-3440

DataSaver series provides 110- 750 volt-amps. $495- $695.

Emerson Electric

714/380-1005

Accupower Micro UPS series provides 150-1400 volt-amps.
$189- $998.

General Power Corporation

714/956-9321'
800/854-3469

Heavy-duty Unistar series provides 1000- 10,000 volt-amps.
$2795- $14,025.

Kensington Microware

21 V47 5-5200,
800/535-4242

Power Backer series provides between 360 and 1200
volt-amps. $399-$ 1399.

Para Systems

214/446-7363,
800/238-7272

MM 1600SS provides 1600 volt-amps. $1999.
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ing it to your wiring.) Also be sure that your hOL and neutral lines are wired
properly. You can check them yourself using an inexpensive ltite checker such as
Radio Shack's catalog number 22-101. (American Power Conversion's standby
supplies contain line-checking features.) To be extra sure, however, double-check
with an electrician or your local utility company.
Also, avoid ground eliminators - tho:;e little adapters that let you plug a
t:hrce-prongcd power cord into the two-conductor outlets many older
buildings have. Defeating the ground conductor makes the Mac more susceptible to power surges. Have an electrician install a properly grounded, threeconductor outlet.
The best way to prmect equipmem against lightning-induced power surges
is to unplug the Mac and everything connected to it during a lightning storm.
(Don't forget to unplug the modem from the telephone lines.) A lightning bolt
is the ultimate surge; don't count on a surge suppressor to prorect you from it.
In the end, one of the best ways to avoid losing work because of power
problems is free. Simply foiiO\Y the advice that r red Parker, a power-supply
vetemn at Apple, passed along to me: Save often.

Summary:
II The most common types of power flaws are blackouts (power goes out completely), sags (wall
outlet voltage drops below 105 volts), surges (incoming voltage increases dramatically for a brief
period), and noise (degradation of the quality of power).
II Apple's power supplies are designed to provide a degree of protection against brownouts, sags, and
surges for your Mac, but don't offer protection for other hardware you may have.
II The most popular and least expensive power-protection device is the surge suppressor, which reduces
incoming surges to harmless voltage levels.
II When shopping for a surge suppressor, the two most important specifications to look for are the
clamping voltage (the point at which the suppressor begins suppression) and the response time (the
time it takes for the suppressor to close hs electronic gate and prevent the surge from getting through).
II For protection against blackouts and sags, you can use a standby power supply, which contains
batteries that provide from 5 to 30 minutes of power.
II An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) is one in which the computer equipment runs from the power
supply's batteries, which are constantly being recharged.
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Digital Sound

In This Chapter:

v The roles digital audio plays in the Mac world.
v' A look at how the Mac records and plays back sound.
v' How to attach your Mac to a stereo system for better sound quality.

v Farallon Computing's

MacRecorder: the most popular third-party recording hardware for the Mac.

v' High-end audio applications: the Mac in recording studios.
v' Information on a HyperCard stack that showcases the Mac's sound feaures.

H

ave you hC'Jrd? Compmers are transforming the way we record and listen to
sound. More and more, music is stored not in fragile vinyl grooves but in
bits and bytes on silvety compact discs (CDs). Scratches, clicks, pops, and skips are
becoming relics of the past.
And if you've explored the Mac's Sound control panel, you 've noticed d1at you
can choose from several digitally recorded beep sounds: a simple beep, a clanking
sound, a sptingy "boing" that reminds me of the suspension on my first car, or a
monkey's squawk (which, Mac tti\ia buffs will be interested to learn, was actually
created by a \voman named Sandy Dobrowolsky, now a Claris employee). Compact
discs and the Mac's monkey squawk may seem worlds apan , bm me concepts
behindt.hem are similar.
When you combine digital audio wid1 a general-purpose computer like the Mac,
suddenly the potential of digital sound goes beyond great-sounding Spti ngsteen.
The Mac's ability to record, manipulate, and play back sound opens doors to new
applications in education, entertainment, music, business, and science.
In this chapter, I examine the roles digital audio plays in the l\·tac world and I
spotlight some of d1e souncl·oriented products available for the Mac. 1l1e sidebar
"The Mac Sounds OfF' explains how to modify your System file to add your own
digitally recorded system beeps, and it reveals some sources for prerecorded

sounds. And since the best \vay to appreciaLe the Mac's audio abilities is to hear
them, I've created a H}1JerCarcl sound stack that aurally illustrates many of the
concepts discussed here. Derails on how to get the stack appear at the end of this
chapter.

The Sound of Mac
Digital audio can play so many roles thm it might help if I summruize each one
before taking a closer look at just how digital sound is produced.
•:• Digital sound is used to te;~ch concepts that are difficult to grasp through
written \vords or pictures. \Vhat does a red-tailed hawk sound like? How are
numbers pronounced in Spanish? What's the difference between legato
and staccato? For explaining concepts like these, a sound is worth a
Lhousand words.
•:• Digital sound enlivens games wilh realism that phony beeps and squawks
can't match. In some arcade games, for example, you hear the screaming of
fighter jets and the w;~sh of helicopter blades. In Microsoft's Flight Simulator, you hear a digitized airplane engine and the skid of your landing gear.

The Mac Sounds Off
You can add to the Mac's repertoire of digital beep
sounds by adding sound resources to your System
file. Thousands of prerecorded sounds are available
through online information services such as America
Online and CompuServe, through user groups, and
through public domain and shareware clearinghouses.
The MacRecorder's SoundEdit, Digidesign's Sound
Designer II, and Passport Design's Alchemy and Sound
Apprentice can save sound resources directly in the
System file (or any other file, for that matter). You can
also use SoundMover, a shareware utility by Riccardo
Ettore, or Apple's ResEdit (versions 1.2 and later can
even play sound resources).

Regardless of the program you use, be sure to make a
backup copy of your System file in case something goes
amiss during the modification process. After you've added
a sound resource, use the Sound control panel to select it
as the current system beep.
Using a variety of shareware system extensions
(INITs), you can make your Mac sound off at other
times, too. Two particularly noteworthy shareware
sound INITs include SoundMaster (by Bruce Tomlin)
and Chime (by Robert Flickinger; free). SoundMaster
lets the Mac play sounds when you perform any of
over a dozen tasks (such as inserting or ejecting a
disk). Chime plays up to four separate sounds on the
hour and at 15, 30, and 45 minutes past. ll!J
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•:• In music, digital sound plays three roles. On one level, it makes possible
Br0clerbund Software's remarkable jam Session, whose digitally recorded
instruments turn the Mac into a six-piece band that can make even novice
musicians sound good (see Chapter 1 L). On ~mothe r level, d1e Mac's sound
features enable musicians to alter sounds played by digital sampling keyboards
such as those made by Ensoniq, E-mu Systems, Roland, Kurzweil, and others.
On still ~ nother level, some addition~! hardware can turn the Mac into a
professional audio workstation that can record and play back sound '""'ith the
fidelity of a compact disc.
•:• Digital sound can enliven business presentations and training software. It also
plays a specialized role in a unique sales product, Magnum's TFLX, whose
hardware and software turn the Macintosh into a sophisticated system for
recording telephone messages and taking orders.
•:• Scientists and medical researchers use Mac sound products to analyze brain
waves and study healt rhythms. And at Scotland Yard, some cutting-edge
criminologists are using Macs to view and analyze voiceprints, which depict the
characteristics of an individual's voice. Like fingerprints, no two are alike.

A Sampling of Technicalities
To understand how the Mac records and plays back sound, think of a movie. By
taking 24 phOtographs per second, a movie camera captures a reasonably accurate
sample of the action in front of it. When those samples are played back, the
illusion of smooth motion is created.
Digital audio also samples motion - the moving air molecules that make up
sounds. Vibrating objects- whether strings, saxophone reeds, or vocal chordsproduce .round ttJaves, variations in air pressure that travel outward from the
sound source like the ripples from a stone dropped into a pond.
A digital audio recorder samples these sound waves thousmds of times per
second. Each sample is a cligiml image of the sound ~t a given instant (see the
figure "Snapshots of Sound"). The samples, each recorded as a series of bits, are
stored in memory and can be manipulated. Bits C".m be added or removed, their
order can be altered, or their ve1y values changed. Each modification alters the
overall image of the sound wave, so when the samples are played back, you hear a
different sound.
With movies, taking too few pictures per second results in jitte1y, unrealistic
motion. With sound, taking too few samples per second results in a distoned
recording that doesn't faithfully convey all the frequencies present in the 01iginal
sound. The faster the SC1111pfli l,g rate, the more accurate the recording, and the
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Snapshots of Sound
Sound-editing programs graphically display sampled sounds and let you edit them. At top, 10
miliseconds of a sampled piano arpeggio have been selected in Passport Design's Alchemy. At bottom,
Digidesign's Sound Designer II depicts how a sound changes over time using a sound-analyzing
technique called a fast Fourier transformation, or FFT.
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berter the recorder is able ro capture the highest frequencies. Compact discs are
recorded at a rate of 44,100 samples per second, or 44.lkHz. Without specialized
sampling hardware, the Mac's maximum sampling rate is 22kHz- too slow for
recording-stuctio quality, but fast enough to allow the Mac to sound at least as
good as an ordinal)' table radio.
Another factor that inOuences digital sound quality is the sampling resol111ion
- the number of bits assigned to each sample. These bits store information about
the sample's ampli111de, or loudness. The more bits assigned to each sample, d1e
more accurately d1e record er can store and recre-&te the original sound's variations
in loudness. A compact disc player has a 16-bit sampling resolution, allowing it to
reproduce tl1ousands of distinct volume levels. The Mac has an 8-bit sampling
resolution; it can store and re-create only 256 volume levels. When a given
sample's amplitude lies bct\veen t\vo levels, it's rounded to the nearest one. This
rounding of amplitude information, called quantization, causes distortion.

Required Equipment
Belore digitally recorded sound can be played back, the discrete bits of
digital data generated during sampling must be translated back into continuously varying volume levels. This job is performed by a hardware component
called a dtgilal-lo-a11alog convener. Because all Macs contain one, they can
play digital sound without additional hardware. For better sound quality,
however, you'll want to attach the Mac tO a stereo system or external amplifier
as shown in d1e figure "Wired for Sound'' on the next page.
To record sound, the ivtac needs an ana!og-to-d!gila/ convener, which
measures the voltage levels coming from a microphone or od1er sound source
and translates them into digital data. Such hardware is built into the Mac LC and
!lsi, and will be standard equipment in fuwre Macs.
Both the LC and the llsi provide a three-conductor audio input jack tim
supplies power to the microphone, a sensitive electret condenser mic nor much
bigger than a large buuon. An adapter cable, available separately, lets you connect
a stereo and od1er audio sources, and merges the left and right audio channels
imo a single channel.
In System 6.0.7 and later versions, the Mac's Sound Manager (me portion of the
Toolbox that handles audio recording and playback) also offers a compression
feature that decreases storage requiremenLs (and fidelity) by assigning fewer bits
to each sample. Called Macintosh Audio Compression and Expansion (MACE)
scheme, it <~lows sound to be compressed by 3:1 or 6:1 ratios.
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Phono plug
For better sound quality, connect a Mac to a stereo system. For monophonic Macs (the Classic, SE,
LC, Plus, and earlier machines), one cable has a l,e-inch miniplug on the Mac end, and a phono plug
(Radio Shack catalog number 42-2444) on the other end (A). The other cable is a "Y" adapter with a
phono plug on one end and two phono plugs (Radio Shack number 42-2435) on the other (B). For
stereo Macs (the Mac II, !lsi, llx, llcx, and SE/30), all you need is a cable with a l.e-inch stereo
miniplug on the Mac end and two phono plugs (Radio Shack number 42-2475) on the other (C) .
Important: Before turning your stereo on, tum its volume control all the way down and use the Mac's
Sound Control Panel to turn the Mac's speaker volume all the way down. Then turn the stereo on and
adjust its volume and the Mac's to a comfortable listening level.

System 6.0.7 also includes an improved Sound control panel that lets you
record your own beep sounds, eliminating d1e tedium of using a separate
utility to paste sound resources into the System file. When you dick its Add
button, a recording dialog box appear'S that lets you choose the desired recording
settings and adjust the record volume (see the figure "Now Recording"). Apple
also added suppon for sound resources to me Clipboard, so you can cut and
paste sounds between applications that support them.
Almough the input circuitry in the LC and llsi suppon monophonic recording
only, stereo recording is possible by combining the built-in mic with a Far-allan
Computing Mac Recorder - the most popular third-party recording hard\\>-are for
the Mac.

The MacRecorder
The MacRecorder hardware is a box slightly larger than a cigarette pack.
Besides d1e analog-to-digital converter, it contains a filter that removes high
frequencies that can't be accurately sampled at 22kHz. Completing tl1e package
are a small microphone, a volume control, and jacks for an external microphone,
tape recorder, or other sound source.
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Now Recording .,..
System versions 6.0.7 and later include a standard
record dialog box that appears when you click the Add
button in the Sound control panel. Recording begins

[!] [!] @][!]
Record

Stop

Pause

<l>

Play

when you click the Record button. and its progress is
indicated by the graph and seconds display below the
speaker icon. When you've finished recording, you can

:00
0

seconds

:10

(Cancel )

n
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click the Save button to name and save the sound.
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.6 Riding the

Waveform
The graphic display of

a sound is called its
waveform. Here are
two waveform displays
of the same sound,
displayed by
SoundEdit (pan of
Farallon Computing's
Mac Recorder
package). The bottom
window shows the
entire recording; the
top shows a small
ponion of it.

The MacRecorder
software comprises
several components:
SounciEdit, a record, ..
,,..·,.··
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,v.
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ing and editing
application; HyperSound, a HyperCard
stack that lets you
record and play back
sounds from within
HyperCard; and
I-IyperSound Toolkit, a
potpourri of HyperCard external commands (XCMDs) and
external functions
(XFCNs) that stack
authors can use ro
give any stack digital
recording features. You could use the HyperSound Toolkit to create an appointment stack that recorded spoken reminders and then played d1em back at a
specified time.
The SoundEdit application is your pri mary link to the MacRecorcler hardware.
SounclEclit displays a recorded sound as a II!CitJo/{;nn (see the figure "Riding the
Waveform"). You can zoom in on the waveform display ro look at an indi\'idual
qcle (one back-and-fonh phase of the sound's vibration), or zoom out to see the
entire recording. You can select part or all of the waveform and cut or copy it to
the Clipboard to rearrange the notes in a musical passage or rhe '.vords in a
phrase. You can also modify the sound, adding reverb to simulate a concert hall,
or filteling certain frequencies to improve the sound quality. You can even reverse
the sound to make it play backwards.
The lmest version ol' the MacRecorclcr also includes a system extension (an
INI'l) that lets you usc the enhanced sound features in versions System 6.0.7
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and later of the Mac's system software. Wid1 the MacRecorder hardware and
driver software inswlled, your Mac acts as if it has me same sound hardware as
a Mac LC or llsi.
Wid1 two MacRecorders you can record in stereo. (In theory, you can
record in stereo with one MacRecorder by recording each channel separately,
but synchronizing me channels is difficult.) You can pia)' back stereo sounds
on any Mac with stereo playback features - the SE/30, II, llsi, Ilx, Ilfx, or llcx.
But be forewarned that digital sound devours memory and disk space. Wid1
a 22kHz sampling rare, one second of sound uses 22K of memory and the
same amoum of disk space (double that for stereo). A Mac with 2MB of
memory has room for about 70 seconds of 22kHz audio. When you're willing
ro trade fidelity for longer recording times, SoundEdit lets you specify sampling rates of 11, 7, and 5kHz. On a 2MB Mac, these slower sampling rates
provide recording limes of 136, 204, and 273 seconds, respectively. SoundEdit
al~o lets you use one of several compression ratios. Using the 8-to-1 compression ratio, a 2MB Mac can accommodate about 530 seconds of sound.

The Formats of Sound
Every program category has irs standard file formats, and sound-editing
software is no exception. Although the SoundEdir application has irs own file
format, it also supports two imponant standard formats: S.ND resources (also
known as sowtd or 'snd' resources) and Audio lnlerchcmge File Formal.
If there's a sound you'd like to use as a sysrem·error beep in a HyperCard stack,
you must save it as an SND resource. Technically, two types of SND resources
exist. Formal 1 resources are generally system beeps, while Formal 2 resources are used by HyperCard and od1er sound-playing applications. l n the
earl}' days of digiwl Mac sound, the distinction was more importam; you
couldn't use Format 2 SND resources as system beeps. Beginning wim System
6.0.2, however, Apple made d1e Mac's Sound Manager a bit less picky. With
System 6.0.2 and later versions, you can use either format for system beeps.
The Audio Interchange File Fonnat (commonly referred to as either AIFF or
Audio IFF) lets one program open a digital recording created by anomer
program. You'll flnd suppon for AIFF files in professionally oriented sound
software such as Passport Designs's Alchemy and Digidesign's Sound Designer. AIFF is a preferred format for swapping files between such programs
because it supports stereo recordings and 16-bit sampling resolution; SND
resources can be stereophonic or monophonic, bur they support only 8-bit
resolution.
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Sound at the High End
1he MacRecorder and the microphone that accompanies the latest Macs
aren't intended for professional audio applications. To reach the upper strata
of Mac digital audio, you need more sophisticated hardware such as
Digidesign's Audiomedia board, which is available for the SE/30 and Mac II
family. Audiomedia contains a Motorola DSP56001 digiiCI! stifnol pmcessing
chip, a microprocessor designed for the data-shuflling demands of digital
audio. (Steve j obs 's Next computer also contains a DSP56001) .
The Audiomedia board allows the Mac to record and play back stereo COquality audio directly to ancl from a Mac's hard disk. Thus, sound length is
limited only by available disk space. You still might feel rather limited, however: A one-minute monophonic recording uses lOMB of disk space; double
that for stereo. Audiomedia also includes drivers that let you play back its
recordings from within HyperCard as well as from MacroMind Director and
other programs.
On the back of the Audiomedia board are a microphone jack and four RCA
jacks, two of which are inputs that accept audio from a tape deck, compact
disc player, or other sound source. Audiomedia can record from the RCA and
microphone jacks simultaneously, allowing you to record a voice narration and
background music in one step. 111e other two RCA. jacks are outputs that
connect to a stereo amplifier or mixer.
Audiomedia's software includes the Audio media application and a HyperCard stack called SounciAccess. TI1e latter lets you record and play back
Audiomedia recordings from within HyperCard and also install in your own
stacks a external function (XFCI\l ) called SounciPlay for recording and playback. You can also use the Audiomedia board with MIDI sequencers that
suppon digital audio recording and playback, such as Opcocle's Studio Vision
and Mark of the Unicorn's Digital Performer.
You use the Audiomedia applicatio n to record, alter, and play back recordings.
Each recording, or sowtd.file, appears in its own window (see the figure "In the
Studio" on the next page). While recording, Aucliomeclia expertly shuttles
incoming data from the 1vlac's memory to your hard disk- provided the hard
disk has a 28ms or faster average access time. If the disk isn't fast enough, pans of
the recording will be lost, and you'll need tO uy again with a slower sampling rate.
(Audiomedia's manual includes a list of drives that meet its requirements.)
Aucliomedia's editi ng features allow you to cut and paste portions of a
recording and you can alter individual sound samples using a MacPaint-Uke
pencil icon. To locate exact spots on the recording, there's a scmb lool that
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A In the Studio
Audiomedia's record
window (upper left)
has a volume slider
and dancing volume
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play/is/ editing feature

lets you rearrange a
recording - remove
or rearrange words,
cut or add verses to a
song, or repeat a
senion - without
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100
changing the original
( Prculcw I ~ ( Process I (Set tin gs I 0 Use for plnybnck
sound file. You do so
by selecting specific
areas of the recording
(such as a single verse), naming them, and then arranging those names in the
playlist window. just as a baseball manager can change the batting order by
simply rean·,111ging names on the lineup C'tlrd, you can change how a recording
plays back by rearranging names in its playlist window. You can create and save
as many playlists as you like.

meters that let you
adjust the input
volume before
recording. Familiarlooking ' tape
transport' controls let

You can also mix two recordings or fade from one to the other. You can
change a recording's LOnal qualities using an on-screen graphic equalizer and
hear ead1 change as you make it. You can even change a recording's length
without altering its pitch - handy if you have a 35-second music passage that
has to fit a 30-second animation.

you record, rewind,
fast-forward, and play
back the recording.
Audiomedia's onscreen graphic
equalizer, which uses
the DSP chip's
processing power to
change a recording's
tonal qualities in real
time, appears in the
lower-right corner.

Tape Deck on a Disk
Another remarkable digital audio program from Digidesign is Deck, which
works \Vith an Audiomedia board to [Lim the Mac into a four-track digital
stereo recorder. Deck's sole screen display is faithful to the multitrack recording metaphor, with volume meters that show sound levels, sliding faders that
adjust recording and playback volumes, and transport controls that let you
record, play back, fast forward and rewind (see the figure "Now On Deck'). lf
you've used conventional multitrack decks, you'll feel at home with most of
what you see. And you'll be delighted with some of the dilferences, such as
instantaneous rewinding.
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A Now On Deck
Digidesign's Deck turns
the Mac into a multitrack

Recording a track
with Deck involves
selecting the desired
track, adjusting the
input volume to avoid
clipping (which
causes distorted
sound), and then
clicking the Record
button. After you've
recorded one track,
you can record
additio nal u-acks. If
you fill all four tracks
and still need more,
you can merge two or
more u-acks into one,
freeing the others for
reuse. This technique,
called bouncing, is often used with conventional multitrack decks, too. But
bouncing tracks in the analog world degrades a recording's quality; nm so
with Deck.

digital audio recorder
with automated mix·
down features and the
ability to impon and play
back MIDI sequences.
Here, track 4 is being

Deck also exploits the digital signal processing features of the Audiomedia
board to allow you to alter the sound of a track during playback. Several digital
effects are supported, ranging from a digital equalizer, which lets you accentuate or attenuate certain frequencies, to a "stereoizer," which processes a
monophonic recording to simulate stereo.

recorded while the
remaining three tracks
play back, and a chorus
effect is being applied to

track 3.

Another big difference between Deck and conventional recorders is that
Deck can import and play back a MIDI composition created using sequencer
software (described in Chapter 11). To include a MIDI sequence in a Deck
recording, you save the sequence as a standard MIDI ftle, and then import it
into Deck. Thereafter, when you play back your audio recording, Deck also
plays the sequence, thereby controlling any MIDI instruments attached to your
Mac. A musician might use this feature to combine sequenced insu11mentals
with vocals or acoustic instrumentals. A multimedia producer might use it to
add voice narration to an instrumental sound track.
Deck reaches out to the MIDI world in another way: It lets you assign, or
or more of Deck's on-screen faders to the physical sliders on a MIDI
.fader be»: such as J.L. Cooper Electronics' FaderMaster. (A fader box contains
slider knobs that transmit MIDI data when you move them.) With this feature,
you can control the playback volume of one or more u-acks by moving the
sliders on the fader box instead of using Deck's on-screen sliders.

map, one
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The final step in any recording session is the m£tcdown, which involves
adjusting the playback volume of each track while recording in standard two-o-ack
stereo on a second deck. As the multitrack recording plays back, a recording
engineer will often adjust the volume of certain tracks, change their apparent
location in d1e left-right stereo spread, and make other fine adjustments to arrive
at the best-sounding final product. Twiddling all mose knobs while a piece plays
back requires some dexterity, and twiddling mem in me exact same way each time
is all but impossible. For d1ese reasons, professional recording equipmenr often
provides automated mix-down features that "remember" me adjustments me
engineer makes so d1e final mix can be recreated if needed.
Deck blings automated mix-down to the desktop. You can save and restore up
to 200 differenc combinations of fader and effects settings. During playback,
Deck's faders and od1er on-screen knobs move to the appropliate positions by
themselves. Automation files are stored separ-ately from the recording itself,
allowing you to apply different auLOmalion files to a single recording to see which
you prefer.
Deck provides some features that enable it to synchronize its playback to
industry standard time-code signals sud1 as SMPTE, but they're limited compared
to d1e sync features in Digidesign's Sound Designer li software. Musicians working
with film and video soundtracks will wane to verify that Deck's limited sync
features can meet their needs.
It's also worth noting that you can move recording files between Deck and
Digidesign's Audiomedia and Sound Designer II software. Deck can also import
AlFF f11es.

Sound at the Summit
At the summit of d1e Macintosh digital audio world, you'll find products such as
Digidesign's Sound Tools system, which you can use to record and edit CO-quality
digital audio, synchronize to motion picture and videotape sound tracks, and use
digital audio tape (DA1) to create masters mat ~~ou send to a compact disc
manufacturer for pressing. It's a professional-quality digital audio recording and
mastering system -and it runs on a computer mat smiles when you S\\~tch it on.
Sound Tools comprises a NuBus board called Sound Accelerator, which holds
the DSP chip and its support circuitry; and an external box called Pro 1/0, which
contains the analog-to-digital converter, circuitry for synchronizing audio to video,
and Apogee anli-alias filters to improve sound quality. (Apogee filters are popular
in the professional digital audio world.) Composer Philip Glass recendy used the
Sound Tools system to record a solo piano album for CBS Masterworks records.
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The Sound Tools software -called Sound Designer II -graphically displays
digital recordings and lets you alter them. Sound Designer II is similar to, but
more sophisticated than, the Audiomedia software. With Sound Designer ll, }'OU
can, for example, alter a recording's pitch without changing its tempo, or alter its
tempo without changing its pitch.
Digidesign and Prosonus (a leading developer of sampled sounds for music
samplers) have collaborated on a CD-ROM packed full of production music and
sound effects designed for audio and multimedia productions. Called Clip Tunes,
it contains 350MB of music in a variety of styles and 250MB of sound effects, all in
Sound Designer II format.

Sampling Samplers
just as digital sound has made its mark in the Mac world, it has also significantly
influenced tl1e music industry. Musicians are embracing a new generation of
keyboards called samplers. Like a Mac equipped with a MacRecorder, a sampler
digitally records and plays back sound. But with a sampler, you can play t11e sound
at different pitches simply by pressing different keys. Record just one pitch of a
given instrument, and you can instantly "play" that instrument from the sampler's
keyboard.
Actually, most samples sound a1t ificiaJwhen transposed too high or too low.
Therefore, most san1pling keyboards divide the range of notes into multiple
samples, each of which plays a range of only an octave or so. This technique,
called multisampling, avoids having to transpose a sample too high or low.
Programs like Sound Designer lllet you simultaneously view and alter a
sampler's sounds. ·n,is capability is especially useful for setting a loop po1111, a
portion of a sample that repeats as long as a key is pressed. Because few samplers
display wa\•efom1s graphically, it's difficult to find the pe1fect loop point using a
sampler's editing commands. When you can see the waveform, however, setting
loop points is far easier.
Anotl1er popular san1ple-editing program is Passport De.~ ign 's Alchemy, which
perfonns much of the same magic as Sound Designer 11. One of Alchemy's
primary strengths is its ability to change the sampling rate of a recorded sound.
This resampling capability allows you to transfer sounds between samplers that
use different rates. Musicians can store all their sound samples on the Mac and use
Alchemy to shuttle them between samplers as needed for more versatility.
(Digidesign's Sound Designer Universal also has this capability.)
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Now Hear This
There's no better way to learn about digital audio concepts than to hear
them. I've created a HyperCard stack that showcases the Mac's sound features,
contains examples of various sampling rates and compression ratios, and
spotlight~ some sound utilities. Jim Heid's Sound Stack costs $12.95 including
shipping in the United States and Canada. For ordering information, see the
coupon at the back of this book.
Incidentally, if you subscribe to America Online, you can download an e-arlier
version of the stack that doesn't cover Apple's latest Macs. I've also encouraged its
distribution through user groups, so you can probably copy it from someone else.
But be advised: even in compressed fmm , the stack occupies an entire BOOK
floppy disk and will take a considerable amount of time to download.
And that illustrates a problem: At present, digital audio requires too much
memory and disk space to be practical for many applic:ations that could benefit
from it. A talking tutori al that explains a program's fe-atures might be valuable,
but would you be willing to donate half your hard disk to it?
Despite the storage crunch, sound is working its way into more types of
applications. Several electronic mail packages let you send voice-mail messages to
other users on a network. The latest versions of
Ashton-Tate's FuiiWrite and Fulllmpact let you
i i Soon, you might protect sensitive
annorate documents with spoken comments.
SecondGLANCE's SoundTack adds annotation
documents with a passwm·d
features to QuarkXpress. And Information
utility that recogniz es only y our
Presentation
Technologies' VoiceFont lets you
voiceprint ~~
add sound to virtually any document. VoiceFont
adds a "font" named Voice to a program's Font
menu: Choose the Voice fum's name, and a dialog box appears allowing you to
record.
Sound is potentially useful for electronic mail, but I question its value for
document annotation. For one thing, many people feel self-conscious about
speaking into a microphone. For anorher, sounds require more time to
transmit over a network t11an does text, and they devour disk space and
memory. Then there are all the Macs out tl1ere without sound recording
features. Companies that want to standardize on sound-based documem
annotation will need to buy a lor of MacRecorders. And finally, opening and
playing back recorded annotations requires more effort d1an simply reading text.
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In the future, w·e're likely to see even more sophisticated applications of digiral
sound. Soon, you might protect sensitive documents with a password utility that
recognizes only your voiceprint. Or you might enjoy stereo sound effects in your
quest to save the galaxy.
In other words, the Mac's audio features are impressive now, but we haven't
heard anything yet.

Summary:
v' The Mac's ability to record, manipulate, and play back sounds has opened doors to new applications in
education, entertainment, music, business, and science.
v' Digital audio can be used to teach concepts that are difficult to grasp with written words or pictures; to
enliven games with realistic sounds; to turn the Mac into a six-piece band; and to enliven business
presentations or training software.
v' To record audio digitally, thousands of samples must be taken per second. Compact discs use a
44.1 kHz sampling rate; the Mac's maximum sampling rate is 22kHz.
v' Before digitally recorded sound can be played back, the digital data generated during sampling must be
translated by a hardware device called a digital-to-analog converter.
v' To record sound, the Mac needs an analog-to-digital converter, which measures the voltage levels
coming from a sound source and translates them into digital data.
v' Farallon Computing's MacRecorder contains an analog-to-digital converter and a filter that removes
high frequencies that can't be accurately sampled at 22kHz.
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Chapter 33

Programming

In This Chapter:
v' What is programming?

v' An introduction to low- and high-level programming languages.
v' A look at the processes involved in programming.
v' Using debugger programs to find errors in your program.

v' Programming the Mac versus programming other computers.
v' Where to learn more about programming.
v' A hands-on HyperCard programming tutorial.

G

ood afternoon, J\•t r. Phelps. Your mission , should you decide to accept it,
is to program a computer. You must assemble a series of instructions in
perfect sequence - with no typographical erTors - that perform their intended
rask exactly as planned. Fail on any one of these counts, and your mission will fail.
Good luck. This chapter will self·destruct in about 2500 words.
Mission impossible? :'-JOL at all. It's done every day (although, as far as I know,
not by Peter Graves). Programming is tricky, but without it, the Mac wouldn't exist.
Programming on the Mac can be a challenging, enjoyable, and yes, frustrating,
experience . .\·l acintosh programming is also far too complex to explain in one
chapter, much less in one book. In this chapter, I'll introduce the concepts
involved and show how Mac programming differs from that of other computers.
I'll also spotlight some popular programming languages plus some products
that simplify d1e process. Want w uy writing a shon program in HyperCard?
You'll find instructions in the sidebar ''A HyperCard Programming Project".
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A HyperCard Programming Project
HyperCard includes a built-in programming language
called HyperTalk. In this introduction to HyperTalk
programming- or scripting, as it's called in the
HyperCard world - you'll add a button to your Home
stack that lets you calculate a car's gas mileage.
To try this example, you must set HyperCard's user
level to Scripting. For details, see the sidebar "Creating
a HyperCard Animation" in Chapter 12.

Phase 1: Create the Button
Here's how to create the button that, when clicked,
will run your program. From the Objects menu, choose
New Button. One (named New Button) then appears in
the middle of the first card in the Home stack. Drag the
new button to a blank area of the card.
Next, double-dick on the new button to display the
Button Info dialog box. Select the following options, but
don't click OK yet: Show Name, Auto Hilite, and
Rectangle. In the Button Name text box, type Gas
Mileage.

Phase 2: Type the Script

1. Click on the Script button.
HyperCard's script editor window appears,
containing two lines: on MouseUp and end MouseUp.
Notice that the insertion point is between the two lines;
your script goes there.
2. Type the text shown in Script 1. (Note the -,
[called a soft-return symbol] that appears at the end of
several lines. If a statement is too long to fit on one line,
put this symbol [type Option-Return] where you want
the line to break so that HyperCard knows the
statement continues on the next line.)
Proofread your work as you go; when you're
finished, click OK or press the Enter key.

Phase 3: Try It
To try the program, choose the Browse tool (the
pointing finger) from the Tools menu, then click on the
Gas Mileage button. If all goes well, dialog boxes
appear asking how many miles you drove and how
many gallons of gas you used. Finally, a dialog box
appears telling you your gas mileage.
If you got an error message beginning "Can't

You're ready to type the program, or script.

Script 1
on mouseUp
ask "How ma ny miles did y ou drive?"
if It is empty t h en e x it mo u se Up e l se put I t into~
mi les Or i ve n
ask " How many go I I ons did yo u u se?"
i f It i s em p ty then e x it mouse Up else pu t I t i n t o~
go I I onsUsed
d i vide mi l es Ori ve n by gallo n sUse d
put mi les Oriven i nto gas Mi leage
answer "Your car go t " 8.8. gas M i I e a ge 8.8. "m i I es ~
p er ga l l on."
end mouse Up
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understand," your script may contain some typographical errors. To display the script, press CommandOption while clicking on the Gas Mileage button.

Phase 4: Trap those Errors
A good program anticipates errors and traps them
before they cause problems. This program already
does some error trapping - the If.. .then statements
check to see if you left a dialog box blank and stop the
program if you did. But what if you type letters in the
box instead of numbers? Try it, and you'll receive an
error message when the script tries to divide the letters.
The solution is to scan each dialog box to make sure
it contains only numbers. The code in Script 2 does just
that. Insert those lines just before the line in Script 1
that asks how many gallons you used. Then copy all
inserted lines (select them and press Command-Cl and
paste them (using Command-VI just before the line
reading "divide milesDriven by gallonsUsed." Next, in
the newly pasted section, change the two occurrences
of milesDriven to gallonsUsed. Finally, try the program

again and type some letters to see the error trapping in
action.
The error-trapping routine works by first determining
how many characters you typed, and then examining
each character in turn to verify that it's a number. If it
encounters a character that isn't a number, it displays
the error message.

Important Concepts
This script is simple, but it illustrates several
important programming concepts:
•!• Input/output statements (ask and answer) to interact
with a user.
•!• Variables (milesDriven and gallonsUsedl, which are
named storage places in memory.
•!· A math operator (divide) to perform math on values
you enter.
•!• Conditional statements (if...thenlto perform tests
and act on the results.
•!• A looping structure (repeat...end repeat) to perform
a task a given number of times. l:i!tJ

Script 2
Repeat with co un t = 1
put the c harToHum of
i nto temp
i f temp < 48 or temp
answer "So rry , you
e x it mouse Up
end i f
e n d repeat

to the l eng th of mi les Driven
c har co unt of m i I esDr i ven -.
>57 t h en
must enter number s on l y ."
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BASIC Gas
Mileage
This BASIC program,
l'lritten in Microsoft's
QuickBASIC, calculates

r

•

Fil e Edit

program's source code;
the bottom one shows
its output. As with many

§0
REM

~ listing of "Gas Mileage Progra m"
Ges mil eage program in BASIC

INPUT ''How many mi l es did you dri ve"; mile sDriven
INPUT "How many gallons did you use"; gall onsUsed

programming products,
OuickBASIC displays

mpg = milesDr iven I gellonsUsed

keywords in bold. This
isn't a Mac·like

PRINT "Vour ca r got" ; mpg ; "miles per gal lon."

program. since it
doesn't use dialog
boxes for interacting
with a user.

.,

Run

Gas Mileage Program
How meny miles did you drive? 300
How meny gallons did you use? 10
Vour cor got 30 miles per gallon.

a car's gas mileage. The
top window shows the

Search Windows
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What is Programming?
Programming involves thinking abou t a problem, devising a list of steps for
solving the problem, then supplying those steps to the computer in a form it
understands. For e.xample, let's consider the problem of calculating a car's gas
mileage. First, let's list the steps needed to solve the problem:
•:• Find out how man}' miles were chiven.
•:• Find our how many gallons of gas were used.
•:• Divide the number of miles chiven by the amount of gas used.
•:• Record the answer.
\Vhy can't you type those steps into the Mac and have a program? Because
human languages arc ambiguous. Consider the fourth step above: record the
answer. Should the Mac send the answer to the screen? To a printer? Should it
record the answer on disk? Or on a tape recorder? In human languages, a word
can have many meanings. W!e pick the con·ect meaning (usually) when we hear or
read the word in context.
Toclay's computers can't decipher a word's meaning from its context. That's
one reason why the ultimate word processor - one that responds to dictationdoesn't yet exist.
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Languages to Program By
You can't program the Mac in English, but you can use a reasonable facsimile
- aprogramJJI!i?g la11guage. These languages use vocabularies of English-like
words, called kf!!J!tVOrds, combined with symbols for representing math instructions and other functions. To create a program, you assemble the keywords and
symbols according to the rules, or synt<Lx, of the language you 're using. The figure
"BASIC Gas Mileage" shows what our gas mileage problem looks like in BASIC. a
popular beginner's language.
just as human languages have standard pans of speech - nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and so on -computer languages provide different categories of
keywords for controlling the computer and processing information (see the table
"Keyword Categories'). The ke}worcls themselves, their exact spelling, and the
ways they're combined are three factors that make each language different. The
llgure 'Three Ways to Count" illustrates this point by showing, in three languages,
a simple program that counts ti·om one to ten.
A va1iety of computer languages have evolved over the decades. Many even
have their own dialects, v<uiations in synt<L'< that programmers must keep in mind
if they program for a variety of machines. 1'vlan>' beginners prefer BASIC because
it's more like English; its syntax isn't as rigid as t:hat of other languages. But this
nexibility can lead to sloppy programs that are difficult to read and understand.
Programming pros use more stmclmc-d languages such as Pascal and C Both

Keyword Categories
Category

Purpose

Example

assignment

assigns a value to a variable

NewYearsDay ="January 1"

conditional

tests for conditions and responds accordingly

IF cold THEN
wear overcoat
ELSE
wear T-shirt

input/output

gets entries and displays results

INPUT "What's your sign?"
PRINT "Buzz off, creep."

logical

tests relationship between two or more entities

IF lunchtime AND hungry
THEN eat

looping

performs a task until a certain condition is met

WHILE plate contains food
take a bite

relational

tests relationship between two entities

IF myPay < yourPay THEN
me = "jealous"
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Three Ways to Count
This is one program - it counts
from one to ten in three
languages: BASIC !top}, C
(middle}, and Pascal (bollom}.

FOR count= 1 TO 10
PRINT "This is number" ; count
NEXT co unt

Note the differences in the
keywords themselves, in their
spelling, and in how they're
arranged. The more rigidly
structured C and Pascal require
cenain statements at the
beginning of the program to set
aside memory and control the

#inc lude <s td io. h>
main ()
{

int count;
for (count = 1; count < 11 ; count++ ) {
pr i n t f(" Thi s is number lSd\n", count>;
}

compiler. This program also
illus1rates the concept of looping,
executing a given set of
statements repeatedly. The
statements within the loop are

program CountToTen ;
var
count : integer;

indented to set them off from the
rest of the program.

begin
count := 0;
for count := 1 to 10 do
wr iteln('This is number', count);
end .

require more tigid synt~Lx than BASIC, bur they arc better suited to creating
legible, well-organized programs. That's importam, because the person who
modifies a program a year after it's written may not be the same person who
wrote ir.
Another difference between languages is the amount of programming required
to perform certain wsks. H&h·let'e/ languages like Pascal and BASIC look most
like human languages and let you perfom1 complex tasks - such as reading
something from a disk file- with relatively few lines of code. To the uniniLiated,
!otv-levellanguagcs such as assemb(J' Iook like gibbetish. More to the point, they
require an intimate knO\vledge of the Mac's memory and microprocessor, and
often require dozens of lines of code to petform even simple tasks. Some
languages, such as C, straddle the fence between high-level and low-level. With C,
you're nm intimately involved with 1he Mac's mcmoty and microprocessor, but
you're vety close friends.
Why usc low-level languages if doing so means more work? Because the
programs they create generally run fa~ter than those created by high-level
languages, and they often require less memoty.
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The Programming Process
The process begins with brainstorming, which might involve drawing a
flowchan, a graphic blueprint that illustrates the components of the program and
how it will work (sec the figure "Follow the Flowchart") .
After brainstorming, you're ready to write your program's instructions- its

source code- using a terl ed!~or. These cousins to word processors provide
specialized features designed for programming. For example, programmers indent
certain program lines to indicate their relationship to the lines around them (sec
the figure "Three Ways w Count"). Unes nestled \\~thin a loop, a portion of a
program whose
insu11ctions repeat a
certain number of
times, are indented
to allow someone
reading the program
to quickly identify
Subtract starling
them as instmctions
r-- ---+lmil eage from
that repeat. Text
ending mileage
editors provide
formatting features
that make these
indents easier to
Display the
f--- - - - - + 1 results
create and adjust.
The text edirors built
into products such
as Symamec's Think
Pascal and Microsoft
QuickBASIC
Follow the Flowchart
auromatically indent
Flowcharts graphically depict a
lines and format
program's flow, with each shape
ke)'\vords
in
denoting a specific activity. The
boldface so the}'
parallelogram represents input from the
user, the rectangle denotes processing,
stand out.
while the diamond indicates a decision.

After you've
typed your source
code, you 'll be eager
to test your progr<tm
to see if it works. Here's where you'll encounter the most significant difference
between programming packages: whether they use an Jillerpreler or a compiler
to translate your program into the instructions the Mac's microprocessor needs.
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An interpreter translates source ccx:le on the Oy - one line, or s/alemenl,
at a time - as a program runs. To usc your pmg r~un, you must start the
interpreter, open the program, and then tell the interpreter to run the
program.
A compiler translates the source code into machine code- the internal
language used by the Mac's micropmccssor. From there, a component called
a lti1ker processes the machine code to create an application jlle.
A compiler's strength is its ability to create a complete application that you
(or anyone) can start from the Finder - something an interpreter can't do. In
addition to producing stand-alone applications, most compilers can also
produce desk accessories (whose intcmal smJCtures differ from application
files') and other types of program code, such as HyperCard e...;ternal commands (XCMDs) and external functions (XFCNs). And compiled programs
generally run faster than imerpreted ones, since that on-the-Oy translation
process isn't needed.
Another drawback of interpreters is that anyone who wants to run an
inreqxeted progmm will also need a cop)' of the interpreter. But interpreters
have their strengrhs as well. Because they translate and run a program one
statement at a time, you can make changes in a program listing (the source
code that comprises the program) and d1en immediately run the program to
see the results. Compilei'S generally don't offer this start-and-stop programming convenience, although some, such as l11ink C and Think Pascal, come
close.

Call the Exterminator
Few programs run perfectly the first time. It is more likely that your
program will contain some errors, known as bugs. Perhaps you will omit a
keyword or forget to type a symbol. With low-level languages, bugs can result
if you handle the Macintosh's processor or memory carelessly (such as
changing or moving information vital to t11e Mac's operation). These are only a
few of the types of bugs that can surface; you might also create a program that
perfo rms calculations incorrectly (bad news if you are wri ting accounting
software) or whose steps simply aren't in the pro per sequence.
Most programming product.~ provide debuggti?g fearures to help you catch
bugs. Some prcx:lucts offer sottrce-!et,.e! debuggers, which let you run your
program one line at a time (see the figure "Stepping through Software').
i\ more advanced level of debugging involves w-atching how each macllinelanguage instruction affects memory and the Mac's microprocessor. Think
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Stepping through
Software
A source-level debugger lets

' a

Fi le

Edit

Search

Windows

~ Semicolon (;) or END eupected after the preuiou s statement.

you run your program one
step at a time and watch the
results or each instruction. In
Think Pascal, a pointing ringer
denotes the line that will
execute next. 1r a syntax error
is round, the pointing finger

repe.t t
UpdattCtipBd( r ALSE);
SysttmTuk;
Handl~ursor ;

if GoUlox tE vtni(Evtr~Evtnl, Evtnt) then
cose Evtnl.what of

MoustOown:
HandltMouu ·

turns into a "thumbs do.vn"

Kf'\!Dov n,

icon and a dialog box appears
describing the nature or the
error. The Pascal code in this
window is part of an
application's main event loop.

Aut~f'J :

Handttl<t~ ;

ActlvattEv t :
Handt t Acti valt;
UpdaltEv t :
H.indltUpd~teo;
otb~rwise

ud
until C>onf;

!:

:!' : 'i IIi •i ,!.:

Pascal is one product that ofTers this machine-lew! debugging. Many advanced programmers also swear by separate clebuggers such as ICOM
Simulatio ns' TMON, j asik Designs' The Debugger, or Apple's i'l'l acsBug.
Generally, only advanced programmers who are writing complex programs
need to descend to rhis nitty-gritty debugging level.

Programming the Macintosh Way
Programming on the Macintosh difTers from programming
computers. With most computers, a programmer must spend
designing the program 's user interface - the way it imeracts
Programs for the Mac use standard user-interface elements menus, dialog boxes, windows, and so on.

on most other
a IOL of time
with the users.
pull-clmvn

\X•11en programming the Mac, you don't have to design user interface
elements, but you do have ro know how co create and use the elements the
Mac provides. That means becoming fami liar with the Mac's Toolbox, a library
of small, specialized snippets o f software, often called routines.
The Mac's Toolbox routines are stored in the ~lac's read-only memory
(ROM) chips and in the System !lie, and are grouped into categories called
managers. The Menu Manager, for example, contains routines that create,
manipulate, and dispose of menus, while the Dialog .Manager creates, manipulates, and disposes of dialog boxes and alert messages. Mac programmers use
the Toolbox routi nes to create windows, menus, dialog boxes, and other userinterface elements.
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Another concept that often tiips up budding Mac programmers is the fan
that Mac programs arc ev·enl dni•en. A Mac program doesn't say to a user,
"These are the things you're allowed to do now. Don't try to do anything else."
Instead, it says, "I'm ready for whatever you might do. Go ahead, move my
mouse. Click its buuon. Press a key. I can handle it." A \olacintosh program is
always ready to respond w anything.
But this flexible operating style means more work for programmers, and if
you're used to programming other machines, it means rethinking some basic
concepts of program design. A ~1ac program spends most of its time in an
et'elll loop, essemially running in circles, waiting for something to happen.
When an event occurs, the program must determine what kind of event it is a mouse-dot/JII efJelll, a k~J;board et:ent, or another type of event - and then
respond appropriate!)'.
Yet anot:her unique ~·l ac programming concept is that of resources. In ivlac
programs, elements such as menus, dialog boxes, and texr messages are stored
scparmely from the program code, and they're called into use as needed by

A Beginning Programmer's Toolkit
So you want to learn to program. The first thing
you'll have to do is choose a language. Start with
Pascal, not because it's the best or easiest to learn, but
because Apple's official technical manuals for the
Toolbox - the Inside Macintosh series from
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company (1985- 1991) use Pascal in their examples and instructions. If you
end up programming in a different language, your
familiarity with Pascal won't be wasted.
A great way to learn Pascal is to use Just Enough
Pascal, a disk-and·book tutorial that you use with Think
Pascal. In Just Enough Pascal, you build a Mac program
step by step, pasting in new sections of code as you
learn what they do. It's an excellent way to learn Pascal
and to learn how to use Think Pascal.
You might also try a code-generating program such
as Smethers/Barnes' Prototyper or Bowers
Development's AppMaker. These programs let you click
and drag to create menus, dialog boxes, and other
user-interface elements. Choose a command, and the
program generates the Pascal or C source code that

you'd otherwise have to type yourself. Both Prototyper
and AppMaker can generate code for Think C and
Pascal, and for the Cand Pascal compilers that run
under Apple's Macintosh Programming Workshop
(MPW), a heavy-duty programming environment that
Apple and many large software firms use.
If pecking out programming statements seems too
daunting, consider starting out with a product such as
Mainstay's V.I.P. or Maxem's Cause. With V.I.P. (short
for visual interactive programming), you program by
drawing a flowchart - interconnecting icons representing keywords and program functions. You can create a
stand-alone V.I.P. application by using Translator to
Think C, Mainstay's code-generation utility that turn
V.I.P. programs into C code. With Cause, you create
programs by drawing the windows and reports used
for entering and viewing data and then specifying
how they interact. Neither VIP nor Cause has what it
takes to create and maintain a major-league program
like Microsoft Word or Mac Draw, but either is up to
handling small programming tasks. And both are great ll@f'
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the Mac's Resource Manager. This separation of code and resources allows
programmers ro create foreign-language versions of their software by editing
the appropriate resources, without changing the code. For example, you
might edit the menu resource to list choices in Spanish or French without
having to change the code that tells the Mac when to display that menu.
Indeed, resources are so easy to alter that even nonprogrammers can edit
them using Apple's ResEclit resource-editing tHiliry, available through user
groups and communications services. You can also get ResEdit from the Apple
Programmer's and Developer's Association (APDA).

As you learn to program the Mac, prepare to be frustrmed. Grappling wid1
Toolbox concepts, evem loops, and resources can be taxing for those unfamiliar with the peculiarities of Macintosh programming. Fortunately, you don't
have to start li·om square one. You can take advantage of the many sources of
help available (see "A Beginning Programmer's Toolkit'). And don't tr)' to do
too much too soon. You wouldn't try to write a novel in a language you had
just learned to speak; similarly, you shouldn't make your first programming
project a complex one. Stal1 small and master one concept at a time.
But first, turn the page before this chapter self-desu·ucts. And good luck.

ways to hone your stepwise programming skills with·
out doing a lot of typing.
And you'll need reading material. Volumes I
through VI of Inside Macintosh are the standard
reference bibles for the Mac's Toolbox. Apple's Tech
Notes series are invaluable supplements to Inside
Macintosh; they're available from the Apple
Programmer's and Devel-oper's Association (800/
282-2732). If you're new to Pascal, Oh! Pascal! by
Doug Cooper and Michael Clancy (W.W. Norton,
1985) is an excellent introduction to the language.
If you're familiar with Pascal or another language but
you're new to Mac programming, Stephen Chernicoffs
four-volume set, Macintosh Revealed (Howard Sams,
volumes 1-2, 1987; volume 3, 1989; volume 4, 1990),
will get you up to speed. Scott Knaster's How to Write
Macintosh Software (Howard Sams, 1988) and his
Macintosh Programming Secrets (Addison-Wesley,
1988) will help, too. A first-rate guide to learning Think
C is Macintosh Programming Primer by Dave Mark and

Cartwright Reed (Addison-Wesley, 1989; a second
volume was published in 1990). An excellent Pascal
version of the Mark and Reed book is available from
Addison-Wesley. Addison-Wesley's Macintosh Inside
Out series contains several excellent Mac programming books. And Apple's own Programmer's
Introduction to the Macintosh is a superb primer for
programmers who are new to the Mac.
Another excellent source of help and guidance is
America Online or CompuServe. CompuServe's
APPDEV and MACPRO forums contain source code for
hundreds of programs that you can take apart and
modify, as does America Online's MacDeveloper
forum, which also has online "classes" in Pascal and C.
Symantec also has a CompuServe forum for Think C
and Pascal users (type GO THINK at any ! prompt).
Also consider a subscription to MacTutor (P.O. Box
400, Placentia, CA 92670). a monthly Mac programming journal that covers all popular languages. [i!iJ
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Summary:
t1 Programming involves thinking about a problem, devising a list of steps for solving the problem,
then supplying those steps to the computer in a form it understands.
t1 You can't program the Mac in English, but you can use a programming language, which uses
English-like words called keywords to represent instructions and other functions.
t1 Many beginning programmers prefer learning with a beginner's language such as BASIC, while
professionals use more structured languages such as Pascal and C.
t1 The three processes involved in creating a program include brainstorming, writing the instructions, and
testing the program.
t1 Errors contained in a program are known as bugs, and can be caught using a programming
product's debugging features.
t1 Programming on the Macintosh differs from programming on other computers in that the
programmer need not design a user interface - the Mac already has one. Mac programs are also
considered to be event driven (always ready to respond to any action) unlike programs on other
computers, which pften restrict your available options.

Section Three

EXPANDING THE MAC

Chapter 34

Upgrading
In This Chapter:
v' Assessing your hardware upgrade options.
v' The upgrade limitations of the various Mac models.
v' Upgrade strategies for discontinued Macs.

v' Upgrade strategies for current Macs.
v' Buying an upgrade versus buying a new computer.
v' A list of some upgrade vendors and representative products.

B

uying into the Mac world is like boarding a moving train. You stand
alongside the tracks, waiting until the right model comes along, then you
time your leap and hold on as money nuners from your pockets. \XIhewyou made it.

But where are you heading? Toward a dead-end spur?Is a new model going to
pass as you settle into your seat?And if this u-ain can't take you ro your destination,
will you be able to transfer to one that can?
Every Mac owner has faced worries like these at one time or another - most
likely in 1990, when Apple tumed into Grand Central Station and released four
new .\1acs while discontinuing another four. And Apple's System 7.0 software
funher complicates matrers. Will your upgrade be compatible with all of System
7.0's features? Should you sell your old machine and buy a new one?
These aren't easy questions to answer, but one thing is certain: an old Mac may
not be the newest or fastest train on the tracks, but it can still take many people
where they want to go. (And it sure beats walking.) But more to the point, you can
upgrade an old Mac to give it mosr, if not all, of the features in Apple's current
ofTetings. And if you do have one of the newest Macs, hardware upgrades can
make a good thing even better. In this chapter, I'll out:line the most common
upgrade options available for old and new Macs, with the goal of helping you map
out an upgrade path that makes the most of your Mac and your money.
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Assessing Your Hardware Options
Before you can devise an upgrade strategy, it helps to know what your options
are. Hardware upgrades fall into two broad categories: ones that make your Mac
faster, and ones that add new features such as color or additional storage. The
most common upgrades wid1in these categolies (which often overlap) include:
•:• Afemo1y More memory helps programs run faster and enables MultiFinder and

System 7.0 to run more of them at once. More memory also lets you create
larger documents with programs that keep emire documents in memory
instead of swapping between memory and disk. (Examples include drawing
programs such as MacDraw ll, music sequencers such as Mark of the Unicorn's
Performer, and most spreadsheet and integrated packages such as Microsoft's
Excel and Works.) Memory plices have plummeted in recent years; at this
wliting, several mail-order retailers offer 4MB upgrades for a few hundred
dollars, and some include an installation \~deo and technical support. A 4MB
upgrade consists of four 1MB single in-line memory modules, or SIMMssmall, plug-in boards, each containing eight memory chips (see the table
"Memory Details').

•:• Harddisks With its vast storage capacity and swift speed, a hard disk is the
most important upgrade you can buy. With one, your Mac will strut progl"t~ms
and open documents far more quickly, and you'll be able to keep all your files
in one place instead of swapping and waiting for slow floppy disks. Hard disks
are cheap, too, with external uniLS starting at less than $300. lf you don't
already have one, get one - then back it up often.
•:• Accelemlor boards and CPU upgrades These silicon brain transplants replace
your Mac's central processing unit (CPU) with a faster, flashier one. Accelerators for the Mac Plus, SE, and Cla~sic usually replace those machines' 68000
CPU with a 68020 or 68030 - the CPUs that drive Apple's Mac LC and ll selies,
respectively. (fhe original Mac II used a 68020 CPU.) Accelerators for the Mac
II family replace the CPU with one that runs at a faster clock role, and therefore
allows your Mac to do more in less time. \'<!hat's the difference between an
accelerator and a CPU upgrade? Accelerator boards often include sockets for
memory; memory installed there can run faster than memory installed on your
Mac's logic board. CPU upgrades, on the other hand, simply replace the CPU,
and thus, don't provide the same degree of 1:>e1formance enhancement. Costs
range from several hundred dollars for an SE or Plus CPU upgrade to several
thousand for a ll-family acceleraLOr.
•:• logic board upgrades This upgrade involves an Apple dealer replacing your
machine's logic board with a different one. Logic board upgrades are resuictecl
to models that have cousins in the same basic c-ase -you can upgrade a 128K
and 512K Macro a Plus; an SE roan SF./30; a Ilcx to a Ilci; and a II and lix to a
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Ilfx (see the table "The Offidal Upgrade Path'). Logic board upgrades generally
cost more than accelerators, but they have a significant advantage: All logic
board upgrades either include or require the purchase of new read-only
memo1y (ROM) chips, which contain some of the Mac's fundamental system
software. When the ROM upgrade is sold separately from the logic board

Memory Details
Model
Classic

Plus, SE

Total Memory Configuration
1MB

logic board memory

2MB

as above plus 1MB Memory Expansion
Card with SIMM sockets empty

2.5MB

as above except 2 256K SIMMs

4MB

as above except 2 1MB SIMMs

1MB

4 256KSIMMs

2MB

21MB SIMMs

2.5MB
LC

Comments
150ns or faster chips required

150ns or faster chips required

2 256K, 21MB SIMMs

4MB

41MB SIMMs

2MB

logic board memory; SIMM Bank B empty

4MB

as above except 4 1MB SIMMs in Bank B

1DOns or faster chips required

II, llx, llcx,

1MB

4 256K SIMMs in Bank A; Bank B empty

llci, SE/30

2MB

as above except 4 256K SIMMs in Bank B

4MB

4 1MB SIMMs in Bank A; Bank B empty

5MB

as above except 4 256K SIMMs in Bank B

8MB

4 1MB SIMMs in Bank A and in Bank B

4MB

4 1MB SIMMs in Bank A; Bank B empty

8MB

as above except 4 1MB SIMMs in Bank B

SOns or faster chips required;
special SIMMs required;
minimum SIMM size: 1MB

1MB

logic board memory

1OOns or faster chips required

2MB

as above plus 4 256K SIMMs

5MB

as above except 4 1MB SIMMs

1MB

logic board memory

2MB

as above plus 1MB Memory Expansion Kit

llfx

llsi

Portable

120ns or faster chips required
(SOns for llci); for best
performance from llci, put
larger-capacity SIMMs in Bank B

1OOns or faster, low-power chips
required
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upgrade, the ROM upgrade sometimes also includes a SuperDrive floppy disk
drive. A SuperDti ve, also called the FDHD (short for floppy disk, high density)
can use high-capacity, 1.4MB floppy disks in addition ro the BOOK disks used by
most earlier Macs. l11us, your Mac nor only gets faster, it gets new features. The
SE-to-SIV30 upgrade, for example, gives you Color QuickDraw, which opens
the doors to color video boards. The logic board upgrade will serve you with
System 7.0, roo (see the sidebar "System 7.0 and Upgrades"). Some people
have whined about Apple's upgrade being pricey, but the fact is, no major
manufacturer in the IBM PC world provides similar upgrade options.

•!• 1-'ldeo bomds Their circuitty works along with display monitors to create the
Mac's screen image. Most Macs include video circuitry on their logic boards,
but can also accept plug-in video boards that control color or large-screen
monitors or add other display talents, including the ability to attach the Mac to
videocassette recorders (see Chapters 17 and 18).

The Official Upgrade Path
Upgrade

Cost

What You Get

Macintosh Plus Disk Drive Kit

$299

800K internal floppy drive,
128K ROMs

Macintosh Plus Logic Board Kit

$599 for 512K Macs; $799 for
128K Macs (also requires disk
drive kit above)

Mac Plus

Macintosh SE FDHD Upgrade Kit

$449

1.4MB internal high-density floppy
disk drive, new ROMs

Macintosh SE/30 Logic Board
Upgrade

$1699

Mac SE/30

$449

1.4MB internal high-density floppy
disk drive, new ROMs

$2999 (requires new memory)

Mac llfx

$2399

Mac llci

For Pro-Plus Macs

For Macintosh SEs

For Macintosh II
Macintosh II FDHD Upgrade Kit
For Macintosh II and llx
Macintosh llfx Logic Board Upgrade
For Macintosh llcx
Macintosh llci Logic Board Upgrade
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•!• Coprocessors These specialized microprocessors work along with the Mac's
CPU, lightening its load. Math coprocessors speed up calculations in spreadsheets and other number-cnmching programs. Math chips are often built into
or offered for acceler.uor boards, and are available on plug-in expansion cards
for the Mac LC and llsi. (Other Mac lis and the SE/30 include math chips; the
LC c-an accept one via irs expansion slot.) Graphics coprocessors, also called
graphics accelerators, are generally used with or included on true co/01; or 24bil, video cards, which enable Macs to display images with photogr'aphic
realism, but must move megabytes of data ro do ir. Without a graphics
accelerator, true color can require true patience. Graphics accelerators,
currently available for the Mac II series only, aren't cheap, with Apple's Display
Card 8• 24GC costing S1999.

•!• Sound-recording bardtvare The Mac LC and llsi conmin sound-recording
circuiuy that, with appropriate software, lets you "attach" recorded comments
to documents and send voice mail messages to other Macs on a network. As we
saw in Chapter 32, you can add sound-recording features to other Macs using
external hardware such as Farallon's i\•lacRecorders, which retail for $149 to
$249, depending on the model. Other low-cost recording hardware includes
Articulate Systems' Voice Link and Premier Technology's $59.95 Maci\'l ic.

•!• Cache mem01y boards These special-purpose memot)' boards boost a Mac's
overall perfonnance 15 to 30 percent b)' storing the most recently used
instructions and data in a small amount (usually 321<) of high-speed memory

System 7.0 and Upgrades
Where hardware upgrades and System 7.0 are
concerned, one area is of special concern: virtual
memory, a feature that lets the Mac treat part of a hard
disk as memory. In the past, it was believed that all you
needed to use System 7.0's virtual memory feature was
a Mac containing a 68030 processor or a 68020
combined with a paged memory-management unit
(PMMU) chip. Not so. System 7.0's virtual memory
software relies on certain ROM routines that aren't
present in Pluses or SEs. Thus, the virtual memory
feature works only with Macs designed around the
68030 processor, or with original Mac lis equipped with
the optional PMMU chip.

To work around this problem, many accelerator
boards will (or already do) include Connectix Corporations' Virtual utility software, which implements virtual
memory with today's system software, and which will
be updated to be compatible with System 7.0. What
does this mean for accelerator shoppers? If you want
virtual memory in your 68030-accelerated Plus or SE,
be sure a 68030 accelerator includes or is compatible
with the Virtual utility before you buy. And if you want
virtual memory without having to use a third-party
utility, buy an Apple 68030 logic board upgrade or a
new machine instead of an accelerator. llil
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that the processor can access faster than main memo1y. For a few hundred
dollars, you can add a cache mem01y board to the original Mac II as well as to
the Ilci, which contains a slot designed specifically for one. Cache memo1y is
built into the Mac llfx and many accelerator boards for the SE.

Assessing Your Slot Options
Before you s~111 musing over which upgrades to buy, it's important to know
thar some Macs are less receptive to upgrades than others (see the sidebar
"SUJve)~ng the Slots'). The Classic, Plus, and earlier machines are espedally
resistant to improvement. They're sealed boxes, with no expansion slots for
accepting plug-in boards such as video boards, accelerators, and high-speed
networking bot1rcls. To work around this, upgrade developers generally use the
Kii(J' Clip, a clip that stJacldles the machine's processor and thus taps into the
signals that would othe1wise be provided by an expansion slot (for background on
the benefits of expansion slots, see rhe sidebar "This Bus is Never Late").

Surveying the Slots
The SE, SE/30, llsi, and LC each contain one expansion slot. The Mac II and llx each contain six, while the
llfx contains seven. The llcx has three slots and the llci
has four.
But all slots are not created equal. The SE's slot is
much less sophisticated than those of its successors,
although it's adequate for accelerator boards and largescreen video cards.
The SE/30, llsi, and llfx each provide one 030 Direct
Slot, which allows access to all of the control, address,
and data signals of the 68030 processor that these
machines use. In theory, you can use any board designed
for an 030 Direct Slot in any of these three machines. In
practice, physical and electrical compatibility problems
can surface. For example, the llsi's case is too short to
vertically accommodate a card designed for the SE/30,
where a card lies horizontally, parallel to the logic board.

Apple's 030 Direct Slot Adaptor Card contains its own slot
into which you plug your 030 expansion card. Because the
adaptor card is positioned at a right angle to the logic
board, the 030 card you plug into it ends up being parallel
to the logic board, and thus, fits within the llsi's case. The
030 Direct Slot Adaptor Card also contains a 68882 math
coprocessor chip.
The primary means of expansion in the Mac II family
are NuBus slots, named for a standard that was
developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and refined in 1985 by a standards committee comprising representatives from MIT, AT&T, Texas Instruments,
Apple, and others. The NuBus standard specifies
every1hing from how expansion boards access the
internal bus to such physical details as the distance
between the slot's pins.
To use a NuBus board with the Mac llsi, you need an~
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This clip-on technique works, but it's not without potential problems. One risk
is electrical: the Plus and earlier machines lack fans and their power supplies can
be stressed by hm~ng to provide juice for extra hardware. The other risk is
mechanical: accelerator clips can be jostled loose or develop unreliable connections, especially if you move your machine around. The Classic may be especially
prone to this problem: according to several upgrade vendors I've talked to, the
way in which its processor is soldered to the logic board makes it difficult to
develop a clip that stays put.
The llcx, llci, Ilsi, and LC also contain soldered rather than socketed CPU
chips. This has hampered the acceleraLOr board market for these machines, since
most accelerator boards require you to remove the original CPU and plug the
accelerator board into its socket. The physical design of these machines' CPUs
complicates clip-on altemarives.
The acceleraLOr-and-soldered-CPU issue aside, upgrading any other Mac is
generally stra.ightforward, since all other models provide at least one slot. With the
single-slot SE, SE/30, LC, and llsi, there isn't much room to grow, so you'll need to
choose upgrade options carefully. Fonunately, several SE accelerators can accept
large-screen video boards via piggyback connectors. And as the LC and Llsi

adaptor such as Apple's NuBus Slot Adaptor Card. This
card contains a 68882 math coprocessor as well as
Apple's custom-designed set of NuBus transceiver
chips, which allow the llsi to communicate with a
NuBus card. And the card contains the standard, 96-pin
NuBus connector into which you plug your NuBus
board, which runs from front to back within the llsi's
case, parallel to the logic board. A bracket inside the
llsi's case helps support a NuBus board.
NuBus slots overcome two of the classic drawbacks
of slots: forcing users to fuss with small switches
inside the case that tell the computer what hardware
you've installed, and making it harder for software
developers to write software that runs on different
system configurations.

Every NuBus board contains a configuration ROM a read-only memory chip that identifies the board and
describes its capabilities. When you switch on a Mac II,
its Slot Manager consults each board's configuration
ROM and then sets up your system accordingly. Thus,
installation is usually a plug-and-play proposition.
Apple tackled the software compatibility problem by
designing the Mac's system software to act as an
intermediary between programs and your hardware.
Properly written Mac programs avoid accessing
hardware directly; instead, they use Macintosh Toolbox
routines, which access the hardware. So as long as
software developers follow Apple's guidelines, their
programs will run on any Mac, regardless of the boards
it contains. ll!J]
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become increasingly popular, we'll probably see more multifimction cards that
cram several upgrades onto one board.

Strategies for Discontinued Macs
Let's look at some specific upgrade strategies, starting with discontinued Macs.
See the table "Where to Buy Upgrades" for a paniallist of upgrade vendor-s and
representative products.
128K, 512K, and 512K Enhanced You can upgrade a 512K Mac to a 512K
Enhanced by bu}ring Apple's BOOK Disk Drive Kit, which also includes the 128K
Mac Plus ROM chips. But the 512KE lacks the SCSI circuiuy needed for fast hard
disks and it lacks sun1cient memory to run most of today's progmms. For that
reason, it's bener to go all the way and buy both the disk drive kit and the
Macintosh Plus Logic Board Upgrade to get a full-fledged Mac Plus. If you have a
128K or 512K Mac, you can also assemble the equiv:1lem of a Plus by using Apple's
Mac Plus ROM chips along with third-party SCSI and memory hardware from firms
such as Computer Care, Dove Computer Corporation, and l\ewbridge

This Bus is Never Late
To understand the benefits of slots, you need to
understand the bus - an internal freeway that carries
data between the Mac's memory, its microprocessor,
and a variety of support chips.
All Macs contain two primary buses: the address
bus, which carries signals from the microprocessor that
specify where in memory data is to be stored or
retrieved, and the data bus, which carries the data
itself. With only a few exceptions, all the data that
moves within the Mac does so on its data bus. Thus,
the speed of the bus is one of the many factors that
determines a Mac's overall performance.
When you consider the significant role it plays, the
advantages of tapping into the bus become clear. With
direct access to the microprocessor, to memory, and to
many of the timing and control signals inside the

Mac, a device connected to the bus becomes an
integral part of the Mac. Accelerator boards are able
to supplement or even supplant the Mac's microprocessor with their own.
Another advantage is speed. A device connected
directly to the bus can transfer data and communicate
with memory far faster than it could using one of the
Mac's external connectors. In an SE, for example, the
SCSI port transfers data at about 656,000 bytes per
second; a card in the SE's expansion slot, however can
access memory at over 3 million bytes per second. Yes,
there's always a benefit to eliminating the middleman.
If the bus is a freeway, then a slot is a set of on and
off ramps, ready to accommodate high-performance
add-ons without clips, voided warranties, or fried
power supplies. 1m
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Microsystems. But act now or forever hold your peace, bec:ause rumor has it the
128K ROMs and Apple's upgrades may not be available for long. (Some upgrade
firms are reporting ROM scarcities now.) Given this, the low price of the new
Macs, and !.he fact that the Plus itself has been discontinued, it may make more
sense just to buy a new Mac.

Where to Buy Upgrades
Company

Phone

Products

Aox

617/890-4402

DoubleTime-16 accelerator for SE

Apple Computer

408/996-1010

logic board, floppy disk drive upgrades

Aura Systems

619/438-7730

ScuzzyGraph series drives monitors via SCSI

Computer Care

800/950-2273

memory, video upgrades for 128K, 512K, 512K Enhanced,
Plus, SE, Classic

Computer System Associates

619/566-3911

FasTrack accelerator for SE

DayStar Digital

404/ 967-2077'
800/962-2077

accelerators and cache boards for II series

Dove Computer

919n63-7918,
800/ 622-7627

accelerators and CPU upgrades for most Macs; SCSI and
memory upgrades for pre-Plus Macs

Lapis Technologies

415n48-16oo

video upgrades for most Macs, including Classic

Mac Doctor Electronics

415/964-2131

Brainstorm series of memory upgrades for 128K, 512K Macs

Mobius Technologies

415/654-0556

030 Display System adds 68030 CPU and large-screen video
circuitry to SE

Newbridge Microsystems

613/592-5080

accelerators, memory, and CPU upgrades for most Macs,
including 128K and 512K; graphics accelerator for II series

Novy Systems

904/427-2358

Mac20MX accelerator for 512K Enhanced, Plus, SE

Orchid Technology

415/683-0300

MacSprint II cache board for original Mac II

PSI Integration

408/559-8544

cache board, 030 slot adaptor for llsi

Radius

408/434-1010

accelerators for Plus, SE; video upgrades for most models

Second Wave

512/343-9661

expansion chassis for most Macs

Siclone Sales & Engineering

408/263-8207'
8oon27-8207

accelerators for Mac II, llx, SE; memory upgrades for
Portable

Sigma Designs

41sn1o-o1 oo

Bullet 3040 accelerator for Mac llci and llsi

SuperMac Technology

408/245-2202

SpeedCard accelerator for SE

Total Systems

503/345-7395,
800/ 874-2288

accelerators for 128K, 512K, Plus, SE
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Given the poor u-ack record of Plus and pre-Plus power supplies, if you do opt
for an upg1-ade, consider beefing up your machine's power supply using the $80
Power Up kit from Total Systems lnteg1-ation (I"SI), which replaces the supply's
most failure-prone pans. You can either have your dealer install the kit or send
your power supply board to TSI for installation ($148 including the kit).

Plus If you've outgrown the Plus, your best option is to sell it or supplement it
with a ne\v machine. Accele1-ators and large-screen adapters are available, but the
Plus's weak power supply and lack of a fan make these upgrades somewhat risky.
If you're determined, note the power supply comments above.
SE There's a brighter future for this recently canned Apple, whose expansion
slot can reliably accept accelermor boards and large-screen monochrome monitor
adapters (sony, no color). Apple's S11'30 Logic Board Upgrade is even more
appealing, providing Color QuickDrmv, a more up-to-date e.xpansion slot, and
suppon for vinual memo1y under System 7.0. Keep in mind, though, that any SE
expansion board you may already have (such as an accele1-ator or large-screen
video board) won't work in an S11'30's slot.
llcx This workhorse Mac II can last for years, thanks ro d1ree NuBus expansion slots and a large selection of boards to fill them. However, all but the very first
llcx machines contain soldered rather than socketed CPU chips, and as mentioned
earlier, that means problems for accelerator boards. DayStar Digital is the only
firm offering Ucx accelel-arors, and you need to send in your machine's logic board
to have a CPU socket installed. (If you can't bear the clown time, some DayStar
dealers will swap logic boards for an extra charge.) A better upgt-ade alternative
may be Apple's Ilci logic board, which gives you faster perfonnance, a slot for a
cache memory card, and new ROMs thac support more than 8MB of memoty
under System 7.0.

ll, llx With six NuBus slots, these big Macs may have the brightest future of
all. Accelet-ators such as those from DayStar Digital and Siclone Sales and Engineering provide 68030s running at clock mLes of 33MHz to 50MHz, yielding
performance that rivals the top-of-the-line Mac llfx. Speaking of which, Apple's llfx
logic board upgmde retails for just $2999 plus memory - a deal so good it's
created a hot market for usecl lls and ILxs and helped push down ptices for II and
Ilx accelet-ator boards. A much less-expensive but still valuable upgt-ade for the
o1iginal Mac ll is a PMMU chip, while allows the II to take advantage of System
7.0's virtual memory fea[Ure.

Strategies for Current Macs
Just because a Mac is still being manufactured doesn't mean there isn't room
for improvement.
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Classic l\5 mentioned earlier, the Classic uses a soldered rather than socketed
CPU chip that promises to make life difficult for accelerator developers. Still, Dove
Computer offers a 68030 upgrade, and others will probably follow suit Uirgescreen video adaptors are also m·ailable. Gi,•en the challenges the Classic presents
to CPU clip manufacturers, it might be prudemto wait a while before buying a
product that clips on to the Classic's CPU to make sure the wrinkles have been
ironed out.
SE/ 30 It's a good thing this Mac is reasonably fast, because no accelerator
boards are available for the current model. (Dove's Mara1non 030 Accelerator is
available for early SE/30s, whose CPUs were socketed.) Uirge-screen and color
video boards are available, however.
LC At this writing, no accelerators had been announced for the fledgling LC,
although Dynamac had announced its S99 LCDevice card, whicl1 contains sockets
for a 68030 CPU and a 68882 mad1 coprocessor chip. Dove has a similar card on
the drawing board. DayStar Digital plans ro develop an accelerator, but representatives told me the machine's small pmver supply presents a considerable design
challenge- it supplies only 4 \Vatts to expansion boards, versus 15 in the !lex.
'01e LC's soldered CPU complicates things, too. Video hardware is beginning tO
proliferate for the LC. One nmeworthy product is Dynamac's LCDisplay, a liquidcrystal display (LCD) technology similar to that used by many portable computers.
PSI Integration's Bus Adapter Card lets you use SE/30 expansion boards and
provides a slot for a cache memory board. Finally, Second Wave is developing an
adapter that ''~II let you usc one NuBus expansion board >vith the LC. The adaptor
should be available by the Lime you read this.

llsi 'Olanks to its unique expansion-slot design, this littlest \!lac U can
accept eitl1er a NuBus board or a board designed for d1e SEt30's 030 Direct
Slot NuBus compatibility means a huge selection of boards, but some,
including Apple's own 8• 24GC graphics accelerator, draw more current than
d1e llsi's power supply can deliver. (Apple says you can use the 8•24GC provided
your home or office temperature doesn'l exceed 90° F.) Determine lhe power
requirements of any NuB us board you plan to buy for Lhe Usi. Also, some boards
designed for the SE!30's 030 Direct Slot may not work in tlle llsi. \Vhether you're
shopping for a 1\uBus or 030 Direct Slot board, it's smanto veri fy compatibility
before buring a board for the llsi. DayStar Digiral and Dove plan ro support the
llsi with accelerator and CPU upgrade boards.
The llsi's ability to use either an 030 Direct Slot card or a NuBus card introduces an import ant question for Usi owners: Which expansion camp do I buy
into? Organizations with other Mac lis will probably want the NuBus adaptor in
tl1e interest of stanclarclization. Also, there's curremly a larger selection of NuBus
cards to choose from. But the 030 Direct Slot has the potential to provide higher
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perfonmmce for data-intensive applications such as 24-bit color and digital sound
processing. That's because the 030 Direct Slot runs at 20MHz versus NuBus'
lOtl.fi-Iz. What's more, it's also likely that more mukifunction expansion cards will
be developed for the 030 Direct Slot, now that it's supported by three Mac models
(the SE/30, !lsi, and llfx), two of which provide just one slot. In the end, you'll
want to do some research to determine which type of board to buy when both
camps offer products with similar features.
Dei One of the most popular and inexpensive upgrades for this fast Mac is a
cache card. Citing reliability problems, Apple yanked its Ilci cache card from the
market for a while, but released it again in Febrwuy 1991. A large selection of
third-party cards is available. Sigma Designs' Bullet 3040, a card that instaUs in the
llci's cache card siOL, accelerates the llci's perfotm ance by boosting its CPU's clock
rate to 40iVI.Hz. Another way to speedup the llci is to use a NuBus video board
instead of the machine's built-in video, whose design can slow down the machine,
especially in its 16- and 256·color modes ( fhis speed-up tip applies to the LC and
llsi, too.) .

Dfx Given its blazing speed and exotic design, it's not surprising that no
accelerators are available for Apple's top·of-the-line Mac. (Another problem is that
the Motorola's faster 68040 microprocessor generates a fair amount of heat.
Developers creating 68040-based accelerators for the llfx will have to find a way to
dissipate that extra warmth.) llfx memoty, storage, and video upgrades abound.

Portable One of the most useful upgrades for the Portable is an external
video monitor adapter. Aura System's Scuzzy Graph anaches to the Pottable's
SCSI pon and can drive monochrome or color monitors. Generation Systems'
Portable Publisher installs in the Portable's processor direct slot and can drive
numerous Apple monitors. Computer Care's Video Mac Pac also installs in the
processor direct slot and can chive numerous monitors designed for use with the
IBM PC. Numerous memory upgrades are available for the Ponable.
Finall~', it's worth noting that Second Wave offers expa??sion chassis for most
Mac models. The chassis are external boxes containing expansion slots and power
supplies. The Plus and Portable chassis let you use SE expansion cards, while the
SE/30 and !I-family chassis support NuBus C'drds.

Upgrade or New Machine?
Buying the right upgrade requires pinpointing your present Mac's
weaknesses: Do programs r.ake too long to start, or documents too long to open?
You might need a faster hard disk (or any hard disk, if you don't have one) . Once
a program starts, does it run sluggishly? \Vhat aspects of its operation are sluggish?
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Do calculations take too long? A math coprocessor or an accelerator or logic
board upgrade might be in order. Do u·ue-color graphics ooze onto the screen?
You might need a graphics acceleraror. If you answer ··all of the above,·· think
about a new, faster machine.
Last but far from least, ir's important to assess your financial options to
determine which will cost less: upgrading an existing Mac or selling it and
buying a new one. Before Ocrober 1990, upgmding an existing machine
usually made bener financial sense, since the onl)' alternative was a consider·
ably more expensive new machine. Now that Apple has lowered prices and
introduced the more affordable Classic, LC, and llsi, the decision isn't as easy.
Given the cost of hardware upgrades - and the compatibility and reliability
risks that sometimes accompany them - a new machine may be the smarter
buy. That's especially the <:ase if you want to take a big leap forward, from, say,
a 1MB SE to a 4MB, 68030-basecl machine that suppons sound recording. And
even if a new machine costs slightly more, the extra femures it provides may
be wonh 1he cost.
There's another plus to buying a new machine: you get a blank slate that's
read)• to accept all the upgrade options that will be developed for it. That
knowledge will be cnmforring when the next convoy of new trains starts rolling
out of Apple Station.

Summary:
v' You can upgrade an old Mac to give it most, if not all, of the features in Apple's current offerings. You
can also upgrade a new Mac to make a good thing even better.
v' Hardware categories fall into two broad categories: ones that makes your Mac faster, and ones that
add new features such as color or additional storage.
v' The most common upgrades include: memory, hard disks, accelerator boards and CPU upgrades, logic
board upgrades, video boards, coprocessors, sound-recording hardware, and cache memory boards.
v' Some Macs are less receptive to upgrades than others. The Classic, Plus and earlier models do not
contain expansion slots for accepting plug-in boards.

v' if you've outgrown a Mac Plus or earlier model, your best option might be to buy a new machine due
to the riskiness of upgrading these models.
v' When considering whether to upgrade an older machine or buy a new one, you should first pinpoint
your Mac's weaknesses and then assess your financial options to determine which will cost less.
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Chapter 35

PostScript
In This Chapter:

v What is PostScript?
v PostScript's object-oriented approach to creating text and images.
v A look at how PostScript treats text and fonts.
v Accessing a PostScript printer with a Mac.

v

PostScript, TrueType, and Truelmage: Can they coexist?

Vour boss is no smarter than you are, yet you're treated like a peripheral in the
; ffice. You sit in a corner, biding time, waiting for the boss to bark. When the
orders finally arrive, you go into action, assimilating data, making decisions,
crunching numbers, and turning out a finished product that makes the boss look
stellar. What's in it for you?All the paper you can eat and a new toner ca111idge now
and then.

1

It's a good thing PostScript printers haven't unionized, or they might demand
the attention d1ey deserve. Sure, the Mac's graphics and ftiencUy personality
sparked the desktop publishing revolution. But it's PostScript-based laser printers
that have fueled the fire. In this chapter, I'll examine PostSclipt and the patt it plays
in the printing world. This tour of PostScript will set the stage for our look at laser
printers in the next chapter. I'll also look at how PostSoipt fonts can coexist
peacefully with Apple's TrueType outline fonts, which I examined in Chapter 25.

PostScript's Place
What is PostSClipt?To most laser printer users, it's air: unseen and unheard, but
indispensable. Technically, PostSctipt is a programming language- a vocabula1y
of English-like keylf>"OJds, combined with symbols for performing math and other
operations, that can be assembled into programs that perfonn a given task. With an
all-purpose programming language like BASIC or Pascal, the task might be a game,
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an accounting program, or a word processor. With PostScript, the result is a
page produced by an output device- a laser printer or imagesetter.
PostSCiipt is a page-description lang11age, a specialized dialect whose vocabulary is tightly focused on the task of describing the appearance and position of
text and graphics on a page.
Page description languages are recem developments, inspired by th e
burgeoning capabilities of computer printers and the incre-t~sing demands of
their users. PostSCii pt was born in 1982 at Adobe Systems, under the guidance
of founders Charles Geschke and j ohn Warnock. Before founding Adobe, they
developed a similar page description language called InterPress at Xerox's Palo
Alto Research Cemer, the research an d development lab where many of the
Mac's mouse, window, and menu concepts were first tested.

••

PostScript lives in the part o f a laser printer called the controller. The
controller accepts instructions and data from the Mac, interprets them, then
controls the printer's engine, which produces the hard cop)'· This controlling
process involves directing the pulsing of the printer's light source (usually a
laser) as it scribes a series of fine parallel lines across a photosensitive drum or
belt. The lines - 300 per inch on most laser printers - are similar to the scan
lines visible upon dose examination o f a computer or television screen.
Indeed, the image on a video screen and a page of
laser printer output are actually close cousins,
PostScript is a page-description
bod1 made of scan lines produced by a "!"aster
language, a specialized dialect
controller. Ae~·onym buffs often call laser printer
whose vocabulmy is tightly
controllers RIPs, shan for raster image processor.

focused on the task of describing
the appearance and position of
text and graphics on a page. ~~

All laser printers have comrollers, but not all
controllers use page description languages. Many
laser printers, including the best-selling HewleuPackard Laser]et series, accept orders in the form
of less-flexible contml codes. A control code is a special command sequence
sent by the computer mat tells a printer, "Don't print what comes next; u·eat it
as a command instead." Some control codes tell the printer to switch to bold
or underlined type, or to a diffe rent font. Others may feed a sheet of paper,
position text at a certain location, or draw lines on a page.

Control codes, also called escape codes, have been guiding print mechanisms for decades. They're fine for formatting the monospaced, "letter quality''
characters of a daisy wheel printer or electronic typewriter, and they're
adequate for insmrcting a printer to switch from one font to another. But as a
printer's capabilities increase, so do the number of comrol codes required to
access them. If you're a controller designer, one solution is to add new control
codes to accommodate new features - at the risk o f creating a dizzyingly high
number o f control codes that could be obsolete when tomorrow's p1int

engines arrive. A better solution is to start from scratch and design a graphicsand printing-o1ienred language whose words can be combined in different
ways to produce clifTerem results. That's the PostScript approach.

The Object is the Game
PostSoipt is built on a foundation that gives it complete dominion over a
printer's capabilities. One cornerstone of that foundation is a powerful set of
graphlcsoperalors - programming routines thar allow PostScript to rotate,
enlarge, reduce, shade, chop, slice, and dice graphic images. Another is the basic
premise that eve1ything on a page, including text, is a graphic. That means
anything PostScript can do to a picture, it can do to text. And the mortar holding it
all together is an of!jecl-olienled approach that lets PostSoi pt create images on
everything from video screens to laser plinters to imagesetters.
Let's address that last point first. Back in Chapter 8, we looked at the differences between bitmapped and objeC[-Oriented graphics. We saw then that a
bitmappeel graphic such as a MacPaim picture is a series (a map) of bits in the
l\Iac's memo1y , each corresponding to a clot on the screen. An object-oriemed
graphic like a 1vlacDraw drawing, however, is sLOred as a series of commands for
QuickDraw, the Mac's built-in lib r~uy of graphics routines. These commands
desoibe each object's appearance, including its location, size, line thickness, ancl
pattern. Because object-oriented drawings arc stored as QuickDraw commands
rather than as a fixed number of dots, they are resolullontitdependenl - they
can take advantage of all the sharpness }'Our printer has to offer. They aren't tied
to the relatively coarse 72 dot-per-inch (dpi) resolution of the Mac's screen.
PostScript takes a similar route to resolution independence by acting as a
middleman between the Mac and the primer's engine. A PostScript controller
receives commands from the Mac that describe each object's location and
appearance, interprets the commands, then creates a bitmapped image for the
entire page in the printer's rnem01y. Thus the Mac can remain blissfully ignorant
of the printer's resolution; an image becomes tied to a ftxed number of dotS per
inch only moments before it's p1inted, when its bit map is created in the printer's
mem01y. (The one time this rule doesn't appl}' is when you're p1inting a MacPainttype picture, \vhosc resolution is already ca1vcd in the Mac's memory. That's why
object-oriented programs like MacDra\v give better results with laser printers.)
The biggest benefit of PostScri pt's resolution independence is that it frees
d1e Mac from having to know how much resolution a given printer provides.
That means you can use the same programs to prinL the same documents on
a 300-dpi Personal Laser\X-'Iiter NT, a 600-dpi Varityper Vf-600, or a 2540-dpi
Linotronic 300. The only difference bet:\veen the output of each will be increasingly sharper images.
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Well, almosr. There can be some trials on the trail from Laser\'<11iter to
Linotronic. The most obvious is the appearance of gre)' shades, called screens in
the printing u-acle. A screen comprises a group of elms; the more dots within the
screen's area, the darker the shade of grey. On LaserWriters, each dot is about
1
/;ou-inch in diameter - the smallest clot the printer's engine can produce. But a
Linotronic 300 can create a dot lfl54o-inch in diameter. This size difference means
that light screens print far lighter on a Linotronic than on a l.aser\Xfriter. Bod1
devices are printing the same number of clots, but their size differs. Hairline rules,
which are one clot wide, are finer on a Linotronic for the same reason. And as we'll
see in Chapter 39, their smaller clots allow Linos and od1er high-resolution
PostScript printers to deliver superior results when printing scanned images.
Also, some Linotronic users repon problems with extremely complex pages
taxing the controllers of older Linotronics, even though the same pages may
p1im on a desktop laser printer without incident. That presents another
potential compatibility w1inkle: Even though PostScript is designed for device
independence, situations can occur where a document that prints on one
p1intcr chokes another. One p1inter may lack foms another one has, or may
have less free memory than anod1er. lmagesetter veterans recommend
printing test documents m verify font ancl memo1y compatibility. It's a lot
harder to iron out compatibility wrinkles with a deadline staring you in
the face.

Language of a Thousand Faces
A variation on the object-oriented theme gives PostScript enough font
finesse to make a rype hound howl. ln PostScript printers, fonts are stored as
mathematic equations called Olftlines that the controller can use to create
characters of virtually any size - just as a Mac that uses TrueType or Adobe
Type Manager can (see d1e section "Truth in Type" in Chapter 25).
And because PostScript can apply its graphics-manipulation skills to text,
PostScript printers can shade text, rotate it, print text in circles or along a wavy
line, and even print text within text, as shown in the flgure "A C of PostSCiipt."
Of course, all the type-transformation talent in the \vorld is worthless if your
fonts arc ugly to begin with. Adobe's libr~uy includes hundreds of today's most
beautiful t;tces, licensed from such titans of type as Mergenthaler and the
International Typeface Corpot-aLion (lTC). 111ou ·ancls of top-quality fonts are
available from font developers such as Bitstream, Casady & Greene, and
Compugraphic.
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A C of PostScript
PostScript can "clip" text to fit within an arbitrary shape.
This custom-patterned C Iabove}is the result of the
PostScript program shown at right. To download this
program, type it using a word processor, save the file as a
text-only file, and then use a downloading utility such as
Adobe's Font Downloader.

0 350 BOVeto
Roma n setfont Bac kg r ound
gre s t ore

The best fonts to usc \Vith 300-dpi PostScript ptinters are ~jpe 1 fonts containing binls that allow the printer's controller to tweak the appearance of text
(especially small sizes) LO look their best within the resolution available. Unhinted,
or l)pe J. fonts produce excellent resul ts on high-resolution imagesetters, but can
produce chunky-looking text on 300-dpi printers.
Most PostScJipt printers come with between 13 and 35 typefaces built into
ROM chips, and organized into_/cum!ies. For example, the Times family
comprises four typefaces: Times Roman, Times Iralic, Times Bole!, and Times
Bold Italic. You Gln supplement a printer's ROM-based fonts with
riOtmloadab/e Jon!.>, whose outlines are stored in individual files within your
System Folder and downloaded into the printer's memoty before use. A laser
printer with 2MB of mcmoty has enough room to hold a half-dozen or so
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fonts. Printers containing more memoty have room for more. And as we'll see in
the next chapter, some primers can accept their own hard disks that hold
hundreds of downloadable fonts.

The Price of Power
The calculations involved in translating lont outlines and interpreting graphics
commands could keep a Mac busy for some time. Indeed, a Mac Classic, SE, or
Plus is slower at running Adobe Trpe Manager or Tn.teT}1Je than is a Mac II-class
machine. But a PostSctipt printer contains impressive computing hardware that
liberates the Mac from much of thm math. In a Personal L1Ser\Xfriter NT, a 68000
mio-oprocessor presides over 2MB of memoty, roughly half of which is required
to hold a full-page, 300-dpi bitmap. Anmher megabyte of ROM holds d1e
PostScript interpreter and built-in fonts, while a cast of supporting chips manages
communications between Mac and controller, and controller and engine. Before
the Mac U was introduced, many joked that L.aserWriters were Apple's most
powerful computers. They weren't entirely wrong.
These smans free the Mac from grappling with the mytiad calculations
necessary to describe a complex image. That 's the primmy reason why a
PostScript printer's perfonnance doesn't v;uy significantly depending on the kind
of Mac you use it with. With a QuickDraw printer, by contrast, printing times vaty
significantly depending on what kind of Mac you have.
Sophisticated PostSctipt controllers arc also one reason why PostScript ptinters
cost more than non-PostScript printers. For example, d1e stripped-down version
of He\\:!ett-Packard's L.aset}et UP uses the identical Canon-built print engine as the
Personal LaserWriter NT, but is often sold lor under $1000.
To make their purchase less painful, PostSctipt ptimers contain pnitl semer
software that lets up to 32 Macs on a network share one printer. Setver software
lets a printer listen for print requests from any machine on the network, and
service them on a fit-st-come, first-setved basis. Non-PostScript ptinrers generally
lack server software; multiple machines can share them only if you buy expensive
splitter boxes and sctver software.
Despite having its own microprocessor and a good head for figures, a
PostScript printer can seem slow at times. Documents cont:aining large or complex
graphics can bog clown the controller. In the next chapter, we'll take a closer look
at some of the factors that influence a PostScript ptinter's petformance.
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PostScript and Macs
To access a PostScript printer, a Mac running System versions prior to 7.0
needs two system files, l..aserPrep and l..aserWriter. The l..aserWriter file is apn'nter
dnverrhat tells the Mac how to access a PostScript printer. The LaserPrep file is a
Pos!Saipt dictiontlly that the i\·l ac u·ansmits ro the printer at the beginning of the
first job you print after starting the printer- it's \Vhat's being sent when the Mac
displays the "Status: initializing printer" message. (You'll see this message only
when you've disabled the Mac's background printing option or when the
Prinuvl onitor window is open.)
LaserPrep actually adds new commands to the PostScript language d1at allow it
to work with the LaserWriter driver, which doesn't send standard PostScript
commands, but a special, pseudo-PostScript "shorthand" thm takes less time ro
transmit over d1e network and is more compatible with QuickDraw. In essence,
LaserPrep takes the pri nter aside and whispers, ''Listen. We Macs use PostScript a
bit differently. Here's what we do... " These e.x:tenskms to the PosrSa·ipt language
remain in the printer's memory until it's shut ofT, which is why you only see the
"initializing printer" message during your first print job.
Dictionaries ger out of date and need to be revised fi·om time to time. Apple
has released several versions of the LaserWriter and l.aserPrep nles. The 6.x and
7.0 versions of the Laser\Xlriter driver are l~lSter than their predecessors, they have
superior color- and greyscale-printing capabilities, they support more paper sizes,
and they provide an option rhar lets you have an unlimited number of
downloadable fonts in a document - at the price of performance.
It's important that you use me same version of the Laserw·ri ter driver on every
Macintosh in your network. Mix and match versions, and you'll frequently see
error messages notifying you that the pri mer was initialized with an incompatible
version of the driver, and needs to be restarted.
To use a PostScript printer with System 7.0, you need only the LaserWrirer file.
System 7.0 does away with the LaserPrep file, putting the PostScript dictionaty in
the l..aserWriter driver itself. Version 6.1 of the l..aserWriter driver (which works
with System 6.0.7) also rakes this approach. You can safely mix U:tScrWriter driver
versions 6.1 and 7.0 on a network.

PostScript Programs
The l..aserWriter driver may be all the Mac needs to access a PostScript printer,
but it takes a special breed of application program to plumb the depths of
PostScript's power. lllustrarors and other graphic arts professionals swear by
PostScript-oriented drawing programs such as Adobe Illustrator and Aldus
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FreeHand, both of which let rou trace pasted-in or scanned bit mapped images
and then p1int the resultS or save them in a variety of f01mats, including PostSCJipt
code. AltSys Corporation·s Fontographer lets you dissect and modify exisling
PostSCJipt fontS (to add, for example, special characters or create symbols) or
design entirely new ones. Chapter 6 discusses these and other fom-alteling
programs.
Many desktop publishing and word processing programs let you incorporate
PostScript effectS created with these programs. Several methods exist for
including PostSCJipt eiTects in other documents, but the most useful arc Encapsu·
lated PostScript (EPS) files, and special PICT files containing embeclcled PostSclipt
commands. The two files have technical differences, but both provide the same
advantage: d1ey store the PostScript progr~unming statementS the p1inter needs to
create an effen , as UJel/ as QuickDraw commands tJ1at let the Mac approximate
the eAect on screen. In an EPS file, a p011ion of the file contains PosrSclipt
statementS, while another pan contains the QuickDraw commands. The PICT·
with-PostSCJipt fo1mat stores the PostSCJipt statements needed to create an effect
along with the QuickDraw commands all PICT-fom1at files contain. With this
approach, you can include PostSclipt illustrations and text effects in programs that
don't support EPS files, such as Microsoft Word.
The common denominator between the aforementioned programs is that
they're "PostScript aware." Their output contains instructions thm go straight to
d1e hea11 of a PostScript controller, instead of being simple bitmappecl images or
QuickDraw commands. Apple \Valks a nne line where the development of such
PostScript-dependant products is concerned. On one hand, it recognizes the need
to take full advantage of d1e PostScript primers it has helped populalize. But on
the other hand, PostSCJipt-oriemed programs can be incompatible with (or at
least deliver infeJior results with) non-PostScript printers such as GCC's
QuickDraw-based Personal LaserPrinter U and Apple's own Personal LaserW1itcr
LS, LaserWriter IISC, and St:yleW1iter.

PostScript, TrueType, and Truelmage:
Can They Coexist?
\'\-'hen Apple announced System 7.0 and TrueTypc fonts in .\•lay 1989, indusuy
pundits began predicting chaos in the primer and publishing worlds. Would you
be able to create a document using TrucType fonts and then print it on a
PostSCJ·ipt·based printer?Would se1vice bureaus face new technical hassles as
customers began mixing TrueType and PostScript fontS? Was Apple weaning itself
away from Adobe and PostScript?
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Those names of speculation were fanned in the Fall of 1989 \vhen Microsoft
announced that it was developing Trueimage, a clone of the PostScript language,
and that TrueType fonts would be supponed by future versions of the Microsoft
Windows and Presentation Manager graphical em~ronmen ts.
Although the dust still hasn't completely settled, it looks like the pundits'
predictions of doom and chaos will not come to pass. Apple continues to sell and
develop new Adobe PostScript ptimers. More imponant, versions 6.1 and later of
Apple's PostScript ptinter drivers allow TrueType and PostScript fonts to coexist
peacefully. To understand how, let's look at what happens when you prim a
document using LaserWriter driver version 6.1 or later:

•!• First, the LaserWtiter driver looks in the printer to see if the required fonts are
located in its RA..\t! or ROM or on a hard disk auached to the printer. If the fonts
are found, the job proceeds.
•!• If the foms aren't present in any of those places, the LaserWriter dti ver looks in
the System Folder for downloadable PostScript fonts. If they're found, they're
downloaded and the job continues.
•!• If the downloadable PostScript fonts aren't in the System Folder, the
l.ltserWriter driver looks in the System file for TrueType outline fonts.
•!• If the TrueType fonts are present, the dlivcr queries the printer to determine if
it contains the TrueType rasterizing software, which enables the printer to
translate TrueType outlines into the bitmappecl sizes required. If the
rasterizing software isn't present in the printer, the driver downloads it to the
primer's memoty , where it remains until the printer is restatted or switched
ofT. The TrueType t<l!iterizer uses about 50K of printer memory, reducing the
amount available for downloadable fonts. You'll feel the crunch more if you
have an older LaserWiiter or the base models of Texas instruments' microLaser
PS17 or PS35, both of which contain just 1.5MB of memoty.
•!• When the driver is satisfied that the printer contains the TtueType rasterizer, it
downloads the fonts themselves. The ptinter's controller then uses the
TrueType rasterizer software to create the sizes needed.
All of these steps sound complex, but they happen very quickly. More to the
point, they occur auromatically. You don't have to fret over which font formats to
use wid1 which type of printer. You can work with fonts as you normally would,
and the LaserWtiter driver will work behind the scenes to ensure that the right
to ms get ptimed - in d1e right way.
And where does Microsoft's T1uelmage fit imo all of this? Because Trueimage
is a PostScript clone, ptinters that use it will work with the LaserWtiter cltiver in
the way I've just described. But some printers, such as Microtek's Truel.aser,
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contain TrueType fonts and the TrueType rasteJizer in ROM. When used with
these primers, the l..aserWriter driver won't have to download the TrueType
rasterizer. That results in two small advantages: a slightly faster printing time for
the first document you print after switching on the primer, and a savings of about
50K of primer memory. By themselves, these advantages aren't significam enough
to give a TrueType/fruelmage printer a major edge over an Adobe PostScript
printer or a different clone. Paper handling, overall performance, and p1int quality
-points we'll address in the next chapter - are more important.

Considering OuickDraw
lf you're laser primer shopping, you'll need to decide between a printer built
around PostScript or one that uses QuickDraw, especially now that Adobe Type
Manager and TrueType give QuickDraw printers the benefits of outline fonts. In
the next chapter, I'll present some points of comparison that may help you mt~ke
your decision.
In the meantime, it's important to note that t11e dawn of high-quality
QuickDraw printing doesn't mean dusk for PostScript, which has gained
unstoppable momentum in the past several years. Dozens of printer manufacturers are selling or developing PostSCJipt devices. Hundreds of programs running
on Macs, IBM PCs, minicomputers, and mainframes support ir. And with
PostScript printers proliferating and t11e price of mem01y chips continuing to
drop, the cost chasm that separates non-PostScript and PostSCJipt printers is
shrinking.
What's more, PostScript itself is improving. ln 1990, Adobe announced
PostScript Level 2. Among other things, PostScript Level 2 boasts faster processing
speed, vastly improved features for printing forms, improved support for
producing four-color separations on imageseuers, better support for specialized
paper-handling features such as dual paper trays, and more efficient use of p1inter
memory. Also becoming available from firms such as Dataproducts, QMS, and
Epson is a new generation of printer controllers that incorporate high-speed RJSC
processors instead of the general-purpose Motorola 68000 series processors. Most
of t11ese features ~~II appeal primarily to the high end of the market, where
sluggish imagesetters and color-separation hassles have frustrated publishing
professionals already pushing today's technology to its limits, and where big
businesses with large networks need faster text and fom1s printing.
In short, PostSCJipt is evolving co meet the needs of the devices that speak it.
That's exactly what a language is supposed to do.
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Summary:
V' PostScript is a programming language - a vocabulary of English-like keywords, combined with
symbols for performing math and other operations, that can be assembled into programs that perform
a given task. Postscript is a page-description language, a specialized dialect whose vocabulary is tightly
focused on describing the appearance and position of text and graphics on a page.

V' The part of a laser printer that contains PostScript is called the controller, which accepts instructions
and data from the Mac, interprets them, and then controls the printer's engine, which produces the
hard copy.
V' Graphics operators are programming routines that allow PostScript to rotate, enlarge, reduce, shade,
and otherwise alter graphic images.

V' PostScript works on the basic premise that everything on a page, including text, is a graphic. This
allows PostScript printers to apply their graphics operators to text in order to produce special effects.
V' To access a PostScript printer, a Mac running System versions prior to 6.0.7 needs two system files,
LaserPrep and LaserWriter. The LaserWriter file is a print driver that tells the Mac how to access a
PostScript printer; the LaserPrep file is a PostScript dictionary that the Mac transmits to the printer at
the beginning of the first job you print.
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Chapter 36

Laser Printers
In This Chapter:

v The mechanical and electronic components of a laser printer.
v A look at the differences between laser printer controllers.
v Techniques laser printers use to produce text.
v

PostScript versus OuickDraw printers.

v A summary of what to look for in a PostScript laser printer.
v How to determine which type of laser printer to buy.

'l11e marriage of Mac and laser printer is a happy one - even if it does
;.equire a hefty dowry. But finding the perfect partner isn't e-asy. Today's laser
printer shopper faces a r':lft of specifications and technical issues. In this chapter, I'll
examine the technical processes behind laser printers and present the issues you'll
want to consider when shopping for one.

1

Mechanics and Electronics
A laser printer's output results from a collaboration between an engine and a
controller. The engine is the mechanical half of the duo; it works much like a
pho10copier. l11e engine helps determine print quality and speed, and it defines
how well the primer can handle different kinds of paper, such as envelopes. The
controller determines the printer's typographical features - the range and quality
of the fonts, styles, and the sizes it can produce - as well as its compatibility with
Mac applications and with other compuLers. The controller also guides the
engine's imaging mechanism, telling it where to apply the 1o11er powder that forms
the image. And because describing the appearance of a page requires complex
calculations, the controller also helps determine printer speed. In most printers,
the controller is housed within the printer's case and contains irs own microprocessor and memory chips. As I'll explain shortly, however, some less-expensive
printers use the Mac's processor and mem01y as their controller.
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Because the controller defines the primer's overall capabilities, your quest
for the perfect printer should begin with a look at its brains.

Watch Your Language
The primruy difference between laser printer controllers lies in the type of
commands they respond to. PostSctipl controllers use commands written in
PostScript, which, as we saw in the last chapter, is a programming language
created by Adobe Systems for describing the appearance of pages. A PostScript
controller is a powerful computer in itself. It typically has 2 megabytes of
memOLy or more, a microprocessor, and ROM chips containing the PostScript
language inle!JJreler as well as a selection of font outlines, mathematical
formulas the controller can use to a·eate text in virtually any size and orientation. Apple's Personal U!serWriter NT and U!serWriter liNT and IINTX are both
PostScript printers, as were the pioneering U!serWriter and U!serWriter Plus.

QuickDra1u-based printers use the Mac as the controller, so they don't
contain the complex controllers that PostScript printers require. And because
QuickDraw p1inters make the Mac do more of the work, they generally cost
less. But they often do less, too (see the table "PostScript versus NonPostScript" for ten points of compa1ison). Only a few QuickDraw-based laser
primers are available: Apple's U!serWriter IISC and Personal LaserWriter LS,
and GCC Technologies' Personal L1serP1inter II (PLP II) and PLP Ils. (Incidentally, many of the red1nical details behind QuickDraw laser printers apply to
other types of QuickDraw-based plinters, sud1 as ImageWriters, St:yleWriters,
and Hewlett-Packard DeskWriters.)

The Digital Type Foundry
Another important differentiating factor between printers is the font
the techniques d1ey use to produce text. Outline fonts,
combined with PostScript's wide array of graphics-manipulation commands
(called operators), give PostScript printers tremendous typographic versatility.
Need a 10-foot-high IVfilled with a checkerboard pattern? Want to produce a
record label with the musician's name set in a cirde? With a shadow behind it?
Chores like these are a cinch for PostScript.
mechanism -

Apple's QuickDraw printers can use either TrueType or bitmapped fonts.
GCC's QuickDraw printers use proprieta1y oudine fonts (created by Bitstream)
or bitmapped fonts. Although these printers use oudine fonts, they still aren't
as typographically talented as their PostScript cousins. 111e problem isn't the
fonts, but the underlying language that positions them on d1e page:
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QuickDraw lacks PostScript's wide arra)' of graphics operators, and because of
that, QuickDraw primers still can't produce all the spedal text effects of their
PostScript competitors.
But this is changing, and ironically, Adobe itself deserves much of the credit. Its
inexpensive Adobe Type Manager (ATM) utility gives QuickDraw primers access to
thousands of PostScript
outline fonts, and lets them
print those fonts in virtually
any size. And Adobe's Type
PostScript
Non-PostScript
Align program works with
ATM to allow you to skew
Processing occurs in printer,
Processing occurs in Macintosh,
requiring complex controller,
allowing simpler, less expensive
and distort text, attach it to
but freeing Mac for other
controllers, but requiring
a curving baseline, and
tasks
Mac memory and hard disk space
create other exotic effects
that users of QuickDraw
Many font outlines stored
All fonts stored on Macintosh
primers could previously
in printer's ROM
hard disk
onl)' dream of.
Background printing
Not all OuickDraw printers support
Although ATM and Type
spoolers or work with the Mac's
built into the Mac's
system software
background printing feature
Align give QuickDraw
primers a shot in the
Printer can be shared by
No built-in sharing capabilities
typographic arm, Quickup to 32 Macs
Draw printers still deliver
inferior results with PostLarge selection of fonts
Currently a smaller selection of
fonts unless you use Adobe Type
Script-oriented drawing
Manager
programs such as Aldus
FreeHand and Adobe
Controller can shadow text,
Some effects currently not
Illustrator - unless you use
and print along an irregular
available or are applicationPostScript emulation
dependent
path
software such as QMS'
Spacing of some fonts may not match
PostScript printers are ideal
UltraScript (see the sidebar
proofing devices for
PostScript counterparts, making
"PostScript on a Disk" on
imagesetter output
proofs less accurate
the next page).
Can use applications that
PostScript-specific applications
You can also supplement
generate PostScript effects
may not work
a PostScript printer's built-in,
or resident, fonts with
OuickDraw printers generally have
Most PostScript printers can
also emulate other printers,
no emulation features
downloadable fonts, whose
such as HP laserJet
outlines are stored in
separate files "'i thin your
Printer can be used with
Printer must be used with Macintosh
System Folder and downother PostScript-supporting
loaded to the primer's
computers
memory before printing.

PostScript versus Non-PostScript
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They Don't Share Alike
The differences between p1imer-driving languages are also important if you
plan to share a p1imer ..-..~rh other computers. Since QuickDraw is confined to
Macs, you can't use a QuickDraw primer with an IBM PC or clone. And
because QuickDraw primers attach to the Mac's SCSI or serial pan, they can't
be shared on a network.
PostScript primers are far easier to share. Every PostSCiipt printer contains a
LocaiTalk connector and built-in print se1ver software, which allow it to be used
with up to 32 Macs (and PCs equipped with LocaiTalk boards).

PostScript on a Disk
PostScript emulation software lets you overcome the
language barrier between OuickDraw and PostScript. A
PostScript emulator resides on your Mac's hard disk
and acts as an intermediary between your application
programs and a non-PostScript printer. After installing
the emulator, you use the Chooser desk accessory to
select its driver. Thereafter, when you issue a Print
command, the emulator intercepts and saves on disk
the PostScript instructions that would otherwise be sent
to a PostScript printer. The emulator's PostScript
interpreter then takes over, using the Mac's processor
and memory to translate the PostScript into instructions
your printer can understand.
Several PostScript emulation packages are available,
including TeleTypesetting's T-Script, Custom Applications' Freedom of Press, and OMS' UltraScript Plus. All
three support dozens of output devices, from dot
matrix printers to ink jets to lasers. One of the most
interesting features provided by all three packages is
the ability to act as a print server for other Macs on a
network. You can use another Mac's Chooser to select
the emulator's driver, and then print as though you
were printing to a LaserWriter. The emulator receives
the PostScript instructions over the AppleTalk
network, and then processes the job.

A PostScript emulator can be a remarkably inexpensive way to get PostScript output. An HP LaserJet liP
with GOT Softworks' Paralink cable can be had for less
than $1000. Throw in UltraScript Plus for another $300
or so, and you have a 4-ppm psuedo-PostScript laser
printer. Substitute an HP DeskJet for the LaserJet liP,
and you've saved even more.
01 course, there are other prices to pay. A PostScript
emulator's performance is dependent on your Mac's. A
Mac 11-class machine with a math coprocessor chip
delivers acceptable performance, but lesser Macs will tax
your patience. And because each of the three use nonAdobe PostScript interpreter software, there's always the
chance that a complex PostScript document won't print.
Still, a PostScript emulator is less likely than a driver
package such as Mac Print or Jetlink Express to fall victim
to application compatibility problems, since your
programs think they're printing to a PostScript printer. And
emulators are a great way to put an underused
lmageWriter to work as a proofing device. There's no
substitute for a real PostScript printer, but a PostScript
emulator can come surprisingly close. 1!1
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Anocher PostScript plus is its indusny-wide support. PostScript is available
on output devices ranging from laser printers to typesetters, and it's supponed
by a wide range of computers. PostScript's popularity lets you move files
between printers or computers while retaining file formatting. For example,
you can print proofs of a document on a 300-dots-per-inch (dpi) PostScript
laser printer, and then take your file to a service bureau for output on a 2540dpi PostScript imagesetter. Similarly, you can transfer a document created
using the Mac version of PageMaker to an IBM PC running PageMaker, and its
line breaks and character spacing will remain intact.
It's wonh noting that Microsoft's Windows and Presentation Manager
graphical environments will someday support Apple's TrueType outline fonts.
\Vhen TrueType becomes firm!)' entrenched in both the Mac and PC worlds,
exchanging documents and retaining their formatting \\~II be easier. In the
meantime, PostScript is the best common denominator.

From Screen to Printer
Every page must ultimately be described as a bt~map - an array of bits,
each corresponding to one dot on tl1e page. A full-page bit111ap for a 300-dotsper-inch printer is roughly 1MB in size. All mat data has to be stored somewhere:
•!• PostScript printers and me I.aserWriter USC store it in the controller's page
bz(//er, a 1MB area of printer memory.
•!• The driver for me GCC Personal I.aserPrinter II series stores the bitmap in

compressed form on the Mac's hard disk, then decompresses and transmits
the bitmap to tl1e printer via the SCSI bus, timed to match the rotation of
me engine's drum. This approach eliminates the need for a page buffer in
the PLP II, but it also eliminates me ability to print in the background.
•!• The driver for Apple's Personal I.aserWriter LS first o·eates a file on disk

containing the QuickDraw commands that desoibe the page. Next (and in
the background, if you've enabled the background printing option), the
driver di\~des the page into bands, and then creates a bitmap for a given
band in the Mac's memory. The bitmap is then compressed so it takes less
storage space and time to transmit. The compressed bitmap is sene to the
printer, where a custom chip decompresses it. This process repeats for the
remaining bands. (fhe more memoty your Mac has, the larger the bands are,
and the faster the ptinter's performance.) Some clever engineering allowed
Apple to build only 512K of memory into me Personal I.aserWriter LS one key to the printer's low cost.
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Printers that use outline fonts must translate those outlines into bitmaps in
the type sizes needed for the page you're currently printing. Because some
character bitmaps '\\~II probably be needed again later, PosrSoipt printers,
TrueType, and the PLP store tl1em in an area of memo1y called the font cacbe.
Retrie,~ng a character bitmap from the fom cache is much faster than creating
a new one from the outline. On a PostScript printer, a Hxed amount of p1i nter
memo1y is reserved for the font cache. The PLP creates a font cache in the
Mac's memory; irs size depends on how much memo1y the Mac has. TrueType
also uses the Mac's mem01y for font caching.

Other PostScript Issues
All PostScript p1inters are compatible with the Mac, but there can be
significant differences among printers. Some questions wonh asking include:
•:• Does il use em Adobe inteJjJl'(!/eJ:? To avoid Lhe cost of licensing PostScript
interpreters from Adobe Systems, some manufacturers have developed
rheir own. Some of these so-called Posi.Scripl clones pro~de faster performance, but some also deliver inferior results when used with ljpe 1
downloadable fonts, the hinted font format ust:.'CI b}' Adobe and many other
leading font developers. Moreover, PostScript is a complex language and
incompatibilities can arise, especially if you print complex illustrations
created with programs like FreeHand or Illustrator. If you print typographically simple documents such as memos, manusCiiprs, and legal contracts,
you may never encounter problems. Of course, if you print simple documents, you may nor need a PostScript printer ro begin '\\~th.

•!• Hotv mucb mem01y is pmvtded? Most PostScript laser p1inters provide
2MB or 3MB of memory, di,~ded inro three areas: the page buffer, the .font
cacbe, and vil1ual memo1_y, or V.M- general work space that also holds
downloadable fonts. (By the way, virtual memo1y as it applies ro PostScript
primers is unrelated to System 7.0's virlllal memo1y feature.) The font cache
holds the biunaps for cl1aracrers that have already been primed on a page.
When the font cache fills - which can happen when you print a documem
with a large mix of type styles and sizes - the controller must purge some
of the character bitmaps it has laboriously created, and then create the new
ones it needs. If the purged characters are needed again, the controller
must recreate their bit maps fmm the font's outlines. The more memory a
primer provides, the larger its font cache and VM. A larger font cache means
faster performance, and more VM me-ttns more room for downloadable
fonts. Many piinters also accept memory-expansion options.
•!• Can il accept a bard disk.? Some printers can accept an optional SCSI
hard disk. A hard disk attached to a primer stores downloadable fonts,
making them available to all machines on Lhe network and eliminating
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downloading time (20-30 seconds per font). A hard disk also acts as an
extension [0 me font cache, which funher improves printer performance.
(lnddentally, if you're buying a hard disk to be used wirh a primer, verify
that the model you're considering can be used as a font-storage hard disk.
Some SCSI drives aren't compatible with the SCSI ports used on laser
printers.)
•!• Can it imitate otberpni11ers? Older software for IBM PCs and other

computers may not suppon PostSClipt, but it generally does support letterquality printers or Hewlett-Packard Lasetjets. Most PostScript printers
provide emu/alton modes that allow them to respond to commands for
such printers. lf emulation modes are important to you, look for a printer
that provides automatic emulation sensing, such as QMS' PS-410 or PS2000. Emulation sensing enables the printer to switch into an emulation
mode when it determines that incoming data isn't PostSctipt code. Without
emulation sensing, you need to Aick a switch or use a printer's front-panel
buttons w switch between PostScript and emulation modes.
•!• Wbal pons does d provide? All PostScript printers provide a LocaiTalk pon

for connecting to Macs and l..ocaiTalk-equipped IBM PCs (and compatibles).
Most PostScript primers also provide RS-232C setial ports; some also have
Centronics parallel ports - the dominant printer po11 in the IBM world. To
use d1e ptinter with computers lacking LocalTalk, you'll need one of the
latter two pons. Some high-end, heavy-duty PostScript printers also provide
Ethernet connectors for tapping into high-speed nerworks.

Print Engine Considerations
A ptint engine forms images using a series of evenly spaced parallel lines
d1at are painted on a photosensitive drum or belt by a laser beam or some
other light source (see the figure "Inside an Engine" on the next page).
A ptint engine's design determines several important factors, including:
•!• Resolul;on Most of today's ptinters produce output containing 300 dpi.

Compugraphic and Varityper offer Adobe PostScript printers that produce
400- and 600-dpi output, respectively, but they're costly. LaserMAX Systems'
LaserMAX 400 is a 400-dpi printer built around d1e Canon LX engine. Wirh a
retail price of $1995, it sounds unbeatable, but there are catches. The
printer's controller resides not within the printer, but on a NuBus expansion board d1at you plug into any member of the Mac II family. Thus, you
can't use the 400 with a compact Mac or an LC unless your network has a
Mac II containing the printer's controller board.
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Auracts toner
Repels toner

Wrioc black

Write while

With the bitmapped image of the page as a guide, the engine uses a light source (usually a laser) to expose its
photosensitive drum or belt (A). In a write-black engine (shown here). the areas to be printed have an electrical charge that
attracts toner as the drum rotates past the toner compartment (B ). In a write-white engine, the areas not to be printed
have a charge that repels toner. Because written-to areas arc not completely solid, write-white engines produce more solid
blacks (C). When the drum meets the developing cylinder (D ), clmrged toner particles are attracted to areas of the drum
that have an opposite charge (E). An electrically charged wire attracts toner from the drum onto the paper (F). After a
discharge brush removes all electrical charges from the paper (G), heat rollers fuse toner to the paper (H). A cleaning
blade removes any remaining toner from the drum (I), and a second wire neutralizes the drum's electrical charge (.J) so
that it may be written to again.

•:• E11gine speed Most laser engines can push paper at a pace of between four
and eight pages per minute (ppm) . Generally, however, you'll see these
speeds only when ptinting multiple copies of the same document or very
simple documents such as manuscripts in rhe Courier font. With documents conwining graphics or several foms and sizes, performance is usually
limired by the printer's controller, not its engine.

•:• Engine 1(/e If you churn out hundreds of copies of documents or share a
printer in a busy office, you need an engine designed w take a beating and
keep on feeding. Two specifications refer to an engine's durability: engine
life, mea.5ured in pages; and du(J' qcle, the number of pages you can print
per month. Heavy-duty printers such as QMS' PS-2000 have duty cycles in
the 40,000 page per month range. Exceed the recommended duty cycle
rating, and you're asking for mechanical trouble.

•:• Ease q(jeeding You'll need to replenish your printer's toner supply every few
thousand pages or so. For no-fuss feeding, you can't beat the single-canridge
system used in Canon-built engines, which you'll find in Apple, Canon, QMS,
and Hewlett-Packard printers. Other engines use multi-pan consumables kits,
which might comprise a toner cartridge, a photo-conductor belt or drum, and
a small bottle that holds used LOner. You install these components separately, a
job that isn't difficult, but that can lead to messy spills if you aren't careful. Alas,
d1e disposable cartridges used in Canon engines are an environmentalist's
nightmare, each contributing several pounds of plastic to the local landfill.
Happily, you can recycle cartridges- and save money in the process - by
sending them to one of the growing number of canridge remanufacturing
services (see the sidebar "Saving Green" on the next page).

•:• Paper handling The features an engine provides for storing and feeding
paper break down into several categories: maximum page size (usually 8 1/z by
14 inches); paper capacity (from 100 to 1000 sheets); number of paper trays
(usually one, sometimes two); and manual-feed features. If you plan to feed
envelopes or other nonstandard paper sizes frequently, look for a printer that
offers a se!fcentering manual-feed slot. Such slots use two adjustable guides;
move one, and the other moves accordingly.

Talking to PC Printers
Laser (and ink jet) printers designed for the IBM PC world often cost
considerably less than their ,\-lac-specific cousins. If you 're wilUng to stray from
the pack, you can use one of these PC printers with a Mac. All you need is d1e
proper cable and driver software that the PC printer can understand.
The cheapest- and slowest- way to connect to a PC printer is through a
serial cable. One is included with Insight Development's MacPrint and GOT
Softworks' JetLink Express, two PC printer driver software packages. For better
performance, you'll want to use the parallel interface that most PC primers
provide. But because all Macs lack a parallel imerface connector, you need a
serial-to-parallel conversion cable such as GOT's Paralink Express or Orange
Micro·s Grappler LX. (Mac ll users might instead choose a parallel interface board
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such as Creative Solutions' Hurdler-CPI, which eliminates cying up your
modem or printer port.)
For driver software, you can choose between a QuickDraw-based d1iver
package such as j eilink Express or MacPiim, or a PostScript emulator such as
QMS' UlrraSclipt. Consider the Iauer if you have a Mac !I-class machine with
several megabytes of memory, or if you absolutely must have PostSoipt output
and are willing to wait for it. For 68000-basecl Macs, a QuickDraw-based driver
provides better perfo1mance. GOT's j etl.ink Express provides outline fonts that
can be scaled to up to 127-point, versus MacP1im's 96-point maximum. Jetl.ink
Express also works with more plinters than does MacPiint, which supports only
Hewlett-Packard Deskjets, l...c1Seljets, and compatibles. Both products work with
Adobe Type Manager.
ln the past, third-party PC p1imer drivers have had serious application
compatibilicy problems. Most problems were caused by application developers
that disregarded Apple's programming guidelines by assuming their programs
would never print to anything but an ImageWiiter or a PostScript-based
LaserWriter. Now that QuickDraw-based laser and ink jet p1inters are becoming popular, most application de\•elopers have wised up and stopped making

Saving Green
A used toner cartridge isn't used up - many of its
internal parts are good for tens of thousands of pages.
By reusing or recycling toner cartridges, you can at
least postpone all that plastic's journey into forever.
Toner cartridge remanufacturers disassemble
cartridges, clean and replace parts as needed, and
then replenish their toner supply -for about half of
what new cartridges cost. Many remanufacturers are
starting to handle non-Canon toner cartridges, too.
Using a recycled cartridge won't void your printer's
warranty, degrade print quality, or hurt your printer.
If you choose a reputable recycler, that is. Some flyby-night operations simply drill a hole in the cartridge
and fill it with toner - an approach that invites poor
output quality at best, and printer damage at worst.
Ask for recommendations at a user's group or desktop

publishing service bureau, or ask a remanufacturer for
references. Or contact one of the trade organizations
that promote cartridge remanufacturing: the American
Cartridge Recycling Association (305/53g·0701) and the
International Computer Products Remanufacturing
Association (503/222-3215). The latter organization can
help you find sources for ink jet cartridge and dot
matrix ribbon refills, too.
If you still prefer to buy brand-new cartridges, at
least consider recycling your spent ones. You can send
used Canon engine cartridges to Hewlett-Packard,
which recycles many of their internal components and
donates a dollar to the National Wildlife Federation and
The Nature Conservancy for every cartridge received.
For a free recycling kit, call HP at 800n52-0900 and ask
for part 5g52-2368. ~

such assumptions. But you'll still find pages of warnings and workarounds in
the j ctl.ink Express and :v1acP1int manuals, so it's 1vise to veri~' compatibility
with your fai'OJite programs before you buy.

Picking Your Printer
Should you buy a PostScript printer?Will a clone suffice? Or should
QuickDraw-based printer?

)'OU

buy a

Apple's TrueType, Adobe Type ~·l anager, and Adobe Type Align gi1•e
QuickDraw primers greatly improved typographic features. If you don·t need
networking features, you don't use PostSoi pt-oJienred drawing programs, ami
you don't need to exchange fo1maned documems with other types of computers,
a QuickDraw printer is probably a good choice.
If you need to share a printer - especially between Macs and PCs - go for
PostScript. I would be wa1y of PostSoipt clones, however; to elate, the)' haven't
shown an)' significant advantage over Adobe PostScrif)[ interpreters, especially
given their potemial for compatibility problems.
System 7.0 gives Quick Draw printers improved typographic feaLUres, bur it
doesn't send PostScript printers to the breadlines. \Xfhen it cumcs to providing
plug-and-play print sc1v iccs ro a network and maintaining consistent document
formatting across different printers and computers, PostScri pt excels. Thm isn' t
going ro change.

Summary:

v The output from a laser printer is the result of an engine, the mechanical device that helps determine
print quality and speed, and the controller, the electronic component that determines the printer's
typographical features.

v The primary difference between laser printer controllers lies in the type of commands they respond to.
Some printers use the PostScript language, while less-expensive printers rely on the Mac's OuickDraw
Language.

v A QuickDraw laser printer can't be used with an IBM PC or clone and also cannot be shared on a
network as can a PostScript printer.

v If you don't need networking features, don't use PostScript-oriented drawing programs, and don't need
to exchange formatted documents with other types of computers, a QuickDraw printer is probably a
good choice - otherwise, you might want to consider a PostScript printer.
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Input Devices

In This Chapter:

v An overview of input device options.
v Non-Apple keyboards: more features and a different feel.
v The mouse and its alternatives.

v
v

Drawing and drafting with a graphics tablet and stylus.

v

Specialized input devices -the joystick and voice recognition hardware.

Attaching input devices to the Apple Desktop Bus.

"111e l'v1ac 's 111pul detJi ces - irs keyboard and mouse - are your links to the
~lac, letting you move around the screen in the direction of your choice.
And - like most Mac users- you've probably been content to use Apple's stock
input devices. After all, one mouse or keyboard is the same as anmher, right?

1

Not quite. These clays, Macintosh owners can choose from a large and varied
selection of alternative input devices. Some are keyboards and mice that may
appeal to people who find Apple's input devices uncomfortable or too expensive.
Others fall into the clifferent-strokes-for-ditTerent-folks category: trackballs don't
require as much desktop space as mice, while g mphtl:l' tah!els offer penUke
control for drawing and drafting applications. And then there's &'Oice recogni tion
hardware, which Gtn make the Mac accessible to people with physical disabilities
that prevent them from using a keyboard or mouse.
Although many alternative input devices are currently available for the Plus,
most are designed for the Mac SE and Mac Il families. These newer machines are
equipped with the App l e D esk lopEus (/IDE), an expansion system designed for
input devices (see the sidebar "The Inbound Bus" on the next page). In this
chapter, I describe the most popular input devices available for the Mac f<Irnily and
spotlight some products from each class.
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Keyboard Considerations
In the Mac world, most alternmive input devices are alternatives to rhe mouse.
True, apoinlli7f1 det;ice is the cornerstone of the .'viae's graphical interface, but the
keyboard is essential too, especially for typing-inrensive applications such as word
processors, data managers, and spreadsheets.
Apple offers several keyboards for rhe Mae: the Macintosh Plus keyboard
(disconLinued in October 1990), the Macintosh Portable keyboard, the Apple
Keyboard, and rhe Apple Extended Keyboard!!. The Mac Plus and Portable
keyboards arc included with rheir respective machines; the Apple Keyboard is
included wirh the Classic and LC. Both the Apple Keyboard and Extended
Keyboard IJ are also sold separately; when you buy a Mac other than a Classic,
Portable, or LC, you'll need to choose a keyboard. The Apple Keyboard is similar to
Lhe Plus keyboard, with a standarcl typewJiter layout supplemented by four anvtl/
kr~J!S for moving the Mac's blinking insenion point, and a calculator-like numeric
keypad for fast number enuy. Many word processors also use the nume1ic keypad
for scrolling.
The Apple Extended Keyboard II supplements the standard keyboard's
typewriter, arrow, and numeric keypad keys with additional scrolling keys and a
row of 15jimctioll k~)'j~ Many programs, including Microsoft Word 4.0 and
WordPerfect, use the function keys as keyboard shortcuts for often-used menu

The Inbound Bus
The Apple Desktop Bus (ADB), used on all Macs
except the Plus, is a simple expansion system designed
for input devices. The Mac provides two ADB
connector~. as do many ADB input devices. You can
attach multiple input devices to a single connector by
daisy-chaining them - attaching one device to
another. Although the ADB can accommodate up to 16
devices, Apple warns against attaching more than 3 to
each connector because ADB signals deteriorate as the
cable length increases.
The Mac's ADB connectors also provide a source of
power, so you don't need a separate power supply or
power outlet for each device. The battery-powered Mac

Portable, however, requires low-power ADB devices
designed to draw less juice.
Before connecting or disconnecting an ADB device,
you must first shut off the Mac, or it may fail to
recognize one or more of the devices. Another
incentive to turn off the Mac is that ADB connectors
may short-circuit momentarily when installed or
removed, damaging the input device or the Mac itself.
Some people who travel with a Mac have also reported
problems with the connectors wearing out after
repeated use, so it's wise not to attach and detach ADB
devices too frequently. li!il
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commands. You can also create your own function-key shortcuts using a
macro utility such as CE Software's QuicKeys 2 or Affinity Microsystems'
Tempo II (see Chapter 19).
I recommend an extended keyboard for anyone with enough desk space to
accommodate it. Even if you never create any macros, you'll find its additional
scrolling keys usefu l for navigating through documents. What's more, the
Extended Keyboard LI provides adjustable feet that let you tweak the keyboard's
angle for comfortable typing and less hand fatigue. Its layout almost matches that
of the latest IBM keyboards - useful if you switch between Macs and PCs or use
Insignia Solutions' SoftPC softw<1re, which lets Macs run IBM PC programs.
(fhe Extended Keyboard II, as its name implies, represents Apple's second
attempt at an enhanced keyboard. The original Extended Keyboard provided an
identical layout, but lacked the angle-adjustment feet. If you're buying an extended keyboard, be sure to get the latest model. Its Apple part number is M0312;
its predecessor's wa~ M0115.)
Apple's ADB keyboards also offer apoaJ(JI' On kf!J' that rums on a Mac 11-series
machine. On the Classic, LC, SE, and SF/30, the power-on key has no effect. You
can, however, put it to work by using Sophisticated Circuits' PowerKey- which
provides three outlets that supply juice when you press the power-on key- or
P1<1Ctical Solutions' Suip Switch, which provides one outlet to which you can
anach a power suip. Strip Switch also lets you tum off power by tapping the
power-on key twice.

Competing Keyboards
If you haven't bought a keyboard yet, or if you're thinking of upgmding from a
standard to an extended version, consider a non-Apple keyboard. Not only do
these products cost less than Apple's Extended Keyboard II, many offer useful
features - missing from Apple's models - providing even more value for
the money.
One popular alternative keyboard is Datadesk International's Mac-101,
available in an ADB and non-ADB version, which indudes a macro utility and
provides a layout nearly identical to tim of the Extended Keyboard II. The
prima~' difference is that the Mac-101 provides just one set of Control, Option,
and Command keys, while Apple's keyboard provides two, one on either side
of the spacebar.
key tronic Corpomtion's MacPro provides a layout similar to that of the
Extended Keyboard II, but \Vith a larger Return key that supposedly reduces data
entry errors. The MacPro, available for ADB Macs only, also includes tl1e
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Tempo II macro utility. key Lronic also offers a keyboard with a built-in
pointing device.
Lf you're fond of function keys, you can't heat Northgare Computer
Systems' 119-key OmniMac Ultra, which provides user-programmable function
keys - 12 across the top and 12 along the keyboard's left edge. The OmniMac
Ultrn also provides a useful comma- and period-lock feature that prevents you
from getting angle-bracket symbols ( < or >) when you press the comma or
period key while holding down the Shift key. OmniMac Ultra includes a scaledclown version of CE Software's QuicKeys, and the keyboard works with the
Plus as well as with ADB-equipped Mae:;.
Possibly the most interesting alternative keyboard is Dataclesk
International's modular-design Switchboard. It lets you remove the keyboard's
numeric keypad, for example, and replace it with a trackball, which I'll describe
shor11}'· You can even ger function-key modules that contain their own
memory for storing mao·os and custom keyboard shoncuts.
But there's another, more subjective, reason co consider a non-Apple
keyboard: how it feels. The pressure required to generate a keystroke, how
well the keys respond to fast typing, the sound they make when pressed and
released - d1ese characrerisrie:; combine to give every keyboard its own
personality. If you find Apple's keyboards uncomfortable or unresponsive, give

Three Apple Mice
Apple currently ships three mice, and only fate
determines which one you'll get. One species is electromechanical, using the ball to drive two wheels whose
edges are ringed with metallic encoders. A current is
made and broken as the encoders spin past electrical
contacts. The other mice use the opto-mechanical
design described later in this chapter.
Here's how to tell the three rodents apart:
•:• The electro-mechanical mouse has a heavy grey ball
with a sliding retainer ring and is made in the United
States.
•!• The first opto-mechanical mouse has a lighter black

ball with a rotating retainer and is made in Taiwan.
Some people complain that this mouse's lightweight
ball prevents smooth pointer movement.
•!• The second and latest opto-mechanical mouse
(shipping since mid-1990) has a heavy grey ball with
a rotating retainer and hails from Malaysia.
Incidentally, the original Apple mouse - the non
ADB mouse - was born in 1983 along with
Apple's Lisa and the Apple lie. The Macintosh
128K, 512K, 512K Enhanced, and Plus used this
mouse. Apple still uses this mouse for the Apple
lie and lie. fi!ll
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the competition a uy. But remember, you will be stroking those keys for years,
so don't buy a keyboard until you've tesHhiven it.

Pointing Alternatives
Since its invention in 1964, the mouse has become the world's premier
pointing device. Apple builds a Ars1-rare roclem that meets most u~crs' needs
- and, unlike a keyboard, it 's conveniently included with each machine (see
the sidebar "Three Apple ,vlice"). But tastes in input devices do vary, and
certain tasks benefit from a diiTerent approach to pointi ng.
Although Apple's mice :1re among the best, they're mechanical beasts prone
to wear and breakdown. The mouse mechanism uses a rubber ball that
requires a smooth surface on which to roll, lest the r)Qinter jerk across the
screen. The ball and 1he roller~ it touches accumulate dirt and require periodic
cleaning. An extremely dusty environment - a factory, a \voocl-heared house,
or my office - can choke an Apple mouse to death.
A mo use that doesn't share these shortcomings is Mouse Systems
Corporation's aptly named Little rvlouse. Designed for ADB-equipped Macs,
the Linle Mouse is an optkal mouse - rather than measuring the movement
of a rubber ball, it measures the light reflected from a 7-by-8-inch pad covered
with a grid of minute clors (see the figure "How Pointing Devices Work") . A~icle
from its buuon, the Litrle Mouse has no moving parL~ to wear out or get
cl1eesy. It's also smaller and lighter than an Apple mouse. The required mouse
pad does add to desktop clutter, but man}' people prefer to use a mouse pad
even with a conventional mouse because the mouse glides nicely on a pad's
smooth surface. I used a LilLie Mouse for a few weeks and found it a \Vorthy
alremative to an Apple mouse.
Another contender is Advanced Gravis's $129.95 SuperMousc, for ADBequipped Macs. It has not one buuon but three. and lets you program them to
issue Command-key sequences or execute macros (a scaled-clown version of
QuicKe}'S is included). People who use Apple's AU/X version of rhe U!\IX
operat ing system may like the SupcrMousc especially well, since CNIX is often
used with a three-button mouse.
For those who like d1e mouse but not its tail, there are Practical Solutions'
Cord less Mouse and Basic Needs' The Cordless Mo use. Both use an infrared
link instead of a wire. Each requires batrerics and provides a sleep mode that
conserves juice when the mouse isn't moving.
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HOW POINTING OfVICfS WORK
Mechanical Mouse
In an Apple mouse, a rubber ball touches
two capstans. which are connected to slotted
wheels sandwiched between two light-sourceand-photosensor pairs (A and B). When the ball
rolls, the capstans turn the wheels, whose slots
interrupt the light. Each interruption is interpreted
by the Mac as one increment ol movement. The
sensors are offset slightly so that, as the wheels
tum, they produce a pair of signals with a pause
between. The direction a wheel turns is indicated
by which sensor, A or B, produces the first signal
in each pair. Trackballs work similarly, except only
the ball (not the entire housing) moves.

Optical Mouse
In an optical mouse, light from two light
sources (A and B) reflects off a pad covered
with a fine grid of dots. The image of the grid is
projected onto two separate photosensors. One
senses vertical movement (C) and the other
horizontal movement (D). As the reflection of
the grid passes over the sensors, circuitry
within the mouse counts the dots to determine
the distance the mouse has moved in either
direction.

Tablet with Stylus
In a graphics tablet, a drawing stylus or cursor
exchanges minute radio signals with the tablet
through a grid of wires that crisscross the
drawing area. The tablet determines the
location of the stylus and transmits the location
information to the Macintosh. The stylus
doesn't need to touch the tablet surface itself;
this moans you can trace a drawing, even
through several pages of a book.
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Pointing without Rolling
But even a tailless mouse requires some desk space in which to roam. If you
just can't spare that kind of real estate, consider a trackball- a plastic ball
that silS on rollers housed \vithin a small case that, like a keybO'dl'd, occupies a
fixed location on your desk. To move the Mac's pointer, you roll your fingers
across the trackball.
Most trackballs provide two buuons. One works just like a standard mouse
button, while the other works like a mouse buuon that sticks. 111is second
button lets you drag icons, windows, or other items without holding down a
button: click the bunon once to stan dragging, then click it again to stop. By
giving your hand one less chore to perform, a locking-click buuon can help
you make more precise pointer movements, and it eliminates the finger
fatigue that hours of delicate dragging can cause.
Some trackballs - such as KensingLOn Mkroware's Turbo Mouse ADB let you combine both buttons to perform spedal tasks. For example, you can
configure it to issue an often-used keyboard command, such as Command-S
for Save. This technique of pressing two or more buttons simultaneously is
called chording.
Other ADB-compatible trackballs include Mouse Systems Corporation's
three-button Trackball/ADB; Abaton's two-button ProPoint; MicroSpeecl's
three-button MacTmc; lynx Computer Products' two-button lynx Turbo
Trackball and Kraft Systems· two-buuon Trackball ADB, which can accept an
optional foot pedal for clicking. All but Kraft's trackball are also available for the
Mac Plus.
Something to consider when trackball shopping is the size of the ball itself.
Some people find that a smaller sphere, such as the lynx Turbo Trackball's,
gives more control. See how comfortable you are with the size and position of
the trackball's buuons. ·n1e}"re all different: Kensington's Turbo Mouse ADB's
big buttons curve around the trackball itself, while Abaton's ProPoint has one
large button and one small one to help you remember whicl1 is the locking
one. And if you're left-handed, opt for a trackball that lets you reverse the
functions of tl1e single-dick and locking-click bu!lons.

Absolute Pointing
A~ effective as mice and trackballs are, t.hey still lack the familiar feel of a pen or
pencil, making t11em second-best tools for drawing and dmfting. For these ta~ks
it's hard ro beat agraphics tablet, also caUed a dliflliZ?il!!lablet. Tablets provide a
flat drawing area upon which you scmwl using a pen like stylus whose tip contains
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a switch that mimics a mouse buuon. Most tablets have a dnm~ng area that's
covered with a clear plastic sheet, or ot;eda.JI, under which you can tuck artwork
to be traced. A newspaper anist might use a graphics tablet and a clmwing
program such as Aldus FreeHand or Adobe Illustrator to trace a map or diagram to
accompan~' a story. Many tablet pens accept ink-filled canridges, allowing you ro
place a sheet of paper on the tablet's swface to see on paper what you're drawing
on screen.
Tablet work areas vary widely in size, and as the size increases, so does the
price. One inexpensive tablet, CaiComp's Wiz (for ADS-equipped Macs)
provides a small work area - 7 Vz inches square. Midrange tablets have work
areas of about 8 1/z by ll or 12 by 18 inches. Large tablets can give as much
work area as a drafting table. \'<'acom's SD-0131.., for example, offers a 35-by-47inch drawing surface.
But their pen-on-paper operating style isn't all that makes tablets supetior
drawing tools. Equally imjXJrtam, they're abso!ule-wolion pointing devices,
while mice and tntckballs are relalti-e-molion pointing devices. Your blind
mouse can't report its physical location - it doesn't know whether it's at the
edge of the desk or in the middle. When you pick up the mouse and set it
down elsewhere, the pointer doesn't suddenly jump
to a different spot on the screen. Mice and trackballs
i i The higher a poi11ti11g device's
simp!)' repon that they're mm~ng a cenain distance
resolutio11, the better suited it is to
in a cermin direction.

pt·ecise drawitzg, si11ce it's able to
t·egister even miuute moveme11ts. ' '

In comrast, each point on a graphics tablet
cotTesponds to a point on the Mac's screen. Pick up
a tablet's stylus and then touch it to a dilferem pan
of the ch<J\\~ng area, and the Mac's pointer does sudden!)' jump to a different pan
of the screen. It's this operating style that makes tablets ideal for tracing·and
dmwing. Most wblets also provide a relative-motion mode that you can use when
you want mouselike opet<~tion .
Gmphics tablets are also better able to discern small degrees of movement.
Mice and trackballs can generally discern 200 to 300 units of movement per
inch, bur graphics tablets typica lly detect 1000 units or more per inch. TI1e
higher a pointing device's Tesoll!lioll, the better suited it is to precise dmwing,
since it's able to register even minute movements.
For artists, the most exciting graphics tablets are pressure sensitive. With
tablets such as Wacom's SO scti es, pressing harder with the stylus gives you a
darker or wider line. But there's a catch: you need a gmphics program that
responds to the pressure information the tablet sends. Wacom tablets include
driver flies that enable Deneba's UltraPaim and Silicon Beach Software's
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SuperPaint 2.0 to respond ro pressure. Adobe Photoshop supports Wacom tablets
directly.
Another desirable, if costly, u-ait to look for in a tablet is the ability tO work with
a cordless pen. By eliminating the pen-to-tablet umbilical, tablets such as Wacom's
SD series and Kurta's IS series rake one more step toward providing a naturalfeeling drawing surface. Most tablets, including Wacom's and Kurta's, also accept a
mouselike cwsor conraining a lens with cross-hairs that aiel in precise positioning.
Finally, to help earn their keep, many tablets accept command templates that
give you one-click access to frequently used commands. A template package
includes a disk and a printed sheer that slips beneath the tablet's plastic overlay
and contains labeled boxes in which you click to issue commands. Of course,
locating the right box and then clicking in it can take as long as choosing the
command with the mouse. But it never hurts to have another option for choosing
commands, and some people do find templates ideal alternatives.

I Said Cut, not Quit
Keyboards, mice, trackballs, and gr-aphics tablets represent the mainstream
of input devices. In the backwaters, you'll find some specialized devices,
inclucling;(?ps/icks: Anyone who's seen a video game has seen a joystick; it's a
mo\~ng appendage similar to a car stick-shift with a button on top. Advanced
G1-avis's l'viouseStick and CH Products' Mach N Plus also provide buttons
alongside the stick. The MouseStick provides sever-al goodies, including
adjustable stick tension and prog1-ammable buttons that transmit commands
when pressed. Both are available for ADB and non-ADB Macs. joysticks remain
best suited to game playing, but they can also be used as mouse replacements.
A distant cousin to the joystick is Altra's $169 Felix, for ADB-equipped Macs.
Felix uses a short, stubby stick that moves within a one-inch area. Altra says the
stick's tight area of n-avel makes it feel more precise and natural than a mouse
or conventional joystick. Felix was previously marketed by Lightgate Systems,
but Altm says it's improved the stick's precision and features considei-ably.
And then there's wice-recognition hardware like Articulate Systems' Voice
Navigator II, available for the Plus on up, and MacSema's Voice Express,
available for the Mac II family (an SE version is in the works at this writing).
Both devices let you issue commands by speaking them. But first, you (and
anyone else who will use it) must tmin the system by repeatedly speaking the
words you want it to recognize. Thereafter, the system compares what you say
to what it knows, looking for matches. Voice-recognition hardware can't yet
take dictation and replace the keyboard for gener-al data enny, but it can aid
users who have disabilities.
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Some people believe voice recognition represents the furure. I doubt it.
Today's systems are too primitive, unable to tell/t(}O from too, for example, and
susceptible to background noise and variations in pronunciation.
Others claim handwriting recognition - already available in a limited fom1
from Personal Wliter's Personal Writer 15SL graphics tablet- is where we're
heading. I don't think so. These days, more people can type than ever before, and
most of them can type faster than they can write.
Until some as-yet-un foreseen breakthrough occurs, keyboards and mice will
probabl)' remain the preeminenr input devices. Besides, who wants to work in an
office full of people barking at their computers?

Summary:
V Although a pointing device is the cornerstone of the Mac's graphical interface, the keyboard is essential

for typing-sensitive applications such as word processors, data managers, and spreadsheets.
V The mouse can come in many forms, including the standard Apple mouse, an optical mouse

(measures the light reflected from a pad covered with a grid of minute dots), a three-button mouse
(extra button lets you issue Command-key sequences or macros), and a cordless mouse.

V A trackball is an alternative to the mouse that consists of a plastic ball that sits on rollers housed
within a small case. The pointer is moved by rolling the trackball with your fingers.
V Many artists and draftspeople prefer a graphics tablet and its pen-like stylus to the mouse.

V Joysticks (moving appendages similar to a car's stick-shift, and most often used for video games)
and voice recognition hardware (commands activated by voice) are two of the specialized input
devices available.

Chapter 38

Color Video
In This Chapter:
v' How color Macs display their images.
v' Color look-up tables and how the Mac uses them.

v' Details on the video circuitry of the various Mac models.
v' How color fits into the Mac's user interface.
v' A summary of the different kinds of color applications.
v' Color printer and monitor options.

T:

1e retinas of your eyes are lined with small, light-sensitive nerve elements
called rods and cones. Rods arc especially sensitive to weak light, but can't
distinguish colors. Cones can't detect low light levels, but they do respond to
color. Some cones are especially sensitive to red light; others, to green; and still
others, to blue. These three colors arc ;mina~J' colors, the basic building blocks of
colored light.
When red light ente r~ the eye, it stimulates the red-sensitive cones. Yellow light
stimulates cones sensitive to reel and green- the two primary colors that form
yellow. \X·'hite light stimulates all three types. When the cones are stimulated, the>'
send impulses to the brain's vision center, which merges and interprets the red,
green, and blue impulses to create the thought sensation we call color.
Until the Mac l1 carne along, the Macintosh lived in a black-and-white, or

monochmme, world - even though the color capabilities of the Apple l1 helped
make that machine a ci<Lssic. Did the Mac's original designers have an ave1~ion to
color? No. The Mac was born color blind more because of economics than
aesthetics. Apple was determined to keep the Mac's size and cost down, but to
give it a screen with enough resolution to display sharp graphics and a valiety of
foms.
For reasons we'll explore sho11ly, color requires more memory than
monochrome. Special high-capacity memory chips would have allowed Apple
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to shoehorn color capabilities into the Mac, but they were scarce and expensive in d1e early 80s. What's more, d1e additional processing demands
imposed by color would have made the original Mac unbearably slow - a
point it was approaching anyway.
But times change. Nowadays, high-capacity memoty chips are plentiful and
less expensive. And the 68000 microprocessor has speecUer successors, the
68020 and 68030. Apple exploited these advancements when designing the
Macintosh II, and refined the Mac's system software to provide a sturdy
foundation upon which to build future color !V!acs. Today, the Madntosh
family has several machines mat can put your cones to work. In this chapter,
I'll examjne the teclmical concepts behind color and grey-scale video, and
show how color fits into the Mac world.

What Eight Bits Will Buy
Let's statt out by examining how color Macs display their images. You may
recall from previous d1apters that the Mac uses a bitmapped display. Each
screen dot, or pb.:el, corresponds to one bit in me Mac's memory. When a
given bit has a value of one, its corresponding pixel is on, or black. When a bit
has a value of zero, its pixel is off, or white.
Because a bit can have only one of two values (1 or 0), a bitmapped display
that uses one bit per pixel can display only two colors: black or white. Shades
of grey can be simulated by dt~benitg, in which groups of pixels are combined
into patterns. The Mac's grey desktop is an example of a dimered pattern
formed by evenly spaced, alternating black and white pixels.
The secret to displa)~ng color or u-ue shades of grey is to assign additional
bits to each pixel - what many people refer to as increasing the plrel depth.
Each additional bit lets a color Mac store more information abom the pixel.
Two bits per pixel can represent four colors. Four bits can represent 16 colors,
and eight can represent 256 colors. You can tell a color Mac how many bits to
assign each pixel by using the Monitors control panel (see the figure "Bits and
Pixels'').
But how can only two bits represent four colors, or eight, 256? In me video
circuit!)' of a color Mac, the bits that represent each pixel can be on (assigned
a value of 1) or otf (assigned a value of 0) in different combinations. For
exan1ple, when two bits are assigned to each pixel, four on-otf combinations
exist: both bits on; both bits off; one bit on, second bit off; and second bit on,
first bit off.
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When four bits are
assigned to each pixel,
Charactl'ristics of Sl' lected monitor :
4 .2
you get sixteen on-off
combinatio
ns. With
@Grays :
eight bits per pixel, you
Q Colors :
(Options ... ) get 256 combinations.
Intemally, the Mac uses
24 bits to describe
Drag monitors and menu bar to rearr angl' thl'm .
colors, giving it the
ability to create more
than 16 million different
hues. But remember,
the number of colors
thar can actually be
displa.Fed at once
depends on the video
board and monitor you
use. Most Macs have
color video circuiuy
( Identify ) tl Jal can assign a
maximum of eight bits
to each pixel, so they
can d isplay a maximum of 256 colors or grey shades simul taneously. (A~ we' ll
sec shortly, there are exceptions.)

Control Panel

Nl'twork

SCS IProbl>

.& Bits and Pixels
The Monitors control
panel lets you specify
how many bits the Mac
II should assign to each
pixel. and whether it
should display colors or
shades of grey. If you

So a color i\•l ac's first step in determining a pixel's color is tO determine the
value of each of the pixel's bits. lf you're using four bits per pixel, the result of
that operation is a number between 0 and 15. The Mac uses the resulting
number to re11ieve a color description from a color look-up table - the next
stop o n our tour of the Mac family's color capabilities.

have more than one
video board installed
las is the case here),
you can also specify
where the menu bar
should appear.

I'd Like Three Pixels of Colonial Red ...
If you've seen someone at a paint store mLx a special color, you're well on
your way to understanding color look-up tables (also called Qffls). When you
buy a custom color, the store's employee leafs tl1rough a paint-stained book
until he finds the number of the color you want. Next to that number is a
"recipe'' listing the correct quantities of the appropriate pigmentS that must be
blended to create the color.
Now imagine that the Mac's video circuiuy is the paint store employee. Given
a number that represents the state of the pixel's bits, the circuiny leafs through
the color look-up rable, which can hold the recipes for 256 different colors, to

I
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find the recipe corresponding to the number. The redpe consists of three
numbers that tell the drcuitry how mud1 red, green, and blue light is required
to create that color.
Next, the video circuitry generates electrical signals that control the red,
green, and blue electron guns located in the back of the monitor's video tube.
Each gun squirts a beam of electrons at the tube's display surface, which is
coated with red, green, and blue phosphor clots. The phosphor glows briefly,
but just long enough for your eyes to see the glow and detect vatying degrees
of red, green, and blue light. Because the dots are too small to be seen
individually, they appear as a single colored pixel.

Satisfying Your Palette
Working with one color look-up table sounds hard enough, but a color
Mac's capabilities don't end there. A system software component called the
Palette Manager lets the Mac load different color look-up tables into and out of
the video board's memory.
This capability is especially important for image scanning or color painting
applications. The 256 color descriptions that a look-up table can hold might
seem like a lot, but they aren't enough to accurately render gradual color shifts
and variations in shading. ·n1e solution is to create custom palettes in which
unused colors are replaced with ones customized for the task at hand. For
example, a portrait artist might replace the b1illiant blues and Day-Glo greens
in the palette with an expanded choice of flesh tones, while a landscape artist
would want numerous shades of green and blue to choose from. Most
graphics programs that allow you to swap palettes also allow you to save them
on disk for future recall.

True Color
But the best way to get more simultaneous colors is with a 24-bit, or lnte

calm; video board sud1 as Apple's Display Card 8•24, Radius' DirectColor/GX,
or RasterOps' 24$ or 24L. These boards work with Apple's 32-bit QuickOraw to
assign 24 bits to ead1 pixel, giving you direct access to more than 16 million
simultaneous colors. TnJe color \~cleo cards rake advanrage of 32-bit
QuickDraw's ability to directly drive the circuitry that controls the monitor's
electron guns without having to use color look-up rabies (see the figure
"Looking Behind a Color Monitor').
But with p1ices in the $1000-$2000 ballpark, buying one of these boards
can turn your bank balance bright reel. What's more, because a tme color video
board must move megabytes of data in order to create its images, activities like
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lOOKING BfHINO ACOlOR MONITOR
(i) ! I
The digital information that represents
an image goes through several
transformations before appearing on the
Mac's screen. Each screen pixel starts
life out as a chunk of 32 bits (A)-8
bits define red, 8 define green, and 8
define blue. The remaining 8 bits (the
elpha channel) are reserved for special
effects that vendors may opt to support.
Lines of 32· bit information are queued
up in a buffer on the video display board;
the lines are separated into 8·bit chunks,
and each chunk is sent to a converter
that transforms it from digital to analog
information (B). The board electrically
intensifies each analog signal, so that it
can drive its corresponding electron gun

32·bit oomber
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
~hacllonnel

(C). The higher the intensity,
the more saturated the color.
The red, green, and blue guns
fire their color signal at the
corresponding color phosphors
on a monitor's screen (D). Each
set of red, green, and blue
phosphors combines to create
one color pixel on the screen.

scrolling and redrawing windows become sluggish when the board is in its 24bit mode. For optimum true color performance, you'll want a board containing a graphics accelerator, such as Apple's Display Card 8•24GC. Thanks co
the 8•24GC's dedicated graphics processor (an American Micro Devices
29000 running at 30MHz), true-color images snap into view instead of oozing
onto the screen. Indeed, sa·olling a 24-bit image with the 8•24GC is faster
than scrolling an 8-bit image \\~th Apple's original video card.
The 8•24GC board, like most true-color boards, provides general-purpose
graphics acceleration. It doesn't cut the lime required to render a complex,
ray-traced image, although it does display the final product faster. Nor is the
8•24GC optimized for vec10r (object-oiiented) drawing. If the only color
application you use is a CAD program such as AutoCAD, you might be better
served by a product such as Radius' QuickCAD board.
Although we've covered a lot of ground, we've only touched on the
technicalities behind the Mac's color capabilities. Anod1er of its talents is the
ability co keep track of multiple palettes and screens, a skill that becomes \~tal
when you have both a color and a monochrome monitor attached to a Mac. In
such cases, the Mac must keep track of each monitor's color capabilities, and
adjust its displays accordingly - even when you position a window so that it
spans across a color screen and a monochrome one.
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Built-in Video: Is it Really Free?
The Mac LC, Hsi, and Uci include 8-bit video circuitry on their logic boards,
eliminating the need co buy a video card. When you stan up any of these Macs,
its video circuitty senses and adapts itself to the monitor you've attached.
TI1e circuitry in the Mac llci and Ilsi displays up to 256 colors or grey shades
on Apple's 12- and 13-inch color and monochrome monitors, and up to 16
shades of grey on the Apple Portrait Display. The video circuit1y does not
support Apple's Two-Page Monochrome Monitor, although you can use that
monitor by buying a separate NuBus video card.
The Mac LC's video circuitry supports thr ee Apple monitors. The LC can
display 16 colors on the 13-inch ApplcColor monitor; 256 colors on the
12-inch RGB Display; and 16 grey shades on the 12-inch Monochrome Display.
A video RAivl (VRAM) upgrade is available for the LC that boosts the number of
colors or grey shades to 256 on the 13-inch color and 12-inch monochrome
monitors, and to 32,000 greys or colors on the 12-inch color monitor. (fhese
potentially confusing details are summa1izecl in the table "Built-in Video and
Apple Monirors.")
But for llci and Hsi owners, there's a p1ice to pay for free video. In its 16and 256-color modes, the on-board video in the Ilci and Hsi provides slower
performance than does a plug-in video board, which provides its own video
memory. That's because the Mac's CPU often has to wait to access memo1y
because the \~cleo circuiny will be accessing the same bank of memo1y in the
course of creating screen images. Two oftlce workers can use the same filing

Built-In Video and Apple Monitors
12" Monochrome 12" RGB Display
Display

AppleColor 13"
High-Resolution
RGB Monitor

Macintosh 15"
Portrait Display

Two-Page 21"
Monochrome
Monitor

Resolution
!pixels)

640 by 480

512 by 384

640 by 480

640 by 870

11 52 by 870

LC

16 greys
(withVRAM
upgrade, 256)

256 colors
!with VRAM
upgrade, 32,000)

16 colors
(withVRAM
upgrade, 256)

Not supported*

Not supported*

llsi

256 greys

256 colors

256 colors

16 greys

Not supported*

llci

256 greys

256 colors

256 colors

16 greys

Not supported*

· These monitors can be used with appropriate video cards, if available.
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drawer to store different things, but not at d1e same time. What kind of performance penalty can you expect? In tests performed by Macworld Lab, a Mac llsi
using built-in video was almost rwice as slow in 256-color mode as a Ilsi using a
NuBus video board (Apple's Macintosh Display Card 4•8). This perfonnance
penalty doesn't apply to the Mac LC, which uses dedicated '~deo RAM.
And because me video circuit!)' uses pan of the Mac's main memory to hold {
the screen image, less memory is available to run programs - up to 320K less in
the 256-color mode (see the rable "Built-in Video and Memory''). Given that
2MB of memory is d1e bare minimum required for System 7.0 (and for getting
any real use out of Multifinder in System 6.x), if you plan to buy a Ilsi or llci, you
may want to buy a memory upgrade at the same Lime.

Pick a Color, Any Color
Another example of Apple's attention to color details is the way you choose
and change colors. Rather man allowing application developers to design their
own color-choosing schemes - which could result in dozens of different
approaches - Apple incorporated into me Mac's system a standard way of
changing colors called the color wheel, or colorpicker, clialog box. just as the
Open and Save dialog boxes give you a standard method for opening and saving
documents, me color wheel dialog box provides a standard way to change
colors.
The color wheel dialog box consists of a colorful circle with a scroll bar
alongside it and six text-entry boxes filled wim numbers (see the figure "Wheel
of Color" on the next page). The easiest way to choose colors is to drag the
mouse pointer within the wheel; as you do, the numbers in the left side of the
dialog box change to reflect the internal recipe for me current color. To

Built-In Video and Memory
Memory Required for Video Mode
Type of Monitor

Screen size (pixels) Black and White 4 colors/greys 16 colors/greys 256 colors/greys

12" Monochrome Display

640 by 480

38K

75K

150K

300K

12" RGB Display

512 by 384

24K

48K

96K

192K

AppleColor 13" RGB Monitor

640 by 480

38K

75K

150K

300K

Macintosh Portrait Display

640 by 870

68K

136K

272K

not supported
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decrease a color's brightness, you use the scroll bar. You can also type values
directly into the text-emry boxes; one reason for doing so would be to
precisely duplicate someone else's color choices.
The text boxes reAect the current color setting in two different ways, each
corresponding tO a dillerent model for describing colors. In the RGB model, a
color is desctibecl by
the amount of red,
I .S
green,
and blue light it
Select a color
contains. In the b11e,
sa/uraliOII, and
bn'gbtness model, a
color is described b~·
irs hue (its color,
formed by a single
Hu e ~ilil.
primary color or a
Saturation 63206
combination of
Brightness 62167
plimaries), its
saturation (irs putity,
Red 62167
or the degree of grey
Green 2 134
present in the color),
Blue 3402B
and its brightness (the
( Cancel ) [
OK )J
degree of lightness
from white to black).
Both m<x lels are
interrelated; change a number in one set of boxes, and one or more values in
A Wheel of Color
the other set change accordingly.
Apple's standard
color picker dialog
box lets you choose
colors by dragging
lhe pointer wilhin the
color wheel or by
typing values in th9
text·entry boxes. Th2
color swatch above
the text·ently boxes
lets you compare the
current color to the
one you started with.

Understanding the hue, saturation, and brightness approach to color
creation is easier if you pretend that the color wheel is cone-shaped. The outer
ri m of the cone contains vivid, fully saturated colors. As brightness decreases,
the cone gets narrower, since there are fe1ver cliscernable dark colors than
thcre are bright ones. (If that sounds fishy to you, consider the fact that most
of the colors for which names exist are bright ones.) The cone's center axis
a lw:~ys contains equal amounts of reel, green, and blue, so it represents shades
of grey ranging from white at the top of tl1e cone ro black at the bottom.
The color wheel, then, is simply a two-dimensional view of a three-dimensional hue, saturation, and brightness cone - it's as if you're looking at the
cone from above. The wheel depicts the current color's hue and saturation,
while the scroll bar to the right of the wheel takes the place of the third
dimension - brightness.
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Color and You
Enough of theory What's it like LO use a color Mac? In many wa)'S, it's no
difTerem than using a monochrome one. Apple has done a superb job of
providing remarkable color features while retaining the Mac's eaS)' ro use
operating style. And it showed restraint in not using color for color's sake.
The first place you see color is in the familiar "Welcome to Macintosh"
screen, in which the minimalist-style Mac drawing appears in color. When the
Finder appears, don't expect to be da;.-..zled. In System 6.x, the Apple menu
appears in color and a Color menu appears in the menu bar, but those are the
only givea\V-ays that you're using a color Mac. In System 7.0, winclmvs, scroll
bars, and d1e Tl"dSh have an attJ-active 3·0 appearance ro them. But over-all ,
Apple took a subtle approach to the use of color in the Mac's user interface.
Color is a powerful and highly subjective conveyer of information, and Apple's
user interface engineers feel strongly about not foisting a rainbow of colors
upon users just because some Macs can display them.
But Apple did provide some options for colori zing the Mac environment.
Gener-a.! control panel lets you choose from several desktop colors or
create your own. The Color conu-ol panel lets you choose a different highlight
color - the color used to indicate a selected icon or text passage. Finally, the
Color menu in Finder 6.x offers anorher way to organize your files, allowing
you to assign any of eight colors to icons and folders. Finder 6.x's View menu
includes an additional command, By Color, that lets )'OU sort a disk's window
according to its icon's colors.

·n,c

In System 7.0, the Color menu is replaced by the more useful Label menu,
which lets you assign color icons and attach text labels to color codes. And as
we saw in Chapter 25, System 7.0 even lets you paste a color picture into an
icon.
Colored desktops and icons are nice, but if you just spent several thousand
dollars on a Mac and color monitor, you might wish there were more ways to
work color into your electronic desktop. There are, thanks to Preferred
Publisher 's Personality, Dubi-Ciick Software's ClickChange, and P(llomar
Sofl:\vare's Colorizer. These utilities let you add color to every elemem of the
Mac's user interface, from windows and menus to scr-oll bars and buttons.
Colorizer includes man)' preset color combinations - like "Miami Vice,·· which
turns your Mac into a palace of pastels, or ·'4th of july," wh ich gives you a reel,
white, and blue workplace. Should you nor share color preferences with Don
j ohnson or Ollie North, you can choose from over a dozen others or create
your own. Colorizer also lets you install color start-up screens, and it includes
an application that lets )'OU add color to MacDmw or od1er PICT-fonnat
drawings, and a screen-capture FKEY that lets you commit full-color screen
shots to disk. It's a package no owner of a color tVIac should be without.
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A Rainbow of Applications
Of course, you don't buy a color Mac just to have colored menus and scroll
bars. Color fits into most popular application areas, and a-eates some new
ones of its own. Color applications include:

•!• Painting and draLtJJirg :-.leedless to say, color adds a whole new dimension
to electronic canvases and d ra~ling tables. The two classic categories of
graphics software - bitmapped and object-oriented - still exist in the
color world, and each has the same advantages and drawbacks as its
monochrome counterpart: bitmappecl programs are superior for rendering
fine detail and shading, while object-oriented ones are better for electronic
drafting and other applications in which images are represented by
collections of shapes.

•!• Business and presenlation graphics Bar graphs and pie chaJtS speak louder
when their bars and wedges are in color. As we saw in Chapter 10, some
programs can generate brilliant color slides by ptinting to specialized (and
expensive) output devices called .film recorders.

•!• Desktop publishing .Most desktop publishing programs let you assign spot

color to elements such as headlines or rules. On color Macs, you can see
the colors. Some publishing and illustration programs also let you specify
colors using the Panlone matching .fJI.~Iem, a standard method of color
specification in the printing industry. Of course, creating color separations
for the final printing job still involves pti nting a separate, black-and-white
page for each ink color.

•!• Business applications You'll also find color where you wouldn't expect it,
such as in spreadsheet programs - when your budget's in the red, your
spreadsheet figures c-an be, roo. lvlany database managers can display fields
and records in color.
v.~th a genlock expansion board, a
Mac can send video signals directly into video equipment. More and more,
Macs are being set up alongside million dollar graphics workstations used
for creating on-air graphics and animation. Check your local listings for
details.

•!• Aminal/on and broadcas11i1g Equipped

Color Me Compatible - Mostly
Consideting the colorful capabilities of some Macs, you might expect to find
a raft of incompatibilities between them and monochrome Macs. Actually,
there are surprisingly few. Color QuickDraw, tl1e fundamental software
routines responsible for the Mac family's color capabilities, works together
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with the rest of the system sofrware to keep the emir-e Madmosh famil~, on
speaking terms.
One potential incompatibility involves opening a color document on a
monochrome !viae. The original QuickDraw has limited color capabilities the only hues it c tn recognize are black, white, red, green, blue, yellow,
magenta, and cyan. Man~' desktop publishing and gr"3phics applications let you
create documems com<lining these colors, and print them on color plinters
such as the lmageWriter H.
When you open a Color QuickDraw image on a monochrome Mac, the
monochrome Mac discards any color information that the original QuickDraw
can't recognize. Anything on one side of a given intensity will display and print
as white; everything else will display and print as black. I f the picture was
created using the old, eight-color QuickDraw, ever)1hing that isn't white will
display as black, although it should print correctly. Got all that? Don't worry if you aren't moving documents between color and monochrome .VIacs, you
won't encoumer this incompatibility. If you're using a network and routinely
shuttle documents between machines, however. beware.

The Money of Color
Other grey areas exist in the world of Macimosh color. One problem is a
dearth of color primers, especially ones capable of doing justice to 8- and 24bit color images. Hewlett-Packard 's $1395, l80 dots-per-inch Palntjet is a good
low-end color printer, icle<~l for producing color overhead transparencies. HP's
PaintWrirer XL is better still. able to handle 32-bir QuickDraw images and a
larger variety of paper sizes. Mitsubishi, 1\EC, Q\>lS, Seiko, and Tektronix all
offer 300-dpi color ptimers that produce stunning results, but the primers'
prices are in the four- and five-figure ballparks.
The high cost of color surfaces everywhere you look, from video boards to
monitors to the high-capacity hard disk you'll need to store large color images.
So if you're buying a Mac Lim's cap<tble of displaying color, don't feel obligated
to buy a color monitor and 24-bit video board. Colur displays are lx:-amiful, but
ther don't render text as sharply as monochrome ones. And the extra processing time required to work with all those colors slmvs the Mac's performance.
Of course, take my advice with a gmin of salt. I bought a color monitor
for my Mac, even though I spend most of my time gazing at text. \Vhy didn't
I go the less expensive monochrome route? Well, the excuse I gave my
accountant - and she knows who she is - was that I need a color system to
test and write about colo r software.
That's what you really need to buy a color Jvlac -

a good excuse.
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Summaty:
tl Displaying color requires more memory than monochrome (black and white), since more bits
must be assigned to each pixel.
tl The secret to displaying color or true shades of grey is to assign additional bits to each pixel what many refer to as increasing the pixel depth.
tl To find a particular color to display, the Mac uses look-up tables which list the "recipe" for

blending the right pigments to create the desired color.

tl Some Macs contain built-in color video hardware; with other Macs, you must buy a separate
video board.
tl For the llci and llsi, there's a price to pay for free video: slower performance as pixel depth
increases. The primary reason for this is that the llci and llsi use part of their main memory as
video memory, while other machines use plug-in video boards that provide their own video
memory.
t1 Utilities such as Palomar Software's Colorizer let you add color to every element of the Mac's user
interface.
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Scanners
In This Chapter:

v

How scanners are used - and do you really need one?

v
v

How scanners work.

v
v

Advantages and disadvantages of sheet-fed and flatbed scanners.
A look at scanner resolution and grey-scale scanners.
Tips for getting the best results from your scanner.

0

wning a scanner probably sounds enticing. TI1ink of the possibilities- if
your database manager supports graphics, you can put scanned images of
products in your inventory database. A real-estate database could include an image
oreach property along with its description, allowing prospective buyers to search
for - and sec- houses meeting their needs.
Scanned images team up well with HyperCard, too. You might scan a map, then
adorn it with buttons and soipts that describe a street or landmark when you click
on iL. Or you could scan a diagram of an engine, then create scripts desoi bing
each pan's purpose.
But before )'OU get out your checkbook, consider the drawbacks. Most SC'dnners
arc expensive, and the images they create can devour memory and disk space. In
this chapter, I'll explore the world of electronic imaging, with the goal of helping
you decide if a scanner is for you. You'll find some tips for better scans in the
sidebar "TowarciBcucr Scans,'' at the end of this chapter.

A Scanner's Roles
Creating image Illes for desktop publicmions is the most common scanner
application. ~·1 any gr::rphic designers usc scanners to createjorposilion only scans
that show clients or professional prinrers where final photos should appear. But
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most Mac programs can accept graphics from the Clipboard or can direCLiy open
MacPaim documents, aJim-..~ng scanned images ro show up elsewhere, such as
HyperCard stacks, word processing documents, and databases. And scanners
work well withjav modems, which allow the Mac to send and receive faxes (see
Chapter 13). Indeed, without a scanner, you can't use a fax modem to send faxes
of hard copy documents.
Scanners can also be used with optical c/.Jaracter recognition (OCR) software,
which I examined in Chapter 14. To recap briefly, OCRsoftware turns a scanner
into an electronic typist that can scan pages of text and turn out text files you can
edit with a word processor. (\Xfithout OCR soft\\~tre, scanning text is like photocopying it - )'Ou can't edit or reformat the end product.) Law firms can scan
reams of old contracts and save their text on disk. Publishing or typeseuing
companies can scan typewritten copy. Researchers can scan magazine or newspaper articles ro create text databases.
When it comes to scanning images, originals come in two flavors: continllouslone images (such as photographs), which contain white and black areas along
with many shades of gre)': and !tite m1 (such as diagrams or pen-and-ink drawings), which is stricti)' black and white. As we'll see shortly, each rype of original
imposes its own demands on a scanner.

Scanner Species
Most scanners, like laser printers, are cousins of photocopiers. But a laser
ptinter's resemblence is in the output clepanmcnt; a scanner's is in the input
depanment . Like <1 photocopier, a scanner illuminates your original while a sensor
called a c/Jmge-coupled device, or CCD, measures the light it reflects and
generates a voltage (see the 11gure "Anatomy of a Scan"). Solid black areas reflect
no light, resulting in a low voltage. W11ite areas reflect the most light and generate
the highest voltages. Grey areas create voltages whose levels depend on the shade
of grey. The scanner's software translates the voltage values into data that
represem the image.
Most scanners use one of rwo methods 10 perform the scanning process. With
aj7a/bedscanner such as Apple's Apple Scanner or Mio·otek's MSF-300Z, the
original remains stationary and the CCO mechanism moves across it during the
scan. Some natbed sc:anners, including Microrek's MSF-300Z, can scan in color by
scanning an image in three passes, viewing the original through a different color
filter (red, green, and blue) in each pass.
With a s/.Jeet:fodor ertge:foedscanner, you feed the original into a slot, and a set
of ll.lbber rollers draws it past a srariomuy CCO mechanism. Sheer-fed scanners
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ANATOMY Of ASCAN

The scanner illuminates the original,
and the CCD measures the amount of
refl ected light, generating higher
voltage levels for lighter shades than
for darker ones.

The scanner translates the incoming
voltage levels into digital values, using
a given number of bits to represent
each dot. The more bits per dot a
scanner uses, the better
represent shades of grey.

Pixel

Vohago lovel

\'V'hcn you specif)• a bitonal s<.'3n,
the sc:mner doesn't save the greyscale info rmation. Instead, it determines whether a given volwge
level represem s an all-whi te pixel
o r an all-black one.

Selecting the scanner's halftoning
option combines pixels imo larger
halfto ne cells, thus fiXing the hal ftone resolution.

\'V'hen you specify a grey-scale scan,
the grey-scale information is saved
in a T IFF file; halftone resolution is
not speci fieclumil the image is
prim ed.
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include DEST's PC Scan 2000, Microtek's MS-II, and Datacopy's JetReader 220.
Sheet-fed scanners are especially popular for OCR and fax applications.
Each approach has advantages and drawbacks. Flatbed scanners can scan pages
from books and other originals too thick to fit between a sheer-fed scanner's
rollers. Flatbed units also eliminate the risk of a delicate or in·egularly shaped
original jamming inside the unit. And they provide guides that make it easy to
position the original. With a sheet-fed scanner, it's easy to insert something
crookedly, causing crooked or skewed scans. Skewing is especially apparent with
line art bec-ause it causes straight lines to assume a jagged-edged, stair-stepped
look. With photos, skewing simply makes ~~our photographer look sloppy.
But sheet-fed scanners often cost less, since they don't need a system of
precisely aligned guides and rai.ls to move the scanning mechanism. And their
transport mechanisms lend themselves nicely to accepting automatic document
.foede1s, paper-handling add-ons that shuttle originals into and out of the scanner
for you - a real time-saver for OCR work. Automatic document feeders are
available for some flatbed scanners, but they're much more common and often
less costly in the sheet-fed world. Both types of scanners almost always attach to
the Mac's SCSI port.
Sharing d1e field with sheet-fed and flatbed scanners are such unconventional
units as the legendaJy ThunderScan Plus. The ThunderScan Plus's scanning
hardware replaces the ribbon ca11ridge in an ImageWriter printer. You roll your
original into the printer, choose a command, and the cartridge moves left and
right, advancing the original slightly with eacl1 pass. ThunderScan was one of the
first scanners available for the Mac; at $249 (plus a required $50 power pack if you
have a member of the Mac II family), it's still the least expensive. But it's also the
slowest. A full-page scan can easily take 20 minutes, versus the 30 seconds or so
that other scanners require.
Astep up from the ThunderScan Plus- but still a few flighrs clown from a
desktop scanner - is a bandscanner such as ThunderWare's LightningScan 400
or Logitech's ScanMan. A hand scanner looks like a small blow d1yer on wheels.
You slowly and carefully roll the scanner over your original, and the scanner
transmits the image to the Mac via an extemal SCSI interface box. One drawback
of hand scanners is that it's easy to lead the scanner astray as you roll it across the
01iginal, resulting in crooked scans. Another drawback is the scanner's naJTOW
width, which restricrs you to scanning in 4-inch wide swaths. Most hand scanners
include software that allows you to piece toged1er those swaths in order to scan
wider originals. The process can be cumbersome, but still much faster than a
ThunderScan - for nor much more money.
Then there's the scanner's cousin, tJ1e video digitize1: As we saw in Chapter 17,
digitizers such as Koala Technologies' MacVision accept video signals from a video
recorder or camera and conven each h01izontal video scan line into data. l11eir
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primary advantage over conventional scanners is that they don't require a
photographic original. If you want highlights of the company picnic in the next
newsletter, take a camcorder along and shoot, then digitize the high points later.
But on the clown side, scanning nat artwork with a video digitizer means buying a
stand ro hold the camera at the pmper angle, and it means adjusting lights ro
illuminate the original evenI}' and focusing carefully to eliminate fuzzy edges.
At the upper end of the scanning spectrum are slide scanne1-s such as
Howtek's Scanmaster 35/11, Nikon's LS-3500, and Barneyscan·s CIS•3515. These
upper-class scanners create ultra-sharp color scans of 35-millimeter slides. \Vith
prices of between $5000 and $10,000, the)"rc specialized tools tim are only now
coming into their own among professional publishers.

Looking Sharp: Resolution
Like video screens and laser printers, all scanners represent images b}' arranging a series of dots into a bitmap. l11e more dots per inch a scanner (or screen or
printer) can work with, the higher its resolution, and generally, the sharper its
images.
Scanners typically provide a resolution of 300 clots per inch (dpi), a value
matching the resolution of most laser printers. A few scanners, such as Agfa's
Focus II SOOGSE, provide 400-dpi resolution, although for reasons I'll explain
shortly, 300 dpi is usually more than adequate. The ThunclerSc-dn Plus's resolution
with an actual-size scan (no enlargement or reduction) is only 72 dpi, but using
some clever scanning tricks, you can boost an image's resolution to nearly 300 clpi.
Differences in resolution can be more apparent in scanned line art than in
scanned photos. As resolution drops, sharply defined shapes in line art take on
the jagged look (known as aliasing); to see for yourself, compare a circle on the
Mac's screen to one primed by a laser printer.

Looking Shady: Grey Scales
Continuous-tone images impose their own demands. Because a bit can
represent only white or black values, depicting shades of grey requires special
techniques. The first scanners used a scheme called dilheni?g, in which the
scanning software combined black and white dots into patterns that simulated
shades of grey. The Mac's desktop pattern is a good ex;unple of a dithered shade
of grey.
The drawback of dithering is that the scanner software must assign each grey
shade a specific number of clots. In the image-rendering world, when you assign a
specilk number of clots to anything, you lose t.he ability to take advantage of a
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screen or plinter whose resolution is higher than resolulion you've already chosen.
That's why it's preferable to retain some resolution li?dependence- to not lock
the image into a specific number of elms per inch until it's aauall~· plinted.
·n1e scanner world reached this vital milestone with the debut of[{l~J'·Scale
Grey-scale s<.:anners represent grey in the same way a color !\·lac representS color: they assign more bits to each clot. By assigning four bitS of data to e-c1ch
dot, a scanner can represent 16 clificrcm shades of grey (four bi ts can have 16
different on-off combinmions). Six bits per dot can represent 64 grey levels; eight
can represent 256. Among LOclay's grC)r-scale scanne1~, most usc four or eight bits
per dot.
scanne1~.

When you scan a photo with a grey-scale scanner, itS software doesn't simulate
shades of grer through dithc1ing. Instead, it saves the incoming grey-scale
information. ll1e image is convened into dots when you print it, thanks to a
process called ba!fiomi{fl·
Halfroning is what allows a printing press- which can't p1int shades of grey to represent a continuous tone-image. In the printing world, halftoning involves
photographing a continuous-tone image through a screen that convertS the image
inro a se1ies of tiny black clots that a press can print The halftone represents
difit:n:lll gre)' shades by varying the ~ ize of the halftone clots: larger elms for darker
shades, smaller dots for lighter ones.
A laser p1i nter handles halftoning differently: since it can't v<uy the size of its
elms, it,must combine several clots into a larger cell whose size it can vary (by
turning some clots on and ot he1~ off). You're able to print halftone images, but at a
price: because the printer must combine clots to create the halftone cells, its
eiTective resolution drops. For example, if 5 clots are assigned to each cell, a 300clpi ptinter can print only 60 clots per inch - roughly the same resolution as a
newspaper photograph. That's sobering: when you shelled out Sl OOO or more for
your scanner, you may have had in mind an end procluct t.hat would look bener
than a newspaper photo. It's because of the halfroning process that a 300-clpi
scanner is more than adequate for most needs.
But because gre>•-scale images aren't locked into a specific halftone dot size, you
can get sharper halftones by priming your image on a higher-resolurion plimer,
such as a desktop publishing se''~cc bureau's imagesetter. lmagesettel~ such as
Linotronics can prim far more clots per inch, so they can create much smaller
halftone cells. If a 1270-clpi l.inorronic uses 5 dots per cell, its effective resolution is
about. 200 clots per inch- more than that of a high-quality magazine halft one.
That's the beaut.y of nor halftoning until printing time: your image can take full
advantage of the printer's resolution (see the figure 'There's More than One Way
to Scan a Cat'').
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..,. There's More than One Way to Scan a Cat
The more dots per inch a printer provides, the bener the
quality of its halftones. At top, output from a
300-dpi PostScript printer, using a 53-lines-per-inch
halftone screen. At bonom, the identical image printed on
a 1200-dpi Agfa Compugraphic CG 9400 lmagesener, using
a 125-lpi halftone screen.

Of course, when you leave the
halftoning job to the printer, the
printer must be able to create
halftones. PostSoipt-based printers
contain halft oning routines, but
Quick.Dmw-based printers such as
GCC Technologies' Personal
LaserPrinter II series and Apple's
Personal LaserWriter LS do not. To
print grey-scale images as halftones
with these and other non-PostScript
printers, the program you use for
priming must do its own halftoning.
Many desktop publishing and greyscale graphics programs do; other
types of programs generally don't.

A Scanner's
Command Post
Let's take a closer look at your link
to the scanner's hardware. A scanner's
software lets you adjust settings
before scanning, edit the resulting
image, and save it in a variety of
formats. (See Lhe table "Storing
Pictures" in Chapter 8 for a list of
common graphics file formats.)
To allow you to compensate for
imperfect originals, scanning programs provide buttons or sliders that
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A Scans on Screen
Macs with color or grey·
scale video hardware

let you adjust btighrness and contrast. These controls don't alter the lighting
within the scanner; they cause the scanner Roftware to assign different
brightness and comrast valueR to the incoming grey-scale data.

make ideal electronic
retouching platforms.
Here, Adobe Photoshop
is used to adjust the
brightness and contrast
of an image captured
using a video digitizer.

Scanning software lets you specify the area to be scanned as well as an
enlargement or reduction percentage ro create scan s larger or smaller than the
original. You can ;~lso specify whether the original is line an or a continuoustone image. If it':; the latter, you can designate whether the software should
halftone the incoming image (through dithering) or simply save the grey-scale
data. Always choose the grey-scale option for best results with desktop
publishing and image-processing programs; if your printer doesn't support
halftoning or if you'll be export ing the image to a program that doesn 't
suppon grey-scale files, choose the dithering or halfton ing option.
All scanning software also pro\~dcs MacPaint-like editing features such as
erasers, pencils, and line-drawing tools. But most programs' editing features
arc adequate for only simple retouching tasks. For serious editing, consider an
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image-processing program such as Letraset's lmageStudio, Silicon Beach's
Digital Darkroom, Adobe's PhotoShop, or Letraset's Colo~tudio. These
programs' sophisticated drawing and retouching tools let you blend, soften,
sharpen, and otherwise alter images. Because a Mac II or LC can display shades
of grey, it's the best Mac for electronic retouching (see the figure "Scans OnScreen") .
Anod1er extremely useful image-processing feature is the ability to change a
photo's brightness or contrast after you've scanned it. Because grey-scale
images retain the grey-scale data sent by the scanner, image-processing
programs can change the brightness and contrast by simply interpreting the
data differently. 1l1is ability to remap the grey-scale data lets you compensate
for brightness or contrJSt Aaws in the original, and allows for special effects
(see the figure "Fun with Grey Maps" on the following page). Most desktop
publishing programs also let you remap grey-scale data, a process often called

gamma correction
It's also wort11 noting that many image-processing programs can drive a
scanner directly. That's a handy feature that lers you scan and retouch without
having to switch programs.

Is a Scanner the Answer?
With all the wonders scanners perform , why aren't I more enthusiastic
about recommending them? Several reasons. First, you don't need one to
inducle photos in a publication. You can use d1e standard graphic artist's
technique: draw a black box - a ha(jione lllindou; - tO indicate where
photo will appear. Then send the photo to a print shop for photographic
halfroning. They'll make a pbolomechanical 11-cm{/el; or PMT, from the photo
that you can pUl into position on your pasted-up page.

me

Second, scanners are expensive: the money one costs will buy quite a few
photographic halfw nes. (The one exception is the marvelous 111underScan,
whid1 will do the job if you have the patience and the lmageWriter.) And if you
don't already have a high-capacity hard disk and m least 2\<IB of memory, add
their prices to the tally. For top-nmch retouching, throw in a few hundred
dollars for an image-processing program.
Finally, remember that the quality o f laser-printed grey-scale images is far
from National Geographic standards. An imagesetter gives better resul ts, but
some can take a long time to prin t halftones. Most typesetting serv ice bureaus
charge by the hour, so your digital halftones could cost a lo t more than
conventional o nes.
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Fun with Grey Maps
You can open grev·scale files with
an image.processing program such
as lmageStudio or Digital
Darkroom, and remap the grey
scale to adjust brightness and
contrast (a process often called
gamma correction) or to produce
special effects. Here are two
images along with their
corresponding grey maps, as
displayed by lmageStudio. At top,
the grey map is unchanged. At
bottom, a posterized version of the
same image.

Chapter Thirty-Nine: Scanners
But if you work with irmgcs frequenrly and if you'd like to be able ro retouch
rhem electronically, then by all means consider one. And it's true that OCR
software and fax modems allow scanners to e-Arn their keep in other ways.
Scanners have always promised a lot, but only recently have they started to
deliver. Whether one can deliver enough for you is a grey area that no scanner
can detect. You're the one who has to assign a 0 or J to that question.

Toward Better Scans
Following two simple rules will help you get the
most from your scanner and disk space.
•!• Scan photos at lower resolutions Most scanners
let you scan at resolutions lower than 300 dpi. If
you're creating a grey-scale image of a continuous-tone original, scan at a lower resolution - as
low as 75 dpi if your final output will be laser
printed, or 150 dpi if you'll be printing on a
Linotronic. Because a printer's effective resolution
drops when it halftones, you'll get virtually
identical results. And you'll save a tremendous
amount of disk space - a 75-dpi grey-scale scan is
roughly 1/t& the size of a 300-dpi one. For line art,
which doesn't require halftoning, always scan at
your scanner's maximum resolution.
•!• Scan grey and save TIFF If your scanner, its
software, and your printer support grey scale and
halftoning, always scan continuous-tone originals

using your scanner software's grey-scale setting
and save the result as a TIFF or RIFF file. Doing so
will let you alter the image's grey map, change its
halftone resolution and angle, and resize the image
without distorting its halftone screen. If you use
the scanning software's halftoning options instead,
the settings of these key components will be
carved in stone during the scan.
Finally, if you're still shopping, remember this: The
more shades of grey a scanner and its software can
detect. the better the image will look, especially if
printed on an imagesetter or 600-dpi laser printer.
Remember, too, that printer resolutions are likely to
improve in the future. Scanned images containing 64
or 256 levels of grey will be able to take better
advantage of future printers' ability to create smaller
halftone cells. l:i!il
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Summary:

v

Creating image files for desktop publishing is the most common scanner application.

v

Most scanners can work with either continuous-tone images (such as photographs), which
contain white and black areas along with many shades of grey; and line art (diagrams or pen-andink drawings), which is strictly black and white.

v A scanner resembles a photocopier in that it illuminates your original while a sensor called a
charge-coupled device (CCD) measures the light it reflects and generates a voltage.

v In a flatbed scanner, the original remains stationary and the CCD mechanism moves across it
during the scan.

v

In a sheet-fed scanner, the original is fed into a slot and a set of rubber rollers draws it past a CCD
mechanism.

v A scanner's software lets you adjust settings before scanning, edit the resulting

image, and save it

in a variety of formats.

v If you work with images frequently and you'd like to be able to retouch them electronically, a
scanner may be for you, but consider the drawbacks - the scanner's cost and the memory and
disk space required by scanned images.
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Chapter 40

Networking

In This Chapter:

v

How networking lets you share expensive hardware such as printers and modems.

v
v

The file server: the electronic version of an office file cabinet.
Will your software work on a network?

v Tips for getting good performance and reliability from your network.
v

Dialing for data: how to access your network when you're on the road.

v Networking at the high end -

the Mac-to-VAX connection.

I

f you use two or more Macs, chances are you can benefit from connecting
them to each other to form a ne/t()()rk. Wait! Don't turn the page. It's true that
networking has its technicalities - bandwidths and blidges, twisted pairs and
wpologies- but even if you are new to the Macintosh you can set up a small
network without immersing yourself in them. Small-scale Mac networking can be
surprisingly easy and economical.

What's to gain? For one thing, your tvlacs can share an expensive add-on such as
a laser plinter or hard dri ve (see the sidebar "Hardware You Can Share'). It's
easier to buy a big-ticket item when you know that all your Macs will be able Lo
share it.
Beyond sharing hardware, you can share information and ideas. Usingji'/1':'

sen-er software, you can store in one place files everyone needs to access - client
databases, product fact sheets, downloadable laser primer fonts, or boilerplate
templates for frequently produced documems. Using electronic mail software,
you can send messages and files to co-workers. And with mulliuserclatabase
software, everyone can access the same database file at once, eliminating the need
tO store a separate copy on each user's machine- and fretting over whose
version is the latest.
Many people are lntimiclatecl by networking not only because of t11e jargon that
surrounds it, but also because it provides so many sharing options. The best way
to conquer both fears is to slart small and add new capabilities as }'OLI need them
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- and as you master those you already have. In this chapter, I present a road map
you might want ro follow in your journey to a networked office. Along the way, I'll
examine networking's benefits and look at some products.

Phase 1: Sharing a Printer
At its simplest level, Madntosh networking means shaling a PostScript-based
printer such as Apple's LaserWriter llNT, IINTX, Personal LaserWiiter NT, or any of
the other dozen or so Mac-compatible PostScript primers. Like a co-op vacation
home, a PostScript printer is a less painful purchase when a large group can enjoy
it. Non-PostScript laser printers, such as Apple's Personal LaserWriter SC and l.S
and GCC Technologies' PLP II and PLP lis, cannot be shared on a network
because they attach to the Mac's SCSI or modem connector, neither of which is
designed with sharing in mind, and because they lack the ability to respond to
numerous machines.
Sharing a PostScript plinter is a breeze because all you need are cables that
interconnect the Macs and the printer. You don't need to purchase any special
nerworking software; Apple's LaserWriter pni1ter dniJet; inducted with the Mac's
system software, contains all the smarts needed to communicate with any Mac-

Hardware You Can Share
Sharing hardware doesn't mean just hard drives and
laser printers. Here's a sampling of the other types of
hardware you can share on a LocaiTalk network.
<• lmageWriters Using Apple's lmageWriter IIlLO
LocaiTalk Option board, you can share an
lmageWriter II or LO.
-:+ Telephone modems Modems such as Hayes's
Smartmodem 2400M and Shiva's NetModem V2400
or high-speed NetModem V.32 can be shared on a
network. A network modem can't serve an office full
of communications junkies, but it is ideal for several
people who just check their e-mail now and then.
·> Fax modems You can share a fax modem such as
Apple's now-discontinued AppleFax or Orchid
Technology's OrchidFax by using Solutions' FaxGate

Plus software with the Microsoft Mail or CE's
OuickMail. (Incidentally, you should always choose a
fax modem that can both send and receive faxes;
some can send them only.)
<• Serial devices With Shiva's NetSerial or Solana
Electronics' C-Server, you can put virtually any serial
device - modem, pen plotter, daisy wheel printer on a network.
•!• Alternative storage devices You can share tape
backup drives, erasable optical drives, and
removable-media drives such as Bernoulli boxes and
SyOuest drives. You can even share CD ROMs via an
AppleShare server, provided the server's hard disk
has enough free space to keep track of the CD
ROM's vast number of files. li!a

compatible PostScript plinter. Similarly, all PosrSaipt primers contain built-in
prilll sei7Jersofrware that allows them to listen for numerous machines and
handle print jobs on a first-come-first-served basis. In short, the Macintosh and the
primer already know how to talk with each other - your job is to add the lines of
communication.
Those lines can take a few fonllS. If you wam the Apple brand name, enclow
each Mac and plinter with a $75 LocaiTalk Connector Kit, which includes a 6-fom
length t ocaiTalk cable and a small connector box that plugs into a Mac's rear·
panel printer connector or into the printer itself. The connector box's nine parts
electticall)' isolate the network's components, helping to prevent wholesale
equipment carnage should one item short out. The cable itself isn't too differem
from what you'd find in a stereo system. It contains a pair of wires twisted around
each other, surTounclecl by a braided wire shield that keeps electric:al interference
out and helps prevem the signals in the cable from interfering with nearby radios
or lVs. Included wid1 the connector kit is a small connector called a cable
e:rtende1; used for au aching two cables to each orher. lf you need longer cable
lengths- perhaps to reach a Mac in another room - Apple offers a 30-foot
LocaiTalk cable for S75, and a 75-foot cable for $125.
Apple's cabling is often discounted below d1e retail prices I've given, but you
can save even more by using one of the LocaiTalk cabling alternatives, such as
Farallon Computing's popular Phonel\et cabling S)'Stem. PhoneNet connector
boxes, for example, retail for $59.95, but mail-order prices hover around $35.
Another plus: PhoneNet uses ordinmy telephone \Vi ring rather than the special
cabling LocalTalk requires. Pho ne~et can even use the telephone v.~ ri ng already
present in a building. 111at can save you a fortune in cable costs, especially if your
Macs are far apatt. Other PhoneNet-like network connectors that use telephone
wiring include Sitka's Telcconnector, Nuvotech's Turbo:'-JET, and Dayna Communications' DaynaTALK. AdaptOrs are also available d1at let you mix LocalTalk and
telephone cabling on the same network - helpful if you're already using one kind
of cabling and decide to add more machines to your network.
Whether you use LoGtiTalk or a LoGtiTalk-compatible cabling scheme, you 'll
hook up your Macs and plimers as shown in the figure "Network Witing" in
Chapter 30. Be sure each cable is snugl)' attached to its connector, and tuck the
cables safely behind desks so people won't tlip over them or jerk them loose with
desk chairs. And avoid the common pitfall of lea~ng a cable dangling, without
going imo a connector. The end points of a LocaiTalk network are connectors to
which only one cable is auached. In this case, the network isn't properly terminated - its end point isn't defined, and it won't work properly.
After you unite the machines, you need to configure each Macintosh for
network printing. First, be sure the laser primer is warmed up (wait until it prints
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ics start-up page). Next, use each Mac's Chooser to turn on AppleTalk and select
the l.aserWriter ptinter driver icon. (If you don't see this icon, you need to copy it
and the file named l.aserPrep either from the Mac's system disks or from the disks
that accompany the primer. Copy the files to the System Folder on the Mac's startup disk. If you're using System 7.0, you don't need the l.aserPrep file, as explained
in Chapter 35.)
Before closing the Chooser, type a name in ics User Name text box. (In System
7.0, use the Network Setup control panel.) Use d1e name of the person who uses
that Mac, or a name that describes the Mac's purpose, such as Publishing Station.
This name allows the l.aserWtiter driver to pro\~de useful feedback when you're
printing- more about that shortly.
Finally, activate the Background Printing option so you're not forced to wait
while the Mac and printer communicate during eacl1 print job. Background
ptinting intercepts data en route to the ptinter, saves it on disk in a spoolfile, and
then quickly returns control of the Mac to you so you can get back to work. Then,
a system program called PrintMonitor transmits the spool file to the printer in
short bursts while you work (see d1e figure "Monitor Your Printing').
(If no icon appears at the right edge of the menu bar, you aren 'l using
MultiFinder, and the background ptinting option isn't available. You can act:ivate
Multifinder using the Set Startup command in the Finder's Spedal menu; see
Chapter 2 for derails.)
After you perform d1ese steps, close the Chooser and try ptinting a short
document. If you've activated background printing, you won't see any status
messages (telling you who's printing what on which printer) unless you open the
PtintMonitor window by choosing its name from the Apple menu (in System 6.x)
or from the application menu (in System 7.0). If background printing is off or if
PrintMoniror's window is open, you'll see status messages such as "processing
job." If your test document doesn't print, retrace your steps and double-check the
cables. If it does ptim, perform these steps on each Mac in the network.
If you always use the same printer, you need to perform the pre~ous chores
only once; the Chooser remembers that you've chosen the l.aserWriter driver as
well as the user name you typed and the name of the printer you selected.
However, if you switcl1 between two or more l.aserWriters or other printers, you
need to use the Chooser each time you change printers.

Phase 2: Electronic Mail
Once you've strung the lines between machines, you can add additional
capabilities to a network b}' adding appropriate software. The next step might be
to add software that lees you transfer files between Macs, enabling you to say
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Monitor Your
Printing
When you're using
MultiFinder or System
7.0, selecting the
Background Printing

Chooser
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Select a LaserWriter:

option in the Chooser
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to wait for the printer.
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application (middle!
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names of jobs waiting to
be printed. Status
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bottom of PrintMonitor's
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the Mac's screen when
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background printing is
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the Set Print Time
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time or postpone it
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Files Enclosed
With elettronic-mail
soltware such as CE
Software's OuickMail,
shown here, you can

10

,.

""' ..

,FJ]jOalo.Co~or (9/t:::::,,,,,........,..,..................,.. ..

enclose disk files wi1h
messages. The
recipient clicks on the
ENCL button to
retrieve the file from
the mail server.

Regarding

[ Normal

IJl/Ifff&Jtp{j)/J/lJ&

Q

IGr eet Northern report

Dear Diane,
Enclosed i s t he r eport you esked f or concerning the Greet Northern. If you
have any questions, please let me know.
Best regards,
Dale Cooper

1'2:

good-bye to the so-called sneaker net - copying files co floppy disk~ and carl)ring
them to od1er machines in ~~our office.
Several categories of network software let you move files between machines.
One is eleclmllic mm!, or e-mali'software such as Microsoft Mail, CE Software's
QuickNlail, and Sitka's lnBox. With e-mail software, you send files as enclosures
that accompany messages you rype (see the figure "Files Enclosed'). When
messages anive at their elewonic mailbox destination, the recipients can save me
enclosed files on their own disks. You can even request a return receipt message,
which notifies you when a message is read. In large offices, e-mail not only makes
it easy to transfer files, it also helps eliminate distracting phone calls and annoying
games of phone tag.

E-mail Details Each brand of e-mail software has its own operating style, but
all require similar setup steps. Fit'S L, rou designate one Mac as the e-mail se1ver,
the elecu·onic post office that stores messages and fotwards them to their
addressees. You can still use the setver Mac co run mher programs, but you'll
notice it slows down when people are sending and rettieving mail as it divides its
time between postal duties <llld running other programs.
For this reason, it's imponam to carefu lly consider which Mac in a network is
best suited ro being a server. You should use a machine wim several megabytes of
free hard disk space and at least 2MB of mem01y - more if you plan co use
MulliFinder or System 7.0 on that. mad1ine. If you anticipate heavy mail volume,
consider using a faster Mac- an SE/30 or a member of the II family - instead of
a Plus, SE, or Classic. And make sure you use a machine that's reliable - if
someone in your office likes to tun prerelease versions of sofm·are (which may
contain bugs) or games (which often monopolize the Mac's hardware), mat
person's Mac is not an ideal setver.
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Server Setup
Just as every post office needs a postmaster,

)£.

every mail server needs an administrator -

tNBox

someone who sets up the mail system and
keeps it in tune. The administrator's first job is
to add users to the system tlnBox is shown
here). After the initial setup, the
administrator's job becomes custodial. Using

Names

Configure Address List

Passwords

[In sert MailboH]
( Cut MallboH J
(P aste MailboH]

the administrator program, he or she adds
and removes users as needed, helps users
who have forgonen their passwords, and

OK

works to keep the mail moving. Each user
can- and should - change his or her

Cancel

password when signing on to the system for
the first time.

After you choose a server, you set up the e-mail server software, which
usually comptises a system extension (INil) that loads the server software into
the Mac's memory dUJi ng start-up and an administrator program that ~~ou use
to create a mailbox for each person in the network (see the figure "Setver
Setup"). FinaJiy, instaJI on each Mac the e-mail client software, which generally
includes a desk accessmy that lets the user read and send mail and a stan-up
document that lets the Mac notify the user when a message anives.
Microsoft Mail, QuickMail, and InBox can each easily meet the needs of a
small network. As your network and needs grow, however, you need to decide
between Microsoft Mail and QuickMail, both of which currently provide more
features than InBox. QuickMail wins the features derby, but it's harder to leam.
An advantage to Microsoft Mail is that it lets you exchange mail and documents
directly within Microsoft Word and Excel, Aldus PageMaker 4.0, and several
other applications.
For a simpler vatiation on the file-transfer d1eme, investigate file-transfer
utilities sucl1 as Traveling Software's LapLink Mac ill Network Pac, Gizmo
Technologies' Send Express, or Claris Corporation's Public Folder, which is
free to registered users of Clatis products. These utilities don't let you type in
messages w be sent; they simply beam existing files from one machine to
another.
And then there are more speciaJized products such as FaraHon Computing's
Timbuktu and Microcom's Carbon Copy Mac software (see the figure ''I've Got
You Now" on the next page). Both transfer files, but they aren't e-mail
packages; instead, they let you control one Macintosh from another, for
example, to help someone who's struggling to master a difficult program. You
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Timbulctu'"'(Jim Heid)

can take over all the
screens in the office
- great for group
training sessions. And
you can use one Mac's
Seruer
modem o r ImageGuest Acces s:
Guest Priuileges:
Writer
printer from
@ On
~
Mac. With
another
···l&1··········-·T···e3······
·
······
·
··
Q Off
Farallon's Timbuktu/
11\ Latest Guest: r··-·-·····-··-····-·-··-·-········-·-··-·-·····-j
Remote, you can even
c __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....LY.J
L-·-·-···-·-·--·--··-··-····-·-········-'
control a Mac over the
telephone lines,
although you need a
A I've Got You Now
high-speed modem such as the Hayes Smartmodem 9600 for tolerable perFarallon Computing's
formance. Carbon Copy tvl ac includes remote-access femures.
Host s:

•::JCHI<:~-:--F ~~~~[os~v<] I[. ~L<JII[,x~~··JI
i .llil.

Timbuktu software lets
you transfer files
between Macs and
control one Mac from
another. Timbuktu's
desk accessory,
shown here, also lets
you specify passwords
to protect against
unauthorized access
to your files or
your Mac.

Phase 3: Creating a File Server
E-mail products can eliminate sneaker wear bm nor worries over whose
version of a certain document is the most current. If anything, swapping flies
between different macl1ines only fuels those fears. And having impon ant flies
scattered across the hard drives and floppy disks in an office makes backing
up difficult.
The solution? Use file-server software ro make one or more hard drives
available to the entire network. A file server is an electronic version of the
office filing cabinet, providing shared storage for files that everyone needs
(or that only certain people need - you can create private folders that can't
be used without a password). Backing up is simplified, since all the imponant
documents are stored in one place. And the entire office can take advantage
of that high-capacity hard drive you just bought.
Or so go the claims. In reality, a network's hard drive isn't nearly as fast as a

local one (at.tacl1ed directly to your Mac) because LocaiTalk transfers data
more slowly than the Mac's SCSI port does. For example, Microsoft Excel takes
about 10 seconds to stan from my local hard drive but over 30 seconds to start
from my file server. What's more, putting all that extra data on a network's
cabling slows down everything else that takes place on the network, such as
printing and exchanging e-mail. Thus, it's best to use a file server to store only
documents, nor programs.
(It's worth noting that network cabling systems such as Bbemel, widely
used with Digital Equipment Corpomtion's VAX minicomputers, are far faster
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SfRVfR APPROACHfS COMPARfD
With distributed ftle serving (top) , you can make any Mac in the network act as a server by publishing one or more folders or the entire
contents of a hard drive. A server can still be used to run application
programs, but its performance slows when other users access its hard
drive. With dedicated file serving (botto m) , a Mac is set aside to act as
a setver. A dedicated server can't be used to run programs, but it could
run electronic-mail server software.

D

Server

than LocalTalk
cabling, but are too
costly to be practical
for small net:v.:orks;
Ethernet requires that
you put $500-to$1000 expansion
boards in each Mac.
\Xfhat's more, to use
most PostScript
printers on an
Ethernet network,
you need a pmlocol
converte1; a kind of
network interpreter
that translates
between the different
communications
rules used by
Ethernet and
LocalTalk. Only a few
high-end printers,
such as QMS' PS2000, can accept
Ethernet connectors.)
Two Ways to

Serve File servers
come in two flavors: distributed and dedicated (see the figure "Server Approaches Compared"). With distlibuted serving, anyone in the network C"'Jn
tum his or her machine into a file server by publishing one or more folders or d1e entire contents of a hard drive. Once it's published, anyone on the
network can mount it and use it as though it were a local drive. File-server
software using this approach indudes Sitka's MacTOPS and Apple's own
System 7.0. Indeed, as we saw in Chapter 25, System 7.0's network features
even allow you to link to remote progran1s to exchange data.
With t11e dedicated approach, you set aside, or dedicate, one Mac and its
hard drive to act as a setver for eve1yone. A dedicated server can't run applications because the server software all but monopolizes the Mac's hardware. A
server can, however, run e-mail setver software. Apple's P99 AppleShare
software, which supports up to 50 users, is the only dedicated setver software
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r

C File Edit Ser uer
Server Nome:
App IeShore Server

available that uses a Mac
as the server (see the
figure "Serving with
Dedicalion"). I'll
describe some products
that let you turn an IBM
PC into a server shonly.

Volumes:
AppleShere Server

I

User s :
Jim Heid
Maryellen Kell y
Trix ie
ll f x

Clearly, distJibuted
file serving is the more
economical approach.
Neither Mac TOPS nor
System 7.0 requires any
Thu, Jul 4, 199 1 2: I 6:59 PM
extra hardware beyond
Activity:
I
I
I
I
I
cabling. With Mac TOPS,
>ll•
busy
you simply buy a copy
of the software for each
user; it retails for $299
but is often discounted to around $190. Mac TOPS also includes the lnBox e-mail
software.
I

Serving with
Dedication
A Macintosh running
Apple's AppleShare file
server software displays
this screen, which lists
the users who arc

I

I

I

I

One downside to clistributecl file setving is that someone can tmpublish a folder
or hard chive at any time, with disastrous results for anyone using it. Mac TOPS and
System 7.0 prO\~de some safeguards lor this, bu t it still can happen. And of course, a
Mac acting as a file setver slows clown when others are accessing its hard drive.

signed on to the file
server and shows the
current activity. Some
companies create a
"headless server" by
using a Mac II without a
monitor, relying on
Farallon's Timbulclu to
control and configure
the file server.

Application Software Considerations
Because file server software turns a hard disk into a shared storage area, the
possibility exists that more than one user could uy to modi~· the same document at
the same time. One pan of a file setver's job invoh·es keeping track of who's
opened what. It does so throughjlle-accecrpmtoco/.s'- ru les built into the filesetving software that specify how users can access files. Ajlle lod.'111g protocol locks
a file against alteration after one person has opened it.
But some tasks, especially database management and accounting, benefit from
users being able to simultaneouslr modify a file. File servers can accommodate such
applications when they work in concert with llllfltiusersQ/itl'Cire. With a multiuser
database manager, lor example, a secretaty can enter new client records, a sales
representative can ptint a sales report, and a shipping clerk can update inventory
figures- at the same time, from the same database.
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A multiuser program handles these simultaneous requests without file
clobberi ng through a record-locking protocol, which allows multiple users to
access a !lie, but only one person to modify a given record. Apple's AppleTalk
Filing Protocol (AFP) is a set of tlle-sharing rules that developers of networkcompatible applications follow.
How do some of the leading software packages handle file and record locking?
Here are some examples.
•:• Microsoft Works lets numerous users open the same file, but only the one
who opened it first can mcx:li~' ir. Anyone else must use the Save As
command to give it a new name. Ivhcrosoft E.xcel works similarly.
•:• Ald us PageMaker 4.0 lets numerous users open a template or a copy of a
publication, but only one person at a time can open an original publication.
•:• 1vlicrosoft Word won't let more than one person open a document unless
they all check the Read Only option in the Open dialog box. (As an alternative, you can use the Finder's Get I nfo command to lock the document.)
To moclif): the file, you must save it under a new name.
•:• Claris Corporation's MacDraw II lets multiple users open a fi le, but only the
person who opens it first can save changes normally (that is, by using the
Save command) . If others tiY to save changes they've made, a message <Lsks
if they want tO save the changed document under a new name or not save
the changes after all.
•:• Claris's FileMaker ll and FileMaker Pro, Acius's 4th Dimension, and Fox
Softwa re's Fox Base+/!vlac are multiuser database managers that let
numerous users work sim ultaneously with a database file. Howe1•er, only
one person at a time can modi~· a given record (one enuy in the database,
such as someone's name and address). Multiuser data managers also
provide security fe-Jtures that let you make certain info rmation available to
only certain people. In a personnel database, for example, you might want
to give everyone access to employee names and phone extensions, but only
certain managers access to sala1y information.
As you can see, not all programs behave in the same way on a network.
After setting up a network for fi le serving, test your applications to see how
they behave when more than one person tries to open a document.
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Remote Control
If you have employees who travel frequenLiy or work at home, you may want to
give your network remote access features to allow those users to dial in and
access the file server,
e-mail system, and
even laser ptimer.
RppleTalk Zones:
Select a NetModem'M:
Shiwj:orporation's
Network Modem
:B
NetModems include
dial-in access software
for Macs (see the
Twilight Zone
figure "Calling
PCW
Home'). Shiw 's DOS
6th Floor
Dial-In package allows
PCs to call home.
Select a network:
Farallon's uaison
New
Macworld
:B
software also allows
Remoue
dial-in access.
Modify

A Calling Home
With Shiva
Corporation's
NetModem, you can
dial into a remote
network to check e·
mail, access afile
server, and even print
to a networked printer.
The dial·in dialog box
shown here also lets
you select which of the
remote network's zones

Because 1200-bits
per
second (bps) and
nmsc onnect D
even 2400-bps
[ Cancel J
modems transmit
[
Help
J
data far slower than a
network does,
remote network
access can seem as
slow as the pony express. With a high-speed modem such as Hayes' Smartmodem
9600, however, performance is quite acceptable - not as fast as aToea! network
node, but fast enough for electronic mail to slill seem electronic. I used to use a
1200-bps modem for connecting to ilfaavorld's e-mail system (built around
QuickMail), but I switched ro a Smarrmoclem 9600 after a few too many cobwebs
formed between me and my Mac.
CE Software's QuickMail takes an especially versatile approad1 to remote
access by being able to talk to any computer with a modem. lf you dial into a
Quicklvtail ser.,er using a computer other d1an a Mac, QuickMail discards the
Mac inrerface and presents special text menus for accessing the system.
Combine that capability wid1 a $300 Radio Shack laptop computer, and you
have an inexpensive way to keep in touch.

you want to access. A
zone is an individual
network that's tie~ to
other networts.

Remme-node setups allow network e-mail systems to span me miles, but
commercial e-mail and online sen~ces still have their place. For starters, their
multiline phone networks can accommodate thousands of callers at once. With
remote-node access, only one person at a Lime can call in to check his or her mail.

If you exchange e-mail via telecommuniGttions services such as MCI Mail or
CompuServe, you'll be glad to know that QuickJ\.1ail, lnBox, and Microsoft Mail
provide galeLt/C(V features that unite a network and a service by automatically
dialing the service at specified intervals and sending or reuieving mail.

Other Networking Options
After you master printer sharing, electronic mail, and file ser"ing, you might
want to investigate more advanced networking options. If you use IBM PCs, PS/2s,
or compatibles, you can tie them into the network using LocaiTalk expansion
boards such as Sitka's FlashCard, Farallon's PhoneNET Carel PC • LccaiTalk, or
DaySrar Digital's LT200 Connection PC and, for IBM PS/2s, I.T200 Connection MC.
Farallon's PhoneNE'f' Talk lets LocaiTalk-equippecl PCs access an AppleShare
server. You can also wrn a PC into a server for Macs using software such as
l\ovell's NetWare, DaySrar Digital's FS100, and 3Com Corporation's 3+Share.
Microsoft Mail, InBox, and QuickMail are available for PCs. And there are PCoriented e-mail packages such as Lotus' cc:Mail, Dayna Communications'
DaynaMail, and 3Com's 3+Jvlail for Macintosh.
Then thcre'sgmup!tJC!Il?, a new genre of network-oriented software designed
around the fitct that people often collaborate on projects. Farallon's Timbuktu and
:vticrocom's Carbon Copy Mac enable users to control each other's machines.
Mainstay's MarkUp lets multiple users electronicall)' annotate a document and
keeps track of when comments were made. CE Software's l ll!'Out lets you track
the whereabouts of the employees in your office.
At the high end, you'll find product$ that allow the .'viae to tap into minicomputer- and mainframe-based networks such as those from IBM and Digital
Equipment Corpor~ttion (DEC). Macs are especially popular among users of DEC's
VAX minicomputers- it's been estimated that over half of all VAX installations
also use Macs (see the sidebar "Mac to VAX Connections" on the ne.xt page).
But before venturing into these waters, master the basics. Add one capability at
a time to your network, and be sure everyone understands it before expanding
further. And don't ignore your network-administration duries: Develop a filing
S)'Stem for your server. (For some additional tips on managing your network, see
the sidebar "Network Etiquette·· on page 528.) Be on the alert for viruses - as we
saw in Chapter 28, networks allow them to spread easily. Use the same version of
the LaserWriter driver on each Mac.
Follow these basic guidelines, and you'll have fewer technical problems and
questions to answer. In short, you'll increase your net's worth.
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Mac to VAX Connections
You might th ink that hooking a Mac to a minicomputer such as a VAX would be like giving Pee Wee
Herman a spot on the Chicago Bears. Not so. Microcomputers, especially graphically talented ones like the
Mac, can play several positions in the world of team
computing.
The simplest form of connectivity is the sincerest
form of flattery: terminal emulation. By tapping into a
VAX- through either a telephone modem or a direct
cable connection- and running terminal emulation
software, you can make a Mac act like a DEC terminal,
allowing you to access VAX applications from a Mac.
The programs are still running on the VAX; you're just
using the Mac to send them commands and view their
responses. Usually, you forego the Mac's user interface
and type commands as if you were using a DEC
terminal. However, a clever product from Apple called
MacWorkStation lets developers create Mac-like front
ends for VAX applications. These front ends present
you with pull-down menus and dialog boxes, then
translate your selections into the typed responses that
the VAX application expects.
You'll find terminal emulation features in most
communications programs, including Apple's
MacTerminal, Software Venture's MicroPhone II, Hayes'
Smartcom II, and Synergy Software's VersaTERM
series. But each package's emulation talents vary.
Some emulate only DEC's older VT1 00 series, which
are text terminals. More sophisticated emulators such
as VersaTERM-Pro can emulate the newer VT200 series
and VT-320, which can display graphics sent from the
VAX using DEC's ReGIS commands (ReGIS stands for
Remote Graphics Instruction Set, a set of graphics
commands VAXs use to create images on graphics
terminals).
Using a Mac as a terminal has several advantages.
You can copy text and graphics from the VAX and
paste them into Mac programs, and you can paste

text from the Clipboard to the VAX. Terminal
emulators also let you squirrel away incoming data
on disk or commit it to paper. A Mac costs less than
most DEC graphics terminals-and it can run Flight
Simulator when you aren't online.
A more sophisticated way to combine Macs and
VAXs is to link Macs into a VAX network. Even the
smallest VAX provides hundreds of megabytes of hard
disk storage. A VAX can be a formidable file server that
can house (and back up) not only its own documents
and applications, but those of a roomful of Macs, too.
Because Macs and VAXs store their files in different
formats, Mac-to-VAX networking products work behind
the scenes to unite the two disparate systems. Some
products let you create virtual disks, which appear on
the Mac's desktop like any other disk but that actually
reside as single files on the VAX disk.
Coercing a VAX into storing Mac files is one thing;
allowing VAX applications to access them is another.
Products such as TechGnosis' SmartTalk bridge the gap
between the two machines by providing file translation
features that allow Mac users to work with files created
by VAX applications, and vice-versa.
Many of the same firms that make Mac-to-VAX
disk-sharing products also offer software that allows
Mac users to access printers on the VAX, and VAX
users to access PostScript printers attached to Macs.
Some products also turn the VAX into a print spooler
that intercepts Mac documents en route to the
printer, stores them on the VAX disk, then sends
them to the printer.

You Say 10011 , I Say 11100
But all this happy sharing doesn't come without
complications. The Mac and the VAX use different
network protocols- those rules of the road that
determine how chunks of data called packets travel

I&
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Protocol to a VAX, allowing it to be used as an
AppleShare file server.
The most ambitious way to join Macs and VAXs is to
link an AppleTalk network to a VAX network using a
hardware gateway such as those made by Dove
Computer and Cayman Systems (see the figure "Power
Sharing"). On the Mac end, the gateway plugs into a
LocaiTalk connector, a SCSI connector, or into a Mac II
NuBus slot. On the VAX end, the gateway plugs into an
Ethernet connector. The gateway translates the
protocols of one network into those of the other.
The most promising dividend of a Mac-VAX merger
is distnbuted processing, which lets you combine each
system's strengths to create powerful applications
that neither system could handle by itself. Odesta's
Helix VMX is one example of Mac-VAX distributed
processing. It combines
the iconic approach of
the HeliK database
manager with the fileserving prowess of a
VAX. You design and
access the database on
the Mac using Helix's
icons and form-design
features, and the VAX
handles the datamanagement dirty
work-storing records
and administering
database access to
numerous Mac users.
Numerous other
products allow the Mac
to tap into VAX-based
databases that use the
Through a series of network connections, even remote Macs and VAXs can
Structured Query
easily communicate with one another. Here, a LocaiTalk network is bridged via
an Ethernet gateway to a VAX network, which is then linked by satellite to a
Language ISOL). ~
remote VAX network. The second VAX is also connected through Ethernet to a
LocaiTalk network.

on the network's wires. The solution? Teach one
system to speak the other's language. Products such
as Alisa Systems' TSSnet and Technology Concepts'
CommUnity-Mac teach the Mac DECnet protocols,
allowing Macs to join a VAX network. Macs that belong
to a VAX network can run VAX applications and access
the VAX's disk storage, printer, and electronic-mail
systems.
Another approach is to add AppleTalk protocols to a
VAX. A VAX that speaks AppleTalk can appear in the
Chooser desk accessory as though it were a
LaserWriter or an AppleShare server. Products that let
you create virtual disks on a VAX generally use this
second approach. Pacer Software's PacerShare and
Alisa Systems' AlisaShare add the AppleTalk Filing
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Network Etiquette
Following some basic rules can help make
communal computing work smoothly.
•:• Run applications locally Avoid running large
applications from a server. They'll perform slowly
and bog down the network. Small, fast-loading
applications work well from a remote server, but a
complex program like PageMaker can make a
network snail slow. Run large applications locally,
ideally from a hard disk; use the server primarily for
sharing and storing documents.
•!• Don't run unreliable software Never run prerelease
software or untested shareware on a network. A
crash for one can mean a crash for all.
•:• Don't delete indiscriminately Don't throw away a
file with a cryptic name; it might be a work file that
another user's application has created. Check with
others before deleting files you don't recognize.
·:· Release volumes you don't need When you're done
with a server volume, release it by dragging the
volume's icon to the Trash at the Finder.
•:• Don't break connections If you must unplug a
LocaiTalk connector, make sure all users have saved
their work. Reliable network software can usually

·:·

•:•

•!•

•!•

reestablish a connection, but don't count on that. If
you must detach from the network, disconnect
your machine by unplugging its network box from
your Macintosh, not by unplugging the cables that
go into the network box.
Use the RAM cache You can reduce disk accesses
by activating the Mac's RAM cache. In System 6.x,
use the General control panel; in System 7.0, use
the Memory control panel.
Use the same version of the LaserWriter ddvers If
you don't, you'll see frequent messages telling you
that the printer must be restarted and reinitialized.
Share applications carefully Many programs weren't
written with network use in mind, and can crash
when used by more than one person at the same
time. Be sure a program is designed for network use
before storing it on a shared hard disk. And don't
ignore the legal ramifications of networking. You
may be required to buy a special license or purchase
multiple copies of a program to use it on a network.
Back up religiously The crash of one person's hard
disk leads to depression; the crash of a shared hard
disk can lead to a riot. (l!il

Summary:
II Networking allows Macs and LocaiTalk-equipped IBM PCs to share expensive hardware such as laser
printers. You can also use electronic mail and file-server software to share ideas and information with
coworkers.
II Sharing a PostScript printer is a relatively easy process: Apple's LaserWriter printer driver is
included with the Mac's system software, and can communicate with any Mac-compatible
PostScript printer. All you add are cables.
II Electronic mail software lets you transfer files between Macs as enclosures that can accompany
messages you type.
II File server software lets you turn one or more hard disks into a central storage area that can hold
documents or applications. Security features allow you to assign passwords to folders containing
sensitive data.
II File server software provides file-locking protocols that prevent multiple users from trying to
modify the same file. Record-locking protocols enable multiuser database managers to allow
many users to access a file, but only one user at a time to modify a given record.
II Dial-in access features allow you to tap into your network using a telephone modem. For acceptable
performance, however, you'll want a 9600-bps modem.
II A variety of networking products allow Macs and minicomputers such as DECVAXs to communicate
and exchange data.
II Start small and add new capabilities to your network as you need them you already have.

and as you master those
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Whereto Buy
This appendix provides companies and phone numbers for the products
mentioned in this book. Public domain, freeware, and shareware programs
aren't listed here. ll1ey're available through online information setvices; user
groups (call 8001538-9696 ext. 500 for infomm ion on a lo<.-al user group); or
mail order clearinghouses such as Buclgetbytcs (800/356-3551 for orders, 913/
271-6022 in Kansas), Educorp (800;843-9497, 6 L9!259-0255 in California), or d1e
Public Domain Exchange (800/331-8125, 408/496-0624 in California).
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Production Notes
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1 ~ladntosh
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book is a superb example of what
can do with
technology. The Mac was used in virtually
every aspect of this book's prcxluction.

eliminated annoying games of telephone tag and enabled
Apple's e.xpens to put together more comprehensive
answers to my queries.

To write the 01iginal columns, I used versions 1.05
through 4.0 of Microsoft Word. To revise and e.xpand the
columns, I used Microsoft Word 4.0. I w;mted e;1ch chapter
10 be based on the column exact ly as it appeared in print,
but that introduced a problem: many older columns had
been produced using an outside typeselling finn, and
electronic versions of the text files weren't available.

To create the screen shots, I used Mainsta)''s Capture
utility, which unlike Apple's snapshot FKEY, is ;I!Jic to
capture pulled-down mentiS. I used Claris' ~lacPaint 2.0 to
tweak the monochrome screen dumps and l.etmset's
hnageStlldio and Adobe l'hotoshop to polish up the gmyscale illustrations. To reduce the amount of dL~k space
required by the illustrations (and the chapters, for that
matter), I used Aladdin Sofl\vJrc's Stuffit Classic file·
compression utilit)'.

The answer? Optical character recognition. Using Caere
CorporJtion's OmniPage and a DEST sheet-fed scanner, I
scanned tear sheets of the older columns. After much
proofreading and correcting, I had the files I needed.
Omnil'age was even able to retain formauing such as italics
and bold, which also sa1·ed some time.
My neJ\1 step was to get electronic versions of the more
recent columns, beginning with the May 1989 issue (the
first to be desktop published). Jl1aci/JOtkl s production
depanment supplied me with the final column files in Aldus
Page~Iaker format, and I used Page~laker 3.0 I and 4.0 to
e.xpon their text to Microsoft Word files.
While all this was going on, A1aci/JOrld Senior Design
was using his Mac llfx and Aldus
FreeHand to create the beautiful illustmtions in this book.
l11anks to telephone modems and dial-in network software.
Ame 1vas able to instantly mmsmit his m;L<;terpicces from
San Francisco to my office located on Califomia's rugged
north coast. To be more specific, we corresponded and
exchanged the Iiles using CE Softii"Jie's QuickMail. At fir.a, I
called in to the magazine's mail server using QuickMail's
QM Remote program and a 2100-bps Hayes-comp:uiblc
mcxlcm. Later, I switched 10 a 9600·bps modem thm
allowed me to dial directly into Afflcworld's network and
even access the AppleShare file ~ervers.
A~sociate Arne Hunr

I used Amerio1 Online 10 transmit completed chapters to
technical editor Dennis Cohen in Sunnyvale, Califomia. He
edited them on-screen and returned the edited chapters 10
me ~~a America Online. W11en I had technical questions on
System 7.0 or Apple's new Personal I~erWriter 1.5 and
StylcWriter prinren;, l used Apple's Apple!Jnk communica·
lions seiYice to correspond with the approprime Apple
product managers and engineers. Using electronic mail

I then submitted final chapters and an to IDG Books
using Applelink and old-fashioned overnight couriers. IDG
Books turned my electronic materials over to University
Gmphics, the production house. ·n1eir cmck staff assembled
the final pages with PageMaker 4.0 and output them to an
Agf.1·Compug~1phic image-setter. The bcxl~· text in this book
is Bitsrream's lTC Garamoncl. The illustrJtions, subheads,
tables, and figure captions use typef;1ces from Bitstream's
Zurich f.1mily, a Unh·ers lookalike.
After wrapping up the chapters, 1created the quick
reference card using PageMaker 4.0. Br doing the layout
myself, I was able to see exactly whm would and would not
fit , and adjust according!)'· I used Applelink to transmit
preliminary versions to lOG Books Production Manager Lana
Olson, who checked the margins :mel positioning of te.xt to
ve1ify that everything would fit.
This book's cover illustration 1vas created by sketching the
figure on paper, then scanning it with a Microtek scanner
which 1vas used as a template to redmw the figure using
Adobe lilusmnor 3.0. This iilustr:ninn was cre:ued by Ron
Chan - Bay Area residents will recognize Chan's
distinctive style from the covers of tl1e San Fmncisco
E.xaminer's weekly ·rv maglll.ine. Mac aficionados encounter
Chan's work frequemlr: his illustrations appe:tr in ,11ac1J:Orld
;mel other Mac pcricxlicals on a regular basis, :1s well as on
Mac product packaging (his illust~nion on the MacroMind
Director box is just one example).
'I11cre you have it - a remarbble collaboration
involving over a dozen people scattered across hundreds of
miles. And, as I'm fond of saying, it all happened on a
computer that smiles when )'OU switch it on.
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241. \itk:o board (R:mcrOp;o, 492
24S 'ideo board (Ras1erOps1, ·192
25-pin connooors, 276
32·1lil microprocessors, 278
32-lxl QuickDraw, 102
50·pin Cllllnooors, 276
The '88 VoiC package (AIJC Se\1~
lmtr.letii'C), 219
12SKMacimosh see Macl nu~h 12HK
400K disks see floppy disks
512K Macimosh see .llacimo;h 512K
BOOK di.1ks see floppy disks
911 (~! icnxom}, 356
56001 chip, 281, 419
68000 dlip, 278
60020 chip, 278
68030 chip, m, 278-279
6885 I chip, 2n
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od1c memory on, 272
Access ~bnagcd Emironmem (Casady
and Greene), 253. 369
access time, 266
AccuT<.'X I (Xerox lmagil1g S)~ltnlS),
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Acius, 56, 9-1, 96, 523
at'OUSiic modems, 178
acronyms, 275-282
Acta Ackuuagc (S)mmcuy Sof1ware
CorporJiiOn), 36. 128
ADD (Apple [)e;klop llus), 275-276.
479, 480
Address !look Pius (Power C~
Sofl\\':111!), 95
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Adobe S)•Sicms
sm n!so PosiScript
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), 10,
25 1,315, 469
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SCJtJ:U:1music fom, 150
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Adobe Type Managt'l (AT.II), 10,251,
315,469
Ach<lltCcd Gra1is, ·ISj, 487
t\dl;mccd lmcrfacc's TOM1 ~1'1', 244,
246
AEC Soft\\:~re's FastTr.1ck Schedule.
199
Affini1y Micros)~tcms' Tempo II, 2-i3,
2+1, 291
Af1cr Dark (llerkclt')' S)'llt'flll), 163,
251
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Agfa's Focus II 800GSE SCJnncr, 505
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221
iliFF (Audio lmen::hangc File Fonna1),
418
Aladdin S)~1cn1s
Shonc111, 244, 2·17, 2-19
S1uffi1 DciLtxe. 252-253
Alam1 Clo..k DA. 21
.~lchcmy ~poo Dc,igM), 151, 412,
414, 423
Aldus
Frccl-land, 104-105, ·16 1 ~162
l'ageMakcr. 36, 64,65-67,70-71,
523
Poou:~>ion, 128, 129, 130, 132
aliases, 319-322
alia.~ing,
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ami·:liiascd scrt~n fom,, 235
aligning 1ype. 79-SQ
Alii:! S!~lems'TSSnel, 527
alplu ch:lnnel, 102
Alpi~1IJCI for :\dullS, 123
AI.Sofl
Di•kE.xprcs.s IJ, 250
M:~ster)uggl er, 2-15, 246-2-17
MuhiDisk, 249-250
Ahcch S)~lenlS, 143. 153
ahcmating currem {AC), ·102
Ahra'~ Felix, 487
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117
Amazing .line Fncb·, 33
A.\1029000 chip, 280, 493

AME (C.1sadr and Greene), 2S3. 369
Amcno Online. 175- li7
programmers' fonum, 457
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Associmion, ·176
Amcncan Micro Dc•ilcs' AMD29000
chip, 280, 493
American Nation:tl S1autltrd~ lnstilulc
(AI\SI), 280
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S1andard), 214
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unirucmptiblc pm, cr supplies, 407,
408
Amerio n S1andard Code for
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files, 280, 375-378
ampliwdc, ·11 S
t1musi11g 0111rela" 10 Dt'fltl.!: Public
Di.rcourse 111 tbc 'l\'<' ofShorr
IJrmirtN, 221
an:ling~CHiigilal cocnmcr, 142, 415
Anchor Aulon~'ll ion'> nl()(l(~n , 179
AND IOgJcal opcrJior, 92
angular dimensioning, 212
aninc111on PrDlli''m~. 108, 109, 1)7-169
sw fllso mulumcd1:1
Animal ion S1and (IJnkcr S)'Sicms), 224
AI\SI Set' Amcric:ln Nalinnal Sr:mdards
lmliiUIC
ANTI virus, 364
:uul·ah:Lit'tl screen foulS, 235
ANTI·angc \irus. 361
A.'ffi·B \1ru5, .J6.1

Aniii"Jn. 370
AnuToxin (~lau1.11ay), 368, 370
Aox,·H9
APDA (Apple Progmmu1e~ and
o...~dopcrs Association), 122, 237.

437
App!e Con,'OIUiion rou1lnc, 233
Apple Desk10p Otl\ (ADil), 275-276,
479,480
Apple File l~"hangc, 383. 38•1
Apple lunlware and liOfl \\~Ire S<'t!
Macinlosh COnl(lUitrs; S)'ICOl
sof1warc; spt.njic products by
Jlflllle

Apple menu
Ahoul command, 23
aliJ>CS \\ilh. 319-320, 321-322
llluslralt'tl, 18
S1~1cm 7.0 dilfcrcncc;, 310, 318320, 321-322
Apple Progr:unmcrs and Dcl'<!iopcrs
Associ:uion (APDt\), 122, 237, 437
AJll>lc St':lnncr, 65, 189. 190. 502
Apple \ldCO Ulilll)', 229, 23}-237
AppkCD SC drh-c, }16
ApplcE1 cnt<, 33-1
Applcl.ink, 175

AppleSiu re, 521-522
all'lses for file SCJVcrs, 321
lllll>lr.llt'tl, 522
sr:mdby power for, •107-408
SJ}ICm 7 0 and. 329
App!cTalk. 527
3Jll>hc:uion file, 4}1
3Jli~IC31illt1 mCOllll)' Si7.C, 304--306
appllcalion menu, 317, 318
applications Sl't' soft"~rc
applicauons gcncr:uors, 94-95
applicuion·spcoflc macros, 290
AppMaker (Bowers Dca·elopmem), 436
AppSizcr, 269
archi1ee1ural r.AD, 208, 209
see tr!so compurcr·aidcd design
(CAD)
Archilnon II (Gum:or), 215
.Vchi\'C Corpornuon's MaxSueam, 353
an:hi1'CS, aliases for, 321-322
argumcms, 52
arT<l\\' kC)~, 29, 30
Ars 1\ov:~ Soflwlrc's Pr.1etiC1.llusio.
153
an
sr!t!

n!so graphic~

dip an, 99
t'Ontinuous·tonc lrmgcs, 502
hnc an, 62, 502
AnicuiliC S)'SICms' Voice 1\3\ll}\IOf II,
48i
ascender, 76
ASCII files, 280, 375-378
Alhlon·Talc
Full lmp3Ct, 50, 53. 55-57.98
FuiiWrile, 36-37. 39-44, 46, 47, 69,
303
A·Sil.C, 214
:l.'iscmbly language, 432
ATM(Adobe Type Manager), 10, 251,
315, 469
audio see mulumcdia: sounds
Audio IFF (lmerd~mgc File Fonna1).
418
Aud10 lmerchangc Fit.: Focma1 (AIFI~.
118
t\udio Nmcs S<.'fic'S (Warner ll'ew
Ml~li:!), 221
Audiomcdia boord (Digidesign). 225,
281, 419-420
Aura S)~lems, •149
:nuhonng progr:um
llypcrCard, 121- 122, 12}-125, 224
muhimcdia and, 218, 22}-224
Aulhorwarc l'rofess,onal (AUiho!\1-.rc),
224
AuiOOJ) (Aulcxfcsk), 207, 210, 215
:\tuorlesk's AuulCAD, 207, 210. 215
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auuxlimensioning, 212
autole:tding, 78-79
automatic document feeders, )0.1
automatic hcad·parking. 341
automatic OCR programs, 188-189
autoscrolling, 325
.o\1\:X, 301, 483
average access time, 343

-8 background tasks
see (1/so multitasking
file cop)ing, 327
likely candidates, 299-300
optical char:1acr n:cognition
(OCR), 187
printing, 19, 299, 516, 517
backgrounds
for llyperCard, 114-115
for pres.."tltatiOns, 130, 13I
backing up, 349-356
backup utilitJCS. 250, 349, 351-354
features and shopping tips, 353354
networks and, 528
as virus protcchon, 366
ll.1ckmatic (Magic Software), 351, 352,
354
backup utilitks, 250, 349, 351-354
balloon help, 317-318
ll.1rnC)'SC3n's CIS' 3515 scanner, 505
base line, 76
BASIC, 430, 431-432
Basic 1\ero~· 'lhc Coni less ~louse, 483
Basic ljpogmpby, 83
batch·prol'essing desktop publishing
programs, 69
Bates, Roger, 271
b.1tteries, 263
baud rate, 178, 179
BBSs (bulletin boards), 171, 363
Beatrous, Frank, 240
beeps, 411, <112, ·118
BeethO\'CO, l.ud\\ig \'30, 22 I, 222
llerkelcy Srstcms· After Dark, 163, 25 I
Bernoulli Box drives (Iomega
Corpor.uion), 341-342
for backup, 353
illustr:Jtcd, 342
Mac·PC file transfer "ith, 384
sharing, 514
llemoulli, Daniel, 341
Biggs, john R., 83
BiPlane, 57
Iltrd Anatomy (VO)'~ger Company),
117, 118
bit, 266
bit rate, 179
bitmappcd font~'~· outline fonts, 312314
bitmappcd gr:Jphics, 100, 101
st.¥J also paint program~
object oricn!l'd graphics vs., 100106, 208
hitmapping L'O k>r, 490-491
bitmaps of printed pages, 471-4n

blackouts, ·103
BlP ll (GCC Tt'l:hnologies), II
Bluepnnt (Graphsoft), 215
boards
24·hit \ideo boards, 101, 492-193
acceleratOr bo:~ rds, 6. 2n. 442
cache memory boards. 271-2n,
445-446
colonideo boanl~. 6, 8, 101, 293,
·192-493
communicatiot\~ boarrl~ . 6
e.'p:mdability of Mac models, 5, 6,
4·16-448
imas,oe pnx:essing rC(IUircments,
101
installing, 3S8
for ~1ac·PC file tr:Jn.sfcrs, 384
Sl~ms, 8
upgrading, -i42-446
V(.'(1. or accelerator boards, 213
for videotaping, 168
bod)' type, 76
llof9ls Produaion.~· Stud•o Session, 142
Bollinger, Steve, 240
bombs see cmshes
Boomer.mg, 240
bom blocks, 389
Boston (()mputcr f.<changc, 174
bouncing tracks, 421
Bowers Development's AppMaker, 436
bps (bits per second), 178, 179
Brandow virus, 365
Bravo Techrn~ogies' MacCalc, 57, 303
Bricklin, Dan, 49
Bright Star Technology's interFace,
166, 167, 224
brightness of color, 496
Btoderbund Software's jam Session,
142
Bro\\11, Don, 369, 370
brown·Outs, 263, 403
8-size, 214
bugs
in 32·bll QuickDraw 1.1, 102
programming ami, 434-<135
bullet charts, 129
bulletin hoards, 171, .%3
bundle hit, 395
Burns, A.1ron, 84
buses
address bus/data bus, ·1-18
Apple Desktop Bus (AOB), 27;..
2i6, -179, 480
defined, 276
SCSI bus, 276-277, 387-388, 390
Business !;tSerPrintcr II (GCC
Technologies), II
buttons
in HyperCard, 11·1, 117-119, 123124
illustratL'<I, 26
System 7.0 dilfcrences, 310
buying a ~1acintosh, 3-16
hardware tlccisions, 5-9
Macs vs. I'C.,, 4-5
other at1tl-ons, 13
printer.;, 10-13

bu)ing a ~!acintosh (continued)
sample systems, 14
table comparing .\lacs, 5
tips, 1;..16
upgrading vs., 452-453
used ~lacs, 9-10
when to buy, 16
bu)ing see shopping
b)1e, 266
Byte for B)1C Corporation's Sculpt 3D,
108

-CClanguage, 431-432, 434, 436. 437
cables
Ethernet, 520-521
Mac·PC file transfer using, 379-381,
38+-385
null modem cable, 381
Peripheral Interface Cable, 276
printer cables, 470, 475
SCSI S)'Stem cable, 276-2n. 388,
390
for sharing printers, 515
caching
cache memory boords, 271-272,
44;-.H6
disk caching, 271-272, 279, 344,
44;-446
font cache, 472
instruction cache, 278
RAM caches, 269-272, 528
CAD see computcr·aidcd design (CAD)
CAD/CA.\1, 209-210
CADD l.c\-el l (Generic Software), 215
CADMO\-er (Kandu Software). 214
Caere Corporation
Omnil"age, I68
Parallel Reader, 189
Typist, 190-191
Cai<Amp's Wiz, 486
Calculator DA, 21
c:alendar utility, 240
Calera Recognition Systems' TopScan,
188-189
CAM (computcr·aidcd manufaL1uring),
209-2 10
C'Jmera ready layout, 62
camera view, 108
Canning, George, 58
Canvas (Deneba Soft "~rc), 104, 105,
106
Capture (Mainstay), 25 I
Carnon Copy Mac (Microcom), 519520
cards see boanl~
Carpenter, john, 240
Ca.o;ady •nd Greene's At'CCSS Managed
Environment (AME), 253. 369
categof)' names, 106
Cause (Ma.xem), 436
CCD (charge<Ouplcd clc\icc), 502, 503
CD Remote DA, 347
CDEF virus, 364
cdevs, 280, 288
see also utilities
cmshes after adding cdc\~, 392

cdevs (continued)
illustrated, 241
S)Stem 6.x cde'.-s, 284-285
S)stem \'CrSion and, 241
CDP (Compound Document
Processor) hardware, 189
CD·ROMdrives, 346·-348
multimedia and, 218, 221·222
Clip Tunes, 423
"ith H)lJCI(ard, 116
sh.1ring, 514
CE Software
Aask, 245, 253
DiskTop, 244, 247, 248
In/Out, 245, 252
QuicKC)S 2, 243, 244, 291
Quick.\!ail, 518, 519, 52·1-525
1iles, 243
Vaccine, 368, 369, 370
cell pointer, 51
cells, 50-53
Central Point Software
Deluxe Option Board, 384
MacTools Deluxe, 250
PC Tools Deluxe for the Macint06h,
356
central processing unit = CPU
CERl Music Group's time, 150
CH Pnxlucts' Mach IVPlus, 487
chamfers, 211
character attributes, 374
charge<Ouplcd de>ice (CCD), 502, 503
charting programs, 106-107
charts
see (1/so presentations
bullet charts, 129
charting programs, 106-107
imprming 1\ith graphics programs,
98
check boaes, 26
Chemioolf, Stephen, 437
Cbicago.lfmwofo/SI;ie, 77Je, 73
Chime, 412
dtips see coprocessors; CPU; gr:Jphics
coprocessors; PMMU
Chooser, System 7.0 dilfercnces, 328
Chooser de,ices see RDEVs
Chooser resources see RD~:Vs
chording, 485
Christensen, StC\'C, 240
circular-S, 280
CJS*3SI5 scanner (Bameyscan), 505
clamping voltage, 404
Clancy, Michael, 437
Oaris

see also H)lJCI(ard; specific
programs~~· name

double-clicking in progr.tm
palettes, 26
Option kC)· u.o;cs by, 32
Claris CAD (Clans), 215
Clans Graphics Translator (CI3ris), 214
Classic see Macintosh Cla.~>ic
Clean Up command, Syscem 7.0
dilfcrences, 328
cle:tning, 258-259
Clear I..1kc Research, 122
ClickChange (Dubi·Ciick Software),
251, 497
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cliCking. 25
d •p an, 99
Chp Tunes, H3
O•pboorrl. 21-n
milirics cnluncing. 251
Chpboard file, 289
dock >Kll keeping rime. 263
ckKk r.ucs, 278, 279
rloll6.fl'l' PCs
clo<e box. 20
ClostVil"'' cde-·, 292-293
CI.UTs (wlor look-up tables), 491~192
CMS Enhmcemems' mndby power
~upphcs. 409
Cotl1, 150-153
codc-oricnrcd desktop publishing
pmgrnms, 69
Cohen, r-rank, 362
colon(:), naming and, 30
t'OIIJ( r:rlibrJtion h:>nhi"Jrc, to;
mlor look-up tables (CI.L"Ts), ·191-!92
O:>lor mc11u, 5)'5tcm 7.0 rcpbccmcm,
318
color picker dL1Illf( be~~. ·195-496
color primers, 499
Color QuickOraw, 102
color separations, 67, 101
Ct~or 11dCO, ·189-500
2·1-bit >ideo bomls, 101, 492-493
System 7.0 and, 318, 319, 497
wl1.- vklco bo:1nb, 6, 8
2·1-bu ,;dco bcxtrd5, 101, 492-193
C1o•c\~c"· and, 293
color wheel di:llog box, ·195-496
C< >lorl':l~t (GCC Technologies), 134135
Cok>rizcr (P:>Iomar Softw:ue), 251. 497
ColorSpace IIi {lll1ss Microsrswms).
224-225, 232
ColorSpace Plus!SE (Mass
MicnJS)~tems), 232
ColorSwdio (l.ttrnsct). 100-101, 102
columnar rcpons, 93
columnar tables see table5
columns, spreadsheet, so. 51
comma-delimited text files, 379
comnt rnd·dril•cn desktop pubiLshing
pmgr:m1.1,69
Command-key shoncur; SLY! kcyboord
shoncuts
et~mmand~. 18
wmmunk,nions bo:•rd~. 6
wmmunic:uious softwarc, 13
~l1c-PC file transfer, 381,382
CommUnil)··~l1c (l't-chnology
ConceptS), 527
cnmpaet discs see CO.ROM<
com lULl Macs see Maanrosh Cl1SSic;
Maantosh SE/30
Q:unpactor. 2·i0
compilers, 433-434
CCiffiJXl>ite signal, 232
comJlQ>llion, 1-iO
Compound Document Processor
(COP) harthme. 189
compound documents, 21
mmprchci\SI;e drawings (camps). 62
romprcsslon hardware, 101

Ulmpuneenng's L1nrlcsign, 210
CompuSei\'C, 17}-171
programm~rs· forums, 437
CompuSei\'C lnfonnatlon Manager, tn
Computer ,\crcssorics Corporation
standby po••er supplies. 409
sur&>e suppressors, 408
Computer Care, 449
Computer Friends' TV Producer Pm,
225
Computer S)~tem ASsociates, 4-19
computer ;iruses see >iruses
compurer-aklcd design (CAD), 207216
computer-aided manufacturing
(CAM) and, 209-210
mcchaniCll CAD, 208, 209
compnter-:ridcd manufacturing (CAM),
209-210
ConccnWarc-r (Great \\:'ave Software),
141
ConccnWarc+.\1101 (Grear Wa1-e
Software). 141, ISO
condensed roms, 314
conditional statements for mail merge,
93
conductor trnck, 147
Connect Business lnfom1ation
Network, 173, 175-176
compared 10 other scr;iccs, 175
interface or. 176
Conncctix Corporation
M:ttima, 272
Vinual, 272
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see ctlro Apple Ocsktol> llus; SCSI

mpying (continued)
troul~cshoot>ng for cop)ing
muluple fdes, 394
cop)1lght5)mbols in display type, 81,
82
Cordle5s Mouse (Practical Solutions),
483
Cordless Mouse, The (ll:t.Sic t\eeds),
483
cmmetic utiliues, 251
CPM (criucal path method). 196
CPU (central processing unit), 271,
217-278
upgrading, 442
Craig. james. 83

crashes
troubleshooting
after adtling systcnl e." cnsions, 392
during stanup, 389-393
lD number is 12, 15. 25. 26, or 28.
393
aritical p:tth method (CPM). 196
crop mms, 62
C·size, 214
eTA's ScmHcadcr, 188
Cubase (Steinberg-Jones), 147
cue programs, 140
Cuesta S)~tcms Corporation's Maotlby
power supplies, 409
t11rrcm size (memory), 3(}1-306
Cun is Manufaauring's surge
suppressors, 408
Custom Apl>lications' Fnx.··dom of the
Press, 470
SLY! (1/.iO

C< ll11ll't1ors,

bus
constraining actions, 28
context intelligence OCR, 188
comcxt switching. 298-299
continuous ~11 01 data, 145
continuous-tone images (halftones),
62, S02. 506
control codes, 456
Control Panel
alias for, 321
System 7.0 dilfereoccs, 311
Control Panel devict'S see cdC\~
mntrollers, ·156, 467-468
PostScnpt 1~. QuickDraw-b:Jsed,
46-1, 468, 469
0:10ke Publications' .\1athWritcr, 37
cooling ~l1cs, 260
Cooper, Doug, 437
coopcratil'e multit:t.Sking, 300-302
coordin.1tC "indoo~. 211
coprocessors, 2i9-281, 493
upgrnding, 445
see alro graph•cs coprocessors
copy protection, sequencers and. 149
cop)fining, 62. 78
mp)ing
background file COp)ing, 327
desk accessorit> (Oils). 242
Scr.1phook contents between Macs,
22
S)Stcm 7.0 dllTercnres, 327-328

-Ddaisy chaining, 276
Dantz DCI'Ciopment's Retrospl'(t, 250,
352, 354
Damcy, Bill, 84
0:\s SL'i! desk accessories
Oi\T (digital audio ~1pe), 422-123
data bus. 448
data cache, 271-212, 279, 344, 445-446
rbta cxclumge, 373-386
animation file format, 163
11SCUfdes. 280, 375-378
C!J) file [Oilll:IIS, 214
data-exchange formatS, 107, 375.
376
file-transfer utilities. 2•15, 252. 379380
gr.tphics follll:IIS, 107, 376
IGES (lnitl31Gr.tphKli Exchange
Standard). 214
interappliClllOn communications
(lAC). 33()..334
\\ith PCs. 57. 71, 107, 215. 245, 252,
3i9-385
sound...'tliting file fomutS, 418
Data Interchange Fonnat (DIF), 376
d1tll point, 106
d1ta series, 106
data tr.msfcr rntc, 343
database marogers, 87-96
SLY! tJ/so 11)-pert:ard (Oaris)
multitaskmg and, 303

data!XISC marogcrs (continued)
patch librarians, 140
spreadsheets as. SO, 9;
Daucopr's Jet Reader 220 scanner, 50-1
Datadesk 1ntem:nional
~L1c·l0 1 kC)board, 481
S11itchboord. 482
DataPak {~l1ss Microsystems), 353
DataViz's ~l1clink PIUSIPC, 245, 252,
3i9-381. 384-385
dJtc field<, 90
d1tc funct ions, 53
Day, Peggy)., 203. 204
Da)m Communications
Oayoal'ilc, 379, 383-384
DaynaTAI.K, 515
DOS Mounter, 245, 252, 384
Da)'I~1F1Ic (Oa)•na Communications),
379, 38}-384
Day,.1TM.K (D:t)m Communlc:nions),
515
DayStar Digital, 449
01 ~9 conn<!CIOr, 280
DB-25 connector. 276, 2n
DC (dirca current), 402
DCA (Document Content An:hircaurc)
fom1at, 376
Debugger, 1hc (Ja.sik Designs), US
debugging, 434-435
dL-cimal tabs, 43
Deck (Oigklcsign), 420-422
dcdiCltcd file serving. 521-522
dcfr.Jgmentation utilities, 250, }i5
deleting
sec (1/so Trash
roms and desk at-ccssorics (Dt\s),
242
delimiters, 378-379
Deluxe Music Construcuon Set
(Eicmonic Ans), ISO
Deluxe Option lloan:l (Cemral Poinr
Software), 384
Deluxe Recon:ler (Eicaronk Ans). 147
Dcneba Software
C.1nl':tS, 104, 105, 106
UltraPaim, 106
densil1·. 266
dcsc~er, 76
Dt!sigl1 Principles.for Desi·:op
Publishers, 83
Ocsisn Your ~n Home An:hucaurc
(Ahracadata), 215
f}ejigmitg 111/h l)pe, 83
DcsignStudio (Letrnsct), 64, 67, 7()..71
Desk (l..cdcor), 57, 303
desk accessories (OM), 18-19
SLY! a15o utilities; specific LUr hy
//time

rop)ing, installing. rcm01mg. 242
crashes after adding new 0:\s, 392
font/Dil extenders, 245. 246-247
FonttllA mO\-er tUIOrill, 242
as multitasking, 298
multitasking and. 306-307
text editors, 240
OcskCalc (Zcdcor), 57
desks. 263

Index
desktop, IS
Desktop Express (Dow jones
Soft":JIC). l7i
0.:-skTop file. rebuilding, 395
de-sktop pll>sentatoon <;Oftv•arc ser
presemotinns
de5ktop publishing. 61-73
see nlso typography
W.phy t)pc fJfORr.rms. 71-i2
clement' or a p:rge, 62-63
with graphics pn:.grams. 99
l~1nhvarc for. 64-65
ntaSicr pages. 65
prcsent:nions ·~.• 127-128
desktop vidc'O, 229-238
M.1c ndl'O \~. lV, 231-2.l2
~l1dntosh II Vidc'O Can! Utility.
229, 233-237
VideoSyoc utility, 237
DeskWriter {lll"lcn·Packanl), 11 , 13
DEST Corporation
PCScm 2000, 189, 504
PC Sc m 2020, 189
Puhlish Pac, 186
Rcoognir.c, 186
dialog boxes, 19, 26
kc~iXJanl equivalents in, 30
S\~tcrn 7.0 diffcr~nccs, 327
Diatr~est's DQ·Anin~"'· 22·1
diaionalic.', 73
PostScript, 461
DIF (Daia lntcn:hange Fomlat), 376
Diffcrcm Dnnnmcr (Primcra Sofl\\~ore),
153
Digidcsign
Audknnccli:1 boanl, 225.28 1, 419420
Deck, 42()-121
~lacl'r<Nl'US, 151, 225
Sound Dc.1igncr II, 151, 412, 414,
423
Sound Tool1 'ystcm, 422-423
Turbosyoth, 151
dignal audto t:tpc (DA'I) , 422-423
Dtgil31Darkmorn (Silicon lkach
Sofl\\:orc), 100, 509
Dtgitol F.quiprnem CorporJtion
ReGIS (Remme Graphics
Instmction Set), 526
workstation publishing prugrant'
for, 69
Digital Performer (Mark of the
L'nicom). 1·18-149. 419
rugil31stgnal proc<.·..s<Jr (DSP), 28 I. 419
rugital ~und S<\' sounds
dtgit:.l·to·onalos ccxwcncr, 415
rugiuzers, 224. 50-l-505
dtgiuzing tablets, 110, 211, ·184, •185487
DigiVideo (Aapps), !25
dimensiomng. 212, 213
Dornensions Prcsentc'<' (\"osual
lnfomucion IX'l!lopnocnt), 108,
137, 163, 210
Dimmer 01icnosa~ls PubiL<hing), 251
Dl:-1-8, 280
dingbat. 76

dirc'CI connect mo<lcm>. 178
diret.t current (DC), 402
Din.'CtCt~or,'GX \1dco boon! (R:!dous).

-192
direction kc)~. 29, 30
Otn."CtOr (MacroMind), 108, 15·1. 160162, 167
COM of, 168
mulunocdol and, 218, 224
IJI C..'\CIII,IIion.s lL'iing. 137
Di;infL..:t:uu, 253, 369. 370
dosk cache. 271-272, 279. 34~ , 445--146
dL<k doctor:; S<'i! fole·rcoo"cr" utilities
Disk Doub\'<' (Salient Software). 252253
disk c~li tictg, 358
disk optirnozers, 250
diskcncs see floppy di1ks
DiskExpress II (Al.Soft). 250
Diskl'it (Supcr~lac T{'ChnOIO!,~·). 250,
351,352, 353. 354
disk nrtintcnance, 349
DL<kl'apcr (F:orallon Ctllnputing). 245,
252
disk.< .fi'C floppy disks; h:tnl disk>;
rcmovable·medi.1 dri\'CS; storage
DiskT<Kib (Hfth Generation Systems),
2·H, 247, 248
DiskTop (CESoftw:.rc). 244. 247. 248
Dispby Cacti 8'24GC, 213, 492-193
dL1play cypc, 80-82
leading for, 79
soft\\:tre, 71-72
tr.tdem:trk and cop~·right s~mhols
in, 81, 82
distoihuted file se" ing, 521-522
dimibntcd processing, 334
dithering. 7, 100. 490
by ocanctc'IS, 505-)06
Dohrowolsky, S:tndy, 411
Don omcnt Content Architecture (DCA)
fomtat, 376
document"
aiL't'L" for. 321
idcnllf)ing in Get Info "indow, 21
n:tming, 29-30
o1x:ning color documents on
monochrome .\lacs. 499
stamping "ith staning time, 21
DOS ACcess (Insignia Solutions), 245,
2;2
DOS Oial·ln (Shiva Corporntkm), 524
DOS Mounter (Da~na Communication;), 2·i5. 252. 384
dot m.1tn.' pnntcr... 10,21 1, 5H
double-clicking. 25-26
Doughs CAD:CAM Professiocttl
S\~tem. 209
Do\\; Computer, 449
Qo,-cF:o., , 179
Do\'CF:tt (Orn\: Computer), 179
Dol\· jones Sctftware, Desktop Express,
177

Oo\\' jonc~cws Rct rie,~ol, 175
dn·•nlo.1dable fonts. 76, 459-160, 469
dpi (dots per mch) sre resolution
DQ·!\1\ima<l (Dt:lqucst), 224

Dr. Ts Music Software
jam Factory, 152-153
~1. 153
UpBeat. 15.l
drogging. 26
DR""!. 26i
drow progr.uns, 102-106
sec nlso computer·aided dcsign
(CAD): grJphics progruns
combined p:oin\.'drnw prosrnm<,
106
double-clicking in, 26
p:rint programs \'l<., 100-106
PostScript-oriented, 461-462, 469
Dll~l' ,;rus. 365
Dnvc bun on, S)~tcrn 7.0 differences,
310
drivers see rewun:cs

dmm tn:lchines
~IIDI, 144
software, 153
D-size, 214
DSI'5600 1chip, 281, 419
DSI' (digital signol processor), 281 ,4 19
Dobi·Ciick Software
ClickChange, 25 1, ·197
McnuFonts 2. 246
dummy, 62
Dunl1acn, David, 240
dust, cleaning, 258-259
DXI' file fomm, 2I·i
dynamic R>\1\1, 26i
D)<ttPcrspectivc (DyoaW:trc), 163
Dyt~1 Ware's Dyn:tl'crspcrtive, 163
DyttoDcx (Porfolio Systems), 95
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cb<UIOn' 208
ern cbshes, 84
emsp:tcc, 76
E·nttil, 171, li2, 516, 518-520
ccncrgmcy monitor. 231
cmergcncy·re tore noppy disk, 355
Emer.;on Ekl1ric's standb)• power
supplies. 109
B tl (d cetmmagnccoc interference).
403
E·mu Sy terns
Emul:uor Ill. 151
Pmteu•. 145. 225
Emulator Ill (E·mu Systcnn), lSI
cn da.1hcs, &I
en space, 76
Enrnpsubtcd I'C)6t5crir>t (EPS) fonn:tt,
107, 3i6, 462
Encore (Pa~pon Designs). 150
energy thssip:tuon specifocauon, 405
FJlginccrcd Soft\\:trc's PowcrDraw, 215
engines r( laser primer.>, -156. -167, 473475
Enhance (MicroFromicr), 100
Ensonicfs EPS, 151
EO (eras:j~e optic tl) dri,·cs, j46, 348,
514
EI'S (Enc•psul:ned PostScript) fonn:u,
11)7, 37~. 462
EI'S (Ensoniq), 151
t•ruation pnxcssin~:, 37
c~ruip mcnt S(,'C haniW3re
Er.tdiGUTcn, 370
Cr.l..~ o ble (tptk~ tl (EO) dri\'CS, 346, 348,
51·1
era"ing .m! Trash

f.:o;y ,\ccess L'lrr, 29.l-29 i

edge.fc'<.··d scanners, 189, 502, 504
I:dit menu
pubiL1hing and Mchscnbing
command , 331-334
S\~tem i.O tllffcrcnre., 318
cditic;n files, 331-333
educational softwao'C
animation for, 158
H)1>eiC:tnl as, 117-118. 123
mulumedia, 219-223
F~l'CI comtn:~nd

•folder changes couldn't be
rcconled" mc;sage, 397
Tmsh vs .. 396
ell'Cincal engineenng CAD, 209
see t1W computer·aidlxl design
(CAD)
electrioty-related maimenaocc, 2632(>l

electromagnetic tntt'l'fcn:nce (EMI),
403
clcc1ron gun. 231
Elcrtronic Ans
Deluxe ~lusic Constmction Set, ISO
Deluxe Rcconler, 14i
Studio!!. 99. 159. 160, 163, 224
StudiQ.'B. 99
ck'ctronic nt1il, 171, 172, 516, 518-520
!:1ectrrmic.~ltwcirm,

t'/eme11ts ofJ/JJmrLJ.Jcet SOft'. Tbe, ;s
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cq;ononucs, 261-26.l
escape mb. 456
E·size, 211
Ethernet, 520-521
etiqucne for net\\XJiks. 528
f.ttorc, Ri:canlo, 412
L~'CIII 101115. 436
cvcm·dri1'Cn programs, 436
F.xccl (Ml:m;{tft), 53-57
tbta mana&>emcnt using. 50
impro\ing waphics of. 98
kc~iXJard c'(jUi\~lcnll on. 32
exchanging d:tta see d1ta exchange
expanded fonts. 314
c.'pan<ioo olot.~
Mac IIKKlcb liX1tp:trcd, 5, 6
upgruling and, 446-148
cxponing folc. Jre data exchange
E.•posure (Prefcm.'d Publisher), 251
E.•pre;soonist (Prescience
Corpor.nton), 37
E.•tcndcd KCiixoard II, 480-181
extension lin~-,. 212
extcns~tn mapping. 382-383
extensictll~ see cdc-~; 11\IT•: RD~Vs
f:xtensions folder. 280
excem:tl commantll St!C XC.Ill)s
excem:ol function~ .<W XFCN.1
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mes

fader boxes, 421
FadcrMaster Q. L Cooper Electronics),
42 1
family o( roms, 76
funs, 260
Farallon Computing
DiskPapcr, 245, 252
M:ldlecorder, 37, 116, 167, 218,
416-4 18
Mt'tli:tTracks, 167-168, 224
PhoneNct cabling system, 515
11mbuktu, 245, 252, 519-520
Fastback II {Fifth Generation Systems),
250, 352, 353, 354
FastTrack Schedule (AEC Software),
199
fax modems, 179, 502,514
FOHD drive sea SupcrDrive
feature extraction OCR, 186
features o( programs see shopping
Felix (Aitra), 487
fields
in databa.o;cs, 88, 90
in H}'JlCI(ard, 114, 115, 119, 120
Fiems, Guy, 240
Fifth Gencr:ttion Systems
DiskTools, 244, 247, 2·18
Fastback II, 250, 352, 353, 354
I')TO, 251
Suitcase II, 245, 246-247
Superla.~er.ipool, 245, 252, 299
File (Microsoft)
illustr.Hcd, 94
keybo:trd cquivalcms in, 32
multitasking and, 303
picture fleltls in, 94
me format, 374
me locking, 522-523
File menu, Print Directory command,
19, 286
me servers, 520-523
ali:tses for, 321
TOPS losing conract with, 398
file sharing
me and record locking, 522-523
Srstem 7.0 differences, 312, 329330
File Sharing Monitor, 329
me signatures, 382, 395
extension mapping for, 382-383
me transfer
see also data exdtmge
pro10cols, 172
uulities, 245, 252, 379-380, 519
me·access protocols, 522
me<Ompression utilities, 240, 252
aliases "ith, 321-322
for audio, 4I 5
in b:ickup utilities, 352
File.\Uker II (Clans), 523
File.\Uker Pro (Clans), 95
illustr.ucd, 89, 92
muhiusers and, 523
flle·recovery utilities, 250, 350, 356359,358

software
animation me fommt, 163
ASCII files, 280, 375-378
CAD fde formalS, 214
cop)ing under S)~tem 7.0, 327
data~nge fonnal5, 375, 376
delimited mcs, 3i8-379
edition files, 331-333
file locking. 522-523
file SIL1ring. 312, 329-330, 522-523
file-compression utilities, 2·10, 2;2,
321-322,352, 415
graphics formalS, 107, 376
PostScript aware flies, 462
sound me formalS, 418
S\'Stem me, 287-288
uiilitics for managing, 244, 247248, 249
fillets, 211-212
film recorders, 134-135
filtering flicker, 233-234
Finale (Cocl1), 150
finances see cost
flmncial functions, 53
Find command
in applications, 28
in S)~tcm 7.0, 320,322,323
Find File, 24 I, 247
Finder
see also Multi finder; specflic

see niro data exchange; Srstcm
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application menu, 317, 318
basics, 19, 286
Finder 6.x shoncms, 31
MultiFinder 1os., 20-21
S!~tem 7.0 differences, 312, 316329
S)~tem can't load, 390
troubleshOOting, 394-397
Finder Help file, 318
Finder macros, 290
Findswell (Working Software), 244,
247, 249
finite-element anal)\lis, 210
f·kcys, 240-z.H
see niro utilities
flat file database nL11l<1gcrs, 93
flatbed scanners, 189, 502
flicker filter, 233-234
Flickinger, Roben, 412
l'light Simulator (Microsoft), 412-413
floating point calculations, 279
floppj•disks, 337-339
lxlcking up, 350-351
capacities, 338-339
damaged, 240, 396
emergcncr·restorc disk, 355
illuslr.lted, 338
initializing, 338
maintenance tips, 263-264, 358,
359
swapprng between BOOK and 1.4~!8
drio-es, 339
S)\ltem 7.0 differences, 311
troul~eshooting, 395-397
virus protection. 366

floppy drii'CS
bu)ing a Mac and, s-9
cleaning, 259
exchanging files with PCs 1ia, 379,
383-384
SupcrDrive, 339
swapping files between BOOK and
1.4MBdm-es,339
Flopp)' Fucer, 240
flowcharu, 433
flush left text, 80
flush right text, 80
Focus II SOOGSE scanner (Agfa), 505
Folderlloh (Kem·Marsh), 252
folders
see also S1~tcm Folder
aliases for·, 321
cre:uing, 345
hard disk managen1cm, 344-345
mming, 29-30
mvigation under System 7.0, 329
Fon/6 fimction catalog, 83
font CIChe, 472
font/DA extenders, 245, 246-247
Font/DA Mover
S)~tcm 7.0 Finder and, 3i7
tutorial, 242
Fomfinder Trojan horse, 366
foms
see also PostScript; TrueType;
typography
anti·aliased screen fonl5, 235
cautions, 83
choosing, 75-77
condensed, 314
crashes after adding new fonts, 392
defined, 76
expanded, 314
fonum extenders, 245, 2·16-247
for forms, 82-83
for planers, 214
for scoring music, 150
for slides and overi1ead
tmnsparcncies, 136
S)~tem 7.0 differences, 311
utilities for, 245, 246-247, 251
Voicefom, 424
FomShare (Tactic Software), 25 I
fOOters, 39-40
Foreign File Access iNIT, 347
formaning disks see initializlng disks
fomlS
in datalnse managers, 88-90
designing. 82-83
formula fields, 90
formulas
functions, 52-53
in sprc:rdsheets, S0-53
Formulator (ICOM Simulations), 37
Fonhought's S113p, 215
forums, information services, 174
Foster, Stephen, 152
four·track digital recording, 420--122
Fox Software's Foxllase+il>tac, 523
Foxlla.~t+~!ac (Fox Software), 523
frame grabber features, 224
fr:tme rate, 232

Frame Technolog)'s Fmmc.\Uker, 6769
FrameGr:tbbcr 324NC (RastcrOps), 224
Framc.\laker (Fmme TL'Chnology), 6769
frames
animation, 158
scan line set, 232
>i&nlisc, 219
Frankie virus, 364
Frankston, Bob, 49
Freedom of the Press (Custom
Applications), 470
Frccll1nd (Aldus), 104-105, 461-462
FrccSoft Compan)'S White Knight, 179,
180, 181
frcewarcutililies, 240
1iruscs and, 366
front crllls for telecommunications,
173, 176-177, 179-180
ffi Systcmf MacTcX, 69
full backup, 351
Full lmpaa (Aihton·Tate), 50, 53, 5557
improving graphics o(, 98
FuUWritc (A.shton·Tate), 36-37, 39-44,
46-47,69
multitasking and, 303
funCtions, 52-53

-GGalaxy (Opcodc S)\ltenls), 151
gamma correction, 509
Gann ch:rns, 196
Gann, Henry L'lurence, 196
Garfreld 1orus, 364
GateKeeper, 3i0
GateKeeper Aid, 370
GB, 266
GCC Technologies
Business L1scrPrinter II, II
Colorl'ast, JJ{-135
Hypc(]'apc, 353
Personal LaserPrimer II, 507, 514
WritcMove, 13
GOT Softworo
jctUnk Express, 475-477
ParnUnk cable, 470
ParaUnk Expn:ss cal~c. 475
General POI\'er Corporation's standby
power supplies, 409
Generic Soft••are's C.'J)O lel-el I, 215
GEnic, 173-177
Genigraphics, 135
genlocking, 232
Geschke, Charles, 456
Get Info command
finding l'ersion number with, 23-24
identil)ing documenl5 with, 21
program memO!)' requiremenl5
and, 304-306
S)~tcm 7.0 diffcren<:es, 323-324
Gct lnfo 1\indow, 21, 24
Gelling Otgnnized Mtb MncProject 1/,

203, 204
Giamo, Michael, 123
G1F gr:tphics format, 107

Index
8l!;lb)1C, 266
Gum:or's Architrion II. 21;
Gamo Technologies' Send Express,
519
gl:trc, 261
Gl.!ss, Philip. 422
global m:ICfOS. 29()
gl=1ric>. 36
Go To command, 28
g0.1l-srcklng !aSk.,, 56
Gofer (~!icml)1ics), 2·14, 24!!-249
GO<idenough, Amanda, 117
Goodman, Bill, 2•10
G•x>P:•nel, 240
Cmpbic Desig11for Ibe Elec11v11ic .1fe.

83
Gmphic Magic's .\!acSurf, 210
graphical user interfucc, 18-19
gr:tphics
st.'i! tllso aninL11ion programs;
duns; gnphs; multimedia;
prt'SCmations
bi1mapped ·~ object oriented,
100-106
copnx:essors, 280
in dJtabases, 94, 9;
fonna1s for, 107, 376
np1ical character recognition (OCR)
and, 187
in I>R'semation•, 129-130
for slides :md overhead
lr.msparenciL'S, 136
graphks accelerators, 280, 445, 493
graphics copnx:essors. 280, 445. 493
gmphics oper:uors, 4;7
srai>hics progmms, 97-111
see t1lso animalion programs;
compuler·aided design (C..\!));
draw prognm•; image pnx:essing
programs; paim i>rogr:Jnts
mul!it:tlking and, 303
jtr.tplucs tablets, 110, 211, 4&1-487
gr:tpl•• see charls, prescma1ions
Graplt><>ft
131ucprim. 215
MimC.1dt, 215
Grappler I.X cable (Orange Micro), 47;
Great Gann (Vart'On Systems), 199
Grca1Quake of '89 package (ABC News
hueractivc), 219, 221
Great Wa.-e Software
ConccnWarct, 1·11
Cooo:nWarc-MIDI. 141, 150
grcy·scalc scanners. 505-507
grcy·'Cllr •ideo hardware, 6
Cl<ll>C\1l~v and. 293
grt;··l>Glle illustr:tted, 7
grid fluing. 314
ground c~minator.;. 410
guitar, ~!IDI , 144

-Hhalftones (continuous·tone images),
62, 502, 506
llamcl, Michael, 370
hand held scanners, 65, 189, 190-191,

504

handwriting rt>cognnion, 488
hanging indenLS, 41-42
hard disks, 339-}11, 343-3-15
Sl'C also rcmO\~IbiC·I11L'lfia UfiYCS;
stomgc
aliases for, 321
backing up. 351-356
buting a M:tc and, &-9
data t:tching. 271-272, 279, 344,
445-146
dc,kwp publishing rcquiremcms,
64
me scn•cr.; for, 321,398, 520-;22
foml3lting (initializing), 389-391
fragmemation, 250, 345
illll\tl'3tl'd, 340
in~tal~ng System software on, 389391
M:tc 1\-'0n't start from, 389-392
ma101Cnancc tips, 359
pmitioning utilities, 249-250, 344
1\-ith Po•tScript primer.;. 472-4•3
prn•cr requirements for. 407
RA.\1 diSks, 270-271
System 7.0 differences. 311
utilities for, 2·14, 247-2'i8, 249-250
:JS vinualmcmon·. 9
volumes, 34'i ·
hardo.~rc

spcc(/ic

Sf'C t1L<0 monitors; pnmers;
pmrfiiCI.~ llltlllllj{ICIIIIY!I S, a11rf

opes ofbmrbmiY!
bu)ing a Madm~h, 3-16
fan ~,

260

10 numbers, 227, 388
inpul dt~ices, 479~188
laser primers, 10-11, 467-177
MIOI•mcrfaces. 143
for muhu:~-,king. 302-303
not rt"Cogniz.cd b)• Mac, 387-388
pmvcr fl~luiremcms for, 407
l>Glnncrs, 7, 13. 65. 98, 187, 189191, 501-5 12
•haring, 51-i
UllJtrading, 10. ·I·H-453
used, 9-10. 17·1
llam1onr Grid (Htp Software), 153
Hare~ Smanmodcms, 178-IRI, 520.
524
llaycs<:om p:u ib l~ mO<lcms, 179
liD Backup, 351
head cr:tshcs. 341. 349
headers, 39- 10
headline'S SlY! diSplay type
Ileal)', Anne. 236
Jlcid,jun, 237, ·124
Hei7.cr Soft""'"· 122
Helix VMX. 527
help, I~1Uoon, 317-31R
Hc-.leu·l':lckard
DcskWntcr, II, 13
St':!njct l'lus, 65. 189. 190
wner can ridge recycling b)', 476
Ill'S (~licrarchilal ~ilc S)~ tcm), 280
1-licr.trchic:tl File St~te m (HI'S), 2RO
high·dcnsit)' <lisks, 339
high·l~vcl l;u18tJ:tgcs. ·132

Hip Software
Harmony Grxl, 153
HookUp, 153
home vklc~ st.'i! desktop video
HookUp Qlip Software), 153
Horii, K:tOli, 240
How to rrnie. 1/acifllosb Sojiur11v, •137

Ho\\1ek's Seanrn:tlter 35:11, 505
l-IP DcskWmcr, II , 13

hue. 496
Hyi>erC:~rd

(Cbris), 113-125

see rllso 1-lypcrC:lfd stacks;
1-l)•perTalk
animatiOll whh, 163-167
authoring, 121-122, 123-125, 22·1
CO· ROMs and, 346
as database manager, 95
.\1101 and, 154
power ke)~. 33
as prcsemation pmgmm. 137
sound.• 1\-ith, 115. 116, 154. 347
•idcodt" packages, 219-223
HyperCard stacks
Alphabet for Adult>, 123
Amamb Stories (Voyager
Comp:my), 117
Bird Anatomy (Voyager Compan)').
117, 118
liypcrSound (Farallon Computing),
116, 417
Jim llcid's Sound Stack, 424
Se>.)' !" dies Trojan horse, 366
Soun(~\ccc~ (Digidesign), 419
Tmin Set (Chri;), 164-165
Tile \oicleo Almanac (Optic ll Data
Corpor.uion), 221-222
videodisc packages, 219-223
H)perOA (Symmetry Softv.':lre
<Arpor:ttion), 122
HrpcrSound (Far:tllon <Amputing),
116, 417
=also Macllcconler
HyperT:tlk, 113, 115
anima1ion using. 164-16)
authoring, 121- 123, 123-125
external commandSifunctiorl~
(XCMOs, XI'CNs), 121-122
milcag~ calcubtion programming
proj,'CI, 428-429
multimedia :md, 223
scripL•, I I), 124-125. 164, 165
HyperTape (GCC Tcchnok>gics), 353
hyphenation. 78, 84

-IlK Sl'i! imcral>plic:uion communic:t·
lions
IBM-compatible computers. .ft'f! PCs
ICm! SmlUiations
Formulator, 37
On Cue, 243. 244
Thi0 :-1, 435
lw n·!t (l'actic Sofm~rc). 2·13, 244
1cons

customizing, 324
defined, IS
E:tSy ,\cces.s sticky kq~. 29·1
in ll)perC1rtl, 124

•cons (continued)
ke\' ICOnS, 293
paieues of, 26
selcaing, 25. 27
for sharing and folder access
pri>ileges, 329' 330
S)'stem 7.0 differences, 310-3 11,
324
10 number.;
in bomb dial(ljt hox, 393
for SCSI dC\'iCes, 227, 388
IEEE 587, 405
IGC TcchnoiO!,')''s I'EGASYS U, 215
IGES (Jni1L1l Graphics Exchange
Standard), 214
Igor StrmiiL<i._?~ Tbe K1ie ofSpni~g
(The Voyager Company), 221
Usee Madntooh II
llci see Macimosh lid
llcx see Madmosh llcx
llf< see Madmosh llf<

ll's see M.1cimosh u·s
Ilsi see ~!acimosh Ilsi
IL• Jt'e Macintosh llx
lllustmor (Adobe S)~tcms) , 104-IO;,
461-462
image processing programs, 100-102
imagescttcrs, 64, 457-158, 506-507
hnagcStudio Q.ctraset), 100, 509
lmagcWritcrs
computer·aided design (CAD) and,
214
lmagcWriter II, LQ, 10
sharing, 514
impact (dotm.1trix) primer.;, 10, 214,
514
imponing files see data exchange
In Focus Systems, 133
In the Ho~· L1nd padctge (ABC NC\\'S
lmcracliYC), 219
lnBox (Sitka), 518, 519. 525
intTCmcmal backup, 351, 352
indeming, 40-42
independent manufaaurers, 15
indexing, automatic, 37, 69
Information Presentation
Technologies, VoiceFom, 424
information services, 171, 172-177,
179-180
see tl!so telecommunications
electronic mail \'ia, 525
virus risk from. 363
lnfom1ix's Wingz, 50, 53, 54, 55-57, 98
!.' liT 29 virus. 364
Initial Graphics Exchange Stancbrd
(IGES), 214
initialization resources see INn's
inilializing disks
floppy disks, 338
hard disks, 389-391
"Initialization Failed!" mess:tge, 396
IKm'ickcr (Microseed.s Publishing),
245. 253
!KITs, 241-242, 280. 288
see also utilities
aliases for, 321
Cra5hes after adding INITs, 392
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Index
!NITs (continued)
IKIT maJUger.;, 245, 253
new 11\lT n01loadcd at stan up, 393
Mtchdog INITs, 368-369
lni:< (Naturnllntelligence), 245, 2;3
ink jet printers, 11-13
In/Out (CE SoFtware), 245, 252
loo1~1ic's ReadStar II Plus, 167
input devices, 479-188
input/output processors (lOP;;), 279280
inscnion point, 25
f11slde Aftmitlosh, 436-437
hl5ight Dcl'elopment's MacPrint, 47s-

477
Insignia Solutions' DOS t\ccess, 245,
252
Installer, 294, 296, 391
"can't Sll;tch bunch under
Multifindet" mess:Jge, 39}-394
installing
applications, 391
desk accessories (D.~). 242
expansion boards, 388
lNITs, 241-242
Installer program, 294, 296, 391,
39}-394
system setup tips, 388-391
S)'Stem soFtware, 389-391
TrucType fc»liS, 316
updating System soft11~rc, 294, 296
instruction cache, 278
integrnted programs. 56
see also RagTime 3; Works
(MicrosoFt)
intelligent recalculation, 57
imeractivity, multimedia, 219
intcrapplicatlon communlc:ulons
(lAC), 331}-334
AppleEI'CniS, 334
examples, 331
publishing and subscribing, 331334
interFace (Bright SUr Technology),
166, 167, 224
Interface. graphical, 18-19
lmerFa• 12/48 (Abaton), 179
lmerFa• 24.% (Abaton), 179
lntcrGrnph Corporation's MicroSr.ulon
Mac, 215
lntenacctl ,;cteo, 232
lntcrle:~f (lnterleaf Corporation), 67, 69
Interleave rntio, 343-344
lntcrmatic's surge suppressors, 408
Internal modems, 178
lntcmatlonal Computer l'roduru
Rcmanuf.1eturing Association, 476
International T)'pcfacc Corpor.ulon's
l/Gic, 83-8-1
lnterPress, 456
Interpreters, 433-434
Intuit (Quicken), 303
lomeg~ Corporation's Ocrnoulli Box
drii'CS, 341-342, 353
lOPs (mpuVoutput processors), 2792&)

Irrigation Design (l:tndCADD), 210
IS series graphics tableiS (Kuna), 487

-J-

Koola Technologies' MacV"JSKJn, 224,

j. L Cooper Flecuonics
FatlerMaster, 421
~bcNE.Xt:S MIDI interface, 143
S)ncMaster MIDl onterface, 143
jam Faetory (Dr. rs Music SoFtware).
152-153
jam Scs.~ion (Omdetbund SoFI11~rc),
142
jargon see terminology
jasik Designs' '11te Debugger, 435
jctl.lnk Express (GOT Sortwork.l), 475.J77
Jet Reader 220 sc:mncr (Datacopy), 504
jom 1-lekl's Sound Stack, 42·1
jobs, StCI-e, 419
johnson, Chris, 370
joysticks, 487
just Enough Pascal, 436
jwtific:uion, 39, 79-al

Kraft Systems' TrackbJJI .~DO, 485
Kurta's IS scnes graphics tablciS, 487

-KK, 266
K:mdu SoFtware's CADMoi'Cf, 214
Kbit, 266
Kensington Microware
mndby po"-er supplie.~. 407, 409
surge suppressors, 408
S}'Stem S.wcr, 260
Turbo Mouse ADB, 485
Kcm-M:trsh
FoldcrOoh, 252
MacSaFc 11. 252
NlghtWatch, 252
Qulckl.ock, 253
kerning. 70-71
for dispi:Jy type, 81}-Sl, 82
kcr tronic Corporation's ~t1cPro
kC)ilOOrd, 481-482
kC)ixJanl(s), 4ID-183
ADO connectors on, 276
basics, 29-30
deming, 258
connecting, 389
hard\\"art!, 4ID-183
key icons, 293
moving pointer from, 293-294
keyboonl enhancement utilities, 33,
243, 244
Ae;\lloard magazine, 154
keybnml shoncuts, 29-33, 36
lllustrntcd, l8
macro asslgnmeniS, 290-29 1
System 7.0 enhanccmeniS, 328-329
utilities ror, 33, 243, 244
KcrPL1n (S)mmetry Software
Corporation), 196, 201, 203
kerwords
PostScript. 455
in programming languages, 431
Killy Clip, 446-447
kilobit, 266
kilobyte, 266
King, Manin Luther, jr., 219, 220
Kn<L~tcr, Scou, 437

504

-LLabel menu, 318,319
l.:mdCADD's Irrigation Design, 210
l:mdeslgn (Compunccring), 210
l:mdm imagt>s, 221
1.1pl1 Technologies, 449
l:opUnk Mac (l'r.II'Ciing SoFtware), 245,
2;2, 379-3!11
illustrntcd, 380
Netwocl< Pac, 519
large-screen monitors, 8
desktop publishing and, 65
I:Jser 1>nntcrs, J(}-11 . 467-4n
5t'e also PostScript primets;
printer.>; QuickDrJ\\'-bascd primers
controllers, 456, 467-168
engines, 456, 467, 473-475
halftoocs with, 506
PostScript I'S. QulckDrnw primers,
464, 468, 469
IXlwcr rcquircmcniS for, 407
sharing, W- 11 , ·170-471, 514-516,
517
stand)by po\\cr supplies and, ·107
l:15crPrep file, 461
1.1SerWritcr ntc, ·161, 514- 515, 528
l:ISCrWritcr.;, li}-ll
SI!IJ also laser print CIS
computcr·aldcd de.~ lgn (CAD) and,
214
sharing, 514-516
la)'Cring
in computer-aided design (CAD),
212
Ill music, 142- 143
LC see ~laclntosh LC
LCD projectoon panels, 133
leader charncters In tables, 43, 44-45
leading, 76, 78-79
legend, 106
l.ctraset
ColorStudio, 101}-101, 102, 509
DcslgnStuclio, 6-l, 67. 70-71
lmagcStudio, 100, 509
l.ctraStudlo, 71-72
l.ctrnStudio (Lctrnsct), 71-72
lewis, jim, 251
hbmrics, S}lllbol, 212- 213
Uchty, Tom, 83
ligature, 76
lightning 5tOilllS, 403, ·105, 410
UghtnlngScan (lllUndcrn~trc) , 65, 189,
~1

Umc (CERI. Music Group), 150
line an, 62, 502
line checkers, 410
line length, 77, 78, 79
line spaetng ~cadlng}, 76, 78-79
llne:~r dimensioning, 212
linker, 434
linker Systems' Animation Stand, 224

linking spreadsheeiS, S4
linouonic 300 imageseucr, 457-458.
506
Iipson, Steve, 153
list ,;ews, System 7.0 dotrercnces, 32s326
Jiule Mouse (Mouse Systems
Corpor.uion), 483
loading order, S)stem 7.0 clitrercnccs,
311
local undo, 32-33
LocaiTalk Connector Kit, 515
LootiTalk networks
l.ocaiTalk Connector Kit, 515
sharing hardl\"are on, 514
sharing printer.>, Jl}-11, 470-171,
514-516
troubleshooting, 397-398
workgroup utilities, 245, 251-252
logic board upgrades, 442-444
logiclll fields, 90
logical operators, 92
LogiTech's ScaMlan, 504
loop points, 423
low-frequency radiation, 261
low·ICI'ei languages, 432
l.S-3500 5c:lllner (1\-okon), ;o;
L)nch, Patrick, 117
lrnx Turbo Trnckball Q1•nx Computer
ProduciS), 485

-MM(Dr. T's Music SoFtware), 153
Mac·lOl keyboard (Datadesk
lmemationaO, 481
~lac Doctor Electronics, 449
Alae is Not a 7jpeum1er, 70e, 83
~I:Jc TOPS (Sitka), 398, 522
~lacBm'O (Schlumbcrger), 215
~lacCalc (OraYO Technologies), 57, 303
McCa}·, Winsor, 157
~bcDrnwll (Claris), 102-103, 104
C.W programs and, 211
multitaSking and, 303
multiusers and, 523
presentation creation with, 99
spelling checker In, 129
templates with, 131
MacDraw Pro (Ciaris), 102-103, 104,
131
MacDrums (Coda), 153
~lACE (Macintosh Audio Cornprt·ssion
and Expansion) scheme, 415
MacGEnie, tn
~lach IV Plus (CH ProduCIS), 487
machine code, 434
machinc·ICI-el debugging, 434-435
M.1clntalk speech driver, 167, 289
~ladmosh 128K
buying used, I0
upgrading, 444, 448-450
~bcintosh 5l2K
buying used, 10
upgrading, 444, 448-450
Macintosh Audio Compression and
Expansion (MACE) scheme, 415
Ataaiuosh BiWe, The, 33

Index
~!acimosh

Classic
to other models, s-9
upgrading, 1·13, 444, 451
Macintosh computers
see also hardware; upgrading;
specific models b)' name
32-bit QuickDraw for, 102
basic operating techniques, 17-}1
buying a Mac, 3-16
cleaning, 258-259
comp:~rison of models, 5-9
cooling, 260
CPUs, m-279
ergonomics, 261-263
PCs \'S' 4-5, 297, 301
power requirementS for, 407
power supplies, 401-402, 403-404
programming for, 43H37
retllO!e control and retllO!e access
of, 519-520, 524-525
setup tips, 388-391
stanup screens for, 98, 289
S)~tem version.' for, 194-296
table comparing Macs, 5
upgrJding, 10, 441-453
used t-omputcrs, 9-10
~!acintosh File S)~tem ()lFS), 280-28 1
Macintosh n, upgrading, 443, 444, 450
Macintosh Ll VKieo Card l.'tility, 229,
23}-237
connecting tbe card to a 1ideo
recorder, 234
Macintosh 11ci
.ll't' also Macintosh It's
color video for, 494-495
compan.'d to mher models, 5-9
upgrading, 443, 452
Macintosh Ita
see olio Macintosh ll's
bo)ing used, 9
upgrading, 443. 444. 450
Macintosh llfx
.Ia' olio Macintosh ll's
compan.'d to Other models, s-9
upgrading, 443, 451
Macintosh U's, 450, 451-452
see also specijlc models
compared to cxher models, s-9
sumds for, 261
Macintosh Usi
=also Alacintosh ll's
color video for, 494-495
compared to Other models, ;-9
upgrading. 443, 451-451
Macintosh llx
.Ia' also Macintosh U's
buying used, 10
upgrading, 10, 443, 444, 450
Macintosh Inside Out series, -137
Macintosh l.C
color 1idco for, 494-495
comp:lred to other models, s-9
ponabili!)• of, 6
upgrading, 443, 451
Macintosh Plus
bo~ing used, 9
upgrading. 443, 450
comp:~red

Macintosh Ponable
MIDI software and, 152
tXJnabillty of, 5-6
upgr.tdmg, 443, 452
.1/rtetillos/; Programmi11g Pni11e1; 437
;1/ttetitlos/; ProgrtlJ/1/JIIitg J'er:rets, 437
.!facti/los/; Nerealed, 437
~!aclmosh SE
hu)ing used, 9
upgr.tding, ·143, 4·14. 450
,\laclntosh SEo'30
compared to other mcxlcls, s-9
upgrading, 443, 451
MacKllQ\\1Cd!,'C (Prometheus
ProductS). 181
~!acUnk Plus:PC (DataViz), 245, 251,
379-381. 384-385
.\1ac~!ag 1irus, 365
~!aci\EXUS MIDI interface 0 1.. Cooper
Flectronics), H3
~!acP:tint, 97, 100, 107, 303
MacPrim (Insight Dcl'elopment), 475-

m

MacPro ke~iXJard (key tronic
Corporation), 48 1-482
MacProjcct 11 (Ciari.•). 197, 198, 199,
201, 103
MacProtcus (Digidesign), 151, 225
Macn:ations' T)'Cho, 36
MacRccordcr (Farallon Computing),
37, 116, 167,218, 416-418
rn:tcro utilities, 33. 243, 2·14
Macm~laker, 33,241, 243,244
illumated, 290
limitations of, 291
~cording macros. 290-291
MacroMind
Director, 108. 137. 154, 160-162,
167-168, 218, 224
RcnderWorks, 163
Three·D, 108. 163
Video \l'orks ll, 160
macros, 290-291
for spreadsheetS, 5-i
MacSafc 11 (Kent-Marsh), 252
Macsllug, 435
MacSchedule (Mainstay), 199
Mal'Scht'(lulc Plus (Mainstay), 199
~l1cS<.'ma'S Voice Express, 487
McSink, 240
~lacSprim 11 (Orchid Technology),
271-272
M:t<Surf (Graphic Magic), 210
MacTermhul, 516
MacTcX (1'11. S)'Stcms), 69
MacTool1 Dclu.'c (Ccnlr.tl Point
Software), 250
Mac'J'rac (MicroSpccd), 485
MacTutor, 437
MacVlsion (Koala Technologies), 224,

50-l
,1/acu'Orld
.\1acwotld Online, tn
Quick lips columns, 33
,1/aatvrlt/GuideloSj'Sim; 7, 310
Alacuvrld's:llusic a11dSou11d Bible,
154

MacWrite 11 (Claris), 36-37, 39-47
Magic Flute p:~ckage (Wnmcr New
Media), 22 1
Magic Softw:tre
llackmatic, 351,352,354
Powennenus, 243, 244, 246
magnctl){Jptical dri,.es, 346. 348
Magnum's l'FJ.X, 413
,\!ail (Microsoft), 518, 519, 525
mail merge
by database managers, 93
by word processors, 37
~!ainsUtl'

AntiToxin, 368, 370
Capture, m
MacSchedule. 199
MacSchedule Plus, 199
~1arkUp, 2-15, 251
V.I.P.,-136
maintenance, 257-264
cleaning. 258-259
cooling, 260
electricity-related tips, 26}-164
ergonomic accessories, 261-263
of nopp)' diSks, 26}-264, 358. 359
managers, 435
Map cdel', 291, 292
Mark, Da1'C, 437
Mark of the Unicom
Digital Performer, 148-149, 419
MIDI Time Piece, 143, 148
Performer, 147, 149
Professional Composer, 150
marked-up cop)', 62
MarkUp (Mainstay), 245, 252
marquee
defined, 27
illustrated, 27
S)~tem 7.0 differences, 325
Manin Luther Klng Jr. package (AilC
1\ews lmeracti,.e), 219, 220
Mass Microsystems, 224
ColorSpacc lli. 224-225, 232
ColorSpace PIUSISE, 232
DataPak, 353
m:I.IS storage see storage
master pages, 65
Masterfinder (Tactic Software), 247
Ma.~terjuggler (Al.Soft), 245. 246-247
math coprocessor, 279
mathematical functions, 52-;3
Mad1Writer (Cooke Publlc:tUOilS}, 37
m.1trix matching OCR, 185, 186
MaxApplcZoom, 240
Ma.ttm's Cause, 436
Maxima (Conncctix Corporation), 272
MaxStream (Archive Corpomtlon), 353
MB, 266
Mbit, 266
MCl Mail, 173, 175
MDEF 1irus, 364
mechanical, 62, 63
mechanical C.W, 208, 209
see also computer-aided design
(CAD)
Med~:~Tracks (Farallon Computing),
167- 168,22-l

m'-g:tbit, 266
megabyte, 266
mcgahenz, 278
memory (RA.\!), 265-274
see also Rm!; storage
boosting perform.1nce, 269-272
cacbe memory boards, 271-272,
445-146
cl~tnging size ~~lues, 269
d~nam ic ~~- static, 267
~!ac models comp:~red, 8
~!ul liFindcr requirementS, 20, 269
multitasking requirc1llcntS, 298,
302-303, 304-306
p:~rameter RAM. 268
PO&Saipt requirementS, 460, 472
JW.! C!Ches, 269-272, 528
RAM defined, 267
RAM disks, 270-271
ROM ~~ . 266-267
51%\ls, 8, 268, 281
spn:adsheets using less, 57
Sy:;tcm 7.0 dilfcrent'CS, 312
system software in, 268-269
tem1ino!ogy, 266
"there isn't enough fmdcr memO!)'
to work with the disk' message,
397
upgrading, 442
V'Kico RA\1 (VRA.\!), 281
vinual memory, 9, 272-273
menu, 18
menu bar, 18
menu titles, 18
menu utilities, 243. 244, 246
~lenuFoms 2 (Dubi.Click Software),
246
~~~'S (~ladntosh File Systt'fll), 280-281
~!H·Ol~l ~!IDI interface (Passpon
Designs), 143
~!Hz, 278
mice see mouse
~!icro Planner (Micro Planning
International), 199, 201-202
~!icro Planner Xpen (Micro Planning
lmemationaQ, 198, 202-203
Micro Planning lntcm.1tional
Micro Planner, 199, 101-202
Micro Planner Xpcn, 198. 202-103
Microcom
911,356
C.1rbon Copy ~lac, 519-520
Vi rex, 253, 368, 369, 370
MicroFrontier's t:nhance, 100
mkrol..ser PS17 (fcxas InstrumentS),
II
rnlcrol.ascr PS35 (l'cxas Instruments),
11
Microi)1ics' Gofer, 1·14, 248-249
MicroPhone ll (Software Venture), 179,
l&l, 181, ;26
microprocessor St.'i! central processing
unit (CPU)
Mtcrosceds Publishing
l ~Tfl'tcker, 245, 253
Redux, 150, 352, 353. 354
Ril':tl, 368, 370
Screen Gems, 251
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~lil'I'OSOfl

see {1/so specific progmms b)•lltiiJIP
E.'cel, 32
File, 32, 9-1, j()3
flight Simubtor, 412-4 13
kC)bo:trd shoncuiS of, 32
kK.'al undo in dblog bo.,es, 32-33
Mall, 518, 519, 525
Powerl'oim, 129, 13 I, 132
Quickll'.SIC, 430, 433
ltich·Text Fonna1 (RTF), 375, 376
Srmholk Unk (SYLK) format, 375,
376
Truehnagc, 463--1&1
Windows, 4, 47 I
Word, 32, 36-37,38, 40, 41, 47, 69,
303, 523
Works, 37, 40, 43, 50, 54, 56, 88,
523
MicmSp<:cd's MacTmc, 485
MkmStatlon Mar (JmcrGmph
Corpor.ulon), 2I 5
Mlcnxck
MSI'·300Z Sl':lnner, 502
MS.II scaoncr, 504
MIDI, 140
See (1/JO SOUIIll~

:mimation and, 167
diglt:ll ll"<.'O rding and, ·12 I
MIDI Man:ljJCr, 151- 152
multimedia and, 225
MIDI IJ;L~Ic (Aiwch S)~IC IIL'}, 153
MIDI ~tmagcr, 151-152
MIDI 1~1St~11 (Aitcrh S)'51CntS), 153
MIDI Time l'iC<c (Mark of the
IJnlt'O rn), 143, 148
MIDI Tmnspon (l'asspon Designs),
143
nuni.S, 280
MiniC:td+ (Gmplto;oft), 21S
minimal n.u lculation, 57
minimum st'lipiS, 296
miniWritcr, 240
mix-tlo\\11, ·122
Mobius Tcrhnulogjes, 449
~lncsaic Trojan horse, .166
modal dialog boxes, 327
ModciShop (I'Jracomp), 100, 163. 210
~lodcm 2·100, 178
modems, 13, 173-179
f:t' modems, 179, S02, Sl4
lbycs-mmpatiblc, 179
Mac·I'C file transfer using, 379-381,
382, 384-38S
remote :oet-css and, S24
slu ring, Sl4
sufRC suppression for, 405
modul:tr Mat-s S<Y! ,l lacimruh ll's
moncr see cost
moniwrs
see fll!v de.;ktop >ideo; vidt'O
boml~
·
ami-:oliasro >ert'Cn foolS for, 23S
ami-gl:lrc screens, 261
dc:ming !he SCrt'Cil, 2S9
mlor >ideo. 489-500
emergency rnonuor, 231

monitors (continued)
large-screen moniton;, 8
Mac models compared, 5, 6-8
Macintosh monitors mmparcd,
494-495
muhimedia hanf.,.-are. 224
power n:quircmeniS for, ·107
for presentation>, 133
TrueType :ond, 31;
'JV screens vs., 231-232
Monitors control panel. 491
monochrome video dispb)', 6, 7, 293
Moonrakcr (Workstation Technologies), 224
More (Syman!ec), 33, 128, 130
graphing features of, 130
keyboord shoncuiS in, 33
mulining featUres, 128
Motorola chips, 272, 273-279
DSP56001, 281,419
mouming \'Oiumes, 3-14
mouse, 25-28, 31-32
ahemativc poiming devit-cs, I 10,
211, 479, 484-488
bramls of mice, ·182-483
cleaning, 259
t:onncain& 389
graphics tableiS ·~.• 110, 211
how il works, 484
mouse pads, 261
mming poimcr with numeric
kcnJad, 293-294
Mouse S)~lcms Corpor.uion
Lillie Mouse, 483 '
TracklJaiVADil, 48S
MouscStick (Atii"Jnced Gr.wl1), 487
~lozan, Wolrgang Amadeus, IS2, 221
.IISI'-300Z scmner (Microtck), S02
.115·11 scanner (~licrolck), 50-1
MT-32 sound module (llobnd
Corporation), 14S
MuhiCiip (OidUI"Ji CorporJiion), 22, 23
~!uhiDisk (A!Soft), 249-250
~luhil'inder, 19-20, 286
.il'C {1/.)v background !asks; finder;
muhitasking
·ean't switch hunch under
MuhiFinder" message. 393-394
memory (RAM) required, 20, 269
n01 using, 307
under System 7.0, 21, 2911
muhimcdla, 21, 217-227
muhi5ampling, 423
muhitasking. 297-307
see {1/.)v background tasks;
MuhiFinder
defined, 297, 300
S)~tem 7.0 differences, 312
multilimbrnl insmtmcms, 14S
muhiuser soft\\:trc, 522-523
music see .11101: multimedia; sounds
Music Data scrie.; (Passpon Designs),
15-1. 225
Musicallnstrumem Digital lmcrfat-e see
MIDI
MusicPro;e (Coda), ISO

-Nn:1mes/n:~ming

colon (:) in, 30
for often-used folders or
<kllumcniS. 2~30
rcnammg icorJS, :l l ~311
virus nan1cs, 362-363, 364-365
nanoseconds. 266
National Television Sy~ICm Commincc
(1\iSC) video fom1a1, 168, 224, 232
National Wildlife Fedcmion, 476
Natuml huelligcnce's lnix, 245, 253
Nawn: Conservancy, The, 476
NEC Technologies' PC-VCR, 225
Nelson, George, 271
Nc!Modem (Shil'.1 Corpor.uion). 179,
524
:-lc!work DiskFil (Super.llac
Te<hnology), 353
:-letwork Sctull comrol panel, Sl6
OCIII'O rks, 513-529
see r11so AppleUnk; ApplcSil:lrC;
ApplcT:tlk; LocaiTalk networks
adranced OJllioos, 525
backing up, 3S3
distributed processing, 33-1
electronic nt til, 171, 172, Sl6, S1S520
ctiquene, S28
file and record locking, 522-523
file scn-crs, 321, 398. S2~522
mlcr.tpplicmion communk':llions
(1,\C) and, 331, 33-1
.11ac-I'C file mm;fcr 11i1h, 381
mixing color and monochrome
Macs, 499
>haling primers, 10-11,-170-171,
SJ.I-SI6, 517
System 7.0 differences, 312, 329330
VAX networks, 526-527
l'irus pn)(ct1ion, 367
virus risk from, 363
1\C\ison, John M., 58
I'<C\vbridge Microsystems, 449
ne11~ services, 173
J'<C\I'SNet, 17S
!'<ex! computers, 419
l'<igh!Watdl (KC111·.11arsh), 252
Nikon's I.S-3500 scmner, S05
Nine 10 fii'C Sofm':lrc's Rcpons, 122
Ni;us ~•ragon Concepts)
desktop publishing features, 69
fe:JIUrt!S of, 36-37
nOL<;C (power imcrfercnce), 402, 403
non-impact primers see ink jcl p1imcrs;
laser primers
nonimcrl:u:ed video, 232
n on·l'~tSl'lipl printers S<>e QuickDraw·
based primers
Norstad, John, 2S3, 369, 370
Nonhgatc Computer Sy~tcms'
OmniMac Uhr.1 kcyboani, 482
Nonon Utilities for the Macim~h
(S!mantcr), 250, 356, 357
:-lOT logic-JI operator. 92

nor:nion (scoring) program~. 140, 141,
149-ISO
1\'otcWritcr (Passpon Designs), 150
t\0\')' 5)151CI11S, 449
t\ow Sofnm c's Now Utilities, 240, 246
!'<ow Utilities \.'low Softwan:), 240, 246
ns, 266
1\iSC video form.11, 168, 224, 232
number fields, 90
numeric fi elds, 90
numeric kc)pad, mo1ing pointer 11ith,
293- 294. ·180
NuVim+ (fruc11sion), 225
Nuv01ech's TurhoNET, SIS
nView Corporation, 133
nVJR ,;rus, 363, 36S

-0objcd oriented gra1Jhit:'i, 100, 101,
102- 106
see also CO!llllUier-akkd design
(Co\D); draw programs
hitmapped graphics \'li., 100- 106,
200
OCR see Ojllk-:tl charnt1er n.'Cognllion
Official Airline Guide (O.~G) database,
174
Oh! PnsaJI!, 437
Oldlll:.i Corpomlion
MuhiOip, 22, 23
Rcad·ll, 187
omnifom OCR pmgr.mL,, 18!1-189
OmniMoc Uh~• kcrlxxud (Nonh!PIC
Computer S)~tcms), 482
OmniPagc (Cacrc Corpor.nion), 11:18
On Cur (!Cm1Simulations), 2•13, 24·1
On l.ot-alion (On l't'chnology), 244,
243-2-19
On Technohl!,')''S On l.ot~u ion, 244,
243-249
Opcodc S)~lems
Gala>y, 151
Professional Plus MIDI interface,
143
Swdio 3 ~1101 in!crf:oce, 143
Swdio Plus Two MIDI imerfat-c,

1·13
S1ud10 l't>ion, 143-149, 419
Vi~ion, 147, 1·19
Open dialog box, System 7.0
diffcrcn<'CS, 310
Open l'bi\'Mac (Wcloom Sof!w:u-c
Tcchm~ogy), 199, 202-203
Operating Sys1cml2 (05!2), 297, 301
optical clt1rac1cr re<ognuion (OCR},
183-191
alllom:uic ckK.umcm fl't~lcrs foe,
504
l11rdwarc fur, 65, 184, 18S, 187,
189-190
srunncrs ami, 6S, 187, 189-190,
190-191, S02
softwan:, 13, 185-189, 190-191
Optical Data Corpor.uion
The Video Alnt11UC, 221- 222
vidt'Odisc packages, 219

Index
Op!ion key shonrul5, 31-32
OR 1ogjcal oper.uor, 92
Orange ~licro
Grappler LXcab!e, 475
Personal Vision, 224
Orchid Technology, 449
MacSprim 11, 271- 2n
OrchidFAX, 179
OrchidFAX (Orchid Technology), 179
OS/2 (Opera1ing System/2), 297, 301
o01agcs, 403
ou11ine fonl5
see also Pos1Scrip1; TrucT)pc
bitmapped fonts >~ .• 312-314
PostScript fool5, 315, 458-460
outliners
in presentation programs, 128
in word processing programs, 36,
37
01'C!head transparencies, 130-131,
133-136
see also presentations
0\'effi':ln, 235-236
OzTeX, 69

-Ppage count, adjusting to fit, 78
Paged Memory Management Unit
(PMMU), 272, 278
PageMakcr (Aldus), 36, ~7, 7!1-71
Illustrated, 66
muhiusers and, 523
paint programs
see also graphics programs:
HyperCard (Ciarl;}
combined paint/drJw progmms,
106
double<licking in, 26
draw programS>~.• 100-106
Palene ~tanager, 492
palenes, 26
Palomar Software's Colorizcr, 251, 497
Pamooe Matching S)~tem, 105
paper handling, 475
paper size for planers, 2!4
Para S)'Sicms' standby poo-er supplies,
409
P:lracomp
ModeiShop, 100, 163, 210
Swi..ei 3D, 108-109, 163, 210, 224
Swi..el 3D Professional, 163
Para!,'On Concepts' ll'lsus, 31>-37, 69
ParaUnk cable (GDT Softworks), 470
PamUnk Express cable (GDT
Softi\'Orks). 175
parallel processing, 300, 30 I
P:lrallcl Reader (Caerc Corporation),
189
pammeter RA.\ 1(PRAM), 268, 281
rnpping, 391-392
l'arkcr, Fred, 410
panitioning utilities, 249-250, 344
Pascal, 431-437
beginner's toolkil for, 436-437
Passpon Designs
Alchemy, 151,4 12,414, 423
Encore, 150

Passpon Designs (continued)
MH.Q1M~UD1 imerfuce, 143
~UDI Transport, 143
Music Da1a series, 1)4, 225
1'101eWri1er, 150
Sound Appremice, 151, 412
pas1cup, old.fashioned, 62
pa1ch edilof!librarians, 140, 150-151
Pmchllay, 151
p:uches
sounds, 140
sysiCm software fc~cs, 268
PCScan 2000 (DEST Corpora1ion), 189.
504
PC Scan 2020 (DEST Corpor.uion), 189
PC Tools Dclme for the ~lacintosh
(Central Point Sofiware}, 356
PCPC Tape Backup (Personal
Computer Peripher•ls
Corporation). 353
PCs
CAD programs with PC n:rsions.
215
data exchange wilh, 379-385
filc~rnnsfcr utililies, 245, 252, 379381, 384-385
graphics form:us. 107
importing PC files for Mac desktop
publishing, 71
Mar"'-· 4-5, 297, 301
Madntosh dl.sks with, 384
multitasking on, 297, 301
OS/2 (Opemting Systeml2), 297,
301
PC laser primers, 475-477
sharing primers with, 470, 473
spreadsheet; with PC versions. 57
TrueType on, 471
PC·YCRcr-'Ec Technologies), 225
PDS Video Technology's Project·Miac,
133
Peace >irus, 365
peer-to-peer file sharing
see also file sharing
under System 7.0, 329-330
PEGASYS II (IGC Technology). 215
pen planers, 214
Perceive (Coda), 153
performance
see also speed
boosting with RA.\1, 269-272
built·in color •ideo and, 494-495
hard disk management and, 344
Mac models compared, 5, 6
multitasking and, 302
vinual memory and, 272-273
Performer (Mark of the Unicorn), 147,
149
Peripheral Interface Cable, 276
persistence of vision, 158, 232
Personal CompUier Peripherals
Corporalioo's PCPC Tape Backup,
353
Persorul IAserPrinter II (GCC
Technologies), 507
Personal Laser\\1 riter LS see
l.aserWrilcrs

Perwna11.3scr\Vriler JIIT see
1=r\\1 rilcrs
Persorul Modem, 178
Personal Vos10n (Orange ~licro), 224
Personal Wri1cr
15SL gmphics 1able1, 488
PW10 Sl. graphics 1able1, 110
Pcrson:tlily (l'refcm.'<l Publisher), 251,
497
Persuasion (Aldus), 128-130, 132
llluSII'm~~l . 130, 132
PERT cham, 1%
phone dialers, 95
Phone~el ctbling S)~tem (Farallon
Computing), 515
ph01mechanical transfer (PMl), 509
Photoshop (Adobe S}~tems) , 100-102,
509
illustratl'<l, ;os
plano roll dtSpiJy, 1·17
pio, 76
PICS file format, 163
P1CT format, 107, 281, 376, 462
picture fields, 90
PKturellasc (Symmetry Software
Corporatoon), 95
pictures see graphics
pilch bend, 145
Pillar's RcndcrM:m, 108
PixeiPaim (SupcrMac Technology), 100
pixels, 490--19 1
Planetsmpes package (Opticai D'Jta
Co<JXlratlon), 221
Plan, Dave, 370
planer, 34!1-3-11
playllst, 420
playMuvic XCMD (MacroMind), 165
planers, 21•1
PLP 11 (GCC Technologies), 507
Plus (Spinnaker Software). 122, 224
Plus see Madmosh Plus
I'MMU(Pagt'<l Memory Management
t:nit), 272, 278
PMT (phOtmechanical transfer}, 509
point, 76
pointer
cell poimer. 5I
defined, 17
illustmted, 18
mOI'ing from numeric kerpad, 293-

29-1
pointing dc~icc see mouse
Poole, ton, 33. 310
pop-up fields, 119
illustrated, '120
for S)~tcm 7.0 folder na1·igatlon,
329
Porfolio S)~ tems' DrnoDcx, 95
ponables see Mad ntosh LC: Macintosh
Ponablc
Ponrnit Display, 8
pons, 275
.ll!l' also Apple Desktop Bus; SCSI
bus
in PostScripl printers, 473
posters, creating, 99

Posun:m, ~eil , 221, 226
PosiScrip!, 45H65
dictionaries, 461
downloodab!e fool5, 76, 459-460,

469
Encapsulated Pos1Scrlp1 (EPS)
formal, 107, 376, 462
fonl5, 458-160
graphics oper.uors, 457
1.3scrPrcp fil e, 461
L1serWri1er file, 461
l.e'iCl2, 464
page-description language, 10, 455457
resolution independence of, 457458
screens and, 458
software emulation of, 470
software incorporating, 461-462
Truelmage and, 463--164
TrueType and, 315, 462-464
PostScrip! primers, 1!1-11
see also l'lser printers; TrueT)pe;
LaserWrilers
features and shopping ups, 4n475, 4n
halfiones and, 507
hard disks with, 4n-473
with Macs, 461
QukkDraw-based primers •~ .. 464,
468, ·169
renting time on, 11
sharing, 514-516
speed of, 460
posture, 262
Power Backer series (Kensington
Microware), 407-408
power condilioning producl5 see
po•;er p101eaion
power p101eaion, 401-4 10
standby power supplies, 263, 406409
surge suppressors, 263, ·104-405,
408
unimerrup!ible poo•er supplies
(t:PSs), 263, 406
power supplies, 401-402, 40}-404
Power Up Software's Addri."SS Book
Plus, 95
power users, 34
Po••erChu1c (American Power
Conversion), 407-408
PowcrDrnw (Engineered Software}, 215
PowerKcy (Sophisticated Circul15}, 481
Powcrmenus (Magic Software), 243,
244, 2·16
PowerPoim (.\licrosoft), 129, 131, 132
Practica Musica (Ars l\'0\-a Software),
153
Pradical Peripherals' modems, 179
Pradical Solutions
Cordless Mouse, 183
Strip S"'itch, 481
surge suppressors, 408
PR.\.M, 268, 281, 391-392
PredsionColor Calibramr (Radius), 105
preemp!iH: multitasking, 300-302
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preference files, 289
Preferred l'ubll>her
Exposure, 251
PelliOn:Jlily, 251, 497
Vam~ge, 240
Prescience Corpor:uion's ~:'qlrc'SSIOni>l,
37
presema1kms, 127-138
.we tilso charts: muhimt'tlc1
anim:ucd, 158
from gr.1phics programs, 99
improving wilh gr.1phic; progr.uns,
98
prescm:uion progrJms. 127-138
slide shows. 132
sl•de-Se!\ice bure:uJS. 13i

prim:uy colors, 489
Primt..-:1Soflw:tre's DifTercm Drummer,
153
primilivcs, lOS
Prim Direaory oommand, 19. 286
pnmer drii'L'fS, 28-l, 286-287
primer resource.>, 284, 256-287
printer server sof1warc, 515
Prinler Tool' dl>k. 286-287
prime~

Sl!(! nlro mer primers. l.:!ser\\'ntc~

mlor primers. 499
L'O nnroing, 389
oomrol (escape) codes. i56
dol m:urix prime~. 10
ink jcl primers. 11-13
laser prime~. UH I, ·167-477
Pos1Scrip1 ~~- non-Pos1Scrip1, 10-11
primer cables, •170, 475
primer resources, 284, 2S6-2H7
resohuions l'O mparctl, 11
>haring. II}- II, 470-47 1.514- 516
spoole~. 24;, 252
SysK-m 6_x resources, 281
lr.llt'txtrcncy film for, l:l.l-13 1
lfO\tblcshooiing, 397-398
TrueType ami, 31)-:l16
priming
animalion frJmes, 162
background priming, 19. 299, 516,
517
diret10riCS, 19, 286
gr.tphil,;, IO:l-104
spoolcrs, 2-15, 252
Iroul~cshoo!ing. 397-398
Pnnt\lomlor, 299. 517
Pro L•O (Digid~gn), 422
process color separa1ions, 6i, 101
Prodi&'Y· 174
Profes.>i<mal Composer (~brk of !he
Unicorn), 150
Profcssi<ntli Plus .\IIDI Imcr6cc
(Opcode Sys1ems), 143
progr.un changes, MIDI, 1'15
progr.un e~:•l u:nion and review
ll'Chniquc (PERl) d1ans, 196
Progmnmwr's lntrrxluclionlo tbe
.Jinaillosb. 437

programming. 427-138
see aL;v B)1JC(I'alk: suip:s
fl~SIC, 4:l0, 431-432
bcginn<:r's 10olki1. ·136--137

pmgramming (con!inuccl)
debugging, -134-435
t'\'Cflt-<!rhm programs, 436
lntCrpre!ers 1~. COillJl!IC~, 433--134
kL')'I\llrds, 431
~111guages, 4:l0, 43 1-432
for 1he MacinuJ.\11. ·135-'137
progmms see sof11vare
projt'CI rnanagemcm progr.uns, 193205
l'rii!Cal p:uh m~ r h<XI (CI'M), 196
Gam! charts, 196
I'ERT chans, 196
lcnninology, 196-197
Projco Scheduler 4 (Scuor). 199. 200.
202. 203
l'rojca-A-~bc (I'DS V1<k~• Tcc.:hnology).
133
l'r<xnl1heus l'rodum
MacKnmvlcdgc, 181
moderns, I !9
l'mPouu (tlb:uon). •185
Proteus (E-nn1Syswms), l·iS, 225
pro1 oct~ L'Onvcners, 52 1
protocols
me-access prmocol>. 522
fik~transfer pllXocoiS, l7l
Mac~~- VAX, 526-527
prot<x:ol coni'CilCr... 521
rc.:onl-locking pnxrll1~, 523
XMODE.\1, 281
Pro!otypcr (Smclhe~·fume.). -136
PS!Imegmuon, 449
Pul~ic Fo!dcr (Ciaris), 252, 519
I'uhlish Pac (DEST Curpor.ui<m), 186
puhll\hing under Sys1cm 7.0, 331-334
pull <J II IliC, 76
l'uzzk. S)~lcm 7.0 dlflcrcnl-c;, 311
I'WIO SLgraphiC> !able!, 110
l')m (Fifth GmerJuon S)llcrns). 2;1

-0QMS' Uhr.JScripl l'lu.>, 470. 476
quamiz:uion, 1-11, 1-17, 150, 41;
QuarkXpre55
fc:uures of, 65-67,711-71
illus!r:ucd. 66
memory (Rtl.\1) rcquin.'ll hy. 61
QUickll-\SlC (~ticrosofl), 430, 433
QuickCt\D (Radius). 213
QuickDr.tw, 102, -192
QuickDr.tw-hascd primt.,.,
.i'<v al;v lnt1gcWri1crs: I~'>Cr
primers
fom mechani<m of, 46H-469
halflones and, 507
l'os!St'ript primers and. -16-1, 468.
469
Quicken's lmuil, 30.1
QuicKcys 2 (CE Sof!11~re), 243. 24 l,
291
Quickl.ock (Kem-MaM), 253
Quick.\la!l (CE Sof!warcJ, 518, 519.
524-525

quick-reference c:tnl,, nmking your
own,98

quocation mark,, 1ruc (~man) quo1es,
&1

-Rr.ntial dimemioning. 212
r.ult:uion. 261
r.ttho buuons, 26
Radius. 224, +19
Acccler.uor 16, 272
A"clcr.uor 25, 272
DirectColor/GX ,;~l'l btxtrd, 492
Pn.-cisionColor C.1hbra1or, 10)
QuickCAD. 213
Radiu.>lV. 225
RadmslV (R.1thu.>), 225
rap;g<il·lcfl lt:XI. au
rnggL·tl·riglll ICXI, 00
RagTime 3. 53. 55-56
R<\1>1Sl!(! memory (Rt\.\1)
RAM ctchr;, 269--272, )28
l!t\M dl>ks. 271!-271
RamDL>k+. 271
l!t\.\1Sian, 271
rJndom aa:cs~ memory StY! memory

(R-\1>1)
r.u1dom :K'Cess .rorJgr, .l:l7
see (1/;o flopp)' tl"k.'; hard diSks;
rcmo,~tblc-ml~li:t drii'C.<;; s!Or.tgc
r.mgc chl'Cking 1-:lluc.; , 90
r.tsiCr comrol!cr<, -1;6
r.JStcr image procc.;_mr (lUI'), 281, 4;6
r.t"cnzing, 31·1
lt151Cr0ps, 224
l ·1L video board. 492
2-is 'ideo lxunl. ·192
FrJmeGr.Jbbcr :l24:-lC. 224
True Color C.11i1JC:uor. 105
ray !racing, 108. 110
ROEV~, 281. 288
S(.'t! fll'iV lllililic.i
cra.1hcs af1er atltling RDI:Vs, 392
primer n:~ourt'Ci, 2&1, 256-287
Rl-:ul-11 (Oiduv:ti CotlJOr.llion), 187
read-ontr memory S<'<-' HOM
RC:t<ISI:lr ll Plus (hlUI~II iC), 187
rcad-wri!C menlO')' .It'<! lllCillOI)' (lt~M)
rebuilding 1he De<kTop file, 39;
Rcmgnize (DEST Cmpor.mon), 186
re~:ord locking. 522-523
RcmrdBoldcr Plul (Sofll\otrc
Dl<;ooi"CI)'). 30:l
rt-cords
in darabascs, H8
record lockmg, ;22-523
retl:mglc appt':lrs on >trccn, 292
rt'CI:Ingle. sclt'Ciion S<'<! nttrqucc
Red Ryder S<'i! White Knighl
l!l"t!ux (Micrtlc\t'L'(II l'ubllshing). 250,
352, 353, 354
Rn-d. Canwngln, 437
RL-GIS (Remme Graphics In 1rua ion
Set), 526
rcgl:itcring software, 31
rcgi11r.uion nwrk.1. 67

reluional da1ab:Jsc m:magc~. 93-96
applications gcncratoo, 94-95
remappmg srcr·scale dna, 509, 510
remote at'CCSS and remo1c cont~.
519--520, 524-525
Rermxc Graphit-s lnstruclion Set
(ReGIS), 526
remol'able-m<.xlia drives, 341-343
b:tckup to. 353
Bernoulli llox dnvcs (Iomega
Co~~xmion}. 311-342,353, 384,
511
sharing, 511
S)l]UCSI dri1cs, }12-3•13, 353,514
!ape tlrii'CS, 3•l3
removing
Sl!(!nl;vTrJSh

fools and desk accessories (I)As),
242
rendering programs, 108-110
Render~bn (Pix:tr). 108
RcndcrWorks (Macro.\lind). 163
renting l'ns!Scritll primer lime, II
Rcpons (Nine 10 Fi•-c Software), 122
reports from dalalxLSe searches, 9:l
resampling. 423
rc;ean:hing vil Ielccommunicalions,
li}-174
ResEth1, 246
programnung ami, 437
sound n.-.,ourccs and, 412
SysK'Ill 7.0 differences, 325
resolu1ion
of film rt'Cnrdc~. 135
of gr.•phlcs images. 103-104
of gr.tphil~ Ia!Jlc!s, 486
of 13>er pnnle~. 473
of Mac tll(lfli!or<, 82-83
of primers. 10, II, 12
resolu1ion indept'lldcncc, 457- 158
of scanners, 50)-507
n.."i<liulion independence, ·i57-4S8
re.oun.-c calcntlt~, 198-199
resourc-e hi>uJgrams, 199, 200
resource ICI'cling, 199
Rc:.ourt'C Manager, -137
resources
!NITs, 2·1 1-212. 245. 253. 280, 2H8,
368-369. 392-393
priniL'f n.-,.ourccs, 28-l, 286-287
progrJmming and, 436-437
RDEVs, 281, 284, 286-287,288, 392
sound (Sf\0) resources. 418
response lime, 405
rcs1ormg, 351-352,356
see r1lro lucking up
cmCf!.>CIIC)'·I\.'SIOrc floppy disk, 355
rc1oud1ing sc:mncd images, 98, 508-

509
Rclrt>SJll'CI (Oamz Devclopmcm). 250,
352, 35-i
re\'islOn 1racking, 37
RGll \ideo, 232
Rich-Tcs1 l'orma1 (Rll'), 375, 3i6
RIFF graphics formal, 107
RIP (ra.11er i1nal,'C processor}. 281, 456
Ri1oal (MiCIU'i<.-etl< l'ublishing), 368, 3i0

Index
Roland Corpor:nion's .\IT·32 sound
module, 145
Rolodcx, database ~~ .. 9;, 96
RO~I

defined, 266
QuickDraw in, 102
RAM vs., 266-267
Toolbo.l in. 266-267, ·135
rouuncs, ~35
RSI70 (NTSC) video fomt1t, 168, 224,

232
RS·232C, 281
RS-422A. 281
RTF (Rich·Text Fomt~t}, 375, 376
rule l:lpe, 62
rulers in 11u nd processors, 38-39, ~0

-Ss:!JlS, 263, 403
S:dient Sofiware·s Disk Doubler, 252253
SA.\1 (S~mamec), 253. 368-369, 370
s.1mplcd sound, 142, 151,4 13-415
s~mpling rate, 413
s~ns serif, 76
s~tumion or color, 496
Save dollog box, SysiCm 7.0 differences,
310
sa1ing
muhitasking and, 306
11 hen to sa,.e, 29
Sa)'CII Technology, 133
sc:~n lines, 231-232
ScanJct Plus (Hewlcn·Packand), 65,
189, 190
Sl:an.\l:m (l.ogiTech), 504
Scanmaster 35!11 (HOI\l ek), 505
scanners, 13, 501-512
for des.taop publishing. 65
f.'IX modems and, Ii9, 502
grcy·scale sClnncrs, 505-507
illustrated, 503
for optical character recognition
(OCR), 65, 187, 189-190, 190-191.
502
retouching images from, 98, 5(6509
1idco handwarc rcr1uircmcnts, 7
Scan Reader (CTA), 188
sci>Cmalics, 209
Schlumberger's MacBra•u, 215
Scitor's Project Scheduler 4, 199, 200,
202, 203
Scores 1irus, 365
st:oring programs. 140, 141, 149-150
Scorpion S)~tents Group's Sjbil, 153
Scrapbook DA, 21-22
alwmath-es to, 22, 23
illustrated, 22, 23
Scrapbook F~e. 22
Stn:cn opture utilities, 25 1
Scn.'Cfl Gems (Microsceds Publishing),
251
scrt'Cil s.1n."'f'S, 251
scrcctt>, 458
scrt'Cns see monitors

scripts

see t1/so programming
HyperTalk. 115. 121-123. 123-125,
428
minimum scripts, 296
of terminal cmubtion progrant<,
180, 181
scroll arrow, 20, 26
scroll oor, 20
scroll bo.x, 20, 26
scrolling
autoscrolling, 325
basics, 28
SCSI bus. 276-277. 388. 390
del'ice 001 recognized, 387-388
ID numbers, 227, 388
SCSI S)~tem oble, 2i6-277, 388, 390
SCSIJI)~~\ Controller. 280
Sculpt 3D (B)1C for 0)1C Corporation),
108
SDseries graphics tablets (Wlcom).
II0, 486-i8i
SE see ~tacintosh SE
SE00 see Macintosh SE00
se:trching
databases. 91-93
search opcmtors, 92
scarch·and·replacc features, 45-46
S)~tem 7.0 l'ind command, 320,
322,323
St't'Ond Wave, 449
SecondGLI.'ICE's SoundTrack, 424
security
see t1/so •iruses
Access Managed Emironmcn1
(Ca~ady ~nd Greene}, 253, 369
utilities, 252- 253
1irus protcaion, 252-253, 361-371
selecting
basics, 26-28
multiple objcas, 27
shift·clicking. 27-28
selection rectangle see marquee
Send Expre;s (Gizmo Technologies).
519
Sentinel (SuperM:tc Technology}, 252
sequencers, 139-140. 145-149
digit~! recording :md, 42 1
seqtJent ~ll stor.1gc, 337
serif, 76
:.CI\'CI'S

C·mail SCI\'Crs, 518-519
file SCI\'Cill, 321, 398, 520-523
printer scl\·cr software, 515
Set St:1nup command, S~tem 7.0 :tiKI,
31i
Sexy L1dies Trojan horse, 366
slu rt'"are
sound utJ!itics, 412
spreadsheet. 57
u1ilities, 240
1iruses lnd, 366
sharing primers. 10-11, ·iil}-47 1. 51<1516, 517
shcc1fcd sc:~tmcrs, 189, 502, 504
Shif1 kcv. 27-28
shift·dicking, 2i -28

Shh11 Corporation
DOS Dill·ln, 52·1
1\ctModcm, 179. 524
shopping
see t1/so bu)ing a M?.dmooh
backup utility features, 353-354
datablsc man:tgement feature., 9596
desktop publishing re:nures, 70-i2
for modems, 178-179
optical chamcter recognition (OCR)
fe:uurcs, 167, 190-191
for PostScnpt printers, 472-1i3
sequencer features. 149
software to mulntasking, 303
spreltbhC'CI features, 55-57
na telecommunications, 174
word prcx:cssing program fcmurcs,
36-37
Shoncut (Abddln S)~tcnts}. 244, 247,
249
shC<lCUtS Ja! ke1boond shOilCUts
Shulman, Jeffery. S., 369, 370
Sicbnc S.1lcs & Engineering. 449
Sigm:1Designs, 449
Si!,'Oaturcs. ftlc, 382-383, 395
Silicon llc:lch Solhvare
Digiml Darkroom, 100, 509
Supcr3D, 100, 109, 210, 224
SupcrCanJ, 122, 137, 167, 223-224
Supcrl':lint, 106, 303
SIMMs. 8, 268, 281
sine 11'3\'C ll\Jtput, 408
Single lnlinc .\tcmol)' Modules
(SIMMs). 6. 268, 281
single·filc tbtah:t~c managers, 93
Sitka
lnOo:t, 518,519, 525
~be TOPS, 398, 522
Teleconnct1or, 515
size box, 20, 26
size of Mac models, ~
Sk("'e!l SC:IOS, 504
slide sc:~nncr.., 505
slide shows, 132
slides, 130-131. 133-136
see (1/so multimedia; presentatiOns
slide shows, 132
slide sorting features, 132
slklc·servlce burtoaus. 135
slide·servicc burc:ous. 135
slo:s, 5. 6, 416-4·18
srmll caps, 76, 83
Srmll CotnpUier S)~tcnJS Interface .<re
SCSI bus
!mm quotCl>, 84
Srmrtcom II (I bres Microcomputer
Products), li9, 180, 181, 526
Snn lltll(l(k-ms tlla)'CS ~!icrocom puter
Products), 178, 520. 524
SrmnScrap (Solutions lnternation:ll),
22. 23
Snrthcr.\'lbmcs' Prototypcr, 436
S~II'TE code, 140, 1·18. 422
Snar (Fonluought), 215
snap·to fe:uurc, 211
S>ID rt"S(IUI'CCS, 418

SIICict)' of MO!iOO Pit1ure and
Television Enginccn. {SMPTE)
code, 1·10, 148, 422
sofm~re

.<ec t1/so uulitics; sper:ijic prrxl11cls
tlllrl

opesofsojitmll!

aliases for. 321
arumation progmms, 108, 109, 157-

169
"~pplication IS busy or miSSing"
mcssa~c, 395
color applications, •198
compa1ib11ity 1\ith S)~tem I'Crsion,
24-25
computcr·atdcd design (CAD)
programs. 20i- 216
cl1tahasc managers, 87-96
desktop publishing, 65-i2
electronic mail, 518-520
gr.tphics progr.1ms, 97-111
ll)l>erCard, 33. 95, 113-125
mstalling, 391
mterapphotion communiCluon.<
~\C), 330-334
mulumt'!lm, 223-225
mullila>king and, 30.}-306
multiuser software, 522-523
music and MIDI software. 139-155
opllcal d laractcr rt'COgnit1on (OCR)
progrant~. 13, 185-189. 190-191
PC printer dri1-cr p:!Ckages. 47)477
Pa>tScript emulation sofrn':lrc. ·iiO
PostScript·oriented, 461-462
prcsClllat1on progr.uns, 127-138
project managenlcnt programs,
193-205
rt'gislcring )'OUr software. 34
rendenng programs, 1()3..110
scanner soft11-are. 507-509
sprearl~hccts, 49-58
telecommunicmlons progr.uns,
179- 181
utilities, 239-253
1m10n numbers of, 22-25
wond processing. 35-47
Software Dist'OI'CI)''s RecondHolder
Plus, 303
Software Venture's ,\licrol'hone II, 179,
180. 181, 526

Solu1ions lntcm:uion.1l

SmanScrap, 22, 23
SupcrG!uc II, 245, 252
Sonar (Virginia Srstcms). 244. 24S-249
So<t~r Profc>Sional (Virginia S~tcnts) ,
2-1-1, 24S-249
Son.1ta musiC font (Adobe S)'Stcms),
150
Sollhistiou:d Circu1ts' l'owcrKey. 481
sonmg databa~, 90-91
Sound Accclemtor boord (Digidcsign),
422
Sound .~pprcnucc (Passport Designs),
151.412
Sound Designer II {l)i8JclCSign), lSI,
412, 414, 423
sound editing, 140, 150-151
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Index
Sound Manager, 41)-416
Sound Remnlcr DA, 116
sound resourtes, 418
Sound Tools system (Digidcslgn), 422423
sound uack production, 140
SoundAccess (Digidcsign). 419
SoundEdit (Far:~llon Compu!ing}, 116,
417
see also MacRecordcr
SoundMas1er, 247,412
SoundMo"er, 412
SoundPiay (Digidcsign), 419
sounds, 139-155
see nlso MIDI; multimcd!l
digital sound, 411
o.ilh animation, 166, 167-168
file formars for, 418
\\ilh HyperCard, 11;, 116, 154,417,
419,424
Mac beeps, ·ill, 412, 418
MIDI, 140, 142-14;, 1;1-152, ·i21
music, 140-142, 1;0-154, 413-118,
422-423
\\ith multinK'dia, 218, 22;
rcrording. 412-423
S)~lem 7.0 difTerences, 311, 335
upgrading hardware, 445
SoundTrack (SecondGIJJ\CE), 424
sound wa1-es, 413
source code, 433
source·lel'el debuggers, 434, 435
sparse matrix memory mana3cmcn1, ;7
Spt'Ciaile<l efTCCIS, 98-99, 104-105
Spcmuml2·i boord (SuperMac
Tcchnolog)'), 101
;peech driver, 289
speed
Sl!e also performance
o( buses, 276
buying a Mac and, 15
o( C)). ROMs, 346
o( bard disks, 343
of laser primers, 460, 474
Mac models compared, 5, 6
of modems, 178
of PosrScripr primers, 460
spelling checkers, 36, 187
spikes, 403
Spinnaker Softl\me's Plus, 122, 224
spoolers, 24;, 2;2
PrinlMonitor, 299, 517
spot color, 65, 67
spreadshce!S, 49-58
ehaning programs and, 106-107
ti1~1 managemcm using, 50, 95
design basia;, 58
fomms, ;3
muhitasking and, 303
PC 1-ersions, 57
turnkey applicarions from, 54
square wave ourput, 408
Sltlck Desig11 Guideliflcs, 119
SlACks,

114, 115

SlACks, Hl'PCfCard see Ht'(JCrl:ard
srack.<
srandby power supJ~ics, 263, 406-409
how rhc)' work, 406

smnds, 261
sran biiS, 179
stanup dL<k, 286
sranup documems see !NITs
SL1nup problems, 387-393
Sllnup screens, 98, 289. 497
S1anupScrcen me, 289
Slln UpScreen image, 98
sratic elecrriciry, 263-264, 388
>latic RA.\1, 267
srarlonery pads, 324
statisrical functions, ;2
Sreinberg, Bill, 240
Sreinberg·Jones' Cuhasc, 147
step recording, 147
sreppcd·square wa1'C ourpur. 408
srereophonic audio, 416
Sreriod Trojan horse, 366
sricky kct~. 293-29-1
SlOp bits, Ji9
SlOp..~lch Ulilily, 240
srorage, 337-348
see nlso (!).ROM dril'es; (!).ROMs;
floppy disks; floppy drives; hard
disks; rcmov:tblc·mcdia drives
sound recording and, 418
Srram's StrataVision 3d, 108, 163
StrJmV'ISion 3d (Srrata), 108, 163
Srra1insk)', Igor, 221
Smng Quartet package (Warner ~cw
Media), 221, 222
Srrip Swirch (Pracrical Solurions), 481
srripping, 67
srrokc fonrs, 214
Smdio/1 (Eiccrronic Am), 163
illusrratL'd, 159, 160
muhimcdL1 and, 224
presco1ations 1\ith, 99
Srudio.~ (Eiecrronic Ans), 99
Sntdio 3 hUDI inlcrface (Opcodc
S)'Slems), 143
Srudio Plus Two M!DIImerfacc
(Opcode S)~ems), 143
Srudio Session (llogas Producrions),
142
Srudio Vision (Opcodc Sysrcntl), 148149, 419
Stuffit, aliases and, 321-322
Sruffir Classic, 2;2
Stuffit DciW<e (Al:uklln Srstcms), 252253
srylc sheets, 36
SryleWriler, II, 13
sl}1us, 211, 48)-486
subhead, 76
subscribing under S)~lcm 7.0, 331-334
suggesrcd memo<)' size, 304-306
Suilc:ISC II (Fifth Gencr:ulon Sr.;rems),
245, 246-247
SUM II (SymantL'C), 250, 356, 357
SUMPanirion (S)'ffiantcc), 249-250
Sun Micros)~lcms, 69
Super3D (Silicon Beadt SoflWat-e), 108,
109, 210, 224
SuperBoomerang ~ew Sofr••are), 240
SuperCard (Silicon Beach Sofr..~re),
122, 137. 167, 223-224

Super(lock, 240
SuperDri,'C, 339
reading PC disks wirh, 379, 383-384
SuperGiuc II (&~mi ons lmemmional),
245, 252
Superl:l.serSpool (Fifih Generauon
St~ems), 245, 252, 299
SuperMac Technology, 449
DiskFil, 250, 351,352,353, 35·i
Ncffiurk DISkl1l, 353
PixeiPaim, 100
Sentinel, 252
Specrrum/2·1 boon!, 101
SuperMatch l'rofessloml Color
M.11ching Syslcm, 10;
SuperSquCC'lC board, 101
Super)blch Professional Color
~!arching S)~tcm (SuperMac
Technology), 105
Super)!ouse (Advanced Gra,is), 483
SupcrPaim (Silicon llc:lch Soft,.~re),
106, 303
SuperSquccze board (SuperMac
Technology), 10 I
surge suppressors, 263, 404-405, 408
surges, 403
Sl\ilch launching. 393-394
$1\ilch·A·Roo, 240
Sv.irchboord (Daradesk lmcmarional),
482
Sl\ii'CI3D (l'araoomp), 108, 109, 163,
210, 224
S"ivel 3D Professional (Paracomp), 163
S)til (Scorpion Sysrems Group), 153
SYl.K (Symbolic Unk) format, 375, 376
Symaruec
)lore, 33, 128, 130
Nonon Urllilies for rhe M:lcimosh.
250, 356. 3;7
SAM, 2;3, 368-369, 370
SUM II, 250, 356, 357
SUM Panilion, 249-250
Think C, 434, 436, 437
Think Pa'iCII, 433, 434-435, 436437
Srmamec AmiV1111s for Macintosh sr1e
SAM
S)manrec Urllilies for rhc )laciru05h
see SUMII
S)mhollibrarics, 212-213
S)mbolic link (SYI.K) format, 375, 376
S)mmcuy SoflWat-e Corporation
!.eta Adl':lmage, 36. 128
Hypcrl)A, 122
Ke)'Pian, 196, 201, 203
PictureBasc, 95
sync signals, 232
sync track, 148
Synclolasrer MIDI Interface Q. L
Cooper Ell'<1100ks), 143
S)nergy Sofrware's VcrsaTER\1, 526
S)lll:IX, 52
S)lllhe.sizers
seen/so )!IDI; sounds
la)-ering. 142- 143
S)Quest drii'CS, 342-343.353,514
S)~lcm 7.0, 309-335
see tilso System Folder; Sysrcm
software

32-hil QuickDraw in, 102
c~and,24 1

color with, 318, 319,497
file sharing under, 312, 329-330
Finder, 312, 316-329
folders, 312
imerJpplication communicarions
(l~C). 330-334
Muhil'indcr under, 21, 298
new fearures, 31 1-312
PosrScripl primers \\ilh, 461
sounds wirh, 311, 335
transition lips, 310-311
TrueType, 285,3 11,312-3 17
upgrading hanlware and, 445
urililies and, 239-240
,·inual memory fearurc of, 9, 272-

273
zapJ~ng PR>J.I under, 391
sysrem cra.~hcs see crashes
system disks, 286
system c:<rcnsions see alCI'S; !NITs;
RDEVs
System file. 287-288
S)~tcm !'older, 283-296
see nlro cdc1~ ; !NITs; RDEVs;
System 7.0; Sysrcm sofrware
Clipboard file, 289
minimizing, 296
org;tniZing, 240
preference files, 289
printer resources, 284, 286-287
StanupScrccn file, 289
StanUpScrecn image In, 98
S)~lcm 7.0 diiTcrenccs, 312
S)~lem extensions, 288-289
S)~lcm file, 287-288
Sysrem S:wer (Kensington Microware),
260
System sofrwarc
.ll'l! nlw cdC\~; INITs; RDEVs;
S)~lcm 7.0; S)'SICm Folder
alc1~ and, 241
insralling, 389-391
minimum scripts, 296
for PosrScripl primers, 461
program compatihilil)' wirh, 24-25
RA.\J.!Jascd, 268-269
n.'COfllmcndcd S)~em 1'Crsions, 294
Sysrcm 6.x file.s, 284-285

S)"Sicrn resource nunagcmcm

urililies, 245, 246-247
upgrading 10 S)~lem 7.0, lips, 310311
Uldtl)' L'Ompalibility Wilh, 239-240
''Crslon numbers, 22-25
System Updare 6.0 packngc, 294
S)~lent·cxcluslve dara, 145

- TTab key, 30
L1b poimer, 43
mbwell, 43
ml><lelimited re:a files, 379
lab!e of comcniS gencr.uors, 37
lablc-cdiling, 36

Index
tables
h::lliCr d~1r3CICI'S in, 43, 44-15
spread<ht'CIS for processing, 50
word proce55ing. 4}-15
tabs
decimal tilil. 43
nxlcnung 11i1h, 40-41
Tactic Sofm~ t rc
FontShare, 251
IC<Ml·li, 243, 244
Masterl'inrlcr, 247
Tagged-lm:tgc File format (TIFF), 107,
376
ta pe <lri•·cs. }13
backup to, 353
>h:tring. 514
task scht11ulcr, 300
task switching, 300
tear-off menus, 246
Tech 1\ott.,. series, 437
Tcch:lllianre. 122
tcchnic·JI suppon
see fllso trouble5hooung
for HrperC.1rd, 114
registt1ing software atMI, .H
Technol<>j,~' ConceptS' Cumml:nity·
Mac, ;27
telemmmuruc:ttions. 1~ 1 -!Ml
Sc!e fllso mfommton :.en•ict-,
bulleun boanls, 171
elcctmnic mail. 171. f7.1
file-transfer protocol<, 172
front ends, 173. 176-177, 179-180
halllwarc for, liB-179
infonn:uinn servictos, 171, 172-177
' oftw:n·e for, 179- 181
Tclcconnc'CIOr (Sitka), 515
TeleTypesetting's T·Script. ·170
tele\iston
see fllso desktop \1dt'(l
~lac '"d"1 ,.s., 231-232
tempbtcs
in mmputcr-aided dcsign (CAD),
210
10 desktop publi>hmg.
m Oflltcal ch:uacter recognition
(OCit), ISS
in presentation progr.tms, 131
in sprea<6heet<, 54
stauonrry 1XK1s, 324
Tempo II (Aiiinity Micr~)'l·letn<), 243.
24·1, 291
tempo n~1 p, 147
tcm1x>r.uy fil es, 289-290
tenninal cmul:tuon progr.tntl, 179-180.
526
cript bngu:tgc.l, 180, IHI
tcm>in:uion of SCSI c thllng, 276-277,
388,390
terminology
acrunyrn.s, 275-282
mCII1{liY 1Cffi1S. 266
project mlmgernt'lll tcnns, 196197
typogr.tphy ICffitl, 76
TeX typcscuing language, 69

n

Tcx:t> Instruments
nucrol.aser PS 17, II
microl.aser PS35. II
te~t editor.>. 240. 433
tc.~t fields, 90
text functions, 53
ICXHmly (ASCII) flit'S, 280, 375-378
text-retrieval utilities, 244, 2·18-2·19
texture maps. 108
TFI.X (~lagnum), -1 13
thCS.1Uri, 36
thcTypcllook. 251
thin ' pace, 76
Think C (Syrnamcc), 4}1, 436, 437
Think Pascrl (S)lnamcc), 433. 434-4.35
thlrd-pany manuf.tL1urer.;, 15
thr.t,hing. 273. 356
llut-c·D (MacroMind). 108, 163
three-dimensional graphics program•,
107-110
thumbnail sketches, 62
Thundcoon Plus. 504, 505. 509
'lltundeiW'..re·s LightningScan. 65, 189.

504
Ttd)• 1r t:p. 240
llFf (Ta£8Cd·lnttgc Fde Format), 107,
376
l'de5 (CE Software). 243
·nmbuktu (farallon Computing), 24;,
252. SI9-S20
time

.we rdso performance: speed
access time, 266
clock nOt ket11ing. 263
douhle-clicking time, 26
time managcmcm programs see projcxt
rn:magemcnt progr.tnt<
timesh:tring, 172-173
T/Makers Write:>~o-,.·. 38, ·10. 41. 4.H5.
47, 303
TMOI\ (ICO~I Simulations), 435
TO.II IKIT (Adl'ancctllruerfare), 211.
246
Tomlin, Bruce, 247. 412
t0fll1'. 467. 475.476
Toolbox (R0.\1), 266-267, ·135
l11side .l!acintosb manuals for. 436-137
manager.;, 435
topographic:tl an.'tl)~tS. 188
l 'opScm (Calera Remgnition Systems),
ISB-189
Tmal S)~tcms, 449
Tr.tckbaUADD (Kraft S)~terns), 485
Tr.tckhaiL'.'IDB (Mouse Systen>s
Corpor:1tion), 485
1rackl~tlls. 485
tr.tdernari< symbob. in <lisph)• type, 81,
H2
Tr.tin Set (Ciari<), 164-165
tr.tinable OCR program.,, 187-188
tr.uJSientS, 403
tr.trl.'>parenties. 1~13 1 , 13.H 36
.~t'C fllso prcsrmations
tr.nt<parent bullons, 117- 118

Trash
Ej<:Ct command vs., 396
S)~lem 7.1) differences, 311,323,
327
tmub!<">homing. 396
tra,-el tnformanon, 174
Tra,cling S<tftwarc's U.p1J11k Mac, 245,
252, 379-3~1. 519
Trentlwarc, 122
trigonometnc ftrn(tions, 53
Trojm horses, :166
tmublel'h<XJiillg, 387-399
.cee 11/.fO rnaimcnancc: tech111cal
support
32·1~1 QuickDr.tw 1.1 bug, 202
dock not keeping time, 26.l
di~k and finder pmblcms, 394-397
ef11CI];Cilt1' monitor, 231
Cntet'£en(y·reSIOre floppy dL<k, 355
file-recovery unhties, 250, 350. 356359
RIO!\! help. 399
opcnrng color documents on
morx>dmxnc M:n:s, 499
priming and nct,.-ork pmblerns,
397-39H
<tJrtup problems and S)~tcnt
cra.•hc., 3~7-394
•irus prottX1ion, 252-253, 361-371
True Color C:thhrator (R'Lstenlps), 105
true greysee grey-scale 'idt'O lmrd"~"c
tnrc quote'S, H4
tn<c·co!or cattb, 6, H
Tn<clrmge (Miun10ft), PostS<:ript and,
·163-4(,4
'l'n!CT)pc, 2H5, ;lll, 312-3 17
how it woti<.l, 314
in<talling and ren>o•ing fonb, 316-

31"
for PC.\, 471
Po tScript anti, 315, ·162-464
printer.< and, 315-316
Tru"i,ion\ KuVist:t-. 225
T·Script (l'drT)'IlC><.1tmg), 4i0
TSSnet (Aiisa S)'Mems), 527
Turbo .IIOU>C ADB (Kensington
>licrm'"re), ·165
TurboNET (Nuvmc-ch), 515
Turbos)nth (l)lgide~tgn), IS I
tu rnkey applictllons, 54
1V Producer Pro (Computt'f' Friends),
l2S
1\\CCning fllr annn:uion, 161, 163
hl}l~tge .llonochromc Moniwr, 8
Tycho (Macn::ulorts). 36
Type I fonts. 459
Type 3 fom<, ·159
type size, cl>oo<ing, 78
TypcAiign (.\dohc S)~tcms) . 72, 169
t)'pcf:tecs St¥' fen> IS
t)'Jling desk' , 263
T)'Jlisl (Cacn: Corpor.uion), 191)-191
l)l>Ogf:ll>h)'. 75-ll5
caution, , 83
ch<X>sing a font, i5-77
dl•play type, 60-82
kerning. 70-71 , 8~ 1. 82
leading guidelines, 78-79

tn x•graphy (continued)
line length rules of thumb, 77, 78
page wunt. adju•ting fur. 78
ret'Ommcnded ~~ding. 83-84
for slides and 0\emt':ld
transi>Jrencies, 136
speci:tl effcm, 98-99, 1().1-105
tcnninology, 76
type size detcrminaumt, iS

-U1/&k, 83-IH

ULI449, 405
Uhr.tl'aim (Deneb.' Softw:tre), 106
Uhr.tScript Plus (QMS), 470, 476
undcrsc:tn, 236
undoing, 32-33
unimcrntptible power ; uppliCI (UPSs).
263. 406-400
Sl'i' fiL<o standby power supplic.;
hmv they work, 406
unn-er.;al ednor:libr.trilru, I5I
UI\IX (1\•UX), 301.483
tmmounting >ulumes, }44
Upilt':lt (Dr. Ts Music Soft\\~trc), 153
u~xbting
S!~tcm software. 294, 296, 310
\iru.~·detcction utihtie ,

369

upgr.tding, 44 1-453
ac,elerator bo:utll and CPUs, 442
buses and, ·ioiH
cache memory lxxml<, 445-i-16
coprot-essors, 4·15
of M:tcs, 448-152
h:ml disks, 412
logic boanl.1, 442-444
Matint06h llx to ll(x, 10
ntl'f11(ln', 442, 443
new n~;(hines \'S , 452-153
soond·~~ording hanl"'~re, 445
sources for lctnlware, 449
to System 7.0, 310
S)~tem 7.0 and, ·145
\i<lt'O lxxtrds. 441
UPSs SLY! uninterruptible power
supplies
used equipment
Boston Computer r.~ch:tnge, 17·1
~lacimosh computer.>. 9-10
user groups, 15, 34
user fl..,·els in HyperC:Jrd, 121, 123
U>e'f' Setup Contml Panel, 329
U>er.> and Groups Comrol P:tncl, 329
utilities, 239-253
see fllso alt...,~; desk :tt'CC,Ont'S
(OAs); F-kcys; INITs; RI)E'\'s
hackup utilities, 250, .\49, 351-352
Cliplxmrd cnhanccmems, 251
cosmetic utilities, 25 1
data cxclt1ngc utilities, 2·15, 252
desktop \ideo utiliues, 229, 23}237
disk :tml file mana&>emem utilities,
214, 247-248, 249-250
111c·mmp~'SSion ut~nies, 2·10, 252,
321-322,352,415

Index
utilities (cominued)
filc-rcco'-ef)' utilities, 250, 350, 356359
fil e-tr.msfer utilities, 245, 252. 379-380, 519
fom utilities, 2·15, 246-2H, 251
freeware and sh:Jn!ware, 240
INIT managers, 245, 253
INrrs, 241-2-12
miscell1ncous utilities, 251-253
navig:nion utilities, 2-13, 2-1-1, 246
nerwork/lvorkgroup milnics, 2-1;,
25 1-252
SCII!en c:tplllrc 111ilities, 25 I
screen savers, 25 I
securiry utilities, 252-253
spooler.;, 245, 252
System 6., uulities. 285
sysrem resource managemem
utilities, 2-15. 246-247
table of, 244-245
tCX!·retrievaJ Utilities, 244, 241!-249
1irus-detcction utilities, 252-253.
367, 3611-371

-VV.I.P. ~!:Jinstal'), 436
Vaccine (CE Sofrware), 368, 369, jiO
Vantage (Preferred Publisher), 2-10
Varcon Systems' Great G:mn. 199
VAX networks, 526-527
vector acceler:ttor boanls, 213
I'!!Ctor fonts, 214
Ventura Publisher (Xerox), 6-1, 67, 6B
VcrsaCAD (Vcrs:tCt\D Corpomtlon),
207,2 10,2 13, 215
VcrsaCAD Corporation
VersaOJ), 207, 210.213.2 15
VersaC,\D Drafter, 215
\'crsaCt\D Dmftt-r (VersaCAD
Corpomtion), 215
\'crsaTERM (Synt'l},~' Software), 526
1ersion numoc'fS, 22-25
recommended system versions. 29•1
video boan:l1. 6
Si'l! (1/;v

sfJ<--ctfic bomr!s t111rl

/1/llllllj(/Cf/lfi?I'S

buill-in color circuitry. 494-495
t'O ior \ideo boords, 6, 8, 101, 293,
492-493
for tr.tnsfering animation to
videotape, 168
upgrading, 444
VKICO Card 8'24, 101
\'ideo Card Unlit\', 229. 23}-237
1•idt'O digitocrs, i24, 504-505
video display see desktop video;
monitors
vidt'O projectors, 133
I'Kit'O RAM (I'RI\.\1), 281
•ideo utility, 229, 23}-237
l'odeo Works II (~lacmMintl), 160
•ideodisc packages. 219--223
•ideodisc pla)'crs. 219
l'odeoS!nc utili[!', 237
1ideollpc see desktop video

Vic\\~

Control Panel, S)~tc'!ll 7.0
differences, 326
Virc.• (Microcom). 253. 36B, 369, 370
Virginil System~
Sonar. 244, 2411-249
Sonar ProfessiomL 244. 248--249
Vinu.1l (ConllCClix Corporation), 272
vinual mcmotY, 9. 272-273
Mac nuxlcl~ compare~!. 9
in PostScript primen., 472
thr.Lihing, 273
upgr.uhng hanlwarc and, 4·15
Virus RX. 369, 370
VimsDitx kacle 11, 370
1im~-dctoction utilities, 252-253, 367.
3611-371
VirusDett'\"11\..:, 369. 370

nruses. 361-371
n.1mcs. 362-363, 3(>4-365
protection str.uegics, 366-367
symptoms, 364-365
Trojan horses '~-. 366

virus-detection milillcs, 252-2)3,
367, 36-S--371
wh:u to do when infccled, 367
VisiC.1lc, 49
\'ision (Opcode Systems). 147. 149
VisU31 Alm:mac, The (Optic:ll D;ua
CorporJiion), 221-222
l'isuallnfon11.1Uon Dl~-clopmcnl's
Dimcn>ions Presenter, 108, 137.
163. 210
Voice E.•press (MacSenu). 487
Voice Na1iga10r 11 (Ank:ul:nc S)~tems),
487
voice rewgnitlon l ~uuwarc, ·179, 487488
VoiceFont (Information l'rt.;;enlluon
Technologtes). m
milage sag;, 263, 403
I'Olurncs. IL1rd disk, 34·1
.-on :--leumann, john, 26S
Vop ger CD AudtoStack (VO)":t!,>Cr
COI11J~1ny), 116
VO!:tgcr ColllJl:lny
Am:tncla Stories, I I7
Bird An:uomy, 117, I 18
Igor Slmrtizskj~ 7111! Rt~l' ojJpniiiJ,
221
\'oyagc-r CDAutlioStack, 116
I'RMt, 281

-WWacom's SD series grnphiC:IIab!ru,
110, 486-487
Warner 1\ew Media, Audio Nmcs series,
22 1, 222
Warnock, johu, 456
W:n>On. Scott. 180
warefom1s, 413.414,417
\t1JS ("'ork breakdown structure). 196197
lt1)El' 11rus, 365
ll"Wb-1£-rs !limb M'tl· Col/rgi(l/~
!JiCiionllly, 73

Wclcom Soft\l:lrc Technology's Open
l'lano~fac, 199, 202-203
White, jan, 83
\~l1itc Knight (lltc FrecSoft Company),
179, 180, 181
\l:•illiams, Robin, 83
uind controlli'fS, 144
1\indow title, 20
windov.~

coordinate 1\indows, 211
COp)ing ilCtWl'ell, 327-328
dcfint~l, 19
Get Info windmv, 21, 24
illu.<tratctl, 18, 20
Windows (Microsoft), 4, 471
Wingz (lnformb). 50. 53-57
illustr.ttetl. 55
tmprl)ling graphiCS of, 98
Wa (C.1ICornp). 486
Word ~ticrosoft)
d~ktop pubJi,hing featu res, 69
features of, 36-37
indetlling in. 4I
kL100lnl >hor1C\IIS in, 32
multiple wlumns In, -17
multitasking :tnd, 303
muhiusers and, 523
rulers for, 38, ·iO
scan:h-and-rcpbcc in, 45-16
tables in, -13-15
won:l processing, 35-47
see also optical ehamaer
recognition (OCH)
lx1.1ics, 35. 39-10
desktop publishing and, 67. 69
fe:nurc.~ and shopping tips, 36-37
indeming, 41}-42
multiple columns, 46-47
muhitasking. 303
presentation programs •-s., 128-129
rulers. 38--39. ·10
se:ueh-and·rt11lacc features, 45-16
sman quot~, 8-1
speci:ll text cfft'Cis, %-99
in sprcaclsllL'Cts, 56
tables, 43-15
text LXIitors, 240, ·133
tCXt-rCtOt'\\ll utilities, 2·14, 248--249
1\"0rd "'rap, 35
in WOrksCIIIOn publishing
progmfll.,, 67
WordPerfect
desktop publl<hing features. 69
features of, 36-37
indeming 10, 41, -12
muluplc colunm< in, 47
mlers for, 3B, 39, 40
sc:trch-and-rcpb cc in, 46
tables in, 434
lfort!s info l)pe, 73
work brc:tkdo"n strut1urc (WllS), 196197
\\'Orkgroup utilnics, 2·15, 251-252
Working Softw:tre's Findswcll, 2·1-1, 247.

249
ll7 nrks ~llcrnsoft)

database module. 88
muhiuscr.; and. 523

Works (Mil"l"OSUft)
sprc:td<hcct module. 50, 54, 56
word pmccssing module. 37, 40, 43
1\'0rkstatlon publishing, 67-fiJ
Workstation Tet:hnologies' Moonral.:cr,
224
\t"ORM (write once, read many) dm"l!S,
3-16
write once, read many (IVORM) dril'es.
3·16
\t'ritc.ltovc (GCC Tochm~ogies), 13
WritcNow (T~!Jker)
indeming 111. 41
multiple columns In, -17
multitasking with, 303
ruler for, 38. 40
mbles in. 43--15
WYSI\t>YG, 65

-XXCMDs, 121- 122
Hnx:rSound Toolkit (Famllon
Compuling), 417
pl:t)'.IIOI'ic (Macro~lln d). 165
Xt'fO-' Jnuging Systems' AccuText, 188
Xem.t's Ventura Pubhsher, 64, 67. 68
XFCNs, 121- 122
H)-perSound Toolkit (Farallon
Computing), 417
Soundl'lay (Digklesign), 419
x-height, 76
XMODEM pr01oool, 281,382
X'l')ID file-translation technology, 186

-VYlrnamlllo, lliroaki, 240

-Zzapping PRAM, 391-392
Ze<.lcor's Desk, 57, 303
Zoom (Alwem), 163
zoom box
illustr.ncd, 20
5)~tclll 7.0 d i ffcrent:~.os, 326
zoom conumnds, 213
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BOOKS WORLDWIDE BOOKS HELF

MACWORLD BOOKS: THE MARK OF EXCELLENCE!
Macworld's books are w ritten by Mac
experts, giv ing you authoritative
advice, tips, applications, and ideas to
get th e most out of your Macin tosh.
Like Jim Heid's Mncworld Complete
Mnc Hn11rlbook, these titles go beyond
the documentation to provide unique
ins ig ht to gel you u p and running
quickly. Yo u will become a Mac
afficionad o in th e process.
Add to your Mncworld library today!
MACWORLD GUIDE TO SYSTEM 7

by Lon Poole, "Quick Tips" Columnist, Macworld, 320 pp., $24.95,

Available June 1991.
This is the 01u thoritntivc g u ide to us ing System 7, with hundred s o f tips, tech niques, and hints not
conta ined in the documcnt01tion . Includes TrucType fonts, virtua l memo ry, new DAs, a nd more.
The only text you'll ever need to unders tanding <1 nd using System 7.
M 1\CIVORI.D SOUND

&

MUSI C

Bmu by C hristopher Yavelow, Ph.D., 1024 pp., $34.95, Ava ilable

May1991.
T he ultimate tome to us ing music, sound, d ig it<~! <1udio, & multime dia on the ~lac-from the
world's leading nuthority. Includes scores o f celebrity interviews a nd ideas for how to use Mac
music technology. Covers M IDI to sou nd ed iting to com position to post-production and film to
programming for mus ic. A one-of-a-kind book!
GET YOUR COPIES NOW! AVAIL.\13LE WI I mE MACINTOSI-1 BOOKS ARE SOLD, 01~ CALL

(800) 282-6657 TO ORDER DIRECT. 01{, SEND IN THE COUPON BELOW:

_ _ copies/Macworld Guide lo System 7 at 524.95 @. _ _ copics/Macwurld Sound & Music Bible at $34 .95 @.
Add 53.00 shipping a nd hand ling per o rder in US. Add $-1.00 shipping and handling for Canada. uS funds only.
P-"'11 'lJ":
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You've read about the Mac's sound features.

Reading about the Mac's sound features is one thi ng. Wit h Jim Heid's Sound
Stack, you can hear them for yourself. This HyperCard-based audio tutorial
will provide the background you need ro understand the Mac's digital sound fearures and use
them effectively. You 'll learn-and hear:
• How various sampling rates affect sound quality
• The pros and cons of audio compression
• How you can use sound-editing software ro crea te startling digital audio effects such as
reverb and flanging
• How ro "anach'' voice comments LO your documents
• Which sampling rates ro use for voice and m usic recording
• How ro connect your Mac ro a stereo system for stunning sound quality.
Version 1.0 of Jim 1-leid 's Sound Stack received a "four-Apple" rating from the Boston Computer Society. Version 2.0, available only
! Jim lleld's Sound St.1ck
through this offer, is bigger and better, with
mo re audio examples and coverage of the
The clurt below shows how m.xh chsk opx:e Is reqJII'Od to hold a
(we.second sound umplod 11 5KHz. 7K.Hz. lll'..Ht, and 22KHz.
latest clevelopmems in Mac digital sound. If
To he>J' an elQ11lple o f oach sampling n te, clk:k on o>eh n to's b3r
you're curio us abou t the Mac's soundorbbel.
making capabilities, you'll want this amazNotr:e tlut the !debty of the ·.- sound. wb>cb cont>mS nuny hlgb
freq.:enc~CS, improve• as the sampllng nte tncreuet This illlstntes
ing tutorial.
how faster sa:nphng rues capture h:gh fr!lepJe:OC1M rrore accurately.

Now With Bonus Sounds and Audio Clips!
With your order, you'll also receive jim
I-leid's Sound Disk, a d isk jam-packed with
top-quality sound resources that you can
22KIU;
IIKHc
use and modify. You 'll find hilarious
replacements for your system beeps, sound
effects that you can use along w ith utilities such as SoundMaster, and musical backgrounds fo r use in
HyperCard or any program that plays sound resources. These are all-original sounds that are not
available through user groups and online serv ices.

I Pre ulou s l
ICo nl c nts l
I QuU I

Two Disks and a Library of Sound- For Just $12.95
Jim Heid's Sound Stack and Jim Heicl 's Sound Disk are available ro Maavor/d Complete Jl1ac
Ha11dbook readers for just $12.95, includ ing shipping in the United Stares and Canada. Usc the
coupo n below to order-and starr hearing what your Mac can do!
System Requirements
• Macintosh Plus, Classic, or above with a
hard disk and 1MB of memory 12MB
recommended) running System 6.0.7 or a
later version
• HyperCard 2.0 or a later version
• External amplifier and speakers not
required, but recommended for better
sound quality
• To modify the sounds on Jim Heid's
Sound Disk, you'll want a sound·editing
application such as Farallon Computing's
SoundEdit

Yes! Send me Jim Heid's Sound Stack and Jim Heid's Sound Disk!
Send your check or money order for S12.95 along with this coupon
lor a photocopy) to Navarro Software, P.O. Box 743, Albion, CA 954 10.
Name - - - - -- -- -- - - --

- -------

Address _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __

City, State, ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __
Please allow 4- 6 weeks for delivery. Please print or type.
Offer available in the United States and Canada only. No COOs or credit card orders.

IDG Books Worldwide Registration Card
MACWORLD
COMPLETE MAc H ANDBOOK
Fill this out-and hear about updates to this book & other JOG Books Worldwide products!
Name ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Company/ Title

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Address
City/State/Zip

----------------------------------------------------------------------

What is the single most important reason you bought this book? ---------------------------------------------------

Where did you buy this book?
0 Bookstore (Name --------------------------------------0 Electronics/Software Store (Name ---------------------------0 Advertisement (If magazine, which?___________________________
0 Mail Order (Name of catalog/mail order house-------------------0 Other:--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - How did you hear about this book?
0 Book review in: ----------------0 Advertisement in: - - - - - - - 0 Catalog

How many computer books do you
purchase a year?
0 1
0 6-1 0
0 2-5

0 More than 10

0 Found in store
0 Other: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

What is your favorite computer book?

How would you rate the overall content ol this book?
0 Very good
0 Satisfactory
0 Good

0 Poor

Why? -----------------------------------------------------------------------What chapters did you find most valuable? ----------------------------------------------------------------What did you find least useful? ------------------------------------------------------------------------What kind of chapter or topic would you add to future editions of this book?___________________________________________

Please give us any additional comments.

0 l liked this book! By checking this box, I give you permission to use my name and quote me in fu ture JOG Books Worldwide promotional
materials.

0

FREE! Send me a copy of your computer book and book/ disk catalog.

TI1ank you!

Thank you!

Fold Here

Place
stamp
here

TOG Books Worldwide, Inc.
155 Bovet Road
Suite 730
San Mateo, CA 94402
Attn: Reader Response

Tape or staple bottom here.
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FINDER SHORTCUTS

OPEN AND SAVE DIALOG BOXES

To accomplish this...

- - -- --

Do this...

Bypass the warning dialog box

Press Option while dragging when you discard an
application or the System file to the Trash.

Close all open disk/folder windows

Press Option while clicking any window's close
box or choosing the Close command (if not using
Multi Finder. press Option immediately after
quitting a program).

Move an inactive window without
activating the window

Press Command while dragging the inactive
window's title bar (works in applications, too).
Press Option while dragging the file to the
destination folder.

Quickly determine whether a file is
locked or unlocked.

Select the file, then move the pointer over the
file's name. If the 1-beam pointer appears, the file
is not locked.

Align all icons in a window

Press Option while choosing Clean Up from the
Special menu.

"Program" o directory window to close
automatically when you return to the Finder

Press Option while opening the directory window
(doesn't apply to Multi Finder).

FINDER KEYBOARD COMMAND SHORTCUTS
File menu
New Folder ................................ Command·N
Open .......................................... Command·O
Close ......................................... Command-W
Get Privileges ............................ Command·P
Get Info ...................................... Command·!
Duplicate ................................... Command-O
Eject .......................................... Command-E

Edit menu
Undo .......................................... Command-Z
Cut ............................................. Command-X
Copy .......................................... Command-C
Paste ......................................... Command-V
Select All ................................... Command-A

MAKING YOUR TEXT LOOK TYPESET (ALL SYSTEM VERSIONS)
The special characters and tips below can make your text look professionally typeset.
Character Key Combination
Option-(
Shift-Option-(
Option-]
Shift-Option-]
Shift-Option-hyphen
Option-hyphen

Example of Usage
He said, "I think so."

M OR E TYPE TIPS
Type one space after punctuation, not two.
• Don't type ·r for 1 or ·o· for zero.
,
.
• Commas and periods go inside quotes.
That s the way to do tt. • Colons and semicolons go outside quotes.
She said, "That's 'odd.'" • Use italics, not underlines, for emphasis.
I'll be back-you'll see. • Use tabs, not the spacebar, to align textj
5- 10 feet long.
• For better legibility, avoid all CAPITALS.

1·

Copyright 10 1991 10G Books Worldwide. All riohts reseNed. ISBN: 1·878058·17-1, $5.95 value.
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All Mac programs use the same basic Open dialog box, whose standard components and
keyboard shortcuts are shown here. The Save dialog box is not shown, but works similarly.
Use this pop-up to access

other folders above this on I
To quickly select e folder
or document, type the
first few characters of its

Click here to close an open
folder

F

jes~ Oocumenu Folder

I
=SE

-

Q Memo
CJ PropoUIS r older

name. To have certain

/

V

[ "ett

0 Trllole

items appear at tho top of
the lisL precede their
names \•lith a

Copy a file from one folder to another
instead of moving it.

~~~

Preu Option and click to
removo icon from desktop

I

Dr lue

}-

Preui"'l Tab is the serne
as ticking Drive

I

Open

•) -

Pressing Return is tho
seme as clicki"'l Open

Canc.ei---::::J.

punctuation character
such as a period.

'

Preui"'l Commend-period
is the same as clicki"'l

Cancel

DIALOG BOXES WITH TEXT-ENTRY BOXES
In dialog boxes containing multiple text-entry boxes, you can jump from one text box to the
next by pressing the Tab key. Other shortcuts for the Print dialog box are shown here.
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"l aserW rlter 1t NTH"
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Toprintfromacertainpage

through 1he end of a document.

type the Sfllrting page number
here, leaving the To box blank.
To print from the beginni"'l of •

Pnper Source:® Paper Couctto
Print:
® Color/ Grayscale

0 Monuol reed
0 Block & White

document through a certain

page, type the ending page
number here, leaving the From

box blank.

CONTROLLING THE MOUSE POINTER WITH EASY ACCESS
The Mouse Keys feature of the Easy Access system extension lets you control the mouse
pointer using the numeric keypad. To activate and deactivate Mouse Keys, press CommandShift-Clear. When the Mouse Keys feature is active, the keypad's keys control the pointer as
shown below, at left.
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MULTIFINDER NAVIGATION

..

You have three ways to
!5I '
switch between programs
when running MultiFinder: you can click the
visible part of a different program's window;
you can click the small icon at the right end
of the menu bar (above, right); or you can
choose the desired program's name from the
Apple menu (left).
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Finder Shortcuts

Open and Save Dialog Boxes

To accomplish this...

do this...

Eject a disk and remove its icon

Drag the icon to the Trash or select the
disk and choose Put Away (Command-Y).

Bypass the waming dialog box

Press Option when choosing Empty Trash.

Select an icon from the keyboard

Type the first few characters of its name.

Hide the current application when switching
to another application

Press Option while choosing the desired
application from the application menu.

Rename an icon

Select it, pres~ Retum, and then start typing.

Quickly determine whether a file is
locked or unlocked

Select the file and press Retum. If no border
appears around the name, the file is locked.

Organize icons by name

Choose By Name from View menu, then choose
By Icon or By Small Icon. Next, press Option
and choose Clean Up by Name.

Clean up everything

Press Option and choose Clean Up All.

Clean up selected items only

Press Shift and choose Clean Up Selection.

Close all disk/folder windows

Press Option while clicking a close box or
choosing Close.

Copy a file from one folder to another
instead of moving it

Press Option while dragging the file to the
destination folder.

Open an item and close its window

Press Option and double-click on the item.

Open the folder or disk window that holds
the current directory w indow

Press Command while clicking on the window
title, then choose desired folder or disk name.

Abort a program that seems to have crashed

Press Command-Option-Esc and click Force Quit.

Open a document using an application that
may not have created it

Drag the document's icon to the application's icon.

System 7.0 uses new Open and Save dialog boxes, whose components and keyboard shortcuts appear
here. Programs developed prior to System 7.0 may not use the new components of the Save dialog box.

-

Use this pop-up to accos
other folders above this o e

Fikl server volumes have

File menu
New Folder ........ Command-N
Open .................. Command-O
Print ................... Command-P
Close .................. Command-W
Duplicate ............ Command-O
Put Away ........... Command-Y
Find .................... Command-F
Find Again .......... Command-G

Edit menu
Undo .................. Command-Z
Cut ..................... Command-X
Copy ................... Command-C
Paste .................. Command-V
Select All ............ Command-A
Special menu
Eject Disk ........... Command-E

• Command-down arrow opens icon
• Tab selects next icon alphabeti·
cally; Shift Tab selects previous
• Left and right arrow selects next
or previous icon
• Command-right arrow expands
folder outline; Command-Option·
right arrow expands entire outline
(left arrow to collapse)
• Command-up arrow opens the
window that holds active window

Copyright e t9911DG Books Worldwide. AD rights reserved.fSBN: 1-878058-17-t , S5.95 value.
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I!iii! Desk toe ... l
c:::)Handbook

To quickly select a folder
drive, or document, type
the first few characters
of its name.

Alias indicated by italics

/

0

'
CDnlrDI P4nt'IS

Command-E is the same
as clicking Eject

£jet t

r oc.- top +

Command-O is the same
as clicking Desktop

~-·

Command·period is the
same as clicking Cancel

l rush

I

Pressing Tab in the Save
dialog box lets YDil move
between the list box and the
text entJy box. When a bold
border appears around the list
box (as shown here!. you can
select items in the list box by
typing characters. When the
bold border appears around the
text box. characters you type
appear in the text box.

/

/ 0 PageMater 4.0

!1

Click here to close an
open folder

pl =System 7.0

li!1 SE

this icon

I

Open -._]

Return is the same as
clicking Open

~

lets you create a new

Liiil Desktop• l

~ I,.

c;:::) System 7.0
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Q llmtYiril Pn/tnlt

ft>

{l/1/PfflO/E'

0

Control Plln,.ls

<1\

M ocra~nt 2.0
'11tiU'~> U fi iJJor d

Q
0 PageMaker -1.0

:n:

01 .Ctu.f.f/1
Saue this documenl

•u:

I

oe~ ktop

New

J/

CJ1

~
~ Soue )

®El 0~

Hides cu"ent application (here, the Finder!
Hides windows of inactive applications
Displays all hidden windows
Check mark denotes active application .,... ~ Finder
Press Option and choose to hide active application
~ MllcPeint 2.0
Dimmed icons indicate inactive
applications whose windows are hidden

folder (keyboard

c:::::)SyJ1em 7 . 0

c::::)Handboot

juntttted

FINDER WINDOW SHORTCUTS

Finder Keyboard Command Shortcuts

r~ l

~ Mi c roso ft Word

Ill' P11geM 11ker 4.0

shortcut: Command-NI.
Hyou've already
opened a folder. the
new folder is created
within it.
Let s you create a

/

stationery pad. Stationery
pads let you reuse a
document's contents

without accidentaUy
soving over them.

To switch to a different program,
click within one of its windows,
if any are visible. You can also
use the application menu (at the
right edge of the menu bar) to
switch between programs and
hide the windows of programs
you aren't using.

File Sharing Icons and Access Priviliges
Icon

LID
LID

CJ
CJ

What it means
You can put items in this folder but you can't open the folder or access its contents
You can't access or modify this folder
You can use this folder normally
You own this folder and can use it normally

ICONS IN DIRECTORY WINDOW HEADINGS
You can't make changes to this folder.

::ft.

'&

You can't see files within this folder.

't!;;j You can't see folders within this folder.

Readers cheer Jim Heid's "Getting Started"
Column in Macworld ...
"! ca n remember... one of your articles explaining tha t mysterious wonde r,
PostScript, a nd for the first time understanding what it was. ! laugh now,
because everyday ! have to reach fo r that simple expla nation as a softv.rare
training specinl ist at Adobe Systems."
-D~nidle Beaumont
"Your article on the new system was fantastic... .You hit such a pe rfect tone ....
-:\1.1ncy Anderson
T ha nks a ga in for g rea t writing ."
"Your article was clear, easy to read, and was particularly useful in understanding
-John Fux & Richard Fox
the design constra ints of TSC video."
"Your a rticl c ... hclped me most in choosing my tclecommunicahons software."
- AibcrtSu

"Excellent... hils g iven me facts nnd insig ht unava ilable elsewhere."
- Lioyclll~ugh

''Very informative and helpful."

- Jack K~trncs

"Superb ... interesting and useful."

-Milton Spencer

"Thanks a henp for your help!"

-Scoll Roberts

"Well done!... .Tha nk you fo r nil your help, support, concern and assista nce"
- Dick Owen>

"An arhcle like yours reall y stimula tes the imaginntion to explore the
topic further."
-Quinton Friesen
"Your articles arc one of the... reasons I maintain my subscriptio n to Macworld ...
Your articles ... arc excellent and useful."
-Geoff Kloster
"Your arhcle was much apprecia ted."
"Well done!"

-Steve Mcintosh
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"Very enjoyable reading. It's an excellent
beginner's introduction, along with plenty of
useful tips &: shortcuts, that any Mac user will
appreciate ."
- MARVIN CARLBERG. I lesigner of Norton Crilirics for rhc Macimosh, Pcrcr Norton Cumpuring

This is your complete guide co getting started, mastering,
and expanding your Mac with expert advice on:
Buying a Mac • Wo=d Processing • Spreadsheets • Desktop Publishing
• T ypog raphy • Database Management • G raphics • HyperCard •
Deskrop Presentations • Music & MlDI • Animation • Telecommunications • OCR • Project Management • CAD • Mu ltimedia •
Deskrop Video • Utilities

Plus, get the ins and outs of:
Basic Maintenance • Memory • System Folder • Multimsking • System
7 • Disk & Maintenance • Viruses • Dam Exchange • Troubleshooting
• DigiraiSouncl • Prog ramm ing • Printers& Fonts • Alternati ve Input
Devices • Expansion Slots • Video • Scanners • Networking
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BONUS - Macworlcl Quick Reference Card for System 7!

M cGR~W HILL
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About the Amho r: Jim H eicl "s Getting Started
column in Macworld is read by over 400,000
Mac users each mom h. H e is a respected
Macinrosh auchori cy and the bestselling author
of Imide tbe Mrtt"into.rb.

Maximi ze your Mac skills wi lh t hese ocher fine IDG Boo ks:

$26.95 USA
$ 35.95 Canada
£24.95 U K

Macworld G11ide to Sy.rtem 7 by Lon Poole
i\!lacworld iV111sic & S01md Bible by Christopher Yavelow

ISBN 1-878058-17-7

., Company

Co mpurer Book
She lving Carego•·y:
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